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1  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THE PROBLEM 
The Indo-European languages are awash with verbal formations marked by an 
element *‑s‑. These include the prominent s-aorist and a host of similar but 
distinct sigmatic formations with the suffixes *‑se/o‑, *‑sie̯/o‑ and, arguably, 
*‑h₁se/o‑, appearing with and without reduplication and expressing future, 
subjunctive or desiderative function. This is further complicated by several 
problematic sideforms and language-specific problems that do not conform 
well with the comparative picture and therefore have largely been ignored in 
the reconstruction of Indo-European: take instances like the Vedic precative, 
the Latin perfect element ‑is‑/‑er- or the Aeolic optative in Greek. Add to this 
other peculiar problems such as the problematic inflection of the Baltic future, 
the Celtic subjunctives and the Phrygian aorists in ‑es, and it should be 
immediately clear to any Indo-Europeanist that there is a multitude of 
enigmatic formations which all have a principal element *‑s‑ in common, but 
whose relation to the larger Indo-European verbal system is for the most part 
still undetermined and hotly debated.  

The s-aorist is such a fundamental part of the traditional Indo-European 
verb that it is common to find a distinction between sigmatic and asigmatic 
aorists (e.g., Szemerényi 1996: 280). However, even the s-aorist is problematic, 
with its atypical ablaut and non-ablauting suffix *‑s‑, its irregular subjunctive 
made from the weak stem and its apparent inability to form an optative. In 
addition, many s-aorists of the individual languages appear to be 
“Ersatzbildungen für Wurzelaoriste” (LIV:-21), which puts into question the 
originality of several reconstructible s-aorists. It has long been suspected that 
the s-aorist might be a relative newcomer to the Indo-European verbal system 
(cf. Meillet 1908; Kuryłowicz 1964:-109; Szemerényi 1996:-281). Some scholars 
even argue that the s-aorist only arose in its recognizable form independently 
in the individual branches (cf. Watkins 1962:-51, 63–69, 101f.; Otkupščikov 1963; 
Ivanov 1965:-173f.; Drinka 1995). 

 
This is the scenario already before adding to the mix the two most recently 
discovered branches, Anatolian and Tocharian. Whereas the classical Indo-
European languages at least agree to some extent on sigmatic formations such 
as the s-aorist, no such cohesion is found in Anatolian or Tocharian. The latter 
branch has a group of sigmatic formations, notably the so-called s-preterite 
which only shows *‑s- in the 3sg. in the active.  

The divergence of Anatolian is even greater, there being no productive *‑s-
formation in the verbal system. There is a number of verbal stems which can be 
identified as having an element *‑s- attached to a root, but this is not a living 
system.  
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Furthermore, Hittite has a number of personal endings with a sigmatic 
element, most notably the ḫi-conjugation preterite active 3sg. ending ‑š, which 
is traditionally thought to reflect the desinence of an s-aorist (cf. Kronasser 
1956:-191f.; Eichner 1975:-83). However, it is puzzling why Anatolian would 
employ an unproductive category like the s-aorist in a conjugation which 
otherwise goes back to the perfect. The parallelism of an *‑s- appearing only in 
the 3sg. ending also in Tocharian has enthused Jasanoff (1988a, 2003:-174–214) 
to posit a “pre-sigmatic aorist” within his *h₂e-conjugation theory. 

 
It has long been a reconstructive problem to reconcile the evidence from 
Anatolian and Tocharian with the remaining languages, and until now no 
communis opinio has been reached. This is evident from the number of works 
dedicated wholly or partially to this issue. Almost a century ago, Holger 
Pedersen published his monograph Les formes sigmatiques du verbe latin (1921), 
with many original and controversial solutions. That the matter is nowhere near 
settled is clear from recent works such as Jasanoff’s monograph-length article 
The sigmatic forms of the Hittite verb (2019a), whose title is deliberately 
reminiscent of Pedersen’s work and presents equally original and controversial 
opinions. The present study is meant as a contribution to this ongoing debate 
and will inevitably present controversial solutions as well. 

 

1.2 METHODOLOGY AND TERMINOLOGY 

1.2.1 Methods of linguistic reconstruction 
The basis of the present study are the fundamental methods of linguistic 
reconstruction: the comparative method and internal reconstruction. The 
comparative method is used to recover linguistic data from the ancestor of two 
or more genealogically related languages. The data is deduced by comparing 
features with similar form and function to ascertain whether they could have 
evolved from a single origin. If this is indeed deemed achievable, one can 
establish a proto-form and determine the developments undergone up to each 
of the languages in question. 

The comparative method establishes a proto-stage, which is defined as the 
latest common ancestral stage of the languages compared (cf. Olander 2015: 18–
21; Weiss 2015: 138). The comparative method thus uncovers a specific 
chronological layer, an idealization of a synchronic linguistic system at a 
specific time defined by its descendants. 

When there are no related languages to compare with, one must turn to 
internal reconstruction, which compares alternations within a single language 
in order to establish its previous stages and the reason(s) for the variation in 
question. Internal reconstruction is a useful supplement to the comparative 
method and is based on the premise that the various allomorphs of a morpheme 
can be traced back to a single unalternating form. 
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Whereas the comparative method establishes a proto-stage, internal 
reconstruction is used to dig out information about one or several pre-stage(s) 
of a single language, i.e. any stage preceding the language stage in question. 
Internal reconstruction usually reaches internally transparent and regular 
forms while the comparative method is able to reconstruct forms that are 
irregular within the synchronic system of the proto-language (cf. Morpurgo 
Davies 1998: 128). It is often in the latter cases that one would apply internal 
reconstruction on a proto-language, reaching a pre-proto-stage. 

 
The single goal of linguistic reconstruction is to find and establish 
commonalities between differing languages or forms, in other words to achieve 
unity from diversity. One cannot use these methods to form a picture of 
linguistic variation at an ancestral stage (cf. Eichner 1988: 11–20). This does not 
mean that linguistic variation did not exist in a specific proto-language or in any 
stages before or after that (pace Schlerath 1981:-180), but such variation is 
irretrievable and therefore irrelevant if it has not been inherited. Linguistic 
variation is therefore hard to reconstruct, although some sociolinguistic or 
culturally-dependent linguistic usages may indeed be identified by help of 
historical-comparative linguistics. A prime example of this is the field of 
historical-comparative poetics (cf. Watkins 1995; West 2007). 

 

1.2.2 Cladistics 
While the comparative method can demonstrate genealogical relationship and 
reconstruct a proto-language, the cladistic method, known from evolutionary 
biology (Schuh & Brower 2009:-7), establishes internal subgroups (or branches, 
clades, subfamilies) within a phylogenetic family based on shared unique 
characteristics that come from the group’s last common ancestor and are not 
present in more distant ancestors. 

In establishing subgroups, only innovations can define the membership of a 
subgroup. An innovation is a linguistic change that occurs within the inherited 
structure and thus disconnects a linguistic feature from its ancestor. Languages 
that share innovations are more closely related to each other than other 
members of the language family: they form a subgroup. Thus, only shared 
innovations can be used to establish a linguistic subgroup.  

 
Identical innovations may have occurred in different languages without being 
shared and inherited from a common ancestor. In that case, we are dealing with 
an unshared or parallel innovation, which naturally cannot be used to establish 
subgroups. The most common example of a parallel innovation is loss of a 
feature, like the parallel loss of the segmental laryngeals in nearly all Indo-
European daughter languages. Somewhat similar is the parallel merger or 
convergence of some categories, like the merger of masculine and neuter gender 
in Romance, Albanian and East Baltic. An unshared innovation might also be 
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“positive” (not involving loss or convergence), such as the functional change of 
the perfect from a (resultative‑)stative into a past tense which happened 
independently in at least Germanic, Tocharian, late Vedic, Celtic and Latin (or 
Italo-Celtic?). 

 
Archaisms are features that are retained from an ancestor unchanged. While 
linguistic archaisms can be characteristic of a linguistic subgroup, they are 
useless for identifying one. If two or more languages share an archaism, it does 
not mean that they are necessarily closely related, only that they have retained 
a feature (pace Zeilfelder 2001). 

 
The present study has a cladistic approach in the assessment of the comparative 
data. Potentially shared innovations between certain branches are emphasized, 
and diverging features of the outlying branches Tocharian and Anatolian are 
put under scrutiny in comparison with features of the remaining branches. 
 

1.2.3 Internal subgrouping of the Indo-European family  

1.2.3.1 The position of Anatolian 

It was recognized early after the discovery of Hittite (Hrozný 1915, 1917) that the 
language exhibited several anomalies compared to the classical Indo-European 
languages which could not be easily reconciled. It was an unexpected paradox 
that the earliest Indo-European language in many ways diverged the most from 
the already well-established Proto-Indo-European. 

Forrer (1921: 26) first suggested that Anatolian had split off at an earlier stage 
and this was prominently advocated by Sturtevant (1926, 1929, 1933: 30) under 
the term “Indo-Hittite.” For long, this “Indo-Hittite hypothesis” was only 
supported by few (e.g., Petersen 1933; Adrados 1962, 1963, 1982; Cowgill 1974, 
1979), while the majority held that Anatolian could be derived from traditional 
Proto-Indo-European with most anomalies attributed to loss or inner-Anatolian 
innovations (e.g., Pedersen 1938:-190f.; Kammenhuber 1961; Eichner 1975:-71–74; 
Harðarson 1994; Tichy 2004:-16). This approach is nowadays called the 
Schwundhypothese. 

Only recently, the communis opinio has shifted in favour of the “Indo-Hittite 
hypothesis” (e.g., Lehrmann 1998, 2001; Brosman 2002; Ringe 2006:-5; 
Kloekhorst 2008:-7–11, 2016; Oettinger 2013b; Melchert 2014, fthc.), although 
some remain extremely cautious of most of the proposed evidence (Rieken 
2009; Cotticelli Kurras 2009; Eichner 2015). The time depth of the split was 
previously fiercely discussed, but this is irrelevant for the genealogical split. 

In addition, many scholars have focused on the terminology of the clade 
including Anatolian as opposed to the one including all the others. Proposals for 
the former include “Indo-European” (Melchert fthc.; Olander 2019), “Indo-
Hittite” (Sturtevant 1929) and, recently, “Indo-Anatolian” (Kloekhorst & Pronk 
2019). Proposals for the latter include “Core Indo-European” (Melchert fthc.), 
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“Indo-European proper” (Cowgill 1985:-108), “North Indo-European” (Ringe 
2006:-5f.); “non-Anatolian Indo-European” (Kortlandt 2010a:-47), “Indo-
Tocharian” (Olander 2019) or “Indo-European” (contrasting with Indo-
Hittite/Indo-Anatolian, Sturtevant 1929; Kloekhorst & Pronk 2019). 

In this study, I use the term “Indo-European” to refer to the clade including 
Anatolian, as it encompasses all the recognized members of the family and 
thereby the earliest recoverable proto-stage. This keeps the term “Indo-
European” for the whole family and the field of Indo-European studies at large. 
I find it unnecessary to rename the field or to exclude the Anatolian branch 
when talking about Indo-European. I do not find it appealing to promote the 
second or third clade within the family with the term “Indo-European” and to 
brand Anatolian and potentially Tocharian as “non-Indo-European” languages. 

A brief overview on the internal classification of Anatolian is given in 
Appendix I. 

 

1.2.3.2 Subgrouping and terminology of subsequent subgroups 

While the Anatolian branch is now generally agreed to be the first branch to 
split off, the subsequent splits are understudied. I believe that there are a 
number of innovations shared among some of the Indo-European branches but 
not by others, and that this allows us to posit a genealogical tree with binary 
splits. Although many scholars have posited this before (cf. Schleicher 1871: 7–9; 
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 415; Ringe 1998), the question is still controversial 
(cf. Garrett 1999:-147), and I consider it one of the primary goals for future 
research to give this question due attention. No consesus has been reached on 
the matter, and so, with all due precautions of its tentative nature, figure 1 
presents the conception of the internal subgrouping of Indo-European followed 
in this study (following mostly Olander 2018, 2019): 

 

Figure 1: Cladistic tree of the Indo-European language family 
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I name the clade after the Anatolian split “Indo-Tocharian” (after Peyrot 2019), 
which signifies that Tocharian was the next branch to split off. The view of 
Tocharian as the second outlier is common (cf. K.T. Schmidt 1992; Winter 1997; 
Carling 2005: 44f.; Weiss 2018), although not universally accepted (cf. the 
concern in Malzahn 2016a). Indo-Tocharian innovations in my view include the 
feminine gender, the *so‑/*to-pronoun, many lexical items such as the numeral 
*kʷetu̯óres ‘four’ and the kinship terms *ph₂tér- ‘father’, *méh₂ter- ‘mother’, 
*bʰréh₂ter- ‘brother’, a change of the nominative 2sg. personal pronoun PIE *tiH 
→ PIT *tuH, voice-integrated participles, the establishment of the aspect system 
with distinctive imperfective and aorist stems, and the generalization of 
reduplication and resultative-stative value in the perfect. 

 
The clade following the split of Tocharian is here called “Indo-Celtic,” which 
consists of Italo-Celtic and the remaining languages. The hypothesis that Italic 
and Celtic form a subgroup within Indo-European has a long history (Osthoff 
1881a:-16₁; Cowgill 1970; Kortlandt 1981, 2007; Weiss 2012), although it has also 
been criticized (cf. Watkins 1966a; Isaac 2007:-75).  

Italo-Celtic innovations include: the assimilation of *p > *kʷ if followed by a 
*kʷ, a genitive in PItC *‑ī, a pres.mid.1pl. PItC *‑mor (← PIE/PInC *‑mesdʰh₂) and 
a superlative in *‑is‑m̥mo‑. It is commonly assumed that Italo-Celtic represents 
the third outlier in the language family (Ringe, Warnow & Taylor 2002:-397).  

Probable Indo-Celtic innovations include derivational suffixes like *‑ti‑, the 
appearance of comparative and superlative forms, many of the classical plural 
and dual oblique case forms, the change of PIE/PIT *meǵh₂- ‘many’ ⇾ PInC ‘big’ 
and substitution with PInC *pélh₁u‑~*plh̥₁éu̯‑ ‘many’, the change of PIT *u̯iHró‑ 
‘young’ ⇾	 PInC ‘man, husband; hero’, and the replacement of √*h₁egʷʰ by 
√*peh₃(i)̯ with its ipf. *pi‑b(h₃)‑e/o‑ for ‘drink’.  

 
The division of the remaining branches is more controversial. I think that 
Germanic probably represents the next division in the family, and I therefore 
employ the term “Indo-Germanic” for this clade. Indo-Germanic innovations 
include the replacement of the middle present-marker *‑r with *‑i from the 
active, and, subsequently, of the 2sg. present middle ending PIE/PInC *‑th₂er → 
pre-PIG *‑th₂ei ̯→ PIG *‑soi ̯in analogy to the active ending 2sg. *‑si, and perhaps 
the optative to thematic verbs in *‑o‑i(̯h₁)‑. 
 
The branches Greek, Albanian and Armenian are often seen as independent 
branches, but I consider them to form a subgroup along with Phrygian and 
Messapic, as already suggested by several scholars (cf. Solta 1990:-17; 
Klingenschmitt 1994b:-244f.; Matzinger 2005b:-380, 2012; Sowa 2006; De 
Lamberterie 2013). I call this branch “Balkanic,” and the clade above is then 
called “Indo-Balkanic.” Similarities across the languages have long been noted 
(e.g., Kortlandt 1986 for Albanian and Armenian; Witczak 1997 for Greek and 
Albanian; Matzinger 2005b for Armenian and Phrygian), especially between 
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Greek and Armenian (e.g., Pedersen 1905; Meillet 1927; Wyatt 1982), although 
many scholars adamantly deny a subgroup to this day (cf. Clackson 1994; Kim 
2018a).  

I consider Albanian to form a subgroup with Messapic and have tentatively 
named this “Illyric” in light of the hypothetical Illyrian connection (cf. Hamp 
1957; Matzinger 2005a, 2009, 2015). I also consider Greek to form a closer 
subgroup with Phrygian, which I call “Helleno-Phrygian” (cf. Woudhuizen 2008; 
De Lamberterie 2013: 42–50). I have connected the Illyric and Helleno-Phrygian 
subgroups in a “West Balkanic” clade; this is probably the most controversial 
division, but I think that the evidence for shared innovations is convincing 
(examples from Adam Hyllested p.c.): the pronoun *au̯tó- ‘self’ (Gk. αὐτός, Phr. 
αυτος, Alb. vetë), *ksenu̯o‑ ‘guest, stranger’ (Gk. ξέν(ϝ)ος, Alb. huaj), *dórkʷom 
‘dinner; evening’ (Gk. δόρπον, Alb. darkë), the productive composite suffix 
*‑nie̯/o‑ as in Gk. φαίνοµαι, Alb. bëj < PWBlk. *bʰh₂‑nie̯/o‑ ← PBlk. *bʰh₂‑n‑ (Arm. 
banam), itself a Balkanic innovation from the root-ipf. PIB *bʰeh₂‑. This means 
that Armenian would be the outlier within Balkanic. I do not insist on this, and 
it will not have any consequence for the present study.  

Probable Balkanic innovations include: an innovated negation from the 
phrase *(né) h₂óiu̯ kʷid (Cowgill 1960), an innovated weak stem *gʷnh₂‑ai(̯k)‑ for 
‘woman’ (Matzinger 2000), a loc.pl. *‑si ← *‑su, the change of pres.mid.1sg. PBlk. 
*‑mai ̯← PIG+PIB *‑h₂ai ̯(← PIE *‑h₂er), PBlk. √*klau̯ ‘cry’ (Gk. κλαίω, OAlb. klanj 
> Alb. qaj, Arm. lam), the use of the essive suffix *‑eh₁- as an intransitive aorist, 
the reduplicated aorist *(h₂)ar(h₂)are/o‑ (Gk. ἤραρον, Arm. arari) and the 
creation of the thematic aorist PBlk. *kʷl‑é/ó‑ from √*kʷelh₁ ‘turn’ as the aorist 
‘become; happen’ (Gk. ἔπλετο, OAlb. kle, Arm. ełew).  

Probable Indo-Balkanic innovations include the augment, the use of *(H)io̯- 
as a relative pronoun instead of interrogative *kʷi‑/*kʷo‑, and lexemes like 
√*h₂elh₁ ‘grind’, *h₂eiǵ̯- ‘goat’, *gʷriHu̯éh₂- ‘throat, neck’, *Hisu(o)- ‘arrow’ and 
the specific connotation of √*Hie̯u̯dʰ ‘move, incite’ with ‘battle’ (cf. Ved. 
yudhyáti, YAv. yūiδiieiti ‘fights’; Ved. yudhmá- ‘warrior’, OCS o-jĭmŭ/o‑jĭminŭ 
‘soldier’, Gk. ὑσµι ̄ν́η ’battle’). 

 
The final clade before the division into universally recognized subgroups 
consists of the two remaining branches, Indo-Iranian and Balto-Slavic. Probable 
Indo-Slavic innovations include the RUKI-law, palatalization of the 
palatovelars, the merger of velars and labiovelars and perhaps palatalization of 
these as well, and exclusive lexemes like *u̯íḱ(u̯)o‑ ‘all’, *déḱsino- ‘right’ (derived 
from *déḱ(o)s- ‘right’), *kr̥snó- ‘black’, *ḱu̯ento- ‘holy’, *ǵʰésto- ‘hand’ (← *ǵʰesr-), 
*tus‑(s)ḱ‑ió̯‑ ‘empty’.  

 
In this study, significant innovations will be suggested for several of these 
clades, specifically Indo-Tocharian, Indo-Celtic, Indo-Slavic and Balkanic. The 
study thus provides new potential evidence for the internal subgrouping of 
Indo-European. 
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1.3 AIM AND SCOPE 
The study aims to investigate the sigmatic verbal formations in the Indo-
European languages and to assess their reconstruction at the different proto-
stages for the relevant subgrouping. All sigmatic verbal suffixes and endings will 
be treated except for the 2sg. eventive ending *‑s(i) and the *‑sḱe/o-suffix, which 
is securely reconstructible for Proto-Indo-European. The suffix may be related 
to other sigmatic formations, as indicated by the association between s-aorist 
and ‑sḱe/o-imperfective (cf. Ivanov 1965:-139–174).1 This would, however, be a 
pre-Proto-Indo-European matter and therefore insignificant for the 
development and classification of the Indo-European languages. 

Several sections that were found to be immaterial for the larger argument 
have been put into appendices. This involves individual word treatments and 
discussions of formations that are deemed to be either innovative within their 
branch or unrelated to the sigmatic formations in focus here. These sections 
therefore have no consequence for the larger comparative matter at hand, but 
they present interesting and mind-boggling problems that can be read on their 
own. They will be referred to when relevant. 

The study is structured into individual treatments of the sigmatic 
formations in each recognized branch, ordered into Indo-Celtic (Chapter 2), for 
which a reconstruction of the sigmatic formations in Proto-Indo-Celtic is given, 
and followed by the treatments of Tocharian (Chapter 3) and Anatolian 
(Chapter 4). The findings are discussed, evaluated and reconciled in a 
reconstruction into the relevant cladistic layers for the different formations 
(Chapter 5), and the final results are stated in the conclusion (Chapter 6). 
  

 
1 It has been proposed that *‑sḱe/o- derives from a pre-PIE *‑sie̯/o-, i.e. a *‑ie̯/o-imperfective derived from 

the s-aorist (cf. Rasmussen 1994: 332). For other, in my view less likely, suggestions, cf. Brugmann 1892: 
1029; Watkins 1962: 75f., 1969: 56f.; Shields 1984; Jasanoff 2003: 133; Oettinger 2013a. 
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2  SIGMATIC FORMATIONS IN INDO-CELTIC 

2.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
The following chapter will treat the sigmatic formations in all the major 
branches of the Indo-Celtic clade, including often-overlooked “minor” 
languages like Phrygian, Messapic and Albanian. The order of the different 
branches is supposed to reflect the internal subgrouping of the branches 
incorporated here working “upwards” in the genealogical tree from Indo-
Iranian and its closest relative, Balto-Slavic. However, the internal subgrouping 
is not meant to be forced into the treatments; only when shared innovations 
seem to have been found will the internal subgrouping be invoked, and the 
treatment of the individual branches is intended to be largely unaffected by 
one’s views on the internal subgrouping of the branches. 

After the individual treatments, the chapter will conclude with an 
intermediary conclusion in form of a reconstruction of the sigmatic formations 
back to Proto-Indo-Celtic, the latest common ancestor of the branches in 
question and thus a later stage than Proto-Indo-Tocharian and Proto-Indo-
European. This reconstruction will serve as the main comparandum for the 
subsequent investigation of the sigmatic formations in Tocharian and 
Anatolian, respectively. 

 

2.2 INDO-IRANIAN 

2.2.1 Sigmatic aorists 

2.2.1.1 The s-aorist 

The s-aorist was prominent in early Indo-Iranian: it is attested in its classical 
form by 136 roots in Vedic (cf. Whitney 1885: 225f.) and by 28 roots in Avestan 
(Hoffmann & Forssman 1996: 229f.), whereas OP mid.1sg. adaršiy ‘I took 
possession’ (DPe 8; to √dar ‘hold’) presents the only Iranian relic of the s-aorist 
outside Avestan. Quite a number of cognate s-aorists exist between Vedic and 
Avestan exclusively within Indo-European, which may be a testament to the 
formation’s productivity in Proto-Indo-Iranian. For example, Ved. á̄raik ‘left’ 
(RV 5×) and YAv. opt.mid.2sg. paiti.raēxšīša (Purs. 40) ‘you could leave’ point to 
a PIIr. s-aorist*ră̄ikš- as opposed to the root aorist seen in Gk. ἔλιπον, Arm. elik‘, 
La. līquī (cf. LIV: 406f.); even the Vedic hapax root aorist mid.2sg. (prá) rikthās 
‘you have surpassed’ (RV 3.6.2) suggests that the Indo-Iranian s-aorist was a late 
creation. 

The s-aorist takes the normal secondary endings in the indicative, apart 
from the act.3pl. which employs the perfect ending ‑úr; e.g, ácchāntsur ‘have 
appeared’ (RV 10.119.6), just like the root aorist of |ā-roots (ádāt, ádur). Avestan 
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shows the expected ending ‑at ̰< *‑n̥t, cf. OAv. uruuāxšat ̰‘proceed’ (Y 34.13). It is 
not clear why Vedic supplanted ‑at/‑an with ‑úr, but it seems to be a part of an 
emerging “aorist conjugation,” perhaps as a means to differentiate the category 
from the imperfective. 

Due to the Auslaut rules of Vedic, the 2sg. and 3sg. active never showed their 
asyllabic endings in the older language, and if a root-final consonant came 
before the suffix, even the *‑s-marker of the formation was also regularly lost 
(*‑V(H)‑s‑s/t > ‑s; *‑⁰C‑s‑s/t > ‑C). This resulted in an uneconomic system with 
total formal convergence of 2sg. and 3sg., but also meant that the formal marker 
of the aorist was often out of sight. This ambiguity was remedied in various 
ways. Firstly, roots ending in a vowel/diphthong, and whose s-aorists 2/3sg. were 
‑V‑s, could supplant the final ‑s with ‑t in the 3sg. forms, parallelling the endings 
elsewhere in vowel-final bases: thus 2sg+3sg. ajaiṣ (RV 2×) → 3sg. ajait (AV 
12.3.54). However, this still left the s-suffix hidden and, on the surface, these 
forms look like Narten-ablauting root aorists. In consonant-final roots, where 
also the s-marker was lost, the wish for morphological clarity was met by 
supplying the regular s-aorist with fresh desinences ‑īṣ, ‑īt imported from the iṣ-
aorist variant, which had already seen a morphological clarification of 3sg. 
*‑H‑s‑t > *‑īṣ (thus converging with 2sg.) to ‑īt (cf. infra): e.g., asrāk (RV 4.53.3+4) 
→ asrākṣīt (ŚB 3×), aprāṭ (RV 10.32.7) → aprākṣīt (ŚB 7.13.15). This extra vowel gave 
the ending an opportunity to resurface but also separated it from the stem-
marking *‑s-. As such, it was a superb means to clearly mark the forms both for 
person and as s-aorists, and the ‑i ̄ṣ̆/‑i ̄t̆-solution was eventually also taken over by 
the vowel-final bases as the normal s-aorist desinences: ajaiṣ → ajait → ajaiṣīt 
(AV 14.2.74). 

 

2.2.1.2 Ablaut and middle 

The s-aorist is characterized by a peculiar ablaut, and Vedic and Avestan even 
disagree on various details. Yet, both show long grade throughout the active 
indicative (preterite/injunctive), including the dual and plural – itself an odd 
feature; e.g., Ved. 3sg. acchān (RV 2×), 2pl. ácchānta (RV 1.165.12) = OAv. sąs (Y 
43.11), sąstā (Y 29.1) < *sḱēnd‑s‑t/‑te. It is generally assumed that the strong stem 
was original only in the active singular – i.e. the normal distribution – and was 
later generalized in the entire active (cf. Thumb & Hauschild 1959: 306; 
Szemerényi 1996: 282). 

 
In the middle indicative, a weak stem opposes the strong-stem active. Vedic 
presents a blurry picture with 30 forms showing full grade and 27 zero grade in 
the Rigveda (Narten 1964: 23). Especially roots in final -ā/i ̄/̆ŭ̄ show full grade, 
while roots with internal ‑i/u/r̥- show zero grade. Also, roots in ‑aT generally 
show their basic root grade which historically correspond to the full grade.  

The zero-graded middles are tellingly overrepresented in the 3pl. in ‑ata (13 
out of 27 forms or 48%) and the verbs are rather attested as other aorist types in 
the rest of the paradigm, which Narten (1964: 24–28) explained as a metrically 
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motivated transition from light-syllabic root aorist mid.3pl. to heavy-syllabic s-
aorist. E.g., ayukṣata ‘they yoked’ (RV 3×) ← *ayujata (inj. yujata RV 5.52.8,2 
thematicized yujanta RV 2×), cf. mid.1sg. áyuji (RV 5.46.1), mid.3sg. áyukta (RV 
9×), act.1sg. yojam (RV 2.18.3). Naturally, after this transition, other zero-graded 
middle s-aorist forms could be created, seen in later mid.1sg. ayukṣi (MaiSm 
2.7.13) ← áyuji, with further analogical active forms, ayokṣīt (ĀpŚS 3.13.5). A 
further motivating factor for transition from root aorist to s-aorist in the middle 
was the regular disappearance of *‑s- in the mid.3sg. of some roots, cf. 3sg. 
abhakta (< *a‑bhak‑ṣ‑ta, RV 2×) with mid.1sg. abhakṣi (RV 2×) – cf. also act.3sg. 
abhāk → abhākṣīt – leading to an analogical transition of root aorist middles to 
s-aorist 1sg. in similar roots. E.g., root aor. mid.3sg. avr̥kta (RV 8.101.16) – next to 
act.3sg. várk (RV 4×), 3pl. avr̥jan (RV 10.48.3) – furnishing a reanalyzed s-aor.1sg. 
vr̥kṣi (RV 1.27.13) for expected *(a)vr̥ji. Again, with such an analogical form, new 
s-aorist forms could eventually arise analogically, cf. mid.1pl. avr̥kṣmahi (JB 2×), 
act.2sg. avārkṣīṣ (AB 7.26.6). Narten (1964: 27) also uses this account to explain 
the notable middle forms in ⁰iṣ‑ made to |ā-roots: √dhā has aor.mid.1sg. adhiṣi 
(ŚB 9.3.4.11), mid.3pl. adhiṣata (MaiS 1.6.13) with a sigmatic element as opposed 
to the root aorist in the other forms, mid.2sg. adhithās, 3sg. adhita, and act.3sg. 
ádhāt. The root √dā (with á̄· ‘take’) has a parallel paradigm with mid.1sg. á̄·diṣi 
(AV 3×), mid.3pl. á̄·diṣata (ŚB 9.4.3.4) next to root aorist act.3sg. ádāt, and, also 
with á̄·, mid.2sg. ā·dithās (JB 1.321), ādita (AB 2×, ŚB 9.5.4.15). A root aorist 
mid.1sg. is also attested in á̄·di (MaiS 2×), representing a more original form than 
á̄·diṣi. The sigmatic middle forms appear only in the two personal forms with 
vowel-initial endings, so here the ‑ṣ- is imported from the s-aorists simply to 
serve as hiatus-breakers (cf. Meillet 1908: 88), for √dā only with the prefix á̄·; 
since á̄·di, *ádhi on the surface did not show the 1sg. ending ‑i separate from the 
weak stem d(h)i-, a separating ‑ṣ- helped clarify the form’s morphology → á̄·diṣi, 
ádhiṣi (cf. Narten 1964:-134–138, 151f.). Similarly, the active forms like 3pl. dhāsur 
(RV 7.97.5) arose as a clearer morphologically separated form of root aor. dhur 
(RV 15×). In general, there seems to have been a tendency to insert ‑S‑ in front 
of vowel-initial endings, especially in the aorist middle and 3pl.act., 
transforming root aorists to superficial s-aorists. One may therefore question 
whether it is an actual transition to s-aorists or if ‑S- simply works as a “consonne 
de liaison” in pre-vocalic position (cf. Kuryłowicz 1969:-15f.). 

 
In contrast, the full-graded middles are more evenly distributed in person and 
correspond with s-aorists also in the active, e.g., mid.1sg. abhakṣi (RV 2×), 
mid.3sg. ábhakta (RV 2×) next to act.1sg. abhākṣam (TS), act.3sg. abhāk (RV 
1.187.1) → abhākṣīt (GB). For |ā-roots, an original full grade expectedly resulted 
in the long vowel ‑ā- < *‑eH‑ indecipherable from the long grade active: mid. 
hāsta (AV 18.2.24), hāsmahi (RV 10.128.5) vs. act.3sg. hās (3.53.20), ahās (RV 
1.116.3) → ahāt (TBr. 3.7.13.2), act.3pl. hāsur (RV 8.75.8). The full-graded middle 

 
2 Perhaps artificial or restored, cf. Hoffmann (1952: 125). 
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must thus be older than the zero-graded one in Vedic, which can be explained 
by several series of analogy. 

In Avestan, there usually is a full-graded middle: OAv. 1sg. mə̄ṇghī (Y 7×), 3sg. 
mąstā (Y 45.11) to √man ‘think’ = Ved. maṁsi (RV 7.88.2), maṁsta (AV); 2pl. 
ϑβarōždūm (Y 29.1) to √ϑβars ‘cut, shape’. However, the apparent zero grade in 
the 1pl. OAv. mə̄hmaidī (Y 46.13), amə̄hmaidī (Y 35.7) seems to go back to *ma‑s‑, 
conflicting with the forms mə̄ṅghī, mąstā above, which reflect a full-graded 
*man‑s‑. Since inner-paradigmatic ablaut within the middle is hardly credible, 
perhaps we are witnessing a (PIIr.?) dissimilation of *‑nsm‑ > *‑sm- as also 
suggested by Hoffmann (1952:-131) for Ved. agasmahi (RV 2×). 

 
The s-aorist gave birth to no less than three offshoot aorist types within Vedic: 
the so-called iṣ‑, siṣ- and sa-aorists, which will be discussed in the following 
sections. 

 

2.2.1.3 The iṣ-aorist 

The iṣ-aorist arose from the s-aorist of seṭ-roots where the sequence *⁰CH‑s‑ 
resulted in ⁰Ciṣ- through regular sound change (e.g., *pḗu̯H‑s‑ > pāviṣ‑). This 
opened up for a reanalysis of ‑iṣ- as a suffx in its own right which since spread to 
aniṭ-roots (cf. Narten 1964: 55f., 90), e.g., abhārṣam ‘I have brought’ (RV 10.137.4) 
→ abhāriṣam (AV). The suffix became highly productive in Vedic where 144 roots 
have an iṣ-aorist (cf. Whitney 1885: 226f.). Since many of the roots are seṭ-roots, 
it is a matter of definition that they are traditionally not included in the s-aorist 
in Vedic grammar. Due to the different fate of internal laryngeals in Avestan, no 
such side-form was created.  

 
The 2sg. and 3sg. of the iṣ-aorist would both have ended in expected *‑īṣ3 from 
*‑H‑s‑s and *‑H‑s‑t, respectively. Since this would have led to a merger of the two 
persons, the two forms were differentiated again through analogy to the root 
aorists of seṭ-roots which still distinguished their 2sg. ‑īṣ (< *⁰H‑s) from the 3sg. 
‑īt (< *⁰H‑t). Consequently ‑īt was introduced into the iṣ-aorist as the reclarified 
3sg. desinence (cf. Narten 1964: 53f.). For instance, the two persons are clearly 
differentiated in 2sg. tārīṣ (RV 5×), 3sg. (a)tārīt (RV 10×) to √tarⁱ~tr ̥̄ ‘pass’ (PIE 
√*terh₂), although the new endings made it ambiguous if they were s-aorists or 
root aorists. Only the ablaut and other forms like 3pl. atāriṣur (RV 3.33.12) reveal 
that the forms are s-aorists. This ambiguity in turn led many root aorists to be 
reanalyzed as iṣ-aorists: e.g., root aor.1sg. agrabham (RV 1.191.13), 3sg. ágrabhīt 
(RV 1.145.2) → iṣ-aor.1pl. agrabhīṣma (RV 3×), 2pl. grabhīṣṭa (RV 2.29.5) and 
renewed 1sg. grabhīm (TS 1.7.12.2, with ‑īm analogical to ‑īṣ, ‑īt) to √grabhⁱ ‘seize’ 
(cf. Narten 1964: 53–57). This in large part accounts for the full-graded active iṣ-
aorists, although the confusion between seṭ-root aorists and iṣ-aorists also led to 
the creation of apparently long-graded seṭ-root aorists in the other direction: 

 
3 On the quantity of the vowel resulting from laryngeals, cf. Jamison (1988). 
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ásvanīt (RV 4.27.3) → svānīt (RV 2.4.6). This cycle of repeating conglomerations 
means that the iṣ-aorist is more numerously attested than the s-aorist already in 
the Rigveda. There is also a morphophonological reason for this, as the iṣ-aorist 
proved useful in separating the consonantal segments of the verbal root from 
the suffix and endings, and the renovated desinences 2sg. ‑īṣ, 3sg. ‑īt were also 
eventually introduced into the normal s-aorist, especially in post-Rigvedic like 
asrāk → asrākṣīt mentioned above (cf. Narten 1964:-19f., 52–56). 

 

2.2.1.4 The siṣ-aorist 

The iṣ-aorist was conglomerated with the ‑s- of the s-aorist to form a siṣ-aorist, 
which was only made to a few roots in |ā, in the Rigveda only two (√gā ‘sing’, 
√yā ‘go’): e.g. agāsiṣur (RV 8.1.7). However, even these two roots have original s-
aorist forms: ayāsam (RV 3.33.3), ayāsur (RV 2×), mid.1sg. gāsi (RV 2×). Thus, it 
is clear that the siṣ-aorist is a late amalgamation. This must have originated in 
the 2/3sg (cf. Narten 1964: 71f.). Since at least √yā formed a root imperfective, 
the 2sg. ipf.pret. ayās (RV) would have been identical to the s-aorist 2/3sg. *ayās, 
providing a strong motivation to renovate the endings by the productive ‑īṣ/t of 
the iṣ-aorist: → ayāsīt (RV 3×), agāsīt (AB, JB, TB). From this, a new stem ⁰āsi ̄ṣ̆‑ 
was deduced: ayāsam, ayāsur → ayāsiṣam (RV 1.18.6), ayāsiṣur (RV 9.61.13). This 
pattern then spread to other roots in |ā: ájñāsam (AB, JB) → ajñāsiṣam (ŚĀ 5.7). 

 

2.2.1.5 The sa-aorist 

The sa-aorists appear to simply be thematicizations of s-aorists. The sa-aorist 
never gained wide popularity, with 19 roots forming this type, only 7 occuring in 
the Rigveda. They are all characterized by a zero-grade root vocalism ‑i/u/r̥‑ and 
by ending in a dorsal consonant producing stem-final ⁰kṣa‑ (cf. Whitney 1896: 
325).  

Narten (1964: 76f.) explains this through the root √duh ‘milk’ which has both 
s-aorist and sa-aorist forms attested in the Rigveda: s-aor.mid.3pl. adhukṣata 
‘they milked out’ (RV 9.110.8) vs. sa-aor.mid.3sg. ádhukṣata ‘has milked out’ (RV 
9.2.3). Since √duh has a root imperfective (ipf.mid.3pl. duhré RV 7×, duhrate RV 
2×, duhaté RV 8×), it cannot be explained from a root aorist like ayukṣata 
mentioned above. Yet, Narten (1964: 76) suggests that it was still formed from 
this root imperfective preterite (3pl. aduhra MaiS, aduhran AV, aduhata ŚB) on 
the pattern of the identical-looking root aorists like ayukṣata ← (a)yujata, so also 
aduhata → adhukṣata (although the former is attested much later). As ‑s- was 
confined to the aorist, the root could then build a new s-aorist in other forms, 
too: ipf.pres.act.3pl. duhánti (RV 16×), ipf.pret.act.3pl. aduhan (TS 2.5.3.3) → 
aor.pret.act.3pl. adhukṣan (RV 2×). Since this newly made form’s ending ‑an did 
not correspond to the ‑ur of the s-aorist, the form adhukṣan aligned itself with 
the thematic aorists like aruhan and motivated the transition to pure thematic 
conjugation → them.mid.3pl. dhukṣánta (RV 8.7.3). Thus followed a select 
number of roots with similar root imperfectives which formed new s-aorists 
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with the same stem-final ‑k‑ṣ‑(a‑), consequently ipf. adihan → aor. adhikṣan 
(both JB 3.121), etc. (Narten 1964: 78). For a slightly different version, cf. Insler 
(1969). 

Kuryłowicz (1956:-164), on the other hand, describes the sa-aorists as 
sigmaticized thematic aorists. This conflicts with the roots in question, since 
they are not known to form thematic aorists, and the theory is therefore 
unconvincing. 

 

2.2.2 Irregular s-injunctives 
A handful of active injunctive forms seem to conflict with the normal ablaut of 
the strong-stem s-aorist, showing full grade instead of lengthened grade: 
inj.act.1sg. stoṣam ‘I will praise’ (RV 1.187.1), yoṣam ‘I shall stay away’ (TS, KS, TB, 
JB), 2sg. jeṣ ‘be victorious!’ (RV 6.4.4), 1pl. jeṣma ‘let us win’ (RV 10.156.1) and 1sg. 
jeṣam ‘I will conquer’ (VS, TS, TBr.). The forms are used in a prototypically 
injunctive function and cannot readily be inferred from a subjunctive paradigm 
which uniformly shows the 1sg.act. ending ‑ā(ni), not ‑am (cf. Kortlandt 2004: 
7f., 2015a). 

Narten (1964:-1712, 213) regards the forms as irregular s-aorist injunctives with 
secondary vocalism taken over from the respective subjunctives (stoṣat, yoṣat, 
jeṣat). Such a takeover is free to suggest but there is no motivation for it, nor is 
it a tendency found anywhere else. The forms seem rather to be archaic. The 
form yoṣam stands next to regularly long-graded yauṣam (MaiS 1.2.3) and 
irregular “ū-graded” yūṣam (AV 6.123.4), but these later forms could simply 
reflect reworkings of the synchronically irregular yoṣam. 

Kortlandt (1987, 2004, 2015a) argues that these forms indicate that 
lengthening in the s-aorist was originally restricted to the monosyllabic 2/3sg, 
with 1sg. stoṣam, yoṣam, jeṣam reflecting archaic non-lengthened s-aorist 
injunctives *stéu̯‑s‑m̥, *ié̯u̯‑s‑m̥, *gʷéi‑̯s‑m̥. Kortlandt thinks that lengthening had 
already spread throughout the active in the s-aorist preterite, but that the 
original full-grade forms were retained in the injunctive, comparing the 
injunctive forms jeṣam, jeṣma to s-aor.pret. ajaiṣam (RV 10.159.6), ajaiṣma (RV 
8.47.18). However, the equally non-lengthened monosyllabic inj.2sg. jeṣ clearly 
contradicts this, and it seems inadvisable to regard this bizarre form as 
secondary. Nor can it be regarded as an ‑eṣ-optative, since these are made 
exclusively to roots in |ā, excluding this reading for √ji (cf. Appendix A.3). 

As argued below (§2.2.5), I think that stoṣam can be original, as a regular 
injunctive to a root imperfective of an s-extended root √*steu̯s – derived from 
√*steu̯ but functioning as a separate root. This analysis elucidates other 
problematic sigmatic forms of this root like the sé-middle stuṣé which is also 
synchronically irregular and ambiguous, pointing to an archaic origin. The 
forms yoṣam and jeṣam/jeṣ/jeṣma could then reflect parallel imperfective 
injunctives of s-extended roots √*ie̯u̯s (to √*ie̯u̯) and √*gʷeis̯ (to √*gʷei)̯. 
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2.2.3 The sa-subjunctive 
Whereas the subjunctive is normally made from the strong stem, the s-aorist is 
peculiar in having a subjunctive with full grade, i.e. with the ablaut-grade of the 
weak stem, in both Vedic and Avestan: Ved. neṣat (RV 3×), OAv. naēšat ̰(Y 31.20); 
Ved. bhakṣat (RV 9.67.10), OAv. baxšaitī (Y 3×); mid.1sg. Ved. maṁsai, OAv. 
mə̄ṇghāi (Y 43.4). The |ā-roots from original *|eH-roots show a long vowel from 
the original full grade, as expected: yāsat (RV 6×) next to ayāsam, ayāsīt. 

A few verbs in Vedic show lengthened grade: tāriṣat (RV 5×), sá̄kṣāma (RV 
7.98.4), sākṣate (RV 10.120.6). This merely reflects the weak indicative forms of 
the respective verbs, which also have irregular lengthened grade: cf. 
aor.opt.mid.1pl. tāriṣīmahi (RV 2.23.10), aor.pret.mid.1sg. asākṣi (RV 10.159.1).  

 
Although the sa-subjunctives are productively made to s-aorists in Vedic and 
Avestan, a rather large group of sa-subjunctives appear without an s-aorist, the 
corresponding aorist mostly being of the root aorist type. For instance, Ved. 
dāsat (RV 8.1.33) pairs with ádāt (RV 11×), and OAv. stå̄ŋhat ̰(Y 50.4) corresponds 
to Ved. ásthāt (RV 44×). These sa-subjunctives to |ā-root aorists were likely 
modelled after the s-aorist subjunctive yāsat to √yā as a more distinctive 
subjunctive, since the root aorist subjunctive for the |ā-roots was identical to 
the indicative: cf. the regular root aor.subj.act.3sg. dāt (RV 15×), 
indistinguishable from the indicative-injunctive. Likewise, the isolated sa-
subj.1pl. śreṣāma ‘we shall lay’ (RV 4.43.1), opposing the root aorist aśret ‘has 
leaned’ (RV 18×), could have been formed to avoid confusion with the thematic 
imperfective where both would have been *śrayāma. It is therefore clear that 
sa-subjunctives could be innovated to |V̆̄-roots as a way to distinguish their 
subjunctives from their indicatives. 

While the ‑s- for |V-roots could serve as a morphological divider, we also see 
isolated sa-subjunctives in consonant-final roots where an analogical origin is 
problematic: e.g., darṣasi (RV 8.32.5), darṣat (RV 3×), darṣate (RV 10.120.6) 
opposing root aorist adar/dárt (RV 3×), and satsat (RV 10.53.1) opposing 
thematic aorist ásadat (RV 14×). Narten (1964: 39, 145f.) argued that these s-
subjunctives were secondarily created to the si-imperatives which some of these 
verbs also form, so that darṣat and satsast ← dárṣi (RV 10×) and satsi (RV 11×). 
However, this is circular as the si-imperatives are also isolated and dependent 
on the sa-subjunctives, since they were created from them (cf. infra §2.2.4). This 
means that there is a group of isolated sa-subjunctives with associated si-
imperatives but without an s-aorist. Since the si-imperatives must be old, it 
follows that these isolated sa-subjuncties are old as well, proving that the sa-
subjunctive was somewhat detached from the s-aorist at an early stage.  

In fact, Avestan also shows isolated sa-subjunctives for five roots: e.g., OAv. 
subj.3sg. jə̄ṇghati·cā (Y 31.14) vs. root aor.3sg. uz‑jə̄n (Y 46.12), 3pl. aibī.gəmən (Y 
46.11) to √gam. This, again, confirms that the isolation of the *sa-subjunctives is 
an inherited feature. 
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Remarkably, the subjunctive in Vedic is not formed to consonant-final roots in 
medial ‑i/u/r̥-. Since this is exactly the root restriction of the sa-aorists, it is likely 
that those roots only formed sa-aorists, as the two would have been identical. 
This would suggest that some sa-aorists originated as sa-subjunctives.  

However, two parallel mid.2sg. forms to such a root structure are attested: 
dr̥ḱṣase (RV 1.6.7) and pr̥kṣase (RV 10.22.7). The zero grade is irregular for a sa-
subjunctive, and the middle inflection is also rarely seen in this formation 
(Narten 1964:-37). The form dr ̥́kṣase stands next to the otherwise isolated s-
aor.mid.3pl. ádr̥kṣata (RV 5×) opposing the Rigvedic root aorist in dárśam (RV 
1.25.18). It is used in the same function as the “aorist passive” 3pl. adr̥śran/‑m (RV 
9×), so much so that Narten (1964:-146) posits that ádr̥kṣata replaced adr̥śran for 
metrical reasons, parallel to the creation of ayukṣata and adhukṣata (cf. supra). 
Similarly, dr̥ḱṣase must be an artifical creation after ádr̥kṣata – cf. the same 
metrical position in the cadence (Narten 1964:-146f.). It is evident that pr̥kṣase 
was modelled after dr ̥́kṣase (cf. Narten 1964:-175f.). 

 
All in all, the sa-subjunctive stands out beyond measure in the Indo-Iranian verb 
in both ablaut and derivation. Since the sa-subjunctive does not conform to the 
derivational pattern of subjunctives from the strong stem of their aspect stem, 
it is questionable if it really was derived from the s-aorist in its classical shape. 
Additionally, the sa-subjunctive freely appears without an associated s-aorist, 
indicating that it was not restricted as a subjunctive to the s-aorist. The 
appearance of si-imperatives next to sa-subjunctives merely attest to the origin 
of the si-imperatives, as argued below. The Indo-Iranian evidence thus attests to 
a highly independent *sa-subjunctive which is associated with, but 
emancipated from the s-aorist. 
 

2.2.4 The si-imperatives 
As expounded above, Vedic has a group of peculiar si-imperatives which have a 
close connection with sa-subjunctives: jeṣi (RV 7×), jeṣat (RV 8.40.10); néṣi (RV 
10×), neṣat (RV 3×); yakṣi (RV 37×), yakṣat (RV 12×), mátsi (RV 12×), mátsat(i) (RV 
4×). This pairing often occurs without other s-formations made to the root: satsi, 
satsat (see above). These si-forms function as 2sg. imperative actives and are 
attested in about 150 forms to 23 roots. Out of these 23 roots, 12 have both 
associated sa-subjunctives and s-aorists and a further 4 have only a sa-
subjunctive. The verbs with associated sa-subjunctives account for 112, or about 
three quarters, of the total attestations (Cardona 1965). Their pecuriality lies in 
employing a desinence ‑si, which is otherwise not known to have functioned as 
an iptv.act.2sg. ending, and thus competing with the normal imperative endings 
‑∅, ‑dhí.  

Apart from the si-forms, the s-aorist does not show a real, developed 
imperative, although the injunctive can be used in an imperative function as 
with other aorist injunctives (cf. Narten 1964: 45), cf. act.2sg. yāṭ ‘sacrifice!’ (RV 
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10.61.21, √yaj), mid.2pl. trá̄dhvam4 ‘protect!’ (RV 3×, √trā) = OAv. θrāzdūm (Y 
34.7). In the middle 2sg., we find s-aorist forms with the ending ‑sva having 
apparently absorbed the ‑s- of the aorist stem, so that only the accent, ablaut 
and inner-paradigmatic relations betray the s-aorist identity (cf. Narten 1964: 
46): cf. s-aorist mid.iptv.2sg. trá̄sva (RV 2×), yákṣva (RV 2×), váṁsva (RV 4×) next 
to s-aorist subj.mid.3sg. trāsate (RV 2×), pret.mid.3sg. ayaṣṭa (RV 6.47.25), 
inj.mid.1sg. váṁsi (RV 5.70.1). This is in contrast with the zero grade and final 
accent of root aor. kr̥ṣvá (pret. akr̥ta, √kr̥), root ipf. stuṣvá (pres. stute). Since 5 of 
the 7 full-graded sva-imperatives in the Rigveda also have a si-imperative, it is 
clear that the si- and sva-imperatives are connected synchronically. However, 
whereas the full-graded sva-imperatives are restricted to established s-aorists, 
we find si-imperatives also to root aorists and thematic aorists (cf. śróṣi : áśrot), 
which indicates that the si-imperative was independent from the s-aorist (cf. 
Narten 1964: 47). 

 
The imperative in ‑si is of course very reminiscent of the identical present 
act.2sg. ending ‑si. However, the present is not normally associated with 
imperative use. Furthermore, the si-imperatives are formed from different 
stems than their respective imperfectives, thereby disqualifying the forms as 
imperfective presents: contrast si-iptv.act.2sg. satsi ‘sit!’, dhakṣi ‘burn!’ (RV 3×), 
śróṣi ‘hear!’ (RV 6.4.7) with ipf.pres.act.2sg. si ̄d́asi, dahasi, śr̥ṇóṣi (Burrow 1955: 
350). 

Cardona (1965) argued convincingly for the probable origin within the sa-
subjunctive, and Szemerényi (1966) elucidated this by arguing that the forms in 
‑si were haplologized 2sg. forms of the s-aorist subjunctive *‑sasi >> ‑si. This 
haplology was supposed to have been of Proto-Indo-Iranian date, as Szemerényi 
(1966: 4) also connected the unique Avestan form dōišī ‘show!’ (Y 33.13) next to 
other s-aorist forms: subj.1sg. dōišā (Y 51.2) and inj.act.2sg. dāiš (Y 43.10). The 
assumed haplology cannot have been a general sound law as it did not hit all 
instances of ‑sasi, cf. aor.subj.2sg. darṣasi (RV 8.32.5), des.pres.2sg. dítsasi (RV 
5×), ipf.subj.2sg. ásasi (RV 4×). Szemerényi’s account has won wide support, 
notably from Jasanoff (1986, 1987a, 2001/2003, 2002a, 2013a) who argued that the 
haplology goes back to pre-Proto-Indo-European, connecting the si-imperatives 
to potential cognates in other Indo-European languages.5 

Watkins (1969:-140–142), who also wanted to push the si-imperatives back 
to Proto-Indo-European, instead posited that the forms should be analyzed as 
*|‑s‑∅‑i| with *‑s‑ of the s-aorist, a zero-marker for the imperative 2sg. (the 
default person in the imperative), and the hic-et-nunc-particle *‑i. However, a 
combination of imperative-marker and the present-marker *‑i would not make 
morphological or functional sense, since the present represents a different, 
indicative function. 

 
4 Normally analyzed as root imperfective, cf. Whitney (1885: 67), Macdonell (1910: 339); but cf. the Avestan 

cognate as per Wackernagel (1926: 7). 
5 To this, García Ramón (2002/2006) has added the Greek aor.iptv.act.2sg. ‑σον as consisting of *‑si + a 

particle. 
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Bammesberger (1983), criticizing Watkins, instead sought an inner-Indo-
Iranian origin of the si-imperatives from the s-subjunctives in analogy with the 
imperative in ‑dhi, specifically to roots ending in ‑dh whose final consonant 
merged with that of the ending, e.g., √yudh ‘fight’: subj.act.3sg. yodhati : ipv.2sg. 
yodhi :: satsati : X = satsi.  

Differently, Shields (1997:-153) suggested that the si-imperatives go back to a 
Proto-Indo-European formation *|‑s‑∅| with *‑s- as a non-present marker (the 
origin of the s-aorist, s-futures, desiderative, and also the present 2sg. ending 
*‑s(i)!) and *‑∅ as the original default ending for both 2sg. and 3sg., with the 
“late, dialectal addition” of *‑i from *‑dʰi to the sigmatic element, with no further 
explanation of how or when this extraction and addition should have come 
about. This hinges on several controversial assumptions which still do not 
illuminate the close connection to sa-subjunctives. 

Rasmussen (1985a) suggests that the si-imperatives were not haplologized 
subjunctives but rather original indicative forms (with the primary ending *‑si) 
of a Proto-Indo-European formation he named ‘prospective’, i.e. with an 
“aktuell-punktuell” function designating “die unmittelbare Erfüllung eines 
Vorhabens” (l.c.: 396). This prospective would be characterized by *é~∅-ablaut 
with a non-gradating suffix *‑s- and recognizable only in scattered archaic 
material such as the full-graded injunctives like stoṣam (§2.2.2) and the primary 
middles like stuṣé (§2.2.5), with s-subjunctives functioning as broader futures. 
The Indo-Iranian *sia̯-future (§2.2.7) would represent an imperfectivizing 
*‑ie̯/o‑derivative. All these formations are treated in the present chapter, and a 
slightly different analysis for each is put forward. The prospective has gained a 
small gathering (cf. Schaefer 1994:-15, 108f.; Hill 2009:-104), although Rasmussen 
himself later (1997a) rejected his own theory. However, even if such an 
athematic prospective had existed, it would still not be plausible for an 
indicative present prospective to function as imperative.  

 
The connection between si-imperatives and sa-subjunctives is undeniable, and 
several such pairs appear without an attested s-aorist, cf. satsi and satsat beside 
a thematic aorist ásadat, dárṣi and darṣasi(!), darṣat next to root aor. adar/dárt. 
This means that the si-imperatives and sa-subjunctives were detached to some 
extent from the s-aorist. The close association furthemore speaks for an origin 
as a haplologized subjunctive with Szemerényi, but due to the likely cognates in 
various other languages (cf. §§2.6.3, 2.11.4, 3.6), it is more probable that this 
happened already at an earlier stage than Proto-Indo-Iranian (with Jasanoff l.c.).  

 

2.2.5 The middle sé-forms 
A group of enigmatic primary middle forms in ‑sé occur exclusively in the 
Rigveda where they are attested 52 times, although only to 10 roots which all 
function as verba dicendi in a broad sense (cf. Rasmussen 1985a: 390). 
Interestingly, the sé-forms are used for all three persons in the singular and have 
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a general indicative sense with a reference time in the present or, more often, in 
the immediate future (cf. Whitney 1896: 319): e.g., stuṣé ‘I shall praise (now)’. 

 
In Appendix A.1, all the attested sé-forms are treated individually. The 
treatment reveals that the sé-forms can be used for either of the three persons 
in the singular, but that the 1sg. is by far the most common use, accounting for 
41 or 42 out of the 52 forms, i.e. 79–81%. Comparatively, the 2sg. (2/3×, 4/6%) 
and 3sg. (8×, 15%) are much rarer. Just as stark is the functional difference 
between the persons: the 1sg. is always used in an agentive/active sense, whereas 
the 2sg. and 3sg. are always used in a patientive/passive sense.  

The sé-forms are overrepresented in the first verse of hymns, but really only 
among 1sg. forms: 17 out of the 41/42 1sg. forms (ca. 40–41%) occur in the very 
first verse of their hymns. To compare, none of the 2sg. forms and two of the 
eight 3sg. forms (25%) are found in the first verse. This position is often used as 
an introductory “Liedanfang” or metatextual prologue (‘I shall now sing the 
following hymn’). It is no wonder that this position is overrepresented by the 
1sg. as it was meant for the poet/singer himself in this metatextual context. The 
“Liedanfang” is normally favoured by aorist injunctives or, to a lesser extent, 
subjunctives (cf. Hoffmann 1967a: 251–253): e.g., RV 1.154.1 víṣṇor nú kaṃ vīríyà̄ṇi 
prá vocaṃ ‘Now I shall proclaim the heroic deeds of Viṣṇu’ with the aor.inj. 
vocam. However, the forms cannot be (s-)aorist middle injunctives, as the forms 
do not show the expected secondary endings. Nor can they be subjunctives as 
they are athematic.  

 
Now, as already treated, the forms are used indiscriminately between all three 
persons of the singular. This could warrant a few conceivable explanations, viz. 
that the forms were not originally inflected for person or that they fell together 
either phonetically or analogically. The first option was purported early on by 
Bartholomae (1893: 275) and Neisser (1894: 54f., 1902), who regarded the forms 
as infinitives in ‑(a)se like áyase ‘to go’ (RV 2×), jiṣé ‘to conquer’ (RV 2×) and the 
already-mentioned infinitive r̥ñjáse in RV 8.4.17, and this was the prevalent 
analysis for long.6 Although an infinitive reading might theoretically work in 
some instances, the many unaccented forms make such an analysis 
unattractive, and the restriction to singular referent remains unexplained. 
Rather, if we work with a suffix *‑s- in the desinence ‑sé, we can 
straightforwardly analyze the forms as regular – albeit archaic – middle forms 
with primary endings, i.e. with the endings of 1sg. bruv‑é, 2sg. brū‑ṣé, 3sg. bruv‑é 
(with ‑é < *‑ói)̯: (pre-)PIIr. 1sg. *|‑s‑Hái|̯, 2sg. *|‑s‑sái|̯, 3sg. *|-s‑ái|̯ > Ved. ‑sé (cf. 
Rasmussen 1985a: 394, also already Oldenberg 1901: 306–312). We need only 
assume a simplification of the geminate *‑ss‑ in 2sg.*‑s‑sái ̯ to *‑sái ̯(as in ási < 
*|h₁és‑si|), either by sound law or analogy, in order for all forms to end up 
identical in Vedic. Since both function and morphology of the ‑sé-forms can be 

 
6 Cf. Delbrück 1897: 442; Brugmann 1906: 525; Renou 1952: 261. 
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readily understood as (archaic) middles, I find such an analysis much more 
attractive. However, we are still left with the question of stem formation. 

Out of the 10 stems, at least 6 are derived from the synchronic (weak, if 
ablauting) imperfective stem: arcase, r̥ñjase, cárkr̥ṣe, gr̥ṇīṣé, punīṣe, yajase. Two 
others have a close relation to thematic imperfectives but with ‑i- instead of the 
thematic vowel (descriptively): ohiṣe (if o‑), gāyiṣe. It is thus at least clear that 
the forms synchronically have little to do with the s-aorist, and they are also 
noticeably absent in Narten’s treatment (1964). The two final forms, stuṣé and 
hiṣe, are both made to the zero grade of the root. Both verbs show root stems 
(root ipf. for √stu, root aor. for √hi) and s-aorist forms (fully-fledged for √stu, 
only secondary mid.3pl. for √hi), and the ‑sé-forms could thus be connected to 
either of those stems, or to the root itself. The frequent verb stuṣé could in reality 
be analyzed in a number of ways, i.a. weak root-imperfective stem |stu‑| + |‑sé|. 
The frequency of this one verb could in and of itself have caused such an analysis 
to spread, which could explain the variety of imperfective stem formations with 
|‑sé|. They would then have been created analogically in contexts where stuṣé 
would have worked (e.g., in “Liedanfang”). Only stuṣé and hiṣe cannot be 
explained this way, and as hiṣe did not form an original s-aorist, it is not likely 
to be the origin for this form. It could be for stuṣé, except for the fact that the 
aorist middle (also of √stu) is formed with a full grade (astoṣṭa) and could not 
have been combined directly with the primary endings. The combination of 
these facts seem rather to suggest that stuṣé be best explained as a primary 
derivation from the root *|stu‑| + |‑s‑| + primary middle endings (cf. Rasmussen 
1985a: 393). 

The locus for the spread, likely the only retainer of such an original 
formation, must thus be stuṣé. It is, then, of no small importance that √stu itself 
shows the other peculiar s-formations already discussed, viz. the full-graded 
injunctive stoṣam and the si-imperative stoṣi, as well as the (systematically 
ambiguous) full-graded sa-subjunctives like stoṣāṇi, stoṣat. Since these forms do 
not agree well with the s-aorist in either ablaut or endings, one would hardly be 
reproached for thinking, with Rasmussen (1985a), that such forms could rather 
be part of a distinct category or formation, whether it was derived from the s-
aorist, only distantly related to it or completely unrelated. 

 
Jasanoff (2016) has recently proposed a new solution to the Vedic sé-forms. Also 
reaching the inevitable conclusion that stuṣé represents the only original 
formation of this type, Jasanoff connects this form to YAv. stuiiē, which is also 
often used in the same performative function in ritual contexts. The Avestan 
form is usually considered to have been secondarily “zero-graded” in analogy 
with other weak-stem forms from the Narten-imperfective in OAv. stāumī, ptc. 
stauuat-, YAv. mid.3sg. staoite (e.g., Narten 1968:-17). However, Jasanoff regards 
it unlikely to be secondary in light of other full-graded middle forms such as 
staoite. Instead, he considers it to be an inherited second root-stem formation, 
reconstructing PIIr. 1sg. *stuu̯ái,̯ 2sg. *stušái,̯ 3sg. *stuu̯ái.̯ This formation would 
then be directly comparable to Hi. ištuwāri ‘becomes publicly known’ and OHG 
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stuēt ‘confesses’ < PGmc. *stuwai[þ] (cf. Jasanoff 2002b:-160, 2014), pointing to a 
PIE middle *stu‑ór, separate from the Narten-middle in Ved. stáve, YAv. staoite, 
which is entirely convincing as a separate point. Although Jasanoff considers 
this to be an original root aorist, its present inflection in Vedic suggests an 
imperfective origin. 

Jasanoff proceeds to suggest that Ved. stuṣé in fact is a deformed version of 
PIIr. *stuu̯ái ̯which arose secondarily within Vedic, probably to pattern better 
with the sa-subjunctive stoṣā ‘I intend to praise’ instead of the ipf.subj. 
stávā/stávai ‘id.’, in other words stávā : *stuvé :: stóṣā : X → stuṣé.  

This model would rid us of the problematic sé-forms, which might be 
considered a relief. However, I do not find Jasanoff’s analogy entirely 
convincing. First of all, the analogy does not seem entirely motivated, and there 
would be no real model for the appearance of the secondary sé-form in stuṣé, 
since no other s-formation showed such an athematic primary middle form. On 
the contrary, stuṣé does not appear to be innovative but is used in a very 
stylistically archaic context. Nor would there be any phonological motivation 
for the change, with Ved. bruvé proving that such a formation could easily be 
retained. The analogy would only work if there had been other *sé-forms already 
in play to sa-subjunctives, but since stuṣé must be the original locus of this type, 
I consider it likely that stuṣé represents an archaism. 

 
Nevertheless, the problem remains, since an athematic primary middle 
formation is not directly derivable from either the s-aorist or from the thematic 
subjunctives and futures formed with a sigmatic element. We therefore must 
reconstruct an old athematic primary formation here: PIIr. *stuš‑Hái,̯ 
(*stuš‑(š)ái,̯) *stuš‑ái ̯← PIE *stus‑h₂ér, *stus‑th₂ér, *stus‑ór.  

To my mind, the easiest way to explain this paradigm is not by assuming a 
new and highly recessive athematic future or “progressive,” although this is 
certainly still an option. However, I think that the Vedic forms cannot be 
regarded in isolation, and they clearly are tightly connected to the other s-
formations, inj.act.1sg. stoṣam and sa-subj. stoṣā, stoṣat with its si-imperative 
stoṣi. Although these forms have traditionally been and most likely 
synchronically were analyzed as s-aorists, I think that the injunctive stoṣam and 
the middle stuṣé here betray a different origin. These forms cannot be explained 
from an s-aorist, but they would be entirely unproblematic from an imperfective 
stem. Since there is not sufficient proof for a productive athematic s-
imperfective in Proto-Indo-European, I think instead that the relevant forms 
reflect the root imperfective of an s-extended root variant PIE √*steu̯s (ipf. 
*stéu̯s‑~*stus‑), whose transitive-factitive value could be argued from the 
meaning ‘praise, make known’ as opposed to PIE √*steu̯ ‘be(come) known’ 
(although this factitive meaning would have been generalized also for √*steu̯ in 
Indo-Iranian).  

Once the other s-forms were reanalyzed as belonging to the sa-subjunctive, 
the present middle forms 1/2/3sg. stuṣé would also appear to have a sigmatic 
suffix, and new forms in ‑Sé could be formed, probably only in the specific 
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metatextual form as artistic creations. At the same time, the sa-subjunctive 
reading in stoṣā, stoṣat could lead to the probably analogical creation of s-aorist 
pret.mid. astoṣi, astoṣṭa, which show the same ablaut as the perceived sa-
subjunctive (reproducing a productive pattern). These forms were 
synchronically irregular anyway, since roots in |u and |i should have had zero 
grade, but it is easy to understand why they escaped this fate if they were 
secondarily derived from the subjunctives stoṣā, stoṣat. 

 

2.2.6 The optative/precative and 3sg. *‑s 

2.2.6.1 The “s-aorist optative” 

A modal form of the s-aorist which has yet to be discussed is the optative, and 
it, too, presents unexpected problems, perhaps more than any other category. 
As the s-aorist was athematic, we should expect the weak (i.e. full-graded) stem 
followed by the gradating suffix *‑iá̯̄‑~*‑ī-, with the secondary endings employed 
for (athematic) optatives elsewhere.7 Such expected forms are indeed found, in 
Avestan with three attested verbs (cf. Hoffmann & Forssman 1996: 231f.),8 all 
young and within a curiously narrow semantic field (‘leave’~‘disappear’):  

¨ √nas ‘disappear’: act.1pl. nāšīma (Y 70.4) 
¨ √raēc~ric ‘leave’: mid.2sg. paiti.raēxšīša (Purs. 40) 
¨ √zā ‘leave’: act.3sg. fra.zahīt ̰(Y 60.7) 

With its unexpected ă-vowel (for *‑ā‑ < *‑eH‑), the active form ⁰zahīt ̰is, at least 
partially, secondary. It further contrasts with the OAv. root-derived aor.opt.1pl. 
zaēmā (Y 41.4), which reflects the state of affairs in Vedic where s-aorists form 
their active optative from the root (see below), and the latter form is likely more 
archaic (cf. Hoffmann 1967b: 31f.; pace Harðarson 1993:-123). 

 
In Vedic, we find such forms only in the middle, with an apparent s-aorist 
marker before the modal suffix ‑ī‑, to some two dozen roots (cf. Macdonell 1910: 
381, 384f.). This number would normally be impressive, but a review of all the 
forms reveals that many cannot be supported as bona fide s-aorists (cf. 
Appendix A.2 for a full treatment). 

It is noticeable that the 2/3sg. forms always show two s-suffixes, one before 
and one after the optative marker: maṁ‑s‑ī‑ṣ‑ṭhá̄s, maṁ‑s‑ī‑ṣ‑ṭa. This “circumfix” 
is not to be taken as innovated siṣ-aorists but rather give a clue to how Vedic 
forms the contrasting active form (the precative). As regards the first ‑s- in the 
Vedic middle forms before the optative marker ‑ī‑, it superficially appears to be 
the suffix of the s-aorist. However, since many of the verbs do not form an s-
aorist otherwise, it is most likely a secondary creation based on the confusion 

 
7 With notable endings in Vedic: act.3pl. ‑úr (< *‑r ̥́s), traditionally explained as influenced by the (also 

analogical) endings of aor.pret. ád(h)ur, ásthur (cf. Leumann 1952: 37f.); mid.1sg. ‑(y)á < *‑h₂e (opposing 
‑i < *‑h̥₂ elsewhere); mid.3pl. ‑ran, ‑rata ← *‑ro + infused recognizable endings (act. ‑an or mid. ‑ata). 

8 Pace Kellens (1984: 367), pairi.aēšiiąn is not an s-aorist but made to the root aorist of √aēš~iš. 
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started in the 2/3sg. “precative” and by the likely lack of an original s-aorist 
optative (cf. infra). 

 

2.2.6.2 Suppletive root aorist optative and precative 

No s-aorist optative exists in the active. Instead, a new kind of conglomerate 
formation exists, superficially formed with the building blocks it should have 
consisted of, but rearranged in an abnormal manner: we find that aorist 
optatives are made in the active by the optative marker ‑yá̄‑ and a marker ‑s-. 
The ‑s- of this form might be connected to that of the s-aorist, although it would 
be an astounding anomaly to find a modal suffix squeezed in between the root 
and the stem-forming suffix of an aspect stem. In recognition of this irregularity, 
this form is usually called the “precative,” to distinguish it from normal 
optatives.  

The middle 2/3sg. forms noted above are different as they are created to 
normal s-aorists with their formative ‑s- before the ī-marker, but then with an 
extra ‑s- before the ending. The s-aorist optative middle (with/without extra ‑s-
) is usually termed the “precative middle,” but this is formally only true for the 
2/3sg. forms. Only 2 “true precative” middle forms are attested without a 
preceding ‑s-: padīṣṭá (RV 5×), mucīṣṭa (RV 7.59.8).  

The precative is not found in Iranian or any other Indo-European branch, 
and as such it is likely to be either an inner-Indic innovation (cf. Brugmann 1915: 
393) or an archaism not retained elsewhere.  

 
Vedic really does provide an earlier stage of affairs before the classical precative. 
In the most archaic forms, the expected active optative of s-aorists seems to 
have been substituted with an optative of a root stem/aorist, appearing without 
an ‑s- in forms other than 2/3sg.: e.g., 1pl. sāhyá̄ma (RV 10.83.1), 3pl. sahyur (RV 
7.90.6). The ‑s- originally appears only in 3sg. sahyās ‘should prevail’ (RV 1.152.7) 
and the formally identical 2sg. sahyās ‘you should overcome’ (RV 2.11.4), so apart 
from the 3sg. we find the expected forms of a root aorist optative, while the verb 
otherwise forms an s-aorist: asākṣi, sakṣat (cf. also opt.mid.1sg. sākṣīya). 

The Rigveda has a few such “regular” or expected optatives of root aorists 
with the optative marker followed by the endings and nothing more in all forms 
but the 3sg., which shows ‑s- from the earliest forms (cf. Whitney 1896: 302)9: 

¨ √aś ‘attain’: 1sg. aśyá̄m (RV 7×), 1pl. aśyá̄ma (RV 20×), 3pl. 
aśyur (RV 3×) – 3sg. aśyās (RV 9×) – to aor. á̄ṣṭa, á̄śata 

¨ √kr̥ ‘do’: 1pl. kriyāma (RV 10.32.9) to aor. ákar, ákr̥ta (pass. 
kriyáte) 

¨ √bhū ‘be’: 1pl. bhūyá̄ma (RV 4×; cf. OAv. buiiāmā) – 2sg. bhūyá̄s 
(RV 2×) : 3sg. bhūyá̄s (RV 5×) – to aor. ábhūt 

 
9 Only roots which show other forms than the ambiguous 2/3sg. are included here. 
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¨ √yuj ‘yoke’: 1du. yujyāva (RV 8.62.11), 3du. yujyá̄tām (RV 7.42.1) 
to aor. yojam, áyukta  

¨ √vr̥j ‘twist’: 1sg. vr̥jyām (RV 2.27.5), 1pl. vr̥jyá̄ma (RV 8.45.10) 
– 3sg. vr̥jyās (RV 3×) – to aor. várk, avr̥jan 

¨ √śak ‘be able’: 1sg. śakyām (RV 10.29.3) to aor. śaktam, śagdhí 

From early times, the ‑s encountered irregularly in the 3sg. (as well as 2sg. 
regularly) is not readily analyzable as an ending and spreads into the other 
persons already in the Rigvedic material in analogy with stems in final ‑s-:  

 
 ipf.pret. of √as:  3sg. á̄s : 1sg. á̄sam :: 
 s-aor. of √yā:  3sg. *ayās : 1sg. ayāsam :: 
 aor.opt.  3sg. bhūyá̄s : X → 1sg. bhūyāsam (RV 10.166.5) 
 

From there, the ‑s- replaced even old forms without the ‑s-: e.g., kriyāma → 
kriyāsma (RV 6.23.6). This leads to the classical precative, which involves a fully-
fledged suffix ‑yās‑ with the secondary endings, and while it is a purely active 
formation, it could also be connected to (if not be the motivation for) the 
intrusive ‑s‑ in the middle optative 2/3sg.: ‑ī‑ṣ‑ṭhās, ‑ī‑ṣ‑ṭa. Now, whether or not 
this 3sg. ‑s was related to the s-aorist, once the ‑s- had spread to other forms it 
comes to be associated with that category, and this (seemingly) crossbred root 
aorist/s-aorist assumes the position of a general “aorist optative,” also formed to 
other aorist stems: them.aor.opt.mid.3sg. videṣṭa (AV 2.36.3) vs. regular 
opt.act.3sg. vidét (SV, KS, ŚB).  
 
A distinct problem is posed by the Vedic aorist optatives/precatives of roots in 
final |ā, showing both ‑eyá̄‑ and ‑eṣ‑ as conglomerate “suffixes.” These are treated 
in detail in Appendix A.3, where it is argued that both types go back to a single 
type of root-accented optative to |ā-roots with zero-grade optative suffix *‑ī- 
(leading to ‑e‑ < *‑a.ī‑ < *‑aH‑iH‑), with ‑eyá̄‑ being derived from the 3pl. ‑eyúr (< 
*‑aH‑iH‑r ̥́s) and ‑eṣ- being derived from a 2/3sg. in ⁽*⁾‑eṣ (< *‑aH‑iH‑s), 
demonstrating also here a 3sg. ending *‑s for the aorist optative. 
 

2.2.6.3 A 3sg. ending *‑s 

The identity of the 3sg. “ending” ‑s found in these aorist optatives has, however, 
not been touched upon yet. According to the traditional assumption, the ‑s is 
the product of a desinence *‑s‑t, a suffix *‑s- and the expected secondary ending 
*‑t, i.e. ostensibly the desinence of the s-aorist (e.g., Brugmann 1915; Jasanoff 
1991a:-113f.).  

This is severely impeded by the lacking impetus for such an additional suffix. 
If there had been an original s-aorist optative, there is no reason why it would 
have violated the otherwise fixed order of suffixes, with the optative being made 
with the suffix *‑ié̯h₁-~*‑ih₁‑ secondarily to a primary aspect stem, i.e. the 
optative is never a primary stem formation. Nor would there be any reason to 
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violate this principle later on, and indeed this would be the only example. A 
regularly-made optative to an s-aorist would keep the meaningful morphemes 
separated and clearly parsable, and there is therefore no motivation to replace 
such a formation with a suppletive optative made to root aorists, and then even 
with the s-morpheme placed after the optative marker ‑yá̄‑. Not only would it 
mean a formal merger with the 2sg., it would also violate every operational 
principle in the morphological system. Within Jasanoff’s “presigmatic aorist,” 
this makes even less sense; if anything, an analogically made optative within the 
proto-language should have been created in compliance with the 
morphological and derivational principles, not as a violation of it. 

A different approach assumes that the ending was transposed from the 2sg. 
in analogy to the s-aorist, so s-aor. 2sg.*áyās : 3sg. *áyās (→ áyāsīt) :: aor.opt.2sg. 
‑yās : X = ‑yās (← *‑yāt). Such an analogy would arguably have a motivation 
within the suppletive optatives to s-aorists (cf. Renou 1952: 291; Hoffmann 1967b: 
32). However, we are left with the awkward fact that the same precatives 
exchange their 3sg. ‑yās → ‑yāt in post-Rigvedic: cf. 3sg. bhūyá̄s → bhūyāt (AV 
4.22.4, YS). Even in pre-Vedic, any such instances of ambiguous 2/3sg. forms in 
consonant-final secondary forms (incl. s-aorist) are quickly refurbished to allow 
for morphological clarity: e.g., s-aor.2/3sg. *áyās → *áyāsīṣ, áyāsīt; ipf.pret.2/3sg. 
á̄s → á̄sīṣ, á̄sīt, etc. 

 
Alternatively, a few scholars have argued for an original 3sg. ending *‑s here in 
the aorist optative as the starting point for the development of the precative (cf. 
Burrow 1954: 38f., 1957; Kümmel 2016a, 2018: 246–251).  

 
Interestingly, Old Persian shows an apparently normal secondary ending ‑š for 
act.3sg. in RUKI-contexts, incl. the optative of thematic stems (‑ai‑ < *‑o‑ih̯₁‑): 

¨ pret.ind. āiš (DB 5×) to √ay ‘go’ ≈ Ved. áit;  
¨ pret.ind. akunauš (60×) to √kar ‘do’ ≈ Ved. ákr̥ṇot;  
¨ pret.ind. adaršnauš (DB 1.53) to ‘dare’ ≈ Ved. ádhr̥ṣṇot; 
¨ pass.opt. kariyaiš (DNb 9+11) to √kar (pass.pret.3sg. akariya; 

pres. kunautiy) 
¨ pass.opt. fraθiyaiš (DNb 21) to √fraθ ‘ask, punish’ (pres. 

parsāmi) 
¨ pres.opt. vi·nāθayaiš (DNb 20+21) to √naθ ‘perish’ (pres. 

vi·nāθayatiy, pret. viy·anāθaya) 

As can be seen, most are formed to the same stem as the present (active or 
passive), i.e. not distinctly aoristic. Since Old Persian lost the aspect distinction 
(cf. Schmid 1964: 269; Brust 2018: 77), it is not suprising that verbs either 
generalized one stem or retained different stems in different forms. 

Behind the non-RUKI vowel ‑ă̄‑, the script leaves the identity of the 
secondary 3sg. ending ambiguous, as both final (*)‑t (as expected) and ‑h < *‑s 
(i.e. the supposed non-RUKI variant of ‑š) would remain unwritten: e.g., 
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(*aor.)opt.3sg. biyā10 = */biiā̯t/ or */biiā̯h/ (√bav); pf.opt.3sg. caxriyā11 (DB 1.50) = 
*/caxriiā̯t/ or */caxriiā̯h/ (√kar); pret.3sg. abara (46×) = */abarat/ or */abarah/ 
(√bar).  

Our normal comparative reconstruction would presuppose an ending *‑t, 
and the normal account has sought to derive ‑š in RUKI-context from *‑t (cf. 
Bartholomae 1878:-161; Kent 1950:-75f.). However, this is hardly phonetically 
viable compared to the normal loss of *‑t, also in RUKI-contexts (cf. ‑ciy < *‑čit < 
*‑kʷid). On the other hand, the internal comparison with the allomorph in 
RUKI-environments, ‑š, would rather suggests a joint ending |‑S| < *‑s, i.e. either 
‑h or ‑š.  

 
An *‑s‑ also appears in the secondary desinence act.3pl. |‑San|, an allomorph to 
normal ‑an, in the following forms: 

¨ pret.ind. patiy·āišaⁿ (DB 1.13+18) vs. apariy·āyaⁿ (DB 1.23; with 
double augment), mid.3pl. āyaⁿtā (DZc 11) to √ay 

¨ pret.ind. akunavašaⁿ (DSf 50+51+53) vs. akunavaⁿ (13×) to 
√kar 

¨ pret.ind. adurujiyašaⁿ (DB 4.34f.) to √duruj ‘lie’  
¨ pret.ind. abarahaⁿ (DNa 19f., XPh 17) vs. abaraⁿ (3×) to √bar 

‘carry’ 
¨ pass.opt. yadiyaišaⁿ (XPh 50) to √yad ‘sacrifice’ 

This 3pl. desinence is not connected to any historical s-aorist but in RUKI-
inducing stems corresponds in its ‑š‑ to the ‑š in the 3sg. above, so āiš : āišaⁿ, 
akunauš : akunav(a)šaⁿ, pass.opt. ‑yaiš : ‑yaišaⁿ. The 3pl. abarahaⁿ seems to 
determine the 3sg. ending in non-RUKI-environments also as *‑s > ‑h, viz. 3sg. 
/abarah/ → 3pl. /abarahan/.  

The 3pl. desinence seems to have come about analogically to the 3sg. ending 
‑S, although Brandenstein & Mayrhofer (1964: 79) argue for the exact opposite 
derivation, since |‑San| could look like an s-aorist *‑s‑n̥t. However, the same 
could be said of the desinence |‑S|, which equally well could reflect *‑s‑t. 
Brugmann (1881) thus attempted a derivation of the 3sg. from an s-aorist. Such 
an account is hardly credible, as the *‑s- can hardly be relayed to the s-aorist in 
these non-aorist forms. 

 
In fact, an ending ‑S in non-sigmatic stems appears with a potential 3sg. referent 
in a select number of forms also in Vedic. The forms have been brought up by 
Burrow (1954, 1957) and/or Kümmel (2016a: 85f., 2018: 246–248) and are treated 
individually in Appendix A.4. 

While most of the forms are best analyzed as 3sg., not many of them 
unequivocally show an ending *‑s as opposed to being the 3sg. of a sigmatic stem 
(i.e. the *‑s could be a suffix). In fact, a sigmatic stem might be better or just as 

 
10 The vocalism might be irregularly coloured by the following ‑y- or have been taken over for expected 

ipf.opt. *hiyā < *siā̯⁰ < *h₁s‑ié̯h₁‑⁰ (Kellens 1985: 125). 
11 The only perfect form in Old Persian. 
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fitting for at least two forms (aprās, véṣ). In the others, several analogical factors 
might have been in play, particularly for ápās and dhāyīṣ. Although we could be 
dealing with an ending *‑s here, the evidence alone does not provide decisive 
proof for it. This ambiguity should, however, not surprise us. It is precisely the 
ambiguity of the analysis that makes these sigmatic forms in otherwise non-
sigmatic verbs stand out. This would be the only circumstance where we could 
assume to find remnants of a supposed archaic ending *‑s. They therefore do 
not provide counter-evidence either. 

 
Finally, Kümmel (2018: 249f.) adduces a group of likely 3sg. forms in *‑s in Young 
Avestan. Auspiciously, these are optatives (the locus of the greatest number of 
3sg. *‑s in Vedic) occurring in the same passage among other 3sg. optatives: 

Y 9.28–29: yō cišcā … +aēnaŋhå̄ asti mas ̌ịiō, gəuruuaiia.hē 
pāδauue zāuuarə … || mā zbaraθaēibiia fratuiiā,̊ mā 
gauuaēibiia +aiβi.tuiiā.̊ mā ząm vaēnōit ̰ ašibiia, mā gąm 
vaēnōit ̰ ašibiia, yō aēnaŋ́heiti nō manō, yō aēnaŋ́heiti nō 
kəhrpəm 

“Whichever … mortal full of evil there is, take the strength 
from his feet … || Don’t let him be able with his legs, don’t let 
him be able with his hands, don’t let him see the earth with 
his eyes, don’t let him see the cow with his eyes – him who is 
spoiling our mind, him who is spoiling our body!” 

Here, we find four parallel optatives, the latter two with the repeated thematic 
ipf.opt.3sg. vaēnōit.̰ The first two verbs are also here regarded as repetitions of 
the same base verb, albeit with different preverbs: fratuiiå̄ and +aiβi.tuiiå̄. The 
latter form is emended from ⟨aiβi.tūtuiiå̄⟩ by Kellens (1984: 293), arguing that 
the juxtaposition of an imperfective with a perfect (optative) of the same verb 
in this context is hard to motivate. Kellens, however, regards these forms as 2sg. 
This makes little sense within the context, and since we know of bona fide 
optative 3sg. forms in *‑s in both Vedic and Old Persian, a reading as 3sg. here 
seems far superior.  

 
There could potentially be several more examples, if we inspect the apparently 
conflicting representation of expected *‑St in Avestan, where we find a dual 
continuation as either ‑S or ‑St: e.g., s-aor.inj.3sg. OAv. xšnāuš ‘satisfies, has 
satisfied’ (Y 46.1+13), sąs ‘appears’ (Y 43.11), vąs ‘prevails’ (Y 49.4), +āiš ‘desire’ (Y 
33.1), ipf.inj.3sg. didąs ‘approves’ (Y 49.9) , ipf.pret.3sg. ă̄s ‘was’ vs. s-aor.inj.3sg. 
OAv. dārəšt/dōrəšt ‘obliges, seizes’ (Y 43.13, 49.2), YAv. nāist ‘insult (Yt 13.89), 
root aorist tāšt ‘fashioned’ (Y 44.7), cōišt ‘assign’ (Y 45.10, 50.3), mōist ‘joins’ 
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(46.12), reduplicated aorist urūraost ‘stopped’ (Y 51.12), intensive daēdōišt 
‘dedicates’ (51.17) (cf. Kümmel 2016a: 86).12  

Tremblay (1999) explained the dual representation as representing two 
sound laws: (a) *‑st > *‑s (valid for the s-aorist forms) vs. (b) *‑tˢt > ‑st seen in the 
non-sigmatic aoristforms to dental-final stems. However, as Kümmel (l.c.) 
points out, there are plenty of counterexamples: e.g., the s-aorist dārəšt, and the 
root aorists vaxšt, cōišt, which show ‑st after another consonant, their ‑š- going 
back to an actual *‑s- (not interdental *‑tˢt‑). Martínez & De Vaan (2001: 35, 2014: 
31) set up a conditioned sound law in which *‑t is retained “only if i or u precede 
the *‑st cluster.” Such a proposed sound law would be hard to motivate, 
however, and once again, we find obvious counterexamples: cf. +āiš and xšnāuš 
withouth ‑t after i and u; and dārəšt/dōrəšt with ‑t from *‑r‑s‑t with no i or u. 

Kümmel (l.c.) instead suggests that the desinence ‑S reflects the 
hypothetical 3sg. ending *‑s (i.e. the s-aorists in Av. ‑S would demonstrate a 
desinence *‑s‑s). This would, however, not satisfactorily explain the distribution 
of ‑S and ‑St in the various morphological forms, both appearing in s-aorists and 
other aorists and imperfectives. We would not expect a dual inflection with 
both *‑t and *‑s mixed haphazardly throughout all these forms. There is no clear 
evidence that the s-aorist had an ending *‑s, rather the forms with ‑St clearly 
indicate that the ending was *‑t. There is thus no reason to assume an 
allomorphy in the 3sg. ending in the s-aorist. In addition, the ipf.pret. ă̄s ‘was’ 
(not an aorist, and the *‑s‑ is radical) also shows a desinence ‑s but can only 
conceivably go back to *(hé‑)h₁es‑t. I would therefore assume that the Avestan 
s-aorist 3sg. only had one desinence *‑s‑t. Like other verbal forms where a 
desinence *‑s‑t can be subsumed, a double representation either ‑S or ‑St is also 
found here. The s-aorist is not special here. That means that we can only be 
dealing with a sound law, although the exact conditioning remains unclear. I 
therefore do not consider the forms with ‑S as evidence for a 3sg. ending *‑s. 

 
To sum up, there is evidence for an actual 3sg. active “secondary” ending *‑s 
within Indo-Iranian. This ending is especially proliferant in the optative, 
although it might be seen in several other instances in Vedic and remarkably 
appears to have been generalized as the 3sg. secondary ending in Old Persian, 
having even spurred the creation of an analogical 3pl. |‑San|. Neither the 
optative nor the Old Persian and Vedic preterite/injunctive forms have any firm 
connection with the s-aorist. For what it’s worth, however, there seems to be a 
connection of this ending, first and foremost, to the optative mood, but also to 
the aorist (being found in Vedic in aorist optatives and aorist indicatives). 

 

 
12 Kümmel also mentions Av. dāiš, but since that is a 2sg. form (Kellens 1984: 367; Hoffmann & Forssman 

1996: 230) and thus goes back to *‑ḱ‑s‑s, it has no relevance for the representation of *‑(C)st in Avestan. 
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2.2.7 The future 
Vedic and Avestan both attest a future made with the thematic suffix PIIr. *‑siá̯‑, 
transposable as an earlier suffix *‑sié̯/ó‑. This suffix is reflected in Vedic as ‑syá-, 
‑ṣyá‑ or – in analogy to seṭ-roots with a connecting vowel – as ‑iṣyá‑, and in 
Avestan as |‑Sia̯‑|, manifested as either ‑hiia‑ or ‑šiia‑. The future is made from 
the full grade of the root throughout, cf. Ved. vak‑ṣyá‑ti, dhā‑syá‑ti = YAv. 
vax‑šiia‑ti, ⁰dā‑hiia‑ti. In one case, however, Avestan shows a zero-graded root 
opposing a future with full grade and seṭ-vowel in Vedic: cf. YAv. bū‑šiia‑ti vs. 
Ved. bhavi‑ṣyá‑ti to PIE √*bʰeu̯h₂. The Vedic seṭ-vowel is thus etymologically 
correct in this case, but since Avestan would not have had a corresponding seṭ-
vowel continuation of the laryngeal word-medially,13 one could argue that the 
zero grade was incorporated secondarily, perhaps to provide a more palatable 
structure than what the full grade forms would have given. Alternatively, and 
more likely, the zero grade in this formation was original, given the proliferance 
of the zero grade in other formations of the root √*bʰeu̯h₂ where other ablaut 
grades were expected (e.g., the zero-graded root aorist Ved. ábhūt, Gk. ἔφῡ) and 
given the likely cognate *‑sie̯/o-future in Li. bú̄siu, ptc. bú̄siant-, RuCS byšǫšt- (cf. 
§2.3.3.2), as well as potentially Gaul. bissíet ‘will be(come)’ (cf. §2.11.3.1). This 
would mean that the full grade in Ved. bhaviṣyá- would be secondary, which 
would not be unthinkable given the full grade in all other future formations. 

We are thus dealing with a primary stem formation which stands outside 
the tripartite aspect stem system but constitutes its own formation which has a 
purely temporal function of future tense, expanding the system to an actual 
tense-aspect system. The inherent aspect is probably imperfective, since the 
formation takes primary endings.  

 
In Avestan, merely five verbs are attested with a future stem. Only one verb 
shows finite future forms, viz. √vac ‘speak’: OAv. 1sg.act. vaxšiiā, YAv. 3sg.mid. 
vaxšiiete. The remaining four verbs are only attested with a future participle: 
YAv. active būšiiaṇt- (√bū ‘be’); middle uz‑dāhiiamna- (√dā ‘put’), varəšiiamna- 
(√varəz ‘work’), ząhiiamna‑ (√zan~zą ‘give birth; be born’). It is therefore clear 
that the future was unproductive in not only Avestan but in Iranian in general, 
it being completely lost in all other Iranian languages. 

 
In Vedic, the future is a living category, albeit with a marked distribution in its 
attestation. In the Vedas, the future is relatively uncommon, most future-time 
references being expressed by the subjunctive instead. The Rigveda attests 17 
finite forms to nine roots with participial forms attested to six further roots, the 
Atharvaveda shows 50 finite forms to 25 roots with participial forms to seven 
further roots, and in later Vedic the future becomes more common, with about 
150 additional roots attesting a future stem (cf. Whitney 1888: 228–230, 1896: 333; 
Macdonell 1910: 386f.). Just as in Avestan, participles are more frequently 

 
13 Cf., in different configurations, Tichy 1985; Beekes 1988: 85f.; Werba 2005; Lipp 2009: II 351–464; Kümmel 

2016b; Olsen 2018. 
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attested than finite forms, with participles accounting for 63% of attested future 
forms in the Rigveda (cf. Arnold 1897: 334f.; Jasanoff 1975; G. Schmidt 1986: 54). 
Furthermore, it is remarkable that the category only becomes productive in 
later Vedic, although this might to a large extent be a result of the loss of the 
subjunctive in the later language. 

Nearly all finite forms are attested with primary endings just as in Avestan. 
However, other tense-mood forms are also attested sporadically. Among the 
Vedas, only the Rigveda has two forms: an apparent future subjunctive 2sg. 
kariṣyá̄s, attested twice (RV 1.165.9, 4.30.23); and a future preterite 3sg. 
ábhariṣyat attested once (RV 2.30.2). Such tense-mood forms also only appear 
very sporadically later on, although the future preterite is attested in a number 
of forms from the Brāhmaṇas and prose sections of the Yajurveda onward in a 
“conditional” sense – exceptionally being found more than 50 times in the 
Śatapatha-Brāhmaṇa (Whitney 1896: 335). It therefore seems obvious that the 
future stem in its finite inflection was originally restricted to primary endings 
with a future “indicative” function, and that all other finite tense-mood forms 
were only spasmodically created, perhaps as form-playing inventions. 

Although both active and middle forms are attested in finite and participial 
forms, the active voice accounts for the majority of the attested forms. The 
Rigveda has only three finite middle forms (1sg. maniṣye, 2sg. staviṣyase, 3sg. 
janiṣyate) and one middle participle (yakṣyámān‑ 2×), with only eight additional 
middle forms attested in the later Vedas (cf. Macdonell 1910: 387). We even see 
a tendency for voice alternation where a middle imperfective often corresponds 
to an active future: e.g., ipf.mid. mriyáte vs. fut.act. mariṣyati ‘die’; śáye/śéte vs. 
śayiṣyánt‑ ‘lie’; á̄ste vs. āsiṣyánt- ‘sit’; sūte vs. sú̄ṣyant-/soṣyant- ‘bear’ (Hollifield 
1981:-171). However, some media tantum do show a middle future, and since the 
future middle is also attested in Avestan, we cannot conclude that the future 
was also restricted from middle inflection, although the proliferance of the 
active is noticeable. 

 
Despite its status as a primary formation, we also see occasional secondary 
future formations to already derived stems in late Vedic. This is first and 
foremost seen in futures made to causative-iteratives, in which the suffix ‑iṣya‑ 
is added to the suffix ‑aya‑, deleting the final thematic vowel of that suffix: cf. 
vāsayiṣyá‑ to caus. vāsáyati ‘dress (tr.), clothe’; dhārayiṣyá‑ to iter. dhāráyati 
‘holds firm’ (cf. Gotō 2013:-124). We also find future stems made to imperfective 
stems, such as the monstrous fut.mid.1pl. aśnuviṣyāmahe (ŚB) made to the 
imperfective aśnóti to √aś ‘attain’, and even later examples include sīdiṣya‑ from 
si ̄d́ati to √sad ‘sit’ and jahiṣya‑ from jáhāti to √hā ‘leave’ (Whitney 1896: 333). All 
these secondary stems must be innovative and analogical, and similar 
secondary formations are never observed in Avestan. It is clear that these are 
late Vedic creations with the newly productive suffix allomorph ‑iṣyá‑. 

 
Despite its rather infrequent use in Avestan and early Vedic, the Indo-Iranian 
future is quite unproblematic and demonstrates a securely reconstructible 
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formation for Proto-Indo-Iranian with a thematic suffix *‑siá̯‑, which can only 
be transposed as *‑sié̯/ó‑. From an Indo-European perspective, this would 
obviously be parsable into the components *‑s- and *‑ie̯/o-, the former being 
comparable to other sigmatic future formations in various Indo-European 
branches as well as potentially the s-aorist, while the latter would be the 
productive imperfective suffix *‑ie̯/o- added to this sigmatic element. Arguably, 
the origin as a derivative formation could also be gleaned from the ablaut and 
accentuation of the Indo-Iranian future, with an otherwise odd unaccented full-
grade in the root. Since the accent in the Vedic future is consistently on the 
suffix, we would have expected a zero grade in the root if it were a normal Indo-
European primary formation. However, if *‑ié̯/ó- were added to an already 
derived stem with accented full grade (at least in a stem allomorph) and a suffix 
*‑s-, the full grade in the future would merely reflect this original formation. 

Such a composite suffix consisting of *‑s‑+*‑ié̯/ó- could easily come to reflect 
future or imminent function, as a secondary imperfective created to a perfective 
or telic base. Willi (2018: 458f.) theorizes that such a formation would have had 
the Aktionsart of ‘accomplishment’ (“durative telic eventualities”), meaning that 
the action is already ongoing but not yet completed. Willi further ties this in 
with Renou’s (1961) analysis of the Vedic future as describing events that are 
certain, confirmed, determined or predictable. Tichy (2006: 307) likewise 
describes the Vedic future as near or connected to the present. We would 
therefore also be able to analyze the components and the functional result of 
their combination in this hypothetically composite suffix, which means that it 
could be of relatively late date. The exact chronology of its creation needs to be 
determined based on the validity of the potential cognates in other branches. 

 

2.2.8 The desiderative 

2.2.8.1 Form 

Vedic and Avestan attest another sigmatic formation, traditionally named the 
“desiderative.” The desiderative is formed by i-reduplication and the thematic 
suffix *‑sa‑. The desiderative was quite productive throughout the Vedic period 
with 148 stems attested, 45 in the Rigveda; it was especially productive in 
Brāhmaṇa-prose where 64 innovative stems emerged (cf. Heenen 2006: 4).  

The normal type consisted of í-reduplication, zero-grade root and ‑sa-, cf. 
des.pres.mid.3pl. dídr̥kṣante ‘want/strive to look’ (RV 3.30.13) to √dr̥ś ‘see’, 
saṃ‑vívr̥tsati ‘tries to approach’ (AV 8.6.16) to √vr̥t ‘turn’. The same stem 
formation underlies forms like íyakṣati ‘strives to obtain’ (RV 8.31.15) < pre-PIIr. 
*Hí‑Hn̥ć‑ša‑ to √naś~aś ‘obtain’ (√h₂neḱ), i ̄ṣ́ate ‘is directed (toward); hastens’ 
(RV 13×) from *Hi‑Hi‑sa‑ to √*h₁ei ̯ ‘go’ and i ̄ḱṣate ‘notices, sees, imagines’ (the 
most frequent stem with over 600 attestations) < *Hi‑Hk‑ša‑ to √*h₃ekʷ ‘see’. 
The latter represents a lexicalized stem with no clear desiderative value. These 
formations are undoubtedly archaic. 
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Roots of the structure CaR~CR̥ unanimously show lengthening of the root-final 
resonant, i.e. they behave like seṭ-roots even if they are aniṭ: ní·cikīṣate~cikīṣate 
‘watches out’ (both in RV 8.78.6) to √ci ‘perceive’, 3du. yúyūṣatas ‘(the arms) try 
to hold/keep’ (RV 1.114.3) to √yu ‘hold’. For the seṭ-roots, this is the expected 
development: (prá·) nínīṣasi ‘you seek to lead forward’ (RV 8.103.4) to √nayⁱ~nī 
‘lead’ (√*neih̯₁/₃).  

The evidence of Avestan is less clear, with most desideratives to C(a)R-roots 
showing no marked lengthening: Av. jijiša‑ vs. Ved. jigīṣa‑ to √*gʷei ̯‘conquer’. A 
few forms do, however, show marked lengthening in aniṭ-roots and would then 
be parallel with Vedic: YAv. susrūšəmna (Yt. 14.21) ≈ Ved. śúśrūṣamāṇas ‘seeking 
to hear’ (RV 2×) to √*ḱleu̯ (cf., however, De Vaan 2003: 294 for this form). 

Among nasal-final roots, the Rigveda only has three desiderative stems, all 
with lenghtening: síṣāsa‑ (RV 37×), vívāsa‑ (RV 55×) and jíghāṁsa‑ (RV 16×). The 
former is the expected desiderative of the seṭ-root √sanⁱ ‘gain’ < √*senh₂, 
agreeing with Av. išå̄ŋha‑ (des.opt.mid.3sg. išå̄ŋhaēta, Yt 19.532) < *sí‑šā‑sa‑ < 
*sí‑sn̥H‑se/o‑. It is generally agreed that the original aniṭ-root √van⁽ⁱ⁾ ‘win’ 
(√*u̯en) is influenced by √sanⁱ in several forms (e.g., vb.adj. vātá‑, fut. vaniṣyate), 
and vívāsati is thus likely to have been made after síṣāsati (cf. Narten 1964: 235₇₁₂; 
Gotō 1987: 283–286; Werba 1997: 232f.), cf. also the different full-grade treatment 
in OAv. vīuuə̄ṇghatū ‘let him try to overcome’ (Y 53.5).  

The stem jíghāṁsa‑ (3sg. jíghāṁsati ‘wishes/seeks to smash/strike/kill’, RV 
8×) superficially has vr̥ddhi-grade of √han with retained nasal, and this pattern 
is found in some CaN-roots in later texts: cf. jígāṁsa- (19×, AV+) to √gam ‘go’, 
mi ̄ḿāṁsa‑ (121×, AV+) to √man ‘think’. These post-Rigvedic forms could have 
been created on the sole basis of jíghāṁsa‑. The nasal in jíghāṁsa- is normally 
assumed to be secondary for *⁰āsa‑, i.e. with zero grade and seṭ-treatment. 
Furthermore, jíghāṁsa- has a potential cognate in OIr. ‑géna fut. ‘will wound’, 
which points back to an identical structure *gʷʰí‑gʷʰn̥‑H(‑)se/o‑; this is often 
taken as proof of a *‑h₁se/o-suffix in Proto-Indo-European (cf. Thurneysen 1920:-
143f.; Puhvel 1953). The consistent nasal is at least curious in comparison with 
síṣāsa‑, which never shows ‑āṁsa‑, and it should not be neglected that Av. 
vīuuə̄ṇgha‑ /u̯i ̄ŭ̯anha‑/ shows non-lengthening in an aniṭ-root. It is not clear, 
however, how or why jíghāṁsa‑ could have arisen secondarily; there is no 
obvious synchronic model, which suggests that the form was original. 

 
Contrary to the apparent seṭ-treatment of resonant-final roots, there is no sign 
of a suffix variant ‑iṣa- outside seṭ-roots before Brāhmaṇic prose where 9 aniṭ-
roots in total show ‑iṣa‑ as opposed to 32 seṭ-roots with ‑sa‑ (Heenen 2006: 5, 33). 
All aniṭ-forms seem to be formed after another stem with intrusive ‑i-, mostly a 
future: cf. jígamiṣa‑ (YVp+) to √gam probably due to fut. gamiṣyá‑ (with regular 
full grade and intrusive ‑i- more common in future); cf. earlier des. jígāṁsa- 
(AV+). This variant is clearly secondary. 

 
Roots in |ā (from *⁰VH) show different formations. The Rigveda has the 
expected outcome Ci‑Ci ̄‑̆ṣa‑ < *Ci‑CH‑sa‑ in dídhiṣanti, dídhiṣāmi ‘seek to provide 
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(with)’ (RV 2.35.5+12, respectively; finite forms of stem only RV 10×) to √dhā, 
pipīṣati ‘wants to drink’ (RV 1.15.9; stem attested 3×) to √pā(y). These stems are 
recessive and in competition with other variants. For √dhā, only the derived adj. 
didhiṣú- is attested in post-Rigvedic, while finite forms are supplanted by dhítsa- 
(14×, RV+). Differently, pípīṣa- is replaced by the full-grade type pípāsa‑ (58×, 
RV+), which is also attested for two other roots in the Rigveda (dídāsa‑ to √dā 
next to dítsa‑, jijyāsa- to √jyā), and later for nine more roots (e.g., jíjñāsa‑ 69×, 
AV+). This type is clearly secondarily made to clarify the root identity. 

The stem dhítsa‑ corresponds to dítsa‑ (RV 12×) to √dā, whose only other 
desiderative is the secondary didāsa- (parallel with pípāsa-) in ptc.gen.sg. 
dídāsatas ‘who intends to give’ appearing just after ipf.ptc.gen.sg. dádatas ‘who 
gives’ (RV 10.151.2). The type d(h)ítsa‑ is not immediately recognizable as 
reduplicated, although reduplication and root are still kept apart: 
*d⁽ʰ⁾i‑d⁽ʰ⁾(H)‑sa‑. There is no trace of the laryngeal. Güntert (1912:-102f.) 
assumed an analogical loss of laryngeal, but there is no obvious analogy. Note, 
however, that the two roots behave drastically different elsewhere. There is no 
sign of the laryngeal in any zero-grade forms to √dā: ipf.pres.act.1pl. dadmás, 
ipf.pres.mid.3sg. datté, vb.adj. dattá‑. Parallel forms are indeed found to √dhā, 
cf. dadhmás, dhatté, but these are countered by numerous examples with ‑i‑ 
from laryngeal: cf. ipf.iptv.mid.2sg. dadhiṣva (RV 6×), aor.pret.mid.3sg. adhita 
(RV 3×), vb.adj. (d)hitá‑. The secondariness of the i-less forms is also clear from 
the irregular treatment of forms like dhatté for expected **daddhé; this is only 
explicable as secondary forms analogical to √dā. Furthermore, Av. dīša- ≈ dítsa- 
substantiates at least an Indo-Iranian age of the stem *dítsa‑. Therefore, it is 
clear that dítsa- alone is original, reflecting the exceptional loss of laryngeal in 
zero-grade forms of this root; dhítsa- was created in analogy to dítsa‑, ousting 
original dídhiṣa‑ (cf. Heenen 2006:-29). 

 
A similar type is found in dípsa‑ (√dabh ‘harm’), bhíkṣa‑ (√bhaj ‘divide’), √śikṣa‑ 
(√śak ‘be able’) and, with ‑ī-, si ̄ḱṣa‑ (√sah ‘prevail’), di ̄ḱṣa‑ (√dă̄ś ‘make offering’). 
The same type is found in Avestan: cf. diβža- = dípsa‑, sixša- = síkṣa‑, tixša- < 
*ti‑tk‑ša‑ to √tac ‘run’. These roots are all characterized by a *CVP-structure, 
suggesting a fairly simple development of the expected desideratives: *Ci‑CP‑sa‑ 
> *CiPsa‑ with loss of the first stop in the root syllable due to the heavy cluster 
*‑CPs‑ (cf. Brugmann 1916: 348; Schindler 1976: 632; G. Schmidt 1986: 34). The 
result was a synchronically unreduplicated desiderative with an unprecedented 
“i-grade.” Many of these desiderative stems were so unrecognizable from their 
base root that they are treated like independent neo-roots (“√bhikṣ”, “√śikṣ”, 
etc.).  

This type has been connected to the Old Irish unreduplicated future 
(§2.11.3.2) and claimed to go back to Proto-Indo-European (McCone 1986:-249f., 
1991:-168–174; Kümmel 2010:-182), but the Old Irish type rather shows *e-grade 
and could simply be unreduplicated subjunctives. Furthermore, the stem dípsa- 
is remarkable in not showing Grassmann’s and Bartholomae’s Law (Av. diβža‑), 
pointing to a different chronological layer. Whereas dʰítsa- arose analogically to 
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dítsa‑ within Vedic, the CíPsa-type must have arisen in Indo-Iranian. Insler 
(1968) suggested that the ī-variant arose analogically, once a connection was 
established between des. śíkṣati, dípsati and pf.3pl. śek‑úr, debh‑úr. From this 
analogy, the forms sīkṣati, dīkṣati were created to match with the different 
perfect weak stem in sāhváṁs‑, dāśvāṁs-. Unlike Insler, who included des. i ̄ṕsati 
as part of this analogy, I believe that it was established precisely on the basis of 
this stem, which is regular from *Hi‑Hp‑se/o‑ (cf. Charpentier 1912:-15); the 
correspondence des. i ̄ṕsati : pf.3pl. á̄pur was connected to the śíkṣati : śekúr-type, 
leading to the analogy: pf. ‑e‑ : des. ‑i‑ :: pf. ‑ā‑ : des. ‑ī‑. 

 CaP-roots later formed transparent desideratives with the full grade, either 
with ‑sa- or ‑iṣa‑: cf. vívakṣa‑ (AV+) to √vac ‘speak’, pípatiṣa‑ (AV+) to √pati ‘fly, 
fall’. 
 

2.2.8.2 Function 

As the term reveals, the desiderative is traditionally interpreted as expressing 
the will of the agent to carry out the action of the base verb (e.g., Delbrück 1888: 
227). However, Heenen (2006: 36–73) has demonstrated that desiderative value 
does not cover all usages of the formation: several forms do not show a 
component of will or wish but rather attempt, effort, intention or general 
anticipation: devāná̄ṃ yá ín máno yájamāna íyakṣaty abhi ̄d́ áyajvano bhuvat 
“Only he who, in sacrificing, seeks to obtain the attention of the gods will 
surpass non-sacrifiers” (RV 8.31.15c-d); áva bheṣaja pādaya yá imá̄ṁ 
saṃvívr̥tsaty ápatiḥ svapatíṁ stríyam “Oh remedy, strike down anyone else 
than her husband who tries to approach this married woman” (AV 8.6.16c-d); 
tásmād evám evá cikīrṣet “Therefore, may he by all means try to do so” (ŚB 
2.3.2.8). The tentative and conative notions are hard to derive from a core 
desiderative-voluntative value.  

Furthermore, Heenen (l.c.) demonstrated that the desiderative expressed a 
gradual progessive action which is intended to lead to the completion of the 
action of the base verb: utá dyumát suvi ̄ŕyam br̥hád agne vivāsasi / devébhyo 
deva dāśúṣe “And you, Agni, are about to obtain a brilliant and excellent 
preeminence for the sacrificer from the gods” (RV 1.74.9). Heenen (2006: 51) 
argues that the desiderative is best understood as a prospective or proximal 
future, implying an eventual completion of the action not far from the present, 
and best translated as ‘be about to X’ or ‘be going to X’ (cf. Comrie 1976: 64f.). 
Since there are no impersonal or stative desideratives, Kümmel (2010:-180) 
argues that there must be an involvement of the agent as well, and that the best 
core value is agentive prospective/proximal future. From this, the tentative, 
conative, intentional, anticipational and desiderative-voluntative values could 
all be explained. 
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2.2.8.3 Origin 

The structure *Cí‑√∅‑se/o‑ is immediately comparable to the Old Irish strong 
future (cf. §2.11.3.2), which goes back to the same structure, and the two 
formations are often, but not universally, assumed to derive from a common 
source with reduplication and a sigmatic, thematic suffix. The sigmatic suffix 
could be easily connected with that of many other sigmatic formations treated 
in this study, especially the *se/o-subjunctives and ‑futures in different 
languages. With this connection, the LIV (23f.) reconstructs two types of Proto-
Indo-European desideratives, one unreduplicated with the root ablauting *é~∅ 
and an athematic suffix *‑s‑, the other reduplicated with the root in zero grade 
and thematic suffix *‑se/o‑. The former type is controversial but insignificant 
here; only the latter type is meant as the origin of the Indo-Iranian desiderative.  

However, since the discovery of the laryngeals, the suffix has usually been 
reconstructed as *‑h₁se/o‑ (cf. Schulze 1904; Meillet 1909: 337f.; Thurneysen 
1920:-143f.; Puhvel 1953, 1960:-41–52; Rasmussen 1997a:-254f.) due to the clear 
trace of a laryngeal in resonant-final roots in both Vedic and Celtic, backed up 
by the parallel incidence of the Greek future and Celtic subjunctive, which are 
unreduplicated but also show traces of a laryngeal in resonant-final roots (cf. 
§2.4.2). This has led to the reconstruction of both a reduplicated and 
unreduplicated desiderative in Proto-Indo-European. A reconstruction *‑h₁se/o‑ 
would separate the suffix completely from the s-aorist and the other sigmatic 
formations. While the parallelism of laryngeal traces in resonant-final roots in 
the three branches is nothing less than striking, there are several problems with 
this reconstruction. 

There is no trace of laryngeal after obstruents in any of the languages: cf. 
Ved. des. dídr̥kṣa‑, OIr. fut. ·gigis, subj. tíasu, Gk. fut. δείξω. If operating with a 
suffix *‑h₁se/o‑, a trace of the laryngel would have been expected in all of these 
languages. Sihler (1995: 508, 556) proposed a general sound law *‑PHs‑ > *‑Ps‑ or 
*‑H‑ > ∅ /*P_s. This is countered by forms like Ved. ámanthiṣṭām ‘they (du.) stole 
(fire)’ (RV 3.23.2) to √*menth₂ (LIV: 438f.), aprathiṣṭa ‘(earth) has extended 
herself/itself’ (RV 2.11.7) to √*pleth₂ (LIV: 486), má̄ vyathiṣṭhās ‘do not waver!’ 
(AV 3×) to √*u̯ieth₂ (LIV: 696), as well as dídhiṣa- (cf. below). Alternatively, 
Rasmussen (1997a: 255 n. 6) argued that “a word-internal sequence of stop + *h₁ 
produces a unit aspirate and does not syllabify the laryngeal.” I suppose that the 
restriction “word-internal” is supposed to exclude the obvious counterevidence 
in the first syllable found in many roots as in Gk. ϑετός, Ved. (d)hitá‑ < *dʰh₁‑tó‑. 
Counterevidence outside the first syllable and specifically with *‑h₁‑ is hard to 
find, which is mostly due to the scarcity of roots with final *|Ph₁: in fact, the LIV 
(705f.) shows only two: √*u̯edʰh₁ ‘thrust’, √*peth₁ ‘expand’, and the latter is 
probably a phantom (for √*peth₂, cf. πετάννυµι). However, √*u̯edʰh₁ presents 
forms with vocalic trace of laryngeal: Ved. ávadhīt ‘has hit’ < *(h₁é‑)u̯edʰh₁‑t, fut. 
vadhiṣyá‑ < *u̯edʰh₁‑sie̯/o‑, Gk. ὠϑέω ‘push’ < *u̯ṓdʰh₁‑ie̯/o‑ (LIV: 660). This 
parallels the development of other laryngeals in the same position, cf. ágrabhīt 
< *gʰrebh₂‑t, á̄śīt < *h₂eḱh₃‑t. Additionally, the stem dídhiṣa‑ was argued above 
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to be more archaic than dhítsa‑, which ws modelled secondarily after dítsa‑ and 
surpassed dídhiṣa‑. This stem shows vocalization of *‑h₁‑ between stop and *‑s‑ 
in a “word-internal sequence” and thus would speak against both Sihler’s and 
Rasmussen’s sound laws: dídhiṣa‑ < *dʰi‑dʰh₁‑(h₁)se/o‑. Although one could 
always try to discredit these forms, I believe that it is hard to do so in the case of 
dídhiṣa-, which clearly is more archaic and recessive than dhítsa‑.  

I have seen no further support outside the future-desiderative for the 
proposed sound laws, and I therefore consider it best to consider the laryngeal 
traces in resonant-final roots to be a morphologically determined phenomenon. 
This would be due to an analogy between *|R-roots with *|RH-roots where the 
laryngeal of original seṭ-roots was reanalyzed as part of the suffix only in 
resonant-final roots (cf. Cowgill 1963:-261f., 1965:-171; Willi 2018: 443f.). Indeed, it 
must be the responsibility of the proponents of the *‑h₁se/o-suffix to come up 
with proof for the purported s0und laws. I have not seen convincing evidence 
for this. 

Furthermore, the proponents of a separate *‑h₁se/o‑suffix fail to explain the 
formal and functional similarity between the suffix and the *‑se/o-subjunctive 
in particular, and the broader scope of *s-formations in general. This is 
especially pertinent in the Greek and Latin futures which show functional traces 
of an aorist origin (cf. §§2.4.2.5, 2.10.2.1). 
 
A small group of scholars, operating with athematic s-imperfectives, supposes 
that the desiderative represents the subjunctive of a secondarily reduplicated s-
imperfective (cf. Pedersen 1921: 24f.; Kuiper 1934: 286–304; Kortlandt 2008; De 
Vaan 2011: 29–34). Since, however, the athematic s-imperfective is unsupported 
by the comparative evidence, I regard this particular origin as unlikely. 
 
Another group regards the desiderative as an Indo-Iranian innovation, viz. as a 
secondary future in ‑sa- made to reduplicated imperfectives (Charpentier 1912; 
Leumann 1952:-116–119). Heenen (2006:-68–73) argued that such an origin was 
evident from the function of the different components of the formation: the 
reduplication with gradual-progressive function was original (cf. also Kulikov 
2005:-442–444), while the suffix *‑se/o- was the s-aorist subjunctive, which 
expressed a perfective action in an irrealis/‘non-factive’ mode expressing events 
as subjectively expected but uncertain, often resulting in future-like usage (cf. 
also in principle Tichy 2006:-319–322).  
 
I believe that Heenen’s argument is sound, but it need not be restricted to Indo-
Iranian. Heenen does not refer to comparative data outside Indo-Iranian, but 
the Old Irish strong future goes back to an identical stem and has a similar future 
function, which could arguably fit even better with a gradual-progressive 
prospective origin than a purely desiderative one. I therefore consider the two 
to be cognate formations, having arisen as secondary *‑se/o-subjunctives to 
reduplicated imperfectives. This analogy happened in pre-Proto-Indo-Celtic 
once *‑se/o-subjunctives had become emancipated from the s-aorist and were 
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formed freely to any root. This is the formation that we see in the Vedic 
independent sa-subjunctives as well as the Celtic subjunctive and the Greek and 
Italic futures (cf. §§2.4.2, 2.10.2, 2.11.1.2). Once the formation was analyzable as 
*CéC‑se/o‑, it could have become associated with the most productive 
imperfective formation, the thematic imperfective, whereby a relation ipf. 
*CéC‑e/o‑ : *‑se/o-subj. *CéC‑se/o‑ led to the emergence also in reduplicated 
thematic imperfectives: ipf. *Cí‑CC‑e/o‑ : *‑se/o-subj. X → *Cí‑CC‑se/o‑ (cf. Willi 
2018: 444f.). 

I consider the reconstruction of a separate *‑h₁se/o-suffix unrelated to the 
*‑se/o-subjunctive and the s-aorist to be unlikely. The suffixes of the Indo-
Iranian desiderative, of the Old Irish future and subjunctive and of the Greek 
future all derive from an emancipated form of the s-aorist subjunctive. The 
apparent trace of laryngeal between root and *‑se/o- in resonant-final roots in 
Indo-Iranian, Celtic and Greek could be entirely secondary within the 
independent languages, arisen from analogical and euphonic reasons (as argued 
by McCone 1991:-142–145; Szemerényi 1996:-285f.; LIV:-23f.; Willi 2018:-444f.; 
Østman 2019:-45–50). They all show an identical predisposition of *|R-roots to 
insert a laryngeal in *‑se/o-subjunctives, which can only be regarded as an 
analogical takeover from *|RH-roots, if one wishes to keep the identification 
with the s-aorist subjunctive, as I think is necessary.14  

The unanimity between the branches in this solution is, however, 
remarkable, and it is even more remarkable that this behaviour only appeared 
in emancipated *‑se/o-subjunctives in function as future-subjunctives, not in 
subjunctives that were still tightly associated with the s-aorist. It is thus 
morphologically determined. This can hardly be due to chance. I believe that 
the phenomenon must have begun in the common ancestor of these branches, 
Proto-Indo-Celtic, although it was probably not fully generalized given at least 
the evidence of the Greek future (§2.4.2). This, again, substantiates the 
independence of the *‑se/o-formation at the Proto-Indo-Celtic stage. 

 

2.3 BALTO-SLAVIC 

2.3.1 Introductory remarks 
The Balto-Slavic verb is remarkably less conservative than the nominal system. 
We do find sigmatic formations within both branches, but there is little overlap 
between the two. Slavic has retained a sigmatic aorist and has a single trace of a 

 
14 Birgit Olsen (p.c.) has suggested a compromise, analyzing the desiderative as [reduplication + root + zero-

grade stative suffix *‑h₁‑ + s-aorist marker *‑s‑ + thematic subjunctive-marker *‑e/o‑]. Such a highly 
marked form would theoretically be possible and could explain the appearance of laryngeal in resonant-
final roots as well as the functional connection to the aorist subjunctive. On the other hand, there is no 
functional reason to assume an added stative function, and the argument hinges on the notion of 
laryngeal loss after stop (either in general or followed by *‑s‑). Since I find the evidence for that 
insufficient, I will leave the solution open for others but am not convinced by it myself. 
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sigmatic future, whereas Baltic shows no sign of a sigmatic aorist/preterite and 
instead presents us with a sigmatic future. Consequently, it is hard to speak with 
certainty of Balto-Slavic innovations within the sigmatic verbal formations, 
although the precise relationship between the formations will be discussed.  

Baltic and Slavic both merged the old imperfective and aorist preterite into 
a general preterite category. This was probably a shared innovation, although it 
is hard to prove conclusively (cf. Andersen 2013). Both languages also show 
preterite formations with suffixes *‑ēˀ‑ and *‑āˀ‑, formants that were probably 
innovated in this function in Proto-Balto-Slavic (cf. Vaillant 1966: 46f.). 

 

2.3.2 Slavic sigmatic aorists15 
In Slavic, a new “imperfect” was created in opposition to the older preterite form 
(cf. Andersen 2013: 21). Due to this innovated imperfect, the former preterite 
(consisting of old imperfective and aorist elements) is generally termed “aorist.” 
In old Slavic languages, the aorist has a general function of simple (coextensive) 
past tense, and the inflectional imperfect–aorist distinction is kept apart from 
the innovative derivational imperfective-perfective distinction (cf. Havránek 
1939; Dostál 1954: 598–602, 1967:-192–194; Van Schooneveld 1959:-17–58). The 
verbal endings of the aorist can generally be traced back to a mix of PIE 
athematic and thematic secondary endings. There are three types of aorists: (1) 
the asigmatic or thematic aorist16 (OCS 1sg. id‑ŭ, 2/3sg. id‑e, 3pl. id‑ǫ); (2) the s-
aorist (OCS 1sg. něs‑ŭ, 2/3sg. nes‑e, 3pl. něs‑ę); and (3) the productive “neo-
sigmatic” aorist with a suffix either *‑ox‑ or *‑ex‑ (OCS 1sg. id‑ox‑ŭ, nes‑ox‑ŭ; 
2/3sg. id‑e, nes‑e; 3pl. id‑oš‑ę, nes‑oš‑ę). The latter two aorists include desinences 
or elements of the s-aorist.  

While the thematic aorist and s-aorist are lexically distributed in a 
complementary manner (cf. Van Wijk 1931: 221; Kuznecov 1961:-105), the neo-
sigmatic aorist came to be applicable to all verbs and replaced these earlier 
respective formations in most old Slavic languages. This secondary nature of the 
neo-sigmatic aorist is further underlined by the complete lack of it in several 
archaic Glagolitic Old Church Slavic manuscripts.17 Due to the lacking evidence 
for an “*‑os-aorist” in any other Indo-European languages, it is thus self-evident 
that the neo-sigmatic aorist was an inner-Slavic innovation, likely built on an 
analogy between presents and aorists along the lines of Gălăbov (1968).18 The 
neo-sigmatic aorist will therefore not be treated specifically here. 

 
15 Following Olander (2009: 127f., 2015: 25–31, 42–45), I operate with two reconstructed stages of Slavic: 

Common Slavic (CS) and Proto-Slavic (PS). For the notation of Common Slavic, cf. Stang (1957), Illič-
Svityč (1979), Dybo (1981). 

16 Variously called “asigmatic aorist” (Koch 1990; Ackermann 2014), “thematic aorist” (Aitzetmüller 1978; 
Reinhart 1992), “root aorist” (Lunt 1984; Arumaa 1985), “thematic root aorist” (Meillet & Vaillant 1934: 
248), “simple aorist” (Diels 1963) or “strong aorist” (Van Wijk 1931). 

17 E.g., Codex Marianus, Codex Clozianus, Psalterium Sinaiticum (cf. Reinhart 1992: 367). 
18 For other theories, cf. Wiedemann (1886: 109f.), Vaillant (1933), Meillet (1934: 257), Aitzetmüller (1978: 

188).  
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Due to the internal grouping with Indo-Iranian (in Indo-Slavic) and, further 
out, with Greek (in Indo-Balkanic) supposed in the present work, Balto-Slavic 
can be assumed to have inherited more or less the same formation of the s-aorist 
as can be reconstructed from comparing those branches. 

 
In Old Church Slavic, the s-aorist was made from both root stems and suffixed 
(already derived) stems: cf. deradical forms like daxŭ ‘gave’, něsŭ ‘carried’, vs. 
derived glagolaxŭ ‘spoke’, molixŭ ‘prayed’. Since the s-aorist can only be 
reconstructed as a primary formation made directly from the root, the s-aorists 
made to already derived stems must be secondary. The s-aorist was only 
productive with vowel-final bases where it came to be regarded as a variant of 
the neo-sigmatic aorist. The s-aorist in this capacity lived on after the demise of 
the archaic s-aorists made to obstruent-final stems. This latter group of archaic 
s-aorists is constituted of only 17 verbs in Old Church Slavic (cf. Lunt 1984:-107; 
Reinhart 1992:-368f.). 

The s-aorist shows relic long grade in some obstruent-final bases of CVC 
structure, confirming the reconstruction of a long-grade stem in the sigmatic 
aorist as seen in Indo-Iranian and elsewhere, cf. OCS věsŭ ‘led’ (< *u̯ēdʰ‑s‑), rěxŭ 
‘said’ (OCz. řěch; < *rēk‑s‑), žaxŭ ‘burned’ (< *žēxu << *dʰēgʷʰ‑s‑). Verbs of this 
structure were in competition with the thematic aorist (of the type padŭ ‘fell’) 
and with the productive neo-sigmatic ‑ox-aorist (cf. Vaillant 1966: 49–52). The 
forms that we have are thus mostly genuine relics. Since a long grade would be 
indiscernible from a full grade before tautosyllabic resonant, we may suspect 
that a long grade could be behind more forms of verbs with different structures, 
such as OCS na‑čęsŭ ‘began’ (< *kēn̆‑s‑), čisŭ ‘read, counted’ (< *kʷēĭt̯‑s‑), mlěxŭ 
‘ground’ (ORu. moloxŭ; < *mēl̆(h₂)‑s‑). However, some of these verbs represent 
late sigmaticized aorists from original root aorists, cf. PS *merxu ‘died’ (OCS 
mrěxŭ, ORu. mĭroxŭ) to root aorist Ved. ámr̥ta. 

 
One obstruent-final CVC-verb with an *o-vocalic base, bosti ‘pierce’ (pres. bodǫ) 
from PIE √*bʰedʰh₂ ‘dig’, also shows an equivalent lengthening of the vowel in 
its sigmatic aorists: aor. basŭ. In this instance, we seem to be dealing with an *ō-
graded sigmatic aorist (**bʰōdʰh₂‑s‑), which would be most unexpected. Clearly, 
the vocalism is not original but must have been drawn from the *o-graded base 
of the verb (both in its infinitive and present). However, it is not clear exactly 
under which process.  

Some scholars have assumed that the long vowel arose from compensatory 
lengthening with the loss of consonants (obstruents) before the *‑s‑ which 
would also be accountable for the long *ē in the obstruent-final verbs (cf. 
Miklosich 1878:-32–37; Otkupščikov 1963:-154–160). This would mean that the 
group of long-vocalic Slavic sigmatic aorists would be unoriginal and their 
connection to the lengthened grade of Indo-Iranian and other branches would 
be an illusion. However, Otkupščikov (1963:-160) himself presents some of the 
counter-evidence for this hypothesis: OCS osĭ ‘axle’ from PBS *ˌaśis (Li. ašìs) 
from *h₂aḱsis, osa ‘wasp’ from PBS *u̯a̍psāˀ (Li. vapsà ‘gadfly’, AP 2) from 
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*u̯ópsah₂, tesati ‘hew’ from PBS *teś‑ (Lv. dial. test) from *teḱs‑, all with no 
lengthening in front of ‑Ts‑. Otkupščikov (l.c.) attempts to explain this by 
assuming that compensatory lengthening for some reason was not operational 
in older inherited words. This is clearly ad hoc and unsatisfactory.  

Drinka (1995: 40–42), who is determined to disprove the Proto-Indo-
European sigmatic aorist and with it the lengthened grade, attempts to retain 
the compensatory lengthening approach by conditioning it for an *‑e‑vowel in 
front of obstruent+*‑s-. In order to do that, she has to invalidate basŭ as an 
example of complementary lengthening, regarding it as analogical to the *e-
verb type. She conveniently leaves out examples like tesati with no indication 
of complementary lengthening in an *‑eTs‑ sequence. Drinka is trying to have 
her cake and eat it, too; although a conditioned complementary lengthening is 
not unthinkable as such, the evidence speaks against it.  

The obstruent-final verbs that show an *ē-vocalic s-aorist are old, inherited 
verbs, and some may even be connected to cognate long-graded s-aorists in 
other branches. The simpler solution is to regard the *ē-vocalism of these s-
aorists as an archaism, mirroring the same long grade found in s-aorists in other 
Indo-European languages (cf. Solmsen 1888: 82; Arumaa 1985: 304–306). Slavic 
therefore confirms us in the reconstruction of a long grade in this category as far 
back in the family tree as there are long-graded s-aorists to be traced (as we shall 
see, at least to Proto-Indo-Celtic). 

 
The sigmatic aorist has a sigmatic element in all persons except the 2/3sg., which 
is asigmatic and only shows the thematic ending ‑e (< *‑es/*‑et). The 2/3sg. also 
lacks the long grade seen in the sigmatic forms, i.e. it is really a suppletive “root” 
aorist, not merely representing loss of final *‑s‑s and *‑s‑t. The sigmatic element 
in the other persons differs according to sound laws (and analogy), noticeably 
in RUKI- and palatalizing environments, varying between ‑s‑, ‑x‑ and ‑š‑. The 
endings vary between thematic (1sg., 1du., 1pl.) and athematic (2du., 3du., 2pl., 
3pl.) secondary endings: 1sg. rěxŭ (*‑s‑o‑m), 1pl. rěxomŭ (*‑s‑o‑mos), 2pl. rěste 
(*‑s‑te), 3pl. rěšę (*‑s‑ent) – vs. asigmatic, short-vocalic 2/3sg. reče. There is little 
doubt that the thematic endings in the first persons are innovated. 

Vowel-final bases show no alternation in vocalism from the base vowel of 
the infinitive stem: OCS znaxŭ ‘knew’ (znati), molixŭ ‘prayed’ (moliti). The 
vocalism is the same in the 2/3sg.: zna, moli. Old Russian has only preserved this 
type of sigmatic aorist, whereas consonant-final bases frequently show the 
innovative ‑ox-aorist (cf. below), only relic doublets of the old sigmatic aorist 
being preserved: ORu. rekoxŭ opposing archaic rěxŭ. With *VL-verbs, Old 
Russian regularly developed a structure ‑oLo‑ where the latter ‑o- could be 
reanalyzed as part of the new suffix ‑ox‑: ORu. moloxŭ ‘ground’ (OCS mlěxŭ), 
boroxŭ ‘fought’ (OCS braxŭ). The original sigmatic and the “neo-sigmatic” ‑ox-
aorists thus entered a complementary distribution in Old Russian, the former 
confined to vowel-final bases and the latter to consonant-final bases (or 
|‑(o)S‑|). The Old Novgorod dialect shows a 1sg. ending ‑o < PS *‑u in ONovg. 
daxo ‘I gave’ (OCS daxŭ). 
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As can be seen from the vowel-final sigmatic aorists, the allomorphs in ‑x‑ 
(‑xŭ, ‑xově, ‑xomŭ) and ‑š‑ (‑šę), originally confined only to RUKI-environments 
(later palatalized in the case of ‑šę), won out as the productive forms and 
gradually replaced many instances of ‑s‑ in Old Church Slavic, cf. original 1sg. 
jęsŭ ‘took’, 3pl. na‑čęsę ‘began’ vs. innovated jęxŭ, na‑čęšę. 

 
The verb ‘be’ has two competing s-aorists, and here, as with other vowel-final s-
aorists, the 2/3sg. forms have identical vocalism: bě(S)‑ and by(S)-, respectively 
(OCS běxŭ, bě, běšę; byxŭ, by, byšę). Additionally, the stem by(S)‑ has a variant 
2/3sg. bystŭ, with a desinence ‑stŭ which appears to be sigmatic (with an 
athematic present ending!). The two variant forms by and bystŭ are used 
differently: whereas bystŭ represents the general form, by is used as an auxiliary 
verb with l-participles. 

The same alternation is seen in the aorist of dati ‘give’: 2/3sg. da and dastŭ. 
Here, the ‑stŭ variant is identical to the present 3sg. dastŭ where ‑s‑ is a reflex of 
*‑d‑, i.e. the reduplicated stem dad‑ also seen in pres.3pl. dadętŭ. We may 
therefore speculate that the variant forms here are direct takeovers from the 
pres.3sg. The same desinence ‑stŭ is, of course, also present in the pres.3sg. of 
‘be’, jestŭ from *h₁és‑ti. This fact strongly implies that ‑stŭ had come to be taken 
as an athematic 3sg. desinence and therefore must have been introduced 
secondarily into these specific aorist forms, perhaps secondarily pushed by the 
sigmatic character of the rest of the aorist paradigm for these verbs (cf. 
Aitzetmüller 1978:-180, 185f.; Arumaa 1985:-276f.).  

The problem of ‑stŭ can, however, not be treated in isolation, as the element 
‑tŭ also appears in preterite forms: e.g., OCS umrě → umrětŭ. This element is 
generally encountered in 2/3sg. athematic aorist forms of verbs ending in a 
vowel or resonant. This element has still not been satisfactorily explained (for 
different attempts, cf. Meillet 1902:-139–142; Stang 1942:-64–73,-219–222; Vaillant 
1966:-54–56; Aitzetmüller 1978:-180, 185f.; Olander 2015:-333). Since it is 
irrelevant for the present study, I will leave it without further ado. 

 
Interestingly, the long-graded sigmatic aorist shows Dybo’s Law (and, 
subsequently in Common Slavic, Stang’s Law, resulting in a neo-acute),19 i.e. it 
reflects an immobile, originally accented, non-acute root syllable: CS *rěx́ŭ < 
pre-CS *rěxù̆ < PS *rē(k)xu̍ < pre-PS *rē(̍k)xu20 < *rḗks‑o‑m ← *rḗk‑s‑m̥. This is still 
seen in the archaic SCr. aor.1sg. rȉjeh ‘said’ (< CS *rěx́ŭ) and prefixed (with Neo-
Štokavian accent retraction) dò‑nijeh ‘brought’ (1pl. dò‑nijesmo vs. 2/3sg. 
dȍ‑nese), ù‑mrijeh ‘died’, zà‑klēh ‘swore’, prò‑ždrēh ‘devoured’, pò‑čēh ‘began’ (cf. 
Vaillant 1966: 530f.; Olander 2009:-138, 147; Kortlandt 2019:-190f.). The material 
for this is quite sparse, but that is also to be expected taking into account that 
the entire type of long-graded s-aorists were generally lost in the modern 

 
19 For Dybo’s Law, cf. Dybo (1962), Collinge (1985: 31–33), Olander (2009: 140–143, 2015: 54). 
20 Following Olander (2010, 2015: 58f.) in assuming 1) raising and rounding of final pre-PS *a (< *o) to *u 

/_*‑m# and 2) loss of word-final pre-PS *‑m (but not *‑n). 
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languages which can show the distinction, being replaced by the innovative 
*‑ox-aorist, cf. SCr. rèkoh, do‑nèsoh. Serbo-Croatian retains accent mobility in 
the plural endings that had arisen with Dybo’s and Stang’s Laws (with Neo-
Štokavian accent retraction): cf. SCr. 1sg. mrȉjeh vs. 1pl. mrijèsmo, 2pl. mrijèste, 
3pl. mrijèše ‘died’. This confirms the non-acute root syllable. While the 
accentology has little to no bearing for the authenticity of the long vowel (or the 
original accent on the root syllable which is expected and confirmed), it is highly 
important for the discussion on the exact accentological development of old 
Indo-European long vowels within Balto-Slavic. 

The accentological development of inherited Proto-Indo-European long 
vowels is hotly debated. Kortlandt (e.g., 1985:-113, 1988:-300, 1997a:-26, 2006:-
367) has frequently mentioned the Serbo-Croatian forms above as evidence for 
a general treatment of Proto-Indo-European long vowels (*V̄) into non-acute 
long vowels in Balto-Slavic. The remaining support for a non-acute reflex only 
constitutes inherited vowels in certain positions, viz. in final position (Li. duktė ̃
‘daughter’ < *dʰugh₂tḗ(r), akmuõ ‘stone’ < *h₂aḱmō(n)) or in monosyllabic words 
(Li. šuõ ‘dog’ < *ḱu̯ṓ(n), Lv. gùovs ‘cow’ < *gʷṓu̯s?). This view has been taken up 
by several scholars also outside the Leiden School (cf. Kim 2002:-115; Olander 
2009:-114f.). 

This goes against the more traditional view that acuteness came from length 
(e.g., Hirt 1899:-54; Stang 1966:-120–144; Rasmussen 1992a; Jasanoff 2017a:-74–
103). Many scholars who assume this have set up conditioned exceptions where 
a long vowel would give non-acute nonetheless: e.g., in monosyllables 
(Endzelīns 1911:-295; Rasmussen 1992a: 188, 1992c; Yamazaki 2016), in final 
position (Van Wijk 1923:-106–130), or both (Villanueva Svensson 2011). This does 
little to solve the apparent non-acute in the Slavic s-aorist. Jasanoff (2017a:-97–
99) assumes that the apparent non-acute, mobile treatment of the s-aorist is the 
result of analogy from the respective presents of the verbs in question, pointing 
out that the four verbs CS *reťi,̍ *nesti,̍ *merti ̍ and *klętì all have a mobile 
paradigm (AP c) in their presents, which makes him discredit the possibility of 
Dybo’s Law in the s-aorist (Jasanoff 2017a: 98). However, the s-aorist would be 
reconstructed precisely as an immobile form with columnar accent on the first 
syllable throughout its paradigm, as indicated by Indo-Iranian. Therefore, the 
oldest layer of s-aorists would be expected to fall victim to Dybo’s Law. It is a 
rather more straightforward assumption, indeed, than invoking analogy to the 
accentual paradigm of a few present stems. The same analogy (present 
imposing mobility on aorist) curiously never happened on the thematic aorist, 
which is immobile in Slavic, even when a mobile present exists: cf. CS *sědět̋i 
‘sit’ with mobile present 1sg. *sěď̑ǫ, 3sg. *sědítĭ, 3pl. *sědę́tĭ (AP c) vs. immobile 
thematic aorist 1sg. *sěd̋ŭ, 3sg. *sěd̋e, 3pl. *sěd̋ǫ (AP a). 

It is difficult to determine anything on this matter with certainty. First of all, 
long vowels were not abundant in Proto-Indo-European and they seem to have 
been limited to only a few morphological formations. Furthermore, there are 
more or less obscure exceptions to any model and one can always invoke 
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potential conditioned sound laws as well as various forms of analogy and 
levelling. 

Nevertheless, I think that the evidence that we have for inarguable Proto-
Indo-European inherited long vowels, importantly also in the Slavic s-aorist, 
suggests a development as non-acute long vowels in Proto-Balto-Slavic. 
Although it is possible to set up analogies or ad hoc sound laws in order to 
discard the suggestive evidence, I think that it is not the most economical 
solution here. 

 
The Slavic s-aorist thus confirms us in the existence of a long-graded s-aorist. 
Additionally, it provides one of the clearest pieces of evidence for the 
continuation of the lengthened grade as non-acute in Balto-Slavic also outside 
the final syllable (likely including monosyllables), especially since the long 
vowel in this category can be confirmed by s-aorists elsewhere. Although its 
inflection has been thematicized in some personal forms and its 2sg. and 3sg. 
have been suppleted by thematic aorist forms (for consonant-final verb bases), 
there is no part of the Slavic s-aorist that warrants a different reconstruction 
than the one suggested by Indo-Iranian (i.e. at least with a long-graded stem 
variant, non-ablauting suffix and athematic stem/inflection). The ‑ox‑aorist 
(revealingly here termed “neo-sigmatic”) has clearly been innovated from a 
combination of thematic and sigmatic elements by analogy, likely with vowel-
final bases which had a thematic present and an s-aorist.  

 
The lack of the s-aorist in Baltic should cause little concern, since the preterite 
system was rearranged drastically in Balto-Slavic and even more so in later 
Baltic. Kortlandt (1985:-113f.) assumes that the s-aorist influenced the long-
vocalic preterites in Baltic (the type gėŕė ‘drank’, bėr̃ė ‘strewed’),21 but there are 
other possible accounts for this class (e.g., Stang 1966:-390). Consequently, the 
Slavic s-aorist is a clear cognate to the s-aorist in Indo-Iranian and many other 
Indo-Celtic languages (contra Drinka 1995). 

 

2.3.3 Sigmatic future 

2.3.3.1 Introductory remarks 

Balto-Slavic contains a sigmatic future, most prominently represented in East 
Baltic where it is productive. We do, however, also find remnants in both Old 
Prussian and Slavic. The East Baltic future is marked by a suffix complex 
*‑s‑/*‑si-/*‑sie̯/o‑ attached to the infinitive stem and conjugated with a special 
(so-called “semi-thematic”) inflection. We have thematic forms in Li. 1sg. bú̄siu 

 
21 Kortlandt assumed that the *-s‑ was lost analogically in *CḗC‑s‑t but gives no motivation for this loss. 

Given his monosyllabic lengthening rule, we must understand that all root aorists at some point had 
long-graded 2/3sg.’s (and therefore could have given the Baltic long-vocalic preterites) which were then 
secondarily lost on a large scale al over Indo-European, but on a smaller scale gave birth to the Narten-
type (Kortlandt 2015a: 239, following Anciferova 1988: 290–294). 
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‘will be’, vèsiu ‘will lead’, eĩsiu ‘will go’; 2sg. bú̄si/vèsi/eĩsi; vs. “i-stem” forms in 1pl. 
bú̄sime/vèsime/eĩsite; 2pl. bú̄site/vèsite/eĩsite; and an athematic 3pers. 
bùs/vès/eĩs with an ending ‑∅ (and shortening in the former verb). The future 
participle active is thematic *‑sia̯nt‑ as in Li. bú̄siąs, Lv. bûšuõt. We thus seem to 
be dealing with three allomorphs of the suffix: *‑sie̯/o‑, *‑si- and *‑s‑. Naturally, 
such an allomorphy cannot have been original within a single paradigm, but the 
exact reason for its appearance in Lithuanian has not been resolved and 
continues to be a heated debate. Furthermore, the confusing and diverging 
accentological treatments of the future, in particular of acute vowels in the 3rd 
person, in both the standarad language and the dialects still remain a puzzle 
with many possible implications for various stages of Lithuanian, Baltic, Balto-
Slavic or Indo-European, depending on the scholar. 

As is evident, the standard Lithuanian future does not show the working of 
Saussure’s Law whereby non-acute stems should have lost their accent to 
following acute endings (i.e. we would have expected 1sg. *vesiù, *eisiù, 2sg. 
*vesì, *eisì) but has columnar accent on the stem throughout (cf. Stang 1966: 
397₂). Nor do we see the otherwise regular Lithuanian lengthening of non-final 
short ‑e‑ or ‑a- under the accent (we see vèsiu, vèsi; tàpsiu, tàpsi): cf., e.g., gẽras < 
*ger̍as, tãkas < *ta̍kas (Stang 1966: 25). The lack of lengthening of accented ‑e- 
and ‑a- would suggest that the columnar accent is secondary. Buch (1970) 
suggests that Saussure’s Law was rolled back on the basis of the stem accent of 
the infinitive. The infinitive is also characterized by the lack of lengthening of 
‑e- and ‑a- (cf. vèsti, tàpti), which reflects its original accent on the ending, also 
confirmed by Latvian and Slavic (cf. Dybo 1981: 233–239; Rasmussen 1985b:-184–
189). The expected forms with Saussure’s Law are found in East Aukštaitian 
dialects, cf. Tverečius dial. 1sg. ves ̌ù́, 2sg. ves ̌ì́. Kortlandt (1982: 6f.) instead takes 
the columnar accent as proof of an original athematic paradigm with retention 
of stem accent from the originally non-acute athematic endings in the 1st and 
2nd singular forms. Such a retention of accent would be quite remarkable and 
therefore cannot prove an athematic paradigm alone to my mind. Nor, as we 
have seen, can it explain the lack of lengthening of ‑e- and ‑a‑, giving us a clear 
indication of the secondary nature of the columnar accent and therefore 
invalidating Kortlandt’s theory. Since the connection to the infinitive could 
explain both the lack of Saussure’s Law and the lack of lengthening of ‑e- and 
‑a‑, and since the future in general is created from the same stem synchronically, 
the most simple explanation must be that the columnarly accented and non-
lengthened root vocalism was taken over from the infinitive by analogy to its 
otherwise identical stems. The accentuation of the 3rd person future in 
Lithuanian is treated in Appendix B.1. 
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2.3.3.2 Slavic future relic 

In Slavic, this sigmatic future must have been lost (the future being expressed 
by other means), but there is a single relic in the future participle RuCS22 byšǫšt-
/byšęšt- ‘future’ (probably23 also retained in OCz. probyšucný ‘useful’, cf. Vaillant 
1966:-198), very likely a direct cognate to Li. fut.ptc. bú̄siąs/bú̄siant‑ and Lv. 
bûšuõt (and perhaps Av. būšiiaṇt-, if the full grade in Ved. bhaviṣyánt‑ is 
secondary). Aitzetmüller (1968) instead hypothesizes that the Slavic form might 
have been innovated on the basis of the s-aorist 3pl. byšę ‘they were’. However, 
I see no likely model for the creation of such a participle, nor for its functional 
transition from aorist to future. Despite Aitzetmüller’s (1968:-15) claims, the 
aorist (preterite) must have lost its general perfective value already in Proto-
Balto-Slavic where it merged with the imperfective preterite as a general 
preterite (cf. §2.3.1). In my view, it is therefore quite clear that the isolated Slavic 
participle byšǫst-/byšęst‑, which has future reference and perfectly corresponds 
to the Baltic future participle, represents an archaism which not only agrees 
with the Baltic future but at least potentially also with the Indo-Iranian future 
in *‑sia̯‑ (cf. Arntz 1933: 25f.; Porzig 1954: 88, 164).  

 

2.3.3.3 Old Prussian future and the 3sg. imperative 

Old Prussian retains one secure future form of the sigmatic type: 2sg. postāsei 
‘you will become’ (cf. Van Wijk 1929: 158f.; Mathiassen 2010: 53). The future is 
otherwise expressed by the auxiliary wīrst + infinitive, surely influenced by the 
likeness to German werden/wird (2sg. wirst). 

However, a larger group of 3rd person modal forms in OPr. ‑sei (also spelled 
‑se, ‑si or ‑sai) – variously called ‘optative’, ‘imperative’, ‘subjunctive’, 
‘permissive’ or ‘future’ – very likely reflects a continuation of the future 3pers. as 
well (cf. Specht 1928: 175–184; Schmid 1963: 48; Hill 2004: 86–94, 2014: 62–66; 
Smoczyński 2004). Examples include boūsei/bousei/boūse/bouse/bousai/bāusei 
‘will be, let it be’ (cp. Li. bùs), dāsai/dase ‘will give, let him give’ also in 
au‑dasei/au‑dassei/au‑dasey and its reflexive au‑dasey‑sin/au‑dassei‑sin 
(haplologized in au‑dasin) ‘will happen, let it happen’ (cp. Li. duõs), par‑eysei 
‘let it come near’ (cp. Li. par‑eĩs, with ‑eysei ≈ Li. eĩs).24 Since 3pers. forms are 
often used for both 1sg. and 2sg. referents as well, postāsei could also instead be 
analyzed as another example of this form (cf. Endzelīns 1944: 154, 176).  

The equation to the East Baltic 3pers. future is far from commonly accepted, 
however, and there have been various theories for the origin of these forms, 
including that ‑sei should be the optative of √*h₁es reanalyzed as a suffix in West 
Baltic (Van Wijk 1929: 159f.; Kortlandt 1982: 8) or that they reflect optatives to an 
athematic stem in *‑s‑ (Stang 1942: 266–268, 1966: 442f.). For a thorough 

 
22 This participle only occurs in Church Slavic manuscripts and is later replaced by the participle bǫdǫšt- 

from the new perfective present stem bǫde/o- (cf. Vaillant 1966:-104).  
23 Pace Aitzetmüller 1968:-13.  
24 For attestations and analyses, cf. Smoczyński (2005: 30–32, 63–65, 75f., 252f.). 
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treatment and critique of the theories, cf. Schmalstieg (2000: 257–262) and Hill 
(2004: 86–94). None of these theories is remotely as satisfactory as the direct 
connection with the East Baltic future, and I therefore consider them as cognate 
to this formation. 

The origin of the final vowel behind the multitude of writings can be 
analyzed in various ways. Specht (1928) first argued that the form was composed 
of the endingless 3pers. future as in East Baltic with the addition of a particle ‑ai. 
Since such a particle is otherwise unknown, this explanation is hardly 
satisfactory. Smoczyński (2004: 336f., 2005: 468–470) argued that it is *‑i, 
mirroring the treatment in OPr. 2sg. assei/asse/assai/assi/essei/æsse ‘you are’, 
ostensibly from *és(s)i. It must be said here that the Proto-Baltic 2sg. could very 
well already have been innovated to athematic *‑sei ̯ˀ  from thematic *‑ei ̯ˀ  (vel 
sim.), as in East Baltic *‑sē ̣ˀ /*‑ē ̣ˀ , and therefore it is not self-evident that the 2sg. 
spellings necessarily reflect original *‑i. Indeed, the exact outcome of final *‑i is 
not assured, and some evidence points to loss of final *‑i as in ast/est < *h₁ésti. 

Hill (2004: 92f., 2014: 63) instead proposes that it reflects PB *‑ia̯# (< *‑io̯(t) 
← *‑ie̯t(i)), emphasizing the similar treatment in the gen.sg.m. of pronouns 
where *‑esio̯/*‑osio̯ would be expected: cf. OPr. gen.sg. stessei/stesse (nom.sg.m. 
stas ‘the’), tennessei (nom.sg.m. tāns ‘this’), supsei/subsai (nom.sg.m. sups/subs). 
The same development might be seen in the *‑ie̯/o-verbs which show a 3pers. ‑e 
as in OPr. gēide, ostensibly from PB *ge̍id̯‑ia̯ and thus directly cognate to Li. 
geĩdžia. Hill (2014) further advances that the function of the Old Prussian forms 
reflect their origin as *‑sie̯/o- since he argues that this suffix had a jussive 
function, which supposedly explains why East Baltic in his view only continues 
this suffix in the 1sg. *‑siō̯ˀ, while all other future forms (first and foremost the 
3pers.) go back to an athematic *‑s- with non-jussive future function. This 
argumentation is rather circular although it cannot be directly disproved. 

Whether the forms could reflect *‑sie̯ as well is rather unclear, but I think 
that should be considered: compare the 2pl. ending *‑te, reflected in OPr. as 
‑ti/‑tai/‑tei/‑te. This is unlikely to reflect either *‑ia̯ or *‑i, although we also 
cannot be sure that the immediate proto-form of the Old Prussian ending is *‑te 
and not another altered vocalism (cf. the varying vocalisms in 2pl. refl. Li. ‑tė‑s, 
Lv. ‑tiê‑s). One could at lest argue that the above-mentioned 3pers. forms to 
*‑ie̯/o-verbs in 3pers. ‑e/‑ei reflect *‑ie̯ (an expected proto-form in any case) and 
not *‑ia̯ as suggested by Hill (l.c.).  

If one accepts the connection of the Old Prussian 3pers. modal forms to the 
East Baltic future, it is clear that West Baltic demonstrates a form with a vocalic 
segment following the *‑s‑, i.e. it invalidates the antiquity of the apparent 
athematicity of the East Baltic 3pers. future. This means that the East Baltic 
forms can hardly reflect an old desinence *‑s‑t, but rather must go back to a 
desinence *‑s(i)̯V, which from the Old Prussian forms can be argued to be either 
*‑si,*‑sia̯ or (perhaps) *‑sie̯. This is an important point in the search for the origin 
of the East Baltic future in general and the 3pers. form in particular. Hill’s (2014) 
attempt to simply disassociate the two forms, so that the East Baltic 3pers. forms 
are unconnected to both its 1sg. and the 3pers. forms in Old Prussian, is highly 
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unsatisfactory. Granted, the East Baltic 3pers. presents several problems, but I 
do not think that they are so insurmountable that we have to assume two 
different Proto-Indo-European formations for the Baltic future forms because of 
that. 

 

2.3.3.4 Thematicity 

The big problem surrounding the Baltic future is, of course, the aberrant 
inflection, with the bare form of the third-person ending ‑s pointing to an 
athematic non-primary ending (*‑s‑t?). The i-inflection of the dual and plural 
forms could also point to athematic inflection, although the origin of the ‑i‑ can 
be debated. The accentological treatment of the 3pers. future is also problematic 
and self-contradictory. However, since all of the aberrant accentological 
problems lie within Aukštaitian, it can only prove monosyllabicity of the 3pers. 
in Proto-Aukštaitian. It is an inner-Lithuanian issue and therefore unrelated to 
the broader topic here. The issue is treated in depth in Appendix B.1. 

If we assume an athematic formation as the origin of the future, we would 
expect to see a primary ending here, i.e. *‑ti in the 3sg. Alternatively, we would 
have expected to see the same form as in the so-called “semi-thematic” i-verbs, 
which are discussed in Appendix B.2, i.e. a desinence *‑s‑i. Instead we have an 
ending ‑∅ with no clear model from which it could have been taken over by a 
hypothetical analogy. This has led many scholars to assume that the 3rd person 
goes back to an athematic desinence *‑s‑t. 

The somewhat expected ending *‑i does in fact exist in the reflexive form of 
the future, where the 3rd person is ‑si‑s(i), cf. OLi. stosi‑si, kelsi‑si, Li. duõsi‑s, 
bùsi‑s, Lv. dial. duôsi‑s (cf. Endzelīns 1922a: 701f.; Stang 1966: 398; Hill 2004: 74). 
We also find the desinence ‑si with other enclitics in OLi. duosi‑t, būsi‑gu and 
būsi‑g, gierbsi‑m, deginsi‑t (cf. Jakulis 1966: 58f.). Stang (l.c.) and Hill (l.c.) assume 
that these forms are unoriginal and would be analogical to the dual and plural 
forms with ‑i‑ after the model of the “semi-thematic” i-verbs whose 3pers. also 
sports an ‑i- just as in the dual and plural forms. Hill (2004: 75) argues that only 
the reflexive 3pers. got this ‑i- since only it would have been ambiguous with the 
desinence ‑s merging with the ‑s- of the reflexive particle ‑s(i). This is indeed a 
quite believable motivation. I do, however, still think that these clitcized forms 
with ‑si could be archaic. Note, first of all, that the ‑i- also appears with other 
suffixed enclitics, not only the reflexive. This would eliminate some of the power 
of Hill’s phonological motivation, which is limited to the first consonant of the 
reflexive. As can be observed, all cliticized forms show the same ‑i-. Second of 
all, the retention of length in OLi. būsi‑gu/būsi‑g would be quite inexplicable 
from this analysis. Had the ‑i- been attached at a late stage (not even directly in 
this form with ‑gu, but only after a subsequent analogy to the reflexive in ‑si, one 
must subsume), we would have expected the vowel to have been added directly 
to the bare non-cliticized future 3pers. form, i.e. bùs, already with shortening. If 
the ‑i- were a late addition, it would probably not have been able to restore the 
length in the previous syllable. Rather, the modern standard form bùsi‑s can 
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easily be explained with analogical vocalism from the unextended monosyllabic 
form bùs. 

There is a single athematic future form other than the 3rd person attested in 
OLi. eismi ‘I will go’ (1× vs. normal eĩsiu, cf. Matusevičiūtė 1938: 101), which could 
be taken as a critical piece of support for the original athematicity of the 
sigmatic future in general. However, as Villanueva Svensson (2010a: 220₃₃) 
argues, it could just as well be an analogical creation on the basis of the 
athematic present eimì. Furthermore, it still leaves us with the awkward 
problem that a correspondingly archaic athematic sigmatic future 3rd person 
should have ended in *‑s‑ti, not *‑s‑∅ (< *‑s‑t). In any case, if taken at face value, 
OLi. eismi with its primary ending ‑mi would not corroborate the same 
paradigm as an athematic 3rd person ‑s‑∅, which could only point to a 
secondary ending *‑t. We only know of a secondary ending having encroached 
upon a primary ending in the 3sg. of thematic verbs, whereas athematic verbs 
consistently show primary endings (cf. Li. ẽsti). The athematicity might be 
further corroborated by Lithuanian dialectal forms like 1pl. eĩs‑me, 2pl. eĩs‑te. On 
the other hand, we also find sporadic thematic forms outside the 1/2sg. in 
dialectal forms like bú̄siame vs. standard bú̄sime. These dialectal forms do thus 
not provide convincing support either for or against any theory. 

 
Given the contradictory evidence of the Baltic future, the attempts to explain its 
origin and development have been numerous and diverse.  

Although no consensus has been reached, the majority of researchers 
assume that the Baltic 3rd person future can only go back to an athematic 
desinence *‑s‑t. This desinence has been analyzed in Indo-European terms in 
various ways. Some researchers assume a confluence with the *‑sie̯/o-future 
(observable in at least the 1sg. and the participle), while others assume that the 
entire paradigm was built from such an athematic formation in a fashion 
analogous to the “semi-thematic” verbs. 

The classical analysis of this desinence is to regard *‑s‑t as an s-aorist 
injunctive (cf. J. Schmidt 1889: 424–426; Brugmann 1892: 1186–1188; Specht 1922: 
31). This means that the Baltic future would reflect an s-aorist with secondary 
endings, without an augment, and virtually unmarked for any temporal or 
modal specifications (but able to express most), as can be observed in both 
Indo-Iranian and Homeric Greek (cf. the negative definition in Hoffmann 1967a: 
278). Although the functional parallel to the injunctive of at least Vedic might 
appear satisfactory at first glance, there are many problems associated with such 
an assumption. First of all, there is no indication that a distinction between an 
“injunctive” and a “preterite” ever existed in (pre-)Proto-Balto-Slavic. The only 
formal distinction in the “classical” Indo-European languages is, of course, the 
augment, whose status in the inflectional morphology of even Proto-Indo-
Balkanic is not entirely established, although its existence at this stage is beyond 
any doubt. We would, however, in my view be hard-pressed to assume an actual 
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distinction between “preterite” and “injunctive” even for this proto-stage. 25 
Rather, there was one category “preterite-injunctive” with a range of functions, 
one of which was past tense. This latter function could be expressly marked 
facultatively by the augment *(h₁)é‑, but there is no evidence that this was 
obligatory for Proto-Indo-Balkanic or Proto-Indo-Slavic, and there is therefore 
not enough evidence for reconstructing two separate categories even at this late 
stage. No trace of a separate “injunctive,” nor of the augment, is present within 
Balto-Slavic. Slavic, in particular, shows quite clearly that inherited 
unaugmented forms were used in function as a preterite, and the merger of the 
(unaugmented) preterite-injunctive of imperfective and aorist stems into a 
category “preterite” must have happened already in Proto-Balto-Slavic (cf. 
supra). We would therefore have to assume that the same formation had two 
different functions in Proto-Balto-Slavic: viz. (a) that an original (unaugmented) 
s-aorist could function as both a preterite and a future/injunctive, (b) that this 
distinction was continued into both Proto-Slavic and (pre‑)Proto-Baltic, and (c) 
that each branch chose either the one or the other function, completely 
obliterating the other. To my mind, such a model is quite absurd. Second, there 
is no indication that the Baltic future should have originated from a long-graded 
formation in any case. Instead, we see the basic vocalism of the root/stem, 
which for the archaic formations could go back to either a full grade or a zero 
grade, but never an unambiguous lengthened grade. If the Baltic future (or at 
least its third-person form) was a continuation of the s-aorist, which is so 
characteristic by its lengthened grade in even closely-related Slavic, we should 
have expected to see traces of the lengthened grade also in this formation. 

Given the above problems associated with an s-aorist origin, many scholars 
have attempted to claim that the athematic desinence *‑s‑t supposedly lurking 
behind the Baltic 3rd person future should be analyzed as a different category 
than the s-aorist, albeit with the same desinence. Proposals include an 
athematic “s-desiderative” (Stang 1942: 203f., 1966: 398; Erhart 1989:-130), an 
athematic “s-present” (Jasanoff 1975, 1978: 103–109, 1988a: 233f.; Villanueva 
Svensson 2012), an athematic “s-subjunctive” (Kortlandt 1982: 6–8, 1984), an 
athematic modal formation dubbed “prospective” (Rasmussen 1985a, 
withdrawn in Rasmussen 1997a) and an athematic “s-future” (Hill 2004, 2014). 
Although this separates the formation from the s-aorist, there is still a 
morphological identity in at least the desinence. Furthermore, none of the 
proposed categories is an accepted part of Indo-European grammar, and there 
is only indirect or insufficient support from other branches to corroborate a 
reconstruction of any of these formations. It would therefore imply that Baltic 
retained an athematic s-formation better than any other proto-stage, while all 
or most other languages lost it completely or only retained it in ambiguous 
relics. The likelihood of this scenario is not very high.  

 
25 Homeric Greek and Avestan agree quite clearly on the facultative nature of the augment even in preterite 

indicative function (cf. Kuryłowicz 1977:-108; Hoffmann & Forssman 1996:-181f.; Mumm 2004; Bakker 
2005:-126–128). 
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García Castillero (1999) attempted instead to see the Baltic 3pers. desinence ‑s 
as an original Proto-Indo-European *‑se/o-formation (future or s-aorist 
subjunctive) with either syncope or “dethematization”: *‑se‑t > *‑st > -s. Such a 
development is completely ad hoc and not supported by any other evidence in 
Baltic. This also means that any connection with the Indo-Iranian *‑siá̯-future is 
denied. It is hard to explain why the Baltic 1sg. and participle would have 
acquired the *‑i-̯ from an original suffix *‑se/o-, and there is no clear reason why 
a connection to the *‑se/o-futures of other Indo-European languages should be 
promoted rather than the direct formal similarity with the Indo-Iranian *‑siá̯-
future. 

 
 Indeed, the parallel to the *‑sie̯/o-future of Indo-Iranian (and potentially other 
branches) is so obvious that this has been the other major contender for the 
origin of the Baltic future, since at least the 1sg. and the participle are directly 
equatable to the corresponding Indo-Iranian forms. Although one could simply 
assume that the similarity is due to chance, the formal and functional similaries 
are, in my opinion, too apparent not to warrant an attempt at a connection.  

Hill (2004, 2014) tried to combine the two apparent formal cognates in the 
1sg. and 3pers., respectively, by arguing for a suppletive paradigm consisting of 
two separate Indo-European sigmatic formations, viz. an athematic “s-future” 
and the *‑sie̯/o-future known from Indo-Iranian. Due to the distribution of the 
personal forms, Hill (l.c.) even argued that this supposed suppletive paradigm 
in East Baltic warranted a reconstructible functional distinction between the 
two formations in the proto-language, viz. a speaker-oriented, “jussive” *‑sie̯/o-
future – deemed jussive because of its continuation into a 1sg. form in East Baltic 
– vs. an athematic s-future with subject-oriented, desiderative function. This 
explanation is clearly ad hoc, derived from the superficial transpositions of the 
specific personal forms with little to no evidence for such functions provided by 
other branches. Hill’s only comparative support for an athematic future (or 
desiderative) are the Sabellic futures like Osc. fust ‘will be’, Umb. eest ‘will go’, 
whose athematicity is questionable at best and in my view rather go back to 
thematic *‑se/o‑ (cf. §2.10.2.2). 

 
Other scholars have instead assumed that the East Baltic 3pers. future goes back 
to a desinence *‑si, not necessarily etymologizing this further back to Proto-
Indo-European (cf. Bezzenberger 1901: 177f., 1907: 126; Pisani 1931; Fraenkel 1950: 
97, 308–314; Patri 1990: 313f.). Such a desinence should be expected from the 
other personal forms in the future paradigm when comparing with the 
otherwise parallel paradigm in the “semi-thematic” verbs, as well as from the 
suffixed 3pers. forms with actual ‑si- + enclitic (OLi. būsi‑gu). Bezzenberger (l.c.) 
argued that there was a facultative i-apocope in Lithuanian, and that the variant 
with i-apocope won out in Lithuanian due to the formal identity with the 2sg. in 
‑si (< *‑sieˀ). Pisani (1931) assumed that the *‑i was lost only after Li. ‑ú̄‑ and ‑ý‑, 
which then fell subject to Leskien’s Law (*bú̄si > *bú̄s > bùs). Later, all other 
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verbs also adopted this desinence ‑s to avert identity with the 2sg., but they did 
not adopt the shortening, instead showing circumflexion (*dúosi → *dúos > 
duõs). The idea of a conditioned apocope of ‑i only after ‑ú̄‑ and ‑ý- is, however, 
hardly credible. In addition, it seems more evident that the circumflexed forms 
reflect the real development of acute monosyllables in Lithuanian (cf. tiẽ vs. gerì, 
geríe‑ji). 

 
A full connection to the Indo-Iranian future has been assumed by many scholars 
(e.g., Pedersen 1921: 9; Arntz 1933: 25f.; Leumann 1952: 47; Porzig 1954: 88, 164; 
Thumb & Hauschild 1959: 326; Willi 2018: 458f.), although most of them only 
mention the connection en passant, evading the real problems within Baltic.  

 

2.3.3.5 A new proposal for the Baltic future 

To my mind, the connection with the Indo-Iranian *‑sie̯/o-future is too 
attractive to not warrant a reappraisal. Despite being aware of the many 
potential pitfalls, I would therefore like to propose a new explanation for the 
Baltic future. This hypothesis will seek to derive the entire Balto-Slavic future 
from the suffix *‑sie̯/o‑. Both the 1sg. and the participle of the Baltic future 
already reflect this suffix directly, and the ambiguous 2sg. would also be 
immediately explicable from such an origin. The remaining forms do, however, 
require an explanation, and the third-person form particularly so. I think that 
there is enough evidence to posit that the pre- or proto-form of the Proto-(East-
)Baltic 3pers. desinence was *‑si, still reflected in cliticized forms in East Baltic 
and perhaps also in the Old Prussian 3pers. imperative in ‑sei/‑se/‑si/‑sai (if these 
final vowel alternations could reflect *‑i). 

We would expect the proto-desinence to have been 3sg. *‑sie̯‑ti with a 
thematic primary ending. If this desinence had behaved like normal *‑ie̯/o-verbs 
in Baltic, we should have expected Li. **‑sia like the ‑ia of other *‑ie̯/o-verbs. The 
*‑ie̯/o-desinence ‑ia assumes two developments (in interchangeable order): (a) 
analogical change of thematic vowel *‑e‑ → *‑a‑ (after other forms with *‑a‑ < 
*‑o‑), and (b) loss of *‑i through either phonological development (i-apocope) 
or analogy followed by loss of the final stop: *‑ti → *‑t > ‑∅. My first proposal 
would be that, in the future, development (a) simply did not happen, while 
development (b) still did occur. This would lead us from *‑sie̯‑ti → *‑sie̯t > *‑sie̯. 
This pre-form *‑sie̯ might be reflected in the Old Prussian 3pers. imperative, 
although it could be argued to reflect *‑si instead.  

Secondly, I would suggest a development of final *‑ie̯# > *‑i# in a pre-stage 
of either Proto-East-Baltic or Proto-Baltic, depending on the analysis of the Old 
Prussian material. This would leave us with a future paradigm 1sg. *‑siu̯oˀ, 2sg. 
*‑s(i)̯ei ̯ˀ , 3pers. *‑si. This 3pers. *‑si then led to the dual and plural forms in *‑si‑, 
reflecting the tendency for these forms to mirror and be directly composable 
from the 3pers. Alternatively, one might assume a general sound law *‑sie̯‑ > *‑si- 
outside the final syllable as well, although this would be harder to support. 
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Thirdly, we would have to assume a loss of *‑i in absolute final position by 
an apocope which could be argued to have been either regular or facultative. 
This loss of *‑i need only have happened in Proto-Lithuanian or even pre-Proto-
Aukštaitian (short final vowels being lost anyway in Latvian and, if unaccented, 
in Žemaitian). There are plenty of examples of a final *‑i being retained into 
Lithuanian (cf. Li. ẽsti < *h₁ésti), but we could assume that the sequence *‑si was 
especially prone to being shortened, cf. the same fate of the reflexive enclitic 
OLi. ‑si/‑s > Li. ‑s. Alternatively, one could work with a facultative apocope of *‑i 
in final syllables, which perhaps for morphological reasons was generalized 
without the *‑i (i.e. *‑si ~ *‑s → ‑s). A strong morphological factor would be the 
identity with the 2sg. in ‑si, as invoked by Bezzenberger (1901: 177f.) and Pisani 
(1931). The 2sg. would, however, only have been identical with the 3pers. after 
the working of Leskien’s Law, i.e. only in Aukštaitian. 

Finally, the newly monosyllabic 3pers. future form underwent a number of 
accentological developments (both regular and analogical) for roots/stems in a 
long acute vowel. Although numerous and diverse, all these developments are 
limited to Aukštaitian and can therefore only show that the 3pers. form was 
monosyllabic in Proto-Aukštaitian. No similar accentological changes can be 
observed in either Žemaitian or Latvian. I assume that monosyllables were hit 
by a regular circumflexion which was secondarily taken over by the suffixed 
stems in ‑V́̄‑ (e.g., rašỹs for *rašìs). A group of verbs in ‑ú̄‑ and ‑ý‑, however, 
assumed their corresponding short vowels, probably in analogy to either their 
preterite or present formation (following either Petit 2002 or Yamazaki 2016, 
respectively). 

 
For the suggestion of a parallel origin for the so-called “semi-thematic” i-verbs 
in Baltic, along with the accentual reason for their different treatments, see 
Appendix B.2. 

 
If this hypothesis is accepted, it would mean that we could align the Balto-Slavic 
future directly and uniformly with the Indo-Iranian future, both pointing to a 
future-marking suffix *‑sie̯/o‑. Although such a suffix can be detected in a few 
other branches (as we shall see), the establishment of the suffix as the only 
future-marking formation would be unique to Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian. 
This could be taken as a common innovation for these branches and thereby 
support the assumption of an Indo-Slavic subgroup within the Indo-European 
family. 

 

2.4 GREEK 

2.4.1 The s-aorist 
In Greek, the s-aorist is a vibrant and wildly productive formation. It is not only 
used as the productive aorist to new formations like, e.g., denominatives, but 
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also spreads into inherited verbs where it jostles with and often supplants the 
older, established aorist stems such as reduplicated aorists. The productivity of 
the s-aorist can be demonstrated statistically: according to the sample in Chanet 
(1984) 37.7% of all aorist stems belong to this formation, and Van de Laar (2000: 
410) also finds that “about one-third of all the aorists are sigmatic.” It is not 
uncommon to find s-aorists along with other aorist formations to a single verb, 
with the s-aorist often being either a newer replacement or an oppositional 
transitive to an intransitive aorist formation. 

 

2.4.1.1 Suffix 

The Greek s-aorist is formed by the suffix ‑σ‑ attached to the root, and the 
formation follows the “alphathematic” conjugation, i.e. descriptively has a suffix 
‑σα(/ε)‑ throughout its paradigm.  

That the Greek s-aorist was originally athematic is not only clear from the 
comparative evidence of Indo-Iranian, but from the archaic short-vocalic s-
aorist subjunctives like Lesb. χαλάσσ‑ο‑µεν, Cyr. ποίησ‑ε‑ς, also occurring in 
Homeric when metrically “protected”: Hom. ἀµείψεται (2×), λέξοµαι (3×), 
δείµοµεν (Il. 7.337), etc. (cf. Chantraine 1948: 454–457). Appendix C.1 discusses 
the matter of the alphatematic inflection further. 

 
The suffix *‑s- should have been lost regularly intervocalically. However, the 
suffix was reinstalled in the vast majority of these cases: e.g., ὤλεσα (*h₃elh₁‑), 
ἔτεισα/ἔτι ̄σ̆α (*kʷei-̯), ἔλῡσα (λύ̄ω), ἐφίλησα (φιλέω), ἐτίµησα (τιµάω), etc. A vast 
group of these verbs are late denominatives, whose aorists were made 
productively with ‑σ-. This was of course done to keep the marker in place and 
could be done after cases where it was retained regularly, i.e. after stops (e.g., 
ἔδειξα), and perhaps more importantly in positions where ‑σ- appeared regularly 
in apparently intervocalic position, from ‑σσ‑ in stems with final dental stop or 
*‑s-: ἔσχισσα/ἔσχισα (*σχιδ‑), ἐτέλεσσα/ἐτέλεσα (τέλος/τέλεσ-). In dialects where 
secondary ‑σ‑ again turned to ‑h-, the *‑σ- failed to be restored again (cf. 
Chantraine 1961: 177): Arg. ἐποίϝεh̄ε, Lac. ἐποίεh̄ε (Att. ἐποίησε). 

The expected loss of intervocalic *‑s- is probably seen in Hom. 3sg. ἐγήρᾱ 
‘grew old’ (Il. 2×, Od. 2×) with ‑ᾱ̵ < *‑αhε < *‑ασε ← *‑ας < *h₁e‑ǵērh₂‑s‑t (cf. Barton 
1982; Harðarson 1993: 72–76; Hackstein 2002: 1021). The form has traditionally 
been seen as a root aorist (cf. Schwyzer 1939: 708; DELG: 220; Gil 1964: 176; Peters 
1980: 313f.) – or, less likely functionally, a root imperfective (Leaf 1902: 230₁₉₇) – 
but the form does not reflect an athematic root form with its long ‑ᾱ, and a 
thematicized form *‑αε is less likely, especially due to the ptc. γηρά̄ς (Il. 17.197, 
next to ἐγήρᾱ). From a comparative aspect, an s-aorist to √*ǵerh₂ would make 
sense in light of Ved. jāriṣur (RV 3×), if this form is indeed old (contra LIV: 165f.). 
The aorist later reinstated ‑σ- analogically: 3pl. κατ‑εγήρασαν (Hdt. 2.146). 

Another suggested form is Myc. qe‑ja‑me‑no (attested 3×), which the LIV (p. 
380) analyzes as an s-aorist /kʷei(̯h)amenos/, probably on the basis of the later 
s-aorist ἔτεισα with reinstated ‑σ‑. The Mycenaean form is usually taken as a root 
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aorist (cf. DELG: 1120f.), but the alphathematic form |‑a‑menos| points to an s-
aorist, especially since a form *|kʷei‑̯menos| would have been unproblematic. 

 
Verbs ending in nasals or liquids generally show the expected outcome with loss 
of *‑σ‑ and compensatory lengthening (for liquids only in Attic, West Ionic, West 
Greek): e.g., ἔδειρα (δέρω), ἔστειλα (στέλλω), ἔνειµα (νέµω), ἔµεινα (µένω). We find 
a number of forms with ‑σ‑ retained after a liquid in Homeric, which otherwise 
usually follows the Attic pattern: ὦρσεν (Il. 28×, Od. 13×), ἀπόερσε (Il. 6.348), 
ἐνέκυρσε (Il. 13.145), ἔκερσεν (Il. 13.546), κέλσαι (Od. 10.511), etc. These forms more 
likely reflect the original Epic dialect and the compensatorily lengthened forms 
would rather be atticisms. 

 

2.4.1.2 Vocalism and derivation 

The Greek s-aorist does not generally show a distinctive ablaut grade but rather 
the same vocalism as the corresponding imperfective: e.g., ἔδειξα to δείκνῡµι, 
ἔλεξα to λέγω, ἔγραψα to γράφω, ἔγλυψα to γλύφω. This includes the superficially 
dissimilar s-aorists to bases in nasal or liquid where the *‑σ- was lost with 
compensatory lengthening: ἔδειρα from *ἔδερ‑σα (to δέρω), ἔγηµα from *ἔγαµ‑σα 
(to fut. γαµέω; later ἐγάµησα). The s-aorist shows no paradigmatic ablaut 
gradation in Greek. The s-aorist was often derived productively from the 
imperfective (not the root), which is especially evident in formations like ἔκλῑνα 
to κλι ̄ν́ω ‘lie’ (√*ḱlei)̯, ἐτάνυσ(σ)α to τανύω (√*ten), ἐδιδάσκησα* and ἐδίδαξα to 
διδάσκω (√*dens). 

We find only two s-aorists showing a different vocalism from their 
imperfectives: ἔτεισα vs. τι ̄̆ν́ω (√*kʷei)̯, and ἔφϑεισα ‘destroyed’ vs. φϑι ̄̆ν́ω ‘decline, 
perish; destroy’ (√*dʰgʷʰei)̯. Since these forms are not derived from the 
imperfective stem but from the root, it is safe to assume that they represent 
relative archaisms, although √*dʰgʷʰei ̯ also has an archaic-looking root aorist 
ἔφϑῐτο ‘perished’, to which the s-aorist is clearly an oppositional transitive-
factitive (cf. LIV: 151f.). It is possible, but not very likely, that ἔφϑεισα was built 
on the model of ἔτεισα : τι ̄̆ν́ω. Rather, ἔφϑεισα was built directly from the root as 
an oppositional transitive-factitive to the intransitive root aorist middle. 

 
Although the pervasive full grade could reflect the weak grade of the s-aorist, 
most scholars prefer to derive it from the strong stem’s long grade. This is usually 
done by referring to forms in which a long vowel could have been shortened by 
Osthoff’s Law:26  e.g., ἔδειξα < *dēiḱ̯‑s-, ἔκερσα < *kēr‑s‑. From such forms, the 
resulting short vowel spread analogically to other verbs which should not have 
undergone Osthoff’s Law: ἔλεξα ← *ἔληξα. The resultant alignment with the 
vocalism of the imperfective was carried out in new s-aorist formations like 
γράφω → aor. ἔγραψα (cf. Streitberg 1895: 394–397; Kuryłowicz 1968: 300f.; Rix 
1992a: 217). 

 
26 *V̄ > V̆ /_RC, cf. Osthoff 1881b: 1593; Collinge 1985: 127–132. 
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It is conceivable that the weak stem in accordance with the shortening of 
the strong stem in ⁰VRC-roots led to a generalized full-graded stem. As Simkin 
(2004: 84) argues, the analogical takeover of characteristics of a certain 
subgroup throughout a whole category is unproblematic; the same happened 
with the spread of alphathematic inflection throughout the aorist in later Greek. 
 
The expected lengthened grade in the s-aorist is practically never seen. One 
exception is the aforementioned ἐγήρᾱ, whose final ‑ᾱ probably also was an 
archaism (with loss of intervocalic *‑s‑). The verb has ‑η- throughout all stems 
(imperfective γηράσκω, future γηράσοµαι, perfect γεγήρακα), which cannot be 
explained from any other formation than the s-aorist. The root has also given 
γέροντ‑ ‘old’ which most likely represents a short-vocalic vestige of an earlier 
thematic imperfective also seen in Ved. járanti (LIV: 165). Since ἐγήρᾱ would fit 
perfectly with Ved. jāriṣ‑ur from long-graded *ǵērh₂‑s‑, a determination of the 
form as s-aorist is quite sound (cf. Barton 1982; Harðarson 1993: 72–76).  

However, the form has also been suggested to be a Narten-ablauting root 
aorist *(h₁e‑)ǵērh₂‑t > **ἔγηρᾰ which was thematicized with *‑α‑ε to ἐγήρ‑ᾱ (thus 
Peters 1980: 314₂₅₉; Tremblay 2005: 651f.). Such an account is less straightforward 
and requires the root to have had Narten-ablaut, something that is otherwise 
unattested. Drinka (1995: 94₂₄₄) suggests that the long grade derives from γῆρας 
‘old age’, but Barton (1982: 32₄) accurately demonstrates that this form is 
secondary alongside γέρας ‘gift of honour’ (cf. GEW I: 305; DELG: 220). The 
vocalism is thus best derived from the long-graded s-aorist. 

 
Likewise, the long-graded pair aor. ἐµήσατο ‘planned’ (Od. 6×), ipf. (ἐ)µήδετο (Il. 
6×, Od. 5×, HH 4.46) could be due to the s-aorist *mēd‑s- with generalization of 
the vocalism in the imperfective, whose original ablaut is retained in ipf.inf. 
µέδεσϑαι (Il. 18.245), cf. Dunkel (2010:-19₃), Willi (2018:-490f.). The LIV (423) 
explains the long-graded imperfective as a reflex of a Narten-formation, 
although short-graded µεδε/ο‑ appears older. The originality of the s-aorist is 
supported by OAv. s-aor.subj.mid.3sg. masatā (Y 54.1). It is questionable 
whether Hsch. µῆστο˙ βουλεύσατο represents an archaic athematic s-aorist, a 
root aorist (cf. Schwyzer 1939:-751) or, less likely due to the glossary, a root 
imperfective (contra LIV:-423). The ablaut can best be explained from an s-
aorist.  

 
Another s-aorist with possibly retained lengthened grade is ἔρρηξα with its ipf. 
ῥήγνῡµι ‘break (tr.)’ (cf. Szemerényi 1996:-264). The aor.pass. ἐρρά̆γη/ῥᾰγῆναι 
‘break (intr.)’ (later → ἐρρήχϑην) seems to reflect a zero grade *u̯r̥ǵ‑, i.e. a root 
√*u̯reǵ, to which ἔρρηξα could reflect the expected s-aorist *u̯rēǵ‑s‑. Another 
approach is to ascribe the ‑η‑ to a root √*u̯reh₁ǵ where a *‑n(é)u̯-imperfective 
*u̯r̥h₁ǵ‑n(é)u̯- would also result in ῥηγ‑, to which the s-aorist could have been 
created secondarily (cf. LIV: 698). Here, however, the aorist passive in ῥαγ‑ 
remains unexplained. The pf. ἔρρωγε would suggest *u̯e‑u̯róh₁ǵ-, but from 
*u̯e‑u̯r‑ we would expect *εἰρ‑ or *εὐρ‑, and the long vowel could be analogical 
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from the imperfective/aorist. External cognates hardly help us: Li. rėž́ti, OCS 
rězati ‘cut’ have PBS *‑ēˀ- which could reflect either *‑eh₁ǵ‑ or *‑eǵ‑ with Winter’s 
Law. Alb. rrah ‘beat’ can reflect *u̯r̥h₁ǵ‑sḱe/o‑, not *u̯r̥ǵ‑, but it has been 
questioned whether the verb belongs to this root at all (cf. Schumacher & 
Matzinger 2013: 994). Arm. ergicanem ‘tear apart’ is in my view a sound cognate 
(cf. GEW I: 653; contra DELG: 972), which goes back to a long vowel either 
*u̯reh₁ǵ- or *u̯rēǵ‑. The credibility of an original long-graded s-aorist in this verb 
is thus debatable, although the aorist passive arguably supports such a claim.  

 
Summing up, although the lengthened grade is practically absent from the 
Greek s-aorist, it can still be assumed on the basis of at least ἐγήρᾱ and perhaps 
a few other forms. Old s-aorists to ⁰VRC-roots would not be able to show the 
lengthening due to Osthoff’s Law, and the resultant short vowel could have been 
generalized partly due to these verbs. The non-gradating full grade can also be 
explained from the weak stem of the traditional s-aorist. The analogical 
takeover of this feature to other innovated s-aorists matching with the vocalism 
of their imperfective was further extended as a mirroring effect of the often-
concurring full grade of the imperfective and s-aorist as in δείκνῡµι : ἔδειξα.  

 
As the only productive aorist stem formation, the s-aorist was the choice of 
aorist par excellence not only for newly derived verbs like denominatives in 
*‑ie̯/o‑: ‑άζω, ‑ασ(σ)α/‑αξα; ‑αίνω, ‑ηνα; ‑ύ̄νω : ‑ῡνα; and verba contracta ‑έω → ‑ησα, 
‑άω → ‑ησα/‑ᾱσα, ‑όω → ‑ωσα. The lengthening of the stem-final vowel in the latter 
group is unexpected for the bases in *‑e‑, *‑o‑, but it was surely adopted 
analogically from ‑άω-verbs where the lengthened vowel is expected (‑ησα/‑ᾱσα 
<< *‑eh₂‑s‑m̥): τιµά‑ω : φιλέ‑ω :: *ἐτίµᾱ‑σα : X = ἐφίλη‑σα (cf. Sihler 1995: 513, 561). 
The ‑έω-verbs from stative *‑eh₁‑(ie̯/o‑) would also have contributed to this 
tendency of lengthening to all contract verbs. There is no reason to suppose any 
archaisms in the lengthening, as this was not a synchronic feature of the s-aorist 
elsewhere (pace Rix 1992a: 217). 
 
The s-aorist often replaced older aorist formations, especially reduplicated 
aorists: ἔπεισα ‘convinced’, ἔϑεινα ‘struck, killed’, ἔλησα ‘made forget’ ← Hom. 
ἐπέπιϑον, ἔπεφνον, ἐλέλαϑον. Likewise, ἔτρεψα, ἔϑρεψα replaced thematic aorists 
Hom. ἔτραπον, ἔτραφον. Only a few reduplicated aorists stood their ground, like 
ἤγαγε which probably bested competing ἦξε (Il. 23.392, Od. 19.539) due to 
common use. Likewise, the innovated s-aor. ἔϑρεξα* (to τρέχω ‘run’) did not 
subdue the suppletive thematic aorist ἔδραµον. But the s-aorist was clearly 
productive and invasive.  

 

2.4.1.3 Function 

The replacement of especially reduplicated aorists with s-aorists within attested 
Greek could be indicative of the function of this formation. It is conceivable that 
the s-aorist shared some functional characteristics with the reduplicated aorist, 
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i.e. factitivity or high transitivity. In fact, such characteristics can be spotted in 
quite a lot of instances. 

The innovated s-aorists ἔτρεψα ‘turned (tr.)’, ἔϑρεψα ‘nurtured’ just 
mentioned are, for instance, only used in the transitive sense identically to the 
active imperfectives τρέπω ‘turn (tr.)’, τρέφω ‘nurture’, while the older thematic 
aorists could be used in both transitive and intransitive function: ἔτραπον 
‘turned (tr./intr.)’, ἔτραφον ‘nurtured; grew up’ (cf. Willi 2018: 436). In the 
intransitive function, the thematic aorists were replaced by either the middle of 
the s-aorist ἐτρεψάµην or the “aorist passive” ἐτράφην. 

Indeed, a pure factitive/causative value can be found in a number of s-
aorists as opposed to non-factitive aorists, notably vowel-final root aorists (cf. 
Schwyzer 1939: 755f.; Chantraine 1948: 413–415; Drinka 1995: 145f.; Van de Laar 
2000: 410; Willi 2018: 437–440). We find opposing pairs like ἔστησε ‘made stand’ 
: ἔστη ‘stood’, βῆσε ‘made go’ : ἔβη ‘went’, ἔφῡσε ‘made grow’ : ἔφῡ ‘grew, became’, 
ἔσβεσε ‘quenched (fire)’ : ἔσβη ‘(fire) went out’, πῑσα‑ ‘make drink’ : πῖ‑ϑι ‘drink!’, 
δῡσα‑ ‘make sink’ : ἔδῡ ‘sank’, etc. In most of these cases, the s-aorist has been 
directly derived form the root aorist itself, demonstrably so with βησα‑ to βη‑ 
(√*gʷeh₂) rather than from the imperfective βαίνω (√*gʷem). We also find s-
aorists with transitive-factitive meaning opposed to other aorists with 
intransitive meaning like ἦρσε ‘supplied with’ : ἤραρε ‘was fitted’, ἐγείνατο ‘begot’ 
: ἐγένετο ‘was born’, πλῆσε ‘filled’ : πλῆτο ‘was/became full’, ὤλεσα ‘destroyed’ : 
ὤλετο ‘perished’, ἔφϑεισα ‘destroyed, killed’ : ἔφϑῐτο ‘perished’. 

While this factitive use was clearly used productively in the early and 
imminently prehistoric period, we cannot with Drinka (1995: 139, 148) conclude 
that this is a sign of secondariness; rather, the use of the suffix with a factitive 
meaning is attested from the oldest stage of the language and cannot readily be 
explained outside the replacements of the reduplicated aorists where, of course, 
we could simply be dealing with a paradigmatic replacement of one aorist type 
with another. However, the specifically transitive-factitive value is predominant 
with the s-aorist, unlike the transitivity-neutral root and thematic aorists, and 
must be indicative of the original function.  

 
In short, it is possible to assign a functional specification to the Greek s-aorist 
(contra Gil 1964: 168–172; Adrados 1963: 699–703, 1971), although in many cases 
the s-aorist shows the same function and meaning as the (active) imperfective, 
only with perfective aspect: e.g., aor. ἔζεσ(σ)α ‘boiled (tr./intr.)’ is just as 
ambivalent as ipf. ζέω ‘boil (tr./intr.)’. This is of course due to the s-aorist’s 
productivity forming aorists to imperfectives. Only in instances such as the ones 
mentioned above, where a functional distinction between an s-aorist and 
another aorist can be discerned, can we glimpse a functional specification of the 
formation. In these cases, the s-aorist shows a high degree of transitivity and 
often has factitive value. 
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2.4.1.4 Optative  

As in Indo-Iranian, the optative of the Greek s-aorist presents several problems. 
Contrary to Indo-Iranian, Greek s-aorists are able to form optatives directly from 
their stem and throughout the paradigm, i.e. they are fully sigmatic. However, it 
is highly questionable how archaic this formation is.  

The normal type found in most Greek dialects is formed from the 
alphathematic s-aorist suffix ‑σα- (of secondary origin) with the same 
desinences as in the thematic optatives: λύ̄σαιµι, λύ̄σαις, λύ̄σαι, mirroring λύ̄οιµι, 
λύ̄οις, λύ̄οι (even with the unexpected 1sg. primary ending). This type cannot be 
explained from any comparatively sound Indo-European structure and is 
universally agreed to be an analogical innovation within Greek (cf. Schwyzer 
1939: 796; Rix 1992a: 233; Sihler 1995: 598). The expected optative would be 
athematic *‑ιη̯-~*‑ῑ-(/*‑ιε̯‑? 27 ) < *‑ié̯h₁‑~*‑ih₁‑ as in root-aor.opt.1sg. ϑείην, 1pl. 
ϑεῖµεν, 3pl. ϑεῖεν (cf. Chantraine 1961: 266) or simply *‑ih₁‑ due to the fixed accent 
on the root syllable in the s-aorist with *ḗ~*é-ablaut. 

 
Cretan inscriptions potentially provide such archaic forms: Cret. 3sg. κοσµησιε 
‘should be/act as kosmos’, δικακσιε ‘should judge’ (both from the Dreros 
inscription, 7th century); 3pl. ϝερκσιεν ‘may perform’ (IC4 78, 5th century), 
διαλυσιαν ‘may dissolve’ (IC4 141, 4th century). These forms have been taken to 
reflect original s-aorist optatives in *‑s‑ié̯h₁‑~*‑sih₁‑ (e.g., Chantraine 1961: 266). 
Certainly, they appear old compared to the ‑σαι-optatives, whether these Cretan 
forms are inherited or innovated at a pre-Greek stage.  

The 3sg. forms in ⟨‑σιε⟩ are often transcribed as ‑σιε ̄ (e.g., F. Thomas 1957: 
265f.; Chantraine 1961: 266) to make them conform with the expected optative 
in *‑s‑ié̯h₁‑t, although the length is far from assured (cf. Bile 1988: 235f.). The 
earlier-attested 3pl. variant ‑σιεν could be archaic, reflecting a desinence 
*‑s‑ih₁‑ént, and ‑σιαν would then be innovative on the basis of indicative ‑σαν. 
Alternatively, the Cretan forms could reflect a consistent zero-graded suffix 
*‑s‑ih₁‑ instead. In such a model, <‑σιε> would be read with a genuine short 
vowel, pointing to either laryngeal breaking, *‑s‑ih₁‑t > *‑sie̯(t) >> ‑σιε, or the 3sg. 
being analogical from the 3pl. 

In any case, there are several factors that make these forms problematic. For 
one, the specific verbs cannot be inherited, as they are late denominatives to 
inner-Greek nouns. Furthermote the cluster *‑si‑̯ normally yields *‑ι-̯ 
intervocalically (τελείω ‘accomplish’ ← τέλος ‘goal’), but the development is 
debatable in postconsonantal position. Invoking Sievers-variants is unsatisfying 
(cf. Barber 2013: 78f.), but the ‑ι‑ could be generalized from 3pl. ‑σιεν < *‑s‑ih₁‑ent. 
Furthermore, it has been suggested that Cret. ‑σιε could be a variant of the 
“Aeolic” optative ‑σειε treated below and in Appendix C.2 (i.e. ‑ι- < -ει-, cf. 
Günther 1913: 418).  

 
27 On the possible development of final *‑ih₁(C)# > *‑ιε̯, instead of *‑ῑ, as suggested by dual ὄσσε ‘eyes’ if from 

*h₃okʷ‑ih₁, cf. Olsen 2009: 348₄. 
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It is hard to draw any firm conclusions on the Cretan forms here. 
Nonetheless, these forms seem to be the most archaic s-aorist optative forms in 
Greek, although it could not have been inherited from any proto-stage common 
with Indo-Iranian due to the lack of s-aorist optatives there (§2.2.6). Since the 
Albanian “shigmatic” optative can go back to *‑s‑ih₁‑ (cf. §2.7.2), it could be a 
common Proto-Balkanic innovation. 

  
An even more problematic sideform of the s-aorist optative is the so-called 
“Aeolic” optative, which consists of different desinences with the apparent 
marker ‑ει‑ in an incomplete paradigm with only the forms 2sg. ‑σειας, 3sg. ‑σειε, 
3pl. ‑σειαν. This type is treated in depth in Appendix C.2. I believe that it 
represents an inner-Greek innovation, and the Greek material therefore does 
not force us to reconstruct an s-aorist optative for any common proto-stage with 
other branches. I would argue that all forms of the s-aorist optative can be 
explained as pre-Greek/inner-Greek innovations, with the Cretan forms in ‑σιε 
potentially being cognate with the Albanian “shigmatic” optative (§2.7.2) and 
thus reconstructible for Proto-(West-)Balkanic. 

 

2.4.2 The future  

2.4.2.1 Form and derivation 

The Greek future forms its own stem within the Greek verb with a sigmatic, 
thematic suffix pointing back to either pre-Proto-Greek *‑se/o‑ or *‑ese/o‑. The 
former is the normal suffix, appearing with roots in obstruents and vowels, 
which have reinstated ‑σ- as in the s-aorist: δείξω ‘will show’ (ἔδειξα), γράψω ‘will 
write’ (ἔγραψα) φιλήσω ‘will love’ (ἐφίλησα), etc. The vocalism and suffix (apart 
from thematicity) of the future is thus often identical with the s-aorist. 

The future is, however, not restricted to verbs with s-aorists and can be 
readily formed to any verb, including those with another aorist formation. In 
these cases, the future generally shows the same vocalism as the imperfective: 
δέρξοµαι to ipf. δέρκοµαι vs. aor. ἔδρακον; ἄξω to ἄγω vs. aor. ἤγαγον; λήσω to λήϑω 
(gradually replaced by λανϑάνω) vs. aor. ἔλαϑον; λείψω to λείπω vs. aor. ἔλιπον. In 
the latter case, an s-aorist ἔλειψα was created in the Classical period, probably 
pushed on by the existence of the sigmatic future. 

The future could also be innovated to imitate the aorist stem, clearly 
patterning the common correspondence between future and s-aorist: e.g., 
ϑανέοµαι/ϑανοῦµαι ‘will die’ to them.aor. ἔϑανον (vs. ipf. ϑνῄσκω, √*dʰenh₂), 
πεπιϑήσω ‘will persuade’ (Il. 22.223) to red.aor. πέπιϑον. The fut. ἕξω ‘will hold’ 
(ipf. ἔχω) was challenged by σχήσω ‘will grasp, check’ (Hom.+), built upon the 
aorist ἔσχον and with a more punctual reference like the aorist (cf. Smyth 1956: 
427). 

In line with this pattern, the so-called “aorist passive” in ‑η‑/‑ϑη‑ also 
produced a secondary “future passive” in Attic-Ionic by adding the future-suffix 
‑σε/ο‑ → ‑(ϑ)ησε/ο‑ (cf. Schwyzer 1939: 763; Chantraine 1961: 253f.). The 
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passive/intransitive function was originally covered by the middle of the future, 
whenever an oppositional active was in place: πέρσεται ‘will be destroyed’ (Il. 
24.729) vs. πέρσω ‘will destroy’. The function was, however, gradually taken over 
by the future passive, usually when a corresponding aorist passive existed, cf. 
βλαβήσοµαι ‘will be harmed’ : ἐβλάβην; παγήσοµαι ‘will be fixed’ : ἐπάγην; 
ῥηϑήσεται ‘will be said’ : ἐρρήϑη. Homer shows only two future “passives” (with 
‑η‑), both with intransitive meaning: δαήσεαι ‘you will learn’ (Od. 2×) to ἐδάην; 
and fut.inf.pass. µιγήσεσϑαι ‘be mixed/involved with’ (Il. 10.365), built to ἐµίγην, 
with the same value as fut.inf.mid. µ(ε)ίξεσϑαι (Od. 6.136). As can be seen, the 
future passive inflects with the middle endings consistently whereas the aorist 
passive employs the active endings. This reflects the affinity of the future for 
middle inflection. The conglomerate ‑ησε/ο‑ was quickly detached from the 
passive and was used indiscriminately to make new futures from other stems, 
clearly due to the advantageous breakup of consonant clusters: e.g., πεπιϑήσω to 
aor. πέπιϑον, καϑιζήσω to ipf. καϑίζω (cf. Schwyzer 1939: 782f.). 

Conversely, the future could also be made to the imperfective stem. This is 
only discernible with characterized imperfective stems: e.g., χαιρήσω (vs. later 
χαρῶ) to χαίρω; βαλλήσω (vs. Ion./Att. βαλέω/βαλῶ) to βάλλω; καϑιζήσω, καϑίσω 
(← καϑέσω) to καϑίζω; Hom. διδώσω (vs. δώσω) to δίδωµι; διδάξω to διδάσκω. 

 
In some instances, the vocalism diverges from b0th the aorist and imperfective 
and belongs independently to the future: e.g., πείσοµαι ‘will suffer’ vs. ipf. πάσχω, 
aor. ἔπαϑον (pf. πέπονϑα); τεύξοµαι ‘will achieve’ vs. ipf. τυγχάνω, aor. ἔτυχον; 
ἐλεύσοµαι ‘will come’ vs. aor. ἤλυϑον (suppletive to ἔρχοµαι/εἶµι). In these cases, 
the future shows the full grade also commonly seen in most other futures (and 
s-aorists). This sometimes represents the only attested full grade in the 
paradigm, i.e. undoubtedly an archaism. In the case of λήψοµαι28 ‘will take’ vs. 
aor. ἔλαβον, ipf. λαµβάνω (Hom. λάζοµαι), the long vowel (also in pf. εἴληφα) 
straightforwardly represents the original full-grade of √*sleh₂gʷ (DELG: 616; LIV: 
566). The full grade can thus be seen as linked to the future which mostly points 
back to a structure *√ₑ+‑se/o‑.  

 The future can be made from a different root than that of both the aorist 
and imperfective: fut. ὄψοµαι ‘will see’ vs. aor. εἶδον, ipf. ὁράω; fut. ἐρέω ‘will say’ 
vs. aor. εἶπον, ipf. λέγω (but recessive Hom. εἴρω, Od. 3×). The future is thus quite 
distinct in some cases. 

 
The allomorph *‑ese/o‑ (> ‑εε/ο‑, cf. 1sg. ‑έω/‑ῶ, 3sg. ‑έει/‑εῖ) appears with bases 
ending in a sonorant (i.e. liquid or nasal): µενέω/µενῶ < *men‑ese/o‑ (vs. s-aor. 
ἔµεινα, √*men), φϑερέω/φϑερῶ < *dʰgʷʰer‑ese/o‑ (vs. s-aor. ἔφϑερσα/ἔφϑειρα, 
√*dʰgʷʰer), στελέω/στελῶ < *stel‑ese/o‑ (vs. s-aor. ἔστειλα, √*stel). This conflicts 
with the *‑R‑s‑ found in the s-aorist and thus sets apart the future from the s-
aorist for these roots. In these verbs, the intervocalic *‑s- was usually not 
reinstated. This feature is already attested in Myc. de‑me‑o‑te /deme(h)ontes/ 

 
28 With corruptions in Ion. λά̆ψοµαι (based on aor.), λάµψοµαι (Hdt. 1.199; based on ipf.). 
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(PY An 35) to δέµω ‘build’ (aor. ἔδειµα). However, we do find instances of 
*‑L‑se/o‑ without the *‑e‑: Hom. δια·φϑέρσει ’shall destroy’ (Il. 13.625), ϑερσόµενος 
‘becoming warm’ (Od. 19.507). 

In a few cases, the ‑ε‑ is actually expected from a structure √ₑ+‑se/o‑, viz. in 
|h₁-roots: τεµέω (ipf. τάµνω/τέµνω, aor. ἔταµον/ἔτεµον) to √*temh₁, καλέω (= ipf. 
καλέω; ἐκάλεσ(σ)α) to √*kelh₁, ἀπ·ολέει (Hdt. 1.34; ὄλλῡµι, ὤλεσα) to √*h₃elh₁, 
ἐρέω to √*u̯erh₁. Likewise, we find futures in ‑άω from some |h₂-roots: ἐλάω (AR 
3.411; ἐλαύνω, ἤλασα) to √*h₁elh₂, κρεµᾷ (κρεµάννῡµι, ἐκρέµασα) to √*ḱremh₂, 
σκεδᾷ (σκεδάννῡµι, ἐσκέδασα) to √*skedh₂. We likewise also find loss of *‑s‑ in 
futures to υ-final bases like ἐρύω ‘will pull’ (identical to ipf. ἐρύω; aor. 
εἴρυσα/ἔρυσα). Whenever an s-aorist is in play, these futures can have 
intervocalic *‑σ‑ reinstated: → καλέσ(σ)ω, ὀλέσ(σ)ω, ἐλάσω, etc. – but not 
×τεµέσω, ×ἐρέσω. However, in some |Rh₂/₃-roots we find ‑έω instead of the 
expected *‑άω/*‑όω, probably due to analogy or late formation: καµεῖται (κάµνω, 
ἔκαµον) to √*ḱemh₂, ὀµεῖται (ὄµνῡµι, ὤµοσα) to √*h₂/₃emh₃ (cf. Rix 1992a: 224). In 
most of these futures, the verbs end in |RH, and it has therefore been speculated 
whether the whole ‑έω-type could have been extracted from |Rh₁-roots to other 
|R-roots: e.g., τεµέω to √temh₁ → τενέω to √*ten (cf. McCone 1991: 144f.; Willi 2018: 
442). This would have the added benefit of separating futures of specifically 
sonorant-final roots from their *ie̯/o-imperfectives: e.g., fut. τενέω/τενῶ for 
expected *τείνω < *ten‑se/o‑, which would have been identical to ipf. τείνω < 
*ten‑ie̯/o-. Although the s-aorists to sonorant-final roots were also hit by this 
sound change, their alphathematic inflection separated them from the 
imperfective: aor.pret. ἔτεινα ≠ ipf.pret. ἔτεινον. 

In Attic, ‑εε/ο‑ was extended to denominatives in ‑ίζω with retention of the 
suffixal ‑ι‑, seemingly reassociated with the base: e.g., νοµίζω ‘use/think 
customarily’ (νόµος ‘custom’) → νοµι‑ῶ, ψηφίζοµαι ‘cast a vote’ (ψῆφος ‘pebble’) → 
ψηφι‑οῦµαι. Likewise with the superficially similar reduplicated imperfective 
καϑ·ίζω ‘sit down’ → καϑι‑ῶ. 

The suffix ‑εε/ο‑ now associated with the future was eventually 
amalgamated to other futures where ‑σ‑ was retained, producing the so-called 
“Doric future” in ‑σεε/ο‑, as the term reveals especially in Doric but also in Epic 
and Attic (cf. Schwyzer 1939: 785f.; Chantraine 1961: 252; Zinzi 2014): e.g., Dor. 
δειξέω (← δείξω), κλεψέω (← κλέψω), ἐσσῆται (← ἔσσεται); Ep. ἐσσεῖται (Il. 2×, 
Hes.Op. 503) ← ἔσσεται (Il. 37×, Od. 24×, Hes.Op. 4×); Att. φεύξοµαι → φευξοῦµαι, 
πλεύσοµαι → πλευσοῦµαι. Outside West Greek, this type was only used in the 
middle, especially with the “deponent” or middle futures with an active 
meaning (cf. Smyth 1956: 172). 

 

2.4.2.2 Middle affinity 

There is a general tendency for middle inflection in the future, so that a middle 
future often corresponds to an active imperfective and aorist, not to the middle 
of these stems. We have already seen a number of examples: πείσοµαι to 
πάσχω/ἔπαϑον, τεύξοµαι to τυγχάνω/ἔτυχον, λήψοµαι to λαµβάνω/ἔλαβον, βήσοµαι 
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to βαίνω/ἔβη, ἔσσεται to εἰµί, etc. The same is the case in the Attic-Ionic “future 
passives” in ‑(ϑ)ησε/ο‑: whereas the aorist passives show active inflection, the 
future passives show middle inflection throughout: βλαβήσοµαι vs. ἐβλάβην.  

From this sample alone, it is fairly safe to speak of an affinity of the future 
with the middle voice in active function (essentially ‘deponency’). As we shall 
see, this affinity has been prominently included in some researchers’ theories 
on the origin of the Greek future. The association of the s-aorist with high 
transitivity may not at first sight fit well with this feature of the future but under 
scrutiny it may well prove to hold the key to understanding it (cf. §2.4.2.5). 

 

2.4.2.3 Reduplicated future 

A subgroup of the future is the reduplicated future. This should be separated 
from the few futures derived from reduplicated imperfectives like διδώσω, 
διδάξω mentioned above. The reduplicated future shows ε-reduplication and is 
normally secondarily made to the perfect stem with the suffix ‑σε/ο‑ and a 
notion of future resultative-stative/perfect (cf. Chantraine 1926: 144; Smyth 1956: 
436). These forms often appear as amalgamations of perfects and futures, 
usually in the middle: γεγράψεται ‘will have been written’, πεπρά̄ξεται ‘it shall be 
done’. Sometimes, however, the future perfect works as a normal future, 
normally whenever the perfect works as a a non-resultative stative/present: cf. 
µεµνήσοµαι ‘shall remember’ to pf. µέµνηµαι ‘remember’, τεϑνήξω ‘shall be dead’ 
to pf. τέϑνηκα ‘am dead’ (cf. Smyth l.c.). The secondariness of the future perfect 
can be glimpsed from τεϑνήξω, created directly from the κ-perfect τέϑνηκα.  

We find only two apparent exceptions. The first is δεδέξοµαι ‘will accept’ (Il. 
5.238), functionally identical with fut. δέξοµαι, vs. pf. δέδεγµαι ‘have 
accepted/received’. This has been used to argue that there existed a 
reduplicated future disassociated from the perfect, viz. supposedly an original 
reduplicated desiderative (cf. Chantraine 1926: 142, 1961: 254). I would argue, 
however, that the perfect of this verb, although normally used with the expected 
resultative function, can be shown to have an archaic function as a non-
resultative (further, the sense ‘await, expect’ is normally expressed by the 
perfect, i.e. non-resultative stative): δεδεγµένος ‘lying in wait’ (Il. 4.107), δέδεγµαι 
‘I receive’ (Eur.IT 1496), ἀπο·δεδέχαται ‘they accept’ (Hdt. 2.43), δειδέχαται29 ‘they 
greet’ (Od. 7.72), δέδεχϑε ‘receive!’ (HH 3.538), δέδεξο ‘await!’ (Il. 5.228). The 
expected future of this perfect sense would therefore be the attested ‘will 
accept/receive/await’. 

The second exception usually mentioned is δεδήσεται ‘will be bound’ (in 
Pl.Rep. 361e among other non-perfect future middles/passives) referred to as 
specifically non-perfect by Chantraine (1926: 142, 1961: 254) and thus with the 
same function as fut.pass. δεϑήσεται which is also formally very similar. Here, 
however, the perfect middle is also used in present-passive sense, usually among 
presents and usually not with a clear resultative sense: δέδεται ‘is bound’ (e.g., 

 
29 On this form as a (metrically lengthened) perfect, cf. Søborg 2015: 142. 
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Pind.N. 11.45, Pind.P. 1.27, Eur.Hipp. 160). Therefore, ‘will be bound’ is the future 
corresponding to and derived from pf. δέδεται ‘is bound’. 

The claimed non-resultative function of δεδέξοµαι and δεδήσεται is correct, 
but that correlates perfectly with the equally non-resultative perfects. 
Therefore, they can unproblematically be incorporated in the group of future 
perfects, a secondary group created to express futurity/posteriority to perfects 
(resultative or stative) as the normal future did to the eventive imperfective-
aorists. 

 

2.4.2.4 Non-sigmatic futures 

Greek shows a number of distinctly non-sigmatic futures, most notable among 
which is ἔδοµαι ‘will eat’, which looks like an original short-vocalic subjunctive 
to the root imperfective of PIE √*h₁ed ‘eat’, still attested in Hom. ἔδµεναι (Il. 4×, 
Od. 6×) but otherwise thematicized in Hom. ἔδω (→ ἔσϑω, Att. ἐσϑίω). Willi (2018: 
452) argues that ἔδοµαι might not be the original subjunctive to the root 
imperfective but instead analogically created to distinguish the “expected” 
future *h₁ed‑se/o‑ > **ἐσ(σ)ε/ο‑ which would have been identical with the future 
of εἰµί: ἔσ(σ)οµαι. Instead of regarding ἔδοµαι as having simply reinstated radical 
‑δ‑ as Willi, I would argue that this coincidental clash with the future of εἰµί 
preempted this verb from taking the sigmatic future otherwise productive in 
Greek, instead employing the existing subjunctive of the imperfective stem. 

Other non-sigmatic futures that look like (short-thematic) subjunctives are 
βείοµαι/βέοµαι ‘will live’ and πι ̄όµαι ‘will drink’. The former is normally taken to 
reflect subjunctive *gʷéih̯₃‑e/o‑ (cf. DELG: 176; Harðarson 1993: 210; LIV: 215) 
with β‑ for *δ‑ due to other forms (ἐβίων, βίος), but we do not know of any root 
stem to this root otherwise. Since a sequence *gʷei‑̯se/o‑ (with loss of laryngeal 
from other intervocalic occurrences like ἐβίων < *gʷih₃‑eh₁‑m, whence 
innovated fut. βιώσοµαι) could have given βε(ί)οµαι as well, Willi (2018: 451f.) 
posits that the form is a sigmatic future with intervocalic loss. Likewise, πι ̄όµαι 
is seen as a subjunctive *pih₃‑e/o‑ based on the root aorist seen in iptv. Att. πῖϑι, 
Aeol. πῶϑι to √*peh₃(i)~*pih₃ ‘drink’ (cf. GEW II: 541; Chantraine 1961: 245, 
DELG: 905), which was otherwise thematicized to ἔπῐον. The long vowel of Hom. 
πι ̄όµαι can be hard to justify in light of ἔπῐον, and this sparked Willi (2018: 451) to 
posit a sigmatic origin *pih₃‑se/o‑ instead, with loss of *‑s- unlike the, probably 
later aor. πῖσαι. While either origin might be purported, both will have to assume 
certain analogies. I think that the ‑ῑ‑ of the future must have been incorporated 
from other forms with expected zero grade in preconsonantal position, like the 
root-aor.iptv. πῖϑι, from which also the secondary nasal-ipf. πι ̄ν́ω30 (cf. Peters 
1988: 376; Olsen 2009: 354). In light of ἔδοµαι, nothing precludes us from the 
simpler, traditional assumption of root-stem subjunctives instead. 

 

 
30 Parallel to OAlb. për‑pî (Bogdani) < *pīne/o‑ (cf. Schumacher & Matzinger 2013: 990), constituting a likely 

common “Balkanic” innovation. 
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2.4.2.5 Origin 

The origin of the Greek future has been extensively discussed, with two major 
schools opposing each other until now. Even though a communis opinio has 
hardly been reached, the most widespread theory is arguably to derive the 
future from a Proto-Indo-European desiderative.31  In order to do so, the PIE 
desiderative is, then, said to have two distinct formations, viz. a reduplicated, 
zero-graded one encountered in Indo-Iranian and an unreduplicated, full-
graded one seen in the Greek future. Further, the desideratives were marked by 
a common suffix *‑(h₁)se/o‑, the laryngeal of which would be visible in the 
sonorant-final bases as in µενέω.  

Such an account has several strengths. From a functional perspective, a shift 
from desire and will to future is very common (cf. Bybee et al. 1994: 254–257), as 
seen in, e.g., the Modern Greek future particle ϑα contracted from ϑέλω να ‘I 
want that…’.  

The reconstruction of a suffix *‑h₁se/o‑ perfectly explains the Greek 
allomorph ‑έω, but it was also specifically designed to fit with the Greek 
evidence. However, nothing we know from PIE or pre-Greek 
(morpho)phonology would otherwise suggest that laryngeals only vocalized 
after sonorants and not after obstruents and vowels. 

Proponents of the desiderative origin also often highlight the claimed 
occurrence of reduplicated futures, which would bring the formal similarity to 
the Indo-Iranian desideratives nearer, especially δεδέξοµαι and δεδήσεται (cf. 
Chantraine 1926: 142, 1961: 254). However, as we saw above, all of the 
reduplicated futures are secondarily made to perfects or reduplicated 
imperfectives. Since none of the reduplicated futures are inherited, they cannot 
be used in any argument regarding the origin of the future.  

Further, a desiderative origin is also sometimes credited with the future’s 
proclivity for middle inflection in Greek, supposedly indicating the involvement 
of the subject (cf. Rijksbaron 2007: 156). This claim is, however, very sketchy. 
The argument goes that a desiderative would have a special proclivity to the 
middle because of the subject’s special involvement in the desired action. 
However, this proclivity is embarrassingly absent from desideratives 
typologically; e.g., the synchronic Greek “desideratives” in ‑σείω are decidedly 
active, and the supposedly related Vedic desideratives are much more common 
in the active, only rarely occurring in the middle.32 There is thus little support 
for a claimed connection between desideratives and middle voice. On the 
likeliness of the desiderative stems in general and the notion of a *‑h₁se/o-suffix, 
see §2.2.8.3. 

 

 
31 Cf. Franke 1861; Schulze 1904; Magnien 1912: 285–300; Thurneysen 1920; Meillet 1924: 98f.; Schwyzer 1939: 

787; Chantraine 1948: 440, 1961: 246f.; Rix 1992a: 225; Sihler 1995: 556; Tichy 2006: 311–318; Rijksbaron 2007: 
156. 

32 In the Rigveda, 82.3% of all desideratives are active (cf. Arnold 1897: 335), and Heenen (2006: 17f.) counts 
89 activa tantum vs. 29 media tantum. 
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Unsurprisingly, the *‑s- included in the suffix has led many other scholars to 
suggest that the Greek future originated wholly or partially from the s-aorist 
subjunctive (cf. Buttmann 1830: 398; Brugmann 1880: 58f.; Pariente 1963: 59f.; 
McCone 1991: 142–145; Szemerényi 1996: 285f.; Willi 2011, 2018: 441–452). Hahn 
(1953) shares this theory, adding the twist that all subjunctives (and optatives) 
originally were futures.  

Functionally, the development of a future from a subjunctive is very likely. 
This is not only pointed out by the non-sigmatic subjunctive(s) in pure future 
function like ἔδοµαι, but also by the general function of the Greek subjunctive. 
The independent subjunctive in Greek did, generally, have a future reference 
time, with uses like voluntative, deliberative, anticipatory, and hortative all 
expressing more or less realistic nuances of future reference time (cf. Delbrück 
1871: 122–128; Smyth 1956: 403–406). Particularly the anticipatory subjunctive, 
used especially in Homer and referring to any anticipated future event (the 
realis nature demonstrated by its negation οὐ), is hardly discernible from the 
function of the future. The development is further backed up by the similar 
development of the PIE subjunctive into the future in La. erō, faxō (cf. §2.10.2.1). 
We therefore only need to assume a narrowing of the function to this nearly-
indicative use of the subjunctive to arrive at the future. 

The subjunctive theory does, however, pose a few explanatory problems for 
its proponents. The first and most noticeable is the allomorph ‑εε/ο‑ (*‑ese/o‑) 
found in sonorant-final bases. While the desiderative suffix *‑h₁se/o‑ is designed 
to explain this allomorph, the appearance of this *‑e‑ before the sigmatic 
element cannot be explained directly from an s-aorist subjunctive, there being 
no similar allomorph in the s-aorist for these roots. They do, however, 
distinguish themselves also in that category by the loss of *‑s- with 
compensatory lengthening (ἔτεινα, etc.). I think that this fact could be not 
merely coincidental but point to a possible explanation. As already outlined 
above, there could be a push for differentiation of supposed s-aorist 
subjunctives as opposed to *‑ie̯/o-imperfectives of especially sonorant-final 
roots, because both *ten‑se/o‑ and *ten‑ie̯/o‑ would have given τείνω. Conversely, 
the s-aorist would never have become indistinguishible from the corresponding 
imperfective preterite/injunctive in light of its alphathematicity. Therefore, the 
motivation for a secondary differentiation was particularly ripe in these roots, 
and one clear possibility was to adopt the sequence *‑ese/o‑ or ‑εε/ο- from the s-
subjunctives/futures of seṭ-roots like τεµέω < *temh₁‑se/o‑ as outlined above.  

Another weakness occasionally put forward is the group of reduplicated 
futures, but as already argued this is a faulty argument, the reduplicated futures 
being secondary creations to perfects or reduplicated imperfectives. 

The fact that many futures appear in verbs without an s-aorist could also be 
purported as a weakness of an s-subjunctive origin (cf. Schwyzer 1939: 787; Rix 
1992a: 225). This argument is, however, remarkably weak, as the productivity of 
this distinct form and function can easily have become independent from the 
original s-aorist, not only within the prehistory of Greek, but possibly also 
reflected in the independence of the sa-subjunctive from the s-aorist in Vedic. 
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In general, the rise of any secondary or innovative category must assume the 
spread of said category from a base onto a wider group of verbs. Analogical 
spread beyond the bounds of a productive category’s origin is quite expected. 

A final objection could be the affinity to the middle voice within the Greek 
future. It is a common argument that this affinity can be better explained from 
a desiderative than from a subjunctive (cf. Rijksbaron 2007: 156). Comparatively, 
there is little support for any such claimed connection between known 
desideratives and middle voice, however. There is no affinity for middle voice 
among desideratives, subjunctives or futures in other Indo-European languages. 
In fact, both the Indo-Iranian future and desiderative are characterized by their 
proclivity for the active voice (cf. §§2.2.7, 2.2.8). In principle, we could argue for 
a subject-near function in any irrealis category, including desiderative, 
subjunctive and future, but there is no stronger inherent proclivity in any of 
these compared to the others. This clearly indicates that we are dealing with an 
inner-Greek development (cf. Pariente 1963: 60; Plénat 1974: 172f.; Willi 2018: 
445–447). 

Alternatively, Willi (2011, 2018: 447–449) explains the middle affinity as a 
direct result of its origin from the s-aorist. Since the s-aorist had high-
transitive/factitive function, it was anything but valency-neutral. Once the 
*‑se/o-suffix (originally s-aorist subjunctive) had become detached from the s-
aorist, it could be productively formed from any verb, but it carried its high-
transitive/factitive function into these new formations. In order to retain the 
original valency/transitivity of the base verb, the middle then became the 
obvious choice to “detransitivize” the transitivizing function still retained in the 
*‑se/o-suffix (irrespective of when it was detached from the s-aorist). I 
wholeheartedly agree with Willi’s hypothesis, which manages to satisfactorily 
account for the otherwise inexplicable middle affinity in the Greek future. As it 
turns out, even this affinity is a strong argument for an s-aorist origin. 

 

2.4.3 The “desideratives” 
Somehow tied to the future are also the so-called “desideratives” in ‑σειε/ο‑: e.g., 
ὀψείοντες ‘wanting to see’ (Il. 14.37), δρᾱσείεις ‘you are planning to do’ (Soph.Aj. 
585, Soph.Ph. 1245, Ar.Pax 62), φευξείω ‘I wish to flee’ (Eur.Her. 628), χεσείω ‘I’m 
about to shit (myself)’ (Ar.Eq. 998, Ar.Nub. 295). The formation is mostly 
derivable from the future stem by replacing ‑ε/ο‑ with ‑ειε/ο‑, although 
ξυµ·βασείοντα ‘about to come to an agreement’ (Thuc. 1.95.7) contrasts with fut. 
βήσοµαι. We also find the non-sigmatic allomorph ‑ειε/ο‑ to futures in ‑εε/ο‑: 
ἰσχῡριείω (Hippocrates) to the “Doric future” in Att. ἰσχῡριοῦµαι (ἰσχῡρίζω). The 
desiderative is very sparsely attested and occurs mostly in participles, especially 
in later Greek. The function is not exactly desiderative; it rather expresses 
anticipation, intention and effort. 
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The curious verb κείω ‘will lie’ (Od. 19.340, κε(ι)ε/ο‑ appearing 18× in Homer) is 
also usually supposed to be a desiderative, opposing fut. κείσοµαι. However, 
κειε/ο- functions simply as a future, shown also by the fact that the stem is 
glossed with futures in Hsch. κείοντες• κοιµηϑησόµενοι (fut.ptc.pass.), κέων• 
κοιµησόµενος (fut.ptc.mid.). The expected desiderative would be **κεισείω or, 
with loss of *‑σ-, **κειείω – which of course could have been haplologized.  

Alternatively, the form could be an ipf.subj. *ḱéi‑̯e/o‑ (with reinstated ‑ειε/ο‑, 
cf. Schulze 1892: 246),33 a direct future/desiderative *ḱéi‑̯(h₁)se/o‑ (Wackernagel 
1916: 253) or *‑(h₁)sie̯/o‑ (Hollifield 1981), or a *se/o-subjunctive *ḱéi‑̯se/o‑. This 
would not require haplology and would fit better with the future function. The 
element ‑ειε/ο‑ could, however, conceivably have been associated with the 
desideratives in ‑(σ)ειε/ο‑ and also caused the creation of the synchronically 
regular future κείσοµαι, whose ‑σ‑ must be secondary in any case.  

An original *-se/o-subjunctive/future would fit best with the form and 
function of κείω if it were not for one detail: an active inflection seems quite 
counter-intuitive for this verb which itself is otherwise medium tantum, and 
especially so if κείω is an original future, a formation whose own proclivity to 
the middle has been discussed. This would suggest a different origin for κείω, or 
at least that κείω was disassociated from the future early on. I think that it points 
to κείω being an integral part of the Greek desideratives, which must then be 
different from the Greek future in their proclivity not to the middle but to the 
active. For κείω, this could fit perfectly with the suffix *‑sie̯/o-, which functions 
as a future-marker in Indo-Slavic where it has a proclivity for the active voice. 

 
The origin of the desiderative has been sought in the future but also elsewhere. 
Wackernagel (1887: 141f.), basing himself on the Homeric form ὀψείοντες with a 
genitival object (ἀϋτῆς καὶ πολέµοιο), argues that the desiderative originated in 
a phrase *ὄψει ἰόντες ‘going to the sight’ with the dative of ὄψις.34  

Schwyzer (1939: 789) bases himself on the future and attempts to derive the 
desiderative from “eine expressive Form von *‑sejō”, i.e. *‑seii̯e̯/o‑, but the easily-
proclaimed expressivity and the extension are quite unjustified.  

Lindeman (1965) derives the desiderative from a PIE future-desiderative in 
*‑sie̯/o‑, cognate to the Vedic future, arguing that a variant *‑h₁sie̯/o‑ existed and 
that the resulting *‑esie̯/o‑ > *‑eii̯e̯/o‑ was amalgamated with the normal *‑sie̯/o- 
into *‑seii̯e̯/o‑ > ‑σειε/ο‑. Similarly, Hollifield (1981) assumes an amalgamation of 
*‑se‑ and *‑sie̯/o‑ into *‑sesie̯/o‑ > ‑σειε/ο‑.  

Willi (2018: 458₁₀₆) theorizes that the desiderative arose due to the 
indistinguishability of CeC‑se/o‑ and CeC‑sie̯/o‑ (a secondary *ie̯/o-imperfective 
to s-aorists) in obstruent-final roots (both > δείξω) and that the resonant-final 
alternative development in *ḱei‑̯sie̯/o- > κείω donated its marked ‑ειε/ο‑ to the 
new conglomerate ‑σειε/ο‑.  

 
33 The regular root-ipf.subj. is, however, attested as κεῖται (Il. 19.32, Od. 2.102) < *ḱei‑̯e/o‑, formally identical 

to root-ipf.pres. κεῖται. Later, this subjunctive was replaced by κέηται. 
34 Accepting Wackernagel’s phrase, Brugmann (1914) slightly differently suggested that ὄψει be regarded as 

locative/instrumental ‘going around in seeing’. 
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Alternatively, Kölligan (2018) derives the desiderative from a suffixal 
complex *‑s‑eu̯‑ie̯/o‑, i.e. *ie̯/o-denominatives to u-stem adjectives made to 
verbal s-stems (imperfectives or desideratives). Such an account, while 
phonologically and semantically possible, is unnecessarily complicated and not 
very probable.  

I believe that an ultimate origin in the *‑sie̯/o-suffix is quite likely, with κείω 
being the only form directly derivable from such a formation. Being by far the 
most common “desiderative” anyway, it is not too far-fetched to hypothesize 
that the ‑ειε/ο-element was merged with other outcomes of the *‑sie̯/o-suffix 
(*‑σ‑) into a new conglomerate suffix ‑σειε/ο- in a manner parallel to the spread 
of the Doric future as outlined by Willi. 

 
That means that the Greek “desideratives,” although in large part secondary, 
would ultimately go back to the suffix *‑sie̯/o‑, which is otherwise not known 
from Greek. This would provide the suffix with an extra-Indo-Slavic cognate and 
support its reconstruction for at least Proto-Indo-Balkanic. 

 

2.5 PHRYGIAN 

2.5.1 Sigmatic aorist/preterite 
Phrygian attests a couple of sigmatic forms, most notably the so-called “aorist,” 
attested as 3sg. in ‑es and usually with augment:35 

¨ edaes ‘placed’ (attested 8×) = εδαες (2× in Nº116) to √*dʰeh₁  
¨ en·eparkes ‘inscribed’ (3×) = εν·επαρκες (Nº31) to √*perḱ 

‘scrape’36 
¨ εσταες ‘erected’ (Nº31) to √*steh₂ 
¨ εκανες ‘dug’ (Nº116) – and perhaps αχανες (Nº49) – to √*kenh₁ 

‘dig’37 
¨ εγδ̣αες ‘destroyed?’ (Nº18) to √*dʰgʷʰei ̯ (cf. Gorbachov 2005: 

201), if not another form of εδαες (cf. Sowa 2007: 77) – reading 
uncertain, and present would be expected from context 

¨ εδ̣ικες (or αδικες/δδικες) ‘dedicated?’ (Nº31), traditionally taken 
to reflect √*deiḱ̯ (cf. Neumann 1986: 82; Orel 1997: 333, 369), 
but PIE *D > Phr. T, cf. even √*deiḱ̯ in pf.ptc.mid. τιτ·τετικµενος 
‘condemned’ (Gk. δια·δικάζω); 38  rather to √*dʰeiǵ̯⁽ʰ⁾ ‘form, 

 
35  Old Phrygian attestations (in Latin transcription) after Brixhe & Lejeune (1984), Neo-Phrygian 

inscriptions (in Greek script) after Haas (1966). 
36  After Lejeune (1969: 292, 1970: 68), cf. Li. perš̃ti ‘sting’, OE furh ‘furrow’, Ved. párśāna‑ ‘chasm’. The 

Phrygian word is left out in LIV: 475. 
37 If to Ved. √khanⁱ ‘dig’ (IEW: 559–563; EWAia I: 445f.; Brixhe & Neumann 1985: 176). 
38 And also Τιαν, Τιος < *diḗ̯m, *diu̯ós; torv- ‘wood’ < *dóru‑; also other mediae κναικαν < *gʷneh₂‑ik‑m̥ (cf. 

Ligorio & Lubotsky 2018: 1823). 
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shape; knead’ (La. fingō ‘id.’; Gk. ϑιγγάνω ‘touch’; Go. digan 
‘shape out of clay/dough’; LIV: 140) ⇾	*‘build’ 

¨ Perhaps other forms: ep·tuvẹs ‘spat?’ (T-03, cf. Orel 1997: 428); 
mokves and lakes (B-04, cf. Brixhe 2004: 40f.) with no augment 

Verbs with this ending are usually classified as descendants of the s-aorist with 
‑es going back to *‑es‑t (cf. Haas 1966: 188; Orel 1997: 399; Sowa 2007: 78f.; Ligorio 
& Lubotsky 2013: 191, 2018: 1827), but it is far from clear where the ‑e‑ would come 
from or how or why it would have separated the root from the suffix *‑s‑.  

 
The forms en·eparkes/εν·επαρκες, εκανες and εγδαες can regularly go back to 
long-graded *pērḱ‑, *kēnh₁‑, *dʰgʷʰēi‑̯. However, ‑καν‑ could also go back to zero-
graded *kn̥h₁‑, and park‑ perhaps also to *pr̥ḱ‑ if *‑L̥‑ really gave Phr. ‑aL- (Haas 
1966: 79) and not ‑oL‑ (Lubotsky 1989: 151f.). edaes/εδαες, εσταες are ambiguous 
as to their original length due to the laryngeals (*dʰēh̆₁‑, *stēh̆₂‑), but edaes 
definitely cannot be derived from zero-graded *dʰh₁‑, as *‑h̥₁‑ gave Phr. ‑e‑ (cf. 
OPhr. deto‑ ‘monument’ = Gk. ϑετός < *dʰh₁‑tó‑, mid.ptc. ‑meno‑ = Gk. ‑µενο‑ < 
*‑mh₁no‑). Thus, a lengthened grade is the only ablaut which can explain all the 
forms at once.  

 
The sequence ‑aes in edaes/εσταες/εγδαες has been interpreted in a variety of 
ways, although none has explained it satisfactorily. I will here assess the most 
prominent theories and finally hint at another solution. 

Pedersen (1938: 95–97) compares edaes with Hi. dāiš ‘put’, and as a 
consequence he remarkably insinuates a common innovation between Hittite 
and Phrygian. Such a subgrouping is far from satisfactory, however, as Phrygian 
clearly shares far more innovations and lexical correspondences with Greek 
(e.g., Woudhuizen 2008). Further, Hi. dāiš shows no desinence ‑iš but rather ‑š, 
the verbal stem being dă̄i‑/ti‑ and part of a subgroup of ḫi-verbs which has its 
own and very much debated origin but securely not with an ending *‑es.39 

Neroznak (1978: 72, 1992: 273) regards the sequence as a monophthong /æ̆̄/ 
evolved from PIE *‑ē‑/*‑eh₁‑, but this vowel is unambiguously reflected as Phr. 
‑a-, cf. αναρ ‘man’ (Nº15) = Gk. ἀνήρ < *h₂nḗr, δακαρ ‘they have made’ (N⁰18) < 
*dʰeh₁‑k‑ēr (La. fēcēre/‑unt).  

The different reconstruction *e‑dʰh₁‑s‑t given by Diakonoff & Neroznak 
(1985: 102) – and inexplicably followed by the LIV (137) – ignores the regular 
development of *‑h̥₁‑ to Phr. ‑e‑ and as such is quite unacceptable.  

Lubotsky (1988: 17f.) observes that the sequence ⟨‑ae‑⟩ seems to occur only 
when ‑a‑ and ‑e‑ are divided by a morpheme boundary (cf. arkiaevais, 
patronymic in ‑evais to arkia‑). This would agree quite well with the fact that ‑es 
is seen as a desinence with other stems, and ‑a- would therefore clearly be part 

 
39 Various hypotheses include “long-diphtong roots” in *‑eHi‑̯ (Eichner 1975: 86; Oettinger 1979: 459f., 2001: 

82; Søborg 2015: 161f.); an athematic, “*h₂e-inflected” *i-imperfective (Jasanoff 1994a: 160f., 2003: 91–127); 
or an otherwise unknown PIE suffix *‑ói‑̯/‑i‑ (Oettinger 2002: xxviii, 2004: 400; Kloekhorst 2006, 2008: 
143f.; Kümmel 2012a: 202). 
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of the stem as also the comparative evidence would suggest. Since the sequence 
‑ae‑ has remained unchanged into Neo-Phrygian, Lubotsky considers it unlikely 
that a hiatus /‑a.e‑/ would have survived for a millennium and proposes a 
reading /‑ahe‑/, i.e. with unwritten, intervocalic /h/ < *‑s‑. This means that 
edaes/εδαες would go back to pre-Phrygian *e‑dē‑s‑es⁰ < *h₁e‑dʰēh̆₁‑s‑e‑s‑t?, and 
that the final ‑s is not our s-aorist morpheme, which instead must be the 
intervocalic /h/ or hiatus in these verbs. This does not, however, solve our 
problem unravelling the identity of either the ‑e‑ or ‑s of our desinence, and it is 
perhaps hard to envisage a double-sigmaticized form with loss of the original 
*‑s, although we could refer to the Vedic ‑siṣ-aorists for a parallel, indeed to the 
same *|eH-roots. Lubotsky, however, makes no mention of this. 

Dunkel (2004) controversially argues that the Phrygian forms show a Proto-
Indo-European “resultative particle” *es, which should have given rise not only 
to these forms but also the s-mobiles, the augment, and the s-aorist. The latter, 
he argues, originally would have been ablauting in the suffix *‑és‑/‑s‑, which 
should still be visible in the Phrygian forms and Hittite verbs of the type 
ganēš̆š‑zi, damešš‑zi, kallešš‑zi, takkiš‑zi, but also the aforemontioned dāi/tiyanzi-
verbs of the ḫi-conjugation. The former Hittite group, however, go back to 
formations in *‑CRHs‑ or *‑Ks(C)‑, and their treatment of these sequences can 
be entirely accounted for without the assumption of a full-graded suffix *‑és‑ (cf. 
§4.2), viz. by an anaptyctic vowel. Dunkel’s particle theory is highly 
idiosyncratic, delves way back to quite unreconstructible morphemes, and can 
hardly account for all of the wildly different morphemes that he wishes to cover 
with it.  

Sowa (2006: 617, 2007: 79) attempts to derive the ‑es-preterites directly from 
the s-aorists, suggesting that the ‑e‑ was generalized from consonant-final roots 
with ‑e‑ as an anaptyctic vowel: *h₁e‑pērḱ‑s‑t > *epērkest > ·eparkes. The idea of 
this anaptyxis is, however, unsupported by the remaining material, although no 
other clear *‑(r)kst-cluster comes to mind. Compare, however, nom.sg. vanak 
‘king, lord’ < *u̯anak(t)‑s (dat.sg. vanakt‑ei, cp. Gk. (ϝ)ἄναξ). 

Gorbachov (2005) notes that the ‑aes-verbs all have reconstructible root 
aorists (edaes: Ved. ádhāt; εσταες: Gk. ἔστη; εγδαες: Gk. ἔφϑῐτο). Gorbachov 
suggests that these original root aorists took over the desinence ‑es from forms 
like εκανες and en·eparkes which are related to the s-aorist and its transitive 
value. In fact, εκανες could reflect an original s-aorist *kēnh₁‑s‑(t) with ‑es from 
*‑h₁‑s(‑t), while ·eparkes, εδικες could reflect a sigmaticized extension of a 
thematic aorist *pr̥ḱ‑e‑/diḱ‑e‑ + *‑s‑ in a manner similar to the way Slavic 
sigmaticized their thematic aorists to ‑ox‑ (OCS mogŭ → mogoxŭ). The suddenly 
distinguishable desinence ‑es was then transferred to the root aorists *da‑/*sta‑ 
with ‑es evidently expressing the transitive value of the s-aorist (e.g., εσταες 
‘erected’, like Gk. ἔστησα ‘made stand’). These forms would represent the take-
over of a desinence of secondarily sigmaticized thematic aorists and seṭ-root s-
aorists to overtly mark transitivity. 

While Gorbachov’s theory makes sense, we are left with the awkwardness of 
the sigmatic element’s attachment after the desinence-tied thematic vowel, and 
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of the hiatus ‑a.e‑ having survived for a millennium. One could wonder whether 
forms like εκανες < *kēnh₁‑s[‑t] would have been enough to generate an 
independent desinence ‑es. The general vocalism ‑a- in 6 out of the 7 more or 
less secure ‑es-preterites is also striking. While a long grade could explain all of 
these forms at once, it is of course not impossible that the conflation is caused 
by a later development to Phr. ‑a- of different sources as suggested by 
Gorbachov.  

Further, we are still left with the awkwardness of a 3sg. preterite ending in 
‑s that reflects a little too well the mysterious *‑s encountered not only in Indo-
Iranian but also in the Hittite ḫi-conjugation (cf. §§2.2.6.3, 4.4.1). While 
Pedersen’s comparison with Hi. dāiš may not be perfect, it is still baffling that 
we encounter 3sg. endings so similar and without a satisfying explanation. The 
connection of Phrygian to this complex only adds to our suspicion of a potential 
ending *‑s. The likely lengthened grade of most of the forms could, however, 
speak for an s-aorist behind the ‑es-preterites, and the fact that εκανες could be 
directly traced back to *kēnh₁‑s‑t would speak in this favour.  

The status of the ‑es-preterite must thus remain inconclusive, not least due 
to lack of a substantial amount of material. Whether we are dealing with s-
aorists or not, this desinence is surely among the most puzzling in Phrygian 
historical grammar. 

 

2.5.2 Sigmatic future 
Apart from the “aorist” in ‑es, Phrygian also attests a sigmatic, thematic future 
in *‑se/o‑ comparable to that of Greek and attested only in 3sg. as OPhr. 
‑seti/‑sitiy/‑set, NPhr. ‑σιτ/‑(σ)σειτι:  

¨ egeseti ‘will hold’ (P-04) ≈ εγεσιτ (Nº58) to √*seǵʰ (cf. Schmid 
1993: 378, 381) 

¨ dedạsitiy ‘will do’ (B-05), reading with Ligorio & Lubotsky 
(2018: 1828), seems to be a reduplicated future to √*dʰeh₁ 

¨ daΨet, if /dakset/,40 ‘will do’ (W-01) to dak‑ to (√)*dʰeh₁‑k‑ 
¨ Perhaps µε·τοτοσσειτι ‘will give away?’ (Nº99) with Ligorio & 

Lubotsky (2018: 1828) 

Here, we could be dealing with a (dialectal?) sound change, viz. loss of final ‑i in 
OPhr. ‑set, NPhr. ‑σιτ. The possible future µε·τοσσειτι would preclude us from 
concluding a pure sound change in Neo-Phrygian. Alternatively, we could be 
dealing with a variation between primary and secondary endings as in the Vedic 
subjunctive. This would, again, speak for a subjunctive origin of the *‑se/o‑future 
as well as for the archaism of this feature of the subjunctive. 

The form egeseti/εγεσιτ shows an ‑e- between the root and *‑se/o‑, which 
could be argued to be evidence of the desiderative-suffix *‑h₁se/o‑. Since, 
however, *‑s- would disappear intervocalically (also after vocalized laryngeal, cf. 

 
40 On the value of ⟨Ψ⟩ as /ks/, cf. Lejeune 1978; Brixhe & Lejeune 1984: 41; Brixhe 2004: 52. 
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dat.pl. δεως ‘gods’ < *dʰh̥₁sōis̯ = Gk. ϑεοῖς), the form would not be regular, and the 
fact that we are dealing with a stop-final root does not agree with the Greek 
distribution. The verb otherwise shows the iptv.3sg. εγε‑δου ‘let hold!’ (10×), 
which seems to reflect the thematic imperfective also seen in Gk. ἔχω, and I 
would assume that the future was created to this stem ege/o‑ directly. 

The appearance of an apparently reduplicated future dedạsitiy could also be 
connected to the reduplicated desiderative in Indo-Iranian. Here, however, we 
could also easily be dealing with a secondary derivation from the widely attested 
reduplicated imperfective *dʰe‑dʰeh₁‑ (Ved. dádhāti, Gk. τίϑηµι). This would be 
similar to the derivation of egeseti from them.ipf. ege/o‑ < *séǵʰ‑e/o‑ or of Gk. 
διδώσω from δίδωµι. 

 
We can thus conclude that Phrygian possessed a number of sigmatic forms. 
Firstly, a preterite 3sg. in ‑es whose origin is widely disputed but almost 
universally connected to the s-aorist – a connection to the mysterious 3sg. 
endings in *‑s seen in Hittite, Indo-Iranian and (perhaps) Tocharian could, 
however, also be possible (cf. §5.3). Secondly, Phrygian has a future created with 
the suffix ‑se/o‑ as in Greek. We find no clear trace of an allomorph *‑h₁se/o‑ with 
sonorants, nor do we find a proclivity for middle inflection as in the Greek 
future. Due to the close relationship with Greek, the Phrygian material could 
point to these features having arisen within Greek, although this can hardly be 
proven due to the limited attestation of Phrygian. 

 

2.6 MESSAPIC 

2.6.1 Sigmatic preterite 
Despite the fragmentary attestation of Messapic, the language presents a couple 
of sigmatic formations, among them a few preterite forms which have been 
analyzed as s-aorists. 

The first candidate is 3sg. hipades ‘erected, dedicated’ (3×), of which opades 
(MLM 11 Ro) is normally seen as a variant (De Simone 1988:-389). This form is 
traditionally analyzed as *supo‑dʰeh₁‑s‑t, i.e. an s-aorist to √*dʰeh₁ with the 
preverb *supo- (cf. Krahe 1929: 85₃; De Simone & Marchesini 2002:-164). There 
are several problems with this: (a) √*dʰeh₁ is reconstructed with a root aorist, 
not an s-aorist (LIV:-136), and (b) it seems that *ē turns out as Mess. a, cf. ma < 
*meh₁, or i if Zis < *diḗ̯(u̯)s. Matzinger (2014: 23f.) therefore suggests an 
alternative scenario, whereby ‑des would be identical to Phr. edaes, for which he 
follows the explanation by Sowa (2006:-617, 2007:-79) who regarded ‑e- as an 
epenthetic vowel originally in consonant-final clusters which later spread to 
vowel-final stems. Mess. ‑des would thus reflect a contraction of supposed *daes. 
Since ma really does suggest a development *eh₁/*ē > a, such an account might 
be recommendable. This would imply that Messapic and Phrygian continue the 
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same type, whatever its origin. Given our ignorance of Messapic historical 
phonology and morphology, it is hard to draw definitive conclusions. 

Second, the forms ligaves ‘placed(?)’ (2×), niligaves ‘put down(?)’ (5×) seem 
to demand a verbal 3sg. reading. There is no agreed analysis or etymology. De 
Simone (1988: 392f.) connected (ni)ligaves to √*legʰ ‘lie down’, specifically 
connecting Gaul. legasit ‘put down’ for root and semantics, not necessarily as 
the same form. De Simone (l.c.) specifically regarded the form as a v-perfect like 
Mess. eipeigrave/ipigrave ‘engraved(?)’, hadive ‘put down(?)’, whatever be the 
origin of that formation. If (ni)ligaves derives from √*legʰ, however, we must 
assume a factitive function to be infused in the form, for which an original 
perfect would be problematic; the ending ‑(e)s would also have to be explained. 
De Simone’s (l.c.) remark that a zero-marked ending like the perfect in ‑ve‑∅ 
could always have been recharacterized is not satisfactory, nor does it explain 
why the same did not happen to epeigrave/ipigrave or hadive, for instance. Since 
a development *e > i is also unfounded, I deem it too hard to say anything with 
certainty about this form. 

The last form is 3pl. stahan ‘placed, erected’, commonly identified as a 3pl. 
s-aorist of √*steh₂ (cf. Gusmani 1976:-130f.; Matzinger 2014:-47). Although 
√*steh₂ is normally reconstructed with a root aorist, all Balkanic languages show 
apparent s-aorists of this verb: cf. Gk. ἔστησα, Phr. εσταες, Alb. shtova, Arm. 
stac‘ay, all with factitive semantics ‘placed’ and thus presenting an attractive 
candidate for a common Balkanic innovation (cf. Matzinger 2012:-147). 
Furthermore, stahan seems directly derivable from *steh₂‑s‑n̥t and presents no 
phonological, morphological or semantic problems. It is therefore a sure 
continuation of an s-aorist, albeit not one reconstructible for Proto-Indo-
European, rather Proto-Balkanic. Messapic thus continues at least one s-aorist 
form, confirming its transitivizing-factitivizing function. 

 

2.6.2 Sigmatic present/future 
A few verbal forms also appear with a sigmatic thematic element in front of 
primary endings, actually only in 3sg.: stihati (MLM 7 Ro) and tahaθi (MLM 15 
Ro) both have ‑hati/‑haθi, which points to *‑soti or *‑sēti (or *‑seti?), although 
none of the forms has been analyzed or etymologized in a satisfactory way, 
precluding any definitive reading (cf. De Simone 1988: 395).  

 
A last potential sigmatic formation is found in kroseti, appearing in the phrase 
ai min kos kroseti (MLM 13 Cae): ‘if anyone destroys(?) it’. A meaning ‘destroy’ 
would work well here, and the verbal form could then easily be connected with 
Gk. κρούω ‘strike’, Li. krùšti (krušù) ‘smash’, Ru. krušít’ ‘destroy’ from PIE/PIB 
√*kreu̯s ‘strike, smash’ (LIV: 371). Matzinger (2014: 43) notes that intervocalic ‑s‑ 
cannot go back to *‑s- alone (i.e. not *kreu̯s‑e‑ti). He suggests that ‑s‑ (used 
interchangeably with ‑š‑) should be read as /‑ʃ‑/ and that the form therefore 
reflects a *ie̯/o-imperfective *kreu̯s‑ie̯‑ti. This would not reflect a sigmatic 
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formation, although one could imagine a hypothetical *sie̯/o-future *kreu̯s‑sie̯‑ti 
as the pre-form as well. 

 

2.6.3 Sigmatic imperative klaohi 
The most famous Messapic verbal form is klaohi, attested nine times with the 
spellings ⟨klaohi⟩ (3×), ⟨klaōhi⟩ (1×), ⟨klauhi⟩ (2×) and ⟨klohi⟩ (3×), reflecting late 
monophthongization of the diphthong (cf. De Simone & Marchesini 2002: 206–
208). 

The form occurs in introductory passages of inscriptions and is always 
followed by theonyms: klaohi/[k]lauhi/klohi Zis (5×), klaōhi/klauhi Venas (2×), 
or with both: [k]laohi Zis Venas (MLM 3 Car), klaohi Venas Zis (MLM 8 Ro).41 Zis 
is surely the equivalent and cognate of Gk. Ζεύς, Alb. Zojz < *diḗ̯u̯s ‘sky(god)’,42 
while Venas is cognate to (or borrowed from) La. Venus < *u̯énh₁os ‘(god of) 
desire’. The phrase is clearly meant as an invocation of the god(s). 

 
The root is easily identifiable as PIE √*ḱleu̯ ‘hear, listen’. Nevertheless, due to the 
desinence ‑hi, the form has been analyzed in a number of ways. Krahe (apud von 
Blumenthal 1936: 87) suggested that klaohi Zis be read like La. audī Iuppiter 
‘listen, Jupiter!’, used in an archaic Roman treaty. 

Deecke (1885:-142) first connected klaohi to Ved. śróṣi, i.e. as a cognate to the 
peculiar Vedic si-imperatives (cf. §2.2.4), although he analyzed zis as an 
indefinite pronoun like Gk. τις (“hear, someone!”). Although the latter point is 
clearly not viable, the si-imperative analysis has become one of two major 
contenders for the reading of this form (followed by Parlangèli 1960:-323f.; 
Rasmussen 1985a:-394f.; Jasanoff 1987a:-99f., 1998:-312₄₇). Jasanoff (l.c.), invoking 
the supposed cognate TB iptv.2sg. päklyauṣ and similar Celtic imperatives, 
argued that this proved that Szemerényi’s (1966) account of the Vedic forms as 
haplologized subj.2sg. forms *‑sesi/*‑sasi > ‑si was not an inner-Vedic 
development but should be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European. 

The other main contender is to analyze klaohi as an opt.3sg. of an s-aorist 
*ḱléu̯‑s‑ih₁‑t ‘may (the god) listen’ (Schmid 1965; Lazzeroni 1982; Matzinger 
2005a:-42, 2014:-49). Proponents of this analysis emphasize the apparent 
nominative-marked theonyms in ‑s following klaohi, suggesting subject 
function, not vocative. Accordingly, a 3sg. form should be more attractive. This 
argument is not very strong, however, since we do not know if a vocative even 
existed in Messapic. It would be entirely unsurprising if the nominative had 
subsumed the function of the vocative in Messapic as happened in many other 
Indo-European languages. The supposed s-aorist optative is noticeable as it 
employs the weak stem of the optative suffix in this strong form, which is 
morphologically sound in light of the full-graded weak stem of the s-aorist. Since 

 
41  Contra Torp (1895: 196f.) and Moore Bechtel (1937), the form can therefore not be “klaohizis,” and 

intervocalic *‑s- was not preserved but developed into ‑h-. 
42 Zis likely through a nom.sg. *diḗ̯s ← acc.sg. *diḗ̯m (cf. De Simone 1988: 368f.). 
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the evidence of Vedic, however, precludes the existence of an actual s-aorist 
optative (cf. §2.2.6), such a form can only have been created after the separation 
of the Balkanic branch. Support within this subgroup is found in the Albanian 
“shigmatic” optative (cf. §2.7.2) and perhaps in the Cretan forms in ‑σιε (cf. 
§2.4.1.4). 

Haas (1962: 204) regards the form as an ipf.iptv.act.2sg. *ḱleu̯ie̯ of a *ie̯/o-
imperfective, although such a stem is not attested anywhere else and it leaves 
both ‑h- and final ‑i unexplained. Peters (2006) remains rather agnostic whether 
klaohi represents a *si-imperative or a 3sg. optative, but he suggests that either 
form was possible, albeit not from an s-aorist but from the s-extended root 
√*ḱleu̯s ‘listen’, more specifically from its Narten-inflected imperfective 
*ḱlḗu̯s‑ti/*ḱléu̯s‑n̥ti. The existence of this s-extended root is secure, although it is 
not clear whether we can deduce Ved. śróṣi from it, nor the general pattern of 
sa-subjunctive with si-imperative. 

There are thus two possible analyses of klaohi, as either *si-imperative or 
sigmatic optative 3sg. Given the context and the striking similarity to Ved. śróṣi 
(istelf even appearing with a theonym: śróṣy agne, RV 6.47.7), I consider the *si-
imperative reading most likely and as a valuable piece of evidence for the 
existence of this form. 
 

2.7 ALBANIAN 

2.7.1 The v-aorist 
The Albanian verb distinguishes two aspect stems, imperfective and aorist 
(beside several modal stems). The aorist only forms an indicative preterite and 
is divided into five classes comprising inherited aorists and perfects and 
univerbated periphrastic formations (cf. Klingenschmitt 1994a: 230–233; 
Schumacher 2007: 217f.; Schumacher & Matzinger 2013:-149–177). 

 
The s-aorist has most often been identified with the Albanin “shigmatic” aorist 
with 1sg. ‑shë (cf. e.g., Demiraj 1993:-268f.; Orel 2000:-193f.). However, that 
formation is secondary in most verbs and must have originated analogically 
from roots that simply ended in *‑s‑ and therefore do not provide evidence for 
the s-aorist. This formation is treated in Appendix D. 

 
The fact that the “shigmatic” aorist cannot go back to the s-aorist does not mean 
that we must abandon all hope of finding a descendant of it within the Albanian 
aorist, although we have to look further than superficial sigmatic forms. 

The most productive Albanian aorist formation is the v-aorist which occurs 
only in vowel-final verb bases, especially in the productive denominative o-
verbs with presents in *‑nj: e.g., pres. kujto‑j ‘think’ : aor. kujto‑v‑a. The 1sg.act. 
and 2sg.act./mid. are characterized by an element ‑v- between base-final vowel 
and their vocalic endings, while the other forms show diphthongization or 
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lengthening of the base-final vowel before their endings: e.g., 2sg. kujtove, 3sg. 
kujtoi/kujtou, 1pl. kujtuom/kujtuam; 1sg. dava ‘divided’, 3sg. dau, 1pl. dām.  

The origin of the v-aorist has been widely discussed in the literature, with 
most Albanian scholars regarding it as an enigmatic innovation (cf. Demiraj 
1993: 271; Topalli 2010: 381–388). The traditional theory explains the v-aorist as a 
parallel formation to the Latin v-perfect (e.g., Orel 2000:-199). Leaving aside the 
existence of “u̯-perfects” in Proto-Indo-European (i.e. through “Jasanoff’s Law”), 
the v-aorist cannot convincingly be derived from a hypothetical *u̯-formation, 
since *u̯ was lost intervocalically at an early stage (Schumacher & Matzinger 
2013:-252): cf. i thellë ‘deep’ < *ćaila‑ < *ćau̯ila‑ < *ḱou̯ilo‑ > Hom. κόϊλος ‘hollow’. 
The ‑v- could, on the other hand, have arisen in a hiatus created by the loss of 
any segment intervocalically. 

 Consequently, Klingenschmitt (1981:-102–115) argues thoroughly and 
convincingly that the v-aorist must be derived from the s-aorist, specifically of 
vowel-final bases, with ‑v- appearing as a hiatus-filler after the regular loss of 
intervocalic *‑s‑. Klingenschmitt (1981: 102f.) corroborates this by comparative 
evidence, pointing out that the o-denominatives of Albanian go back to 
*‑eh₂‑ie̯/o‑denominatives whose aorists in Greek are supplied by s-aorists 
*‑eh₂‑s‑: cf. τῑµή → τῑµάε/ο- : aor. τῑµησ(α)‑, just like punë ‘work’ → punoj : aor. 
punova (< **pudnā‑s‑m̥). This analysis has found support among specialists (cf. 
Matzinger 2006: 129; Schumacher & Matzinger 2013: 148–154). I, too, follow this 
account of the v-aorist. This would in my view be a strong argument for a 
common Balkanic innovation: the establishment of aorists in *‑eh₂‑s‑ to 
denominatives in *‑eh₂‑ie̯/o‑, cf. also the c‘-aorist of Armenian. It is further 
supported by shtova ‘added’ < *steh₂‑s‑, an s-aorist made to √*steh₂ with factitive 
semantics and parallel to Gk. ἔστησα ‘made stand’, Phr. εσταες ‘erected’, Mess. 
stahan ‘erected’, Arm. stac‘ay ‘acquired’, again a strong argument for a common 
Balkanic innovation as opposed to the inherited root aorist. 
 

2.7.2  “Shigmatic” optative 
The optative in Albanian is characterized by its own stem and endings, although 
the stem is morphologically tied to the aorist as either an allophonic variant or 
an extension of it (cf. Schumacher & Matzinger 2013: 74f.). The only exception 
is when the aorist derives from an original perfect, in which case the optative is 
made to the verbal “base,” i.e. the root or imperfective stem. Thus, the optative 
is not only linked to the aorist synchronically, but clearly seems to be connected 
to the original aorists, pointing to an origin within the aorist system. Like the 
aorist, the middle is formed by the active forms with the preposed particle u. 

 
The formation of the optative stem is determined by the aorist of the verb in the 
following ways:  
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¨ v-aorist verbs form their optative from an almost identical 
stem with stem-final ‑f- instead of ‑v- (devoicing): e.g., aor.1sg. 
punov‑a : opt.1sg. punof‑sha; 

¨ t-aorist verbs form their optative from an almost identical 
stem with stem-final ‑ë/i- before the endings: e.g., aor.1sg. 
ëngrit‑a : opt.1sg. ëngritë‑sha; 

¨ suffixless aorists from original aorists, and most suppletive 
aorists, have an identical stem in their optatives, but if the 
stem ends in ‑Vn‑, the optative replaces this with a nasal vowel 
(in Gheg) + ‑f‑ (as in the v-aorists’ optative): e.g., aor.1sg. pat‑a 
(or paçë/pat‑shë), vun‑a : opt.1sg. paça/pat‑sha, vuf‑sha (Gheg 
vûf‑sha); 

¨ suffixless aorists from original perfects form their optatives 
from the “base”/present: e.g., aor.1sg. hoq‑a : opt.1sg. 
hjek‑sha/heq‑sha (pres. hjek/heq) 

Apart from the 3sg., which has the ending ‑të, all endings share the element ‑sh‑: 
‑sha, ‑sh, ‑të, ‑shim, ‑shi/‑shit, ‑shinë. The plural forms show a suffixal vowel ‑i-, 
which is likely original given ‑sh- which can then be the regular outcome of *‑s- 
before a front vowel (cf. Schumacher & Matzinger 2013: 263). Stripping away the 
element ‑sh(i)-, the desinences mostly reflect secondary endings (2sg. ‑∅, 1pl. 
‑m). 

It is hardly surprising that the optative has been derived from an “expected” 
s-aorist optative, i.e. *‑sh(i)‑ < *‑s‑ih₁‑ (Klingenschmitt 1981: 115; Schumacher 
2007: 256–259; Schumacher & Matzinger 2013: 177–182). This would align 
perfectly with the actual optative semantics of the form (cf. Fiedler 2004: 516f., 
574) and the formational connection to the aorist, although we would have to 
assume a neutralization of the aspectual semantics. This can at least be partly 
motivated by the fact that the Albanian imperfect plural probably contains the 
original imperfective optative (cf. Schumacher & Matzinger 2013: 137–140). In 
general, if the optative derives from the s-aorist optative, then it must have been 
completely discharged from the indicative, and the sigmatic element was 
reanalyzed as part of the modal desinence. The asigmatic 3sg., which stands out 
in any case, must have originated analogically to the subjunctive where a 2sg. in 
‑sh corresponds to 3sg. ‑të in the verb ‘be’: OAlb. subj.2sg. (të) jē‑sh : subj.3sg. (të) 
jē‑të :: opt.2sg. ‑sh : X = ‑të (cf. Klingenschmitt 1981: 115₄₈).  

Different accounts of the optative have been less convincing. Meyer (1888: 
41) regarded the suffix to be ‑fsh‑ derived from a formation like the Latin 
pluperfect subjunctive cantā‑viss‑em, although this is hardly reconstructible to 
a pre-stage of Albanian (cf. the criticism in Demiraj 1993: 298f.). Pedersen (1895: 
17f.) described the optative as an “Aorist des Konjunktivs” innovated in 
Albanian. Orel (2000: 213) casually describes the optative as “an imperfect in ‑sh- 
based on an aorist stem,” although this innovation would only have been 
possible after the appearance of an actual “shigmatic” imperfect, which 
occurred only in Gheg (cf. supra), and at this point it is very unlikely that a 
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distinction between aorists from original aorists and aorists from original 
perfects was upheld. 

 
The optative is therefore best derived from an s-aorist optative in *‑s‑ih₁‑. 
Schumacher (2007: 288₅₅) argues that this directly continues the form from 
Proto-Indo-European, emphasizing that the optative morpheme was weak 
throughout the paradigm in the acrostatic s-aorist. Invoking YAv. fra.zahīt,̰ he 
agrees with Harðarson’s (1993: 113–125) reconstruction of an optative to the s-
aorist. However, the Vedic evidence speaks against even the existence of a 
Proto-Indo-European s-aorist optative, and the Avestan form is contradicted 
internally by the older and more archaic aor.opt.1pl. zaēmā (Y 41.4), an optative 
made to the full-graded root with zero-graded optative suffix (cf. Hoffmann 
1967b: 31f.). Klingenschmitt (1981: 115) is therefore right when he briefly and 
without further argumentation notes that the sigmatic optative ancestral to the 
Albanian optative must have been created analogically, perhaps even “als 
Analogiebildung zu einem in nachgrundsprachlicher Zeit aus dem Paradigma 
des s-Aorists verselbständigten s‑e/o‑Konjunktiv.” 

 
It therefore follows that Albanian contains evidence for the s-aorist made to 
denominative verbs in vowel-final base (probably a Balkanic innovation) as well 
as a sigmatic optative in *‑s‑ih₁- which, although perfectly parsable in an Indo-
European perspective, cannot be supported by the comparative evidence and 
must have been created analogically to the s-aorist at a stage not shared with 
Indo-Iranian, perhaps Proto-Balkanic (cf. §2.4.1.4). 

 

2.8 ARMENIAN 
The Armenian verb distinguishes imperfective vs. aorist aspect stems. The 
perfect has been lost with little trace.  

The aorist distinguishes active and middle/passive endings with the same 
inflection throughout; in 3sg. forms that would otherwise be monosyllabic, we 
see the prefixation of the augment known from Greek, Phrygian and Indo-
Iranian. The aorist consists of two classes, the so-called “strong” (suffixless) and 
“weak” (suffixed) aorists. The strong aorists reflect a conflation of athematic and 
thematic root-stem preterites of both classical Indo-European aorist and 
imperfective stems: e.g., aor.3sg. e‑t ‘gave’ < aor.pret. *h₁e‑deh₃‑t (Ved. ádāt) vs. 
aor.3sg. e‑ber ‘carried’ < ipf.pret. *h₁e‑bʰer‑e‑t (Ved. ábharat).43  

 
The weak aorist is marked by a suffix ‑c‘‑, in the productive e-verbs in the form 
‑eac‘‑ (‑ec‘‑ in unstressed position) with unexpected ‑a‑: aor.1sg. sirec‘i, 3sg. 
sireac‘ ‘loved’. A few e-presents even have a simple aorist suffix ‑ac‘‑: pres. gitem 

 
43 The imperfect, on the other hand, is a clear innovation with i-endings probably from the augmented 

ipf.pret. of √*h₁es: *h₁e‑h₁es‑ > ‑i- (cf. Jasanoff 1979b; Klingenschmitt 1982: 14–17). 
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‘know’ vs. aor. gitac‘i, asem ‘say’ : asac‘i. The isolated aor.3sg. form ənkēc‘ ‘threw’ 
(later ənkeac‘) implies that the ‑a-element in ‑eac‘‑ is not original (cf. Klein 2007: 
1074f.). It could be analogical to the participles in ‑el‑ ~ ‑eal (cf. Godel 1969: 255–
257, 1975: 127f.) or have arisen from the vocalism of the pf.1sg. ending in 
*u̯óid̯‑h₂a into gitac‘i and further spread thence as suggested by Klingenschmitt 
(1982: 136). We find a group of aorists with a simple suffix ‑c‘‑, cf. aor.act.1sg. lic‘i 
‘filled’ (√*pleh₁), aor.mid.1sg. stac‘ay ‘acquired’ (√*steh₂). This must be the most 
archaic form of the suffix, and although its origin is widely debated a sigmatic 
derivation has normally been sought in different ways. 

Pedersen (1905: 212f.) assumed that the ‑eac‘-suffix consisted of an intricate 
chain of suffixes, viz. what he considered an ablaut-variant of the s-aorist suffix 
*‑es‑ + the supposed preterite-marking suffix *‑ā‑ otherwise assumed for Italic 
and Celtic + the suffix *‑sḱe/o‑. Mariès (1930) retained this analysis but slightly 
altered the first element *‑es‑ to *‑is- to better fit phonologically with the Latin 
perfect-element *‑is-; this was widely followed for a time (e.g., Meillet 1936: 115f.; 
Barton 1965: 70–77), but is no longer supported today. Besides the complex 
compounded suffixes and the untenability of *‑ā- as a Proto-Indo-European 
preterite-marker, it fails to explain the simple ‑c‘-suffix or the archaic ənkēc‘.  

Rather, traditional scholarship derives the element simply from the suffix 
*‑sḱe/o‑, with the further potential of analyzing the ‑e(a)c‘‑suffix as composite 
*‑e(ie̯)‑sḱe/o‑ parallel to the Ionic iterative imperfective preterites ἐϑέλεσκε, 
φιλέεσκε (cf. Godel 1969; Schmitt 1972: 17f., 1981: 145; Kim 2018b). Nevertheless, it 
seems functionally rather awkward to derive aorists not only from an 
imperfective stem-formant, but from one which usually signifies iterative or 
inchoative values. We are left wondering why this expressive suffix would not 
come to be the marker of an imperfect – or why it would suppress a clear aorist 
formant like the s-aorist, which must surely have existed in a pre-stage of 
Armenian. There is also the added discomfiture of the subjunctive-marker ‑ic‘‑, 
itself normally derived from *‑(i)sḱe/o‑ (cf. Schmitt 1981: 143) and attachable to 
both imperfective and aorist stems, also weak aorists with their stem-forming 
‑c‘‑: this would leave us with the awkward assumption of an analysis of, e.g., 
aor.subj.1sg. sirec‘ic‘ as going back to a chain *⁰‑e‑sḱ(e)‑isḱe/o‑ – if *‑(i)sḱe/o‑ is 
indeed the origin of the marker.44 

Klingenschmitt (1982: 286f.) instead notes that the archaic forms with 
simple ‑c‘-suffix neatly correspond to forms with an s-aorist in Greek, whereas 
no such correspondence exists with *‑sḱe/o-imperfectives: cf. Arm. lc‘i ~ Gk. 
ἔπλησα; stac‘ay ~ ἔστησα. The latter correspondence further agrees in 
factitivizing function. Klingenschmitt therefore suggests that ‑c‘‑ was a 
descendant of the s-aorist. However, since a single *‑s- would have been lost in 
intervocalic position, he proposes that ‑c‘‑ reflects a geminate *‑ss‑, which 
should have been generalized from s-final roots like *u̯es‑s‑ > z‑gec‘‑ay ‘got 
dressed’. 

 
44 Alternatively, Olsen (1988) suggests that the subjunctive-marker ‑ic‘‑ be a reanalysis of the inherited 

them.subj.3sg. *‑ēti ̯> ‑ic‘ with personal endings attached. 
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Olsen (2010: 216f.) accepts the connection to the s-aorist but criticizes 
Klingenschmitt’s geminate proposal, referring to the counter-evidence in es ‘you 
are’ < *h₁es‑si, k‘os ‘scab’ < *kossos (cf. Li. kasýti ‘scratch’). Basing herself on 
Klingenschmitt’s observation that most archaic c‘-aorists are to roots in final 
laryngeal, Olsen (l.c., 2017a: 443, 2017b: 1092) instead suggests that ‑c‘‑ is derived 
from s-aorists to seṭ-roots, perhaps via laryngeal hardening *‑H‑s‑ > *‑ks‑ > ‑c‘‑, 
so lc‘i, ἔπλησα < *plēh̆₁‑s‑; stac‘ay, ἔστησα < *stēh̆₂‑s‑ (cf. §2.6.1 for this stem as a 
Balkanic innovation); and ostensibly with hardening in both languages in Arm. 
t‘ac‘i ‘wetted’, Gk. ἔτηξε ’thawed’ < *tāks‑ < *teh₂‑s‑ to √*teh₂ ‘melt’ (with 
otherwise unexplained generalized /‑k‑/ in ipf.pres. τήκω). A hardening of *‑Hs‑ 
> *‑ks‑ would likely yield Arm. ‑c‘‑ as indicated by vec‘ ‘six’ < *su̯eḱs (Olsen 1987). 

The correspondence of the archaic ‑c‘-aorists with s-aorists of *⁰eH‑roots in 
Greek and the potential phonological outcome of s-aorists made exactly to this 
sort of root structure yielding ‑c‘‑ make Olsen’s account very convincing to my 
mind. Although the assumed laryngeal hardening may seem haphazard, we 
would arguably still need to work with such a feature (in the context *‑H‑s‑) in 
other, unrelated instances such as La. senex ‘old person’ < *sen‑eh₂‑s to the *‑eh₂-
stem seen in senātus ‘council of elders’ (cf. Martinet 1955; Olsen 2010). I therefore 
confer that the s-aorist was retained, although transfigured, as the weak aorist 
in Armenian with the suffix ‑c‘-. 

 

2.9 GERMANIC 
In Germanic, the verbal system was reshuffled in such a way that all sigmatic 
formations apparently disappeared. Since the perfect was generalized as the 
preterite (later supplemented by the “weak preterite” from an originally 
periphrastic construction), aorist and imperfective preterite-injunctives were 
lost, including the s-aorist (cf. Ringe 2006: 157). In addition, there is no trace of 
the subjunctive (marked by the thematic vowel), which was supplanted by the 
optative, or of any hypothetical future formation (*‑(h₁)se/o‑ or *‑sie̯/o‑), which 
was expressed by the present. 

Nevertheless, one might expect that some s-aorists were retained as relic 
stems, just as one could regard, e.g., verbs like PGmc. *kʷemaną ‘come’ (Go. 
qiman, OHG kweman/queman/kuman) and *līhʷaną ‘lend’ (Go. leiƕan, OE lēon) 
to reflect thematicized root aorists (cf. Bammesberger 1982: 341; Kortlandt 2011: 
144f.). Kortlandt (2011: 147) suggested that a few relic s-aorists have survived in 
Go. uf‑blesan ‘blow up’, fra‑liusan ‘lose’, at‑þinsan ‘pull’, OE hrēosan ‘fall’, ON 
gjósa ‘gush’. This might indeed be the case in some or all of these stems, 
although some or all might reflect s-extended roots instead (cf. s.vv. in Kroonen 
2013). It is therefore hard to prove beyond any doubt that even these s-extended 
stems reflect s-aorists. The same may be said of other s-extended verbs, which 
have sometimes been connected to desideratives like PGmc. *rīsaną ‘rise’ 
(Kroonen 2013: 414). Consequently, Germanic may preserve relics of sigmatic 
formations but if so, they are ambiguous. At least, there is no verb which 
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expresses any category by means of an inherited sigmatic element. Therefore, 
Germanic contributes nothing to the present study. 

2.10 ITALIC 

2.10.1 The s-perfect 

2.10.1.1 Latin 

The Italic languages have several sigmatic formations, most notably Latin which 
possesses an s-perfect, clearly derived from the s-aorist with the adoption of the 
synchronic perfect endings (derived from the PIE perfect endings). This is, of 
course, symptomatic for the categorical conflation of aorist and perfect into the 
“perfect,”45  a perfective past tense, occasionally with resultative function (cf. 
Ernout & Thomas 1953: 222f.; Menge 2009: 186f.). In a few instances, we find 
Latin perfects with the archaic stative function of the perfect: meminī 
‘remember’, (g)nōvī ‘know’, ōdī ‘hate’. This group contains only original perfects, 
never aorists, and as such this function was only retained in archaisms within 
its internal boundaries.  

The fact that the s-perfect sports the endings of the perfect is merely a result 
of the merger between aorist and perfect and as such should not worry anyone, 
although Drinka (1995: 76) takes this as a departure for the secondariness of the 
s-perfect.46 Unquestionably, most of the endings derive from the Proto-Indo-
European perfect with the addition of the hic-et-nunc-particle *‑i, pointing to a 
period when the perfect still had presentic reference: 1sg. ‑ī (OLa. ‑EI) < *‑h₂e+‑i 
(cf. Fal. ‑ai), 2sg. ‑is‑tī (OLa. ‑ISTEI) with ‑tī < *‑th₂e+‑i, 3sg. ‑it (OLa. ‑EIT, ‑īt) < 
*‑e+‑i+‑t, 3pl. ‑ēre < *‑ēr+‑i.47  

Additionally, Sabellic shows thematic secondary endings as the normal 
perfect endings (Osc. 1sg. manafum ‘I ordered’ with ‑um < *‑om, 3sg. deded 
‘gave’ with ‑ed < *‑et), proving that Italic saw a competition not only between 
the stems but also the endings of the aorist and perfect.  

 
The Latin s-perfect is characterized by the suffix ‑s- and is normally limited to 
verbs of the 2nd, 3rd or 4th conjugation with bases in an original stop (including 
‑h‑ < *‑⁽ǵ⁾ʰ‑, ‑v‑ < *‑gʷ⁽ʰ⁾‑), ‑s‑ or nasal: scrīpsī (scrībō ‘write’), auxī (augeō 
‘increase’), coxī (coquō ‘cook’), fīxī (OLa. fīvō → fīgō ‘fix’ due to the pf.; < √*dʰeig̯ʷʰ 
‘stick’) lūsī (lūdō ‘play’), gessī (gerō ‘carry’ < *gesō), mānsī (maneō ‘remain’).  

 
45 While the merger seems to have happened throughout Italic, it was probably not completed in Proto-

Italic as we find both different stem formations and endings in Latin and Sabellic (cf. Rix 2003a: 15). For 
the merger in Latin, see Meiser (2003). 

46 Quoting Brugmann (1892: 1184), who simply points out the mismatch between the perfect endings and 
the original athematic endings 

47 This, thus, mirrors the development of the Hittite ḫi-conjugation present and the OCS archaic form vědě 
< *u̯óid̯‑h₂e+i, although they all must be regarded as individually arisen (contra Untermann 1968; Kümmel 
2000: 54–59). 
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Other variants to vowel-final bases, like putāstī ‘you thought’ (Plaut.B. 114) 
for expected putāvistī have been argued to reflect archaic s-perfects (Meiser 
1998: 207f.), but in my opinion they are more likely to be analogical to the 
contraction variant audīstī < audīvistī and haplologized dīxtī < dīxistī, dīxem < 
dīxissem (cf. Sommer 1902: 609f.; Pisani 1974: 274; Leumann 1977: 601f.). An in-
depth treatment of the perfect element ‑is‑/‑er‑ is provided in Appendix E.1. Its 
origin is mysterious, but thought here to be of no consequence for the broader 
issue in this dissertation, since it is most likely an inner-Latin/inner-Italic 
problem. The same is the case for the Italic suffix of the past subjunctive, PIt. 
*‑sē‑, which is treated in Appendix E.2. 

 
As can be seen from the examples above, most s-perfects show the vocalism of 
the imperfective/present, although sometimes this has changed due to sound 
laws: mānsī < *mansī, iūnxī < *iunxī. In some cases, however, we find a different 
vocalism or length from the imperfective, not explicable by regular sound law, 
usually a long vowel vs. short-vocalic present: e.g., vēxī (vehō ‘convey’), rēxī (regō 
‘rule’), tēxī (tegō ‘cover’), trāxī (trahō ‘drag’), dī·vīsī (dī·vidō ‘divide’). The ‑ē-forms 
are most clearly derivable from a genuine Indo-European long grade as 
reconstructible from the Indo-Iranian s-aorist. The genuineness is 
demonstrated by the non-syncopation in compounds (sur·rēxī, per·rēxī vs. pres. 
pergō, surgō < *sur‑rĕgō, *per‑rĕgō) as well as the apex used in inscriptions (RÉXIT 
CIL 5.875, TÉXIT CIL 1.698). The length in trāxī (TRÁXIT CIL 10.2311) is clearly 
secondary to these forms. On the other hand, the length in dī·vīsī must go back 
to a diphthong *‑ei‑̯, which again could have been shortened with Osthoff’s Law 
from *‑ēi-̯ and thus be equally archaic as the ē-graded s-perfects.  

Equally original could also be other s-perfects in ‑ī‑ or ‑ū- from diphthongs 
*‑ēi‑̯/‑ēu̯‑ such as dīxī (DEIXSISTIS CIL 1.586) < *dēiḱ̯‑s‑, dūxī (A(D)DOUXET CIL 
1.2438) < *dēu̯k‑s‑, although the presents also show the same vocalism, surely 
from a full grade (dīcō, dūcō) and could also be claimed to be analogical. The 
short vowel in iŭssī to pres. iŭbeō ‘command’ (√Hie̯u̯dʰ) could point to a zero-
graded s-perfect, although we find ‑ou- (< *‑ēŭ̯‑) in old inscriptions: OLa. IOVSIT 
(CIL 2.5041), IOVSISENT (CIL 1.196), and we must assume that the short vowel has 
spread analogically from the perfect participle passive iŭssus < *Hiu̯dʰ‑to‑ (cf. 
Sommer 1902: 602; Ernout 1953: 199). Thus also ŭssī vs. pres. ūrō ‘burn’ with short 
vowel analogically from p.p.p. ŭstus (Sommer 1902: 603) or iŭssī. 

 
Nevertheless, it is clear that many s-perfects are secondary and innovated 
within Latin, even within the attested period. The s-perfect often seems rather 
mechanically introduced whenever another perfect-type was not “suitable” or 
as a replacement for another perfect-type somehow deemed unclear (cf. Meillet 
1908: 95–98; Pisani 1974: 271–274; Leumann 1977: 586; Drinka 1995: 56f.; Meiser 
2003: 107–146). Nasal imperfectives with final velar (especially ‑g‑) almost 
universally have s-perfects which remarkably retain the nasal, giving away their 
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secondariness: fingō : fīnxī, 48  iungō : iūnxī, plangō : plānxī. This s-perfect 
predilection for velar-final nasal-presents is most likely to be secondary given 
the phonological restriction and the well-known affiliation of the Indo-
European nasal imperfective with root aorists (cf. Strunk 1967). 49  The verb 
linquō clearly has an archaic perfect in līquī, sporting no nasal-infix and 
reflecting a root aorist (cf. LIV: 406f.). 

 

2.10.1.2 Sabellic 

The s-perfect in Sabellic is remarkably scarce if even attested at all, and it is 
normally assumed that the category was lost completely in this branch (cf. Buck 
1928: 169; Van der Staaij 1995: 166; Piwowarczyk 2011: 111). Generally, the 
formation has been replaced by the myriad of innovative perfect formations in 
Sabellic. Nevertheless, a few forms have been suggested to retain s-perfects.  

 
First is Pael. lexe ‘you have read?’ (Pg 9) – probably also reflected in Marr. leexe 
(MV 8) – which was analyzed as 2pl. ‘lēgistis’ by Thurneysen (1888: 352), 
substantiated by its subordination in a relative clause with rel.pron.nom.pl.m. 
puus to ipv.2pl. + 2pl.pron.nom. eite uus ‘go you!’ in the main clause, thus ‘go, 
you who have read (this script)’. Thurneysen himself hesitantly suggested an 
origin from a *lexte < *legiste ≈ La. lēgistis, but it is not clear if such a syncope or 
deletion of *‑t- would be regular – we would rather expect *leste (von Planta 
1892: 276, 1897: 283). Cowgill (1987: 87f.) follows this reconstruction and 
supposes a change *‑st‑ > *‑ss‑ in Paelignian and Umbrian (cf. below), although 
this is far from supported, cf. the Osc./Umb. fut.pf.3sg. ending ‑ust. Nor is it 
encouraging that Sabellic shows no sign of the perfect-element *‑is- known from 
Latin (cf. below). Cowgill specifically denounces a connection to the Vedic 
pf.2pl. ending ‑á. Nevertheless, this connection has proven quite sturdy, and lexe 
has often been parsed as |leg‑s‑e|, i.e. an s-perfect with a 2pl. ending ‑e (cf. 
Watkins 1969: 35; Ringe 1990: 234₄₆; Adams 1993: 32f.; Di Giovine 1996: 219; Weiss 
2011: 393). Such an analysis is quite uncertain as this would be the only retention 
of this perfect ending not only in Italic but outside Indo-Iranian whatsoever. The 
theory would imply that that the ending *‑(h₁)é was retained without being 
generalized throughout the Italic perfect paradigm but nonetheless spread to 
the s-aorist, a category where it did not originally belong, only to be lost 
everywhere afterwards. That argumentation is quite weak. On the other hand, 
our knowledge of Sabellic in general is shaky, and we cannot rule out that such 
an archaism was retained.  

Untermann (2000: 429) uncertainly lists lexe as pres.2pl., although this 
hardly helps us in segmenting the form, and a perfect function better fits the 
context. Jiménez Zamudio (1986) instead suggests a reading of lexe as infinitive 

 
48 Cp. reduplicated perfects in Fal. fifiked/f[if]iqod, Osc. fifikus. 
49 Although this association was not derivational despite the tenacious claims of Strunk (1967, 1969, 1973, 

1979a, 1979b), as he also finally conceded (1984: 159). 
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with the infinitive-suffix *‑se, but this is exclusively Latin and does not work 
smoothly in the context.  

Differently, some scholars have segmented the form as |leg‑se| with a 2pl. 
ending *‑se (cf. Meiser 1986: 17; Rix 2003a: 15), aligning it with the Umbrian forms 
benuso and couortuso,50 reading them as 2pl.’s in |‑så| (thus also Rix apud Meiser 
1986: 17; Cowgill 1987: 86f.). The unexpected vocalism in the Umbrian forms are 
parallelled by the 2pl. ending |‑tå| as in Umb. etatu/etato, and Cowgill (1987) 
assumed that |‑så| was merely a variant of this ending with *‑s‑tå > *‑sså. Adams 
(1993), however, considered this sound change unsupported and instead linked 
Umb. |‑så| and Pael. lexe with the Tocharian pret.2pl. ending *‑sə, reconstructing 
a Proto-Indo-European perfect 2pl. ending *‑se. The forms in ‑uso have also been 
analyzed in a variety of other ways: as future perfect 3sg./impersonal passives in 
*‑or (cf. von Planta 1897: 389f.; Buck 1928: 177), 2sg. passives in *‑so(r) (cf. 
Nussbaum 1973: 367), or future perfects recalibrated after imperatives in ‑tuto 
(Pisani 1964: 181). Piwowarczyk (2011: 117, 123) confusingly analyzes benuso as 
fut.pf.3pl., but couortuso as fut.pf.pass.3sg.  

In my view, Cowgill’s (1987) arguments for reading the forms as 2pl. are the 
most sound. The vocalism /‑å/ in the Umbrian forms could be analogical to the 
2pl. ending |‑tå|, replacing expected *‑te – perhaps reflecting a 2du. ending *‑tā 
like OCS ‑ta, Li. ‑ta (from secondary 3du. *‑teh₂m?). If Umbrian ‑uso is read as 
fut.pf.2pl. as I think it should, it would suggest an ending |-så| attached to the 
fut.pf. morpheme |‑us‑| due to the lack of rhotacism (cf. Meiser 1986: 239–256), 
contrast fut.pf.3pl. ‑urent. I therefore assume that Pael. lexe also demonstrates 
an s-initial ending |-se|, in this case attached to a verb without a demonstrable 
inherited s-aorist. Due to this and the comparative evidence (cf. §§3.5, 4.4.2), I 
think we are dealing with an actual ending *‑se here. 

 
Second, Umb. fut.pf.3sg. sesust ‘will have sat’ (Iguv. VIa.5) has been argued to 
reflect an s-perfect *sēd̆‑s‑ (cf. Bartholomae 1887: 89; von Planta 1897: 337f.). This 
formation would conflict with the stem of La. sēdī whose long vowel is generally 
agreed to derive from reduplicated *se‑sd‑, most likely an original perfect (cf. 
Bartholomae 1894: 45; Benveniste 1949: 16–19; Di Giovine 1995: 123f.; Meiser 2003: 
152). 

The Umbrian form could reflect a competing aorist, but the root is normally 
not reconstructed with an s-aorist (LIV: 513–515 reconstructs a root aorist; Ved. 
ásadat and OCS sědŭ suggest a thematic aorist for at least Proto-Indo-Slavic). 
Although Ved. satsi ‘sit!’, Arm. hecaw ‘sat down’, Gk. εἷσα ‘set’ all seem to reflect 
s-aorists, they are probably secondary – and Meiser (2003: 127) argues that so is 
the Umbrian s-perfect. On the other hand, it would be awkward to posit such a 
secondary creation when the s-perfect was otherwise lost in Sabellic, and the 
innovation cannot be substantiated as Proto-Italic by Latin. 

 
50 Appearing 1× and 3×, respectively, within four consecutive lines in Iguv. VIb 64–65 and VIIa 2 (cf. Dupraz 

2015). 
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Alternatively, it has been suggested that the stem was extracted from the 
p.p.p. *sesso- < *sed‑to‑ (cf. Buck 1928: 170). This would be a singular example of 
such a derivation in Sabellic, however, and as such no less convincing. Rix 
(2003a: 16f.) questioningly suggests that Umb. ses‑ could reflect a reduplicated 
perfect (*sesd‑) instead. Untermann (2000: 681) notes that the medial ‑s- could 
also be a replacement of expected *‑rs‑ from a root stem *sed‑us‑et, but this not 
very persuasive.  

Although all solutions have disadvantages, the traditional analysis of sesust 
as an s-aorist does seem to hold the fewest problems, despite its probable post-
PIE formation. 

 
Lastly, the forms Osc. pf.3sg. upsed ‘operāvit’, pf.3pl. uupsens/upsens/ουπσενς 
‘operāvērunt’ have been classified as s-perfects (LIV: 299; Rix 2003a: 16f.; Wallace 
2007: 209). This is, however, quite unconvincing as we find the ‑s- also outside 
the perfect: gdv. úpsannam ‘operandum’ (also Pael. iptv.mid.3sg. upsaseter), 
and the present stem is almost certainly derived from an s-stem noun 
*(h₃)op‑es‑ with the suffix ‑ā(ie̯/o)- just as La. oper‑āre ← opus/oper- with syncope 
of the medial vowel (cf. Untermann 2000: 802f.). The long vowel in the Oscan 
perfect forms (u/uu < *ō vs. ú < *o) could derive from the reduplicated perfect 
“*h₃e‑h₃op‑” created to this verb (cf. Van der Staaij 1995: 165) or, more likely in 
my view, be analogical to long-vocalic perfects of a similar structure. Naturally, 
we cannot rule out an s-aorist origin, either original or secondarily created, but 
it would be quite incredible if Oscan-speakers used an otherwise lost morpheme 
to create a primary perfect stem to secondary, innovative denominative verbs 
(cf. Piwowarczyk 2011: 110f.).  

 
The Sabellic branch thus provides us only with shaky evidence for the s-aorist/s-
perfect, but it might have been retained in at least Umb. sesust. Pael. lexe and 
Umb. |‑så| in my opinion suggest an enigmatic 2pl. ending *‑se, which at face 
value does not seem to be associated with the s-aorist. 

 

2.10.1.3 Venetic 

Irrespective of its exact affiliation,51 Venetic also shows preterite forms with ‑s- 
that have been classified as s-aorists: 3sg. vhag.s.to/hva.g.s.to ‘made’ (*Padua 
16a,52  15), dona.s.to ‘gave’ (*Este 47), 3pl. donasan ‘gave’ (*Este 120). The 3sg. 
forms sport the sequence ‑sto with a ‑s- before the ending ‑to which also appears 
in the asigmatic preterite 3sg. form doto ‘gave’ (*Cadore 5), which appears to be 
the inherited root aorist *deh₃‑/*dh₃‑ vs. the sigmatic aorist donas‑ created to a 

 
51 Venetic has normally been classified as either Italic (Beeler 1949: 51–57; Hamp 1954; Lejeune 1974: 171–

173; Euler 1993; Meiser 1998: 26; Weiss 2011: 471f.; according to De Bernardo Stempel 2000 even forming 
an inner-Italic branch with Latino-Faliscan) or an independent Indo-European branch (Krahe 1950; 
Polomé 1966; Penney 1988: 726). Gvozdanović (2012) argues that Ventetic is Celtic. Untermann (1980: 
315f.) remains agnostic. I consider the arguments for an Italic affiliation strongest. 

52 Referencing Pellegrini & Prosdocimi 1967. 
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denominative verb *dona‑ (La. dōnāre) derived from dono.m ‘gift’ (La. dōnum), 
itself a deverbative to do‑. The ending ‑to has unsurprisingly been taken as a 
continuation of PIE mid.3sg. *‑to, but it seems that the function is active or 
unmarked, and since it corresponds to 3pl. donasan with act. ‑an < *‑n̥t, a formal 
merger of active and middle seems reasonable (cf. K.H. Schmidt 1963: 168f.; 
Marinetti & Prosdocimi 1997: 587). 

The form vhag.s.to/hva.g.s.to /faksto/ has often been compared with the 
Latin s-future faxō ‘shall make’ to reflect a PIt. s-aor. *ϑak‑s‑, which would be 
from PIE *dʰh̥₁(‑)k‑s‑, which would then be an argument for Venetic as an Italic 
language (cf. Porzig 1960: 181f.; Euler 1993: 102; Szemerényi 1996: 285). There are, 
however, many objections to such a reconstruction. First, the difference in tense 
(perfect/preterite vs. future) is of course substantial, and we do not find the 
other use attested to the same stem. Indeed, Latin obviously forms the perfect 
of this verb from a completely different stem, viz. fēcī, and there is no internal 
reason to believe that this replaced an earlier s-perfect, especially given OLa. 
red.pf. FHEFHAKED. Second, although the element *‑k- has been generalized 
throughout the verb in Italic, its origin seems to belong to a certain category of 
√*dʰeh₁, probably an aor. *dʰéh₁‑k‑ if taking into account Gk. ἔϑηκα (La. fēcī), or 
we could be dealing with an already detached PIE root √*dʰeh₁k (cf. Harðarson 
1993: 148–150), the expected s-aorist of either root/base would have had either 
long or full grade, which woud both have resulted in La. ‑ē‑, Ven. ‑e‑,53 but we 
find remnants of a zero grade, which must be secondary in any case. Since La. 
faxō never had a perfect/preterite beside it (there never was a **faxī beside fēcī), 
it is probably an inner-Latin innovation to forms like dīxō (cf. below), but the 
comparison to Ven. vhag.s.to and to a Proto-Italic s-perfect/aorist is quite 
unconvincing (cf. De Melo 2007a). 

Thus, while Venetic really does continue the s-aorist, it is only found in 
forms that seem quite clearly innovated. This, nevertheless, confirms our 
picture of the s-aorist as a productive type particularly likely to come into play 
in the creation of new aorists/perfects to new verbs like denominatives. 

 

2.10.2 Sigmatic futures and subjunctives 

2.10.2.1 Latin 

While Classical Latin has secondary futures created to both aspect stems (to the 
infect in ‑b‑ō, ‑b‑is or ‑am, ‑ēs; to the perfect in ‑er‑ō, ‑er‑is), Old Latin sports 
futures not only created with a marked formant *‑se/o‑ (different from “normal” 
futures) but also detached from both aspect stems of the given verb (cf. Ernout 
1953: 262f.; Leumann 1977: 621–624; Rix 1998). The most prominent example of 
this sigmatic future is faxō, unattached to both the infect faciō and the perfect 
fēcī (including the older variant FHEFHAKED), as well as to the supine factum. This 
curiously points to an archaic system with formations outside the binary 

 
53 Lejeune 1974: 104, 108. 
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division between infect/perfect stems (De Melo 2004, 2007b: 4f. and passim). 
The future faxō, faxis is indicative but has an accompanying subjunctive faxim, 
faxīs, with *‑ī- from the optative in *‑ih₁‑ (contrast the lack of future subjunctives 
elsewhere in the Latin verb). On the other hand, the “indicative future” itself 
reflects an original subjunctive, following the regular transcendence of PIE 
subjunctives to Latin futures vs. PIE optatives to Latin subjunctives (cf. La. fut. 
erō < subj. *h₁és‑e/o‑, subj. siem/sim < opt. *h₁s‑i(̯é)h₁‑). 

Similar forms are found to some vowel-stem verbs where we find an 
unexpected geminate ‑ss-marker: amāssō, ‑āssim to amāre; prohibēssīs to 
prohibēre; ambīssit to ambīre. The ‑āssō-type is by far the most common and 
seems to be the original forms, occurring with more than 30 verbs in Plautus. 
These are to be differentiated from the shortened perfects like amāstī, etc. 
Interestingly, Plautus even attests infinitives in ‑āssere, cf. impetrāssere ‘(be 
able) to procure’ (4×), oppugnāssere ‘to go attack’ (Plaut.Amph. 210), 
reconciliāssere ‘(be able) to get back’ (Plaut.Capt. 168). These are clearly 
innovative, artistic forms created analogically to the futures as though to infect 
stems – this is corroborated by their only occurring as the final word of a verse. 
The geminate ‑ss- has been explained as “expressive gemination” (Benveniste 
1922: 53) or as a means of recovering the sibilant from the expected development 
of single *‑s- to La. *‑r- in intervocalic position and thus aligning it with the other 
sigmatic futures (Sturtevant 1911: 221; Rix 1998). The expected outcome is 
probably what we see in the isolated monerim (Pacuvius) < *mone‑s‑ī‑m (with 
*‑ĕ‑ as in sup. monitum), which would then be a relic before the gemination of 
*‑s‑. The type in any case seems to be secondary to the more original-looking 
deradical *‑se/o-futures.  

Some verbs have both an s-future and an s-perfect, in which case the two 
stems are identical, thus dīxō, dīxis ‘will say/will have said’, subj. dīxīs ‘you might 
say’ (Plaut.Asin. 839f.) to s-pf. dīxī, dīxistī ‘said’ (and fut.pf. dīx‑er‑ō, ‑is ‘will have 
said’, pf.subj. dīx‑er‑im, ‑īs). These futures and subjunctives are not overtly 
distinct from the perfect system and even have anterior function sometimes; 
they appear to be the archaic tense-mood forms of the perfect without *‑is‑, 
which supports the theory of the late addition of this element. We thus find 
definite parallel sigmatic future and subjunctive forms made next to an s-
perfect. This must surely be archaisms of the original system. De Melo (2007a: 
9f.) suggests that the modal forms dīxō, dīxim were kept distinct for longer in 
order to express clearly aoristic function distinct from the more generalized 
anterior/perfect function of the *‑is-extended forms. This would, then, 
correspond to the more noticeable distinction between faxō, faxim and fēcerō, 
fēcerim. 

Sigmatic futures (and subjunctives) are on their way out, as is indicated by 
the fact that only the 1sg. form faxō is attested in main clauses in both Plautus 
(70×) and Terence (9×), whereas we find several other forms of both this verb 
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and other sigmatic futures 54  in subordinate clauses in Plautus (cf. De Melo 
2002).  
 
This Latin *‑se/o-future is, of course, perfectly compatible with the Greek future, 
and unsurprisingly researchers have been divided in the same way as regards 
the origin of this type. Some derive it from a desiderative (cf. Pedersen 1921: 22–
27; Benveniste 1922; Meiser 1993:-177f.; Rix 2003a:-4f.; Weiss 2011:-419f.), while 
others see in it a (detached) s-aorist subjunctive (cf. Sturtevant 1911; Mellet 1994:-
152; De Melo 2007a:-4–9; Willi 2018:-453).  

Although we would expect a remnant of the proposed laryngeal in the 
supposed desiderative suffix *‑h₁se/o‑ in Latin, we cannot exclude that it was 
lost as a result of leveling if one believes that the laryngeal for whatever reason 
was absent from bases in an obstruent (departing descriptively from the Greek 
future). We can therefore mostly look for pointers between the two in function. 
We will look if the sigmatic futures can tell us anything about its origin from its 
function. 

When used in main clauses, faxō is a “simple” future, which cannot tell us 
much. However, the s-futures occurring in subordinate clauses seem to have 
future-anterior function, i.e. identical to the future perfect or “futurum 
exactum” (cf. Lohmann 1953:-200–203; Rix 1998:-621f.; De Melo 2002, 2004; 
Bertocci 2016). This would be almost impossible to derive from a desiderative, 
whereas an aoristic origin readily explains this use. The fact that we find a 
clearer aoristic function in subordinate clauses patterns well with the 
distinction between independent anticipatory future-functioning subjunctives 
in main clauses vs. aspect-functioning subjunctives in subordinate clauses in 
Greek (cf. Smyth 1956: 405f., 415). 

The sigmatic subjunctives like faxim ‘I may do’ appear 118 times in Plautus 
and Terence, and they often appear in prohibitions and nē-clauses, cf. nē me 
istōc posthāc nōmine appellāssīs ‘don’t ever call me by that name again!’ 
(Ter.Phorm. 742). However, the type is not found in commands and only twice 
with ut-clauses. This contrasts with the normal use of other subjunctives which 
are often found in commands and ut-clauses. As De Melo (2004, 2005, 2007a: 8) 
has shown, this is only explicable as a conservation of the aorist 
(injunctive/subjunctive) used in prohibitions as in Vedic and Greek (cf. 
Whitney 1896: 217; Goodwin 1897: 89).  

Therefore, it is rather clear that the functional distributions that we do see 
with the sigmatic futures and their subjunctives rather preclude a desiderative 
origin, while an aoristic origin can account rather smoothly for these facts. 

While we have already touched upon the unoriginality of faxō as a sigmatic 
aorist, the type itself can be assumed to be original and functionally based on 
original aorist domains. It is, thus, quite obvious that it could be created in 
analogy to original s-aorists like dīxō to dīxī, once the former had been 

 
54 E.g., capsō (Plaut.B. 712), capsimus (Plaut.Rud. 304), amāssō (Plaut.Cas. 1001), ad·empsit (Plaut.Epid. 363), 

cēnāssit (Plaut.Stich. 192), exoculāssitis (Plaut.Rud. 731). 
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disconnected from the latter. The *‑se/o-formant may also have been 
independent at an earlier stage. Therefore, we can conclude that pre-Latin 
reserved a *‑se/o-future type that was connected to but derivationally detached 
from the s-aorist/s-perfect.  

 

2.10.2.2 Sabellic 

Sabellic also possesses a regular future formed with ‑s-, cf. Osc. 3sg. fust ‘will be’, 
didest ‘will give’, deiuast ‘will swear’, 3pl. censazent ‘will judge’; Umb. eest ‘will 
go’, ferest ‘will bring’. The 3sg. uniformly has the desinence ‑st, which would 
appear to be an athematic form *‑s‑t/*‑s‑ti. This has led many scholars to suspect 
different athematic origins for this future (cf. Jasanoff 1978: 104f.; G. Schmidt 
1986: 35; Kortlandt 1997b: 135; Hill 2004: 115–146). 

However, if we consider Buck’s (1928: 59f.) rules for syncope in Sabellic, we 
can easily derive the futures from thematic forms: eest < *h₁eis̯et(i). These 
futures should, then, obviously be held together with the Latin ‑se/o-futures, and 
we can therefore safely reconstruct this formation for Proto-Italic. 

 

2.11 CELTIC 

2.11.1 The preterites 
The Celtic preterite is the result of the functional merger of the aorist and 
perfect, which can still be seen in the general division into two classes: preterites 
with perfect morphology and preterites with aorist morphology (Schumacher 
2004: 59–79). The former group is suffixless and can be divided into 
reduplicated and unreduplicated preterites with endings reflecting the Proto-
Indo-European perfect,55 while the latter group in Old Irish can be divided into 
s-preterites and t-preterites, showing aorist morphology, i.e. recognizably non-
perfect endings and ostensibly aorist characteristics (cf. Pedersen 1913: 365–375; 
Thurneysen 1946: 415–437; Watkins 1962: 107–110). 

 

2.11.1.1 The s-preterite 

Unsurprisingly, the s-preterite has universally been recognized as a reflex of the 
Indo-European s-aorist (cf. Zimmer 1890; Thurneysen 1892, 1946: 417; Pedersen 
1913: 375; Lewis & Pedersen 1937: 299; Watkins 1962: 174–180; Schumacher 2004: 
66). 

The s-preterite is productive in Celtic, which can be demonstrated by its 
ousting of most other (original) preterite formations in Brythonic and Middle 
Irish. In Old Irish, it is the preterite of all weak verbs, i.e. derivative verbs with 

 
55 Although at least a few of these reflect original (a)thematic root aorists, cf. 3sg. luid < *h₁ludʰ‑é‑t. 
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presents in ‑a- or ‑i‑, and thus in a post-vocalic and often intervocalic position 
where *‑s- should have been lost via *‑h- (cf. Pedersen 1909: 72f.). We are 
probably dealing with a PC *‑ss- retained as /‑s‑/ in Old Irish and still geminate 
in MW 3pl. ‑assant/‑yssant. The intervocalic s-morpheme in productive, 
derivative verbs must therefore have arisen analogically, parallel to the Greek s-
aorists of the type ἐφίλησα. Vendryes (1925: 389) explains the gemination as 
“expressive,” but it is not quite clear how such an “expressive gemination” would 
arise. Thurneysen (1946: 417) suggests that the *‑ss‑ arose from the 3sg. *‑s‑t > 
*‑ss, 56  whence the geminate then spread throughout the paradigm as a 
generalized new morpheme, leaving a 3sg. ending ‑∅, and Watkins (1962: 177f.) 
follows this account. 

We find a few s-preterites to strong verbs, but these seem to be analogically 
created to present forms that could appear as weak: e.g. 1sg. ro·gabus ‘took’ to 
pres. gabim, 1pl. 3sg. ·gládastar ‘addressed’ to pres. ad·gládathar (cf. Vendryes 
1908: 177; Thurneysen 1946: 415). Alternatively, they could also represent old s-
aorists preserved outside the weak verbs, and whence the weak verbs could 
have adopted their preterite formation. In all cases, however, the ‑s- stands in 
intervocalic position. 

The desinences of the active s-preterite in Insular Celtic are (cf. Pedersen 
1913: 366, 372; Lewis & Pedersen 1937: 292f., 296; Thurneysen 1946: 417f.; Watkins 
1962: 175–178; Evans 1964: 114; Schumacher 2004: 61–68): 

Table 1: The Celtic s-preterite 

The s-preterite is characterized by a mixed conjugation with mostly thematic 
primary endings but with an athematic non-primary 3sg. This athematic form is 
normally taken as the only retainer of the original athematic paradigm, while 
the formation otherwise must have incorporated a different set of endings in 
most forms, which seem most likely to have been taken from the s-subjunctive 
(cf. below). The use of primary endings outside the 3sg. is characteristic of the 
gradual merger of original primary and secondary endings as a result of the loss 
of final *‑i (cf. Cowgill 1975a). Clearly, the sigmatic nature of both influenced 

 
56 Cf. OIr. is ‘is’ < *h₁es‑ti; OIr. bissi (ega) ‘icicle’ (⇽ ‘ice-finger’), MW bys ‘finger’, MBr. biz ‘finger’ (whence 

bizou ‘ring’ ⇒ Fr. bijou ‘jewel’) < *gʷist- ‘twig’ > ON kvistr ‘twig’ (cf. Pedersen 1909: 79f.). 
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each other. This is also the only way we can reasonably explain the appearance 
of primary endings in a preterite formation, which cannot be an original feature.  

The 1pl. and 3pl. mostly show a desinential vocalism ‑a‑ in Middle Welsh, 
which Pedersen (1913: 377) takes as a sign of athematic inflection (‑am < *‑m̥mos, 
‑ant < *‑n̥t). Since, however, we find by-forms in thematic ‑om, ‑ont in Welsh as 
well as in the normal endings in Breton and Cornish, it is likely that the thematic 
forms are original and the a-forms taken from the present (3pl. carant, cf. 
McCone 1991: 79). 

In the absolute 3sg., Old Irish shows a desinence pointing back to *‑s‑et (cf. 
caris, léicis), which contains the absolute-marker *eti/*es57  or, less likely, the 
thematic primary ending *‑eti, i.e. further thematicization. This may also be 
seen in early Brythonic relic forms: cf. MW kewssit ‘got’, prynessid ‘bought’, OBr. 
tinsit ‘scattered’. 

 
The s-preterite shows either preceding *‑a‑, *‑e/i- or *‑ī- in Old Irish, while 
Brythonic also shows a type with preceding *‑ē‑. The -a-type conflicts with long 
‑ā- in the present stem, and therefore cannot be derived directly from the 
present stem. Watkins (1962: 179f.) suggests that the complex *‑a‑ss- arose in 
original s-aorists of seṭ-roots, where 3sg. *TēR̆H‑s‑t > *TēR̆a‑ss, which was then 
reanalyzed as *|‑ass‑| and detached from seṭ-roots to be associated with the 
denominative presents in *|‑ā‑| which had no aorist/preterite to fill out the 
paradigmatic hole for this type. The *‑ass-type is thus somewhat parallel to the 
Vedic iṣ-aorist and phonologically to Greek forms like ἐκέρασ(σ)α. There could 
thus be some original s-aorist formations to be detected in the vowel-final types 
attested in Celtic.  
 

2.11.1.2 The t-preterite 

The Old Irish t-preterite is the preterite of all strong verbs ending in a liquid 
(‑r‑/‑l‑), and of some ending in ‑m- and ‑g-. In the latter cases, regular 
phonological changes make *‑emt appear as ‑ét, and *‑g‑t as ‑cht. Both 
paradigmatically and phonologically, it is thus limited to a phonotactical group 
of verb bases.  

The t-preterite shows a marker ‑t- between the root-final consonant and 
sports the same endings in the singular as the s-preterite. In the 1pl. and 3pl., we 
find the deponent-like endings of the suffixless preterite ‑ammar and ‑(a)tar, 
respectively. Since some 3sg. forms such as ·acht ‘drove’ and ·ét ‘took’ were 
identical to the passive preterite, some original passive preterite forms were also 
reanalyzed as active t-preterites, e.g., ·cét ‘was sung’ ⇾ ‘sang’. 

The t-preterite is also attested in Brythonic, mostly in relic forms: cf. MW 
3sg. cymerth/cymyrth ‘took’, gwant ‘killed’, cant ‘sang’. The paradigm is only fully 
retained in the verbs MW mynet ‘go’ (pret.3sg. aeth < *akt‑ < √*h₂eǵ), dyuot 
‘come’ (deuth/doeth < *tu·akt‑), gwneuthur ‘do’ (gwrith/gwnaeth < *u̯rīkt‑ < 

 
57 Cf. Thurneysen 1946: 363; Cowgill 1975b; Schrijver 1997: 146–156; Schumacher 2004: 97–114. 
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√*u̯erǵ/u̯reǵ). 58  We find a general assumption of endings of the suffixless 
preterite: 1sg. *eith → eith‑um > euth‑um. This proves the existence of the type in 
at least Insular Celtic, although the distribution is different and some of the 
Brythonic forms are secondary (cf. Watkins 1962: 164f.). In many cases, we can 
count on the same transfer as in OIr. ·cét : MW cant. 

The formation is somewhat associated with *i-vocalism, which can be seen 
in a number of forms (OIr. absolute 3sg. birt, conjunct 1sg. ·biurt; *birt‑ also MW 
kymyrth, diffyrth, cf. Schrijver 1995: 56f.), but also by the “augmented” preterite 
forms where accented *ro· appears as ru· (cf. as·ru·bart). 

Schumacher (2004: 61) reconstructs 20 Proto-Celtic t-preterites. The 
desinences of the t-preterite are (cf. Thurneysen 1946: 423; Evans 1964: 123f., 132): 

Table 2: The Celtic t-preterite 

The origin of the t-preterite has been one of the most widely discussed topics in 
Celtic historical grammar. 

The origin was traditionally sought in the athematic 3sg. of root aorists, i.e. 
from the ending *‑t: e.g., ·bert < *bʰer‑t, whence the ‑t- was reanalyzed as a suffix 
and generalized throughout the paradigm (cf. Strachan 1887; Thurneysen 1900, 
1946: 336; Pedersen 1913: 377f.; Lewis & Pedersen 1937: 300). While the reanalysis 
of ‑t as |‑t‑∅| could have drawn the formation closer to the s-preterite (where 
*‑s‑t > *‑ss, reanalyzed as |‑ss‑∅|) and therefore potentially be responsible for 
the takeover of the paradigm of the s-preterite, there is no clear explanation for 
the phonological limitation to the specific Auslaut groups that we see. 

Alternatively, a quite widespread theory sought the origin in an Indo-
European imperfective-suffix *‑te/o- as supposedly seen in La. flectō and the 
Oscan ‑tt-perfect (cf. Windisch 1876; Meillet 1925: 6; Vendryes 1925: 389; 
Sommerfelt 1927). A derivation from an imperfective stem is, however, hardly 
credible, nor would it be for the Oscan ‑tt-perfect, whose origin is mostly sought 
elsewhere (cf. Piwowarczyk 2011: 113f.). 

Other theories include deriving t-preterites from PIE *‑to-participles, even 
as cognates to the Germanic weak preterite (Wagner 1960), or from PIE “Narten-
imperfects” with *ē-grade (Jasanoff 2012a: 132f.).  

 
58 Cf. Schumacher 2004: 189f., 710f. 
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Following an original theory by Zimmer (1890: 205f.), Watkins (1962: 156–
174) derived the t-preterite from the s-aorist, again with a starting point in the 
3sg. Where Zimmer had derived the type from a middle form in *‑s‑to, Watkins 
instead took the active 3sg. desinence *‑s‑t as the origin with loss of *‑s- 
interconsonantally after a resonant, cp. OIr. tart ‘drought, thirst’ < *tarsto- < 
*tr̥sto- to OE þurst (cf. Pedersen 1909: 80f.; Thurneysen 1946: 112). This theory has 
become the modern-day communis opinio (e.g., Rix 1977: 147; McCone 1991: 65–
69; Schumacher 2004: 61–66). Further, an s-aorist origin also explains the 
vocalism of some verbs: e.g., OIr. 1sg. ·biurt, absolute 3sg. birt continue *i-
vocalism *·birtū, *birt which cannot be derived directly from PIE *e-grade, but 
could reflect a PIE *ē-grade with shortening of PC *ī > *i /_LT, and thus 
corresponds with the strong lengthened grade of the s-aorist, i.e. *bʰēr‑s‑t (cf. 
McCone 1991: 67f.).59  

The verbs ending in *‑g-, notably *ag‑ ‘lead, go’ (3sg. OIr. ·acht, MW aeth), 
pose a problem within this account, as it falls outside the resonant-final bases 
which make phonological sense. Since we see a devoicing and fricativization of 
*‑g- to ‑ch‑ /_t, which would coalesce with the development of *k in that 
environment, it is curious that we find only t-preterites to *‑g-bases and not a 
single analogical t-preterite to *‑k-final verbs. This suggests a 
morphophonological restriction. Further, the ablaut of these forms – e.g., OIr. 
·acht, ·ort ‘slew’ (*org-), ·recht ‘arose’, MW gwreith ‘made’ (< *u̯rext) – do not 
agree with the general i-vocalism of the formation; rather we see PIE full grade. 
This points to a late addition of the t-marker (or its predecessor *‑s‑) directly to 
the present stem. This and the association of *‑g-bases to the t-preterite could 
have started from the pre-form of ·ort which could go directly back to an s-aorist 
*orst < *org‑s‑t with early loss of *‑g- in the cluster (and, later, *‑s‑), which led to 
a similar development as in the liquid-final roots and continuation of t-preterite. 
Since, however, the verb elsewhere had a base in *|‑g‑|, other verbs in |‑g-| could 
be associated with the t-preterite, with the regular development of *|‑g‑t‑| to 
*/‑xt‑/ (cf. Watkins 1962: 173f.):  

 
pres. |org‑e/o‑| : pret. |or(g)‑t‑| :: pres. |ag‑e/o‑| : X → pret. |ag‑t‑| 

 
There seems little doubt, then, that also the t-preterite is a continuation of the 
s-aorist, even reflecting the original ablaut. 

 

2.11.2 The subjunctives 
The Old Irish subjunctive is formed from a separate verbal stem of two types: 
the productive a-subjunctive and the unproductive s-subjunctive. The latter is 
limited to strong verbs with bases ending in a dental or velar obstruent or ‑nn‑, 

 
59 According to McCone (l.c.), forms with e-vocalism like conjunct 3sg. ·bert, 2pl. ·bertid show a lowering of 

*i > *e /_LT in various positons, as also in nom.sg. fiurt ‘miracle’ : gen.sg. ferto from La. virtus. Theoretically, 
the plural forms could also reflect the original weak stem with full grade *e. 
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while all other verbs sport an a-subjunctive. In later Irish, the a-subjunctive 
supplants the recessive s-subjunctives. 

In Brythonic, the subjunctive is formed with a marker *‑VhV-, where the 
identity of the vowels is not immediately clear. We do, however, also find relics 
of an s-subjunctive, corresponding to the Irish type (cf. Lewis & Pedersen 1937: 
287): MW duch ‘may bring’ (< *deu̯k‑s‑), gwares ‘may assist’ (< *u̯o‑ret‑s‑), gwnech 
‘may do’ (< *gwr‑ < *u̯reǵ‑s‑). 

The Insular Celtic subjunctives have an innovated imperfect with the 
addition of imperfect endings to the subjunctive stem – clearly a secondary 
formation (cf. Lewis & Pedersen 1937: 289). 

In addition, we find probable subjunctive forms in Continental Celtic with 
a thematic marker *‑se/o‑: e.g., Celtib. ambitiśeti ‘shall build around’, Gaul. pisetu 
/bisetu/ ‘may be’ (cf. Eska 1989: 170). This clearly reflects the *‑se/o-subjunctive 
already encountered in various Indo-European branches. Its origin will 
therefore not be discussed further. 

 
These Celtic subjunctives have been widely discussed in the literature and often 
been argued to derive from different sources. As will become clear, I will argue 
that all types can be derived from a single sigmatic source.  

 

2.11.2.1 The s-subjunctive 

As already mentioned, Continental Celtic already attests a subjunctive in 
*‑se/o‑. The Irish s-subjunctive is formed by the suffix *‑s- to the root with 
regular sound changes. Its paradigm is “semi-thematic” and remarkably nearly 
identical to the paradigms of both the s-preterite and the s-future (cf. below). Its 
inflection in the present is as follows (cf. Lewis & Pedersen 1937: 284f.; 
Thurneysen 1946: 390): 

Table 3: The Irish s-subjunctive 

We thus see again an athematic non-primary 3sg. vs. thematic primary endings 
in the other persons. Since this inflection was seen in the s-preterite, it is clear 
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that we are dealing either with the same or a similar formation or that the two 
formations have influenced each other. 

Besides the difference in meaning, the s-subjunctive is also distinguished by 
an *e-grade in its stem formation vs. *ē-grade in the s-preterite. There is thus 
only a convergence of the two formations in the endings. 

Normally, the s-subjunctive is derived from an s-aorist subjunctive, at least 
in the clearly thematic forms (cf. Thurneysen 1946: 391; Rix 1977: 151f.; Cowgill 
1981: 63; Rasmussen 1985a: 388f.; McCone 1991: 55–83; Schumacher 2004: 49–57). 
This clearly fits well in a functional and a comparative perspective, although the 
athematic 3sg. poses a problem. This anomaly has normally been ascribed to 
influence from the s-preterite, after this formation first took over primary 
endings in all other forms – which in turn could have been delivered from the 
*‑se/o-subjunctive. 

Pedersen (1913: 355) suggested that all thematic forms were from the 
thematic subjunctive of the s-aorist, but that the athematic 3sg. was the relic of 
the “injunctive” of the s-aorist, although he remains agnostic as to the 
background for this mixture of forms. The distinction between (augmented) 
“indicative” and (unaugmented) “injunctive” is, however, not tenable for the 
proto-language in my view – no augment was distinctive in the verbal system.  

Differently, the athematic 3sg. has pushed many scholars to argue for a 
completely athematic origin of the formation, as a sort of athematic “s-modal” 
original to the s-subjunctives and futures in Celtic as well as in Baltic, Italic and 
Tocharian (e.g., Schmid 1963: 32–59; K.H. Schmidt 1966; Jasanoff 1975; Kortlandt 
1984). Jasanoff (1975: 93f.) mostly ascribed this to the Old Irish s-future, while 
the s-subjunctive in a later view might be wholly derived from a thematic *‑se/o-
subjunctive (1986: 133f.). 

Influentially, Watkins (1962: 124–145) has proposed to derive the s-
subjunctive directly from the PIE s-aorist (indicative/preterite).60 This regular s-
aorist, though not directly modal in origin, was pushed functionally into the 
modal realm under pressure from the perfect which acquired general preterital 
value and thus merged functionally with the aorist. Thus, as some original 
perfects replaced aorists as the preterite, these aorists in turn acquired 
subjunctive function or, perhaps better, were kept only in the same use as, say, 
the parallel aorist injunctives in Indo-Iranian. Watkins therefore considers it 
“unnecessary and unwarranted to assume the mediation of any hypothetical 
sigmatic subjunctive or injunctive to account for the short root vowel” (1962: 
125). In turn, partly because of this s-subjunctive, Watkins (1962: 18–52) argues 
that the Proto-Indo-European s-aorist should be reconstructed with a full grade 
instead of the traditional long grade. 

McCone (1991: 79f.) rightly criticizes Watkins’ theory, arguing that the 
athematic 3sg. is not much of a foothold for this theory, least of all since we find 
similar paradigms with athematic sigmatic 3sg. in the s-preterite and s-future. 
Further, both ablaut and function speak against equating the form with the s-

 
60 Which, of course, had no augment, thus formally a traditional “injunctive.” 
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preterite. The simplest solution is instead to start with the s-preterite whose 
paradigm was clearly thematicized secondarily, apart from the 3sg. If the s-
subjunctive had been fully thematic before, this would have left only the 3sg. to 
differentiate the two, leading to a paradigmatic levelling and introduction of the 
s-preterite ending in the subjunctive too.  

I believe this most straightforwardly explains the s-subjunctive, which can, 
then, be supposed to go back to the expected thematic *‑se/o-subjunctive also 
visible in Continental Celtic. 
  

2.11.2.2 The Goidelic a-subjunctive and Brythonic h-subjunctive 

The productive subjunctive in Irish is the a-subjunctive, formed to all weak 
verbs and strong verbs ending in sonorants or ‑b- as well as ag‑ ‘drive, go’. The 
formation is connected to *e-grade vocalism, cf. subj. ·cria ‘may buy’ (*kʷrei‑̯ā‑; 
pres. ·cren < *kʷri‑nă̄‑), ·genathar ‘may be born’ (*gen‑ā‑; pres. ·gainethar < 
*gan‑ie̯/o‑).The stem is made directly from the root, not the present stem, and 
the inflection is mostly like the weak a-presents (absolute 3sg. ‑aid), apart from 
1sg. and 2sg., which show unique endings: absolute subj.1sg. ‑a vs. pres.1sg. 
‑aim(m), subj.2sg. ‑ae vs. pres.2sg. ‑ai. This distinction reflects the apparently 
athematic nature of the weak a-presents, while the a-subjunctive clearly goes 
back to a thematic formation: pres.1sg. ‑aimm < *‑āmi vs. subj.1sg. ‑a < *‑ā.ū, 
pres.2sg. ‑ai < *‑āhi vs. subj.2sg. ‑ae < *‑ā.ehi. The 3sg. ‑aid can go back to both 
*‑āti and *‑ā.eti, explaining the identity between the two types. We can thus 
reconstruct a formation consisting of hiatic, thematic *‑ā.e/o‑ for the a-
subjunctive. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the a-subjunctive has traditionally been equated 
with the Italic ā-subjunctive, with apparent cognates like La. ferat : OIr. ·bera to 
a *bʰer‑ā‑t, i.e. an Italo-Celtic ā-subjunctive, which even would go back to Proto-
Indo-European with the Tocharian “ā-subjunctive” of class 5 (cf. Thurneysen 
1884, 1946: 380; Pedersen 1913: 354f., 1941: 199; Lewis & Pedersen 1937: 288; 
Benveniste 1951; Watkins 1962: 133f.; Jasanoff 1994b). Trubetzkoy (1926) 
suggested that this *‑ā-subjunctive was original for thematic verbs vs. later, 
innovated *‑oi(̯h₁)‑. There is, however, no correlation between ā-subjunctives 
and thematic formations (cf. Jasanoff 1983: 77f.). While an ā-subjunctive may 
appear as a substantial Italo-Celtic archaism vs. innovation in the Indo-
Germanic branch, the equation with Tocharian class 5 subjunctives is clearly 
untenable, as the stem-final /‑a‑/ reflects not a suffix but a root-final laryngeal, 
i.e. root stem of a seṭ-root with potential analogical transfer of ‑a- into some aniṭ-
roots (cf. Jasanoff 1983: 82; Ringe 1991: 97). 

An ā-subjunctive can then only be seen in Italic and Celtic. The Italic one is 
normally made secondarily to the infect stem, but special forms like OLa. 
ad‑venat (vs. pres. ad‑veniō), tagam (vs. tangō) have been argued to reflect the 
independence of *‑ā-subjunctives from the imperfective stem (Watkins 1962: 
133). However, Rix (1977: 151) argued convincingly that these apparently primary 
ā-stems should be regarded as derived from root stems backed up by 
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comparative evidence: ·venat to the root aorist *gʷem- seen in Ved. ágan, and 
tagam to the root imperfective in OLa. tagit. These forms therefore do not need 
to be regarded as primary stem formations but are secondarily derived from 
aspect stems. There are thus several discrepancies between the Italic and Irish 
ā-subjunctives. 

Rix (1977: 151–154) proceeds to derive the Old Irish a-subjunctive from a 
(unreduplicated) desiderative *‑h₁se/o‑, allomorphic to the *‑se/o- of the s-
subjunctive and cognate to the Greek future-type µενέω with *‑h₁- appearing in 
resonant-final roots. This laryngeal should have given *‑ă- which must have 
been secondarily lengthened.  

McCone (1991: 94) ascribes the appearance of the laryngeal with resonant-
final roots to analogy from CERH-roots into CER-roots: thus, like mela‑se/o‑ < 
*melh₂‑se/o‑ → *ber‑ase/o‑ (for **ber‑se/o‑) to the aniṭ-root √*bʰer. While the 
desiderative nature can be discussed, this account neatly aligns the formation 
with the s-subjunctive and explains both function and ablaut within a familiar 
Indo-European framework. 

 
Adding to the complex is the Brythonic h-subjunctive, which can be 
reconstructed with a suffix *‑VhV- with *‑h- pointing immediately to earlier 
intervocalic *‑s-. The *‑h- can be seen by its occasional appearance in Welsh 
(3sg. carho~caro) and by the provection it causes in some circumstances (e.g., 
subj.1sg. nottwyf to pres.1sg. nodaf ‘notify’) as already recognized by Vendryes 
(1900). The following vowel mostly appears as *‑o-, and Strachan (1909: 69) 
argued that there must have been a vowel preceding *‑h-, which was 
syncopated. 

This, of course, already reminds us of the s-subjunctive met already in both 
Irish and Brythonic. Thurneysen (1884: 270) had already equated the Irish a-
subjunctive with the Brythonic subjunctive but disregarded the *‑h-. Much later, 
McCone (1991: 98–104, 123f.) convincingly accounted for the Brythonic h-
subjunctive from a thematic *‑āhe/o‑ as in the Old Irish a-subjunctive.61 This has 
since been substantiated and followed widely (cf. Schrijver 1995: 90; 
Schumacher 2004: 51f.; Stifter 2006: 277), although not universally (cf. 
Rasmussen 1992b; Jasanoff 1994b). The lengthening of *‑ă- < *‑H̥- would then be 
Insular Celtic, and the distribution of the subjunctives derivable from a single 
source. This seems to me the neatest explanation of all the Celtic subjunctives. 
 

 
61 Rasmussen (1992b) independently argued for the thematicity of the final vowel, although the rest of his 

account is different. 
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We can therefore present the following subjunctive for resonant-final roots in 
Insular Celtic (cf. Lewis & Pedersen 1937: 284–286; Stifter 2006: 277): 

 

Table 4: Insular Celtic *‑āhe/o-subjunctive 

This means that all Celtic subjunctives can be derived from a single, full-graded 
sigmatic formation with the allomorphs *‑se/o- after obstruents (and vowels?) 
and *‑ă̄se/o- after resonants. The formation is equatable with the Greek future, 
although the distribution need not be inherited. I regard both as having arisen 
from *se/o-subjunctives with analogical spread of *‑H‑se/o- to all resonant-final 
roots from *CeRH-roots, something which could have started already in Proto-
Indo-Celtic, given the same tendency for spread of laryngeal only in resonant-
final roots (cf. also the Vedic desiderative and Irish future, §§2.2.8, 2.11.3.2). 
However, I do not believe in an actual suffix *‑h₁se/o‑ since loss after obstruent 
would be irregular (pace Rasmussen 1997a: 255₆), and Greek demonstrates an 
archaic layer of *‑Rse/o-futures without laryngeal, cf. Gk. χέω ‘will pour’, 
ϑερσόµενος (Od. 19.507), which refutes an original *‑h₁se/o-suffix.  

 

2.11.3 Sigmatic futures 
The Celtic languages form their futures through a wide variety of stem types. 
Old Irish has an f-future, an a-future, an i-future and an s-future; the latter two 
can be found in reduplicated and unreduplicated variants. While Brythonic has 
no living future, we find relics of a formation in *‑hǭ-. Meanwhile, Continental 
Celtic attests futures in *‑sie̯/o- in both unreduplicated and reduplicated stems. 

At first glance, there seems to be little in common for all these types, but as 
I will argue they can all be derived from a small nucleus of sigmatic formations. 
Since the Old Irish f-future and the Brythonic *‑hǭ-relics are surely inner-Celtic 
innovations, they are treated separately in Appendix F. 

 

2.11.3.1 Gaulish *‑sie̯/o-future 

Continental Celtic, really only Gaulish, shows a future in *‑sie̯/o- appearing 
usually unreduplicated: Gaul. 1sg. pissíiumí ‘I will see’, 1sg.dep. marcosior ‘I will 
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ready (the horse)’, 3sg. bissíet ‘will be(come)’, 2pl. bissiete ‘you will be?’, 3pl.rel. 
toncsiíontio ‘who shall swear’ (cf. K.H. Schmidt 1986: 174; Lambert 1994: 63; 
Schumacher 2004: 58f.). We find one form with reduplication: 1sg. sisaxsiou ‘I 
will investigate’. 

This is immediately equatable to the *‑sie̯/o-future found in Indo-Iranian, 
Balto-Slavic and, probably, the Greek “desideratives” (cf. §§2.2.7, 2.3.3, 2.4.3). 
Gaulish thus provides a vital cognate to this formation which could have 
otherwise been ascribed simply to the Indo-Balkanic or Indo-Slavic clade. This 
*‑sie̯/o-formation could very well be archaic. The identical form and function 
would suggest a connection between the *‑sie̯/o-stems which could at least go 
back to Proto-Indo-Celtic. Alternatively, it is conceivable that the Gaulish 
*‑sie̯/o-future be independently innovated vis-à-vis the Indo-Iranian and Baltic 
formations. It is noticeable that no other Celtic or indeed any other non-Indo-
Slavic language language unquestionably attests such a formation.  

Proponents of the archaism of this formation have termed it variously as 
‘future’ (Schulze 1904; Brugmann 1916: 383–389; Pedersen 1921: 9; Thurneysen 
1920), ‘desiderative’ (Meillet 1937: 214f.; Puhvel 1960: 47f.; Jasanoff 1988b: 232f.), 
‘desiderative-future’ (Hollifield 1981: 185–188) or ‘preparative’ (Tichy 2004: 112). 

 

2.11.3.2 Goidelic strong futures 

The Old Irish strong verbs seemingly form an array of futures, mostly 
reduplicated and distributed according to root Auslaut similarly to the 
subjunctive: verbs in dental or velar obstruent or ‑nn- take an s-future, while 
verbs in final resonant or ‑b- (along with some other verbs) take an a-future. All 
of these formations show a thematic inflection, again like the corresponding 
subjunctives. 

 
The s-future is inflected like the s-subjunctive, except only for the absolute 1sg., 
which shows a desinence ‑s(e)a /‑s⁽ʲ⁾a/ (vs. /‑su/ in s-subjunctive) equal to and 
probably taken from the a-future (= a-subjunctive). The 3sg. is athematic as in 
the s-preterite and s-subjunctive. The formation is normally reduplicated with 
*i-reduplication, while the (unstressed) root syllable shows initial palatlization 
and (*)/ə/-vocalism in front of *‑s-: e.g., pres.3sg. guidid ‘ask’ (< √*gʷʰedʰ), 
fut.2sg. gigsi /gʲiγʲsʲi/, ·gigis /gʲiγʲəsʲ/ < *gʷʰi‑gʷʰedʰ‑se‑si. Verbs in initial f- 
regularly lenite -f- in the root syllable: e.g., *u̯i‑u̯(e)id‑s‑ > *fifed‑s‑ > /fʲi.əs(s)-/ 
(3sg.dep. ·fiastar ‘will know’). The s-future sometimes reflects a full grade (e.g., 
·gigis above), although in many cases the original vocalism is not quite clear, 
and in the case of *CEP-roots we could be dealing with reinstitution (cf. 
Hollifield 1981: 181f.; McCone 1991: 171f.). With CVRT-roots, we see zero grade: 
fut.3pl. fo·lilsat ‘will endure’ < *li-luk-so-nt(i) vs. subj.3pl. fo·lósat < *leu̯k‑so‑nt(i). 
Here, the zero grade seems to be older, as the full grade would have been just as 
phonotactically viable. We thus seem to be dealing with an *i-reduplicated, 
probably zero-graded stem with a *‑se/o-suffix: Ci‑C(R̥)C‑se/o‑. 
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Unsurprisingly, the s-future has been connected to the Indo-Iranian 
desiderative which agrees with the three markers: i-reduplication, zero grade 
and *‑se/o-suffix (cf. §2.2.8). Traditional scholarship takes the Irish s-future as 
evidence for a reduplicated desiderative/future in the common ancestor of 
Indo-Iranian and Celtic (cf. Brugmann 1916: 344–360; Thurneysen 1920: 144, 
1946: 414f.; Watkins 1966b: 80; McCone 1986: 248–259, 1991: 171–174; Schumacher 
2004: 57). Some scholars have rejected this connection (cf. Leumann 1952: 44f.; 
Meid 1977: 121). Just as with the s-subjunctive, it seems likely that the athematic 
3sg. was analogically taken over from the s-preterite, probably influenced 
mostly by the s-subjunctive, especially since athematic forms with root-final 
velar like √reg (√*h₃reǵ) would have given **·recht < *reg‑s‑t(i), not ·ré < *ress, 
which can only be regular from thematic forms like 3pl. ·resat < *ressont(i) < 
*reg‑s‑onti (cf. McCone 1991: 167; pace Kortlandt 1984). The locus for athematic 
3sg. in the s-future must then be found in the s-preterite, while the s-future was 
originally thematic like the s-subjunctive. 

A small group of six verbs are unreduplicated. They are strong class 1 verbs 
characterized by *e-vocalism in the present (and subjunctive), and their futures 
are identical to their subjunctives, i.e. Cess- < *CeP‑s- (cf. Thurneysen 1946: 410; 
McCone 1997: 43): e.g., ress- ‘will/may rise’ (3sg.fut./subj. at·ré; pres. at·reig). This 
type has been connected to the Indo-Iranian *CíP‑sa‑desiderative, which is also 
only found with plosive-final roots: e.g., Ved. dípsati = Av. diβža‑ (√*d⁽ʰ⁾abʰ 
‘harm’), even with an apparent cognate to Celtic in Av. tixša- and OIr. tess- 
arguably from *tikʷ‑se/o- (cf. McCone 1986: 249f.). However, the Indo-Iranian 
*CíP‑sa‑desideratives go back to reduplicated formations as also suggested by 
the irregular “i-grade” (cf. §2.2.8), and the Irish forms suggest an original *e-
vowel, not *‑i-. McCone (1986: 249f., 1991: 168–174) argued that this dissimilation 
goes back to Proto-Indo-European, and that we should reconstruct a PIE 
*P₁iP₂‑se/o‑ as the “desiderative” to *P₁eP₂-roots from original *P₁i‑P₁P₂‑se/o- > 
*P₁iP₂se/o‑ in the proto-language already. However, this is rather contradicted 
by the working of Bartholomae’s Law in the Indo-Iranian forms, which – despite 
McCone’s (1991: 171) claim – is not very likely to go all the way back to Proto-
Indo-European.62  

 
The a-future mirrors the corresponding a-subjunctive in inflection, but is 
restricted to strong verbs apart from only a few weak verbs. The only thing 
differentiating the a-future from the a-subjunctive is reduplication. Like the a-
subjunctive, the a-future is made to sonorant-final and b-final roots, and since 
the inflection is identical, we may safely assume that the a-future goes back to a 
similar suffix as the a-subjunctive, viz. *‑āse/o- (cf. Thurneysen 1920:-145f.; Rix 
1977:-147f.; Schumacher 2004:-58). 

 
62 Cf. Schindler 1976; Rasmussen 1987: 104, 1989b: 165; pace Miller 1977. Consider, e.g., Gk. λέκτρον ‘bed’, La. 

lectus ‘couch’ < *legʰ‑t⁰‑; Gk. πύστις, Li. bùsti < *bʰudʰ‑ti‑ vs. Ved. buddhi-. PGmc. *kluftiz ‘cleft, split’ < 
*glubʰ‑ti‑. Further discussion in Szemerényi 1996: 102f.; Kümmel 2007: 171f. 
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Like the s-future, we see an i-reduplication, while the root syllable shows an 
often syncopated ‑a- /ə/ before the stem-final ‑a-: to pres. daimid ‘suffers’ we find 
fut.1sg. ·didam, 3sg. ·didma. The *i-vocalism of the reduplication is often lowered 
due to the stem-final or internal ‑a-: e.g., fut.1sg. cechna, ·cechan ‘I will sing’ to 
pres. canaid. Synchronically irregular are vowel-initial verbs with futures in eb- 
for reduplication. These arose in PIE *p-initial roots, where *p was lost initially 
but retained through lenition in the reduplicated future: e.g., pres. ernaid 
‘bestows’ (< *p(e)r‑n(e)‑h₃‑ to √*perh₃), fut. ·ebra < *φiβrāse/o‑ < *pi‑pr̥h₃‑se/o‑. 
Due to the synchronic irregularity, the “eb-reduplication” spread to a few vowel-
initial verbs that did not have initial *p‑: thus pres. airid ‘ploughs’ (√*h₂erh₃) → 
fut.3pl. ·ebrat. 

A group of a-futures are formed without reduplication and with a root 
vocalism ‑é‑. This so-called é-future is found in verbs with initial stop and final 
resonants (mostly liquids) or ‑b-: e.g., fut.3sg. célaid, ·céla to pres. ceilid ‘hide’. 
This long vowel é arose in a similar manner to the ·ebra-type above through 
compensatory lengthening from reduplicated stems with *‑KL‑clusters which 
regularly lost their velar stop before liquid (cf. Pedersen 1909:-102f., 124f.): e.g., 
céla‑ < *kexlāhe/o‑ < *kiklāse/o‑ (cf. Thurneysen 1946: 414). Not only does 
reduplication account for the long ‑é‑, but it also conforms with the *i-
reduplication found in the a-reduplication. This new KéL-future type then must 
have spread analogically to some *PeR-roots which should not have lost the 
stop: → ·béra ‘will carry’ (pres. berid and subj. bera‑). This probably happened in 
tight connection with the subjunctive and therefore was extended to a few Peb-
roots as well: → fut. ·géba ‘will give’ to subj. gaba‑, pres. ga(i)bid. However, not 
all *KeR-roots show this weakening, and we thus find fut.3sg. ·cicher ‘will love’ 
to caraid; also 3sg.pass. ·gignethar ‘will be slain’ vs. 3sg.act. ·géna ‘will slay’ with 
both variants in the same verb. 

As with the a-subjunctive, the *‑ā- can be assumed to go back to a laryngeal, 
again limited to resonant-final (and ‑b‑final) roots. Contrary to the subjunctive, 
the length of the *‑ā- has been argued to be regular from the zero grade: *‑CR̥HC‑ 
> PC *‑CRāC- (cf. Thurneysen 1946: 414). There are, however, several problems 
with the sequence *‑CR̥HC‑ in Celtic, and especially in non-initial syllables and 
compounds, so serious doubt has been expressed about the originality of this 
(cf. McCone 1991:-154; Zair 2012: 263).63 

 
Given the similarities with the subjunctive, it is quite clear that the desinences 
must be sought in a similar structure as that formation. Since we se the same 
distribution of ‑a- and ‑s- as to root Auslaut, there can be little debate that we 
must derive the desinences from a suffix *‑se/o-~*‑āse/o-. Some scholars believe 
that the *‑ā- was original in all |R-roots, reflecting a genuine *‑h₁se/o-suffix (e.g., 
Thurneysen 1920:-143f.; Puhvel 1953), but it is not quite clear why the laryngeals 
would be irregularly lost in obstruent-final roots. I believe it was secondary, 

 
63 Treatments on the development of *‑R̥H‑sequences include De Bernardo Stempel 1987: 40–43; Schrijver 

1995: 168–191; McCone 1996: 52f.; Matasović 2009: 5; Zair 2012: 69–89. 
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arisen analogically from *|RH-roots into all *|R-roots, although this tendency 
likely began already in Proto-Indo-Celtic (cf. also §§2.2.8, 2.4.2.5, 2.11.2.2).  

 

2.11.4 Truncated imperatives 
Old Irish shows a few imperative 2sg. forms differing from the normal 
imperative by not showing a zero ending or being derived from the present stem 
but instead characterized by loss of final root consonant. The verbs in question 
all have an s-subjunctive, and the forms are identical to the conjunct 3sg. of this 
s-subjunctive, and they thus seem to be connected to the subjunctive. 

The group consists of the forms: a‑t·rǽ/com‑éir ‘arise!’ (subj. ress‑), t‑air 
‘come!’ (subj. íss‑), to‑g ‘choose!’ (subj. góss‑), ai‑c(c) ‘invoke!’ (subj. gess‑),̦ 
no‑m·ain ‘spare me!’ (subj. aness‑), *foir in MIr. to‑n·fói‑r ‘help!’ (subj. ress‑). 

The forms can be derived from sigmatic forms in either *(‑s)‑s or *(‑s)‑si 
(with Insular Celtic loss of final *‑i, cf. Cowgill 1975a: 57f.): e.g., ·rǽ < 
*h₃reǵ(‑s)‑s(i). This leaves several analyses open. 

The traditional analysis has regarded the forms as rather archaic s-aorist 
injunctive 2sg. forms in *‑s‑s, invoking the modal use of “injunctives” as 
imperative-like function in Indo-Iranian (cf. Zimmer 1890:-118f.; Lewis & 
Pedersen 1937:-286; Thurneysen 1946:-375; Watkins 1962:-139; Meid 1963:-123; 
Kortlandt 1984:-179). 

Cowgill (1970:-123) rightly criticizes the assumption of a modal injunctive in 
Proto-Indo-European/Proto-Celtic but instead derives the forms from the 
expected (thematic) imperative forms through an unexpected apocope (e.g., ·rǽ 
< *regʲ << *rege). Although functionally pleasing, this account relies on an ad 
hoc sound change otherwise unencountered.  

Jasanoff (1986), alternatively, connects the forms to the Vedic ‑si-
imperatives, themselves also connected tightly to the sa-subjunctive, and 
regards the forms as parallel *‑si-imperatives from haplologized sigmatic 
subjunctive forms *‑si << *‑sesi, following Szemerényi (1966), but ascribing this 
already to the Proto-Indo-European stage. He further backed this up by 
additional evidence from Tocharian (Jasanoff 1987a) and, less convincingly, 
Hittite (Jasanoff 2001/2003, 2013a). 

Given the association with the s-subjunctive, the truncated imperatives are 
most likely connected to that formation, and Jasanoff’s account is arguably the 
smoothest. There is no clear way for an analogical derivation of the form and it 
must therefore reflect something old. The assumption of modal injunctives 
continued in Celtic is indeed problematic and the association seems to be rather 
with s-subjunctives than s-preterites. Since the otherwise thematic nature of the 
subjunctive rather precludes us from assuming a clear subjunctive origin – and 
since the 3sg. conjunct of the s-subjunctive most likely reflects an analogical 
takeover from the s-preterite due to paradigmatic conflation with this 
formation – Jasanoff’s connection to the Indo-Iranian si-imperatives and their 
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own association with *‑se/o-subjunctives most elegantly explains this strikingly 
similar anomaly.  

 

2.12 PROTO-INDO-CELTIC RECONSTRUCTION 

2.12.1 The s-aorist 
The evidence of the Indo-Celtic languages confirms the traditional 
reconstruction of the s-aorist as an athematic aorist formation with *ḗ~é-ablaut 
and *‑s-suffix. This is entirely predictable, as the traditional reconstruction was 
specifically built upon the Indo-Celtic evidence. Nevertheless, it is worth 
pointing out that this reconstruction is still sound for the major clade that is 
Indo-Celtic. From its abundant manifestation and productivity in most Indo-
Celtic branches, it seems likely that the s-aorist also in Proto-Indo-Celtic 
enjoyed some form of productivity. 

Furthermore, it can be specified that the Proto-Indo-Celtic s-aorist had a 
recognizable function, not only as an aorist, but also as a marker of transitivity, 
creating oppositional factitive-transitives to intransitive verbs (cf. §2.4.1.3). 

 
More interestingly as a new insight, the examination of the s-aorist in the 
individual branches has revealed some exclusive innovations among the 
languages which I classify as “Balkanic,” i.e. Greek, Phrygian, Messapic, Albanian 
and Armenian. Here, innovative s-aorists were created on a productive level to 
roots and stems in *‑VH- (especially *‑eh₂‑), as in *steh₂‑s‑ ‘make stand’ (with 
factitive-transitive value), cf. Gk. ἔστησα, Phr. εσταες, Mess. stahan, Alb. shtova, 
Arm. stac‘ay; even more noticeabe is the shared innovation of productive s-
aorists created to secondary denominatives to *‑eh₂-stems with ipf. *‑eh₂‑ie̯/o‑ 
→ aor. *‑eh₂‑s‑ attested in all the Balkanic languages and nowhere else in Indo-
European. The *‑eh₂‑s‑aorists were even the only structure in which the s-aorist 
survived in Albanian (the v-aorist, §2.7.1) and Armenian (the c‘-aorist, §2.8). I 
believe this represents a prime argument for a Balkanic clade within Indo-
Celtic. 

 

2.12.1.1 Optative 

There is no proof for an inherited optative derivable from the s-aorist stem. The 
Vedic “precative” 3sg. ‑s does not point to a sequence *‑ié̯h₁‑s‑t with aorist-suffix 
after mood marker, which would be inexplicable through any productive 
morphological and derivational paths and therefore cannot be a late creation. 
The Vedic optative/precative 3sg. ‑s rather points to an actual ending *‑s. In the 
languages which retained the optative and the s-aorist, an innovative s-aorist 
was created through different means, although the obvious struggle to do so is 
apparent in the Greek material.  
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Vedic clearly shows an archaic pattern in which s-aorists are supplied with 
suppletive optatives from root stems (root aorists). This peculiar system must 
be archaic. 

The Albanian “shigmatic optative” points to a quite transparent sequence 
*‑s‑ih₁‑, which was also chosen in YAv. fra.zahīt, although they cannot represent 
a common inherited type in light of the optatives in Indo-Iranian (cf. more 
archaic OAv. zaēmā). The Albanian type could be shared with the Cretan forms 
in ‑σιε, however, which would point to a Proto-Balkanic/Proto-West-Balkanic 
innovation *‑s‑ih₁‑. It cannot be stressed enough, however, how uncertain the 
reading of the Cretan forms is, and given the many other solutions for an s-aorist 
optative in Greek, it is at least dubious if such a pre-form was ever there for 
Greek. 

 
The s-aorist thus cannot be reconstructed with an optative in Proto-Indo-Celtic. 
This is peculiar within the Indo-Celtic verbal system and probably points to the 
s-aorist being a late “creation” in the capacity of an aspect stem.  

 

2.12.1.2 Subjunctive 

The s-aorist forms a productive subjunctive in both Indo-Iranian and Greek, 
although it is peculiar in its ablaut in Indo-Iranian, being formed from a full-
grade root *√é‑se/o‑, i.e. from what appears to be the weak stem, going against 
the pattern of subjunctives formed from the strong stem. This probably points 
to the original strong stem of the (forerunner of the) s-aorist having had full 
grade instead of lengthened grade, although this is a structural argument based 
on internal reconstruction, not comparative evidence within Indo-Celtic. 

The *se/o-subjunctive is quite independent from the s-aorist in Indo-
Iranian, and it is indistinguishable from *se/o-futures in other languages (Greek, 
Latin), pointing to the formation being emancipated from the s-aorist at a Proto-
Indo-Celtic stage already. Cf. infra for its use as future. 

 

2.12.2 Sigmatic subjunctive-futures 

2.12.2.1 Subjunctive/future *‑se/o‑ 

The suffix *‑se/o- functions as an independent future in Greek, Italic and Celtic 
and probably in Phrygian and Messapic (i.e. Balkanic and Italo-Celtic). Latin 
shows that this formation was tightly connected to the aorist/perfect, showing 
perfective or resultative value in the future as well. This points to the form being 
an s-aorist subjunctive, which fits with the tendency in Latin/Italic to employ 
original subjunctives as futures. The same conclusion was drawn on the basis of 
the Greek future, whose proclivity for middle voice could best be explained if it 
represented an anticausative to an oppositional factitive-transitive s-formation 
(with Willi 2011), i.e. with the same function as the s-aorist. No other theory can 
satisfactorily explain the middle proclivity in Greek. 
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At the same time, this precludes a reconstruction of a separate morpheme 
*‑h₁se/o‑, since it would eliminate the explanatory value of the s-aorist 
connection. The restriction to resonant-final roots would have been hard to 
motivate phonologically from Proto-Indo-European in any case. Rather, the 
Greek and Celtic treatments with apparent laryngeal between root-final 
resonant and the *‑se/o-suffix must reflect a secondary insertion, probably 
taken over from |RH-final seṭ-roots. I think that this process began already in 
Proto-Indo-Celtic.  

 

2.12.2.2 Reduplicated future-subjunctive in *‑se/o‑ 

The Indo-Iranian desiderative and the Goidelic strong future were argued to be 
related, going back to a stem with *i-reduplication, zero-grade root and the 
suffix *‑se/o‑ (cf. §§2.2.8, 2.11.3.2). It was argued that this formation originated as 
an analogical *‑se/o-subjunctive/future to reduplicated imperfectives, and this 
must go back to Proto-Indo-Celtic. This could be understood as an original 
gradual-progressive prospective/proximal future. The relation to the 
emancipated *‑se/o-subjunctives was confirmed by the parallel pattern of 
resonant-final roots to show seṭ-character in this formation just as in the *‑se/o-
subjunctives. 

 

2.12.2.3 Future *‑sie̯/o‑ 

A future built with a suffix *‑sie̯/o- can be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Celtic as 
well, with continuations in Indo-Iranian (§2.2.7), Balto-Slavic (§2.3.3), Greek 
(§2.4.3) and Gaulish (§2.11.3.1). Although the suffix can be reconstructed for 
Proto-Indo-Celtic, it must have been in competition with the subjunctive and 
in particular the similar suffix *‑se/o-, which seems to have been more 
dominant, yielding vibrant futures in Italic, Celtic and Balkanic. The presence 
of *‑sie̯/o‑ in Celtic and Greek suggests a more limited role.  

The suffix, on the other hand, became productive as a future formant in 
Indo-Slavic, representing a probable shared innovation. The earliest Indo-
Iranian evidence suggests that the suffix was not at full force, and the 
subjunctive is generally used more frequently in a future function than *‑sie̯/o- 
in both early Vedic and Iranian. Nevertheless, the suffix became fully productive 
in later Vedic. It is unprovable but at least not implausible that the formation at 
first was regarded as more colloquial than the subjunctives, which attests to 
their strength in the high-register genre of our Indo-Iranian attestations. The 
subjunctive at least quickly disappears in post-Vedic except for the exhortative 
usage of first-person forms as “imperatives,” while ‑syá- at this point was a 
productive future, although already pressured by alternative periphrastic 
constructions.  

In Balto-Slavic, the suffix was also generalized as the productive future 
formant, although it was lost in Slavic with just one relic trace, and in Old 
Prussian it was continued in modal use in (at least) the third-person form. The 
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formation has, however, remained vibrant into the modern East Baltic 
languages, although various morphophonological and analogical developments 
occurred, especially in the third-person form in Lithuanian/Aukštaitian (cf. 
§2.3.3 and Appendix B.1), making a clear derivation from *‑sie̯/o‑ unclear. 
Nevertheless, I think that this suffix must have been the origin of the entire East 
Baltic future. I thus do not think that it demonstrates a suppletive paradigm 
with an athematic future or a retained s-aorist injunctive. 

 
The general function as anticipatory near-presentic or non-distant future in 
early Vedic suggests that the formation perhaps originated as a 
secondary/innovative present to a perfective formation. The most obvious 
candidate for an origin is the s-aorist, and the derivation of such a secondary 
present would be transparent in the suffix itself, divisible into two 
comprehensible units: *‑s- (of the s-aorist) and the productive derivational 
imperfective-suffix *‑ie̯/o‑. This would also explain the indicative nature of the 
formation. This could in principle have happened at any point in pre-Proto-
Indo-Celtic or, indeed, at various proto-stages if one wishes to detach the Celtic 
and Greek suffixes, for instance, from the Indo-Slavic ones. I see no reason for 
this, however, and it is most simple to assume that the creation of the suffix 
occurred only once, being in place by Proto-Indo-Celtic. 

 

2.12.3 Special sigmatic forms 

2.12.3.1 *si-imperatives 

Indo-Iranian, Messapic and Celtic attest a peculiar type of imperative formation 
in *‑si (§§2.2.4, 2.6.3, 2.11.4), which cannot represent the primary 2sg. ending in 
imperative function. Rather, these *si-imperatives are closely connected to their 
respective *se/o-subjunctives in both Indo-Iranian and Celtic, which is such a 
particular characteristic that it must be inherited and probably reveals its origin. 
I follow Jasanoff (1986) in regarding these forms as haplologized subj.2sg. *‑sesi, 
pushing back the suggestion by Szemerényi (1966) to at least Proto-Indo-Celtic. 

The single Messapic form klaohi forms a word equation with Ved. śróṣi and 
attests to the shared inheritance in Indo-Celtic. In fact, the formation is 
probably even older (cf. §3.6). 
 

2.12.3.2 Athematic middles and full-graded injunctives in *‑s‑? 

Vedic alone attests to a group of archaic-looking athematic primary middles 
made to an extension *‑s-, the sé-middles (§2.2.5). Although their inflection is 
certainly archaic, I argued that they could not corroborate an athematic s-
formation with primary endings for Proto-Indo-Celtic. In fact, all but one of the 
sé-forms had to be secondarily created within (pre-)Vedic, only one form, stuṣé, 
being unmistakably archaic and providing the pattern for the creation of the 
others. The ambiguous form stuṣé is not isolated, with other peculiar s-
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formations associated to the root, most importantly the inj.act.1sg. stoṣam 
which cannot reflect an s-aorist injunctive due to its irregular ablaut. The full-
graded sa-subjunctives stoṣā, stoṣat and the associated si-imperative stoṣi also 
attest to an s-complex, as well as the s-aorist pret.mid.-forms astoṣi, astoṣṭa. I 
argued that the s-aorist forms were secondarily backformed after the 
subjunctives.  

The other forms, however, I analyzed as going back to an athematic stem, 
just as the forms suggest, but this could not be an original s-aorist, due both to 
ablaut and the ability to form athematic forms with primary endings in the sé-
middles. Instead, I analyzed the stóṣ-~stuṣ-stem as going back to a root 
imperfective of an s-extended root √*steu̯s, derived from √*steu̯ (and perhaps 
showing factitive-transitive function). This immediately explains the 
problematic forms: stoṣam is a regular ipf.inj.act.1sg *stéu̯s‑m̥; stuṣé represents 
the regular result of PIS ipf.pres.mid.1sg. *stuš‑h₂ái,̯ 2sg. *stuš‑(š)ái,̯ 3sg. *stuš‑ái ̯
← PIE *stus‑h₂ér, *stus‑th₂ér, *stus‑ór; and the subjunctive forms stoṣā, stoṣat 
simply represent the regular subjunctives *stéu̯s‑o‑h₂, *stéu̯s‑e‑t. 

There is thus no reason to assume a new category “prospective” (pace 
Rasmussen 1985a) or that the s-aorist retained some wildly aberrant injunctive 
1sg. forms with full grade instead of the normal long-grade strong stem (pace 
Kortlandt 1987, 2004, 2015a), since that also fails to explain the middle sé-forms. 

 

2.12.4 A 3sg. ending *‑s? 
Indo-Iranian and, less securely, Phrygian and Messapic demonstrate a 3sg. 
ending *‑s (and *‑es?), seemingly associated with aorists/preterites. In Indo-
Iranian, it remained strong in the optative of (root) aorists, but other (mostly 
aorist) forms demonstrate that the ending was not restricted to only the aorist 
optative.  

In Old Persian, the ending seems to have been generalized in all past tense 
forms, also giving rise to the corresponding 3pl. past tense ending |‑San|. In 
Phrygian and Messapic, an ending ‑es is also seen in past-tense or aorist 
function. While there have been many attempts to derive these forms from the 
s-aorist, no one has presented a satisfactory account. The Phrygian and 
Messapic material is very insecure and can only be taken as evidence for an 
ending *‑s with all conceivable assertions of caution. 

 
Nevertheless, based on the Indo-Iranian material alone, the reconstruction of a 
3sg. ending *‑s is quite inevitable, and this must be a relic of an archaic ending 
already in Proto-Indo-Celtic, since there is no conceivable way in which it could 
have created by analogy from other origins.  
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3  SIGMATIC FORMATIONS IN TOCHARIAN 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

3.1.1 The Tocharian verb 
Unlike the drastically innovated nominal system, the Tocharian verb is 
remarkably archaic. As could be expected from two languages attested only in 
the second half of the 1st millennium CE, sound laws, analogy and 
morphological restructurings have inevitably complicated the picture 
considerably. Nonetheless, Tocharian plays a highly prominent role in the 
reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European verbal system, not only because of 
the likely position of Tocharian as the second outlier in the Indo-European 
language family but also because of the highly divergent nature of the verbal 
system itself.  

Tocharian verbs are characterized by a high number of primary-stem 
formations which take part in a complex inflectional and derivational system. 
Unlike the familiar primary-stem opposition known from Indo-Iranian and 
Greek, the Tocharian primary stems are based on a mixture of aspect and mood, 
with a separate stem for the preterite participle. Tocharian verbs distinguish five 
primary stems, from each of which a number of morphological categories are 
formed:  

1. Present stem: present, imperfect,64 present participle, present 
gerund, various verbal nouns, in TB a verbal adjective, and in 
TA the infinitive 

2. Subjunctive stem: subjunctive, optative, subjunctive gerund, 
privative, some verbal nouns, and in TB the infinitive 

3. Preterite stem: preterite 
4. Imperative stem: imperative 
5. Preterite participle stem: preterite participle, abstract 

Each primary stem can be formed in a variety of ways separated into “classes,” 
traditionally numbered after TEB (196–254) for both languages (despite not 
always presenting a satisfactory classification, cf. Peyrot 2013: 9–12). The TEB 
distinguishes 12 present classes, 11 subjunctive classes (numbered 1–7 and 9–12 
after the present classes), 6 preterite classes and 6 imperative classes.  

There is an intricate interplay determining which class a verb will employ in 
each stem, forming so-called stem patterns or averbos. A root can form several 
averbos, analyzed as individual but internally dependent verbs. Within the 
averbos, there is a tendency for the present stem to stand out and for the rest of 

 
64 In Tocharian A, a small group of so-called “strong” imperfects are formed in a different manner with a 

vocalism ‑ā‑ and palatalization (e.g., TA lyāk ‘used to see’) and thus different from the present stem. These 
forms are identical to the TB preterite class 1.7 (lyāka ‘saw’) and are undoubtedly the same formation, 
pointing back to *‑ē‑ with a-umlaut (cf. Sieg & Siegling 1931: 385; Pinault 1989: 128; Peyrot 2012b: 98f.). 
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the stems to show a closer affinity to each other. However, for some verbs the 
present stem is identical to the subjunctive stem, in which case the preterite-
imperative either stands apart from the present-subjunctive stem or has been 
directly derived from it. 

The following table lists the finite stem classes of TEB with their stem-
marking affix (after Peyrot 2013:-10f.): 

Table 5: The Tocharian stem classes 

The list does not show alternations made to the root/base, such as ablaut grade, 
palatalization or accent movement, which are just as important for the stem 
formation. The present and subjunctive agree quite nicely in their inventory of 
markers, as do the preterite and imperative. As noted above, the subjunctive is, 
however, usually made from the same base as the preterite and imperative, 
which are nearly always identical synchronically (apart from accent and the 
imperative marker PT *pə‑). Nevertheless, the imperative is usually regarded as 
historically derived from the subjunctive stem (cf. Adams 1978: 281; Pinault 
2008: 606f.).  

A general distinction can be made between roots and stems with or without 
“a-character,” i.e. a final *‑a- originally from root-final laryngeals and thus 
comparable to the seṭ-roots in Indic (cf. Winter 1965; Pinault 2008: 575f.; 
Malzahn 2010: 24). 

Although many of the components are immediately familiar (nasal infix, 
thematic suffixes), the Tocharian system is very different from the formation of 
several corresponding forms in the classical Indo-European (i.e. Indo-Celtic) 
languages, where, e.g., modal forms such as the subjunctive and imperative are 
not primary formations but made secondarily from a primary aspect stem by 
adding certain suffixes and/or endings. 
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Another peculiarity of the Tocharian verb is the fact that many verbal roots have 
both a “base verb” (Grundverb) with more or less the general semantics of the 
root as well as one or two valency-increasing derivative verbs with distinct 
averbos (cf. TEB:-174). One type consists of a present of class 8, a subjunctive of 
class 1 or 2 (or 7 in Tocharian A) and a preterite of class 3 (cf. Lane 1959:-165). 
The other type has a present-subjunctive in either PT *‑’ə/e‑ (class 2) or *‑ṣṣə/ske‑ 
(class 9/8) with a preterite of class 2 or 4. 65 

These valency-increasing verbs were usually all grouped as “causatives”, but 
Malzahn (2010: 50–99, 2012a) has demonstrated that they should be divided into 
“Antigrundverbs” and “Kausativum,” respectively. Peyrot (2013: 30f.) names the 
same two groups “s-transitives” and “causatives.” I will use those terms in the 
following section. The term “base verb” is not entirely accurate either, as some 
of them are morphologically more complex than their causative verbs (cf. 
Winter 1962). The causative verbs usually functioned as a true causatives of the 
base verb (cf. Winter 1980: 439f.; Carling 2003; Malzahn 2016b: 387f.), whereas 
the s-transitive usually functioned as an oppositional transitive (cf. below). 

 
A substantial number of Tocharian stem markers are sigmatic. However, most 
of them derive from PT *‑ṣṣə/ske‑, reflecting PIE *‑sḱe/o‑, which is not treated in 
this study. Since Tocharian A has conflated this suffix with PT *‑ṣə/se‑ (cf. Adams 
1988: 76; Hackstein 1995: 209f.), all cases of the TA ‑ṣä‑/‑sa-suffix which can be 
shown to go back to PT *‑ṣṣə/ske‑ (incl. present-subjunctive classes 10 and 11) will 
also be left untreated here. 

This also includes the Tocharian A subjunctive class 9 (‑āṣä/sa‑), 
synchronically with an added ‑ā‑66 before the suffix of the present, which, again, 
corresponds to TB ‑ṣṣə/ske‑. Hackstein (2004: 90f.) wants to derive it from 
desideratives in *‑h₁se/o‑, but the functional development is weak and there is 
evidence for accentually dependent presence and absence of *‑a- in the 
Tocharian B present-subjunctive class 9 as well, so this is probably an inner-
Tocharian phenomenon (cf. Malzahn 2011; Peyrot 2013: 487–490). 

Lastly, I will also leave out preterite class 4 in PT *‑ṣṣa‑, which was clearly 
formed to *‑ṣṣə/ske ‑ (< *‑sḱe/o‑) with the past-tense marker *‑(’)a‑ (cf. Malzahn 
2010: 220; Seržant 2014: 78f.). It mostly functions as the general preterite stem to 
causative verbs of “long-vocalic” roots, i.e. in PT *a/e/o (cf. TEB: 251–253). 
 

3.1.2 Function of the s-averbo 
The sigmatic formations which shall be treated here are thus synchronically 
connected in the same averbo consisting of sigmatic stems in the present and 
preterite and a non-sigmatic subjunctive (pres.[8]-subj.[1/2]-pret.[3]). This 
averbo includes both base verbs and s-transitives. I will use the term “s-averbo” 

 
65 The marker of causative seems really to have been initial accent, cf. Winter 1980: 440; Hackstein 1995: 3; 

Peyrot 2013: 491. 
66 Regarding the status of this ‑ā‑, cf. Malzahn 2011; Peyrot 2013: 488–490. 
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for all verbs with the averbo. The verbs formed with the s-averbo are usually 
divided into base verbs and s-transitives by marking their stem classes as a or b, 
respectively. Nevertheless, there is no morphophonological distinction between 
the two supposed subgroups. 

Although the system of derivative s-transitives was no longer productive in 
the historical languages, it must have been in Proto-Tocharian since it is 
inherited into the languages with a clear function. The s-transitives form 
oppositional transitives to intransitive unaccusative base verbs, with other 
specific functions attested for smaller groups of verbs (cf. Malzahn 2010: 64f.): 
some s-transitives have a transitive function associated with but not 
immediately derivable from the base verb (PT *prəwk ‘jump, leap’ : s-tr. 
‘overlook, neglect’), while others do not increase the valency of the root, instead 
yielding a slightly different meaning (PT √*spərka ‘disappear, perish’ : s-tr. ‘get 
lost, go astray’ : caus. ‘make disappear’) or with no discernable semantic 
difference (TB √asa ‘dry out (itr.)’ : s-tr. ‘id.’). If a root also has a causative, it 
usually has a more transparently derived meaning, demonstrating the 
productivity of the causatives as opposed to the s-transitives (cf. √*spərka 
above).  

Naturally, there can be no derivational function placed upon the base verbs 
in the s-averbo, but they might share certain features. On the formal side, there 
is at least one restriction, as s-averbo base verbs are almost universally non-a-
character, although a-character roots have no problem forming s-transitives (cf. 
Malzahn 2010: 204). This probably says more about a-character verbs than 
about the s-averbo base verbs, since non-a-character verbs also form base verbs 
with other averbos. As far as lexical semantics go, Hackstein (1995:-147–158) 
demonstrated that base verbs of the s-averbo are predominantly made from 
transitive roots, while intransitive roots mostly have a different averbo in the 
base verb, with the s-averbo being used to create an oppositional s-transitive. 

There is therefore a clear function associated with the s-averbo: transitivity. 
When formed to transitive roots, the s-averbo usually does not alter the 
meaning of the root, but when formed to intransitive roots, it increases the 
valency and forms an oppositional transitive. The distinction between base verb 
and s-transitive is therefore somewhat artificial. Due to the identical form and 
semantic core of all s-averbo verbs, it is clear that this system must have a 
relation to transitivity (or have gained it somehow). For the same reason, it will 
also be relevant to discuss subjunctive class 1, which takes part in the s-averbo 
and – although asigmatic synchronically – has been connected to the s-aorist by 
some scholars. 

3.2 PRETERITE CLASS 3 

3.2.1 The Tocharian preterite 
The preterite was one of two indicative past tenses in the Tocharian languages, 
being opposed by the imperfect which was made from the present stem. The 
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functional distinction between these two past tenses was one of aspect, the 
imperfect having imperfective aspect and the preterite perfective aspect, 
although it should be added that the preterite is the default or unmarked past 
tense (cf. W. Thomas 1957; Pinault 1989:-124; Peyrot 2013: 24f.). 
 
The endings of the preterite active are generally derived from the Indo-
European perfect endings, albeit with some remodeling (cf. Pinault 1989:-157–
159; Malzahn 2010:-39–44; Peyrot 2013:-417–419). Since the PIE primary and 
secondary endings merged into the present endings in pre-Proto-Tocharian 
(Peyrot 2013:-410–417), the employment of perfect endings to express the 
preterite is not a surprising choice. This presupposes that the perfect in Proto-
Indo-Tocharian had developed the resultative-stative function of the classical 
Indo-European languages.67 Only one ending stands out and cannot be derived 
from the classical perfect ending, viz. 2pl. PT *‑sə. Since it is sigmatic and 
inexplicable from the perfect ending *‑(h₁)é, it is of paramount importance to 
this study and will be dealt with separately in §3.5. It is the general 2pl. ending 
for all preterites and therefore not closer connected to the s-preterite in any 
immediate way. 

The middle endings are slightly more perplexing. Here, the 3sg. and 3pl. 
alone represent expected forms, with PT *‑te, *‑nte < PIE *‑to, *‑nto. The 1pl. 
*‑mte clearly goes back to PIE *‑medʰh₂ with adoption of the final vocalism from 
the 3sg./3pl. (cf. Pinault 1989:-159f.). Whether the 2pl. ending (TB ‑te vs. TA ‑c) 
should be derived from PIE middle *‑dʰh₂u̯e or active *‑te is uncertain (cf. 
Malzahn 2010:-37f.). More peculiarly, the 1sg. and 2sg. seem to reflect *‑h₂ei ̯and 
*‑th₂ei,̯ respectively, with what would otherwise appear to be the innovative 
Indo-Germanic present middle endings with *‑i instead of original *‑r. The 
Tocharian middle present shows the more archaic middle present-marker *‑r, 
but here the middle preterite shows a marker that is otherwise associated with 
present active function. 68  For a discussion of this perplexing problem, cf. 
Malzahn (2010:-44–46). 

 

3.2.2 Morphophonological characteristics 

3.2.2.1 Suffix, inflection and accent 

Preterite class 3, often called the s-preterite, is formed with an alternating stem 
in either ‑∅‑ or *‑sa‑. The allomorph with ‑∅‑ appears in the active except the 
3sg., while the allomorph *‑sa- appears in the active 3sg. and in the entire 
middle. As an exception to this general rule, Tocharian A has a small group of 
non-sigmatic middles which are treated separately in Appendix G. 

 
67 As opposed to the general stative function in Proto-Indo-European as argued in Søborg 2015: 123–126. 
68 The existence of endings in both ‑tor and ‑toi/‑tai in Phrygian does not clarify the picture, and it is not 

even certain that both desinences reflect middle voice or if they have different or identical reference time 
(cf. Ligorio & Lubotsky 2018: 1827f.). 
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Malzahn (2010: 190f.) lists a total of 97 verbal roots with preterite class 3 in 
the two languages, of which 35 appear in both, 38 only in Tocharian B, and 24 
only in Tocharian A. However, 32 are only attested in the corresponding 
preterite participle (1 in both languages, 18 in Tocharian B, 13 in Tocharian A), 
which, despite being connected, is made from a different stem than the preterite 
itself, so we should probably rather speak of 65 roots with preterite class 3 (34 in 
both, 20 only in Tocharian B, 11 only in Tocharian A). Table 6 gives the full 
paradigm of √*prək ‘ask, request’ with gradation in both languages: 

Table 6: The Tocharian preterite class 3  

The Proto-Tocharian paradigm is reconstructed with a tentative *‑ə- after the 
root throughout after Winter (1993: 198–201). He regarded this as a PT prop 
vowel inserted between root and suffix/ending to avoid consonant clusters. 
Although the active has mobile accent in Tocharian B, the middle is commonly 
accented on the initial syllable (just as the 3sg.), which Winter (1993: 197) 
explains by a purported loss of *‑ə́‑ in front of a single dental consonant. An /‑ə́‑/ 
is, however, found in verbs with heavy root-final consonant clusters: TB 
yonmasa /yonmə́sa/, otkasa‑me /otkə́sa‑/, mlautkasa /mlewtkə́sa/. Winter (1993: 
200) saw this as retention to avoid unacceptable clusters. Peyrot (2013: 509f.) 
rather regards the /‑ə́‑/ here as a late epenthesis in the heavy clusters, and argues 
that the accent on it is the result of a late progressive accent (continuing 
arguments of Marggraf 1970: 21). A few other verbs show accent on the suffix 
|‑sa-| in the middle, but not in the 3sg., which has a different vocalism: TB 
1sg.mid. kälsāmai/kəlsámai/ vs. 3sg.act. keltsa /kéltsa/ to √kəl ‘bear’; 3sg.mid. 
tässāte /təssáte/ vs. 3sg.act. tes(s)a to √ta(s) ‘put’. This accentuation is normally 
regarded as secondary (cf. Winter 1993: 201; Malzahn 2010: 193f.), but Peyrot 
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(2013: 512f.) rather regards these forms as regular. There is no need to assume 
that the usual initial accent in the middle should reflect original reduplication 
(ostensibly from the perfect) or that the forms with accented /‑sá‑/ should 
reflect more “pure” aorist forms (pace TEB: 247). 

 
A few vowel-final roots have consistent ‑s- throughout the preterite: cf. TA 
pret.act.3sg. casäs, pret.act.3pl. casär, pret.mid.3pl. tsānt to √tā(s) ‘put’ ≈ TB 
tessa/tesa, tesar/tesare, tässānte to √tās~təs ‘put’, both from PIE √*dʰeh₁. 
Tocharian B has ‑s- throughout all other forms of the root (pres.[2] tāseṃ ≈ 
subj.[2] tāsau, tāṣän‑ne), whereas Tocharian A has an asigmatic subjunctive 
class 5 (opt.act.3sg. tāwiṣ) next to sigmatic subjunctive class 2 (opt.mid.3sg. 
tāṣitär) and present class 2 (pres.act.3sg. tāṣ, 1pl. tāsamäs), parallel to Tocharian 
B. One could assume either an s-extended root √*dʰeh₁s or a generalization of 
‑s- from a sigmatic stem, likely the s-preterite[3] or a *‑ṣə/se-present[8] which 
could underly the present-subjunctive “class 2” PT *|taṣə/se‑|. However, present 
class 8 does not usually form present-subjunctives (being exclusive to the 
present), and the s-preterite is therefore the most likely candidate. It seems 
probable that the *‑s- of the s-preterite was retained after a vowel in this *⁰VH-
root (cf. Kortlandt 1991: 61f.). TA |cas‑(sā‑)| would point directly to *dʰē ̆h́₁‑s‑, 
while the middle stem PT *təs(s)a- cannot reflect *dʰh₁s‑ (> **tas‑) and must 
reflect a secondary “super-zero grade” analogical to the normal *e~ə-ablaut of 
the s-preterite (cf. Malzahn 2010: 642f.).  

TA act.1sg. kñasu, 2sg. kñasäṣt are interesting, as they have been analyzed as 
present forms and argued to be cognates with Hi. gane/išš‑zi ‘recognize’ (cf. 
Lindeman 1972: 7–12; Jasanoff 1988b; Hilmarsson 1991: 98). However, Schmidt & 
Winter (1992: 51) and Hackstein (1993: 151–156) have demonstrated 
independently that the forms are s-preterites. The forms are traced directly back 
to PT *kñes‑, pointing to a long-graded s-suffixed stem *ǵnḗh₃‑s‑ from √*ǵneh₃, 
i.e. a classical s-aorist.69 Synchronically, these kñas‑forms are regarded as the 
only forms of a root “√kñas” (alternatively listed as “√käṃs” in Carling 2008: 161) 
in a pseudo-suppletive paradigm with pres.[6]act.3sg. knānaṣ to √knā, and 
“√kñā‑ññä/a‑” with subj.[12]mid.3sg. kñāñtär and pret.[5]mid.3sg. kñāññāt 
(derived from the subjunctive). Clearly, these forms are not radically suppletive 
but all from PIE √*ǵneh₃. 

There is thus a pattern in which ⁰VH-roots have s-preterites with consistent 
‑s- also in the active. This is fairly simply explained as a phonologically regular 
retention of *‑(V)H‑s‑ > *‑Vs‑. Since this retention was synchronically irregular 
in the s-preterite, it is not astonishing that the ‑s- started to be generalized 
throughout the paradigm of the root also in other forms, but not completely. 

 

 
69 Peyrot’s (2013: 441f.) attempt to explain the palatalizing Proto-Tocharian *e-grade as analogical in order 

to not work with Eichner’s Law is not as convincing. 
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3.2.2.2 Ablaut 

There is a division between preterite 3 verbs with ablaut gradation and those 
without. “Short-vowel roots” (in PT *‑ə‑) mostly show ablaut with active in *‑e- 
vs. middle in *‑ə‑, mostly continued in Tocharian B, while Tocharian A only 
retains this ablaut in two verbs: TA act. |prak‑(sā‑)|, |cas(ā)‑| vs. mid. |präk‑sā‑|, 
|täsā‑|. Tocharian B has a few non-ablauting verbs with e-vocalism throughout 
the paradigm. Those verbs correspond to the Tocharian A verbs which have 
asigmatic middles (also with *e-grade) which probably reflect the original 
middle for these verbs, while Tocharian B clearly innovated intransitive-
middles. Since I think that these verbs descend from a different source than the 
s-preterite, they are treated separately in Appendix G. 

“Full-vowel roots” (in PT *‑a‑/*‑o‑/*‑e‑) are non-ablauting with their root 
vowel throughout: cf. TB mid.2sg. plāksatai‑me, TA mid.3sg. plāksāt (PT √*plak 
‘ask for permission’); TB mid.3sg. ersate, TA act.1sg. arwā, mid.3sg. arsāt (PT √*er 
‘evoke’); TB act.3pl. aipar‑ne, TA act.3sg. epsā‑ñi, mid.3sg. epsāt (PT √*ayp 
‘cover’), TB act.1sg. kauwa, act.3sg. kausa/kowsa (Š), act.3pl. kawar (PT √*kaw 
‘kill’).  

There is normally no gradation in the active, although a few full-vowel roots 
actually show a peculiar gradation here, cf. 1sg. orwa, 3sg. orsa‑c vs. 3pl. arar‑c 
/arə́r‑/ to √ar[s-trans.] ‘leave’ (cf. Malzahn 2010: 197). This peculiar ablaut could be 
due to reduplication: or- < pre-PT *ār‑ < *h₂e‑h₂or(H)‑ vs. /ar-/ < *h₂e‑h₂r̥(H)‑ (cf. 
Malzahn 2010: 209, crediting Peters). 

A few verbs show an unexpected *ə-vocalism in the active: cf. TB 1sg. wsāwa, 
3sg. wasa/wsā‑ne = TA 1sg. wsā, 3sg. wäs (PT √*wə(s) ‘give’); TB 3sg. 
mas(s)a/msā‑ne (√mə(s) ‘go’); TA 3sg. mäskäs, 3pl. mäskär (√mäskā ‘be’); TA 3sg. 
wläs, 1pl. wälmäs (√wäl ‘die’); TA 3sg. spärksā‑m (√spärkā ‘get lost’). Apart from 
√*wə(s) ‘give’, all the verbs in question are intransitive and irregular for the s-
preterite.  
 
The strong stem with PT *e-vocalism can go back to either PIE *‑o- or *‑ē‑. Both 
of these vocalisms are tightly connected to a traditional Indo-European stem 
formation, viz. the perfect and the s-aorist, respectively. Unsurprisingly, 
scholars have therefore attempted to connect preterite class 3 to either one or 
both of these traditional Indo-European verbal stem formations. The middles 
with *ə-vocalism can in principle go back to either PIE zero grade or *e-grade, 
both of which correspond well to the morphological categories suggested by the 
strong stem, with *e-grade being expected for a weak stem of the s-aorist, and 
*∅-grade for that of the perfect.  

The only distinction between the two is that only the vocalism of the s-aorist 
(*‑ḗ-~*‑é-) would palatalize preceding consonants, while that of the perfect 
(*ó~*∅) would not. Ideally, we should therefore be able to identify the original 
formation based on the presence or absence of palatalization. As it happens, 
however, the evidence is not consistent enough to provide a uniform picture (cf. 
infra).  
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3.2.2.3 Palatalization 

In Tocharian A, the s-preterite often has a palatalized active with a-grade 
opposing an unpalatalized middle, which either has sigmatic suffix and ä-
vocalism or an asigmatic middle with a-vocalism (cf. Appendix G): TA act.3sg. 
casäs, act.3pl. casär vs. mid.1sg. tse, mid.2sg. tsāte (√tā(s) ‘put’); act.3sg. ñakäs, 
act.3pl. ñakär vs. mid.3sg. nakät (√näk ‘perish; destroy’). The preterite participle 
is also unpalatalized: e.g., nanku, except for lyalyku (cf. infra). Often, we only 
have a palatalized active attested (e.g., TA act.3pl. caṅkär to √täṅk ‘hinder’, 
act.3sg. śosā‑ṃ to √käw ‘pour’), in which case we can only subsume that its 
middle would have been unpalatalized. Not all actives are palatalized, however, 
cf. TA act.3sg. kosā‑m to √ko ‘kill’, spärksā‑m to √spärk(ā)[s-tr.] ‘disappear’. 
Therefore, we cannot know if the active was palatalized or not when only the 
middle form is attested. Moreover, we find medial or even double palatalization 
in verbs in ‑l‑ or ‑tk‑, again only in the active: TA 2sg. palyäṣt (√päl[s‑tr.] 
‘extinguish’); 1sg. lyockwā (√läwtk ‘make’), 3sg. pyockäs/pyocksā‑ci (√pyäwtk 
‘come into being’), 3sg. plyocksā‑m (√pläwtk ‘arise’), 1sg. wackwā (√wätk[s-tr] 
‘separate, decide, answer’). This must clearly be a secondary phenomenon. 

In Tocharian B, palatalization is much rarer, usually not appearing in the 
actives which are palatalized in Tocharian A: cf. TB tessa, neksa vs. TA casäs, 
ñakäs. However, where it does occur it is not limited to the active but appears 
throughout the preterite and even in its participle. Palatalization is almost 
exclusively found in ‑l- in mostly initial but once also in medial position (clearly 
secondary, cf. Peyrot 2013: 79): TB act.3sg. lyauksa/lyeuksa, mid.1pl. lyuksamnte, 
pret.ptc. lyelyūku to √ləwk[s-trans.] ‘illuminate’ (matching TA act.3sg. lyokäs, 
mid.3sg. lyokät, pret.ptc. lyalyku); medial palatalization in act.3sg. pelyksa, 
mid.2sg. palyksatai, pret.ptc. pepalykusai to √pəlk[s-trans.] ‘burn (tr.)’. In one verb, 
we find varying palatalization: act.3sg. pleksa~plyeṅksa to √pləṅk[s‑tr.] ‘sell’, of 
which the latter variant with palatalization and ‑ṅks‑ instead of ‑ks- seems 
younger (cf. Peyrot 2008: 65f., 2013: 782₅₀₈; pace Malzahn 2010: 743). There is 
thus a tendency for ‑l- to be palatalized in preterite class 3, apparently already 
spreading beyond the active in Proto-Tocharian in the case of √*ləwk. There is 
one example without ‑l-: TB act.1sg. ñauskuwa (MQ), pret.ptc. ñeñusku to 
√nəwsk ‘press’, which is not preterite class 2 (pace TEB: 214; cf. K.T. Schmidt 1985: 
433f.; Kim 2007b: 74f.₂₀). Since √nəwsk has no clear path for analogical 
introduction of palatalization, it is most likely an archaism, probably only in the 
active, although it has also spread to the preterite participle. This might be the 
case with the l-verbs, too, with spread of palatalization into the whole preterite. 

 
Tocharian A thus clearly attests a distinction between palatalization in the 
active vs. none in the middle and preterite participle. Tocharian B has almost 
obliterated this system, most likely depalatalizing most of the actives so that the 
entire preterite had no palatalization. In the few cases where it shows 
palatalization, the simplest explanation is that it is an archaism which spread 
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throughout the preterite. Depalatalization can thus also account for the 
Tocharian A verbs with palatalizable bases but no palatalization. 

 
TB √kəm ‘come’ has an s-preterite middle |kəm‑sa‑|, pret.mid.3sg. kamtsate 
(with t-epenthesis, cf. Peyrot 2008: 69₇₃), meaning ‘come together with; bring 
oneself (with)’, but an irregular active preterite (“class 6”) with distinctive 
allomorphy between a palatalized, e-graded 2/3sg. śem and an unpalatalized, 
thematic stem |kəm-ə/e‑| with present endings in the other persons: pret.act.1sg. 
kamau |kəm‑é‑w|, 1pl. kmem |kəm‑é‑mə|, 3pl. kameṃ |kəm‑é‑n|. The later hapax 
3pl. śemare is analogical to the 3sg. (cf. Peyrot 2008: 136). The origin of this active 
preterite is most likely unrelated to the s-preterite (pace Hilmarsson 1996; 
Kortlandt 1997; K.T. Schmidt 1997: 257f.).70 I believe with Hackstein (1995: 164) 
that we are dealing with two distinct formations, the active reflecting an old 
intransitive root aorist, while the middle must reflect an oppositional s-
transitive, cf. the semantics. 

 

3.2.3 Origin 
The origin of preterite class 3 is a hotly debated issue with potentially wide-
reaching implications for Indo-European verbal morphology in general. Given 
the presence and absence of the sigmatic element and the PT *e-vocalism of the 
strong stem of the class, various proposals have been made on the origins, 
focusing on the two well-established Proto-Indo-European formations which 
could have provided these forms: the s-aorist and the perfect. Naturally, since 
only the former contains a sigmatic element, the s-aorist has been the main 
contender, with the perfect usually being allotted a suppletive or supporting 
role. All theories on the origin of preterite class 3 have thus involved the s-aorist, 
except for Drinka (1995: 124–126) whose mission it is to reject the existence of a 
reconstructible s-aorist in general. 

 

3.2.3.1 Merger theory 

The traditional hypothesis assumes a merger of the classical s-aorist and the 
perfect (cf. Krause 1952: 180; Lane 1953: 284; TEB: 247₄; Watkins 1962: 66; 
Lindeman 1972: 45f.; Van Windekens 1982: 160–169; Adams 1978: 282, 1988: 82–
85 (abandoned in 1994); Winter 1994: 291–294; Rasmussen 1997b; Hackstein 
2005: 171). This is clearly implied to some extent by anyone who draws in the s-
aorist, as the preterite endings in general reflect those of the Proto-Indo-
European perfect. However, this theory also supposes amalgamation in the 
stem itself. A major argument for the merger is of course the conflation – apart 
from palatalization – of *ē and *o in PT *e (the former palatalizing a preceding 
consonant), especially so after consonants. Indeed, the respective weak stems 

 
70 For other proposals, see Adams 1978: 282, 2013: 171; Pinault 1994: 190–192; Winter 1999: 259–261; Kim 2001; 

Malzahn 2010: 225–227; Peyrot 2013: 422–429. 
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would also have merged, excluding palatalization, with both *e and *∅ yielding 
PT *ə. The merger theory has an easy explanation for the conflicting 
palatalization in the preterite 3: simply put, one could derive palatalized stems 
from s-aorists and non-palatalized ones from perfects, potentially invoking 
analogy when needed (e.g., Van Windekens 1982: 160f.; Winter 1994: 291–294). 
Along with the trivial takeover of perfect endings in the original s-aorist, as in 
all other preterite formations, there is thus a great deal of support for this theory. 

Since the “merger theory” works with the classical Proto-Indo-European 
verbal system, it usually assumes that the perfect lost its reduplication in the 
merger, since class 3 is entirely unreduplicated. The continuation of 
reduplication in the preterite participle strongly suggests that the perfect had 
generalized reduplication in Proto-Indo-Tocharian, unlike the m0stly 
unreduplicated perfect which I have argued for in Proto-Indo-European on the 
basis of Hittite ḫi-verbs (Søborg 2015). The fate of reduplication in Тocharian is 
inconsistent, however, as we probably see loss of reduplication in preterite class 
2, where Tocharian B in my view has lost the reduplication still retained in 
Tocharian A. Reduplication, like palatalization and accent, was morphologized 
to a large extent, which means that it could either be preserved, removed or 
introduced as a part of morphological marking. One could therefore presume 
that reduplication was lost in preterite class 3 due to analogy or sound law. 
Scholars have sought different traces of earlier reduplication in preterite class 3, 
first and foremost in initial accent in Tocharian B: e.g., temtsate /témtsate/ < 
*tətémtsate (TEB: 247), unlike the few forms in accented /‑sá‑/ such as kälnsāte 
/kəlnsáte/, tässāte /təssáte/, which then would reflect originally unreduplicated 
formations (i.e. s-aorists). This account is highly problematic, however, since 
preterite class 3 does not have initial accent, not even within individual 
paradigms. As already mentioned, the accent is mobile, and Winter (1993: 198–
201) has showed that the accent is due to the “prop vowel” *‑ə́- between root and 
ending. The /‑sá‑/-middles are now considered secondary (cf. Malzahn 2010: 
193–195). 

 

3.2.3.2 Thematic aorist 

Before the merger theory had developed, Pedersen (1941: 188f.) proposed that 
preterite class 3 was primarily a continuation of the thematic aorist due to the 
‑ə‑ between the root and the ending in some of the forms. He still derived the 
sigmatic ending in the act.3sg. from the s-aorist, also connecting the Hittite 
ending “‑es” (i.e. ḫi-conjugation pret.act.3sg. ‑š), and although there is no reason 
to analyze the Hittite ending as such, this latter connection is still agreed upon 
by most scholars to this day. Nonetheless, Pedersen’s derivation from the 
thematic aorist is generally rejected today, and he drew attention to one of the 
disadvantages himself. The only preterite with cognate thematic aorists is the 
“irregular” TB 3sg. lac, 3pl. lateṃ ‘left’ (< *h₁ludʰ‑é/ó‑, cf. Gk. ἤλυϑον, OIr. luid) 
with no connection to class 3 or the s-transitive system. The consistent zero-
grade of the thematic aorist also cannot explain the PT *e-vocalism of the active, 
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and since there are other ways to explain the *‑ə- between root and endings, this 
theory is not appealing. 
 

3.2.3.3 Forerunner of the sigmatic aorist 

Pedersen’s connection to the Hittite ḫi-conjugation pret.act.3sg. ending ‑š was 
taken up by Ivanov (1959: 30), who added the Vedic 3sg. optative/“precative” 
ending ‑s and saw this as evidence that the s-aorist did not exist in Proto-Indo-
European, only a 3sg. ending *‑s. 

Continuing this analysis, Watkins (1962: 63–69) argued that the 3sg. ending 
*‑s was the starting point for the s-aorist in the other Indo-European languages, 
thus arguing for the s-aorist as an Indo-Celtic innovation (followed by Bader 
1978: 33). For Tocharian, Watkins assumed that the 3sg. ending *‑s first spread 
into the middle where the preterite marker *‑a‑ was added, yielding *-sa‑. Then 
the act.3sg. lost its final *‑s regularly, only to have it refurbished analogically 
from the middle: mid.3sg. *nek‑sa‑te : act.3sg. X (*nek‑∅) → *nek‑sa‑∅ due to the 
pattern pret.mid.3sg. *‑a‑te : pret.act.3sg. *‑a‑∅. This hypothesis seems 
unnecessarily complicated with loss and, only by chance, reintroduction of the 
sigmatic element in the act.3sg. Furthermore, it is unconvincing that the 
analogy above took place without affecting the entire active. 

 
Elaborating on the theories of Ivanov and Watkins, Jasanoff (1988a, 2003: 178, 
192–203, 2019a: 36–39) incorporated the Tocharian s-preterite into his *h₂e-
conjugation theory. Noticing the similarities between the s-preterite and the 
preterite of the Hittite ḫi-conjugation with perfect-like endings, apparent *o-
grade and especially a sigmatic ending only in the act.3sg., Jasanoff proceeded 
to reconstruct a pre-sigmatic, *h₂e-inflected aorist. This pre-sigmatic aorist is 
basically an alternative version of the merger theory pushed back to Proto-Indo-
European.  

The basis of the paradigm are the *h₂e-inflected root verbs with *ó~*é-ablaut 
and no reduplication which Jasanoff assumes to be the background of almost all 
Hittite ḫi-verbs. Like *mi-inflected root verbs, they could be either imperfective 
or aorist. Some of the aorists, viz. those with active-transitive function, replaced 
their pret.act.3sg. *CóC‑e with an entirely different form *CḗC‑s‑t, which in 
Jasanoff’s framework was the preterite of a Narten-inflected s-imperfective 
(“desiderative” in 1988a: 61). This led to a paradigm 1sg. *CóC‑h₂e, 2sg. *CóC‑th₂e, 
3sg. *CḗC‑s‑t, 1pl. *CéC‑me, 2pl. *CéC‑(t)e, 3pl. *CéC‑r̥s.71 The incorporation of the 
s-imperfective into the *h₂e-paradigm was in turn generalized as the preterite 
ending in the 3sg. in the entire ḫi-conjugation in Hittite, while Tocharian 
supposedly kept the paradigm in the transitivizing function. Indo-Celtic would 
later recalibrate the whole formation to match the 3sg., yielding the classical s-
aorist.  

 
71 Jasanoff (2013b: 108) now reconstructs the 1pl.+2pl. with *ó-grade and only the 3pl. with *é-grade. 
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There are many problems with this account. First of all, there is no 
motivation for an s-imperfective form *CḗC‑s‑t to be thrown into the very 
different *h₂e-aorist paradigm at a pre-Proto-Indo-European stage since it had 
different ablaut, suffix and endings as well as a very different function; even the 
difference in aspect would not work. It is striking that Jasanoff ends up 
reconstructing the precursor of the sigmatic 3sg. endings in Tocharian and 
Hittite as a form completely identical to the classical s-aorist. There is no real 
support for a Narten-inflected s-imperfective in general, and the s-aorist would 
actually make more functional sense in this scenario with its reconstructible 
aorist aspect and transitivizing function. Second, there is no trace of the 
supposed *ḗ-grade in Hittite, which already undermines this reconstruction, 
although it could arguably work with the varying palatalization in the Tocharian 
s-preterite. There is, however, no indication that palatalization originated in the 
3sg.; rather, it is a feature of the active as opposed to the middle. The suppletion 
would have created a wildly aberrant mixed paradigm and the likelihood of this 
being continued from Proto-Indo-European into the Tocharian languages is not 
very likely. Jasanoff (2003: 198f.) also concedes this, supposing a generalization 
of *ē-grade to have occurred throughout the active in pre-Proto-Tocharian. This 
leaves very little support for the pre-sigmatic aorist within Tocharian, since all 
preterites generalized “perfect/*h₂e-endings” and therefore would be entirely 
secondary. Jasanoff (2019a: 43–62) explains the pre-PIE suppletion happened to 
differentiate the 3sg. from the stative-intransitive-functioning verbs whose 3sg. 
*CóC‑e was somehow tied more to the middle. This argument is not very 
convincing either, since the 1sg. and 2sg. endings are more similar to (indeed, 
identical with) the middle endings than the 3sg., where there was at least a 
supposed distinction act. *‑e vs. mid. *‑o (along with ablaut). There is thus no 
reason why the distinction should not also have reached the 1sg./2sg. In the end, 
the only common trait between Tocharian and Hittite is the presence of an 
element *‑s- in the act.3sg. (and in the 2pl.!). One could attribute this to a shared 
archaism, although one could imagine many other scenarios that would not 
involve the insertion of a whole form *CḗC‑s‑t into a paradigm as formally and 
functionally distinct as the *h₂e-aorist of Jasanoff’s model. 

 
Although the *h₂e-conjugation theory has been followed by many scholars, the 
theory of the pre-sigmatic *h₂e-aorist and the origins of the Tocharian s-
preterites has arguably been the most criticized part of it, even among its 
followers.  

Thus, despite supporting the *h₂e-conjugation theory, Melchert (2015) 
rejects Jasanoff’s pre-sigmatic aorist as a hypothetical suppletion of an s-
imperfective. Instead, he suggests that the Tocharian and Hittite sigmatic 3sg. 
desinence go back to an actual *h₂e-conjugation aorist ending *‑s, completely 
unrelated to the s-aorist which he assumes existed in its classical form also in 
Proto-Indo-European. The ending *‑s was thus integral to the *h₂e-conjugation 
aorist active and had the same *ó-grade as the other forms of the paradigm. It 
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stood in opposition to the *h₂e-conjugation imperfective active 3sg. ending *‑e, 
i.e. there was an opposition between imperfective and aorist endings.  

Furthermore, Melchert adds the 2pl. for which sigmatic endings are also 
observable in both Tocharian and Hittite, adducing an opposition ipf.3sg.+2pl. 
*‑e vs. aor.3sg.+2pl. *‑s. The 2pl. ending would have been generalized in the 
Tocharian preterite for all stems, while the Hittite variant was only retained in 
vowel-final stems. While the s-aorist was lost in Anatolian, Melchert (2015: 132) 
assumes that Tocharian furthermore saw a merger of the *h₂e-aorist and the 
actual s-aorist “due to the fatal merger of *o and *ē.” Melchert also invokes the 
s-aorist in order to explain the palatalized active in Tocharian A, while the 
unpalatalized forms directly reflect his *h₂e-aorist.  

Melchert’s proposal is thus a different merger theory, very akin to the 
classical one but with a different *o-graded component. The Tocharian s-
preterite would therefore not only have its s-element from the s-aorist but also 
from the 3sg. *‑s of the *h₂e-aorist. One might also object that Melchert’s 
acceptance of both sigmatic endings and the s-aorist as origins for the Tocharian 
s-preterite is a little too easy and quite uneconomic. 
 

3.2.3.4 Sigmatic aorist 

In a different approach, Van Windekens (1944: 272) derived the Tocharian s-
preterite entirely from the Proto-Indo-European s-aorist. However, Van 
Windekens never provided any explanation for the absence of *‑s- in most of 
the active, and he later withdrew the theory in support of the merger theory 
(1982: 160f.). Nevertheless, later scholars have attempted the same exclusive 
derivation from the s-aorist.  

Ringe (1990) assumes that the s-preterite is derivable from the classical 
Indo-European s-aorist, and that the absence of *‑s- in the active is due to its 
regular loss in at least absolute word-final and some interconsonantal positions. 
The only place where he does not count on loss is in the 3sg., where he assumes 
that *‑(C)st > *‑(C)s, to which the preterite marker *‑a‑ was later added, leading 
to the attested 3sg. desinence *‑sa. Furthermore, he assumed that this *‑sa- was 
taken over secondarily in the middle from the active 3sg. The *‑ē-vocalism of the 
s-aorist active (singular) accounted perfectly well for the vocalism of the active 
as well as for the palatalization in most of the Tocharian A actives. The lack of 
palatalization in especially Tocharian B, Ringe (1990: 186f.) argues, was due to 
analogy with the unpalatalized middle. The only influence from the perfect 
happened when pre-Proto-Tocharian introduced perfect endings, which Ringe 
assumes happened gradually one ending at a time. The latter point is hardly the 
simplest assumption. Ringe (1990: 217f.) assumes that the s-aorist was primarily 
used in the active in Proto-Indo-European, the middle being “scarcely 
reconstructable”. Therefore, the middle was suppletively supplied by the root 
aorist middle, continued in the Tocharian A asigmatic middles. They were 
originally zero-graded, explaining the lack of palatalization, but later changed 
their vocalism to match the s-preterite active. The *ə-graded *sa-middles would 
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retain the original zero grade. The sigmatic middles thus cannot be derived from 
Proto-Indo-European s-aorists but reflect secondarily sigmatized root aorist 
middles, although the sigmatic element is derived from the s-aorist. This theory 
has been followed by Willi (2018: 472f.). 

 
Kortlandt (1994) presents an even more stringent derivation from the s-aorist. 
He regards the loss of *‑s- to have happened in interconsonantal and final 
position, thus also applying to *‑(C)st of the 3sg. In fact, *‑s- would only have 
been retained in the 1sg. and 3pl., and in Kortlandt’s framework the *‑s‑ would 
have been reintroduced to the 3sg., only for it to be lost in the 1sg./3pl. This 
means that we should expect *‑s- where there is none and we find *‑s‑ where 
there should be none. Such a scenario is quite illogical and therefore can hardly 
be the simplest account of the presence of *‑s‑ only in the 3sg. Kortlandt 
ascribed the lack of palatalization to analogy with the perfect (or the root 
subjunctive), thus admitting some degree of influence between the two forms. 
Kortlandt apparently also derives the Tocharian A asigmatic middles from the 
s-aorist, deriving TA lyokät directly from a PIE *lḗu̯k‑s‑to without motivating the 
*ē-grade or the lacking palatalization in the other forms. Since √läwk shows 
palatalization throughout the preterite system, it does not appear to be archaic 
in this respect. Rather, the system of unpalatalized asigmatic middle vs. 
palatalized ±sigmatic active must be original. 

Kortlandt is supported by Peyrot (2013: 496–515), who presents a much more 
in-depth and thorough argument for the theory, with many points of his own. 
He thinks that the s-preterite weak stem was influenced by the associated 
present class 8 (which Peyrot 2013: 515–524 regards as variants of *‑sḱe/o-
imperfectives) and the root aorist śem with Kortlandt’s lengthening in 
monosyllabic 2/3sg. vs. non-palatalized /kəm‑/ elsewhere (Peyrot 2013: 422, 
502). He thinks these non-palatalized *ə-grade forms led to loss of palatalization 
in the s-preterite middle *nēḱ‑~*neḱ- > *ńek-~*ńək- → *ńek‑~*nək‑. I do not agree 
with Peyrot’s account of present class 8 (§3.4), and śem is such an unusual 
preterite, so I do not think that Peyrot’s analogy is very likely. Peyrot (2013: 503–
507) further assumes that the retention of *‑s- in the 3sg. was original (and not 
taken over from other forms which then lost it) since the take-over of perfect 
endings in the preterite would have yielded 3sg. *‑s‑e, not *‑s‑t, as the precursor 
to the form. Palatalization from *‑e would then have been lost analogically by 
addition of the preterite suffix *‑a-, and the emerging suffix *‑sa- was taken over 
by analogy in the middle. I find Peyrot’s argument about the expected desinence 
*‑s‑e entirely convincing. Although it could work without changes, I will propose 
some different arguments for the spread in the middle and the loss of 
palatalization below.  

 

3.2.3.5 *o-graded ‑i(s)-aorist 

Listing the shortcomings of the theories mentioned above, Adams (1994) 
ventures to suggest an entirely novel Indo-European verbal formation as the 
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origin of the Tocharian s-preterite. Due to the vocalism, the *‑ə- between root 
and ending/suffix, the sigmatic element and the endings, he reconstructs an *o-
graded aorist stem with a suffix *‑i‑ and *h₂e-conjugation endings with the 
assumption of a special sigmatic element *‑s‑ only occurring in the 3sg., 2sg. and 
2pl., perhaps even the 3sg. ending. The system is thus quite “Jasanovian,” albeit 
with a very different formation and inflection reconstructed. The formative 
suffix would be *‑i‑, while the 3sg. ending/element *‑s would have given the 
sigmatic element in Tocharian, exactly where we find it in the active. Adams 
therefore compares the formation to the Hittite dai‑i/ti‑class of verbs which 
seems to demand an *o-grade, *h₂e-endings, a puzzling *‑i-suffix and (like other 
ḫi-verbs) a sigmatic 3sg.  

Although this hypothesis does seem to satisfy some of the problems, it is not 
very attractive. First of all, the formation is entirely transposed, it is unsupported 
by any other evidence and it does not conform with the usual system of the 
Indo-European verb. Second, the sigmatic element occurs as a fixed part of the 
endings for 2sg. and 2pl. throughout the preterite, while it only occurs in the 3sg. 
for this formation. Third, we do not need an actual vowel to account for the 
consistent *‑ə- after the root in Tocharian: it could simply be a prop vowel. 
Furthermore, it is not quite clear which function this formation had, nor why it 
would assume the same function we can reconstruct for the s-aorist. 
Nevertheless, it is interesting to look into the question whether the sigmatic 
element could reflect a 3sg. ending rather than the suffix of the s-aorist. 

 

3.2.3.6 Assessment 

I think that the Tocharian s-preterite is most easily explained as a continuation, 
more or less, of the classical s-aorist. This is not only due to the partial s-suffix 
but to its strong stem with Proto-Tocharian palatalizing *e-grade (most clearly 
in Tocharian A which must be archaic) and especially its transitivizing function. 
This all fits remarkably well with the reconstruction we reached above for the s-
aorist as reconstructible from the Indo-Celtic languages, with its *‑s-suffix, 
strong stem with *‑ḗ-grade and transitive-factitive function demonstrable in 
several branches. 

Although Jasanoff attempted to account for the functional side by claiming 
that the supposed suppletion of an *ḗ-graded s-imperfective 3sg. happened only 
in *ó/é-ablauting *h₂e-aorists with “transitive-active” characteristics, it does not 
explain the non-lexical derivational function of the formation as transitivizing 
or valency-increasing. Furthermore, the formal account is much more 
cumbersome and requires many theoretical unattested analogies, which seem 
unnecessary when the core characteristics of the classical s-aorist fit much 
better with the Tocharian s-preterite as it is. 

Although there are arguably a few obstacles in deriving the Tocharian s-
preterite from the s-aorist, they are, in my view, not insurmountable.  
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One obvious problem is the weak-stem s-preterite with non-palatalizing *‑ə-
grade, in stark intra-paradigmatic contrast to the palatalized *e-grade in 
Tocharian A. There is no other regular formation which varies in palatalization 
within its paradigm as strongly as the s-preterite (again, apart from TB √kəm 
which has a different distinction between act.2/3sg. śem vs. |kəm‑ə/e‑| elsewhere 
in the active vs. |kəmt‑sa‑| in the middle), and it is therefore not likely that 
palatalization was introduced secondarily in the active (pace Winter 1980) or 
was removed secondarily in the middle (pace Peyrot 2013: 501f.). There was a 
clear tendency to get rid of palatalization in the active (almost completely in 
Tocharian B), but Tocharian A shows beyond any doubt that it was original in 
the active where it opposed an unpalatalized middle. The middle therefore 
must reflect a zero grade, which conflicts with the traditional reconstruction of 
the s-aorist.  

I would therefore suggest that the s-aorist in Proto-Indo-Tocharian perhaps 
had a different gradation, viz. *ḗ~∅. This would in my view go back to a regular 
PIE *é~∅ gradation, where the strong *é-grade was lengthened in pre-Proto-
Indo-Tocharian, probably caused by the *‑s‑in the monosyllabic 2/3sg. with 
lengthening: *CéCs(C)# > *CḗCs(C)# (cf. §5.1). Kortlandt’s universal 
monosyllabic lengthening has too many exceptions (e.g., most root-stem 
preterite-injunctives, cf. Kümmel 2012b) to be readily accepted. The *‑ḗ- would 
then have spread to at least the 1sg. Tocharian inherited this system, probably 
spreading the vocalism of the strong stem to the plural active. On the other 
hand, Proto-Indo-Celtic stage introduced *é-grade in at least most middles (the 
zero-grade s-aorist middles in Indo-Iranian might then be relics), probably in 
analogy to the Narten-verbs. I believe such a zero-grade weak stem best 
accounts for the Tocharian facts.  

I believe this fits well with my conception of the origin of the s-aorist in pre-
Proto-Indo-Tocharian as reanalyzed root eventives/aorists of s-extended roots 
(cf. §5.1). These root eventives would have had a normal *é~∅ ablaut which in 
turn gave the Indo-Tocharian *ḗ~∅ ablaut and later the Indo-Celtic *ḗ~é ablaut 
by analogy. 

 
The exclusivity of a sigmatic desinence appearing only in the 3sg. within the 
active in both Tocharian and Hittite is of course remarkable, and it is certainly 
an option to argue for this to reflect an archaic feature. Nevertheless, I think that 
other formal and functional features speak against the forms being identical.  

First of all, the Hittite ḫi-conjugation pret.act.3sg. ‑š is an actual ending that 
appears with regular *ó-grade characteristic of the strong stem in the perfect. 
Tocharian *‑sa‑ is a suffix with the preterite marker *‑a-, completely detached 
from the preterite endings which indeed reflect the perfect endings but occur 
with all preterites, not only the s-preterite. The Hittite ending can only go back 
to final *‑s(C), but all word-final obstruents were lost in Tocharian (Pinault 1989: 
57). It is therefore not by any means a direct match, and the Tocharian 
desinence *‑sa‑ is likely a late formation since the preterite marker *‑a- cannot 
be very old. 
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Secondly, the perfect stem is only assuredly continued in the preterite 
participle which – although associated with it – is forms a distinct stem from 
the preterite (cf. Peyrot 2010), notably by its reduplication. Since the preterite 
participle descends from the perfect participle, it implies that the perfect was 
generally reduplicated in Proto-Indo-Tocharian, like the classical conception of 
the perfect. This was probably an innovation from the mostly unreduplicated 
perfect in Proto-Indo-European (cf. Søborg 2015: 118–122). Since the preterite 
participle demands a reduplicated Proto-Indo-Tocharian perfect, I see no 
reason for assuming that the perfect is also continued in the unreduplicated s-
preterite. 

Thirdly, there is no transitivizing function in the Hittite ending ‑š and any 
argument that ascribes such a function to it by deriving it from a formation with 
transitivizing function (s-aorist) or by claiming that it emerged only in 
“transitive-active” verbs (like Jasanoff’s suppletion in the pre-sigmatic aorist) is 
circular. There is no function to Hi. ‑š other than tense and person-number. The 
Tocharian element *‑sa- is, however, exclusive to a specific category with 
transitivizing function. I think that this fact is crucial, and combined with the 
palatalization I can see no better way to explain the Tocharian facts from an 
Indo-European origin. 

 
The derivation from the s-aorist then demands an explanation for the only 
partial presence of *‑s- in the formation. I think that it is crucial to bring into 
account the vowel-final roots from *⁰VH-, which show ‑s- throughout their 
inflection in preterite class 3: with TA pret.act.3sg. casäs, pret.act.3pl. casär, 
pret.mid.3pl. tsānt ≈ TB tessa/tesa, tesar/tesare, tässānte from PIE √*dʰeh₁, and 
TA pret.act.1sg. kñasu, pret.act.2sg. kñasäṣt from PIE √*ǵneh₃. Both reflect PT 
*‑’e- from earlier *‑ē‑, which can only be apophonic PIE *‑ē- in the case of 
kñasu/kñasäṣt (no o-colouring) and they therefore directly reflect the expected 
development of the s-aorist, albeit with a zero-graded middle/weak stem in 
order to explain the lacking palatalization. It follows that all other s-preterites 
also must have had *‑s- throughout their inflection, not just in the 3sg.act. and 
middle. 

 Consequently, the loss of *‑s- must be related to the consonant clusters 
which naturally appeared when attached to other roots whose consonants were 
retained (unlike the laryngeals in the *⁰VH-roots). A loss of interconsontal *‑s- 
in most instances is entirely justified, although it probably cannot be assumed 
as a general sound law (cf. the different accounts in Ringe 1990: 193–205; Peyrot 
2013: 503–507). 

The important point here is that *‑s- remained in the 3sg. A retention cannot 
be explained from an ending *‑s or *‑s‑t, which would have been lost without 
trace in Tocharian (cf. TA ṣäk ‘six’ < *s(u̯)éḱs). We would have expected PT 
**pre(k) < *prḗḱ‑s‑t. However, *‑s‑t cannot be the immediately expected 
desinence for the s-preterite 3sg. anyway. Since pre-Proto-Tocharian 
generalized perfect endings in the preterite (parallel to the Latin perfect, 
including the s-perfect), the expected 3sg. desinence of an s-aorist would have 
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been *‑s‑e, which should have given (pre-)PT *‑s‑’ə (thus also Peyrot 2013: 506f.). 
The final vowel assured the retention of *‑s- in contrast to the other endings 
which had an initial consonant. This must have included the 1sg. which had *‑w- 
at this stage, and probably also the 3pl., which goes back to *‑rə (whether this 
descends from *‑r̥(s)+V or *‑rV) and therefore likely was consonant-initial at the 
relevant stage. Otherwise, the 3pl. would show analogical loss, but this is at least 
not a necessity. 

Subsequently, once the *‑s- had been lost regularly (and perhaps 
analogically in some cases) in the other active forms, the *‑’ə in 3sg. would have 
been replaced or preceded by the productive preterite marker *‑a‑, which must 
be assumed in any case for all theories. The palatalization, which should be 
assumed from *‑e would then have been given up, perhaps because the *‑a-
marker was inserted before the ending *‑’ə. The result was a desinence *‑s‑a‑∅, 
parallel to the 3sg. desinence *‑a‑∅ of the a-class preterites, by far the most 
abundant preterite type in the Tocharian languages. 

The preterite middle in *‑sa- could have been created completely 
analogically to this 3sg.act. (thus Peyrot 2013: 507). Nevertheless, the 1sg.mid. 
with its ending *‑ay should have retained the *‑s- as well. I think that this was 
crucial for the generalization of *‑sa- in the middle, since *‑ay was ambiguous 
as to a-character72 and thus have been a decisive part in the analogy which 
caused the generalization: a-preterite (class 1) act.3sg. *‑a‑∅ : mid.1sg. *(‑a)‑ay : 
mid.3sg. *‑a‑te :: s-pret. (class 3) act.3sg. *‑s‑a‑∅ : mid.1sg. *‑s(a)‑ay : mid.3sg. X → 
*‑s‑a‑te. In addition, 1sg.mid. *‑ay would not have palatalized the *‑s-, thus 
providing a potential motivation for the removal of palatalization in the act.3sg. 
from *‑s‑’ə. 

 
I thus essentially support Ringe and Kortlandt, although in my view the middle 
forms should be explained differently, by altering our reconstruction of the s-
aorist a bit for Proto-Indo-Tocharian.  

Apart from the preterite endings, I can see no convincing argument to 
suppose a merger with the perfect in this formation. In fact, I think a few points 
speak against it. Functionally, there is nothing pointing to a special affinity of 
the Proto-Indo-European perfect with transitivity, rather the opposite; the fact 
that the perfect endings were generalized as preterite endings speak for a 
resultative-stative function of the perfect at the Proto-Indo-Tocharian stage, but 
Indo-Celtic shows that the perfect still had a strong affinity with stative and 
intransitive function, the opposite of the function of the Tocharian s-preterite. 
Furthermore, since I believe that the lack of palatalization in the s-preterite 
active of many verbs is an inner-Tocharian tendency and can be ascribed to 
levelling from the unpalatalized middle and from root bases which could not 
distinguish palatalization, I see no need to invoke the *ó-grade of the Indo-

 
72  Cf. TA pret.1sg.mid. ‑e in both a-character and non-a-character verbs. The variant ‑āwe is entirely 

analogical to a-character pret.1sg.act. ‑āwā, which, itself, is analogically restored from regular ‑ā < *‑awa 
(cf. Þórhallsdóttir 1988: 201). 
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European perfect to explain non-occurrence of palatalization in the Tocharian 
s-preterite active. 

 

3.3 SUBJUNCTIVE CLASS 1 (AND 5) 

3.3.1 The Tocharian subjunctive 
The subjunctive stem is made through various formations, listed as 12 classes in 
the traditional system. Many of these formations are specifically athematic and 
ablauting, definitively quelling any aspiration to derive the Tocharian 
subjunctive from the traditional Indo-European thematic subjunctive. 

The function of the Tocharian subjunctive differs depending on the clause, 
being used as a future in main clauses but as a marker of uncertainty/irrealis in 
subordinate clauses (cf. Peyrot 2013: 217–389). This was unified as an original 
function of “uncertainty” by Krause (1952: 30), but Peyrot (2013: 597) rather 
explained the different uses from a perfective present, reflecting what he 
considers to be the origin of the subjunctives, viz. the aorist which also gave the 
preterite stems. When the Proto-Indo-European primary and secondary 
endings merged as the present endings in pre-Proto-Tocharian, the endings of 
the perfect were generalized as unambiguous markers of preterite tense. The 
combination of aorist stem and secondary endings (merging with the primary 
ones) would then have assumed the remaining non-past “injunctive” functions 
of the aorist. Peyrot (2013: 407f.) thinks that this reflects a retained distinction 
between the augmented aorist preterite and the unaugmented aorist injunctive.  

However, since I do not agree with the existence of the augment nor with 
the division of distinct categories preterite and injunctive for Proto-Indo-
Tocharian, I think that the distinction between preterite and non-preterite uses 
merely reflects the reshuffled functions of the endings within Tocharian. In a 
similar vein, Winter (1961: 89, 1994: 286f.) had already argued that the 
subjunctives were created within pre-Proto-Tocharian by adding present 
endings to the perfective preterite stem, which would lead to the same 
perfective present origin for the subjunctive (followed by Kim 2007a: 196). 
Either way, a non-past perfective cannot express simple present tense, and this 
would have yielded the different functions of future and uncertainty depending 
on the clause. I therefore follow this conception of the Tocharian subjunctive as 
a secondary perfective present. 

 

3.3.2 Morphophonological characteristics and patterning 

3.3.2.1 Subjunctive class 1 

Subjunctive class 1 is an unproductive athematic root stem in both Tocharian 
languages, being attested for 48 roots in Tocharian B and a mere nine roots in 
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Tocharian A (cf. Malzahn 2010: 274–277). The low number in Tocharian A is 
primarily due to a language-specific tendency to substitute subjunctive class 1 
by class 7 (in ‑ñä/a‑), which synchronically occupies the spot as the usual 
subjunctive within the s-averbo. Furthermore, subjunctives of class 1 are often 
competing with class 2, the two classes fluctuating as the subjunctive stem in 
several cases and in both languages. This probably reflects an inherited trait of 
the recessive subjunctive as susceptible to thematicization already in Proto-
Tocharian, which is the difference between class 1 and the 2. Thematicized 
original class 1 subjunctives are often identifiable by other class 1 forms, s-averbo 
affiliation, ablaut or function: e.g., the thematic subj.[2]act.1pl. nkem must have 
been thematicized in light of subj.[1]act.1sg. neku. 

A transitive active subjunctive class 1 is also often connected with an 
intransitive middle of subjunctive class 3. This system can be analyzed in several 
ways, depending on one’s view of subjunctive class 3 (cf. Malzahn 2010: 327–
331). Although it is connected with and often supplanted by other subjunctive 
classes, the comparative evidence clearly proves that class 1 was the original 
subjunctive in the s-averbo. 

 
Subjunctive class 1 is formed by an unsuffixed root stem characterized solely by 
morphophonological and suprasegmental markings of the root (ablaut, accent). 
The formation is marked by an ablaut gradation PT *e~ə. The ablaut thus 
matches that of the connected preterite class 3, but the distribution of the 
grades is different, with the subjunctive strong stem restricted to the singular 
active and the weak stem found in the plural active and the entire middle: cf. TB 
subj.act.3sg. prekäṃ, subj.act.3pl. parkäṃ; subj.act.1sg. kewu, subj.mid.3sg. kutär 
(√kəw ‘pour, libate’). This conflicts with the preterite whose strong stem is used 
throughout the active, the weak stem being restricted to the middle. 

The subjunctive is not characterized by palatalization in any of the ablaut 
grades for any verb. This again contrasts somewhat with preterite class 3 which 
is characterized by a palatalized strong stem in at least Tocharian A. However, 
the palatalization in the preterite is recessive as discussed above.  

 
In Tocharian B, subjunctive class 1 is further characterized by showing a clear 
tendency for accent on the initial syllable throughout the paradigm, even when 
an enclitic pronoun is attached: cf. subj.act.3sg. tekäṃ‑ne /tékən‑/, subj.act.3pl. 
parkän‑me /pə́rkən‑/, subj.mid.3sg. kantär‑ñ /kə́ntər‑/. This is the case for most 
“short-vowel” roots, although at least four roots show “normal” non-initial 
accent: e.g., abstr. tsäkalñe /tsəkə́lñe/ to √tsək ‘burn’ (cf. Malzahn 2010: 279f.). 

The “full-vowel” roots disagree even more, being roughly split in equal 
groups showing initial and non-initial accent, respectively: cf. abstr. nākälyñe 
/nákəĺñe/ to √nak ‘blame’ vs. nesalyñe /nesə́ĺñe/ to √nes ‘be’ (cf. Malzahn 2010: 
278f.). Although there is a clear tendency for initial accent in Tocharian B, 
especially among the “short-vowel” roots, it is thus by no means consistent. 
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Subjunctive class 1 is clearly original within the s-averbo, being connected 
almost exclusively to preterite class 3. The few exceptions are easily dismissable 
(cf. Malzahn 2010: 297), which means that the association to the s-preterite is, 
in fact, exclusive. 

 

3.3.2.2 Subjunctive class 5 

The formation of subjunctive class 1 is strikingly similar to that of subjunctive 
class 5, all morphological markers being essentially identical. A brief overview 
of this class will be given here. 

Subjunctive class 5 is also an unsuffixed formation marked by PT *e~ə-
ablaut, no palatalization and initial accent in Tocharian B. The only difference 
consists in the stem-final a-character of class 5 as opposed to the non-a-
character of class 1. This a-character resulted in a-colouring of the *e-vowel in 
Tocharian B, so that a descriptive ablaut /‑a‑/~/‑ə‑/ is synchronically in place 
there. Cf. Malzahn (2010: 280–294) for a detailed description. 

The stem of subjunctive class 5 is therefore disyllabic whereas that of class 1 
is monosyllabic. The final *‑a- in class 5 has often been seen as a suffix and 
connected with the subjunctives in ‑ā- in Celtic and Italic from a supposed 
Proto-Indo-European “ā-subjunctive” (e.g., Pedersen 1941: 199) and parallel to 
the equally controversial notion of an “*ā-preterite”. It has, however, become 
clear that the *‑a- of the Tocharian subjunctive is not a suffix but is an integral 
part of the root, reflecting a root-final laryngeal parallel to the seṭ-roots in Indic 
(cf. Ringe 1991: 97). 

 
Tocharian B shows consistent initial accent on non-ablauting stems (both full- 
and short-vowel roots) and nearly all ablauting stems (short-vowel roots): cf. 
act.3sg. tākaṃ /tákan/, 2pl. tākacer /tákacer/ to √taka ‘be(come)’; act.2sg. lāmat 
/lámat/, inf. lamatsi /lə́matsəy/ to √ləm(a) ‘sit’. A small group of ablauting stems 
show both initial and non-initial accent in different forms: cf. act.2sg. kāskat 
/káskat/ vs. mid.3sg. käskātär /kəskátər/ to √kəsk(a) ‘scatter’. A different group of 
short-vowel roots shows non-ablauting /ə/-vocalism and non-initial accent 
throughout the paradigm: cf. subj.act.3sg. lakaṃ ~ lkā‑ne |ləká‑|, mid.3sg. lkātär 
/lkátər/ to √ləka ‘see’ and act.3pl. śuwaṃ/śwā‑ñ |śəwá‑|, inf. śwātsi /ś(ə)wátsəy/ 
to √śəwa (cf. Malzahn 2010: 289f.). Marggraf’s (1970: 29) attempt to discredit 
these forms as carrying a different suffix is unconvincing. As Malzahn (2010: 
303f.) argues, it is hard to discard the irregular non-initial accent as secondary. 

 
The formal identity of the stem markers of the two subjunctive classes stands in 
stark contrast to their stem patterning and functions. Unlike subjunctive class 1, 
class 5 is only made to base verbs and never has a transitivizing function. It is 
also connected to entirely different stems, being especially close with preterite 
class 1 (the similar athematic root preterites to |a-roots) and mostly has present 
class 6 or 7, but it is practically never associated with the s-averbo.  
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There is thus no similarity or overlap between the function or stem 
patterning of subjunctive classes 1 and 5. This is an obstacle in deriving both 
stems from a common source. There is no apparent reason why the same stem 
formation should behave drastically different depending on the a-character of 
the root attached to it. 

 

3.3.3 Origin 
The formal identity between subjunctive classes 1 and 5 has meant that most 
scholars have treated them as the same formation and sought the origin based 
on that premise with little or no focus on the distinctive functions and stem 
patterns of the two classes. 

 
The traditional assumption derives both subjunctive classes from the classical 
Proto-Indo-European perfect (Van Windekens 1944: 267; Lane 1959: 160; Cowgill 
1967; Adams 1978: 280f.; Klingenschmitt 1994c: 406f.; Winter 1994: 305–307; 
Rasmussen 1997b: 146, 2002: 379; Hackstein 2005: 171; Kim 2007a).  

The reasons for this are clear: the *ó~∅-ablaut of the perfect would perfectly 
account for the non-palatalizing *e~ə-ablaut, and the pervasive initial accent 
could be ascribed to the reduplication of the classical perfect. Since the perfect 
must have taken over perfective preterite value in order to be generalized in the 
endings of the preterite, the perfect could also fit with the subjunctive, which is 
a perfective present. Indeed, a perfect origin of the subjunctive cannot work 
without it being derived from the preterite (perfect → perfective preterite → 
perfective present), so it is curious why the corresponding s-preterite does not 
share several of the features of the subjunctive that are emphasized as 
suggesting a perfect origin. 

Although the initial accent in Tocharian B is extensive, it is not universal. 
Accounting for the cases of non-initial accent is a difficult task for the 
supporters of the perfect theory. However, one could always invoke analogy or 
a different origin for the specific verbs, so this alone cannot debunk the theory. 

Remarkably, the reduplication of the perfect is uncontroversially supposed 
to be retained in the preterite participle, which is reduplicated in both 
languages. This would require the perfect to have lost its reduplication without 
any other trace than initial accent in the finite forms whereas the reduplication 
remained unscathed in the participle. It is hard to motivate such a development. 

Even more damning, the perfect theory cannot explain the distinct 
functions and stem patterns of the two subjunctive classes. Particularly, the 
transitivizing function of subjunctive class 1 and the consistent relation to the s-
averbo are hard to explain from the perfect, which was originally a stative and, 
if anything, had a low degree of transitivity. The failure to explain the 
association with the s-averbo is in my view detrimental and makes the theory 
less than perfect. 
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Malzahn (2010: 309–315) argues that the subjunctive classes are so similar to 
their corresponding preterites that they must in fact be derivatives of them: i.e. 
that subjunctive class 1 is derived from preterite class 3 and subjunctive class 5 
from preterite class 1. She argues that only subjunctive class 1 originated from 
the perfect, and that the traits of this class (ablaut and reduplication leading to 
initial accent) were taken over analogically in subjunctive class 5. The original 
outlook of subjunctive class 5 was retained in the frequent verbs √ləka ‘see’ and 
√śəwa ‘eat’ which have zero grade and non-initial accent. Malzahn’s argument 
on the secondariness of the ablaut and accent in subjunctive class 5 is entirely 
convincing, but it still is not clear why initial accent was retained in subjunctive 
class 1 but not in preterite class 3, from which it would have been derived, 
according to her. 

 
Other scholars have sought a different origin in a hypothetical different *o-
graded formation than the perfect. In the launch of his *h₂e-conjugation theory, 
Jasanoff (1979a: 85) implied that the Tocharian subjunctive classes 1 and 5 
reflected “molō-presents,” the *h₂e-inflected imperfective formations with *ó~é 
or *ó~∅-ablaut argued also to be the origin of the Hittite ḫi-conjugation. This 
was basically supported by Pinault (1984: 122f., 1989: 146).  

An *o-graded athematic imperfective was already proposed by Gärtchen 
(1905) and Meillet (1916) on the basis of o-graded root stems in especially Balto-
Slavic and Germanic and with meanings centered around repeated physical 
actions or activites (‘grind’, ‘hammer’, ‘walk’), i.e. apparently iterative or 
intensive function. This group of verbs do indeed seem to warrant the 
reconstruction of an *o-graded imperfective separate from the perfect, although 
they could just as well have been inflected with normal primary-secondary 
endings. Indeed, Kümmel (2004: 140f.) assumed that the Tocharian subjunctive 
classes 1 and 5 belonged to this group. However, there is no real motivation why 
an iterative/intensive imperfective would have become perfective in Tocharian, 
least of all a highly transitive one in class 1. This theory also supposes a common 
origin for subjunctive classes 1 and 5. Therefore, they also fail to account for the 
differences in function and stem pattern between the two. 

Similarly, Oettinger (2006: 41f.) argued that the Tocharian subjunctives 
reflected his “Proto-Intensivum,” a reduplicated, *o~∅-ablauting hybrid form 
which was also supposed to be the origin of the perfect, the reduplicated 
imperfective, the intensive and the Hittite ḫi-conjugation. This highly 
controversial theory has not won support and I cannot support it either (cf. 
Søborg 2015: 110–112). Furthermore, the objections to Kümmel’s theory would 
still apply. 

Jasanoff (1992) later specified that the Tocharian subjunctives reflected 
*h₂e-aorists, which would at least explain their use as subjunctives (i.e. 
perfective presents). Jasanoff specifically argued that subjunctive class 5 was not 
the seṭ-variant of class 1; the stem-final *‑a- was rather a suffix taken over from 
preterite class 1, which – according to Jasanoff (1983, 2012b) – itself reflected a 
Proto-Indo-European “*ā-preterite.” Such an *ā-preterite is highly controversial, 
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and preterite class 1 is in my view better explained from different sources, 
including root aorists to seṭ-roots (cf. Pedersen 1941: 185; Malzahn 2010: 140–169). 
The functional aspect was left unexplained by Jasanoff until he (2003: 200f.) 
incorporated subjunctive class 1 in his “pre-sigmatic aorist” with transitive 
function, ascribing class 5 instead to the “stative-intransitive” *h₂e-aorist (cf. 
Jasanoff 2019b). The formation was identical, apart from the supposed 
suppletion in the pre-sigmatic act.3sg., which singlehandedly should have 
yielded the s-aorist in the Indo-Celtic languages. This functional distinction at 
least seeks to account for the functional differences, but there are numerous 
problematic factors embedded in Jasanoff’s theory (cf. Søborg 2015: 95–103 and 
§3.2.3.3), which still fails to explain the initial accent. More importantly, I think 
that the functional properties of the Tocharian subjunctives can be explained 
in a more economic way which would require fewer restructurings to the Proto-
Indo-European verbal system. 

 
The connection to the s-preterite was taken to its logical conclusion by 
Kortlandt (1994: 61f., 2015b) who argued that subjunctive class 1 had the same 
origin, reflecting the classical s-aorist. Kortlandt assumed that the distinction 
between subjunctive and preterite here reflected the injunctive and preterite 
uses of the s-aorist, i.e. that only the augmented s-aorist preterite replaced its 
endings with those of the perfect to form a preterite in Tocharian. The 
unaugmented injunctive did not function as a preterite and therefore retained 
the endings and, he argued, the modal use into the subjunctive. This was 
essentially followed by Peyrot (2012a, 2013: 493–515) with major revisions in the 
details of the account. Although I cannot support the notion that preterite and 
injunctive were distinguished at the Proto-Indo-Tocharian stage – there was in 
my view no augment and only one preterite-injunctive category – I support the 
derivation of subjunctive class 1 from the s-aorist (preterite-injunctive), just as 
with the s-preterite.  

 
The subjunctive can best be explained as going back to the same source as the 
preterite. This would immediately explain the distinct stem patternings of 
subjunctive classes 1 and 5 to their respective preterites which are strikingly 
similar. This also explains the general function of the subjunctive as a perfective 
non-past. However, this means that the similarities between subjunctive classes 
1 and 5 cannot be due to a common origin, and they must reflect parallel 
innovations, influencing each other. 

I believe that preterite class 3 is best derived entirely from the s-aorist in a 
slightly different shape (with *ḗ~∅-ablaut rather than *ḗ~é), so it follows that 
certain features of the subjunctive must be explained: the lack of *‑s- and 
palatalization, the initial accent and the different ablaut distribution. 

 
Since *‑s- disappeared in most instances in the active s-preterite, it is not 
implausible that it was lost completely in the subjunctive. Kortlandt (1994) and 
Peyrot (2013: 503–507) thus assumed loss in word-final and most 
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interconsonantal positions, with the assumption that the loss could spread 
analogically as well. This fits well if we consider the subjunctive as the 
continuation of the aorist with secondary endings: a paradigm *prḗḱ‑s‑m̥, 
*prḗḱ‑s‑s, *prḗḱ‑s‑t, *pr̥ḱ‑s‑mé, *pr̥ḱ‑s‑té, *pr̥ḱ‑s‑ént would at most have had two 
vowel-initial endings in the 1sg. and 3pl., which should have retained the *‑s‑ 
(the case of *‑m̥ is opaque). However, this could have easily been levelled out as 
the other forms lost the *‑s-. In the key form 3sg., the original form *prḗḱ‑s‑t 
should yield PT *prek, which was supplemented by the innovative 3sg. endings 
in the individual languages: TB prek‑äṃ, TA prak‑äṣ. The *‑s- survived in the 
preterite with the renewed perfect ending: *prḗḱ‑s‑e > *prek‑s‑⁽’⁾ə → *prek‑s‑a‑∅.  

 
The non-palatalization in subjunctive class 1 contrasts with the palatalization 
met in at least some s-preterites, mostly in Tocharian A. Kortlandt (1994: 62), 
referring to Winter’s (1980) claim that palatalization was a mark of transitivity, 
argued that palatalization had been “partly redistributed according to 
transitiveness.” However, such a distribution does not exist; subjunctive class 1 
never shows palatalization, and since it often functions as an oppositional 
transitive, it is not credible that the lacking palatalization should mark a low 
degree of transitivity. Rather, the loss must be due to another analogy.  

Peyrot (2012a: 253f.) assumed that the subjunctive originally had a 
palatalized strong stem opposing a non-palatalized weak stem, and that the 
strong stem lost its palatalization by levelling from the weak stem in both 
languages. The same levelling must be assumed for nearly all verbs of the s-
preterite in Tocharian B in any case. However, since the s-aorist is traditionally 
reconstructed with ḗ~é-ablaut, the weak stem should also have palatalized. 
Peyrot (2013: 499–503) therefore specified that the non-palatalized weak stem 
was caused by analogy to present class 8 which he regarded as a variant of the 
*‑sḱe/o-imperfective where zero grade was expected.  

However, since I do not believe in this origin for present class 8 (cf. §3.4.2), 
I cannot invoke this as the reason for non-palatalization in the preterite-
subjunctive weak stem. Instead, I argued above (§3.2.3.6) that the reason must 
lie within the s-aorist which should be revised, so the Proto-Indo-Tocharian s-
aorist had *ḗ~∅-ablaut, which was innovated in Proto-Indo-Celtic to *ḗ~é, 
probably due to analogy with Narten-imperfectives. 

 
The pervasive initial accent in subjunctive class 1 contrasts with the s-preterite 
and cannot be explained from an s-aorist origin. Kortlandt (1994) did not specify 
his view on this problem, but it seems that he ascribed it to influence from the 
perfect. However, as Peyrot (2013: 507f.) rightly objected, this can hardly be 
attractive if subjunctive class 1 derives from the same source as the s-preterite. 
On the other hand, Malzahn (2010: 309–315) argued convincingly for the 
secondariness of the initial accent in subjunctive class 5, so the accent cannot 
be inherited there either. Rather, it must have arisen secondarily in both 
subjunctive classes. 
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Peyrot (2013: 507–515) suggested that initial accent need not be due to 
earlier reduplication. Since the Tocharian B accent was placed according to the 
number of syllables in the underlying form, Peyrot instead noted the difference 
between the preterite and present endings (the latter employed in the 
subjunctive). Whereas the preterite endings generally add a syllable to the form, 
the present endings do not in the canonical forms 3sg., 3pl. and 1sg. Peyrot 
therefore proposed that initial accent spread from these forms throughout the 
subjunctive. This likely began in subjunctive class 5 to disambiguate forms like 
1pl. */takámə/ which would have been identical in both the preterite (class 1) 
and subjunctive (class 5). Therefore, the subjunctive introduced the initial 
accent from the prominent third-person forms: subj. */takám(ə)/ → tākam 
/tákam(ə)/, which rendered it distinct from pret. takām* /takám(ə)/. This would 
then have spread to subjunctive class 1, just as the ablaut was taken over in many 
subjunctive class 5 verbs from class 1. 

I feel convinced that the initial accent is secondary and reflects a 
morphological marking along the lines of Peyrot’s theory. 

 
Finally, the different ablaut distribution in subjunctive class 1 compared to the 
s-preterite deserves an explanation, although it is mostly ignored. The gradation 
itself is identical in the two formations: PT *e~ə. Yet, whereas the preterite 
employs the strong stem throughout the active, with the weak stem only in the 
middle, subjunctive class 1 shows the more normal distribution with strong 
stem only in the active singular and weak stem in the active plural and middle. 
The persistent strong stem in the active preterite mirrors the distribution in the 
Vedic s-aorist and it could be argued to be inherent to the s-aorist.  

In general, the distribution of ablaut stems in the preterite is somewhat 
ambiguous, since the normal “3:3” distribution within the active in other forms 
seems to rather be “5:1” in the preterites of many Indo-European languages (i.e. 
singular+1pl.+2pl. vs. 3pl., cf. Malzahn 2004 for one analysis). Regardless, this 
specific distribution is not found in Tocharian. 

Since the subjunctive reflects the normal “3:3” distribution with weak stem 
in the active plural, it must be assumed that the original distribution was that of 
either the subjunctive (“3:3”) or the preterite (“6:0”). It is not likely that both are 
original as it would assume a distinction in ablaut distribution within the same 
formation, which cannot be motivated. Since the subjunctive and preterite 
must derive from the same source, only one distribution was original. Both are 
in principle good candidates, but I will argue that the normal “3:3” pattern of the 
subjunctive was original. This fits with the general pattern of other ablauting 
stems and especially well with the theoretical origin advanced here of the s-
aorist as derived from root eventives of s-extended verbs which originally had 
normal *é~∅-ablaut (cf. §5.1).  

It must then be assumed that the strong stem was generalized only in the 
preterite, after the preterite-subjunctive distinction had been carried through. 
This would be a parallel to the generalization of the strong stem in the Indo-
Iranian s-aorist active. This generalization is not normally assumed to be a 
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problem for Indo-Iranian (cf. Szemerényi 1996: 282), so I cannot see why it 
would be for Tocharian either. It is of course also possible that Tocharian and 
Indo-Iranian reflect the original distribution, in which case the generalization 
could have taken place already in Proto-Indo-Tocharian. There is no obvious 
counterevidence for such an assumption. If so, subjunctive class 1 could have 
assumed the more normal distribution from subjunctive class 5. 

 
Summing up, I believe that subjunctive class 1 has the same origin as preterite 
class 3, viz. the s-aorist. This best accounts for the formal and functional 
matches, but several restructurings have distinguished the two stems slightly. 
These differences can all be explained, however, without assuming that another 
original formation (like the perfect) is reflected in either of the stems. 

3.4 PRESENT CLASS 8 

3.4.1 Morphophonological characteristics 

3.4.1.1 Suffix 

Present class 8 is formed by the Proto-Tocharian thematic suffix *‑ṣə/se‑ which is 
retained in Tоcharian B for 41 verbs (Malzahn 2010: 425). In Tocharian A, this 
suffix merged with class 9 in PT *‑ṣṣə/ske- (< *‑sḱe/o‑), which productively formed 
causative present-subjunctives, evidently due to the identical outcome of the 
allomorph *‑ṣṣə‑ of that suffix. The merged TA formation is confusingly 
classified as class 8 in the present system, but as class 9 in the subjunctive (TEB: 
206–214). Nevertheless, it is often clear which class the verb belonged to 
originally, either within Tocharian A from the other stems with which it forms 
an averbo (associated preterite class 3 and subjunctive class 1/2/7 = s-averbo), or 
from Tocharian B if the cognate verb is class 8 or 9, respectively. Due to this, 
Malzahn (2010: 425f.) identifies 25 Tocharian A present class 8 verbs which must 
go back to the original *‑ṣə/se‑suffix. 

In Tocharian B, *‑ə‑ was lost regularly in front of a dental, so the two 
allomorphs |‑ṣə‑| of class 8 |‑ṣə/se‑| and |‑ṣṣə‑| of class 9 |‑ṣṣə/ske‑| should have 
merged to /‑ṣt‑/ in that position. Nevertheless, the two suffixes are kept distinct: 
class 8 simply shows loss of the vowel, yielding ‑ṣt‑, while class 9 by some 
peculiar development manifests as ‑st‑, so one can distinguish pres.mid.3sg. 
class 8 ‑ṣtär from class 9 ‑stär. 

 

3.4.1.2 Vocalism and palatalization 

Since it is a thematic formation, present class 8 does not show ablaut variation 
in its inflection. The root has a non-varying vocalism, which for short-vowel 
roots is mostly non-palatalizing *‑ə‑, pointing back to a Proto-Indo-European 
zero grade: e.g., pres.act.3sg. TB tsakṣäṃ, TA tskäṣ to √*tsək ‘burn’; pres.act.3pl. 
TB namseṃ, TA nämseñc to √*nəm ‘bend’; pres.act.3sg. TB lukṣäṃ, TA lukäṣ to 
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√*ləwk[s-tr.] ‘illuminate’ – a root which is susceptible to secondary palatalization 
but remains unpalatalized in present class 8. 

Full-vowel roots unsurprisingly show their root vocalism, although a few of 
these formations could only directly go back to a zero grade: e.g., TB pres.act.3pl. 
tāseṃ ≈ TA tāse (synchronically class 2) < *|taṣə/se‑| to √*ta(s) pointing back to 
*dʰh₁‑s⁰; pres.mid.3sg. TB nākṣtär ≈ TA nākäṣtär < PT *|nak‑ṣə/se‑| to √*nak 
‘blame’ could also reflect zero-grade *h₃nh₃(k)‑s⁰,73 not *h₃néh₃(k)‑s⁰ (> **naks⁰ 
or **noks⁰). In other cases, it is not very reasonable to assume an archaic 
formation, however, and it is simply the norm that full-vowel roots show their 
root vocalism throughout.  

 
A special case is found in the oft-used Paradebeispiel-verb √*pərk~prək ‘ask’, 
which shows PT *e-grade in the present: pres.act.1sg. TB preksau, TA praksam. 
The *e-grade most likely reflects an analogical takeover from the associated 
subjunctive (class 1) or preterite (class 3) which both have morphologically 
regular PT *e-grades. 

 
Present class 8 is thus characterized by non-palatalization and *‑ə-grade or 
another vocalism which can reflect a Proto-Indo-European zero grade. 

 

3.4.2 Origin 
Like the other formations in the s-averbo, the origin of present class 8 is a hotly 
debated topic with no consensus among scholars. It is clear that the PT suffix 
*‑ṣə/se‑ is directly transposable as PIT *‑se/o‑ , which could be readily identified 
as the suffix of sigmatic aorist subjunctives, futures or desideratives, as we have 
seen. For obvious reasons, most theories have focused on the suffix, but 
Hackstein (1995: 159) is right in pointing out that any theory should account for 
the other features of the formation as well.  

 
Some scholars have seen present class 8 as the s-aorist subjunctive (Jasanoff 
1987a: 101f., 1988a: 58, 2003: 180–182; Rasmussen 1997b: 149f., 2001: 356, 2002: 
382f.). There are good reasons for this derivation, not only in the comparative 
evidence of the suffix as *‑s‑e/o‑ in Indo-Celtic, but also by the Tocharian 
formation’s association with the s-preterite class 3, which reflects the s-aorist 
(or some precursor of it). It would also inherit the functional benefits of the s-
aorist with its transitive function being readily explicable. Nevertheless, there 
are a few problems with this theory.  

First, the s-aorist subjunctive is securely reconstructed with full grade at 
least for Proto-Indo-Celtic, which is in conflict with the non-palatalizing *ə-
grade in Tocharian, suggesting a zero grade. The few verbs with a different 
vocalism, like TB prekṣäṃ, TA prakäṣ must be analogical to preterite class 3 and 

 
73 Perhaps with laryngeal hardening which would eliminate the bizarre ‑k‑ (cf. Olsen 2010). 
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subjunctive class 1 which have regular PT *e-grade in the strong stem. If the 
formation had PIE *e-grade, we would expect a palatalizating *ə-grade. 
Nevertheless, elimination of palatalization is a characteristic of the s-preterite 
(and, arguably, of subjunctive class 1) as well, so one could assume that this was 
carried out for present class 8. In some cases, however, the root syllable could 
not reflect a regular zero grade in any case: e.g., PT *|nək‑ṣə/se‑| (TB nakṣäṃ, TA 
nkäṣ) where a zero grade *n̥ḱ‑se/o‑ should have given **|ənk‑ṣə/se‑|, which would 
warrant analogy, but an analogy from **|ñək‑ṣə/se‑| → *|nək‑ṣə/se‑| would be even 
easier (Penney 1998: 94).  

Second, and more damning, it would be unusual for an aorist (subjunctive) 
to have been preserved in Tocharian as an exclusive present formation. Since 
the Tocharian subjunctive is best described as a perfective present (Peyrot 2013: 
597), an aorist-derived formation should have been preserved as a subjunctive.  

 
Others want to derive present class 8 from an actual sigmatic present. Krause 
(1952: 77) and TEB (206) suppose a transposed Proto-Indo-European *‑se/o-
imperfective, connecting Gk. ἀέξω ‘grow’ (vs. La. augēre ‘id.’), ἀλέξω ‘keep off, 
protect’ (vs. OE ealgian ‘protect’), δέψω ‘soften’ (vs. δέπω ‘id.’) as parallel 
formations. However, both ἀέξω and ἀλέξω show Schwebeablaut, something 
which is not justifiable for a synchronic Proto-Indo-European stem formation, 
and they should therefore be regarded as s-extensions √*h₂u̯eks, *h₂leks to 
√*h₂eu̯g, *h₂elk (LIV s.vv.). There is no convincing evidence for a Proto-Indo-
European *‑se/o-imperfective, and there still is the problem of a full grade here. 

Alternatively, Watkins (1962: 63) and Kortlandt (1994: 63f., 2012) have argued 
for a derivation from a Proto-Indo-European athematic s-imperfective (building 
on Pedersen 1921; Kuiper 1934, 1937: 36–40). There are even more obstacles for 
such a proposed origin, not least the lack of credible comparanda, although an 
athematic origin arguably could be used to explain the zero grade. This 
hypothetical strength does not, however, outweigh the lack of evidence in other 
languages, with both Tocharian and several Indo-Celtic languages uniformly 
showing a thematic suffix. 

 
Another possibility is to seek the origin in the desiderative, which is 
traditionally reconstructed with a variety of allomorphs: reduplicated and 
unreduplicated, thematic and athematic, with or without a *‑h₁‑ in front of the 
sibilant and with either fixed zero grade or ablauting *é~∅ (e.g., LIV: 23f.). This 
naturally provides a plethora of opportunities for an origin.  

Normier (1980: 266) argued for an origin in a reduplicated thematic 
desiderative with zero grade. The ablaut and suffix would work well, but the 
Tocharian formation is unreduplicated synchronically and nothing points to 
earlier reduplication: the accent in Tocharian B is non-initial. 

Hackstein (1995: 160) criticized Normier’s proposal but wondered if an 
unreduplicated desiderative could be the origin, eventually abandoning the 
idea since he finds the non-palatalizing *ə-grade irreconcilable with the 
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supposed *e-grade in the unreduplicated “desiderative” related to the Greek 
future. The issue is thus essentially the same as with the s-aorist subjunctive. 

 
Pedersen (1941: 167f.) and Couvreur (1947: 62) first presented a different theory, 
viz. that the PT *‑ṣə/se-suffix is ultimately an allomorph of the well-known Proto-
Indo-European suffix *‑sḱe/o- with loss of *‑ḱ- and thus identical to 
present/subjunctive class 9. This theory continues to be influential and is 
followed by many scholars to this day (cf. Lane 1953: 389; Klingenschmitt 1982: 
62; Peyrot 2013: 515–524; Willi 2018: 467f.). This fits well with the apparent zero 
grade in present class 8, which is securely reconstructed for the *‑sḱe/o-suffix. 
Furthermore, it seemed to be an even better fit as long as it was still believed 
that the s-averbo formed causatives and was functionally identical to the 
causatives in *‑ṣṣə/ske‑.  

However, this assumption is false, since present class 8 has a different 
function (transitive, not causative) and also behaves differently in the averbo, 
being firmly associated with preterite class 3 and subjunctive class 1. In addition, 
it is curious that the *‑ṣṣə/ske-suffix forms both present and subjunctive stems 
(filling the role of both in the same verbs), while *‑ṣə/se- is exclusive to the present 
system. There is thus no functional or morphological-derivational similarity 
between the two formations; if the suffix were a simple allomorph of *‑sḱe/o-, it 
would be highly remarkable how differently the two suffixes behave in 
Tocharian. 

Another question is whether the assumed loss of *‑⁽ḱ⁾‑ is credible. Couvreur 
(1947: 62) assumed that the loss simply happened after a consonant, but many 
*‑.ṣṣə/ske-stems are formed directly to consonant-final roots (with regular, 
epenthetic *‑ə-). Peyrot (2013: 516–520) argues that *‑k- was originally lost only 
in the sequence pre-PT *‑Ksk‑ > *‑Ks‑ and tries to back it up by the relatively 
high number of k-final roots with this suffix. Nevertheless, we also find other 
root-final consonants as well as vowel-final roots with this suffix, so the 
distribution is nowhere near conclusive, especially in light of the high number 
of different Proto-Indo-European phonemes which merged into Proto-
Tocharian *‑k- (viz. all palatovelar, velar and, to a large extent, labiovelar stops), 
far more than what any other phoneme encompasses. The suffix even occurs 
with one t-final root (TB |yat‑ṣə/se‑| to √yat[s-tr.] ‘tame’), even though a *‑sḱe/o-stem 
to a t-final root resulted in the ‑tk-verbs (cf. Melchert 1977). Furthermore, there 
are several roots ending in ‑k‑ which show the *|‑ṣṣə/ske‑|-suffix, including base 
verbs (not only causatives): e.g., TB eṅkastär (√eṅk ‘seize’), TB treṅkastär = TA 
träṅkäṣtär (PT √*trəṅk ‘cling’), TB wikäṣṣäṃ ≈ TA wikäṣ (PT √*wəyk[caus.) ‘drive 
away’), the latter even in opposition to the s-transitive with present class 8 TB 
3pl. wiksen‑ne, TA 3sg. wikäṣ (identical to the causative) with √*wəyk[s-tr.] ‘avoid’. 

Given the functional, morphological and derivational differences as well as 
the suspicious phonological background, I consider it unlikely that present class 
8 is a variant of the Proto-Indo-European *‑sḱe/o-suffix. 
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In a more curious proposal, Van Windekens (1982: 65f.) wanted to derive present 
class 8 from Proto-Indo-European s-stem neuters. There is no real derivational 
or functional motivation to point out, and apart from the unlikely connection 
the neuter s-stem is normally characterized by a full-graded root (e.g., 
*ǵenh₁‑os/es‑), not providing the desired zero grade in any case. 

 
After abandoning the desiderative hypothesis, Hackstein (1995: 165) ponders if 
present class 8 could not simply be a secondarily derived present from the 
preterite class 3 by addition of a thematic suffix (en passant, also Pinault 1989: 
151). Such a derivation would be the mirror-image of the derivation of preterite 
class 4 from present-subjunctive class 9 in *‑sḱe/o- by addition of the preterite-
marker *‑a‑: *‑ṣṣə/ske‑ → *‑ṣṣ‑a‑. In the reverse direction, one could therefore 
envision a derivation of a present in *‑’ə/e- from a preterite in *‑a‑: *‑s‑a‑ → *‑s‑’ə/e‑ 
= *‑ṣə/se‑. Hackstein (l.c.) emphasizes, however, that “[e]in Beweis dieses Modells 
ist nicht möglich.”  

I think that Hackstein is overly cautious here; there is as much of a 
possibility to “prove” this theory as any other theory. We have to take all facts 
into account and base our theory on the model which explains them in the best 
and simplest manner. As a matter of fact, I believe this theory does that (thus 
also Malzahn 2010: 431f.). Given the apparent zero grade and the lack of obvious 
cognate *‑se/o-formations, I believe that the class was more or less an inner-
Tocharian innovation derived from preterite class 3. This of course fits well with 
the close bond of present class 8 to the s-preterite, but it also explains the zero 
grade quite well: it reflects the same ablaut grade as the s-preterite. This ablaut 
is thus only a problem of the s-preterite and the reconstruction of the Proto-
Indo-Tocharian s-aorist.  

Furthermore, this theory would have the added benefit of explaining why 
the suffix is exclusive to the present: like other innovative presents, it simply 
filled that role as opposed to the original perfective preterite-subjunctive system 
from which it was derived. More original imperfective/present formations filled 
both present and subjunctive functions when there was no accompanying 
aorist/preterite (e.g., the *‑sḱe/o-suffix, cf. Peyrot 2013: 456) or were pushed into 
the subjunctive when a new present was formed (cf. Couvreur 1947: 73); this is a 
counter-argument for the class being an inherited imperfective/present. At the 
same time, inherited aorist formations provided the subjunctive and preterite, 
with only inflection and other minor details distinguishing the two (cf. Peyrot 
2013: 597), which speaks against an origin as s-aorist subjunctive. 

I therefore think that present class 8 was mostly or wholly innovated within 
Tocharian, providing an associated present to the s-preterite/-aorist which had 
none. 
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3.5 PRETERITE/IMPERATIVE 2PL.ACT. ENDING 
As already mentioned (§3.2.1), the Tocharian active preterite endings are 
conventionally derived from the Proto-Indo-European perfect endings. The 
only ending which is entirely inexplicable from a conventional perfect ending 
is the 2pl., which is reconstructed as PT *‑sə. Such an ending cannot directly go 
back to the perfect 2pl. ending *‑(h₁)e as reconstructed on the basis of Ved. ‑á, 
which must be archaic. The origin of this formation is therefore mysterious, and 
since it involves a sigmatic element it is highly relevant for this study. 

 
The ending is ubiquitous as the 2pl. active ending of the preterite and 
imperative in all stem classes of the two languages.  

In Tocharian B, there are two variants of the ending, ‑s and ‑so, the latter 
showing “o-mobile,” although ‑so is not restricted to metrical passages in final 
position of the pāda/colon as is common for the o-mobile (cf. Malzahn 2012b). 
The variants show certain proclivities: the variant ‑so is especially common in 
the imperative and is the only variant found in imperative class 3 (cf. Malzahn 
2010: 503). Both variants are found in the preterite, although most are in 
classical o-mobile contexts in metrical passages (cf. Malzahn 2010: 43).  

It therefore seems quite likely that a reapplication of the two variants was 
emerging in Tocharian B, with ‑so being ascribed more to the imperative. Since 
o-mobile is a general feature of final underlying (*)/‑ə/ in Tocharian B, there is 
no need to alter our reconstruction of the ending as PT *‑sə. 

 
Tocharian A mostly shows ‑s but has one attestation of a variant ‑sū (in 
päklyossū). This ‑sū is normally seen as a reflex of PIE *‑su̯e (TEB: 259), but 
Pinault (2005: 515–517) argues against this, instead seeing TA päklyossū as a case 
of assimilation *‑ṣs‑ > ‑ss‑ and parallel to TB pklyausso attested in a prose text 
from Sängim (in the original Tocharian A territory) where an eastern dialect of 
Tocharian B was spoken. An identical vowel correlation is also found in TA nu, 
TB no ‘now’. 

 
Unsurprisingly, the 2pl. ending has long puzzled scholars and it has mostly been 
regarded as obscure or problematic (cf. Van Windekens 1944: 312f.; TEB: 259; 
Cowgill 1974: 565). Over the years, however, a few theories have emerged. 

 
Petersen (1933: 28f.) first connected the ending to the Hi. 2pl. ḫi-conjugation 
variant ‑šten(i), which he derived from PIE *‑s‑te, i.e. as the 2pl. of the s-aorist 
(also Couvreur 1947: 57). He therefore assumed a development *‑st- > *‑s- for 
Tocharian, which is now known to be false, so this theory does not work. 
Nevertheless, the connection to Hi. ‑šten(i) has lingered on.  

Van Windekens (1982: 283–285) retains the Hittite connection and adds La. 
pf.2pl. ‑istis, arguing that the Tocharian ending goes back to a final cluster *‑st 
with loss of *‑t only (followed by Pinault 2008: 627). There is, however, no 
comparative or analogical motivation to reconstruct *‑st with no vowel for any 
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proto-stage; only *‑ste would be credible. Since, however, there is ample proof 
of a retention of the cluster *‑st‑ intervocalically (also in final syllables, cf. 2sg. 
*‑sta), I do not find this suggestion convincing. 

Adams (1978: 286) reconstructed an ending *‑sa/u with a non-palatalizing 
vowel as the origin for the Hittite and Tocharian endings. Although Adams later 
(1993) abandoned this theory, it was essentially taken up by Kloekhorst (2007a), 
who selected *‑su as his suggested Proto-Indo-European perfect ending. Both 
suggestions are transpositions, however, and it seems odd to suggest an *‑a- or 
*‑u-vocalism in a 2pl. indicative ending without comparative evidence. Since 
the lack of palatalization could be the result of analogy or other factors, it does 
not seem necessary to go for this vocalism.  

Also focusing on the connection to the Hittite ḫi-ending, Melchert (2015: 
129–131) instead proposed an ending *‑s, identical to the 3sg. ending *‑s which 
he also proposed (on the basis of Tocharian and Hittite). This would then be 
parallel to the identical endings in the “normal” perfect where 3sg. and 2pl. both 
have the endings *‑e. It must be noted here, however, that the two perfect *‑e-
endings are not identical as far as accent and ablaut go, the 3sg. being 
unaccented and added to the strong perfect stem while the 2pl. is accented and 
added to the weak perfect stem. It therefore seems plausible that a somewhat 
similar distinction would have been present between also the *s-endings, which 
could only mean *‑sé for 2pl. Since an absolute final *‑s would have been lost in 
Tocharian as well, I find it hard to accept an ending *‑s, but *‑sé could work (cf. 
infra)  

 
Pedersen (1941: 147f.) assumed that the ending was original in the imperative. 
Since the 2pl. has the same endings in the imperative and preterite in Tocharian, 
this is an option. He saw in it an enclitic or contracted form of the 2pl. personal 
pronoun, i.e. the ‑s- was identical to the ‑s in the pronoun TB yes, TA yas ‘you 
(pl.)’. This theory seems implausible, and intervocalic *‑y- is not lost in 
Tocharian.  

Čop (1975: 77f.) also supposed an enclitic origin, although for him it would 
not be a 2pl. marker, since he sought it also in other endings (of the s-preterite, 
where it was a suffix). This theory is just as implausible and would not lead us 
anywhere. 

Along the same lines, G. Schmidt (1985: 91₁₅₇) proposed a 
“numerusindifferentes Zeichen idg. *‑s- der 2. Person.” Such an assumption is ad 
hoc and not very plausible. The person markers must have been formed already 
in pre-Proto-Indo-European as fusional units. 

 
Adams (1993) and Klingenschmitt (1994c: 410) proposed that the ending in fact 
derives from the s-aorist/-preterite with the perfect-turned-preterite ending 
*‑s‑e. The ending would then have lost palatalization just as in the 3sg. 
(Klingenschmitt assumed analogy to 2sg. *‑sta). This has been followed by some 
scholars (Cavoto 2004: 245f.; Peyrot 2013: 418). Adams (1993) furthermore 
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connected the Sabellic 2pl. forms in *‑se (cf. §2.10.1.2), in which he saw a parallel 
s-aorist with secondary perfect endings. 

However, it would be extremely hard to explain why the 2pl. ending 
behaved so differently from the 3sg. of the s-preterite, which would have been 
homophonous. First of all, the preterite-marker *‑a- was added to the 3sg. *‑s‑e, 
while this never happened to 2pl. “*‑s‑e.” Secondly, and more importantly, the 
3sg. *‑sa ← *‑s‑e of the s-preterite never spread into other stem classes, while the 
2pl. *‑sə < *‑s‑e completely colonized the entire preterite system, being the only 
synchronic ending for pret.act.2pl. already at the Proto-Tocharian stage. This 
scenario seems implausible to me. If the two endings had been homophonous 
and only within the s-preterite, i.e. with the same morphological analysis as 
*|‑s‑e|, there is no reason why the two forms would have developed so 
differently. We would have expected both of them to have seen the addition of 
*‑a- or not; or have spread wildly beyond their bounds or not. If the two persons 
had both had the synchronic endings *‑e at the relevant stage, there would have 
been little to no reason for such a different destiny. 

 
Peters (2004: 438₄₀) instead assumed that the original ending was PIE *‑so with 
reduction in a posttonic syllable, pre-PT *‑se > PT *‑sə, as arguably also in the 
pres.mid.3sg./pl. endings PT *‑tər/*‑ntər from PIE *‑tor/*‑ntor. There is, 
however, little structural or comparative argument for a vocalism *‑so in this 
active preterite ending. 

 
Because of the allomorphs TB ‑so and TA ‑sū (in päklyossū), Malzahn (2010: 514) 
proposed a pre-PT ending *‑sas, which she analyzed as a PIE ending *‑sh₂a 
“reminiscent of both the 2.sg. middle/perfect ending *‑th₂a and the 2.pl. active 
primary ending *‑th₂a,” with addition of *‑s “probably […] taken over 
analogically from the 1.pl. ending *‑mes.” Despite the alleged reminiscence to 
the mentioned endings, it must be stressed that the proposed ending is entirely 
ad hoc. And while the reconstruction of pf./mid.2sg. *‑th₂e is traditional, the 
reconstruction of the primary 2pl.act. ending as *‑th₂a is quite controversial. 
The reason for a laryngeal in the primary ending is evident from Ved. ‑thá, 
although nothing points to the vowel being *a(-coloured), and a more neutral 
reconstruction would be PIE *‑th₁e (Beekes 1995/2011: 259f.; Olander 2015: 358f.). 
Furthermore, there is no structural pattern through which the 2sg. and 2pl. 
match with 2sg. *‑t- : 2pl. *‑s‑. In fact, only the reverse correlation is attested 
within the primary active endings. Since no comparative evidence speaks for an 
ending *‑sh₂e, I regard it as an unlikely reconstruction. It would not yield the 
Tocharian ending, and the alleged addition of *‑s is not a powerful argument. 
Since the o-mobile variation ‑ə/‑∅~‑o is well known from other instances of final 
*‑ə in Tocharian B, I regard an original ending *‑sə to be considerably more 
likely. 

 
From a structural viewpoint, there is only one good option, namely an actual 
ending *‑se with the slight modification to Melchert (2015). The fact that the 2pl. 
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ending *‑sə shows no proof of being especially connected to the s-preterite 
suggests that it was in fact not. Rather, *‑se appears to have been an original 
ending, and apparently one associated with the perfect. This means that there 
are two potential allomorphs for the 2pl. within the perfect system: *‑e and *‑se. 
Whatever the distinction between the two was, the latter was generalized in 
Tocharian, while the former was retained in Indo-Iranian alone. 

 

3.6 PROTO-TOCHARIAN √*KĹEWS AND ITS IMPERATIVE 
PT √*kĺews ‘hear, listen’ is imminently important for the topic of this study due 
to its root shape, etymology and inflection, especially the imperative, which 
shall be treated below.  

Synchronically, the verb has a preterite of class 1 (TB pret.act.3sg. 
klyauṣa/klyewṣa (MQ), 2pl. klyauṣāso, 3pl. klyauṣāre/klyewṣare (MQ) = TA 3sg. 
klyoṣ, 2pl. klyoṣās, 3pl. klyoṣār) and a present-subjunctive of class 2 (TB act.3sg. 
klyauṣäṃ, act.3pl. klyauseṃ, mid.3sg. klyauṣtär/klyeuṣtär (MQ); TA act.3sg. 
klyoṣäṣ, mid.3sg. klyoṣtär). Tocharian A also has a variant present of class 10 
|kĺos‑nä‑ṣä/sa‑| (act.3pl. klyosäṃseñc, mid.3sg. klyosnäṣtär), which is a secondary 
innovation. 

The root itself must ultimately go back to PIE √*ḱleu̯ ‘hear’, which has also 
given PT √*klawa ‘be called’, √*kəln ‘sound’ (radicalized nasal imperfective 
*ḱlu‑nu‑ with K.T. Schmidt 1992: 112) and TB ñem‑kälywe ‘fame, renown’ (< 
*ḱléu̯os). However, it is not quite clear if PT √*kĺews should be analyzed as an s-
extended root √*ḱleu̯s (Adams 2013: 251), a radicalized s-aorist *ḱlḗu̯‑s‑ (Ringe 
1989: 35; Hackstein 1995: 324), a radicalized s-aorist subjunctive *ḱléu̯‑s‑e/o‑ 
(Klingenschmitt 1975: 157; Jasanoff 1978: 28f., 1987a: 102) or a radicalized 
“desiderative” *ḱleu̯‑se/o- (Rix 1990: 42–44).  

An s-aorist origin would constitute a parallel to PT √*ta(s)~tə(s) ‘put’ from 
PIE √*dʰeh and TA “√kñas” ‘know’ from PIE √*ǵneh₃, where *‑s- was retained 
throughout the paradigm in the s-preterite, eventually reanalyzed as part of the 
root (cf. §3.2.2.1). Such a reanalysis would be even more progressed in √*kĺews 
since it forms a preterite of class 1, not class 3.  

The root is a “full-vowel” root with no ablaut, and its palatalizing vocalism 
*‑’ew- can only go back to a structure *ḱlēu̯s‑ (*‑eu̯- would have yielded PT 
*‑’əw‑), which unmistakably points to an s-aorist. There are at least two 
scenarios through which the Tocharian verb could have developed. 

In the first scenario, the s-aorist was inherited into pre-Proto-Tocharian, 
where a secondary present, *kĺews‑’ə/e‑, was created. This present differed from 
most other innovated presents to s-preterites in being derived from the strong 
stem. Therefore, the present was not grouped with present class 8 but was 
analyzed as class 2. At this point, the present was reanalyzed as a present-
subjunctive class 2, and the preterite was innovated as a productive class 1 to 
this stem by adding *‑⁽’⁾a‑ → *kĺewṣa‑. 
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In the second scenario, a PIT *‑se/o-subjunctive *ḱlḗu̯‑se/o‑, with vocalism 
taken over analogically from the strong-stem s-aorist, was inherited into pre-
Proto-Tocharian, giving the class 2 present-subjunctive. The corresponding s-
aorist was lost at some point, and therefore the stem was never incorporated as 
part of the s-averbo; instead, an innovative preterite of class 1 was created to the 
original aorist subjunctive stem, which functioned as both present and 
subjunctive in Proto-Tocharian. 
 
PT √*kĺews sports an irregular imperative with 2sg.act. TB 
päklyauṣ/päklyauṣä/pklyauṣ, TA päklyoṣ and 2pl.act. TB päklyauṣso/pklyausso, 
TA päklyoṣäs/päklyossū. These imperatives are unexpected, since imperatives 
to preterite class 1 verbs should have had **‑a‑, i.e. TB 2sg. **pä‑klyauṣa, 2pl. 
**pä‑klyauṣāso.  

There is no reason to assume a secondary or productive imperative in *‑∅ 
or *‑’ə, as these were not the endings of the Tocharian imperative, and there 
would be no model for analogy from other forms. These irregular imperatives 
must represent something old.  

 
The 2sg. form in PT *‑ṣ(ə) can be analyzed in two ways. The more traditional 
approach has seen *pə‑kĺewṣ(ə) as an inherited thematic iptv.act.2sg. *ḱleu̯se 
with *‑se yielding *‑ṣ(ə) regularly (TEB: 258; Rix 1990: 43f.). This would point to 
a direct connection of the thematic present-subjunctive stem *|kĺewṣə/se‑|. Since 
no other verb shows the thematic iptv.act.2sg. desinence *‑e in Tocharian, the 
form would be an archaic relic and stand out synchronically compared to other 
imperatives. The vocalism would not be expected, unless assuming an already 
lengthened thematic stem *ḱlḗu̯se/o‑ at a point where thematic imperatives 
were productively formed in this way. If not, analogy would have to be invoked, 
but it is not clear from where unless one were to reconstruct an accompanying 
s-aorist/s-preterite as well. 

Alternatively, the form has been regarded as a relic *si-imperative (Normier 
1980: 258₂₆; Jasanoff 1987a; Malzahn 2010: 511f.), comparable to the Vedic si-
imperatives and the Irish truncated imperatives (cf. §§2.2.4, 2.11.4). This would 
be even more appealing for this verb, as it would provide a near-perfect cognate 
to Ved. śróṣi and Mess. klaohi (§2.6.3), enabling the reconstruction of a PIT 
*ḱléu̯si. However, the Tocharian vocalism would have to be secondary (from the 
s-preterite or the present). 

According to both theories, then, the imperative would be a relic of an 
inherited imperative type for which comparative evidence can be adduced. 
However, both theories share the same problem in the vocalism, which has to 
be secondary. 

 
No matter what, it must be assumed that the 2pl. forms TB päklyauṣso, TA 
päklyoṣäs were secondarily built to the 2sg. with its ‑ṣ‑. The variants TB 
pklyausso, TA päklyossū with ‑ss- probably demonstrate assimilation from *‑ṣs- 
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(cf. Pinault 2005: 517) and therefore do not point to an earlier form separate from 
the 2sg. 
 
The potential equation Ved. śróṣi : Mess. klaohi : TB päklyauṣ, TA päklyoṣ in my 
view speaks for a *si-imperative reading of the Tocharian forms, rather than a 
thematic imperative *‑se. No matter what, the vocalism would have to be 
explained as secondarily introduced at some point from somewhere. Two 
possible scenarios have been presented above. Besides the vocalism, the reading 
of the Tocharian imperative forms as *si-imperatives has several consequences 
for the Proto-Indo-Tocharian verbal system. 

First of all, it would prove that the *si-imperative existed in Proto-Indo-
Tocharian. This is not self-evident as it hinges on other categories, and if it arose 
by haplology as is the standard theory today, it could easily have happened late. 
Nevertheless, the joint testimony of Tocharian and Celtic requires a 
haplologized *si-imperative already for Proto-Indo-Tocharian. 

This means that *-se/o-subjunctives existed in Proto-Indo-Tocharian, 
hinging on the haplology theory from subj.2sg. *‑sesi with Szemerényi (1966) 
and Jasanoff (1986, 1987a). Whether this was restricted to *‑se/o-subjunctives or 
could have been formed from any *‑se/o-stem (e.g., subjunctives or thematic 
imperfectives made to s-final roots) is unclear, although there are functional 
reasons to assume that it was a special use of the subjunctive. Vedic and Old 
Irish also strongly suggest a special connection to *‑se/o-subjunctives. This 
means that Proto-Indo-Tocharian had a thematic subjunctive and more 
specifically one in *‑se/o-. As a derivational pattern, this would fit well with the 
corresponding present-subjunctive stem *|kĺewṣə/se‑| from *‑se/o‑, 
substantiating the close relationship and probable unity of the two formations. 
This *se/o-subjunctive could in principle have been entirely disassociated from 
any s-aorist, but the vocalism of the Tocharian verb, pointing back to *‑ḗ‑, clearly 
suggests that an s-aorist was connected to the specific paradigm. I find it almost 
impossible to explain the vocalism otherwise. The only other option would be 
to count on an s-extended root √*ḱleu̯s with a root aorist *ḱlḗu̯s‑t showing the 
same lengthening as in the s-aorist (the structure would be the same) and an 
associated thematic subjunctive or imperfective *ḱléu̯s‑e/o‑ or perhaps already 
*ḱlḗu̯s‑e/o‑, from which the Tocharian paradigm could have begun. This would 
be the same formal reconstructions as the s-aorist, and since the latter system is 
more well-founded, it is simpler to assume that as the origin. Since the Vedic 
and Messapic cognates do not show lengthening, it is likely that *‑ē‑ was only 
introduced into the subjunctive/imperative within the internal prehistory of 
Tocharian. Therefore, I would assume a traditional paradigm s-aorist *ḱlḗu̯‑s‑ : 
*‑se/o-subjunctive *ḱléu̯‑s‑e/o‑ for Proto-Indo-Tocharian, the latter of which 
would have included the haplologized “imperative” PIT *ḱléu̯si. 
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4  SIGMATIC FORMATIONS IN ANATOLIAN 

4.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
Anatolian shows no clear evidence of the classical s-aorist or the other s-
formations in its verbal system. This is perhaps not surprising, since Anatolian 
in general shows no aspectual distinction imperfective/aorist like the system 
traditionally reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European, and it expresses future 
tense through the present. There are thus no aorist, subjunctive or 
future/desiderative categories, and we could simply assume that Anatolian had 
lost these categories, along with most of their formal inventories in a manner 
similar to Germanic (cf. Ringe 2006: 157). 

Nevertheless, it is generally agreed that Anatolian possesses verbal stems 
which correspond to extra-Anatolian aorist stems. These are mainly, if not 
exclusively, root stems that are root aorists in other languages such as Hi. tē‑zi 
‘say’ (with suppletive weak stem tar-) to root-aor. *dʰéh₁‑~*dʰh₁‑ in Ved. ádhāt, 
ádhur, Gk. ἔϑηκα, ἔϑεµεν ‘put’. 74  This is generally regarded as the analogical 
addition of present endings to aorist stems, practically eliminating what is 
supposed to the original imperfective-aorist opposition (e.g., Eichner 1975: 81, 
88, 93; Jasanoff 2003: 3, 151). This back-formation framework has recently been 
popularized as the “tēzzi-principle” by Malzahn (2010: 267f.). Nevertheless, I do 
not think that the “tēzzi-principle” is plausible. First of all, the endings of the 
Indo-Celtic imperfective and aorist are characteristic by their formal identity 
(employing the “*mi-endings”) as opposed to the formally distinct perfect (with 
“*h₂e-endings) and it follows that the imperfective and aorist are much more 
closely connected than the perfect; indeed, it is an inevitable conclusion that 
the imperfective and aorist once were one indistinguishable formation. Since 
Anatolian shows no imperfective-aorist distinction and verbal stems cognate to 
aorists in other Indo-European languages freely employ present endings in 
Anatolian, it is much more simple to infer that Anatolian here reflects the 
original picture with an undifferentiated category with “*mi-endings” able to 
express all tense-mood forms. Since the imperfective-aorist verbs oppose the 
perfect/stative formally in Anatolian and the other Indo-European branches, 
this must represent a more original distinction, and I therefore use the term 
“eventive” to cover this category as opposed to the stative perfect. Consequently, 
I do not think that there was an imperfective-aorist distinction in Proto-Indo-
European; rather, it was an innovation of the Indo-Tocharian branch. 

No matter one’s view on the “tēzzi-principle” or the existence of an aorist in 
the precursor of Anatolian, one should also expect to find remnants of the the 
s-aorist and/or the other s-formations in Anatolian. And we should expect any 

 
74 Villanueva Svensson (2008, 2010b) argues for several root aorist middles in Anatolian, but his model is 

fully embedded in Jasanoff’s *h₂e-conjugation theory and therefore not applicable in the framework used 
here. 
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of these to be mi-inflected and able to show present endings in Anatolian. 
Attempts at identifying such relics have indeed been made in both verbal stems, 
suffixes and endings. These are treated below. The imperfective suffix *‑ss(o)- is 
treated separately in Appendix H. 

  

4.2 S-EXTENDED VERBAL STEMS 
We find a number of Hittite verbs that seem to consist of an established PIE root 
with an apparent s-suffix (i.e. the root is normally not reconstructed with a final 
*‑s‑) either consistently or partially. These verbs would therefore be prime 
evidence for remnants of the s-aorist or other s-formations in Hittite. 

In the following section, I divide these proposed s-extended verbs based on 
their s-extensions: (a) primary verbs with consistent s-extension, (b) secondary 
verbs with consistent s-extension, and (c) verbs showing an s-element only 
partially. Naturally, the verbs in (a) are the most obvious candidates for 
supposed relic sigmatic formations (being primary formations with consistent 
*‑s‑ themselves), and we begin with these most promising stems. 

 

4.2.1 Primary stems 
Out of the thirteen verbs treated in this section,75 ten are mi-conjugated and 
three are ḫi-conjugated. A ḫi-conjugated paradigm for an “eventive” category 
like the s-aorist would be surprising, but since pret.3sg. ‑š is confined to the ḫi-
conjugation, these verbs are interesting to take a look at first. Due to the 
complicated account of ānš‑i and ḫane/išš‑zi, the other ḫi-verbs will be treated 
first. 

 

4.2.1.1 Hi. pāš‑i, CLuw. pašš-ai(?), pappaš‑ai, HLuw. (EDERE)pas‑ ‘swallow’ 

We begin with pāš‑i ‘swallow’, which has been connected to the PIE root √*peh₃ 
since Sturtevant (1932: 120). The verb occurs both with ḫi- and mi-inflected 
forms: e.g., pres.act.3sg. pa‑a‑ši (2×, MH/NS) vs. pa‑(a‑)aš‑zi (3×, NS); iptv.act.3sg. 
pa‑a‑šu (3×, MH/NS+) vs. pa‑aš‑du (KUB 29.7 rev.55, MH/MS).76 A chronological 
distinction between the two conjugations in this verb can be hard to make, but 
I assume with Kloekhorst (2008: 649) that the otherwise productive mi-
conjugation was replacing the original ḫi-conjugation in attested Hittite. This 
could easily have started from the ambiguous pret.act.3sg. pa‑aš‑ta (3×, 
MH/MS+), pa‑a‑aš‑ta (KUB 43.38 rev.15, NH). A cognate is found in Cuneiform 
Luwian pret.3sg. pa‑aš‑ta ‘swallowed’ (KBo 13.133 ii.5), and reduplicated 
pres.act.3sg. pa‑ap‑pa‑ša‑i (KBo 4.14 iii.37) with the “ḫi-conjugation” desinence 

 
75 I will leave out kīš‑a(ri) ‘happen; become’ from √*ǵeis̯ (Eichner 1973: 78; Kloekhorst 2008: 480f.), since it is 

not an s-extension, although it was seen as an s-aorist by Sturtevant (1932: 123). 
76 Cf. CHD P: 203 for attestations. 
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‑ai (cf. Morpurgo Davies 1979), establishing the affiliation with the ḫi-
conjugation and the stem as Proto-Anatolian. Hieroglyphic Luwian attests one 
form, iptv.act.3sg. (EDERE)pa‑sà‑tú (TELL AHMAR 6 §32). 

The verb has long been regarded as an s-aorist of √*peh₃ (cf. Sturtevant 1932: 
120; Eichner 1975: 83). Oettinger (1979: 435f.), explained the ḫi-conjugation of the 
verb as a consequence of the root-final laryngeal *‑h₃‑, colouring the vowel in a 
full-graded formation *péh₃‑s‑ > *póh₃s‑ with the *o-vocalism leading to an 
incorporation in the ḫi-conjugation, which consisted mostly of *o-graded 
perfects. This explanation sounds quite convincing. The authenticity of the s-
aorist, however, is problematic, since we have no comparative evidence for one. 
Rather, √*peh₃ formed a root aorist, cf. Ved. ápāt, Aeol. iptv.2sg. πῶϑι (cf. LIV: 
462). In pāš‑i, there is no sign of the supposed strong stem *pḗh₃‑s- if we accept 
Eichner’s Law.77 One would have to assume leveling of the weak stem. Oettinger 
therefore assumes that pāš- is a back-formed s-aorist within Anatolian, parallel 
to Ved. ápās (replacing ápāt, cf. Narten 1964: 18, 29). This makes little sense, 
however, as there is no sign of a productive s-aorist in Anatolian at all. This is 
very different from the case in Vedic, where the s-aorist is an established and 
productive formation.  

Puhvel (HED 8: 184) thinks that a semantic development ‘drink’ ⇾ ‘swallow’ 
is “harder to swallow” than a development in the opposite direction. Since 
Puhvel considers the semantics of √*peh₃ as firmly to be ‘drink’, he suggests that 
the verb instead derives from a different root, following the connection to Vedic 
√bhas ‘chew up, devour’ as suggested by Schmitt-Brandt (1967: 117) and 
Schindler (1969: 160), reconstructing a PIE root √*bʰes. The Vedic root is, 
however, otherwise isolated with no other cognates in other Indo-European 
languages. Furthermore, the geminate internal ‑pp- of the reduplicated 
Cuneiform Luwian formation pappaš‑ would suggest that the root-initial 
consonant was a tenuis. 78  Puhvel’s skepticism about the semantics is overly 
cautious, the acts of drinking and swallowing being so closely connected that 
one may argue that ‘swallow’ can constitute a telic facet of ‘drink’.  

Friis (2018: 57f.) therefore argues that the Anatolian verb goes back to a telic 
s-extension of PIE √*peh₃ ‘drink’ → √*peh₃s- ‘*drink (a sip?) ⇾ swallow’. I favour 
this explanation. It is hard to determine whether we are dealing with an 
originally *é-graded form *péh₃s‑ (root imperfective/aorist), incorporated into 
the ḫi-conjugation secondarily, or an original perfect *póh₃s-, which could only 
have been made to an s-extended root √*peh₃s. 

    

4.2.1.2 Hi. paḫš‑i/zi ‘protect’ 

The verb paḫš‑i ‘protect’ is usually connected to PIE √*peh₂ ‘look after, graze’ 
since Kuryłowicz (1927: 102), cf. Ved. pá̄ti ‘protects’, La. pāscō ‘graze’, pābulum 

 
77 Cf. Eichner 1973.  
78 Considering the internal lenis in CLuw. pipišša- ‘give’, Lyc. pibije- ‘id.’ to CLuw. pī(ya)-, Lyc. pije- ‘id.’, 

suggesting a root-initial lenis, probably √*bʰei(̯H) (or, with Jasanoff 2003: 94, √*bʰie̯H). 
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‘fodder’, ON fóðr ‘fodder’. The verb is mostly attested in the middle in the old 
texts, while the active becomes more common later on. There is no discernible 
difference in meaning between the two voices. 79  The active is mostly ḫi-
conjugated, but the one occurrence of 1sg. pa‑aḫ‑ḫa‑aš‑mi (KUB 29.1 i.19, 
OH/NS) vs. 17× paḫḫašḫi (MH/NS+) surprisingly leads Oettinger (1979: 210) to 
treat the verb as mi-conjugated. Against this, cf. pres.2sg. pa‑aḫ‑ḫa‑aš‑ti (NH), 
pret.1sg. pa‑aḫ‑ḫa‑[aš‑ḫu‑u]n (KBo 21.12:8, OH?/NS). 80  There is no attested 
pres.3sg., but pret.3sg. pa‑aḫ‑ḫa‑aš‑ta (9×) would be expected for ⁰š-final ḫi-
verbs. 

Due to the analysis as a mi-verb, Oettinger (1979: 212) directly derives paḫš- 
from an s-aorist of √*peh₂. However, the only attested s-aorist of √*peh₂ is Ved. 
subj. pāsati (RV 2×), which Narten (1964: 168–169) has demonstrated to be 
secondary. The LIV (460) argues that paḫš- (again analyzed as a mi-verb) derives 
from a PIE desiderative *péh₂‑s-, connecting it to OCS pasǫ (pasti) ‘graze’, which 
also shows an *‑s- but cannot convincingly be derived from an s-aorist. This 
analysis hinges on the controversial reconstruction of a PIE unreduplicated 
athematic desiderative. However, there is no semantic indication that we 
should be dealing with a desiderative. Moreover, it would be just as hard to 
explain s-extended forms like La. pāstus ‘pasture’, pāstor ‘shepherd’, pāreō ‘am 
visible; obey’, TA √pās ‘look after’ from a desiderative as from an s-aorist. Indeed, 
it is simplest to operate with a root √*peh₂s to account for these forms. 

The reason for the ḫi-conjugation is not clear. The laryngeal does not 
warrant an early transition to ḫi-conjugation due to *o-timbre. I can conceive of 
at least two obvious scenarios. The first would see the active as innovated within 
Hittite, with the ḫi-conjugation being chosen due to the similarity with the 
middle endings (mid.1sg. paḫḫaš‑ḫa, mid.2sg. paḫḫaš‑ta). This would pattern 
with the proclivity of the middle in the older texts. However, this would not 
follow any productive patterns in Hittite. One could argue (as HED 8: 16) that 
the causative paḫšnu‑zi “helped neutralize the diatheses” (parallel to 
karš‑a(ri)~karš‑zi vs. karšnu‑zi). This could only work, however, if there already was 
a ḫi-conjugated active in the system, as a mi-conjugated active would otherwise 
be expected. 

The second option would be to treat active paḫš‑i as an inherited ḫi-verb.81 
Once again, it would be hard to motivate a perfect made to an s-aorist; rather, a 
perfect is formed directly from a root. This would mean a PIE perfect *póh₂s‑ ~ 
*ph₂s‑ to an extended root √*peh₂s (cf. also, with no comment on the root, 
Kloekhorst 2008: 612). This root can be supported from the many s-extended 
derivatives in other Indo-European languages, and I therefore prefer such an 
analysis. 

 
79 Puhvel’s (HED 8: 17) attempt to explain the identical meaning from originally distinct semantics may be 

true but could just as well be theoretical fabrication. 
80 Cf. CHD P: 2–7 for all attestations. 
81 I have previously (Søborg 2015) argued that most Hittite ḫi-verbs can be explained as going back to 

unreduplicated PIE perfects with *ó~Ø ablaut and perfect endings, the classical reduplication having 
become productive in the perfect only after the Anatolian split. 
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4.2.1.3 Hi. ānš‑i and ḫane/išš‑zi, CLuw. am(ma)šša/i-di ‘wipe’ 

The last ḫi-conjugated s-verb is ānš‑i ‘wipe’, which has only one stem 
throughout: e.g., pres.3sg. a‑an‑ši (MS+), pres.3pl. a‑an‑ša‑an‑zi (OH/NS+). 82 
Melchert (1988: 211–214) connected ānš‑i to CLuw. am(ma)šša/i-di83 ‘wipe’, and 
further to Gk. ἀµάω ‘reap’, OE māwan ‘mow’, reconstructing a “root” complex 
√*meh₁~√*amh₁(s), with initial *a‑ due to the correspondence Hittite ā‑ : Greek 
ἀ‑. Although the correspondence is unusual, the solution can hardly be the 
complex suggested by Melchert, as it would not fit with any known ablaut or 
derivational pattern within Indo-European. Surely, an alternative explanation 
would be preferable. Later, Melchert (1994: 164) reconstructs PA *óms‑ for the 
Anatolian verbs, abandoning the connection to the Greek and Germanic words. 

The Greek and Germanic cognates are now commonly reconstructed to a 
root √*h₂meh₁ (cf. LIV: 279). Kloekhorst (2008: 182f., 286, 2009a: 251f.) 
reconnects the Anatolian verbs to this revised root reconstruction. He 
recognizes two additional cognates within Hittite, viz. ḫamešḫa- ‘spring’ (2008: 
279–281) from *h₂meh₁‑sh₂o‑, following a proposal by Sturtevant (1928b: 163f.), 
and the verb ḫane/išš‑zi which also means ‘wipe’.84 Kloekhorst (2008: 183, 286) 
argues that ānš‑i and ḫane/išš-zi go back to the same paradigm. The Anatolian 
verbs must then be derived from an s-extended stem *h₂emh₁‑s‑, showing 
Schwebeablaut that is entirely unknown in the s-aorist. However, such a 
Schwebeablaut is known from PIE s-extended roots (cf. Ozoliņš 2015: 86–135): 
√*h₂eu̯g ‘be(come) strong’ (LIV: 274–275) : √*h₂u̯eks ‘grow’ (LIV: 288–289); 
√*meik̯ ̑ ‘mix’ (LIV: 428–429) : √*mie̯ks̑ ‘become fixed’ (LIV: 445). Since 
“Schwebeablaut” was not a living feature of PIE, this must surely be a marker of 
great antiquity. 

Kloekhorst (l.c.) argues that the two verbs have split up from a single 
paradigm of this s-extended root √*h₂emh₁s: an unreduplicated perfect 
*h₂ómh₁s‑ ~ *h₂mh₁s‑. Due to specific sound laws, the different stems yielded 
vastly different forms. The strong stem *h₂ómh₁s‑, according to him, regularly 
yielded Hi. ānš‑ (and CLuw. am(ma)šš‑) with loss of (initial) *h₂- before *‑ó- in 
pre-Proto-Anatolian, a sound law that remains controversial but can be 
supported by further evidence (cf. Kloekhorst 2006: 83, 2008: 75–76). The 
sequence *‑Vmh₁sV‑ seems to have yielded Hi. ‑VnšV‑, differently from *‑VmsV‑ 
which yielded Hi. ‑VššV‑, cf. ḫašša- ‘descendant’ < *h₂émso‑ (cf. Kloekhorst 2008: 
85). These developments were specifically Hittite, cf. CLuw. am(ma)šša‑ < 
*h₂ómh₁s‑ and ḫamša/i- ‘grandchild’ < *h₂émso-. 

ḫane/išš‑zi, on the other hand, can be derived from the weak, zero-graded 
stem *h₂mh₁s‑ with retention of *h₂- and a special development of the sequence 
*CRHs‑ > Hi. *C(a)Re/išš‑. This development is supported by the paradigm of 

 
82 For attestations, cf. HED 1: 74f.; Kloekhorst 2008: 182. 
83 Pret.act.3sg. am‑ma‑ša‑t[a] (KBo 29.34 3) from a Luwian passage, and the Glossenkeil-forms pres.act.3sg. 

am‑ma‑aš‑ši‑ti (KBo 4.6 rev.2), pret.3pl. am‑ma‑aš‑ša‑an‑da (KUB 12.26 ii.8). 
84 For attestations, cf. HW² Ḫ: 143f.; HED 3: 86f. 
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tamāšš‑zi/tame/išš‑ ‘oppress’ < *dméh₂s‑ti/*dmh₂s‑ (cf. Melchert 1994: 70–71; 
Kloekhorst 2008: 85, 2009a: 246), along with further verbs treated in this article. 
Kloekhorst also assumes that an *‑m- in this instance assimilated to ‑n- in front 
of the *‑s‑, so that ḫane/išš- would be regular from *h₂mh₁s‑; the weak stem 
tame/išš‑ would then have had its ‑m- restored from the strong stem tamāšš‑. 
The opposite assumption, i.e. that ḫane/išš- had ‑n‑ introduced from the strong 
stem ānš‑, is less likely as they synchronically are not part of the same paradigm. 

Accordingly, these sound laws made each ablaut stem so unrecognizable 
from the other that they came to constitue separate verbs, each gaining a full 
paradigm secondarily: transposed 3sg. *h₂ómh₁s‑ei > ānš‑i → 3pl. ānš‑anzi; 
transposed 3pl. *h₂mh₂s‑énti > ḫane/iššanzi → 3sg. ḫane/išš‑zi. While this 
account hinges on two rather controversial sound laws, I think that its power to 
derive two synonymous Hittite verbs from a common origin without violating 
the principles of Proto-Indo-European morphonology is very convincing. 

 

4.2.1.4 Hi. ḫarš‑zi ‘till (the soil)’ 

The verb ḫarš‑zi has been connected to PIE √*h₂erh₃ ‘plough’ since Goetze & 
Sturtevant (1938: 70). The Hittite verb would then show an s-extension. Its 
occurrence in phrases with terepp‑zi ‘plough’ indicates that ḫarš‑ probably did 
not exactly mean ‘plough’. Its position before terepp‑ implies an action prior to 
ploughing, probably ‘breaking’ or ‘tilling’ the soil (cf. HED 3: 185).  

If connected to √*h₂erh₃, ḫarš‑zi would have a cognate verb in Anatolian, cf. 
Hi. ḫarr(a)‑i ‘crush’ (pres.3sg. ḫar‑ra‑i, pres.1pl. ḫar‑ru‑wa‑ni), CLuw. ḫarra‑ 
‘crush(?)’ (pret.3pl. ḫar‑ra‑an‑ta), HLuw. ARHA hara‑ ‘destroy’ (pres.3sg. 
ha+ra/i+ri+i /har(r)adi/). The ḫi-conjugated Hittite verb derives from an 
inherited perfect *h₂órh₃‑ ~ *h₂rh₃‑, its inflection within the “tarn(a)-class” 
confirming a final laryngeal (cf. Kloekhorst 2008: 300–301).85 Kloekhorst (2008: 
313–314) suggests that PIE √*h₂erh₃ should be adjusted to ‘crush/till (the soil)’, 
i.e an argument for the “Indo-Hittite hypothesis.” 

Alternatively, Puhvel (1954, HED 3: 185) regards ḫarš- as a Semitic loanword, 
citing Akk. ḫarāšu(m) ‘plant (a tree)’, ḫarāṣu(m) ‘cut down; incise; dig (a 
furrow)’, (“West Semitic,” rather) NWSem./Canaanite *ḥaraš- ‘plough’ from 
PSem. √*ḥrθ. The Akkadian forms would have to be (NWSem./Canaanite?) 
loanwords, since the regular outcome of the Proto-Semitic root can be found in 
erēšu(m) ‘sow, cultivate, plough’ (eršum ‘tilled (soil)’). In light of the unclear loan 
relationship between Anatolian and Semitic (and the unidentified source 
language here), I would regard it as safer to go with the traditional connection 
to an Indo-European root. I would not, however, exclude the possibility of a 
loanword if a reliable source were to be found.86 

 
85 If we operate with a perfect, we would assume that the initial *h₂‑ would have been lost due to the same 

rule that would give ānš‑i from *h₂ómh₁s‑ (cf. s.v.). 
86 Pessimistically, HW² (Ḫ: 340) rejects both the etymology as a Semitic loanword and the connection to 

PIE “*ar(ā)‑” (√*h₂erh₃), without suggesting an alternative. 
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The verb is only attested with mi-conjugation forms (with secondary 
transition to ‑ye/a‑stem, ḫaršiye/a‑zi, in NS texts): e.g., pres.3sg. ḫar‑aš‑zi 
(OH/NS+), pret.3sg. ḫa-a‑ar‑aš‑ta (MS).87 Because of the plene-written vowel in 
the pret.3sg. form ḫāršta, Kloekhorst (2008: 313) draws the conclusion that it was 
originally a ḫi-conjugated verb (lemmatizing it as ḫārš‑i). Assuming an original 
ḫi-verb would entail reconstucting a PIE (unreduplicated) perfect with an *ó-
grade in the strong stem, which should have led to the same loss of ḫ-/*h₂- as in 
ānš‑ < *h₂ómh₁s‑. Kloekhorst (l.c.) acknowledges this, arguing that the ḫ- was 
restored from the weak stem *h₂rh₃s‑, where it was retained regularly. The weak 
stem, however, should have yielded *ḫare/išš‑ according to the sound law 
*CRHs‑ > C(a)Re/išš‑ defined above (s.v. ānš‑i+ḫane/išš‑zi). Kloekhorst (l.c.) 
assumes that this stem was replaced by the strong stem (after ḫ- was reinstated 
there). The sole attested verbal stem ḫă̄rš‑ would thus not be regular from either 
*h₂órh₃s‑ or *h₂rh₃s‑, which should have given *ārš‑i/ḫare/išš‑. Given the deeply 
irregular outcome of the allomorphs, it would not be surprising to observe 
leveling, analogy or a split into two separate stems as ānš‑i and ḫane/išš‑zi. In this 
case, we would see an intermediate phase *ḫārš‑i/*ḫare/išš-, which was leveled 
to an unalternating stem ḫă̄rš-. This all assumes an s-extended root √*h₂erh₃s- 
derived from √*h₂erh₃ – nothing else would justify a reconstructed perfect 
underlying the supposed ḫi-conjugation origin of the verb. 

Differently, one could argue that we are dealing with a root imperfective 
*h₂érh₃s‑ ~ *h₂rh₃s‑ from the same s-extended root, or an s-aorist *h₂ḗrh₃‑s‑ ~ 
*h₂érh₃‑s- with leveling of the weak stem (cf. LIV: 272). The dispreference of 
these solutions depends on the development of *‑VRHsC‑, which Kloekhorst 
(2009a: 247) assumes to give Hi. ‑VRRe/iššC‑ on the basis of kalle/išš‑ ‘call’ (cf. 
infra), damme/išḫa‑ ‘violence’ < *démh₂‑sh₂o‑. Since these derivations seem 
quite convincing, a perfect seems more likely, since the vowel-initial 3sg. 
*h₂órh₃s‑e+i would yield *(ḫ)ārš‑i regularly (*‑VRHsV‑ > ‑VRšV‑). 

One final option would be to set up a root √*h₂ers parallel to √*h₂erh₃ but 
without the root-final laryngeal. A root √*h₂ers would yield ḫarš‑ 
unproblematically. However, this would assume that *‑h₃ of √*h₂erh₃ would be 
another root extension, which is not supported. In short, a derivation from a 
perfect *h₂órh₃s‑/*h₂rh₃s‑ to an s-extended root √*h₂erh₃s is preferable. 

 

4.2.1.5 Hi. kalle/išš‑zi/kale/išš- ‘call, evoke’ 

This verb has been connected to PIE √*kelh₁ ‘call’ since Laroche (1961: 29). The 
cognates Gk. καλέω, La. calāre suggest a reconstruction √*kalh₁, while ON hjal 
‘chatter’, OHG hellan ‘sound’ (PGmc. *hel‑) suggest a root √*kelh₁ (cf. Lühr 1976: 
76). The Hittite vocalism is ambiguous, and since the vocalism of the Greek and 
Latin cognates can probably be explained from a normal root structure, we 
should reconstruct √*kelh₁. The LIV’s (361) reconstruction √*kleh₁ is 

 
87 For attestations, cf. HW² Ḫ: 340. 
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contradicted by at least Germanic, and the Hittite verb is also harder to explain 
with such a root. Regardless, the Hittite verb points to an s-extension of this root. 

Although the verb is usually regarded as non-ablauting, Kloekhorst (2009a: 
247) has identified an enticing distinction between a strong stem kalle/išš‑ with 
geminate ‑ll‑ in pret.act.3sg. kal‑li‑iš‑ta (KUB 17.5:6, OH/NS) vs. a weak stem 
kale/išš‑ with single ‑l- in pres.act.3pl. ga‑li‑iš‑ša‑an‑zi (IBoT 2.80 vi.4, OH/NS).88 
Kloekhorst accounts for this distinction with the sound laws already presented: 
weak stem kališš‑ would go back to *klh₁s‑ with *CRHs‑ > C(a)Re/išš‑, while the 
strong stem kallišš- would go back to *kV́lh₁s‑ with *-VRHsC‑ > *‑VRRe/iššC-. We 
would then be dealing with an allomorphy /kalle/iss‑/ ~ /kle/iss‑/. Since *‑é‑ yields 
Hi. ‑a- /_RCC(C) (cf. Melchert 1994: 136f.), Hittite does not provide us with proof 
for either PIE *e- or *a-vocalism in the root. Although the evidence is slight (only 
one instance of single-spelled ‑l‑, also the only 3pl. form), I tentatively support 
this explanation. 

This means that the Hittite verb reflects an s-extended verb with full-
grade/zero-grade ablaut (either *é~*∅ or *á~*∅). This does not fit with an s-
aorist, nor is a secure s-aorist reconstructible for this root.89 We could be dealing 
with an “s-present”/desiderative, but such a formation is controversial. I 
therefore consider it more likely that we are dealing with the root “eventive” 
(imperfective/aorist) of an s-extended root √*ka/elh₁s, derived from √*ka/elh₁. 

   

4.2.1.6 Hi. gane/išš‑zi ‘recognize’ 

The verb gane/išš‑zi ‘recognize, acknowledge’ has a single mi-inflected stem, not 
showing any sign of ablaut gradation. The spelling of the “second” vowel 
(probably the only real vowel, the first ‑a- being likely dead) alternates between 
⁰-ne-eš-⁰, ⁰-ni-eš-⁰, ⁰-ni-iš-⁰, ⁰-ni-e-eš-⁰. Since ⟨NI⟩ can also be read ‑né‑, I will 
translitterate it as such in front of an unambiguous e⁰-sign. Prominent forms 
include: pres.3sg. ga‑né‑eš‑zi (OS+), ga‑ne‑eš‑zi (KBo 6.2 i.38, OS), ka‑né‑eš‑zi 
(OH/NS+), ka‑ni‑iš‑zi (OH/NS+), ka‑né‑e‑eš‑zi (NS); pres.3pl. ga‑né‑eš‑ša‑an[‑zi] 
(MS), ka‑né‑eš‑ša‑an‑zi (OH/NS), ka‑né‑e‑eš‑ša‑an‑zi (NS), ka‑ni‑iš‑ša‑an‑zi (NH); 
pret.1sg. ka‑ni‑iš‑šu‑un (KUB 26.58 rev.7, NH); pret.3sg. ga‑né‑eš‑ta (OH/MS+), 
ga‑ni‑iš‑ta (MH/MS+), ga‑né‑eš‑ta (OH/NS), ka‑ni‑iš‑ta (MH/NS+), ka‑né‑eš‑ta 
(NS); pret.3pl. ga‑né‑eš‑šer (OS).90 

The verb has been connected to PIE √*g̑neh₃ ‘(get to) know, realize, 
recognize’ since Laroche (1961: 27). 91  This verb is often mentioned as the 
Paradebeispiel of a relic s-aorist in Hittite, with emphasis on the e-vocalism of 
the Hittite verb pointing to a long-graded stem *g̑nḗh₃‑s‑ with Eichner’s Law (cf. 
Rix 1969: 185; LIV: 168f.). However, √*g̑neh₃ is normally reconstructed with a root 
aorist, cf. Gk. ἔγνων and Ved. root-aor.opt.2sg. jñeyá̄s (RV 2.10.6). Nevertheless, 

 
88 For attestations, cf. HW² K: 29. 
89 Gk. ἐκέκλετο suggests a reduplicated aorist. 
90 Cf. HED 4: 42f.; HW² K: 62f. for attestations. 
91 For other, less convincing etymologies, cf. HEG 1: 478–480; HED 4: 46. 
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the reading as an s-aorist stem *g̑nḗh₃‑s‑ (or an identical stem with different 
function) has been favoured by most to this day.  

The justification for a long grade is clear: a full-graded *g̑néh₃‑s‑ should have 
yielded *g(a)nāš‑ in Hittite, whereas *g̑nḗh₃‑s‑ would yield *g(a)nēš‑ with 
Eichner’s Law. If one does not operate with Eichner’s Law, one would have to 
explain the verb in a different manner, a long grade being as useless as a full 
grade. This has led some scholars to modify the root, e.g., as “√*g̑neh₁” (e.g., 
Lindeman 1971: 9; Melchert 1984: 92, 115) or “√*g̑nē” (Peters 1980: 313f.). 
Neumann (1962: 156) even suggested a different root “√*kens”. There is little 
credence to such reconstructions, however, since an *o-grade would be hard to 
justify in, e.g., a root aorist (Gk. ἔγνων) or *‑skȇ/o-imperfective (La. (g)nōscō, Gk. 
γιγνώσκω). It would be preferable to account for the Hittite verb within the best 
possible reconstruction for all cognates, i.e. with *-h₃‑. 

Oettinger (1979: 198f.) explained gane/išš‑zi as a denominative verb 
*g̑(o)nh₃‑es‑, although neither the supposed nominal base nor the 
denominative derivational suffix/type is established within Proto-Indo-
European or Anatolian. Later, Oettinger (2013a) has tried to connect gane/išš‑zi 
with the *‑skȇ/o-imperfectives found elsewhere to √*g̑neh₃, arguing that *‑skȇ/o- 
was created from “s-imperfectives” in the imperative (ending *‑Ø: *g̭̑nē ̆h́₃s) with 
a particle *ké̑ ‘now, here’. He argues that Hittite ‑ške/a-verbs do not “ablaut” in 
Hittite – showing only ‑ške‑ with original vowel from *ké̑ – but we find instances 
of ‑ška‑ even in older Hittite.92 Since Hittite has a vibrant ‑ške/a-suffix, it is not 
very compelling that the verb should have remained an “s-imperfective” here. 

Jasanoff (1988b) also derives “ganēšš‑zi” from a long-graded *g̑nḗh₃‑s‑, 
identical to the s-aorist, but due to the present forms in Hittite he assumes it to 
go back to an “s-imperfective,” formed exactly like the s-aorist (“Narten-
ablauting” root + *‑s‑) but able to form a present. This formation would have a 
desiderative or inchoative function and be made to punctual roots (like 
√*g̑neh₃). Jasanoff further connects TA kñasäṣt, taken as a cognate s-
imperfective 2sg. ‘you know your way around’, also pointing to *‑ḗ‑. Jasanoff 
(2003: 132–134) proceeds to explain the lack of s-imperfectives in the rest of 
Indo-European with a proposed transformation of the stems into *‑skȇ/o-
imperfectives by the addition of a suffix *‑kȇ/o‑.93 However, such a suffix is not 
found anywhere in Indo-European, and the theory falls under the same 
criticism as Oettinger (2013a). Jasanoff does not explain why both Anatolian and 
Tocharian each show a productive *‑skȇ/o-suffix, separate from supposed s-
imperfectives like gane/išš‑zi. Schmidt & Winter (1992: 51) and Hackstein (1993: 
151f.) have demonstrated independently that TA kñasäṣt should rather be taken 
as a (sigmatic) preterite of class 3. Finally, it is hard to see the desiderative or 
inchoative sense in the Hittite verb, ‘recognize, acknowledge’ being 

 
92 Cf. apart from the ambiguous 3pl. forms: pres.act.1pl. pí‑iš‑ga‑u‑e‑ni (MH/MS), pres.act.2pl. pí‑iš‑kat‑te‑ni 

(OS), da‑me‑eš‑kat‑te‑ni (OS), pret.act.3sg. ša‑al‑la‑nu‑uš‑kat (OS), pret.act.1pl. uš‑ga‑u‑en (MH/MS), 
pres.mid.3sg. uš‑ne‑eš‑kat‑ta (OS), etc. (Kloekhorst 2008: 767f.). 

93 Cf. also Brugmann 1892: 1029; Watkins 1962: 75f., 1969: 56f. 
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unquestionably more perfective. We are left with little support for an s-
imperfective; an s-aorist would in fact suit the facts better.  

The lemmatization of the verb as long-vocalic ganēšš‑ is normally justified 
by the plene-spelled variants, 3sg. ka‑né‑e‑eš‑zi and 3pl. ka‑né‑e‑eš‑ša‑an‑zi. 
However, as Kloekhorst (2009a: 250) has pointed out, all (8) plene-spelled forms 
are attested in one single manuscript (KBo 22.178 + KUB 48.109,94 NS). For some 
reason, he leaves out the even more astonishing fact that they all occur in 
consecutive phrases in a repetitive formula in that text, cf. ii.2–10 (after Hoffner 
1988; Fuscagni 2012): 

[… Ḫ]UL‑lu‑u[n] 
te‑e‑n[a‑wa‑an Ú‑U]L ka‑né‑e[‑eš‑ša‑an‑zi] 
a‑ra‑aš a‑r[a‑an Ú‑UL ka‑né‑e‑eš‑ša‑a]n‑zi 

an‑na‑né‑ke‑e[‑eš Ú‑UL ka‑né‑e‑]eš‑ša‑an‑zi 
pa‑ap‑pa‑ŠE[Š.MEŠ Ú‑UL ka‑n]é‑e‑eš‑ša‑an‑zi 

  an‑na‑aš‑za DUMU‑a[n Ú‑UL k]a‑né‑e‑eš‑ ‑zi 
[DUMU‑aš‑za] AMA‑a[n Ú‑UL k]a‑né‑e‑eš‑ ‑zi 

[…]× [… Ú‑UL ka‑n]é‑e‑eš‑ ‑zi 
     [… ]  [Ú‑UL] ka‑né‑e‑eš‑ [‑zi] 

“They? do not recognize the bad tēnawa. 
They do not recognize each other. 

Sisters of the same mother do not recognize (each other?). 
Brothers of the same father do not recognize (each other?). 

A mother does not recognize her own child. 
A child does not recognize its own mother. 

[…] (does not) recognize […]. 
[…] (does not) recognize […].”  

Although not one of the 8 forms is preserved intact, all parts are spelled out in 
one or more attestation(s), and the repetitive nature confirms their 
authenticity. There is a notable space gap in the four 3sg. forms following the 4 
3pl. forms, which can only be read as a way to align all the signs in the 8 
consecutive spellings of the verb: the gap fills out the space of the signs ⟨‑ša‑an‑⟩ 
in the 3pl. forms which are not used in the 3sg. forms: the other signs of all the 
forms are aligned, so that ⟨ka‑né‑e‑eš‑⟩ and ⟨‑zi⟩ of the 3sg. fits with the 
placement of the respective signs in the 3pl. forms above. This displays a high 
degree of graphic consciousness, clearly reflecting the passage as literary and 
artistic. Only in two cases (lines 4 and 5) is the plene spelling hidden in a break; 
due to the repeated plene spelling in all other forms, we can be fairly confident 
in restoring it here, too. This changes little, as both forms are securely attested 
in the other repetitions of the verb here. The plene writing is not necessarily null 
and void because of its peculiar attestation; it may really reflect a linguistic 
feature, such as accent. However, it should be regarded as parallel to the way, 

 
94 CTH 457.7.2 “The travel of the soul in the Netherworld.” 
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e.g., takš‑zi is written plene in ták‑ke‑e‑eš‑zi (NS), ták‑ke‑e‑eš‑ta (NS), 
ták‑ke‑e‑eš‑šer (NS), where the ‑e(/i)-vowel is surely anaptyctic in takš‑ (cf. 
§4.2.1.11). Since we only find plene-written kanēšš‑ in one manuscript, we can 
hardly exclude that it might be due to an idiosyncratic scribe or be dependent 
on the nature of the repetitive formula. 

Thus, we should be cautious basing any linguistic theories on the plene-
written stem kanēšš‑. We can only really count on the spellings g/kanešš‑ or 
g/kanišš‑, i.e. a stem gane/išš‑zi. This stem is structurally identical to the verbal 
stems ḫane/išš‑, ka(l)le/išš‑ and tame/išš‑ also treated here. Kloekhorst (2008: 
434–436; 2009a: 250) therefore abandons a long-graded origin for gane/išš‑zi and 
proceeds to derive gane/išš‑ from a zero-graded stem *g̑nh₃s‑ by his sound law 
*CRHs‑ > Hi. C(a)Re/išš. This would fit with an s-extended stem from the 
established root √*g̑neh₃, but would not fit with the classical reconstruction of 
the s-aorist, nor with Jasanoff’s s-imperfective which shares the same Narten-
ablaut, since none of them would operate with a zero grade. Kloekhorst (l.c.) 
assumes that this apparent zero-grade *g̑nh₃s‑ must have been an original weak 
stem (just as could be reasonably argued for ḫane/išš‑ and tame/išš‑, cf. s.vv.), 
with a corresponding full-graded strong stem *g̑néh₃‑s‑. This strong stem should 
have yielded Hi. *ganāš‑, but Kloekhorst (l.c.) argues that this form was ousted 
by the weak stem throughout the paradigm. This would not be any different 
from the establishment of ḫane/išš‑zi as a separate verb. Since some of the other 
s-extended verbs of the same structure could only be explained as s-extended 
roots (due to their Schwebeablaut), I would argue that this verb probably 
reflects an s-extended root √*g̑neh₃s (or √*g̑enh₃s?). 

 

4.2.1.7 Hi. karš‑zi, CLuw. karš-, Lyd. -kars(e)- ‘cut off’ 

The Hittite verb karš‑zi is plentifully attested, showing a non-ablauting stem 
karš‑ throughout. 95  The verb has Anatolian cognates in CLuw. karš‑ ‘cut’ 
(pres.1sg. kar‑šu‑i, inf. kar‑šu‑na) and Lyd. pres.3sg. fa‑karsed ‘cuts off/down?, 
destroys?’ (cf. Gusmani 1964: 119; Melchert 1994: 332). 

Early on, Hrozný (1919: 205) derived this verb from PIE √*(s)ker ‘cut’ (also 
linking iškă̄r‑i ‘stab’ to the same root), and the root base has more or less been 
retained without much discussion. Whether Gk. ἔκερσε can substantiate an s-
aorist for this root is debatable (cf. LIV: 556–557). 

We see a different stem kar(aš)šiye/a‑zi in the pres.3sg. in the Hittite Laws: 
kar‑aš‑ši‑i‑(e‑)ez‑zi (OS+) opposing equally old kar‑aš‑zi (OS+). This has been 
taken as a sign of two inherited stems, meaning that karšiye/a‑ would be an old 
*‑ie̯/o‑imperfective, opposing the “aorist” karš‑ (cf. Melchert 1997: 86). I see no 
problem in deriving OH karaššiyēz̆zi from an inherited *‑ié̯/ó-stem, although I 
would not rush to conclude that karš‑ therefore was necessarily aorist – perhaps 
the distinction did not exist at the relevant stage. What is important is the fact 

 
95 E.g., pres.1sg. kar‑aš‑mi (OH/NS), pres.3pl. kar‑ša‑an‑zi (OH/NS). For attestations, cf. HED 4: 100–104. A 

later stem karša‑ is seen in kar‑ša‑nu‑un (NH) vs. older kar‑šu‑un (MH/NS). 
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that, if taken as inherited, kar(aš)šiye/a‑ could not reasonably have been formed 
from an s-aorist, there being no proof of such a secondary deverbative with 
*‑ie̯/o‑ made to s-aorists (or any other verbal stems) in Proto-Indo-Euopean. 

Consequently, karš‑ is most likely an inherited root stem from an s-extended 
root √*(s)kers, derived from √*(s)ker. This is supported by the fact that karš‑ 
cannot reflect the long-graded s-aorist strong stem *kērs‑, only a full-graded 
stem *kérs‑ or a zero-graded stem *kr̥s‑. The stem kar(aš)šiye/a‑zi could 
straightforwardly reflect a *‑ie̯/o-imperfective to a root √*(s)kers. There is thus 
not a strong argument for an s-aorist reading (contra Oettinger 1979: 201). 

Beside kar(aš)šiye/a‑, we find other primary formations from an s-extension 
in other Indo-European languages: cf. Gk. κουρά ‘cutting, cropping (of hair/ 
beard/wool); lock of hair; shorn wool’ < *kors‑éh₂‑, Hom. κόρση ‘temple, hair on 
temple’, Hsch. κορσός· κορµός ‘cut-off piece’, Ion. κορσόω ‘shear; shave’; La. 
carrere ‘card (wool)’; Li. karš̃ti ‘card (wool)’; OHG skerran ‘scrape’; PT √*kərs 
‘know’ with TB pret. śarsa, subj. kārsaṃ, pres. kärsanaṃ (cf. Van Windekens 
1941: 26, 1976: 207; Adams 2013: 176f.). I consider this proof of a root √*(s)kers ‘cut 
off’ (cf. also LIV: 355–356; Kloekhorst 2008: 455), derived from √*(s)ker at a pre-
PIE stage. I would argue that this root in Indo-Celtic developed a more 
specialized meaning associated with cutting off hair, specifically carding and 
shearing wool, pointing to a shared Indo-Celtic innovation. 

 

4.2.1.8 Hi. kuerš‑zi ‘cut off’ 

The verb kuerš‑zi ‘cut off’ appears once (or twice) in Hittite texts: pret.1sg. 
ku‑e‑er‑šu‑un (KBo 10.2 ii.48, OH/NS); perhaps also (iptv.2sg.?) kur‑ša‑a‑i (KBo 
11.1 obv.26, NH). The verb is clearly derived from kuer‑zi/kur‑ ‘cut’ (CLuw. 
kuwar‑ti/kur‑) < PIE √*kʷer ‘cut’ (cf. Pedersen 1938: 128).96 Oettinger (1979: 119) 
therefore analyzes kuerš‑ as an s-aorist of √*kʷer. However, √*kʷer is quite 
securely reconstructed with a root aorist, cf. Ved. ákar (RV), OAv. cōrət ̰ (LIV: 
391). In Vedic, an s-aorist is attested only from the Brāhmaṇas (ákārṣam, TB) and 
is clearly secondary (cf. Narten 1964: 95–96). 

Accordingly, the LIV (391) attempts to derive Hi. kuerš‑zi from a desiderative 
*kʷér‑s‑/*kʷr̥‑s‑, although no other cognates are mentioned. This is only done 
due to the lack of reliable s-aorists, and an unreduplicated, athematic 
desiderative is controversial. This analysis is thus not very convincing. 

Despite the plene writing in ku‑e‑er‑šu‑un, it is not to be taken as proof of a 
long-graded s-aorist stem **kʷḗr‑s‑m̥: cf. the same plene spelling in unextended 
pres.3sg. ku‑e‑er‑zi (MH/MS+), iptv.3sg. ku‑e‑er‑du (NS) from full-graded *kʷér‑. 
If the zero-graded weak stem kurš- < *kʷr̥s‑ really belongs to this verb, it assumes 
a corresponding full-graded strong stem *kʷérs‑ underlying kuēr̆š‑. 

 
96 And part of a remarkable root complex consisting of *(s)K_r‑ with a semantic field ‘cut’: √*(s)ker ‘cut’, 
√*(s)kers ‘cut’, √*kʷer ‘cut’, √kʷers? ‘cut’, √*kreh₁ ‘divide’, √*(s)kerbʰ ‘be sharp’, √*(s)kerdʰ ‘cut, stab’, 
*(s)kerH ‘split’, √*(s)kerp ‘cut off’, √*(s)kert ‘cut’, etc. (cf. Friis 2018: 46). 
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However, kuršāi probably belongs to a different stem, although also to an s-
extension of √*kʷer. The form appears in the phrase: kuitman⸗ma KUR‑e 
ašešanuškemi kuitman⸗at kuršāi “But while I am settling the land, (and) 
while(/then) [kuršāi] it”. Puhvel (HED 4: 212) reads the form as pres.3sg. “one 
keeps subdividing it,” supposing a ḫi-verb kurša‑i/kurš‑. Starke (1990: 536₁₉₇₈) 
instead analyzes the form as iptv.2sg. “then divide it off!”, from a stem kuršae‑zi, 
borrowed from Luwian where a supposed derivative kuršawar ‘island’ (and, 
perhaps, kuwarša‑ ‘army, division’) would substantiate the reality of a verb 
*kuršā(i)‑. Daues (2010: 14₆, crediting Dardano) instead reads meš!‑ša‑a‑i, i.e. as 
a supposed ‑šš(a)-imperfective mišš(a)‑i to mai‑i/mi- ‘grow’, but this is 
unconvincing (cf. Appendix H.1). 

In short, there is little to argue for either an s-aorist, a desiderative or an s-
extended root based on this verb alone. I would argue that the derivatives in 
Luwian and the Hittite reduplicated verb ku(wa)kku(wa)rš‑zi ‘cut up, mutilate’ 
(which is surely connected to kuerš‑) are most easily explained from a root base 
√*kʷers, although this is not an insurmountable obstacle for other accounts. 

 

4.2.1.9 Hi. GUL‑š‑zi, CLuw. GUL‑zā(i)‑, HLuw. REL‑za‑ ‘inscribe, write’ 

The Hittite verb spelled ⟨GUL⟩‑aš‑C⁰, ⟨GUL⟩‑šV⁰ or ⟨GUL⟩‑aš‑šV⁰ ‘carve; 
inscribe; write’ was initially read Sumerographically GUL‑š‑zi with Sum. GUL 
‘smash’ (HW¹: 116; Otten 1957/1971; Otten & Siegelová 1970), but since Carruba 
(1966: 36) the verb has traditionally been read phonologically as gulš‑zi. The 
theonym d⟨GUL⟩‑ša- ‘fate-goddess’ is normally connected as a deified derivative 
noun *gulša- *‘fate’ ⇽	*‘that which is written/inscribed’. This associated divinity 
must be a common Anatolian concept, cf. Pal. d⟨GUL⟩‑zannikeš, CLuw. 
d⟨GUL⟩‑za- ‘id.’. Hittite also attests a noun ⟨GUL⟩‑zi- c. ‘engraving, drawing’ with 
an apparent development *‑ls‑ > /‑lts‑/, pointing to a Luwian loanword *gulza/i- 
which underlies the cognate verb CLuw. ⟨GUL⟩‑zā(i)-di ‘draw’ and vn. GIŠ(.ḪUR) 
⟨GUL⟩‑zattar/⟨GUL⟩‑zat(ta)n- n. ‘sketch; draft; wooden writing board’ 
(Melchert 1993: 111).  

Carruba (1966: 36; followed by HED 4: 244) connected the verb to Li. gélti 
‘sting’, Gk. βελόνη ‘needle’ < √*gʷelH ‘sting’ (LIV: 207), ostensibly via *‘prick’ ⇾ 
*‘incise’. Oettinger (1979: 204) instead derived the Anatolian verbs from PIE 
√*kʷels ‘draw furrows’, cf. Ved. kr̥ṣáti ‘plough, pull’, Gk. τέλσον ‘furrow’. This is 
the standard etymology today (cf. LIV: 388; EWAia I: 319; Melchert 1994: 150; 
Kloekhorst 2008: 492f.) and supposes a semantic development *‘draw furrows’ 
⇾	*‘draw; carve’, which is quite convincing. PIE √*kʷels is almost certainly an s-
extension of the same root-base as √*kʷelh₁ ‘turn’ and would conform to the 
tendency of Anatolian s-verbs reflecting s-extended roots rather than s-aorists. 
That the expected continuation of *kʷls̥‑ would probably have been **kuwalš‑ 
(cf. Kloekhorst 2007b) is mostly ignored. 

However, the validity of the cuneiform readings has been severely 
challenged recently by Waal (2014, 2019) who argues for the old Sumerographic 
reading with GUL + phonetic complements: Hi. GUL‑š‑zi, dGUL‑ša‑, CLuw. 
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GUL‑zā(i)‑di, dGUL‑za‑, GIŠ(.ḪUR)GUL‑zattar/GUL‑zat(ta)n-, etc. Waal (2014: 1020, 
2019: 123) cites the following writings:  

¨ ptc.dat.sg. ⟨GUL⟩‑an‑ti (KUB 39.17 iii.12) instead of 
⟨GUL⟩‑ša‑an‑ti  

¨ vn. ⟨GUL⟩‑wa‑ar (KBo 55.79 obv.7) instead of 
⟨GUL⟩‑aš‑šu‑wa‑ar  

¨ nom.sg. d⟨GUL⟩‑aš (4×) instead of d⟨GUL⟩‑ša‑aš 
¨ acc.sg. d⟨GUL⟩‑an (KUB 59.58 i.4) instead of d⟨GUL⟩‑ša‑an 

All of the above spellings are usually emended with ‹‑ša‑› or ‹‑aš‑š⁰›, which is 
not very convincing given the high number of writings without these signs. Even 
more important is the spelling: 

¨ acc.pl. d⟨GUL⟩.ḪI.A‑uš (2×) instead of d⟨GUL⟩‑šu‑uš 

Here, scholars have to discard “«ḪI.A»” as an error and emend a “‹‑šu‑›” (cf. 
Carruba 1966: 37). The use of the Sumerographic plural marker clearly points to 
⟨GUL⟩ being a Sumerogram. 

Waal connects the words with the otherwise isolated Hieroglyphic Luwian 
verb (“CAPERE+SCALPRUM”)REL‑za‑di |kʷantsa-di| ‘carve, incise; engrave, write’ 
(Hawkins 2000: 70; Payne 2010), written with the determinative 𔕲 
CAPERE+SCALPRUM depicting a hand holding a chisel, and therefore suggests 
reading the cuneiform forms as Hi. /kʷa(n)ss‑/, CLuw. /kʷantsā(i)‑/, etc. 
Furthermore, Hi. dGUL‑šeš would then be identical to the divine group 
dKuwanšeš/dKuwaššeš, normally read as ‘female gods’ and taken to represent PIE 
*gʷenh₂- (Carruba 1993, 1994); and CLuw. dGUL‑za‑ would be identical to the 
theonym CLuw. dKuwanza-. Waal’s theory has led to a heated debate with 
scholars trying to find weaknesses in her argument (Archi 2013; Yakubovich 
2014: 288–295; Melchert 2016b): e.g., that Sum. GUL is not used for ‘engrave; 
write’ originally and the logogram is already used for Hi. walḫ‑zi ‘beat’; since 
other logograms can be used for different verbs (e.g., BAL for išpand‑/šippand-i 
‘sacrifice’ and wakkariye/a‑zi ‘revolt’), this is hardly an argument. Or that the 
logogram in Pal. dGUL‑zannikeš is unusual for Palaic (Melchert 2016b: 356); it 
would, however, not be exceptional, cf. Pal. LUGAL‑i, ÍD‑an‑aš‑ta (Waal 2019: 
126). Yakubovich (l.c.) argues that it ignores the Assyrian spellings of personal 
names from Kaneš such as OAss. ku‑ul‑ša‑an/ku‑ul‑ša‑ta‑ás, normally taken to 
represent the Hittite participle gulšant- to gulš‑zi (cf. Carruba 1966: 36; HEG 1: 
628), or OAss. ku‑ul‑zi‑a which is traced to the Luwian theonym dGulza‑. 
Kloekhorst (2019: 66, 69, 97₃₇₉), following Waal, simply rejects the connection 
of the Old Assyrian names; indeed, there is nothing that positively supports the 
connection of these names to the theonym or verb in question, nor is it certain 
that they represent Hittite/Anatolian names. Yakubovich (2014: 284f.) even 
agrees on the connection of the GUL-words with HLuw. /kʷantsa‑/ and the 
CLuw. theonym dKuwanza-, but to retain a phonetic reading of the GUL-sign, he 
suggests a sound law /‑lts‑/ > /‑nts‑/ for the “Empire Luwian” dialect underlying 
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the language of the hieroglyphs (cf. Yakubovich 2010). Such a sound law is, 
however, completely ad hoc. 

A decisive confirmation of Waal’s theory has now appeared in a recently 
published parallel text to KBo 11.32 from Kayalıpınar/Šamuḫa (KpT 1.72). In KBo 
11.32, dGUL‑ša‑ is mentioned among many other deities in the beginning of the 
text: ⟨dGUL‑ša‑aš⟩ (obv.10), and later all of the other deities are repeated along 
with otherwise unmentioned ⟨dKu‑wa‑an‑š[a‑aš]⟩ (obv.38), with dGUL‑ša‑ being 
the only one of the already-mentioned deities omitted there. Waal (2014: 1027) 
had therefore already suggested that dKuwanš[aš] here represented the 
phonological spelling of dGUL‑šaš, and this is now confirmed by KpT 1.72 obv.15 
which has ⟨dKu‑wa‑an‑ša‑aš⟩ also for ⟨dGUL‑ša‑aš⟩ in the earlier passage in KBo 
11.32 obv.10 (cf. Soysal 2019; Waal 2019: 127f.). 

Waal’s argumentation is entirely convincing, and the whole notion of an 
Anatolian continuation of PIE √*kʷels is a phantom. Instead, we are dealing 
with cognates of HLuw. /kʷantsa-/ ‘smash, hit; engrave, write’. Although Waal 
does not suggest an etymology of the verb, I think the evident reconstruction of 
this verb (in light of Hi. /kʷa(n)ss‑/) is *gʷʰn̥s- to √*gʷʰen ‘smite, strike’. We 
would then see retention of the velar closure in Luwian like in Lyc. qã- from 
zero-grade *gʷʰn̥‑. This *gʷʰn̥s-stem could reflect either a zero-graded s-
formation of √*gʷʰen (but a zero grade would not fit with the traditional s-aorist, 
and no s-aorist is reconstructed for this root) or, more likely, a root eventive of 
an s-extended root √*gʷʰens. This etymology would explain the use of the 
logogram GUL ‘smash’, which would have been the original semantic core of the 
verb. In Anatolian, a semantic development *‘strike’ ⇾ ‘carve, engrave, write (in 
hieroglyphs)’ would then have been established (and in the derivative abstract 
and theonym ⇾ ‘fate’). 

 

4.2.1.10 Hi. punušš‑zi ‘ask’ 

Hi. punušš‑zi ‘ask; investigate’ is non-ablauting throughout its attestation; the 
first vowel occasionally appears with plene-spelling, with ⟨Ú⟩ once in an OS text 
vs. with ⟨U⟩ in later texts (cf. CHD P: 377f. for attestations): pres.act.3pl. 
pu‑ú‑nu‑uš‑ša‑an‑zi (KBo 20.5 iii.7, OS) vs. pret.act.3sg. pu‑u‑nu‑uš‑ta (KUB 36.35 
i.8, MH?/MS?). This could reflect a change of vowel quality: /punuss‑/ > /ponuss‑/ 
(cf. Kloekhorst 2008: 682), and the rare plene-spelling probably indicates that 
the first syllable was accented, probably from accent retraction. 

Sturtevant (1933: 229) proposed a connection to Gk. πνέω ‘breathe’, 
specifically to its s-aorist ἔπνευσε, from PIE √*pneu̯ ‘breathe, blow’, with a telic 
s-extension in PGmc. *fneusaną/*hneusaną ‘sneeze, snort’ (ON fnýsa, hnýsa; OE 
fnēosan, altered in sneeze; Kroonen 2013: 149). However, the semantic 
connection is unconvincing. 

Semantically much more attractive is the connection to Gk. πέπνῡµαι ‘am 
conscious, am wise’, which is derived from the almost identical root √*pneu̯(H) 
‘be(come) aware, conscious’ (LIV: 489), to which Hi. punušš‑ could be the s-
aorist *pnḗu̯(H)‑s‑~*pnéu̯(H)‑s‑ (Oettinger 1979: 214f.) or the “athematic, 
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unreduplicated desiderative” *pn(é)u̯(H)‑s‑ (Harðarson 1995: 195; LIV: 489). A 
desiderative function ‘want to be(come) aware/conscious’ could indeed work 
for the Hittite verb, but it is hardly the only possibility. The same meaning could 
also be argued from a marker of high transitivity indicating a greater 
involvement of the agent (either by effort or intention) to accomplish the action 
(cf. Dixon 2012: 285f.). And so, an s-extended root √*pneu̯s with high-transitive, 
agent-involved function could work very well (cf. Pooth 2016: 7f.; Cohen 2017: 
67), and since other Hittite s-verbs can only go back to s-extended roots, I think 
it best to regard punušš- as an s-extended root as well. Furthermore, I think that 
the homophonous radical pairs √*pneu̯~√*pneu̯s ‘breathe’ and 
√*pneu̯~√*pneu̯s ‘be(come) conscious/aware’ ultimately reflect different 
meanings of the same root pair. 

 

4.2.1.11 Hi. takš‑zi ‘fit together’ 

The verb takš‑zi is attested with various anaptyctic or dead vowels with 
consonant-initial endings: e.g., pres.3sg. ták‑ki‑iš‑zi (OS+), ták‑ke‑eš‑zi (OS+), 
tág‑ga‑aš‑ta (OH/NS), ták‑ki‑iz‑zi (MH/NS), ták‑ke‑e‑eš‑zi (NS), ták‑ki‑iš«‑iz»‑zi 
(NH), ták‑ke‑eš‑iz‑zi (NH). Vowel-initial endings determine the stem as original 
takš‑, although the allomorph with anaptyctic vowel spreads later, giving a 
secondary stem takke/išš‑: cf. pres.3pl. ták‑ša‑an‑zi (OS) vs. ták‑ki‑iš‑sa‑anzi (NS), 
ták‑ke‑eš‑ša‑an‑zi (NS), (cf. Oettinger 1979: 217 for attestations). The plene-
spelled forms 3sg. ták‑ke‑e‑eš‑zi and 3pl. ták‑ke‑e‑eš‑ša‑an‑zi are NH and do not 
prove an original vowel here, although they possibly suggest that the anaptyctic 
vowel could be accented (cf. Kloekhorst 2008: 814). One could also argue that 
the anaptyctic vowel led to some influence from the (equally anaptyctic) type 
gane/išš‑ etc. 

Since the anaptyxis would be regular in a sequence *‑TsC‑ (Melchert 1984: 
108) and the vocalism ‑a‑ would probably be expected from *‑é‑ before three 
consonants (cf. Melchert 1994: 140), the verb is quite unproblematically 
derivable from a normal *é~*Ø-ablauting structure *TéKs‑ ~ *TKs‑.  

The precise meaning of the verb has long remained a puzzle, with 
translations ranging from ‘join together; add’, over ‘mix; mingle’, to ‘fashion; 
devise; build; make’ and other meanings as disparate as ‘make level; smoothen’, 
‘undertake (a campaign)’, ‘bestow’, ‘inflict’, ‘make a deal; agree upon’ and ‘draw 
(a weapon)’ (cf. Friedrich 1952: 204; Oettinger 1979: 217; HEG 3: 40; Kloekhorst 
2008: 813). Melchert (2018) has now argued convincingly for a semantic core ‘fit 
together, join, unite; fashion’, whence all the specific meanings can be derived. 
This fits with the inner-Hittite cognates takšan ‘jointly, together’ and, from the 
derived meaning ‘make level/plain’, the verbal noun takšatar ‘plain’. 

The etymology of the verb has also been debated (for other suggestions, cf. 
HEG 4: 42f.). Sturtevant (1930: 214) connected takš‑zi to Ved. √takṣ ‘build, fashion’ 
(pres. tá̄ṣṭi), OAv. ipf.inj. tāšt ‘built’, which would fit the semantics. He 
reconstructed a PIE root √*tekþ̑, with a notable “thorn cluster.” However, as 
Oettinger (1979: 219) accurately noted, this etymology has to be rejected, since 
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we would expect Hi. *‑tk‑ for a “thorn cluster”, not attested ‑kš‑. The Vedic root 
is now normally derived from a root √*tetk,̑ viewed as a “radicalized” 
reduplicated formation to the original root √*tek ̑ (probably later than Proto-
Indo-European, contra LIV: 638f.). 

Oettinger (1979: 219) instead connected takš‑zi to La. texere ‘weave’ and OP 
ham‑ataxšatā ‘cooperated’ to a PIE root √*teks ‘work together; unite, join 
together’. The LIV (619f.) has reformed this connection, analyzing *teks‑ of these 
verbs as an unreduplicated athematic desiderative *ték‑s- of a root √*tek ‘weave’, 
to which they add Arm. t‘ek‘em ‘twist; plait’. 

However, Olsen (2017: 192f.) and Melchert (2018: 214f.) have now challenged 
this reconstruction. Olsen (l.c.) demonstrates that Arm. t‘ek‘em is not used in the 
sense ‘twist; plait’, but rather ‘forge, hammer into shape; educate; bend, turn’, 
and she doubts the connection to the other cognates. Since the etymological 
connection of OP ham‑ataxšatā is also insecure (cf. LIV: 620₃), they reject this 
cognate and with that also the reason to reconstruct a root √*tek separate from 
√*tek,̑ instead deriving the Hittite and Latin forms from a stem *teks̑‑. Melchert 
(2018: 215) suggests that the semantics of this root should be altered to ‘fit 
together, unite; fashion, produce’, whence all the cognates would be explicable. 
Melchert (l.c.) explicitly states that there is no “basis for taking *tek‑̑s‑ as a 
desiderative,” but he remains agnostic as to identifying the formation as a root 
enlargement or an s-imperfective. I support this new revision of the root √*tek ̑
and the inclusion of Hi. takš‑zi, La. texere under it. Given the fact that at least 
some of the other verbs treated in this section must be analyzed as root 
extensions with *‑s‑ (due to their Schwebeablaut), I propose that we are dealing 
with the same thing here, and that √*tek ̑thus gave birth to two new roots, PIE 
√*teks̑ and Proto-Indo-Balkanic √*tetk.̑97  

 

4.2.1.12 Hi. tamāšš‑zi/tame/išš‑ ‘oppress’, CLuw. damaš‑ti ‘press’ 

The Hittite verb tamāšš-zi/tame/išš‑ is remarkable in showing ā~e/i-ablaut, 
distributed as strong and weak stems, respectively, in the older texts (the two 
converging later): e.g., pret.3sg. ta‑ma‑a‑aš‑ta (OH/MS+), ta‑ma‑aš‑ta (OH/MS+) 
vs. dax‑me‑eš‑ta (KBo 13.68 obv. 11, NS); pret.1pl. ta‑me‑eš‑šu‑u‑en (KBo 3.60 iii 3, 
OH/NS); iptv.3sg. ta‑ma‑a‑aš‑du (KUB 33.66 i 16, OH/MS); ptc. tame/iššant‑ 
(OS+) vs. tamaššant‑ (NS+) (cf. Kloekhorst 2008: 823). It is the only mi-verb with 
an ablaut ‑ā‑ ~ ‑e/i‑. Again, we find a Luwian cognate: CLuw. pres.3sg. 
da‑ma‑aš‑ti ‘presses’ (cf. Melchert 1993: 204). 

Sturtevant (1932: 119f.) established the traditional etymology as an s-aorist 
parallel to Gk. ἐδάµασ(σ)α ‘tamed’ (ipf. δάµνηµι) from PIE √*demh₂ (cf. also 
Oettinger 1979: 124). However, the Greek s-aorist must be secondary, not only 
due to its irregular intervocalic ‑σ(σ)‑ or irregular ablaut (no expected zero grade 

 
97 In fact, the Indo-Iranian forms could just as well go back to √*teks̑, with only Gk. τέκτων requiring √*tetk.̑ 

Mayrhofer (EWAia I: 612–614) and Olsen (2017: 193) hypothesize that Gk. τέκτων could be remodelled 
from an original *téks̑‑ōn after the agent noun *teks̑‑tor‑ seen in La. textor ‘weaver’. In that case, all forms 
could be derived from the s-extended root √*teks̑. 
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in s-aorist), but also due to the archaic participle δάµαντ‑ (e.g., ἀνδρο-δάµας), 
which implies an original root aorist made to this verb. Harðarson (1993: 215, 
225) therefore assumes that the s-aorist was created analogically within Greek 
from the original root-aorist weak stem (with retracted accent) 
*dḿ̥h₂‑(me/‑te/‑ent) > *δάµα‑ → δαµασ‑. Consequently, the LIV (116f.) instead 
connects the Anatolian verbs to an unreduplicated athematic desiderative 
*d(é)mh₂‑s‑ with cognates in Hom. fut. δαµᾷ/δαµάᾳ and OIr. subj. ‑dama ‘shall 
endure’. However, the Greek future is supposed to be restored from a full-graded 
(thematic) *δεµάει, and the Celtic form is rather an innovated s-subjunctive (cf. 
McCone 1991: 159f., 163), opposing reduplicated future ‑didma < *di‑d(e)māse/o‑. 
There is thus very little evidence for a PIE unreduplicated, athematic 
desiderative here. In any case, the ablaut would not even fit with the Anatolian 
forms. Differently, Pedersen (1938: 95) and Van den Hout (1988) assume an s-
present (akin to the desiderative) with an ablauting suffix *‑és‑/*‑s‑, i.e. 
*dmh₂‑és‑ ~ *dmh₂‑s‑. However, a strong stem *dmh₂‑és- should have given 
×damḫaš- (cf. Melchert 1994: 70), so only the weak stem (with the suffix 
allomorph *‑s‑) could be said to be regular. Given this fact, there is little support 
in assuming an allomorph *‑és‑ for this formation, nor in any other formations. 
Indeed, the reconstruction of an ablauting suffix *‑és‑/*‑s‑ is controversial and 
not a part of traditional PIE morphology. I do not think that this verb provides 
substantial evidence to change our reconstruction on this matter. 

The weak stem tame/išš‑ has already been touched upon (s.v. 
ānš‑i/ḫane/išš‑zi), substantiating the formulation of the sound law *CRHs‑ > Hi. 
C(a)Re/išš‑ by Kloekhorst (2009a: 246), meaning that this allomorph could go 
back to *dmh₂s‑ regularly (if still connected to √*demh₂). Melchert (1994: 70f.), 
following Jasanoff’s (1988) account of ganešš-, assumes that Hittite s-verbs go 
back to an acrostatic s-present, only formally different from the s-aorist in its 
ability to take present/primary endings. Seeing that tame/išš- cannot go back to 
the supposed full-graded weak stem *dméh₂‑s‑, he assumes that the verb 
obtained a zero-graded weak stem analogically (“*dmḗh₂s‑ti/dm̥h₂s‑énti”). 
Melchert, assuming that the strong stem should have yielded *tamaḫš‑, argues 
that the laryngeal was given up in analogy to the (new) weak stem *dmh₂‑s‑ 
where it was lost regularly. However, Melchert does not mention that the long 
vowel should have precluded laryngeal colouring (through Eichner’s Law) and 
given ×tamēḫšzi. Given his acceptance of Jasanoff’s theory (deriving ganešš- 
from long-graded *g̑nḗh₃‑s‑), which hinges on Eichner’s Law, it should also have 
operated within his framework. An acrostatic paradigm does thus not yield any 
of the attested forms, nor is there good evidence for the reconstruction of an 
acrostatic s-present, formally identical to the s-aorist, in Proto-Indo-European. 

There is a much more problematic point which Melchert does not discuss. 
He reconstructs “*dmḗh₂s‑ti”, “*dmeh₂s‑n̥ti” (l.c.) as the s-present proto-forms, 
clearly based on the Hittite stem tamāšš- whose plene spelling on the second 
vowel indicates that this vowel really was pronounced (the first being probably 
dead), i.e. /t(a)má̆̄ss-/. However, the root which is connected to this verb is 
reconstructed as √*demh₂, with the ablauting vowel firmly between the first and 
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second radical (i.e. *dVmh₂‑). Since there is no way that the placement of the 
vowel in a PIE root could change position under normal stem formation, we 
should expect the supposed s-present/-aorist to have been *dḗmh₂‑s‑/*démh₂‑s‑. 
This is clearly not what we see in Hittite, where the vowel of the strong stem 
clearly manifests itself between the second and third radical (/tmās‑/), pointing 
to *dmVh₂s‑. Such a Schwebeablaut (compared to √*demh₂) is not known 
within PIE verbal stem formation and would have to be addressed in order to 
provide a convincing origin of the Anatolian verb. 

Accordingly, Kloekhorst (2008: 823f.) rightly conjectures that the 
Schwebeablaut of the verb points not to a verbal stem but to an s-extended root 
√*dmeh₂s, surely derived from √*demh₂, with the same Schwebeablaut as seen 
in other s-extended roots (cf. s.v. ānš‑i). This surely was an archaic (and no 
longer functional) relic in the proto-language, and we would assume the derived 
root to behave like any other root. Since the weak stem surely reflects a zero-
graded *dmh₂s‑, Kloekhorst (l.c., 2009a: 246) argues that the mi-inflected strong 
stem should reflect a full-graded stem *dméh₂s‑. Since this stem should have 
yielded Hi. *tamaḫš‑, he assumes an analogical loss of the laryngeal taken over 
from the weak stem: *tamaḫš → tamāšš‑. Due to the outcome of *h₂mh₁s‑ as 
ḫane/išš- (cf. supra) with an apparent development ‑n‑ < *‑m- /C_Hs‑ in an 
individuated verb (thus less prone to analogy from the other ablaut variant), 
Kloekhorst (l.c.) also assumes that tame/išš- had its ‑m- reintroduced from the 
strong stem tamāšš- where prevocalic *‑m‑ would have been retained.  

I completely support Kloekhorst’s derivation of tamāšš‑zi/tame/išš- from an 
s-extended root √*dmeh₂s. Not only does it not violate the principles of Proto-
Indo-European morphology, but it also confirms an already known feature of 
the proto-language, viz. the existence of s-extended roots with Schwebeablaut 
as compared to the unextended roots from which they were surely derived. 
Accordingly, the Anatolian verbs simply reflect the normal root imperfective 
made to this (extended) root. 

 

4.2.1.13 Hi. tekkuššiye/a‑zi ‘show’ 

The verb tekkuššiye/a‑zi ‘show, present oneself’ is attested from OS texts as a 
‑ye/a-stem, with minor variant stems usual for this class: te‑ek‑ku‑uš‑ši‑ia‑ez‑zi 
(HKM 46 obv.14, MH/MS), te‑ek‑ku‑uš‑ša‑mi (KBo 5.3+ i.11, NH). The late 
attestation of the latter cannot convincingly prove a stem **tekkušš(e/a)‑zi. 
Nevertheless, derivatives without the ‑ye/a‑suffix elucidate a root/base 
/tekʷss‑/: causative tekkuš(ša)nu‑zi ‘(make) show; reveal, present’, fientive 
tekkuššēšš‑zi ‘become visible’. 

Sturtevant (1932: 120) saw the verb as an s-aorist to √*deiḱ̯ and cognate to 
Ved. adikṣat, Gk. ἔδειξα, but this is phonologically impossible. Goetze (1951: 
471₁₂) connected the verb to Av. √daxš ‘teach’ from PIE √*dekʷs, which is the 
standard etymology (cf. Puhvel 1974: 292; Melchert 1984: 127; Kloekhorst 2008: 
865). Watkins (1969: 229) instead suggested a peculiar *‑se/o-extension to a u-
stem “*tek‑u‑se/o-” and connected the verb to Gk. τέκµαρ ‘sign’ (followed by 
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Oettinger 1998: 106; Rieken 1999: 210f.). Rieken (l.c.) connects with Hi. tekri‑, 
which she translates as ‘characteristic, marking’ with Kronasser (1966: 225), but 
Alexandrov & Sideltsev (2009: 63–67) have argued convincingly for a derogatory 
meaning associated with shame and humiliation.98 Breyer (2010) suggested that 
tekri- is an Egyptian loanword ⇐ LEg. tꜣ‑kꜣr.t ‘vagina’, which he argues is used in 
a derogatory sense about women (‘c*nt; whore’). A meaning ‘shame’ fits better, 
however. Still, the Egyptian connection fits well with the context in 
Šuppiluliuma’s Deeds (CTH 40) where the widowed Egyptian queen 
“Daḫamunzu,” imploring Šuppiluliuma to send her one of his sons as a husband, 
is quoted writing tekri⸗wa naḫmi (KBo 5.6 iii.15) ‘I fear shame/humiliation (vel 
sim.)’. Since the Egyptian word is also associated with ‘shame’ (Hannig 1997: 873, 
877, 916), it could still be borrowed from that source. In any case, the alleged 
connection between tekri- and tekkuššiye/a‑zi is implausible.  

The derivation from PIE √*dekʷs is preferable. The final *‑s is now certainly 
to be regarded as an extension, since Sasseville (2019) recently demonstrated 
that Pal. takkuwā‑di/takkuwaga‑di and Hi. dakkudakuwā(e)‑zi also mean ‘show’ 
and must be factitive-denominatives to a noun *takkuwa- ‘appearance’, itself 
derived from the root verb takku‑zi, which appears once (1sg. ták‑ku‑mi, KBo 
58.48 iv.4) meaning ‘be visible, appear’ with Sasseville. These verbs point back 
to a root √*dekʷ ‘be visible’, i.e. what must be the unextended base for the s-
extension √*dekʷs ‘show, make visible’, which then shows a factitive-transitive 
function of the base root. We are therefore again dealing with an s-extended 
root. 

 

4.2.2 Secondary stems 
Two Anatolian verbs seem to have been derived secondarily from nouns by 
addition of a simple suffix *‑s‑. Since this usage is strange in a classical Indo-
European perspective, these verbs deserve a separate treatment. 

 

4.2.2.1 Hi. ištamašš‑zi ‘hear’ 

The Hittite verb ištamašš‑zi ‘hear, listen; obey; perceive’ is non-ablauting and mi-
inflected throughout all Hittite periods (cf. HW² I: 237f. for attestations). The 
verb is often spelled iš‑⟨DAM⟩‑ma⁰ in NS texts (next to “normal” iš‑ta‑ma⁰, OS+), 
which is now read iš‑daₓ‑ma⁰ (Melchert 1991: 126; Kloekhorst 2008: 413) or 
iš‑ta₄‑ma⁰ (HW² I: 238); the readings iš‑dam‑ma⁰/iš‑tám‑ma⁰ (with Rüster & 
Neu 1989: 239) could work if one accepted the frequent NS spellings of 
intervocalic ⟨‑(C)Vm‑mV-⟩ for /‑(C)VmV‑/ as a real sound change, although they 
are nowadays taken as spellings of ⟨(C)Vm⟩‑signs for /‑(C)V‑/ influenced by the 
Akkadian loss of “mimation” (cf. Hoffner & Melchert 2008: 19). It is conspicuous, 

 
98  Kloekhorst (2008: 863f.) unconvincingly translates ‘deposition’ and attempts an Indo-European 

etymology. 
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however, that this spelling mostly occurs with intervocalic /‑m‑/ and not 
indiscriminately for /‑(C)V⁰‑/-sequences. 

The verb is usually regarded as a denominal verb to UZUištāman-/ištamana-
/ištamin(a)- n./c. ‘ear’, ostensibly through *‘use the ear; “to ear”’ ⇾ ‘hear’ (cf. 
HEG 1: 426f.; Rieken 1999: 363, 406; Kloekhorst 2008: 413). This implies that 
ištamašš‑zi was derived from ištāman- by the simple addition of *‑s‑, with *‑Vns‑ 
> Hi. /‑Vss-/ (cf. Kloekhorst 2008: 87f.). Not working with such a sound law, 
Kronasser (1966: 399, 402) regarded ištamašš‑zi as a denominative to a 
hypothetical **ištama- which only later changed into ištaman-; this step is 
unnecessary and even reductive in the case of ištāman- due to the likely n-stem 
Indo-European cognates (cf. infra). Such a supposed denominative use of *‑s- is 
otherwise unknown in Anatolian and from our normal conception of Proto-
Indo-European verbal derivation where all formations with *‑s- are primary 
formations made to the root, not from already derived stems. This problem is, 
however, mostly ignored or not treated as more than a curiosity. A few different 
proposals have been presented.  

Benveniste (1932: 141₁) and Frisk (1950: 19–22) rather regarded ištāman- and 
ištamašš‑zi as different derivatives to a stem *ištama-; however, there is no real 
model for such a derivational pattern. Frisk (1950: 20) notes rather callously that 
“[d]as s von ištama‑š‑zi muss freilich dann ein späterer Zusatz sein”, which does 
nothing to illuminate the matter. 

Eichner (1975: 83) sees ištamašš‑zi as a back-formation to ištamaške/a‑zi, 
which is normally regarded as the ‑ške/a‑imperfective to ištamašš‑zi, but Eichner 
regards it as a denominative verb originally *ištamanaške/a‑zi with loss of ‑n‑, 
whence a resegmentation ištamaš‑ would have arisen. Such a resegmentation 
would be quite unexpected, however, and would not follow any tendency 
otherwise seen in the language; nor is a loss of intervocalic *‑n‑ to be expected.  

Oettinger (1979: 195f.) suggests that ištamašš‑zi is derived from a supposed 
(*)UZUištamaššar/ištamašn- n. ‘sense of hearing’ attested once in dat-loc.sg. 
⟨UZUiš‑ta‑ma‑aš‑ni⟩ (KUB 55.20+ i.5, MH/NS), but Rieken (1999: 406₂₀₄₂) points 
out that the duplicate KUB 9.34 ii.24 has simply UZUGEŠTU‑ni (‘ear’) and that the 
determinative and the context would also work better with a meaning simply 
‘ear’; we should therefore read UZUiš‑ta‑ma«‑aš»‑ni, i.e. the dat-loc.sg. of ištāman‑.  

Puhvel (HED 2: 460f.) connects ištamašš‑zi with Hi. išta(n)ḫ‑zi ‘taste’ and 
derives both from a PIE √*stemh₂ (in Puhvel’s notation “*stemH₁”) describing 
‘perceive with the senses’, to which ištāman- would simply reflect an n-stem. 
The verb ištamašš‑zi, on the other hand, would reflect a PIE s-extended root 
√*stemh₂s (“*stemH̥₁‑s‑”) and would therefore not be a derivative of ištāman-, 
but only remotely related to it. The connection to išta(n)ḫ‑zi is, however, 
controversial and there is no way in which a form of a root √*stemh₂s could have 
given ištamašš‑zi. The *‑h₂‑ is also unsupported by the comparative evidence. 

 
Hi. ištāman- is clearly cognate with CLuw. tummant‑ n. ‘ear’ and the denominal 
verb(s) CLuw. tūmmanti(ya)‑tti ‘hear, listen’, HLuw. |tummanti(ya)‑ti| (pret.3sg. 
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AUDIRE+MI‑ti‑i‑ta /tummanti(ː)ta/,99 3×) and |tummanta‑di| ‘id.’ (iptv.mid.3pl.(?) 
AUDIRE+MI‑ta+ra/i‑ru /tummantantaru/, 100  KARKAMIŠ A11b+c §32; 
iptv.act.2pl. AUDIRE+MI‑ta‑ra+a‑nu /tummantadanu/, ASSUR-letter e §7). 
Although representing different formations, the clear Luwian derivative verbs 
would be a good parallel for deriving Hi. ištamašš‑zi from ištāman-.  

Outside of Anatolian, the noun is connected to Gk. στόµα ‘mouth’ and its 
peculiar derivative στωµύλος ‘chatty’, Av. staman- ‘muzzle (of a dog)’, PGmc. 
*stemnō- ‘voice’ (Go. stibna, OSax. stemna), W safn ‘jaw’, MBr. staffn ‘palate’ (cf. 
Noreen 1894: 140; Sturtevant 1928a: 123). Despite the apparently disparate 
meanings, a common semantic field encompassing the organs of sound 
production and sound perception could work quite unproblematically. The 
etymology of ištāman- ‘ear’ is thus fairly uncontroversial as far as the cognates 
go, although the exact reconstruction of both the formation and the underlying 
root as well as the internal relationship between the cognates have long been a 
matter of debate. 

 
The traditional reconstruction derives the forms from a stem *stóm‑(e)n- (e.g., 
IEW: 1035; DELG: 1059; Kroonen 2013: 480).101 This presupposes a root √*stem in 
the *o-grade, although the vocalism of several cognates pose diverse problems: 
Av. staman- does not show the expected lengthening by Brugmann’s Law, the 
Brythonic words show an *a-vocalism, the Luwian u-vocalism is mysterious in 
general, and Gk. στωµύλος shows a lengthened *ō-grade which is not 
synchronically clear. De Lamberterie (1990: 704–714) therefore derives only the 
Anatolian and Germanic cognates from a root √*stem ‘(faire) entendre’ but 
dismisses the Greek, Avestan and Brythonic words. 

Also working with √*stem, Rasmussen (1984: 135–139, 1989a: 241–245) 
explained the differing vocalisms from an “*ó~á-ablauting” stem, for which he 
also found support in words like “*móri~*mári‑” ‘sea’. Furthermore, the 
derivative στωµύλος seems to be derived from a stem in *‑ul‑, which Rasmussen 
regards to be the origin of στόµα and all the cognates with a suffix 
*‑u̯l~̥*‑u̯n̥‑/*‑un‑ with loss of *‑u̯‑ after *‑m‑ and later generalization as an n-stem: 
pre-PIE *stóm‑u̯l,̥ *stám‑u̯n̥‑s, *stám‑un‑ei ̯ > pre-PIE *stóm‑l,̥ *stám‑n̥‑s, 
*stám‑un‑ei ̯→ PIE *stóm‑n̥, *stám‑n̥‑s, *stám‑n‑ei.̯ The precursor of στωµύλος was 
derived already in pre-Proto-Indo-European from the variant with *‑u̯l-̥ as a 
vr̥ddhi-derivative *stōm‑ul‑ós. This is hardly convincing since both *ó~á-ablaut 
and a *‑u̯l‑̥~*‑u̯n̥‑suffix are controversial, and ‑υλο- is a productive suffix in Greek 
(cf. Oettinger 2003: 148₁₈; Vine 2011: 264f., 2019: 225). 

Oettinger (1982: 55) first claimed that the Luwian u-vocalism could only be 
derived from a structure *stHmen‑, and since Greek shows a clear o-vocalism, 
this would suggest a root √*steh₃ to which the cognates could reflect a *‑men-
derivative *st(e)h₃‑m(e)n‑, which became a popular analysis (cf. Hamp 1982; 

 
99 On plene-spellings in Hieroglyphic Luwian, cf. Vertegaal 2017. 
100 Cf. Hawkins 2000: 107. 
101 Kroonen (2013: 376f., 480, following Hirt 1897: 228) suggests that PGmc. *munþa- ‘mouth’, La. mentum 

‘chin’, MW mant ‘gums’ also derive from this root via *mn̥‑to- < *stmn̥‑to-. 
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Lubotsky 1997: 56f.; Melchert 1994: 99; Beekes 2010: 1408; Kloekhorst 2008: 412f.). 
There would be nothing bizarre about a *‑men-stem in istelf, and the ‑ω- in 
στωµύλος would simply reflect the “full grade of the root (*steh₃‑m‑) and a suffix 
*‑ul‑” (Beekes 2010: 1418). However, a *‑h₃‑ makes it impossible to connect the 
Germanic and Brythonic words (Kroonen 2013: 480), it does not explain the 
lacking Brugmann’s Law in Avestan, and it is hard to motivate a Greek 
derivation from a *‑men-stem of √*steh₃ with only the *‑m-part as in στωµύλος 
and many other words: στόµιον ‘mouth; bridle-bit’ (Aeschylus+), στοµόω ‘muzzle, 
gag’ (Hdt.+), εὔστοµος ‘well-spoken, soft-spoken’ (Hdt.+), στόµαχος ‘throat; 
stomach; bladder’ (Il.+), etc. (cf. Georgacas 1958: 183; DELG: 1058; Vine 2019: 
231f.).  

Before these theories, Wennerberg (1972) had suggested that the στόµα-
group of words should be connected with √*temh₁ ‘cut’, which therefore should 
have s-mobile √*(s)temh₁. The laryngeal could explain the missing Brugmann’s 
Law in Avestan. It has been supported by Oettinger (2003: 147–149) and 
Melchert (2007: 184–186) – both giving up the √*steh₃-hypothesis – as well as 
Vine (2019). Melchert (2007: 184) found support for this etymology in the 
Luwian compound KÁāš‑tummant- ‘gateway’ (lit. ‘mouth-ear’) if ⇽ *‘mouth-
opening’ with *‘opening’ from √*(s)temh₁ ‘cut’ and reconstructed an *ó~é-
ablauting *‑men-stem to this root: *stómh₁‑mn̥~*stémh₁‑mn̥‑s with “Saussure-
effect” (laryngeal loss due to *o-grade) and simplification of resultant *‑m‑m‑ > 
*‑m-, thus *stómn̥~stémn̥s. Along the same line, the meanings ‘mouth’, ‘jaw’ and 
‘ear’ alongside Gk. στόµαχος could also well reflect an original meaning *‘orifice’. 
Vine (2019: 233f.) tentatively proposed another possibility within this origin, viz. 
that there was instead an *ó~é-ablauting root noun (like *pód‑~*péd-, 
*dóm‑~*dém‑): pre-PIE nom.sg. *stṓmh₁‑s and acc.sg. *stómh₁‑m > *stṓm (cf. 
*dṓm), gen.sg. *stémh₁‑s (→ *stm̥h₁‑és or *stomh₁‑ós). The *‑men-stem and the 
other derivatives (*stómh₁‑o‑) would then have been derived from this root 
noun. 

 
Thus, no satisfactory solution has appeared which can account for the 
relationship between ištamašš‑zi and ištāman- better than the rather 
mechanical supposition that the verb has been derived directly from ištāman- 
by addition of an element *‑s‑. Such an element is still mysterious in being used 
for denominative verbal formation. 

If we look at the etymological proposals, two proposed root structures are 
viable: either the traditional √*stem (which is unknown from the verbal realm) 
or Wennerberg’s √*(s)temh₁ (representing a restructuring of a well-known root). 
If one should get inspired by the rather unanimous result of the previous 
section, one could attempt to derive ištamašš‑zi from an s-extension of either of 
these possible roots instead. Incorporating Schwebeablaut, we could therefore 
hypothetically think of the following possible outcomes: √*stems or √*stmes? to 
√*stem; √*(s)temh₁s or √*(s)tmeh₁s to √*(s)temh₁. None of these hypothetical s-
extended roots could, as far as I can see, have given the Hittite stem directly in 
any ablaut grade. However, if a root √*stme(h₁)s had a root eventive 
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(imperfective/aorist) *stmé(h₁)s‑ti : *stm(h₁)s‑énti, the expected outcome would 
have been **ištamēš̆zi : **ištaššanzi or **ištane/iššanzi (without/with the 
laryngeal, respectively). Such an unstable paradigm could initially have been 
stabilized by levelling the weak stem with the strong stem structurally, giving 
*ē~a-ablaut → **ištamēš̆zi : ištamaššanzi, which again could have been levelled 
→ ištamašzi : ištamaššanzi. An s-extended root could thus work with a sufficient 
amount of good will and analogical reshapening. This is, however, only a 
theoretical possibility, and it is not necessarily an attractive exchange for not 
having to assume a derivation from ištamān- with *‑s‑. 

In light of at least the next verb treated here, it does seem possible that an 
element *‑s- could derive secondary verbal stems from other stems. If so, this 
must be a very old characteristic of the element, since it lacks this ability in all 
Anatolian languages and all other Indo-European branches. It may thus be an 
archaism. 

 

4.2.2.2 Hi. kammarš‑zi, CLuw. katmarši‑tti ‘shit’ 

The Hittite verb kam(m)arš‑zi ‘shit’ is attested both with geminate and single ‑m- 
already from MS sources (cf. HW² K: 53 for attestations). The hapax katmaršitti 
occurs in a Hittite text without Glossenkeil but is normally taken to be the 
Luwian equivalent of kammarš‑zi, oddly describing the fecal actions of the royal 
couple in Kizzuwatna as opposed to in Ḫattuša where they šakniyanzi ‘poop?’ 
(according to Güterbock 1957: 353; Puhvel 1979: 303), cf. KUB 30.31 i.1–6 
(MH/MS):  

kuitman⸗kan dUTU‑uš nawi ūpzi  
nu LUGAL MUNUS.LUGAL URUḪattuši  
šakniyanzi n⸗at⸗za arḫayan ešandari  
maḫḫan⸗ma⸗kan kuitman dUTU‑uš ūpzi apē102⸗ma  
INA URUKizzuwatna INA É dIM Éšinapši⸗ya  
katmaršitti 

“When the sun is not yet up,  
the king and queen poop?! in Ḫattuša,  
and they sit down separately;  
but when the sun is up,  
they shit?! in the temple of the Storm-god  
and(?) in the šinapši(-temple?).”  

The form betrays its Luwian identity by the ending ‑tti, which would be 3sg. 
instead of the 3pl. expected from the context (perhaps for *katmaršinti?). It is 
fitting that a Luwian verb is used in the context of the Luwian-speaking 
Kizzuwatna-region which is apparently judged inferiorly by the different 
(foreign) verb. The verb also shows that the occasional geminate ‑mm- in Hittite 

 
102 HW² K: 53 amends to apiya ‘there’, but there is no problem with the attested apē. 
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is original and results from assimilation of *‑tm- parallel to *‑tn‑ > ‑nn-. However, 
the interpretation reflected in the translation above is far from certain, given 
the illogical prospect of ritual defecation in temples and in two distant places 
which could hardly be reached within a day’s travel. CHD (Š: 47) therefore 
suggests that šakniyanzi should be read ‘anoint’ with the royal couple as direct 
object, but they remain agnostic on the verb katmarši‑tti, which must be Luwian 
due to the ending. Tentatively, I will stick to the fecal reading of the verb since 
it is the only acceptable reading offered. 

 
The Anatolian verbs were connected to TB kenmer ‘excrement’ by K.T. Schmidt 
(1980: 409), pointing to a *‑mor-suffix added to √*ǵʰed ‘shit’, cf. Ved. hádati, Gk. 
χέζω, Alb. dhjes ‘id.’, YAv. zaδah- ‘arse’, ON gat ‘hole, opening’ (LIV: 172). The 
Anatolian verbs thus appear to have been derived from this *ǵʰod‑mor‑ by 
addition of an *‑s-suffix (HEG 1: 474f.).103  

Eichner (1975: 83) had basically given the same etymology (without the 
Tocharian cognate) but drew in Hi. kammarā- ‘smoke’ as a supposed cognate. 
Unable to accept a denominative *-s-suffix, Eichner proposed (as with 
ištamašš‑) that kammarš‑zi had been backformed from a *‑sḱe/o-imperfective 
*kammariške/a‑zi from a supposed *‑ie̯/o-denominative *kammariye/a‑zi. This 
account is completely ad hoc, trying to fit the exceptional verb into an expected 
pattern without evidence for it. The Luwian cognate does not support this 
theory. 

Also attempting to get around an *-s-denominative, Puhvel (1979: 303f.; HED 
4: 38f.) argued that there was “no conclusive evidence for a primary verb 
*gadmars‑.” The Anatolian verbs instead reflected a compound *gadmar- ‘shit’ 
+ “šiye/a‑” ‘press, shoot’ (i.e. šai‑i/ši‑), i.e. *‘pressing/firing shit’, while the 
apparent verbal noun kamaršuwar reflected a different compound 
*gadmar‑šuwawar ‘shit-fullness’. This is clearly unattractive, and forms like 
ka‑mar‑aš‑zi /kam(m)arstsi/ still cannot be derived from *‑šiyezzi. 

Earlier, different parsings of the word were proposed: Hoffner (1963: 34f.) 
read kat(a)‑marš‑ ‘lower belly’ (katta ‘under’ + a supposed cognate of Av. maršū- 
‘belly’), and Čop (1965: 104f.) attempted a reading ka‑tmarš‑ with ka- < *ko-/*km̥- 
+ Luwoid *-tmarš- from *smer‑s- to the same root as PGmc. *smirwijaną ‘smear’ 
(otherwise without extra-Germanic cognates). Both attempts are unconvincing. 

 
Had it not been for the probable parallel case of ištamašš‑zi above, a derivational 
*‑s-suffix would hardly have been convincing. Nevertheless, the combined 
attestation of both, with kammarš‑zi/katmarši‑tti having no chance of being 
derived directly from a root, corroborate a minimal use of an *-s-suffix to create 
secondary (denominative) verbs. Since this was by no means a productive 
feature and the base noun in this case is not even attested in Anatolian (only 

 
103  Luwian k- demonstrates that PA *ǵ- kept its velar closure in front of back vowels: *ǵod- > kat-, cf. 

Melchert 2012: 212. 
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supported by Tocharian evidence), it is clear that such a use must be considered 
an archaic feature (cf. §4.3). 

 

4.2.3 Partly s-extended stems 
The two Hittite verbs au(šš)‑i/zi/u(šš)‑ ‘see’ and mau(šš)‑i/zi/mu(šš)‑ ‘fall’ are 
exceptional within the verbal system on several points. They are generally ḫi-
conjugated from the oldest records and are the only ḫi-verbs to show a stem-
final ablaut ⁰au‑~⁰u-, i.e. really showing the ă̄~∅-ablaut most characteristic of 
the ḫi-conjugation agreeing with the PIE *ó~∅-ablaut of the perfect.  

Throughout most of the paradigm, the verbs show stem-final ⁰(a)u- and ḫi-
endings with regular monophthongization *au > /o(ː)/ in front of the ‑ḫḫ⁰-
endings of the 1sg. (cf. HW² A: 572f. and CHD L-N: 211f., respectively, for 
attestations): e.g., pres.act.1sg. u‑uḫ‑ḫi (MH/MS), mu(‑u)‑uḫ‑ḫi (OH/NS); 
pres.act.2sg. a‑ut‑ti (OS); pres.act.1pl. ú‑me(‑e)‑ni (OS); pres.act.3pl. ú‑wa‑an‑zi; 
pret.act.3pl. a‑ú(‑e)‑er (MH/MS), ma‑ú‑er (OH/MS). 

Complicating this unproblematic pattern, however, is the fact that both 
verbs show allomorphs with an apparent ‑šš-“extension” in certain forms. Some 
of these are to be expected, viz. 2pl. with the ‑šten(i) ending-allomorph in ḫi-
verbs in a stem-final high vowel: pres.act.2pl. uš‑te(‑e)‑ni (OS), a‑uš‑te‑ni 
(MH/MS) vs. a‑ut‑te‑ni (NH); iptv.act.2pl. a‑uš‑tén (MH/MS). However, we find 
this ‑šš- also in unexpected forms, most noticeably in all 3sg. forms which also 
show mi-endings in conflict with the general ḫi-inflection of the verbs: 
pres.act.3sg. a‑uš‑zi (OS), ma‑uš‑zi (“pre-NH”/NS); pret.act.3sg. a‑uš‑ta (OS), 
ma(‑a)‑uš‑ta (MH/NS); iptv.act.3sg. a‑uš‑du (OH/NS), ma‑uš‑du (NS). Also the 
middle 3sg. shows ‑šš-element + ‑tt⁰-endings: pres.mid.3sg. ma‑uš‑ta‑r[i] (NS); 
pret.mid.3sg. a‑uš‑ta‑at (NS), a‑uš‑ta‑t⸗a‑an (OH/MS), ma‑uš‑ta‑at (NS). 
However, iptv.mid.3sg. u‑wa‑ru (OH/MS) shows that mauštari is secondary, and 
that the original middles were simply in ⁰u‑+‑a⁰. 

Other forms, especially in the middle, also show ‑šš-, although we often have 
earlier forms without the ‑šš-element which reveal its secondariness: e.g., 
pret.act.3pl. ma‑uš‑še‑er (MH/NS) vs. ma‑ú‑er (OH/MS); pret.mid.1sg. 
a‑uš‑ḫa‑ḫa‑at (NH), ma‑uš‑ḫa‑ḫa‑at (NH) vs. u‑wa‑aḫ‑ḫa‑at (NS), ostensibly ← 
*ōḫḫa(ḫa)t. The two verbs conflict in their infinite forms where au(šš)‑ 
consistently lacks the ‑šš-element (ptc. uwant‑, inf. uwanna) while mau(šš)‑ 
consistently has it (ptc. mauššant‑, inf. mauššūwanzi). The use of ‑anna in 
uwanna is original for ablauting, monosyllabic words and would have been 
expected for mau(šš)‑/mu- as well, which points to the maušš-forms being 
secondary. 

 
The ‑šš-element thus seems to have been original only in the active 2pl. and 3sg., 
of which only the latter would be irregular. Here, we would have expected 
pres.act.3sg. **(m)ă̄wi, pret.act.3sg. **(m)auš, iptv.act.3sg. **(m)ă̄wu. It is 
probably not a coincidence that one of these forms exactly would have 
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contained an *‑š‑, viz. the pret.act.3sg., and it is almost universally agreed that 
the ‑šš-element spread from there. Indeed, the alternation between stem-final 
intervocalic vowel+semi-vowel and diphthong in these expected forms all with 
the strong stem would be aberrant within Hittite and this alone could have 
warranted restructuring. An additional push for choice of ‑š‑ + *‑t-endings of the 
mi-conjugation was undoubtedly provided by the 2pl. forms.  

However, whether the restructuring to *⁰au‑s‑t⁰-forms started in the present 
or preterite is debated. Puhvel (HED 1: 243) argues that it began in the preterite 
with *(m)auš → (m)aušta, which only later gave present → (m)aušzi. However, it 
has also been argued that the present first was innovated from the preterite 
*(m)auš → present *(m)aušzi, which then gave preterite *(m)aušta (Jasanoff 
2003: 120f.; Kloekhorst 2008: 228).  

No matter which form first introduced mi-endings to the ‑š-element 
(originally the pret.3sg. ending), it is clear that there is no way these verbs reflect 
a suppletive paradigm with an Indo-European s-formation or s-final root (pace 
Sturtevant 1932: 120f.). 

 
For the separate case of nē‑a(ri)~nai‑i/nē- ‘turn’, see §4.4.3. 

 

4.2.4 Concluding remarks 
As we have seen, none of the Hittite s-extended verbs requires an s-aorist origin. 
There is no sign of the characteristic Narten-ablaut in any of the verbs, not even 
in gane/išš‑zi, which is normally hailed as the Paradebeispiel of a relic long-
graded s-aorist in Hittite. Rather, the verb gane/išš‑zi forms part of a subgroup of 
s-extended verbs, showing a structure C(a)Re/išš‑ best explained from a zero-
graded sequence *CRHs‑ (with Kloekhorst 2009a). This zero grade does not fit 
with an s-aorist, nor does the corresponding full-graded strong stem that we 
could deduce from tamāšš‑ and kalle/išš‑. Indeed, all mi-conjugated s-extended 
verbs point back to an ablaut pattern *é ~ *Ø. 

Furthermore, of the three ḫi-conjugated s-extended verbs, only one can be 
argued to have been incorporated into that conjugation secondarily, viz. pāš‑i 
due to the *o-colouring of *‑h₃‑ in √*peh₃. For paḫš‑i and ānš‑i, there would have 
been little motivation for a transition of an s-aorist into the ḫi-conjugation. 
Indeed, ānš‑i would only be explicable in connection to synonymous ḫane/išš- 
with a loss of *h₂- in front of *‑ó‑, as proposed by Kloekhorst (2008: 75–76, 182–
183). Such an *‑ó‑ could only mean that ānš‑i constitutes an inherited perfect, 
and the continuation of the verb in the ḫi-conjugation thus entirely follows the 
normal pattern for ḫi-verbs. It means, however, that it cannot derive from an s-
aorist, as there is no pattern of forming perfects from s-aorists. 

Even more damaging to an s-aorist reading, we have seen that two of the s-
extended verbs demonstrate a clear Schwebeablaut compared to their base 
root: ānš‑i reflecting *h₂ómh₁s‑ (vs. √*h₂meh₁) and tamāšš‑zi reflecting *dméh₂s‑ 
(vs. √*demh₂). This can in no way be explained from an s-aorist origin, as the s-
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aorist (as all other verbal stem formations) retains the position of the vowel of 
the root. Such a Schwebeablaut is only known from s-extended roots, where 
new roots formed with an s-extension sometimes can show a different position 
of the root vowel: cf. √*h₂eu̯g ‘be(come) strong’ (LIV: 274–275) : √*h₂u̯eks ‘grow’ 
(LIV: 288–289); √*meiḱ̯ ‘mix’ (LIV: 428–429) : √*mie̯ḱs ‘become fixed’ (LIV: 445); 
√*h₂elk ‘ward off’ (LIV: 264) : √*h₂leks ‘ward off’ (LIV: 278). 

An s-extension means that we are dealing with a real root, able to form all 
the same stem formations and derivatives as any other root. Therefore, we are 
not surprised to see ḫi-conjugation verbs (PIE perfects) next to mi-conjugation 
verbs (root imperfectives/aorists). 

 
Consequently, we find no sure relics of the s-aorist in Hittite. Rather, we are 
dealing with s-extended roots, something quite distinct from the s-aorist. I 
would argue that this makes the reconstruction of the s-aorist in Proto-Indo-
European very uncertain, if not implausible. Since only non-Anatolian 
languages show proof of this formation, I consider it more likely that the s-aorist 
emerged or at least took its classical shape only in Indo-Tocharian. 

 
Now, this s-extension might have had a function, but it would have been one 
that modified the new root it created (in pre-Proto-Indo-European). Cohen 
(2017) and Friis (2018: 77–84) have argued convincingly that many s-extensions 
can be demonstrated to have a telic function compared to their base roots: e.g., 
√*ḱleu̯ ‘hear’ (LIV: 334) : √*ḱleu̯s ‘listen’ (LIV: 336). We saw a probable example 
in pāš‑i ‘swallow’ compared to √*peh₃ ‘drink’. I strongly believe that this telic *‑s-
element led to the creation of the s-aorist in Indo-Tocharian. This was already 
anticipated by Meillet (1908: 101) who, when considering the non-ablauting 
nature of the *‑s- of the s-aorist wrote that it “s’explique par ceci que c’est un 
élargissement, non un suffixe proprement dit.” There is no proof that this would 
have happened at the Proto-Indo-European stage (before the Anatolian split), 
and as such the origin of the Hittite ḫi-conjugation preterite 3sg. ‑š must in my 
opinion be sought elsewhere (cf. §4.4.1). 

 

4.3 FIENTIVES IN ‑ĒŠŠ-ZI 
The Hittite suffix ‑ēšš‑zi forms fientives (‘become X’), mostly from adjectives but 
occasionally also from substantives and verbs, cf. idalawēšš‑zi ‘become bad’ ← 
idālu‑/idālaw- adj. ‘bad, evil’, šaknēšš‑zi ‘be(come) impure’ ← 
šakkar~zakkar/šakn- n. ‘shit; filth’, miēšš‑zi ‘grow up’ ← mai‑i/mi‑ ‘grow’ (Hoffner 
& Melchert 2008: 177f.; Kloekhorst 2008: 255f.). The suffix was first regarded as 
a type of denominative s-aorist (cf. Sturtevant 1932: 124; Bechtel 1936: 25), 
although this usage is not well known from the s-aorist, nor was the identity of 
the preceding ‑ē- clairified. 

Watkins (1971) importantly identified a parallel suffix ‑ē‑zi with no ‑šš- but 
used in almost the same way as denominative verbs with an essive-fientive 
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meaning (‘be/become X’), often with a juxtaposed ‑ēšš‑zi-fientive, in which case 
‑ē‑zi would be essive and ‑ēšš‑zi fientive: nakkē‑zi ‘be important, powerful, difficult’ 
vs. nakkēšš‑zi ‘become important; cause trouble, bother’ ← nakki- adj. ‘important, 
powerful, difficult’. He naturally identified the suffix ‑ē‑zi with the well-known 
“stative” suffix *‑eh₁‑, which forms essives or fientives in various Indo-European 
languages. Watkins (1971: 64) further pointed out that both suffixes clearly 
behaved like members of the “Caland system,” being substitutable with other 
suffixes in derivational patterns creating different word classes with associated 
meanings: ḫappinēšš‑zi ‘become rich’ ← ḫappinant- ‘rich’, parkuē‑zi ‘be pure’ ← 
parkui- ‘pure’. This fits with the position of *‑eh₁- within the “Caland system” also 
recognizable from other languages (cf. Nussbaum 1976).  

Due to the clear association with ‑ē‑zi, he analyzed ‑ēšš‑zi as an “inchoative” 
derived from *‑eh₁- by addition of an *‑s-, which he analyzed as a sort of 
imperfective suffix. Since he did not believe in the existence of a Proto-Indo-
European s-aorist (cf. Watkins 1962, 1969), it was not an option for him to regard 
the suffix as such. He further stated that this *‑eh₁‑s‑ was recalibrated into 
*‑eh₁‑s‑ḱe/o‑ in later Indo-European, continued in the Latin “inchoatives” in 
‑ēscō and, one might add, the Armenian suffix ‑č‘im (Klingenschmitt 1982: 75–
83). This patterned with his general view of *‑sḱe/o- as a composite suffix 
*‑s‑+*‑ḱe/o‑, although the latter suffix is unknown on its own and therefore 
controversial. Watkins was principally followed by Melchert (1997: 131, 2005) 
and Jasanoff (2002b: 148, 2019a: 18). However, the reconstruction of an 
imperfective *‑s-suffix is controversial and unsupported by the other Indo-
European languages. 

Oettinger (1979: 338–342) was skeptical of Watkins’ identification of ‑ē‑zi but 
later conceded (1992: 245₄₅), and it is now generally accepted that ‑ēšš‑zi is tightly 
connected to ‑ē‑zi and must have been derived from its precursor at some point. 
The question is when and by which means. 

 
This question cannot be answered without determining the original value of PIE 
*‑eh₁‑. In Hittite, the suffix is able to express both essive and fientive function, 
and scholars have purported that the original function of the Proto-Indo-
European suffix was either one or the other. The traditional assumption, also 
followed by Watkins, is to ascribe essive function to *‑eh₁-, which is often called 
a “stative.” 

However, an influential theory claims that the suffix was in fact not essive-
stative but rather eventive-fientive, pointing especially to the use in Greek as 
intransitive aorist “passives” of the type ἐµάνην, arguing that the suffix therefore 
was inherently aoristic (cf. Cowgill 1963: 265f.; Hock 1973: 332f.; Ringe 1991: 87ff.). 
Concurring, Harðarson (1998) argued that essive function was instead expressed 
by a derived imperfective in *‑(e)h₁‑ie̯/o‑, and this is followed in the LIV (25), 
which dubs *‑eh₁‑ “Fientiv” and *‑h₁‑ie̯/o‑ “Essiv.”  

This was criticized by Jasanoff (2002b) and Ruijgh (2004) who argued 
convincingly for an original essive-stative meaning, cf. that function also in 
Balto-Slavic and Germanic. Although I do not find Jasanoff’s (1978) analysis of 
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*‑eh₁- as an original predicative instrumental entirely convincing, I agree with 
the critique of Harðarson’s reconstruction. It is possible that it emerged in Indo-
Slavic or a similar proto-stage, but the aoristic value of *‑eh₁- seems to be 
restricted to Greek and potentially other Balkanic branches, suggesting that it is 
an innovation there. This would not be hard to understand from an essive-
stative origin in any case, the transition of stative to resultative to anterior and 
perfective being a very common one (cf. Kølln 1968; Bybee et al. 1994: 67–69, 81, 
104). Furthermore, statives have no semantic transitivity, as they indicate a state 
instead of a change. This would fit well with the aorist use of ‑η- in Greek, which 
can be explained entirely through a stative-essive origin with no need for an 
original fientive value. 

I therefore consider it most likely that the original value of *‑eh₁- was stative-
essive, and Hittite ‑ēšš‑zi would thus reflect a derivation with an ingressive-
inchoative modification into fientive. 

 
The only plausible explanation within the classical Indo-European verbal 
system would be that the *‑s- of the s-aorist had been added to the essive suffix 
*‑eh₁‑ (cf. Rasmussen 2001: 356; Willi 2018: 478f.). A perfective or telic derivation 
from a stative verb would result in an ingressive or inchoative meaning (cf. 
Comrie 1976: 19), which is exactly what we find here with a fientive derived from 
an essive. An aoristic origin would therefore fit well, although it must be stressed 
that an imperfective suffix could also yield a fientive/inchoative meaning, cf. La. 
‑ēscō with imperfective *‑sḱe/o‑.  

However, the s-aorist is not known to have been attachable to primary 
verbal stems from any other Indo-European language. This would either be an 
archaic feature or a late innovation within Anatolian/Hittite (thus García 
Trabazo 2004, 2009). Since, however, I believe that the s-aorist cannot have 
existed in Proto-Indo-European or Anatolian (cf. §4.2.4), neither would be even 
theoretically possible. 

 
The s-aorist theory would be formally identical with Watkins’ proposal, both 
going back to a structure *‑eh₁‑s‑. However, whether such a structure could have 
yielded Hi. ‑ēšš- is another matter of debate.  

A change PIE *‑h₁s- > Hi. ‑šš- is commonly assumed, cf. Hi. ḫišša‑ ‘thill’ < 
*h₂/₃ih₁seh₂‑ (cf. Melchert 1994: 77–79; Kimball 1999: 450). Nevertheless, 
Kloekhorst (2008: 72, 255f.) rejects such a development if the preceding vowel 
carries the accent because of pres.mid.3sg. eša(ri) ‘sits down’ which he traces 
back to *h₁éh₁s‑o (2008: 254; he must mean *‑or for pres.mid.3sg.), indicating 
that *‑V́h₁sV- became Hi. ‑V́šV‑. He regards the element ‑šš- as identical to the 
suffix ‑šš(a)- (cf. Appendix H), which he transposes as *‑h₁s‑. It is, however, not 
clear why the two supposed cognate suffixes would inflect so differently, the 
suffix ‑šš(a)- being ḫi-inflected and showing allomorphy according to the 
tarn(a)-class, whereas ‑ēšš- is universally mi-inflected and has no stem 
allomorphy. Friis (2018: 62) tentatively follows Kloekhorst and suggests that the 
suffix was taken over in inner-Hittite only from the weak allomorph ‑šš- of the 
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plural where also the mi- and ḫi-conjugations had merged. Since ‑šš(a)‑ was 
unproductive in Hittite, it is hardly credible that the essive-suffix ‑ē- would have 
employed it as an imperfective extension – the obvious choice would have been 
the highly productive ‑ške/a-suffix (which would have aligned it with La. ‑ēscō). 
Therefore, the connection to ‑šš(a)‑ is not very convincing. That suffix is treated 
in depth in Appendix H. 

Furthermore, it is far from certain that ēš‑a(ri) represents *h₁eh₁s‑. Norbruis 
(2019) has argued convincingly that Hi. eš‑a(ri) ‘sit down’, eš‑zi/aš- ‘sit’ and eš‑zi/aš- 
‘be’ all represent the same root √*h₁es and that Hittite preserves the old 
semantics in association with voice: mid. *h₁és‑or ‘sit down’ vs. act. *h₁és‑ti/h₁s- 
‘sit; be’. Therefore, there is no real obstacle in eša(ri), which goes back to 
*h₁és‑or, and I regard a geminate outcome ‑šš- < *‑h₁s- as valid.  

 
I believe that the right solution was in principle given by Ruijgh (2004: 49f.) who 
argued en passant that the *‑s- was not the s-aorist per se but its precursor, which 
was “used to form telic verbs,” and that when it was added to an essive in *‑eh₁‑ 
it naturally resulted in an ingressive-inchoative sense of entering the state 
expressed by the essive. The telic-marking *‑s- would later develop into the s-
aorist in the other Indo-European languages, Ruijgh argues, but it is not in this 
capacity that we see the element *‑s‑ here.  

This account would fit well with the findings above (§4.2.1) where we 
identified several s-extended verbs which were not directly derivable from the 
classical Indo-European s-aorist. In fact, the clear appearance of the s-
extensions in several different stem formations and the inescapable realization 
that a few showed Schwebeablaut incontrovertibly excluded an s-aorist origin. 
Instead, it was argued that they should be regarded as different formations from 
s-extended roots, which can account for all of the peculiarities of the s-extended 
verbs. Furthermore, this root extension *‑s- was ascribed a general telic or 
transitive value.  

However, a root extension would not be immediately understandable here, 
since the *‑s- in ‑ēšš‑zi was added to a suffix or rather to an already-formed verbal 
stem, and a secondary denominative type at that. This would require the 
original root-extension element to have been reanalyzed as a derivational suffix 
in the verbal system, at least minimally, at some point. In fact, this was exactly 
the same logical conclusion that was reached for the small group of secondarily-
derived s-extended verbs, which appeared to represent an archaic feature of *‑s- 
as a secondary-stem suffix to nominal stems (§4.2.2). It was argued there that 
such a usage must reflect an archaism since it was not productive in Anatolian, 
there being no synchronic suffix ‑š(š)‑. I believe that the ‑ēšš-suffix represents 
the same recessive phenomenon, and the formation of the suffix cannot be 
understood by any synchronic means anyway. It therefore must represent an 
archaic inherited formation from Proto-Indo-European.  

I believe that the usage is best explained from the telic-marking root 
extension *‑s-, which would then at some pre-Proto-Indo-European stage have 
been reanalyzed as a suffix. However, this reanalysis cannot have been exactly 
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the same which gave birth to the s-aorist, since it depended on a reanalysis of 
the “root eventive” from *√é~∅‑ (the ablauting root, the s-extension being part of 
the root) to *√é~∅‑s‑, i.e. consisting of the *é~∅-ablauting base root and a suffix 
*‑s‑, leading to the primary stem formation which is the s-aorist in Proto-Indo-
Tocharian.  

Something slightly different must have happened for the reanalysis as a 
secondary suffix which is only found in Hittite. It is best understood as an 
archaic layer where the root extension *‑s- was being tried on to see if it fit better 
as an inflectional or a derivational suffix. This can only be understood from a 
root-extension origin. It simply depended on the type of reanalysis one would 
make: what did the *‑s-element appear to be attached to?  

Since s-extended roots could form all possible formations just like any other 
root, formations like the perfect *(Ce‑)CóCs‑e~*(Ce‑)CCs‑ḗr or the “reduplicated 
eventive” *Ci‑CéCs‑t~*Cé‑CCs‑n̥t (vel sim.) could easily be reanalyzed as if the 
*‑s- was attached to the perfect or reduplicated eventive of the unextended base 
verb: i.e. an *‑s-suffix had been added to a primary stem of the base root. This 
meant that *‑s- could be employed as a secondary stem formation, enabling a 
use as a derivational suffix to already created stems. Again, the function would 
have been telic or transitive. 

In my view, this is the only logical way through which the *‑s-suffix could 
have been attached to the essive suffix *‑eh₁‑ and a small group of nouns. This 
reanalysis would have to have happened in pre-Proto-Indo-European, since 
Anatolian inherited only a few of these secondary formations. It cannot have 
been a very productive use of the *s-suffix even in Proto-Indo-European, and it 
never flourished in Anatolian, while it apparently disappeared in Indo-
Tocharian. I consider it unlikely that the use was innovated within Anatolian, 
since there is no other indicator for a *s-suffix in any function; there would not 
have been any model for this reanalysis.  

 
Anatolian thus alone inherited relic stems of an ephemeral use of the *‑s-
element as a secondary-stem suffix, a different morphological role than the 
primary-stem marker that became productive as the Proto-Indo-Tocharian s-
aorist. One of them was *‑eh₁‑s‑, which modified the essive with telicity, yielding 
a fientive use. Whether this was retained into Proto-Indo-Celtic is unclear, 
although an expanded or derived version survived in *‑eh₁‑sḱe/o-, yielding La. 
‑ēscō, Arm. ‑č‘im.  
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4.4 SIGMATIC ENDINGS 

4.4.1 ḫi-conjugation preterite 3sg.act. ‑š 

4.4.1.1 The problem 

The singular endings of the Hittite ḫi-conjugation are directly derivable from 
the Proto-Indo-European perfect endings: cf. pres.1sg. ‑ḫḫe/‑ḫḫi, pret.1sg. ‑ḫḫun 
(Pal. ‑ḫḫa, CLuw. ‑ḫ(ḫ)a, Lyc. ‑χ⁽ã⁾) < *‑h₂e; pres.2sg. ‑tti, pret.2sg. ‑tta < *‑th₂e; 
pres.3sg. ‑e/‑i < *‑e+i. The present endings have been derived from the 
unextended endings of the preterite by addition of the present-marker *‑i 
within pre-Proto-Anatolian, assuming non-past value and creating a tense-
distinction in the emerging ḫi-conjugation analogous to the eventive mi-
conjugation (cf. Søborg 2015: 114–118). However, one ending does not conform 
with this pattern, the pret.3sg. in ‑š which cannot go back to the Proto-Indo-
European perfect ending *‑e and is underivable from the present ending ‑i (< 
*‑e+i), which confirms the pre-existence of the perfect ending *‑e in pre-Proto-
Anatolian. 

It is clear why *‑e was unstable as a preterite ending in the ḫi-conjugation, 
since it would have developed regularly into either *‑i or *‑∅ (cf. Melchert 1994: 
183f.; Kimball 1999: 160, 193), thus either merging with the oppositional present 
ending (< *‑e+i) or disappearing entirely. Neither result would have been a 
sustainable personal ending, and a replacement by some other personal marker 
would therefore be entirely warranted. A logical consequence of the pres.3sg. 
ending ‑e/‑i is that it must have been formed while there still was a 
corresponding perfect 3sg. ending *‑e in the system. It follows that the 
traditional perfect endings of the singular were continued into Anatolian.  

Since ‑š is not known as a 3sg. ending from any other formation within 
Hittite or Anatolian, it is not self-evident why it was chosen or by what analogy; 
nor is the morphological origin entirely clear within the traditional Indo-
European system. Scholars have struggled with these questions almost since the 
discovery of Hittite. 

 

4.4.1.2 Synchronic facts and possibility of an internal origin 

One’s first intuition would be to look for a possible analogy to another ending 
or desinence within Hittite. The mi-conjugation offers little relief with either of 
its pret.3sg. allomorphs ‑t (postvocalic) or ‑tta (postconsonantal).  

The ḫi-ending ‑š has no such restriction, appearing after both vowels and 
consonants and nearly all stem classes of the ḫi-conjugation from the earliest 
texts: cf. da‑a‑aš (OS) from the |ā~|∅-ablauting class, ḫu‑wa‑ap‑pí‑iš (OH/NS) 
from the ‑wă̄‑~‑u‑ablauting class, tar‑na‑aš (OS) from the tarn(a)-class, da‑iš 
(OS) from the dāi/tiyanzi-class, a‑ak‑ki‑iš (OS) ~ ag‑ga‑aš (MH/MS) from the 
Că̄C‑~CaC‑class, ga‑«‑re»‑ra‑pa‑aš (OS) ~ ka‑re‑pa‑aš (NS) from the ă̄~ē-̆class, 
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u‑un‑ni‑iš (MH/MS) from the mēma/i-class, ma‑ni‑ia‑aḫ‑ḫi‑iš (OH/NS) from the 
‑aḫḫ‑factitives.  

Only two subclasses show a different desinence in the pret.3sg. from the 
earliest texts. One is the partly s-extended class in ⁰au(š)‑/u(š)‑ which shows 
⁰šta from OS texts, never ‑š: a‑uš‑ta (OS), ma‑a‑uš‑ta (MH/NS). This class was 
treated in §4.2.3, where it was argued that the š-extended, mi-inflected stem 
allomorph in the 3sg. and thus also here probably arose through the wish to 
mark the original pret.3sg. forms *auš, *mauš more clearly, with analogy from 
the pret.2pl. forms ⁰aušten, pres.2pl. ⁰uštēni as consisting of auš‑/uš- + mi-
endings. In any case, it is almost inevitable that the forms in ‑šta originated from 
the original ḫi-ending ‑š. 

The other consisted of ḫi-verbs ending in ‑š‑ or ‑t‑, whose pret.3sg. would 
have been */‑s(s)/ and */‑ts/, respectively. The latter might be preserved in the 
peculiar forms ši‑pa‑an‑taš (OH/MS), ši‑pa‑an‑da‑za (NH) to išpă̄nt‑i~šip(p)ant‑i 
‘libate’, which might stand for /spānts/. Otherwise, all verbs ending in ‑š- and ‑t‑ 
show the ending ‑(t)ta from the oldest texts. That ending was probably taken 
over from the mi-conjugation to clarify the form: cf. ḫa‑a‑aš‑ta (OS) for expected 
*/Hās/ to ḫāš‑i/ḫaš‑ ‘give birth’, a‑ša‑a‑aš‑ta (OH/NS) for expected */asās/ to 
ašāš‑i/ašaš‑~ašeš- ‘settle’, ḫa‑a‑az‑ta (OH/MS) for excpected */Hāts/ to 
ḫāt‑i/ḫat- ‘dry out’. The same also happened to išpă̄nt‑i~šip(p)ant‑i: cf. 
ši‑pa‑an‑za‑aš‑ta /spantsta/ (MH/NS). The result was also here a pret.2/3sg. in 
/‑sta/, since the 2sg. in ‑tta had the same result. 

 
The desinence ‑šta also appeared in several other ḫi-verbs, but only in later texts 
and restricted to stem classes ending in ‑i-: cf. pa‑iš (OS) → pa‑iš‑ta (OH/NS) → 
pé‑eš‑ta (NH) in the dāi/tiyanzi-class, u‑un‑ni‑iš (MH/MS) → u‑un‑ni‑iš‑ta (NS) in 
the mēma/i-class. The tarn(a)-class tended to be adopted in the mēma/i-class in 
late Hittite and therefore also shows this desinence: tar‑na‑aš (OS) → tar‑ni‑iš‑ta 
(NS). The same desinence also functioned as pret.2sg., thus supplanting also the 
original 2sg. ending ‑tta. It is no coincidence that the stem classes which employ 
the innovative 2/3sg. preterite ending ‑šta are those whose 2pl. end in ‑šten(i). 
Just as with the ⁰au(š)-class, it is certainly the 2pl. which caused the analogical 
development of ‑šta, which is thus entirely secondary and descriptively 
restricted to stems ending in ‑i‑/‑u‑. 

The other stem classes of the ḫi-verbs had no 2pl. in ‑šten(i) and therefore 
never acquired a pret.2/3sg. in ‑šta. On the other hand, those stem classes often 
innovated their pret.3sg. to ‑tta: cf. ḫu‑wa‑ap‑pí‑iš (OH/NS) → ḫu‑wa‑ap‑ta (NS), 
da‑a‑aš (OS) → da‑at‑ta (NH), a‑ak‑ki‑iš (OS) → ak‑ta (NS), ka‑re‑ep‑aš (NS) → 
ka‑re‑ep‑ta (NS), ma‑ni‑ia‑aḫ‑ḫi‑iš (OH/NS) → ma‑ni‑aḫ‑ta (OH/NS). This made 
them identical to the corresponding pret.2sg. of the ḫi-conjugation. The 
analogical takeover of the ending ‑tta was probably due to the united pressure 
from the 2sg. ḫi-ending as well as the mi-conjugation pret.3sg. ending ‑tta, which 
was again identical to the mi-conjugation pret.2sg. ending ‑tta. 
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However, this was not the only overlap within the preterite endings of 2/3sg. in 
the two conjugations. There was also a curious formal identity between the 
pret.3sg. ending ‑š of the ḫi-ending and the pret.2sg. ending ‑š of the mi-ending. 
There thus existed a remarkable chiastic overlap between the two persons 2sg. 
and 3sg. within the preterite active of the two conjugations:  

Table 7: Old Hittite pret.act.2/3sg. endings 

Predictably, the endings of the preterite 2/3sg. in both conjugations were 
continuously confused with each other, and in Neo-Hittite all of the different 
endings could to some extent be used for the other person, so that one can speak 
of a genuine merger of the formal expression of the two persons within the 
individual verbs. Thus, the vowel-final mi-verbs began using the endings ‑š and 
‑t interchangeably: pé‑e‑ḫu‑te‑et ‘you! brought’ (KBo 3.4 iii.78, NH) 
vs. pé‑e‑ḫu‑te‑eš ‘he! brought’ (KUB 30.28 rev.12, NS) to pēḫute‑zi. Similarly, the 
3sg. ḫi-ending ‑š could be used for 2sg. among the ḫi-verbs: u‑un‑ni‑eš ‘you! 
brought’ (2×, NS) to ūnna/i‑i, ša‑ak‑ki‑iš ‘you! knew’ (KBo 3.60 i.3, OH/NS) to 
šākk‑i/šakk‑. It is probably in this light that the spread of ‑tta in the 3sg. ḫi-verbs 
should be seen. The resulting amalgamated paradigm in Neo-Hittite is 
presented in table 8: 

 

Table 8: Neo-Hittite pret.act.2/3sg. endings 

The identical shape of the ‑š-endings drove Pedersen (1938: 91f.) to propose that 
the ḫi-ending 3sg. ‑š was taken over from the mi-ending 2sg. ‑š (still entertained 
by Rosenkranz 1958: 216; Dunkel 1977: 147f.). This would only make sense if the 
mi-ending had spread to the 2sg. in the ḫi-conjugation first, since a direct 
transfer from mi-conjugation 2sg. to ḫi-conjugation 3sg. would involve two 
morphological jumps in one, which is hardly credible. In any case, this is refuted 
by the inner-Hittite evidence above, where it was clarified that the use of ‑š in 
the 2sg. of ḫi-verbs only happened in Neo-Hittite due to the general merger of 
2sg. and 3sg. It is thus really an extended use of the original 3sg. ending ‑š in use 
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as 2sg., not the original mi-ending ‑š transferred to the ḫi-conjugation. Since the 
ending ‑š functions as the only 3sg. ending for nearly all ḫi-verbs from the oldest 
texts, the ending must really be original there within Hittite. 

 
Risch (1975: 254f.) suggested that ‑š patterned with 2pl.act. ‑šten(i), 2pl.mid. 
‑šdumat and the pret.2/3sg. ‑šta as endings for which simple dental-initial 
endings can be reconstructed, deriving ‑š from *‑st. He thinks that the 
occurrence of /‑s‑/ here was the result of the regular sound change *‑TT‑ > *‑TsT‑ 
when the dental-initial endings were combined with dental-final stems. Risch 
further speculated that the same epenthesis of /‑s‑/ could have happened with 
velars and laryngeals (*∅ > *‑s‑ /{K,H}_T), but there is no evidence for an 
epenthetic *‑s- in that position. The dental-final roots also do not support 
Risch’s theory, since they are few and behave vastly differently from other ḫi-
verbs in showing /‑tsta/ and not /‑ts/ as ending for pret.3sg. except for the 
recessive /spants/ mentioned above. Forms like ḫāzta to ḫāt‑ show that dental-
final roots struggled with the pret.3sg. and innovated it very early before attested 
Hittite. Risch’s theory is thus unconvincing. 

 

4.4.1.3 s-aorist theory 

Much more influential is the theory that the ending ‑š reflects the suppletive 
takeover of the s-aorist pret.3sg. in *‑s‑t (Petersen 1932: 201f.; Kronasser 1956: 
191f.; Kammenhuber 1969: 333; Eichner 1975: 91; Kloekhorst 2008: 688). A 
suppletion can be easily motivated by the development of *‑e to *‑∅ or *‑i, as 
mentioned above, which would leave the form either unmarked or identical to 
the present form. Scholars disagree if the suppletion is supposed to have 
included the entire s-aorist form (*CḗC‑s‑t) or just the desinence (*‑s‑t). 
Although the s-aorist theory thus appears to be motivated, it hinges on a series 
of problematic assumptions.  

 
First of all, it assumes a sound change of *‑st > Hi. ‑š. At first glance, this could 
seem reasonable given the proven loss of *‑t in final *‑nt as evidenced by the 
nom.-acc.sg.n. forms in ‑an to ‑ant-stems (ḫūman to ḫūmant‑). However, there 
is no proof of a similar development of final *‑Ct-clusters with any other 
preceding consonant, least of all of *‑st.  

In fact, in all other instances where a final *‑st is reconstructible, we see Hi. 
‑šta, not **‑š. This is true for all verb stems in ‑š‑: cf. e‑eš‑ta < *h₁és‑t, 
pu(‑u)‑nu‑uš‑ta < *pneu̯s‑t, ga‑ni‑eš‑ta/ga‑ni‑iš‑ta/ka‑ni‑eš‑ta/ka‑ni‑iš‑ta ⇠ 
“*ǵnh₃s‑t”. This even includes the s-final verbs of the ḫi-conjugation where we 
would assume a desinence ‑š < *⁰s‑s‑t, but where we find ‑šta again: cf. ḫa‑a‑aš‑ta 
to ḫāš‑i. The latter type is almost certainly secondary with ending from the mi-
verbs, but it is curious that the mi-verbs themselves do not show the purported 
development *‑st > ‑š.  

The phonological reading of ⟨‑ta⟩ in the pret.act.3sg. has been the matter of 
some debate: because it represents etymological *‑t in post-consonantal final 
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position, it could be taken to reflect /‑t/ with a dead vowel (Pedersen 1938: 98; 
Kronasser 1956: 31). Since, however, the spelling never varies with other vowels 
and verbs like eku‑zi/aku- with final labiovelar spelled with intermittent vowels 
are always spelled e‑ku‑ut‑ta or e‑uk‑ta but never ×e‑ku‑ut, the vowel in ⟨‑ta⟩ must 
reflect a real vowel /‑ta/ (cf. Melchert 1994: 176; Kloekhorst 2008: 800f.). The 
ending is thus secondary compared to *‑t, and the consistent ⟨⁰š‑ta⟩ spelling of 
pret.3sg. to š-final verbs is therefore also secondary. Nevertheless, the fact that 
there is no evidence for a development of final PIE *‑st > Hi. ‑š should cause 
quite some concern for “s-aorist proponents.” This means that it would be even 
more important for them to find traces of the classical s-aorist in Hittite. 

 
The s-aorist theory naturally assumes that the s-aorist existed in the pivotal pre-
stage of Hittite or Anatolian in which the suppletion would have happened. This 
must have occurred relatively late if we follow the alleged motivation to be the 
development of final *‑e to *‑∅ or *‑i. Although the exact chronology of these 
developments is unclear, some evidence points to it being pre-Hittite 
specifically (cf. Melchert 1994: 89, 183f.), cf. iptv.2sg. u‑wa‑ti ‘bring!’ to uwate‑zi 
with unambiguous ‑ti < pre-Hi. *‑de < PA *‑dæ̆̄ < *dʰeh₁‑. If this is true, the 
motivation would only have arisen in pre-Hittite, not even Proto-Anatolian. 
This entails that the s-aorist – and the aorist in general – must have been a 
vibrant category in Proto-Anatolian and survived into pre-Hittite, where it 
supplied the ḫi-conjugation with a new pret.3sg. due to the development of old 
*‑e, after which it was lost completely. I find this scenario extremely unlikely, 
since there is no evidence for the s-aorist elsewhere in the entire Anatolian 
family, especially not of a productive suffix *‑s- in any capacity. The theory 
presupposes a total loss of not only the s-aorist but the aorist in general to have 
happened independently in Hittite and the other Anatolian languages.  

In fact, it is not evident that there even was an aorist category to begin with. 
At least, the Anatolian languages show no signs of an aorist, and they do not 
distinguish between imperfective and aorist stems like the classical Indo-Celtic 
languages. One might invoke the “tēzzi-principle” (cf. Malzahn 2010: 267f. and 
§4.1), but given the position of Anatolian it is in my view more plausible that the 
imperfective-aorist distinction developed only after the Anatolian languages 
had split off. This would be supported by the formal similarities between the 
classical imperfective and aorist, especially the fact that the two categories show 
identical endings, but also that they mostly had similar or identical stem 
formations. 

Furthermore, any known aorist from other Indo-European languages 
inflected with the eventive primary/secondary endings which gave the 
Anatolian mi-conjugation. It would therefore be expected that an (s-)aorist 
would inflect according to that conjugation, not the ḫi-conjugation. This is also 
implied by the reconstruction *‑st. Any association with the ḫi-conjugation 
would have to assume that the ḫi-conjugation originated from the functional 
development of the Proto-Indo-European perfect into a (perfective) past tense 
(e.g., Eichner 1975). This is not a likely scenario, in my opinion, since it would 
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entail that the perfect already had resultative value, which makes a transition 
into neutral function less likely than an original stative value (cf. Søborg 2015: 
123–126). This is a circumstantial argument, however.  

More importantly, as treated above (§4.2.1), there are a number of Anatolian 
verbs that show a clear s-extension to well-known roots. However, as was found 
above, the s-extended verbs cannot go back to the s-aorist for several reasons: 
(1) they clearly go back to different primary stem formations, which are 
normally only made to the root, including clear perfect stem formation in the 
ḫi-conjugated s-extended verbs; (2) all of the verbs can be traced back only to 
*é~∅- or *ó~∅-ablaut, and none of the s-extended verbs show a clear *ḗ-
vocalism, which is the hallmark of the s-aorist in all other Indo-European 
languages; (3) a number of the s-extended verbs do not show the normal root 
structure of the base root but show clear instances of Schwebeablaut, which is 
only known from root extensions in *‑s- like √*h₂eu̯g~√*h₂u̯eks. The only logical 
conclusion was that these verbs must reflect *s-extended roots, not s-aorists or 
any other primary stem with a suffix *‑s-.  

That means that the stem-final ‑š- is a part of the inherited (extended) root, 
which makes it impossible to ascribe a synchronic function or individuality to 
the ‑š‑. I can think of no reason to use the final desinence from the preterite 3sg. 
of these s-extended roots in particular as a substitute the preterite 3sg. of ḫi-
verbs/perfects. This would amount to the same as using a root-final ‑p, ‑l or ‑k 
for a personal tense/mood ending. It simply would not make any sense, since 
the stem-final *‑s- in these s-extended verbs form part of the root: it would be 
very hard to conceive of a preterite function coming from this root-final 
consonant. The s-extended root has nothing to do with the preterite tense. It 
would be very hard to explain why the pre-Hittites did not use the perfectly fine 
ending allomorphs of the preterite 3sg. of the mi-conjugation ‑t/‑tta instead. 

It follows that is extremely problematic to derive the ending ‑š from the s-
aorist. The theory hinges on late sound changes and for the s-aorist to have 
survived into pre-Hittite only to be lost everywhere in Anatolian along with the 
aorist as a category. The obstacles provided by not only the Anatolian verbal 
system itself but also the actual s-extended verbs in that branch make it 
practically impossible to retain such a theory. The origin of the ḫi-conjugation 
preterite 3sg. ‑š can therefore hardly be from an s-aorist or indeed be connected 
to the s-extended verbs in Hittite. 

 

4.4.1.4 “Perfect s-aorist” 

Sturtevant (1932: 129–132), noting that the ablaut of the pret.3sg.-forms in ‑š 
reflect the same as elsewhere in the ḫi-conjugation (viz. the *ó~∅-ablaut of the 
perfect), suggested that the forms were in fact perfects made to s-aorist stems. 
The same is still argued by Kortlandt (2010b: 378). That is an absurdity. The 
perfect and the s-aorist in their traditional reconstructions are both primary 
formations expressing different verbal categories, and it is therefore not 
possible to make a “perfect of an s-aorist” or an “s-aorist of a perfect.”  
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If we follow the conclusions reached above that there was no s-aorist in 
Proto-Indo-European but rather s-extended roots, it must be acknowledged that 
those roots of course were able to form perfects. In fact, such perfects to s-
extended roots were attested in pāš‑i, paḫš‑i and ānš‑i with its emancipated weak 
stem ḫane/išš‑zi.  

However, these were not “perfects of s-aorists” but perfects of s-extended 
roots and therefore taking their root-final consonant as a tense-marker would 
be highly unmotivated. Furthermore, as all other s-final verbs, their own 
pret.3sg. forms always have the desinence ‑šta, never ‑š. 

 

4.4.1.5 Pre-sigmatic suppletive origin 

Since an internal suppletion of the s-aorist is unlikely, one might wonder if the 
suppletion could have happened earlier, perhaps already in Proto-Indo-
European. This approach was taken by Jasanoff (1988a, 2003: 174–214, 2019a: 39–
42) within the drastically redesigned *h₂e-conjugation theory. This theory in 
general sought to explain the Hittite ḫi-conjugation as an archaism from Proto-
Indo-European, and within this framework it is not surprising that also the 
Hittite ending ‑š was transposed back to the proto-language.  

It is noticeable, however, that the projection which Jasanoff makes in Proto-
Indo-European still operates with a suppletion. Only in Jasanoff’s framework 
the suppleted preterite 3sg. form cannot be the s-aorist, since Jasanoff in general 
tries to explain that formation as an innovation in Indo-Celtic (although he does 
not use that term) from a distinctive type of *h₂e-inflected aorist. The reason for 
the association with the *h₂e-conjugation is clear from the appearance of Hi. ‑š 
in a *h₂e-inflected paradigm and the parallel to the Tocharian s-preterite where 
a sigmatic 3sg. also contrasts with non-sigmatic forms in the other persons. 
Jasanoff apparently ignores the 2pl.act. here, but that is really beside the point. 
The strong argument is the similarity between Hittite and Tocharian of a 
sigmatic 3sg. preterite as opposed to non-sigmatic forms in the other persons 
inflected with traditional perfect or “*h₂e-conjugation” endings. 

Jasanoff sets up his *h₂e-conjugation to be able to express both imperfective 
and aorist aspect, just like the *mi-conjugation, and argues that a certain group 
of *h₂e-inflected aorists replaced their pret.act.3sg. *CóC‑e with a form *CḗC‑s‑t. 
Despite appearances, this is not an s-aorist, since that is exactly the formation 
he wants to explain from the suppletion here. Instead, he assumes that the 
suppletive form was an original Narten-ablauting s-imperfective. There are 
several problems with this theory, which were alredy expounded in §3.2.3.3. The 
same points of critique naturally apply here: the striking suppletion of a form 
identical to the classical s-aorist in pre-Proto-Indo-Europen is even less 
motivated at a stage where the original pret.3sg. form would have been 
unproblematic; nor is there any proof of the *ḗ-grade in Hittite. Functionally 
and formally, the suppletion makes much less sense in Jasanoff’s model, as it is 
inexplicable why a *h₂e-conjugted aorist would supplete its key 3sg. form with 
an imperfective form with *mi-conjugation: neither form nor function would be 
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similar. Nor is a Narten-inflected s-imperfective supported by the comparative 
evidence, not even in Hittite (§4.2). 
  
Even after considerable criticism also from scholars who otherwise support the 
*h₂e-conjugation theory (Kim 2005: 194; Melchert 2015), Jasanoff (2019a: 39–42) 
stands by the pre-sigmatic theory. He counters Melchert’s (2015) argument for a 
3sg. ending *‑s in Hittite ‑š and in Tocharian *‑sa of preterite class 3 by referring 
to the demonstrable *ḗ-grade, transitive function and stem patterning of the s-
preterite, which cannot readily be explained from a perfect ending *‑s. I 
completely agree with the arguments but I think that the solution for the 
Tocharian s-preterite (and the s-averbo in general) must be found in the 
traditional s-aorist, albeit with a different ablaut pattern *ḗ~∅ (cf. §3.2.3.6). This 
means that the equation of the Tocharian and Hittite sigmatic 3sg. forms in my 
view cannot be upheld. 

 

4.4.1.6 An inherited 3sg. ending *‑s 

Another school regards the Hittite 3sg. ending ‑š as an actual ending *‑s (cf. 
Watkins 1962: 97–106, 1969: 53f.; Shields 1981: 268; Yoshida 1993: 33f.; Melchert 
2015: 129; Kümmel 2018). This theory was started by Burrow (1954, 1957) who 
argued for such an ending on the basis of peculiar forms in Indo-Iranian (cf. 
§2.2.6), and the equation to the Hittite ending is straightforward once this 
conclusion is reached. As has already become clear from the treatment of the 
Indo-Iranian forms, I think that the reconstruction of such an ending is 
inevitable (also §2.12.4). 

The theory of an ending *‑s is not tied to any overarching theory of the Indo-
European verbal system, and consequently the specific proposals have been 
embedded in different frameworks and with different analyses for the ending 
*‑s and its relation to the s-aorist. They therefore deserve individual treatments. 

 
Watkins (Watkins 1962: 97–106, 1969: 53f.) regarded *‑s as an “élargissement” 
within the root theory of Benveniste (1935:-153) with the 3sg.-marker being 
actually *‑∅. This was variously reanalyzed as a 3sg. ending in Anatolian, 
Tocharian and Vedic, apparently independently, while a different reanalysis 
resulted in the birth of the s-aorist. Although I would not connect the ending to 
the s-aorist or the root extension *‑s-, the connection of the latter two reflects 
part of my argument on the s-extended verbs and the s-aorist.  

 
Shields (1981: 268–273) rather thought that Proto-Indo-European simply had 
two competing allomorphs *‑s and *‑t which both were able to mark 2sg. and 
3sg. He argued both endings originated in deictic particles, with *‑s being related 
to the genitive ending *‑s and the locative plural *‑su. The latter part is 
speculative and I see no convincing arguments for the relation to the case 
endings. Nor is there any argument why the Hittite 3sg. ending ‑š of the ḫi-
conjugation should be the same as that of the mi-conjugation 2sg. ‑š, which must 
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be Shield’s argument. As we have seen above (§4.4.1.2), there is no overlap 
between the two in the oldest Hittite, and the origin of the ḫi-conjugation 3sg. 
‑š therefore must be distinct from that of mi-conjugation 2sg. ‑š. 

 
Yoshida (1993: 33f.) simply derived Hi. 3sg. ‑š from a PIE ending *‑s without 
mentioning in what capacity such an ending should be understood within the 
Proto-Indo-European verbal system. 

 
Melchert (2015) proposed a PIE 3sg. ending *‑s as the precursor for the Hittite 
ending and the Tocharian sigmatic 3sg. ‑sa of the s-preterite. Melchert’s 
proposal was embedded in Jasanoff’s *h₂e-conjugation theory, although it was 
advanced due to his criticism of the pre-sigmatic part of that framework. He 
further connected this 3sg. ending *‑s to the sigmatic 2pl. endings Hi. ‑šten(i) 
and PT *‑sə, reconstructing an identical ending *‑s for that person as well. 
Melchert argued that both represented a different set of perfect endings, with 
*‑s, *‑s being parallel to the equally identical endings of 3sg.-2pl. in the 
traditional perfect: *‑e, *‑e. Melchert also differed from the *h₂e-conjugation 
theory in specifically asserting that the s-aorist existed in its classical shape in 
Proto-Indo-European, and that it had nothing to do with the sigmatic perfect 
endings.  

As was noted above, Jasanoff (2019a: 41f.) is right in criticizing Melchert’s 
derivation of the Tocharian s-preterite from a perfect ending *‑s, as it does not 
explain the *ḗ-grade, function and stem pattern in that class. It is also unclear 
why the identical perfect endings 3sg. *‑s and 2pl. *‑s behaved differently in 
Tocharian, with the 3sg. form being restricted to the s-preterite, while the 2pl. 
ending was generalized throughout the preterite (cf. §3.5). The weaknesses in 
Melchert’s theory thus revolve around the Tocharian s-preterite and its 
connection to the purported endings *‑s.  

However, I have argued that the s-preterite, including the 3sg. form, should 
be explained differently, namely from the s-aorist. Apart from that, the 
recognition of Hi. ‑š as going back to a perfect-like ending *‑s and the similar 
derivation of the Tocharian 2pl.pret. from a similar sigmatic ending can be 
maintained, in my view, although I would not regard them in the light of the 
*h₂e-conjugation theory, from which they can be kept completely apart. 

 
Although Kümmel (2018) focused on Indo-Iranian, he connected the evidence 
for a 3sg. *‑s in that branch with Hittite ‑š. Furthermore, he linked that ending 
with the perfect 3pl. variants *‑r̥s (Ved. ‑úr, Av. ‑ərəš prevalent in the optative) 
and *‑ḗr (< *‑ér‑s), which he distinguished from *‑r̥~*‑ér (Ved. ‑úr, Av. ‑ərə̄̆~‑arə̄̆). 
He therefore reconstructed a minimal system of sigmatic perfect-like endings 
3sg. *‑s, 3pl. *‑r̥s~*‑ḗr for Proto-Indo-European. He concluded that the sigmatic 
endings must be original within the perfect-stative system. Kümmel (2018: 252) 
is uncertain of the distinctive function and classification of these s-endings but 
hesitantly suggests that they had resultative or “completive” function within the 
stative system, given the use in past-tense, aoristic and optative forms. I find 
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Kümmel’s connection between the 3sg. and 3pl. endings and the overall 
conclusion convincing.  

 
I support the derivation of the Hittite ḫi-conjugation pret.act.3sg. ending from a 
genuine Proto-Indo-European ending *‑s. This ending is also found in several 
vestiges in Indo-Iranian and potentially other Indo-Celtic languages (§§2.2.6, 
2.12.4). The s-aorist cannot explain the endings in either Hittite or Indo-Iranian. 
It is worth noting, however, that the ending *-s is, in my view, not connected to 
the Tocharian pret.3sg. desinence *‑sa of the s-preterite which is entirely 
explicable from the s-aorist and therefore must be unrelated. The apparent 
similarity with a sigmatic 3sg. and perfect *h₂e-endings elsewhere is simply due 
to the general takeover of perfect endings in the Tocharian preterite. 

Moreover, I follow both Melchert’s connection to the general Tocharian 
pret.2pl.act. ending *‑sə and the Hittite 2pl. in ‑šten(i) and Kümmel’s connection 
to the 3pl. perfect variants *‑r̥s and *-ḗr. I would therefore suggest a combined 
paradigm for all these endings as variant endings within the perfect/stative 
domain, probably with a resultative or completive function as proposed by 
Kümmel (cf. §5.3). This is a controversial assumption, but I think it is the one 
that best explains the facts, and as presented above so have others. 

The sigmatic perfect endings would be naturally at home within the perfect 
which explains their appearance in the ḫi-conjugation with other perfect 
formations. The generalization of the ending within the ḫi-conjugation preterite 
is probably due to the problematic development of the allomorph *‑e which 
would have been lost or merged with the respective present ending. Their 
association with the (aorist) optative had to be assumed anyway from the use of 
*‑r̥s there in Indo-Iranian. 

Although it cannot be excluded that these s-endings were ultimately related 
to the root extension *‑s- and thereby to the later Indo-Tocharian s-aorist, 
nothing actively indicates such a connection and I will therefore regard the two 
formations as completely separate. 

 

4.4.2 ḫi-conjugation 2pl.act. variant ‑šten(i) 
The ḫi- and mi-conjugations are almost exclusively differentiated in the 
singular, whereas the plural is identical in both conjugations in most verbs. The 
identity in the 1pl. probably reflects the Proto-Indo-European state of affairs, 
since all evidence points to *‑me being the basic ending both in the eventive 
secondary ending and the perfect ending.104 In the 2pl. and 3pl., however, it is 
clear that the identity is due to a formal merger with the ending of either one or 
the other conjugation supplanting the other.  

 
104 Jasanoff (2003: 32) suggests that the perfect might have a distinctive ending *‑meH on the basis of the 

more frequent appearance of the allomorph ‑má̄ instead of ‑má in Vedic. Since ‑má̄ also appears outside 
the perfect, however, it might simply be a metrical variant of ‑má. 
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This is especially clear in the 3pl., where Hi. pres.3pl. ‑anzi goes back to PIE 
eventive primary *‑énti, while pret.3pl. ‑ēr̆ goes back to the PIE perfect ending 
*‑ḗr. This means that the one originated in the mi-conjugation, while the other 
originated in the ḫi-conjugation. The earlier subdued endings were supposedly 
ḫi-conjugation pres.3pl. *‑ēri (internally reconstructed but completely 
unattested) and mi-conjugation pret.3pl. *‑ant < *‑ént, which probably underlies 
Luw. ‑(a)nta, Lyc. ‑̃te/‑t̃ẽ. 

In the 2pl., the endings Hi. pres. ‑tteni/‑ttani and pret.-iptv. ‑tten derive from 
the eventive (secondary) ending *‑té, while the perfect ending *‑é, retained in 
Indo-Iranian, is completely unattested. However, another allomorph exists. 

 
Among the ḫi-conjugation, there is a distinction between verbs that take ‑tten(i) 
and ones that take a different variant pres. ‑šteni/‑štani, pret.-iptv. ‑šten, i.e. with 
what appears to be an ‑š- between stem and the normal ‑tten(i)-ending. There is 
no trace of this variant in any other Anatolian language. 

This fact immediately pushed some to regard the “s-induced” forms as 
analogically taken over from stems ending in ‑š- (Oettinger 1979: 31) or from 
stems ending in a dental stop with the epenthetic *‑s- occurring in the clash of 
*‑T‑ten(i) > *‑Tsten(i) (Risch 1975: 254). Indeed, a desinence /‑sten(i)/ is found in 
verbs ending both in ‑š- and ‑t-, the latter due to the epenthesis: cf. ēšten 
(MH/MS) to ēš‑zi/aš‑ ‘be’; ḫēšten (NS) to ḫāš‑i/ḫašš‑~ḫēš̆(š)‑ ‘open’; azzaštēni (OS) 
/atsténi/, ēzzatteni (NS) /étsteni/ to ēd‑zi/ad‑ ‘eat’. There is thus no restriction to 
conjugation among verbs ending in ‑š- or ‑t‑, but this is also predictable and the 
forms are entirely regular. 

However, another group of verbs show an actual ending ‑šten(i). These verbs 
are confined to the ḫi-conjugation and further restricted to stem classes with a 
stem-final ‑u- or ‑i‑. The ‑u-final verbs are only represented by the two “partly-
sigmatic” ⁰au(šš)-verbs treated above (§4.2.3), and the i-final verbs count the 
dāi/tiyanzi-class and mēma/i-class from the oldest texts. All these verbs, several 
of which are very frequently used verbs, show the ‑šten(i)-endings as their 2pl. 
from the oldest texts, with the “normal” ‑tten(i)-endings only occasionally 
appearing in texts from the Neo-Hittite period (cf. Kloekhorst 2007a: 494f.): 
ušt[ē]ni (OS) → aušteni (MH/MS+) → autteni (NS) to au(šš)‑i/zi/u(šš)‑ ‘see’; 
[t]išteni (OS) → dāitteni (NS) and dă̄išten (OS+, never **daitten) to dai‑i/ti‑ ‘put’; 
pištēňi (MH/MS+, never **pittēn̆i) and pi ̄š̆ten (OS+) → paišten (MH/MS, never 
**pitten/**paitten) to pai‑i/pi‑ ‘give’; memišteni (MH/MS) → mematteni (NS) and 
memišten (never **mematten) to mēma‑i/mēmi- ‘speak’. It is worth noting here 
that the mēma/i-class represents the polysyllabic outcome of the monosyllabic 
dāi/tiyanzi-class (cf. reduplicated uppa/i‑i ‘bring, give here’ ← pai‑i/pi ‘give’), and 
the two therefore reflect the same structure. 

One stem class, the tarn(a)-class, assumes the ‑šten(i)-endings only in later 
Hittite, showing ‑tten(i)-endings in the oldest texts: cf. tarnatten (MH/MS) → 
tarništen (NH). Here, the directionality of the two endings is reverse vis-à-vis the 
verbs above. However, this is unique to the tarn(a)-class and it reflects the 
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tendency for this class to merge with the mēma/i-inflection (cf. Kloekhorst 
2008:-140f.). 

This distribution clearly demonstrates that ‑šten(i) was original in ḫi-
conjugated verbs ending in ‑i‑ or ‑u‑. The restriction to ḫi-conjugation verbs 
ending in a high vowel cannot meaningfully be ascribed to analogical takeover 
from ‑š- or ‑t-final verbs, since there is no way it would make sense that a spread 
should only have hit this group of verbs and not verbs also from the mi-
conjugation or other vowel-final verbs. The ending must have a different 
explanation, viz. one that is integral to the ḫi-conjugation. 

 
As already mentioned (§4.4.1.2), the verbs that show the ‑šten(i)-endings are the 
same that have a pret.2/3sg. in ‑šta. This prompted Jasanoff (2002a, 2003:-184, 
2013a, 2019a:-24–34) to derive the ‑šten(i)-endings from other “s-infused” 
desinences like ‑šta, ‑šdumat and ‑šḫut, and ultimately from the *si-imperatives 
which Jasanoff thinks are present or recoverable in Hittite, but which I consider 
to be an illusion (cf. §4.4.4). Concerning the ‑šta-endings and their relation to 
the ‑šten(i)-endings, it is true that the same verbs show the endings exclusively. 
However, the chronological distribution clearly shows that the ‑šten(i)-endings 
are older and more original, being attested in all original i- and u-final stems 
from the oldest texts. On the other hand, ‑šta is a demonstrably late innovation 
in the i-final stems, where the original 3sg. ending was ‑š, and its existence in the 
⁰au(šš)-class, where it is attested from the oldest texts, also hinges on earlier 
forms in ‑š. It has therefore already been argued that ‑šta was created 
analogically in these classes on the basis of ‑šten(i) (cf. §§4.2.3, 4.4.1.2). Nor can 
the ‑šten(i)-endings be convincingly derived from ‑šdumat or ‑šḫut which are 
attested much later and really only to nē‑a(ri)~nai‑i; again, they rather must be 
analogical to ‑šten(i) (§4.4.3). The ‑šten(i)-endings therefore belong to an 
archaic layer of the ḫi-conjugation.  

 
Drawing the same conclusion, Kloekhorst (2007a, 2008: 771) connected the 
ending to the Tocharian pret.act.2pl. ending *‑sə and, due to the lack of 
palatalization there, reconstructed a Proto-Indo-European ending *‑su, which 
he assumed to be a perfect ending. He proposed that the ending thus was 
original for the precursor of the ḫi-conjugation, but that the mi-ending *‑ten(i) 
was added to the original ending in pre-Hittite giving *‑sten(i). The *‑s- was then 
lost in consonant-final stems (including the laryngeal-final tarn(a)-verbs) due 
to the heavy consonant cluster, whereas it was retained in vowel-final stems. 
Kloekhorst remains agnostic as to how this can be reconciled with the Indo-
Iranian pf.2pl. ending *‑á pointing to PIE *‑é. That ending must surely be 
archaic.  

As has already been discussed (§3.5), I think that the answer lies in the 
parallelism of the apparent sigmatic perfect endings in the 3sg. and 2pl. *‑s and 
*‑s(V) to the traditional perfect endings *‑e and *‑é. This was argued by Melchert 
(2015) who reconstructed *‑s for the Tocharian ending. I would simply suggest a 
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revision of the 2pl. as *‑sé. Furthemore, unlike Melchert, I believe that 2pl. *‑sé 
is the only “sigmatic perfect ending” retained in Tocharian. 

 
The proposed 2pl. ending *‑sé would then be at home in the perfect domain, 
explaining its continuation in paradigms descended from the perfect in both 
Hittite and Tocharian. A continuation into Proto-Anatolian/pre-Hittite would 
have yielded either *‑si or *‑s, which makes the ending so unlike the 
corresponding mi-ending that an extension by *‑ten(i) would be reasonable to 
recharacterize an “under-marked” ending. I believe that a path more or less like 
the one sketched out by Kloekhorst must be correct, although the exact steps 
promoted there are not the only option. Another one would be that *‑s(i) was 
completely replaced in consonant-final endings at first, and that the ending *‑s 
was only retained in the vowel-final stems, only then succumbing to the push of 
the more clearly marked ending *‑ten(i) to *‑s+ten(i).  

In any case, I believe that the joint testimony of Hittite and Tocharian with 
sigmatic 2pl. endings in the perfect domain can only be explained by an 
originally sigmatic ending, which I would reconstruct *‑sé. This ending must 
have existed in some kind of opposition to the other 2pl. ending of the perfect 
*‑é. This theory would have seemed less likely if it had not been for the exact 
parallel state of affairs in the 3sg., where the traditional ending *‑e seems to have 
been opposed by an ending *‑s, retained in Hittite and Indo-Iranian. 

 

4.4.3 Sigmatic imperative middles and nē‑a(ri)~nai‑i/nē‑ ‘turn’ 
As presented above, Jasanoff (2003:-182–184, 2019a:-22–34) regarded the 2pl.act. 
ending ‑šten(i) to be entirely secondary within Hittite, having been created due 
to analogy with similar desinences in the imperative middle: iptv.mid.2pl. 
‑šdumat and iptv.mid.2sg. ‑šḫut. Those desinences are far less common than 
‑šten(i) in Hittite. In fact, they only appear within a single verb, namely 
nē‑a(ri)~nai‑i/nē‑~neye/a‑zi/a(ri) ‘turn (intr./tr.)’.  

The relevant forms are attested in the following spellings (cf. CHD L-N: 349f. 
for all attestations): iptv.mid.2sg. ni‑iš‑ḫu‑ut (KBo 17.105 ii.14, MH/MS), 
ne‑eš‑ḫu‑ut (4×, MH/MS+), na‑a‑iš‑ḫu‑ut (6×, OH/NS+), na‑i‑eš‑ḫu‑ut (KUB 7.8 
ii.5, MH/NS), ne‑iš‑ḫu‑ut (2×, NH), na‑iš‑ḫu‑ut (4×, NS); iptv.mid.2pl. 
na‑iš‑du‑ma‑at (6×, MH/MS+, four alone in KUB 15.34). As we can see, the oldest 
attestations are from MH/MS texts, which have iptv.mid.2sg. nišḫut/nešḫut and 
iptv.mid.2pl. naišdumat. 

As is evident from the lemmatization used above, the verb has a varying 
stem and inflection throughout its attestation. The oldest texts show middle 
inflection to the stem nē‑a(ri): pres.mid.3sg. ne‑a (KUB 37.223.2, OS), ne‑e‑a (2×, 
OS+), ne‑e‑a‑ri (4×, MH/MS+); 3pl. ne‑e‑an‑da (2×, OS). The ḫi-inflected active 
stem nai‑i/nē-, with its irregular “ablaut,” is attested only from MS texts: 
pres.act.1sg. ne‑eḫ‑ḫi (6×, MH/MS+), 3sg. na‑a‑i (12×, MH/MS+), 3pl. ne‑e‑an‑zi 
(2×, OH/MS+); and, notably, pres.act.2pl. na‑iš‑te‑ni (MH/MS), na‑iš‑ta‑ni 
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(MH/MS), iptv.act.2pl. na‑iš‑tén (5×, MH/MS+), na‑a‑iš‑tén (KUB 17.8 iv.6, 
OH~MH/NS), na‑a‑eš‑tén (OH~MH/NS); iptv.act.2sg. na‑i (4×, MH/MS), na‑a‑i 
(3×, NH). From Neo-Hittite texts, a new stem, neya‑zi/a(ri), is found in both voices. 
This stem was clearly reanalyzed from the nē-stem in front of ‑a-initial endings 
(nēa(ri), nēanda, nēanzi) as if it had a ‑ye/a‑suffix intervocalic loss of *‑y‑: → 
pres.act.1sg. neyami (NH), iptv.act.2pl. neyatten (MH/NS+). 

The verb is securely reconstructed as PIE √*neih̯₁/₃- ‘lead, turn’ (LIV: 450f.).105 
The oldest-attested middle stem nē‑a(ri) can be derived from *néih̯₁/₃‑or or, less 
likely, *nóih̯₁‑or with monophtongization caused by the laryngeal: *{e,o,a}ih̯₁/₃‑V 
> Hi. ‑ē.V‑. The later-attested ḫi-conjugated active nai‑i/nē- could be original, 
from (unreduplicated) perfect *nóih̯₁/₃‑~*nih₁/₃‑, which seems likely, but it 
cannot be excluded that it was a secondarily created on the basis of the middle 
(Kloekhorst 2008: 599f.). At least, the 3pl. form nēanzi must have been 
influenced by mid.3pl. nēanda. However, it is likely that both an acrostatic 
middle and a perfect survived into Hittite, the paradigms later merging. 

 
For Jasanoff (2003:-182–184, 2019a:-22–34), this verb is pivotal. He argues that 
the 2pl. ending ‑šten(i) along with pret.2/3sg. ‑šta and the iptv.mid.2pl. ‑šdumat 
were created analogically from the iptv.mid.2sg. nišḫut/nešḫut/naišḫut to 
nē‑a(ri)~nai‑i/nē-. The same form, he argues, is analogical to a hypothetical 
iptv.act.2sg. “*neši”, which is completely unattested. Nevertheless, Jasanoff is 
confident that this form alone must be responsible for the middle ‑šḫut-
imperative and from there the other š-infused endings. The hypothetical 
imperative “*neši” would, according to Jasanoff, be the only unambiguously 
retained *si-imperative in Hittite and thus push our reconstruction of the *si-
imperatives (and thereby the *se/o-subjunctives) back to Proto-Indo-European.  

This theory has severe problems, and the biggest is of course that it hinges 
on an entirely unattested form which is not supported by any other evidence in 
Hittite (see below, §4.4.4). Furthermore, there are several chronological and 
distributional facts that speak against it.  

As already seen (§4.4.2), the “š-infused” 2pl.act. ending ‑šten(i) is attested 
from OS texts and was original for all ḫi-conjugating verbs ending in an original 
vowel (descriptively ending in ‑i- or ‑u‑). It was already seen how the desinence 
pret.2/3sg. ‑šta chronologically and derivationally hinged on the earlier 
existence of this 2pl. ending ‑šten(i) and must have been created analogically to 
it (cf. §4.4.1.2). On the other hand, the “š-infused” middle imperatives ‑šḫut and 
‑šdumat are restricted to a single verb, nē‑a(ri), and they are only attested from 
MS texts onward, i.e. later than the pervasive attestation of ‑šten(i) in all -i-/‑u-
final verbs from OS texts onward. Jasanoff’s theory assumes that the 
hypothetical, unattested and synchronically irregular imperative “*neši” first 
spread its ‑š- to the corresponding middle, nešḫut, and further to the plural, 

 
105  I find the newly-suggested etymology by Kloekhorst & Lubotsky (2014) to √*(s)neh₁ entirely 

unconvincing given the secure radical structure *neih̯₁/₃‑ throughout the Indo-European languages and 
the different semantics as opposed to √*(s)neh₁ ‘spin (thread/yarn); sew’ (LIV: 571f.). 
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naišdumat, then into the act.2pl. naišten and only then spread to all verbs of the 
ḫi-inflection ending in ‑i- or ‑u-. It thus assumes a row of at least three analogical 
steps of ‑š-infusion, and only the third one spread to other verbs, curiously being 
generalized both in its native synchronic class and into only the classes that 
historically, but not synchronically, were vowel-final. It is curious why ‑šdumat 
and ‑šḫut did not spread into the same verbs. It is also curious that naišdumat 
has the vocalism ‑ai- if it was derived from nešḫut/nišḫut. The original middle 
paradigm had consistent ‑ē-vocalism, and the same is inferred by Jasanoff in his 
“*neši”-imperative, which can only reflect “*néih̯₁/₃si”, which is already 
problematic since no *néih̯₁/₃s(e/o)‑stem is attested at all, and indeed there is 
not even an assured instance of *néih̯₁/₃‑ in the active, the 3pl.act. nēanzi being 
either analogical to the middle nēanda or original from pf. *nóih̯₁/₃‑. If the 
mid.2pl. had been derived from the mid.2sg. nešḫut/nišḫut, we would expect the 
same vocalism. Instead, the mid.2pl. shows ‑ai- which is the vocalism of the 
corresponding active nai‑i and, strikingly, of the iptv.act.2pl. naišten. Now, it 
would not be problematic to derive naišten from naišdumat, but naišdumat is 
not readily derived from nešḫut/nišḫut. By the vocalism alone, it seems that the 
act.2pl. imposed its vocalism on the mid.2pl.  

The pervasive early attestation of ‑šten(i) in several classes of the ḫi-
conjugation, including the ⁰au(šš)-class which stands apart from the 
dāi/tiyanzi-class, and the likely cognate in Tocharian (§3.5) all point to ‑šten(i) 
being an archaic and original part of the ḫi-conjugation. I consider it impossible 
that the ‑šten(i)-endings should have come about secondarily from a pair of 
recessive middle imperative forms in a single verb, which are even supposed to 
be secondary themselves.  

Rather, the instances of ‑šdumat and ‑šḫut in nē‑a(ri) must have been created 
analogically to the ‑šten(i)-forms. Once the middle paradigm of nē‑a(ri) merged 
with that of active nai‑i, it is only natural that the two originally distinct stems 
started influencing each other. The pres.mid.3pl. nēanda thus likely influenced 
the pres.act.3pl. nēanzi. In the other direction, I would argue, the original 
iptv.act.2pl. naišten influenced the corresponding iptv.mid.2pl. → naišdumat. 
Once this form was created, a singular instance of ‑šdumat occurred in the 
paradigm, and the original iptv.mid.2sg *neḫḫut was innovated to nešḫut, 
perhaps in analogy with ēšdumat : ēšḫut to ēš‑a(ri) ‘sit down’. 

The middle imperative endings ‑šdumat and ‑šḫut are thus innovative 
desinences influenced by the original act.2pl. ‑šten.  
 

4.4.4 Alleged ši-imperatives in Hittite 
As argued extensively already (§§2.2.4, 2.12.3.1, 3.6), I agree with Jasanoff’s 
comparison of the Indo-Iranian *si-imperatives with the Old Irish truncated 
imperatives and the relic cognates Mess. klaohi and TB pä‑klyauṣ to Ved. śróṣi, 
with the conclusion that a *si-imperative can be reconstructed for the common 
ancestor of all these languages, i.e. Proto-Indo-Tocharian. However, this is not 
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the same as the common ancestor of these languages and Anatolian. In order to 
corroborate a reconstruction for the Proto-Indo-European stage, it must be 
demonstrated that the type is recoverable in Anatolian. As already stated for the 
Proto-Indo-Tocharian stage, this is not self-evident as the *si-imperative 
depends on haplology of a *‑se/o-subjunctive 2sg. in function as an imperative. 
Now, there is no evidence for a *‑se/o-subjunctive or, indeed, for a subjunctive 
anywhere in Anatolian. This could indeed be due to loss but it definitely does 
not substantiate any claim that the *‑se/o-subjunctive or the derivative *si-
imperative existed in Proto-Indo-European.  

Jasanoff (2002a, 2003:-182–184, 2019a:-22–34) claimed that the “š-infused” 
endings of the ḫi-conjugation were all due to analogy starting in a single relic 
*si-imperative, *neši, which is, however, unattested and therefore should not be 
taken for granted. Since the form is unattested, the only way to support such a 
reconstruction would be to argue for the existence of other *si-imperatives in 
Hittite. 

 
Jasanoff has indeed attempted to identify such *si-imperatives, invoking the 
forms “eši (NH) ‘settle!’, ešši (<e‑iš‑ši>) (OH+) ‘perform!’, and above all the 
common paḫši (OH, etc.) ‘protect!’” (2003:-183). Jasanoff argued that these forms 
should represent relic *si-imperatives in which the *‑s- of the *‑si-ending 
unfortunately was unrecognizable due to the stem-final ‑š‑ of the verbs in 
question: ēš‑zi/aš‑ ‘sit; settle’, īšš(a)‑i ‘do’ and paḫš‑i ‘protect’. 

Although all the forms are imperatives, they are definitely not formed with 
a suffix ‑ši. Rather, they are part of a subset of Hittite imperatives in ‑i. The 
imperatives invoked above are therefore i-imperatives made to stems that just 
happen to end in ‑š‑. Other examples of this ending include tarni ‘leave!’ to 
tarn(a)‑i, iyanni ‘walk!’, mēmi ‘speak!’ to mēma/i‑i, ḫanni ‘judge!’ to ḫann(a)‑i, 
ḫāni ‘draw water!’ to ḫān‑i/ḫan-, ḫuitti ‘pull!’ to ḫuettiye/a‑zi~ḫuett‑(tt)ari, ištāpi 
‘block!’, kueni ‘strike!’ to kuen‑zi/kun‑. Jasanoff was naturally aware of this fact, 
but he argued that the other instances of ‑i were taken over analogically from 
the verbs ending in ‑š‑ which themselves descended from the *si-imperative. 

Some of these verbs, including iyanni, mēmi and tarni, are made to stems 
that either originally or secondarily (in the case of tarn(a)-verbs which merged 
with the mēma/i-class) had a stem variant in final ‑i- (mēma/i‑, iyanna/i‑). They 
can therefore be analyzed as imperatives in ‑∅ rather than ‑i. 

Among the verbs that show an actual ‑i-ending, the ‑i is sometimes in 
competition with the ending ‑∅: cf. ḫa‑a‑ni (2×, NS) vs. ḫa‑a‑an (3×, NS), 
[š]a‑li‑ki (KBo 21.22 rev.46+47(+48), OH/MS) vs. ša‑li‑i‑ik (KBo 40.13 obv.6, NS). 
It is not quite clear which ending is the original. However, it is significant that 
ēš‑zi/aš- also shows this variation, with iptv.act.2sg. e‑eš (3×, MH/MS+) showing 
‑∅ vs. i-ending once in e‑ši (KUB 14.1 obv.19, MH/MS, not NH contra Jasanoff 
supra). After becoming aware of the latter fact, Jasanoff (2013a, 2019a: 20–22) 
based his account solely on paḫši, stating that this is the only attested relic of 
the *si-imperative, and the only form from which the ending ‑i emerged through 
analogy. 
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Oettinger (2007) treated the same forms and reached the conclusion that the 
ending in Hittite was demonstrably ‑i and therefore did not support Jasanoff’s 
*si-imperative theory. Instead, Oettinger found that many (eight out of 13) of the 
verbs with an actual i-ending had a 3sg. middle in ‑a(ri), the recessive allomorph 
compared to ‑tta(ri) and which Oettinger terms ‘stative’, reserving the term 
‘middle’ for ‑tta(ri).106 I do not see the reason for a terminological distinction, 
since the two allmorphs clearly marked the same category, which I will just call 
middle. The prevalence of ‑a(ri) surely is archaic, however, and even more 
significant is Oettinger’s finding that these ‑a(ri)-middles are predominantly 
used with transitive function: e.g., eša(ri) ‘sits down’, karša ‘cuts off’, paḫšari 
‘protects’, 2sg. ḫuezta ‘you pull’. Several of the verbs are also characterized by an 
apparently original active in ‑ye/a‑zi with the same meaning: cf. kar‑aš‑ši‑i‑ez‑zi 
‘cuts off’ (OS), ḫuettiyazzi~ḫuittiyazzi ‘pulls’ (MH/MS+). Oettinger (2007: 566f.) 
therefore proposes that the imperatives in ‑i really were the imperatives of these 
‑ye/a‑actives from PIE *‑ié̯, but that they were reanalyzed as belonging to the 
middle paradigm once the ‑ye/a‑stem innovated their imperatives to the 
synchronically more transparent desinence ‑ya: → ḫuittiya (2×, OH/NS+). 

I find this origin convincing, cf. also that the imperfectives in ‑ške/a‑zi always 
have an imperative in ‑ški ̄ ̆< *‑sḱé: e.g., mēmiški (OS), uškī (OS). It follows that 
once *‑ié̯ had given ‑i, it would not be recognizable as part of the ‑ye/a-stem 
synchronically. Whether they were necessarily associated with middles or 
simply were the starting point of an imperative desinence ‑i is up for debate but 
insignificant to the question of the origin. 

 
Jasanoff (2013a, 2019a: 21f.) has tried to embrace the findings of Oettinger but 
without accepting the origin from *‑ie̯/o-stems, standing by his *si-imperative 
theory. He claims that paḫš- is the only verb with an original middle, but this is 
hardly credible in light of ešari (OS+) or 2sg. ḫuezta (OH/MS). Nor is it clear why 
an original middle in paḫš- would substantiate his claim that paḫši was a *si-
imperative; there surely was no systematic connection between *si-imperatives 
and root-stem middles in Proto-Indo-European, at least not one proven by the 
comparative evidence, nor can I see any reason for such a claim. Jasanoff’s 
theory is thus still unconvincing and the notion of *si-imperatives in Hittite is 
in my view a phantom. 

 

4.4.5 Concluding remarks 
Summing up, the survey of the sigmatic endings in Hittite has led to the 
realization that the ḫi-conjugation endings pret.act.3sg. ‑š and pres./pret.act.2pl. 
‑šten(i) represent archaic Proto-Indo-European sigmatic ending 3sg. *‑s and 2pl. 
*‑sé supported by comparative evidence as well (cf. §§2.12.4, 3.5). Being 

 
106 Cf. also Oettinger 1976, 1993. 
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embedded in the ḫi-conjugation, these endings seem to be at home in the Proto-
Indo-European perfect domain but contrast with the traditionally 
reconstructed endings *‑e and *‑é, respectively. A tentative analysis of this will 
be given below (§5.3).  

The remaining sigmatic endings, pret.act.2/3sg. ‑šta, iptv.mid.2pl. ‑šdumat 
and iptv.mid.2sg. ‑šḫut, were all found to be secondary forms innovated on the 
analogy with 2pl. ‑šten(i) and, in the case of ‑šta, probably also as a clarification 
of the 3sg. ending ‑š. Further, the notion of retained *si-imperatives in Hittite 
was rejected. 
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5  COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT 

5.1 THE S-AORIST AND S-EXTENDED ROOTS 
The assessment of the Anatolian facts (§4) has led to the realization that the s-
aorist cannot be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European. The investigation of 
the s-extended verbs (§4.2) demonstrated several discrepancies from the s-
aorist that cannot be attributed to any recognizable features of the s-aorist as 
shown by the other Indo-European languages. They showed no *ḗ-grade, they 
included both original ḫi-verbs (perfects) and mi-verbs (eventives), and a few 
showed Schwebeablaut. All of these facts made them irreconcilable with an s-
aorist origin (cf. §4.2.4).  

 
All Anatolian verbs consisting of a recognizable base root and a consistent107 
element *‑s- therefore rather go back to Proto-Indo-European s-extended roots. 
This immediately explains the different ablaut grades (with no demonstrable 
*ḗ-grade), the ability to form perfects and other stems, and the occurrence of 
Schwebeablaut. These verbs cannot support a Proto-Indo-European s-aorist.  
 
The concomitance of root extension and Schwebeablaut was notably promoted 
in Benveniste’s (1935) radical theory of the Proto-Indo-European root structure. 
Benveniste argued that all original roots only consisted of two consonants, and 
that roots with more than two consonants had been extended. Benveniste 
argued for the regular appearance of “thème II” when two “élargissements” were 
added to the root. By this rule, he attempted to account for the Schwebeablaut 
in certain extended roots. Yet, the synchronic system which Benveniste 
describes cannot adequately account for the different Proto-Indo-European 
root structures and it does not appear that root extensions were part of any 
synchronically productive pattern. The theory that original roots consist of only 
two consonants is indefensible: there is no reason to believe that *h₂ is not a 
core part of √*steh₂ ‘stand’, or that *ḱ is not one of √*derḱ ‘see’. 

 
Although Benveniste’s system must be rejected, it is indisputable that there 
indeed was a group of actual root extensions which must have formed part of a 
pre-Proto-Indo-European system. It is often stated that root extensions do not 
change the meaning of the base root (cf. Fortson 2010: 78f.). However, several 
studies have demonstrated that the root extension *‑s- has clear functional 
properties and modifies the meaning of the base root, specifically with a telic or 
transitive function (cf. the collections in Pooth 2016; Cohen 2017; Friis 2018: 77–
84). A telic function is evident in pairs like √*ḱleu̯ ‘hear’ : √*ḱleu̯s ‘listen’; √*h₂eh₁ 
‘be hot’ : √*h₂eh₁s ‘dry out’; √*ǵneh₃ ‘realize’ : √*ǵneh₃s ‘recognize’; √*peh₃(i)̯ 

 
107  This definition is necessary in order to not include the “partly-sigmatic” verbs au(šš}‑zi/u(šš)‑, 

mau(šš)‑zi/mu(šš)‑ and nē‑a(ri)~nai‑i/nē, cf. §§4.2.3, 4.4.3. 
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‘drink’ : √*peh₃s ‘drink up?, swallow’. A transitive-factitive function is evident in 
pairs like √*ḱei ̯‘lie’ : √*ḱeis̯ ‘leave’ (⇽ *‘lay down, let lie’); √*kʷel(h₁) ‘turn (intr.) 
: √*kʷels ‘furrow, plough’ (⇽ *‘turn (tr.)’); √*mer ‘disappear’ : √*mers ‘forget’ (⇽ 
*‘remove, make disappear’). As shown in these examples, the semantic 
correspondences are not always directly transparent. Rather, they represent 
lexicalized usages which are semantically developed from the more transparent 
derivations: this can only mean that the s-extended roots are archaic. No 
transparent, recent telic-transitive derivation of ‘turn (intr.)’ or ‘disappear’ 
would immediately come to mean ‘plough’ and ‘forget’, respectively. 

 
The function of the root extension seems to be both telicity and transitivity, 
which could be objected to be more than one function. However, there is a clear 
and cross-linguistically common alignment of telicity with high transitivity (cf. 
Hopper & Thompson 1980: 270−276; Wagner 2006). This is actually quite 
understandable considering that telicity indicates that an action or event “leads 
up to a well-defined terminal point, beyond which the process cannot continue” 
(Comrie 1976: 45). The terminal point of many (but not all) actions has a result 
or an irreversible affect on something. Therefore, it shares semantic-functional 
properties with transitivity, which constitutes a functional nexus consisting of 
agentivity and involvement of the agent, completion of the event, causality and 
usually more than one event participant(s). It makes sense that both functions 
are traceable in the specific extended roots.  

 
Attempts have been made to explain the root extension from a Proto-Indo-
European structure. 

Cohen (2017: 69–74) suggests that the root extension originated from an 
actual root, namely √*steh₂ ‘stand’, and he argued that a univerbation with this 
root had yielded the root extension with the elements of the root eventually 
being scraped off: “*‑s- (< *‑st‑ < *‑sth₂‑ < *‑steh₂‑, arguably)” (Cohen 2017: 74). I 
consider this completely unlikely. First of all, the peeling of the root is entirely 
ad hoc, and all that is similar to √*steh₂ is a single consonant, *‑s‑! In that case, 
any root with *‑s‑ might be a good candidate. Furthermore, although 
univerbations do happen, I do not consider it probable that a root extension 
should be the result of a transparent univerbation in a flat structure with only 
recognizable elements. I believe that root extensions represent a very archaic 
layer, pointing to a pre-Proto-Indo-European system which was not 
synchronically operational in the proto-language with its own phonological 
developments which were equally out of effect synchronically in Proto-Indo-
European, including the already often-mentioned Schwebeablaut.  

After Cohen’s unconvincing proposal, Friis (2018: 84–87) also ventures to 
explain the root extension from synchronic means in Proto-Indo-European. She 
proposes that the root extension instead originally was a suffix forming telic 
stems, which was then eventually reanalyzed as a root extension. No such 
productive *‑s-suffix is immediately reconstructible for Proto-Indo-European, 
however, and it is not clear where the suffix itself would come from. Friis (2018: 
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88–97) then proposes that this s-extension/-suffix was the key formation in a 
model almost identical to Jasanoff’s pre-sigmatic aorist: a 3sg. form of the s-
suffix/-extension was suppleted in the 3sg. of the unreduplicated perfect (the 
reduplicated one not being hit by this suppletion), and the 2pl. secondarily took 
over this ending due to the identical endings *‑e in the original paradigm. This 
then resulted in a “pre-sigmatic perfect” paradigm, which yielded the Hittite and 
Tocharian sigmatic endings in the 3sg. and 2pl., and the sigmatic forms were 
generalized with “mi-endings” in “Core Indo-European” to form the s-aorist. I 
have presented my critique of Jasanoff’s “pre-sigmatic aorist” above (§§3.2.3.3, 
4.4.1.5) and this still applies to the theory here. I think that Friis is right in 
including the 2pl. in the model of sigmatic endings and in recognizing the 
telicizing root extension as related to the s-aorist, but the suppletion of an s-
suffix in a perfect paradigm seems an unlikely origin for the s-aorist, and I do 
not believe it can explain the sigmatic personal endings.  

As for the root extension, I think that the directionality in Friis’ derivation is 
the reverse of what is likely to have happened. Stem formations like the 
causative-iterative or essive-fientive – which is what Friis compares the 
proposed s-suffix to – form part of the productive derivational system in Proto-
Indo-European and are continued as productive formations into many daughter 
branches. These formations therefore represent a synchronically vibrant system 
as opposed to the non-vibrant, unproductive root extensions which are not a 
part of productive Proto-Indo-European derivational morphology. I therefore 
believe that the root extension must be older than any stem-forming suffix 
which would be part of the synchronic morphological system. I do not believe 
that it is possible to etymologize or explain the root extension from any 
transparent synchronic layer of Proto-Indo-European, as it represents an 
archaic and unproductive layer of Proto-Indo-European. 

 
Whereas the Anatolian evidence cannot be explained from the s-aorist, the 
Tocharian s-averbo, in my view, derives directly from the s-aorist (§§3.2.3.6, 
3.3.3, 3.4.2). This is not obvious, as preterite class 3 is only partially sigmatic and 
subjunctive class 1 is entirely asigmatic. However, the functional (perfective, 
transitivizing) and morphophonological (*ḗ-grade, *‑s- in some forms) 
properties point directly to the s-aorist and cannot be explained from the 
perfect. Furthermore, I believe that the absence of *‑s- in most forms of the 
active preterite and all forms of the subjunctive is due to phonological loss and 
analogy rather than reflecting an original mixed paradigm along the lines of 
Jasanoff’s pre-sigmatic aorist. Due to the non-palatalizing weak stem in these 
forms, the ablaut of the Proto-Indo-Tocharian s-aorist needs to be revised to 
*ḗ~*∅, contrasting with the traditional *ḗ~*é-ablaut in Proto-Indo-Celtic. 
Present class 8 reflects a secondary present made to the preterite-subjunctive 
and thus ultimately goes back to the s-aorist as well.  

The s-aorist can thus be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Tocharian. The only 
change that needs to be assumed in the further development to Proto-Indo-
Celtic is that the proposed Proto-Indo-Tocharian ablaut pattern *ḗ~*∅ was 
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innovated to *ḗ~*é in Proto-Indo-Celtic. This can be motivated by the wish to 
remedy the irregular ablaut pattern *ḗ~*∅, and I propose that the chosen cure 
was the ablaut pattern of the Narten-stems which were the only other stem-type 
with *ḗ-grade. Narten-stems are unsuffixed imperfective and aorist root stems 
with an ablaut *ḗ~*é contrasting with the *é~*∅-ablaut of normal root eventives 
(cf. Narten 1968). Whether these stems reflect an actual stem formation distinct 
from the root eventive (Kümmel 1998), a distinct subset of long-vocalic roots 
(Rasmussen 1978, 1989a: 247–250; Jasanoff 2012a:-128f.) or have arisen 
secondarily due to sound change (Kortlandt 2004: 8, 12; Schumacher 2005) does 
not matter if only they can be assumed to have been there at a pre-Proto-Indo-
Celtic stage where they could have influenced the s-aorist. 

The proposed stratum and chronology of the s-aorist here differs from other 
theories on the s-aorist in relation to the Anatolian and Tocharian facts. Most 
scholars have assumed either that the s-aorist was already in place in Proto-
Indo-European (e.g., Eichner 1975: 91; Ringe 1990; Kortlandt 1994, 2010b: 378; 
Melchert 2015; Peyrot 2013: 496–515) or that Anatolian and Tocharian both 
represent precursors of the classical s-aorist which only came into existence in 
any recognizable shape in Proto-Indo-Celtic (e.g., Watkins 1969; Jasanoff 1988a, 
2003:-174–214, 2019a; Friis 2018). I thus suggest that the answer lies somewhere 
in-between: the s-aorist did not exist in Proto-Indo-European but had come into 
being in Proto-Indo-Tocharian. This inevitably brings Tocharian closer to the 
remaining branches, in particular in regard to the current issue. 

 
How the s-aorist arose at some point between Proto-Indo-European and Proto-
Indo-Tocharian remains a salient question, and the explanation should be able 
to account for both the formal and functional sides of the s-aorist. I believe that 
this can be achieved by arguing that the s-aorist originated from the root 
extension *‑s-, and thereby is ultimately related to the s-extended verbs in 
Anatolian (and continuations of s-extended roots elsewhere). 

Since the root extension *‑s‑ formed a new root from a base root, it was 
immediately possible to reanalyze a root extension as a suffix which could be 
attached to the base root: the root eventive of an s-extended root, *CéCs‑~*CCs‑, 
could easily be reinterpreted as consisting of the base root with an s-suffix: 
*CéC‑s‑~*CC‑s‑. I suggest that such a reanalysis happened after the Anatolian 
branch split off. The reanalyzed suffix appeared to be a primary suffix which was 
attached directly to the root: √é~∅+‑s‑+[mi-endings].  

The transitive function of the root extension is particularly well-preserved 
in the s-aorist which has perfective aspect and is specifically characterized by 
its transitivizing function as opposed to other aorist formations. This 
transitivizing function is especially apparent in Tocharian, where the s-averbo 
functions as oppositional transitives to intransitive roots, and in Greek, where 
the s-aorist is used to form oppositional transitives to intransitive middle root 
aorists: ἔφϑιτο ‘perished’ : ἔφϑεισα ‘destroyed’. This can even be proven for 
Balkanic, cf. ἔστην ‘stood up’ : ἔστησα ‘made stand, set up’ with factitive-
transitive value also in Phr. εσταες ‘erected’, Mess. stahan ‘erected’, Alb. shtova 
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‘added’ (⇽ *‘placed upon’), Arm. stac‘ay ‘acquired’ (⇽ *‘put up for myself’), with 
the Balkanic innovation of a factitive s-aorist *steh₂‑s‑ to √*steh₂. 

In this model, the root extension *‑s- developed into a suffix with exclusively 
perfective value which might be argued to be in conflict with the original 
function of the root extension. This is true: telicity and transitivity are in 
principle available to be expressed in both perfective and imperfective aspect 
(cf. Comrie 1976: 44). Nevertheless, perfective aspect has several common traits 
with both telic and transitive functions. A perfective focuses on the event as a 
whole and thereby defines the event as bounded, with no regard to its internal 
structure, and often with a recognizable result (cf. Comrie 1976:-16–24; Dahl 
1985: 78). Therefore, perfective aspect is often correlated with telic value, i.e. an 
event with a goal in the form of a well-defined terminal point. It makes sense 
that events with a defined goal are more prone to be described in relation to 
reaching the goal, which means completing the event. The perfective aspect 
thus lends itself well to telic value, and vice versa. Telic verbs in imperfective 
aspect describe the process as not yet completed, and therefore indicate that 
the goal of the event has not been reached. All things being equal, telic events 
are therefore more likely to focus on the goal and therefore to be used in the 
perfective. This is evident cross-linguistically, where perfectives often arise from 
telic/bounded categories (cf. Bybee & Dahl 1989: 85–87; Bybee et al. 1994: 87–
90), cf. the grammaticalization of prefixed verbs, which modify the meaning of 
the base verb as bounded (usually spatially or temporally), into perfective 
aspect in Slavic. The directionality thus goes from telic to perfective, and it is 
therefore plausible that the s-aorist developed from a formation marked for 
telicity. Since I believe that the grammaticalized distinction between 
imperfective and aorist stems is an innovation of Proto-Indo-Tocharian, it 
makes sense that the s-aorist would develop during the establishment of this 
system. Once the s-extension had been reanalyzed as a primary-stem suffix, its 
telic value made it an obvious candidate for forming oppositional perfectives to 
inherently imperfective or atelic roots. 

At one point during this process, I suggest that the monosyllabic forms 
experienced lengthening caused by the *‑s‑: *CéC‑s‑s, *CéC‑s‑t > *CḗC‑s‑s, 
*CḗC‑s‑t (cf. also Adrados 1971:-109, 1974:-717f., 724f., 1981).108 This development is 
necessary in order to explain the characteristic lengthened grade in the Proto-
Indo-Tocharian s-aorist. This lengthened grade is nowhere visible in Anatolian, 
and it therefore is justified to assume that it occurred in pre-Proto-Indo-
Tocharian. The 1sg. was probably disyllabic (*CéC‑s‑m̥) and would therefore not 
have been lengthened, but the lengthened grade could easily have been levelled 
in this form. This would result in a general ablaut *ḗ~∅, which – as expounded 
above – is the ablaut retained in Tocharian, whereas Indo-Celtic innovated the 
ablaut to *ḗ~*é.  

 
108 Unrelated to Szemerényi’s Law, which is a different process including loss of *‑s‑, which I suppose for 

pre-Proto-Indo-European. Rasmussen (1978, 1994: 329–335) suggests that a pre-PIE archephoneme */z/ 
caused lengthening.  
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As a separate point, it was argued that the problematic Vedic sigmatic full-grade 
injunctives (stoṣam) and middles in ‑sé (stuṣé) should be regarded as regular 
forms of a root imperfective made to an s-extended root √*steu̯s (to √*steu̯) and 
probably spread analogically from that verb only. 

 
Now, the only part that has not been addressed so far is the Anatolian use of *‑s- 
as a secondary derivational suffix in the ‑ēšš-fientives and the denominatives Hi. 
ištamašš‑zi ‘hear’ and kammarš‑zi ‘shit’. This use cannot be explained as a root 
extension, as the *‑s- has been added to an already derived verbal stem or a 
nominal stem with suffixes, respectively. This type was explained above 
(§§4.2.2, 4.3) as an archaism in Anatolian where the root extension *‑s- had 
started being reanalyzed as a suffix, implying that there was an early period of 
wavering in the usage of the suffix as a primary suffix or a secondary derivational 
suffix. The difference is of course what the suffix can be attached to: the former 
is only attachable to a root, whereas the latter is attachable to any stem. A 
confusion between the two is understandable, since an extended root can form 
any stem. I argue that there was a period within pre-Proto-Indo-European 
where the nascent *‑s-suffix was analyzed as attached to a stem rather than to a 
root. A few remnants of this recessive usage were then inherited into Anatolian. 
Again, the function would have been telic or transitive, which is evident in the 
case of the ‑ēšš-fientives created from the *‑eh₁-essive. In Proto-Indo-Tocharian, 
this usage was completely obliterated as the emerging s-suffix solidified as a 
primary-stem-forming suffix and was grammaticalized as an aorist. 

 
Figure 2 presents cladistic position of the s-aorist, with the original root 
extension indicated where only that exists as well as the diverging use as a 
derivational suffix (the representation in Anatolian solely indicates relics): 

Figure 2: The s-aorist and its origin 
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5.2 THE FUTURE-DESIDERATIVE COMPLEX 

5.2.1 The *se/o-subjunctive and the *si-imperative 
The Indo-Celtic languages point to both a subjunctive synchronically associated 
with the s-aorist and a formally identical free-standing subjunctive-future 
formed by the full-grade root and the suffix *‑se/o‑ (§§2.12.1.2, 2.12.2.1). I argued 
that the two formations go back to the same source: the s-aorist subjunctive. 
The s-aorist kept the subjunctive associated to its stem into Greek and Indo-
Iranian, but the formation had already emancipated itself from the s-aorist as 
an independent subjunctive-future in Proto-Indo-Celtic (retained in Italic, 
Celtic and Balkanic). 

The future usage of the emancipated *se/o-subjunctive in Italic and Greek is 
often derived from a separate desiderative, especially due to the middle affinity 
of the Greek future (cf. Rix 1992a:-225, 2003a:-4f.; Rijksbaron 2007:-156). 
However, the middle affinity cannot be readily explained from a desiderative 
origin; rather, Willi (2011) has demonstrated that the middle affinity is due to 
the s-aorist origin with its transitivizing function causing the valency-
decreasing middle to be the preferred form to match with the base verb. The 
Latin *se/o-future also has future-anterior function in several instances which 
can also only be explained from a perfective origin (cf. De Melo 2002). All 
instances of Indo-Celtic *se/o-forms thus go back to s-aorist subjunctives. 

The future and subjunctive values are easily explained, as one of the core 
functions of the subjunctive is to express (subjectively regarded) future events, 
based on its core irrealis value (cf. Tichy 2006:-306–318). 

 
The *se/o-subjunctive had an associated *si-imperative, which originated by 
haplology from the s-aorist subj.act.2sg. *‑sesi (Szemerényi 1966; Jasanoff 1986, 
1987a). This form was recognized for Proto-Indo-Celtic where its relation to the 
*se/o-subjunctive was still synchronically apparent in Vedic and Old Irish. A 
retention was also recognized in TB päklyauṣ, TA päklyoṣ, forming a remarkable 
equation with Ved. śróṣi, Mess. klaohi (§3.6).  

This implies that both the *si-imperative and the *se/o-subjunctive existed 
in Proto-Indo-Tocharian. The *se/o-subjunctive might be retained in the 
present-subjunctive class 2 PT *klyewṣə/se- pointing back to a stem *ḱlḗu̯se/o‑ 
with irregular *ḗ-grade, probably analogical to the original s-aorist indicative 
(perhaps retained in TB klyauṣa/klyewṣa?). Apparently, both the *si-imperative 
and *se/o-subjunctive were otherwise lost in Tocharian. It could be suspected 
that present class 8 in PT *‑ṣə/se‑ could go back to the *se/o-subjunctive, but old 
subjunctives do not yield exclusive presents and the formation is derived from 
the zero grade in Tocharian, so it was argued that it represented an inner-
Tocharian innovation. 
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Figure 3 presents the *se/o-subjunctive and the related *si-imperative 
cladistically: 

 

Figure 3: The *se/o-subjunctive and the *si-imperative  

The ablaut of the *se/o-subjunctive is still irregular from a Proto-Indo-Tocharian 
perspective. Whereas all other subjunctives are formed from the strong form of 
the base aspect stem, the *se/o-subjunctive – both as a paradigmatically 
associated subjunctive to the s-aorist and as an independent stem – is formed 
from the full grade. In the Proto-Indo-Celtic reconstruction of the s-aorist, this 
is the same as the weak stem, leading to the synchronic descriptive rule that the 
subjunctive to the s-aorist is irregularly formed from the weak stem. This was 
never a sufficient historical explanation, simply a descriptive statement. 
Furthermore, if we can project the *se/o-subjunctive back to Proto-Indo-
Tocharian, such a formulation makes no sense. The Proto-Indo-Tocharian s-
aorist is here argued to have had the ablaut *ḗ~*∅, and the *se/o-subjunctive 
thus cannot be derived from either of these synchronic stems.  

However, since I believe that the Proto-Indo-Tocharian *ḗ~*∅-ablaut 
derives from a regular root-eventive ablaut *é~*∅, I would propose that the s-
aorist subjunctive was already formed at a pre-Proto-Indo-Tocharian stage with 
the original ablaut. This means that the subjunctive was formed in a regular way 
from the strong stem. When the s-aorist active singular later underwent 
lengthening (originally in the monosyllabic forms but eventually generalized), 
there was a formal mismatch between the s-aorist indicative strong stem and its 
subjunctive. I further suggest that this was a driving force for the emancipation 
of the s-aorist subjunctive as a freestanding suffix able to be formed also from 
roots without an s-aorist. This must have happened already by Proto-Indo-
Tocharian. The formation retained its perfective subjunctive function and the 
specific transitivizing value of the s-aorist. It eventually came to be used as an 
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independent future or subjunctive suffix in several of the Indo-Celtic languages. 
This had likely started already in Proto-Indo-Celtic. 

 
The emancipated *se/o-subjunctive shows a peculiar tendency for seṭ-treatment 
in resonant-final roots in both the Celtic subjunctive and the Greek future, i.e. a 
laryngeal appears to have been inserted between root and suffix. No such 
tendency is found in the s-aorist indicative. The same striking treatment and 
distribution is found in the reduplicated *se/o-subjunctive (Celtic future, Indo-
Iranian desiderative). This is the reason why several scholars have posited a 
separate “desiderative” suffix *‑h₁se/o‑ (e.g., Puhvel 1953). However, as it was 
argued that the Greek future can best be explained from an s-aorist subjunctive 
origin, an unrelated suffix is not acceptable. Nor can this theory satisfactorily 
explain the lack of laryngeal in obstruent-final roots. 

Most scholars who believe in an s-aorist origin have brushed off the 
apparent laryngeal as secondarily introduced in the individual branches. 
However, the distribution is extremely striking and can hardly be due to chance. 
I therefore consider it most likely that it is a shared feature. The treatment is 
exclusive to emancipated *se/o-subjunctives with no s-aorist associated. It is 
therefore morphologically defined. I would therefore assume that an analogy 
happened in these independent *se/o-subjunctives in Proto-Indo-Celtic, where 
resonant-final roots inserted a laryngeal in these forms in analogy to roots in 
*|RH. This descriptively would lead to a perceived allomorph PIC *‑Hse/o- of the 
independent *se/o-subjunctive. This feature is represented in figure 4: 

 

Figure 4: The *se/o-subjunctive and seṭ-treatment of *|R-roots 
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5.2.2 The reduplicated *se/o-subjunctive 
 The Indo-Iranian desiderative and the Goidelic strong future were argued to be 
related, going back to a stem with *i-reduplication, zero-grade root and the 
suffix *‑se/o‑ (cf. §§2.2.8, 2.11.3.2). This formation originated as an analogical 
*‑se/o-subjunctive/future to reduplicated imperfectives, and this must go back 
to Proto-Indo-Celtic. The function was gradual-progressive 
prospective/proximal future. The relation to the emancipated *‑se/o-
subjunctives is confirmed by the parallel pattern of resonant-final roots showing 
seṭ-character in this formation just as in the *‑se/o-subjunctives. The 
desiderative value in Indo-Iranian is secondary and can be understood both 
through the proximal-future use and through the origin from the high-transitive 
s-aorist which indicates a greater involvement of the agent (either by effort or 
intention) to accomplish the action (cf. Dixon 2012: 285f.). Neither Tocharian 
nor Anatolian shows any evidence for this formation. The seṭ-treatment in 
resonant-final roots is parallel to the unreduplicated *se/o-subjunctive in Proto-
Indo-Celtic, and the reduplicated variant was likely only created after this 
treatment had been introduced in Proto-Indo-Celtic. Figure 5 shows the 
cladistic position of the formation: 

 

Figure 5: The reduplicated *se/o-subjunctive and seṭ-treatment of *|R-roots 

 

5.2.3 The *sie̯/o-future 
The suffix *‑sie̯/o- is only found in Indo-Celtic. Nothing indicates that it existed 
in either Proto-Indo-Tocharian or Proto-Indo-European. I therefore assume that 
it is an Indo-Celtic innovation. Its reconstruction is expounded in §2.12.2.3, 
where it is also argued that its function as anticipatory proximal future can be 
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readily explained as a *‑ie̯/o-imperfective (present) made to the s-aorist. The 
*‑sie̯/o-future is represented cladistically in figure 6:  

 

Figure 6: The *‑sie̯/o-future 

5.3 SIGMATIC PERSONAL ENDINGS 
As already argued extensively (§§2.2.6, 2.10.1.2, 2.12.4, 3.5, 4.4), I believe that a set 
of sigmatic personal endings need to be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European. 
As treated in the cited paragraphs, this has been argued by several scholars 
before (e.g., Burrow 1954, 1957; Shields 1981: 268; Melchert 2015; Kümmel 2016a, 
2018). The combination and specific reconstruction which I advance here has, 
however, not been proposed yet. I propose that Proto-Indo-European had three 
demonstrably distinct sigmatic endings which operated in the perfect domain: 
3sg. *‑s, 2pl. *-sé, 3pl. *‑r̥s/*‑ḗr. These endings occur in positions expected for the 
normal perfect endings and therefore compete with the corresponding 3sg. *‑e, 
2pl. *‑é, 3pl. *‑r̥/*-ér. 

There is no indication for sigmatic endings in the other forms of the perfect: 
the sigmatic endings seem to be in a paradigmatic relation with the normal 
perfect endings 1sg. *‑h₂e, 2sg. *‑th₂e and 1pl. *‑me. 

 
The most prominently discussed ending is the 3sg. *‑s, which I argue is the origin 
of the Hittite ḫi-conjugation pret.act.3sg. ‑š and several relic verbal forms in 
Indo-Iranian, including the optative/precative and apparently as the 
generalized preterite ending in Old Persian. It is unclear if the Phrygian and 
Messapic preterite 3sg. forms in ‑es reflect this ending as well or rather are 
continuations of the s-aorist. The equation of Phr. εσταες ‘erected’ with other 
Balkanic reflections of *steh₂‑s- with factitive-transitive function points to an s-
aorist origin.  
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It should be noted again that I specifically reject that the Tocharian 
desinence 3sg. *‑sa- is connected to the PIE 3sg. ending *‑s. It is a suffix 
appearing before the synchronic ending ‑∅ and is restricted to preterite class 3 
– unlike the general preterite 2pl. ending *‑sə – and due to the formal and 
functional characteristics of the s-preterite and the s-averbo in general, I believe 
that that formation is entirely derivable from the s-aorist. This differs from most 
scholars’ model where the Tocharian and Hittite sigmatic 3sg. forms are usually 
seen as forming a striking parallel. I think that this specific parallel is due to 
chance. 

 
The 2pl. ending is reflected in the Hittite ḫi-conjugation 2pl. variant ‑šten(i), the 
Tocharian preterite 2pl. ending *‑sə and the Sabellic 2pl. forms in *‑se (Pael. lexe, 
Umb. |‑så|, §2.10.1.2). I reconstruct the 2pl. ending as *‑sé due to the evidence of 
Italic, and the Tocharian ending requires a final vowel (pace Melchert 2015 who 
reconstructs *‑s). The vowel was lost in Hittite and the mi-ending ‑tten(i) was 
added to the under-marked *‑s.  

 
The 3pl. ending has not been touched upon specifically yet. It has long been 
recognized that the 3pl. perfect had several variants:  

¨ *‑r̥: Av. ‑arə̄,̆ PT *‑ər, OIr. ‑atar (< *‑ont‑r̥) 
¨ *‑r̥s: Ved. ‑úr, Av. ‑ərəš and opt. ‑iiā‑rəš, Ven. ‑ers?, Celtib. ‑res?, 

Phr. ‑ors? (Gusmani 2010), Lyd. ‑rś/‑ris? (cf. Gérard 2005:-103f.) 
¨ *‑ḗr: Hi. ‑ēr, La. ‑ēre/‑ērunt, Phr. ‑αρ/‑αρεν; in a merged form in 

YAv. ‑āire ← *‑ēr+*‑ro 

Marinetti & Prosdocimi (1988) and Jasanoff (1988a: 71, 1994a:-150) 
independently suggested that the allomorph *‑ḗr originated by Szemerényi’s 
Law from *‑érs, a full-graded and accented variant of *‑r̥s, making the two 
originally parallel to the ablaut-and-accent allomorphy of eventive 3pl.act. 
*‑ént~*‑n̥t. Jasanoff (l.c.) argued that *‑r̥ arose secondarily after the loss of *‑s in 
*‑ḗr and that the original ending thus was *‑(é)rs. Jasanoff (1997) further argued 
that the Avestan distribution with *‑r̥s in the optative (‑iiā‑rəš, cf. Ved. ‑y‑ur) and 
perfect preterite-injunctive (cikōitərəš Y 32.11) and *‑r̥ in the perfect present 
(‑arə̄)̆ indirectly reflected the original Indo-European distribution of *‑r̥s and 
*‑ḗr in stem-accented and ending-accented forms, respectively, with PIIr. *‑r̥ 
replacing *‑ḗr. 

However, Kümmel (2018: 250f.) connected the allomorph *‑r̥s with the 
recessive 3sg. ending *‑s in Indo-Iranian, noticing how they are both used in 
optatives. This pushed him to argue that the endings 3sg. *‑s, 3pl. *‑r̥s formed a 
variant set of perfect endings in opposition to the “normal” perfect endings 3sg. 
*‑e, 3pl. *‑r̥. This probably indicates that there was originally a variant *‑ér, the 
accented variant of *‑r̥. I do not know of an assured case of this ending. Av. ‑arə̄ ̆
and Hi. ‑ēr could phonetically go back to *‑ér, but these endings are normally 
derived from different morphs which are represented elsewhere. 
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I follow Kümmel in this connection and will include the 2pl. *‑sé, which was 
connected to the 3sg. *‑s independently by Melchert (2015). This brings us to the 
set of three sigmatic endings within the perfect domain stated above. Figures 7–
9 present the cladistic position of the sigmatic 3sg., 2pl. and 3pl. endings, 
respectively: 
 

Figure 7: The 3sg. ending *‑s 

 

Figure 8: The 2pl. ending *‑sé 
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Figure 9: The 3pl. ending *‑r̥s/*‑ḗr 

 
 

The postulation of a new set of endings can certainly be argued to be 
uneconomic, especially if we are to assume that these endings are variants of an 
already-existing set of endings. Nevertheless, I think that the comparative 
evidence requires this. No other hypothesis has so far been able to account for 
the sigmatic endings in the different Indo-European languages. However, the 
new set of endings should be put into perspective with the grammatical system 
of the proto-language. A disclaimer is therefore needed.  

Below, I will venture into the realm of speculation in trying to explore the 
theoretical possibility of an analysis and explanation of the “s-perfect” endings. 
Consequently, the following paragraphs should be taken as nothing more than 
a thought experiment. I need to stress that it is the reconstruction of the endings 
that is the result of the study, while the exploration of a possible interpretation 
or explanation inevitably requires unverifiable assumptions to be made. That is 
the premise of such an endeavour, just as it would be to try and explain any 
other personal endings. 
 
First of all, there is a potential structural pattern in the proposed sigmatic 
endings in comparison with the corresponding perfect and eventive endings. 
The new sigmatic endings *‑s, *‑sé, *‑r̥s/*‑ḗr have an element *‑s- in common. 
This element seems to be matched by different elements in the same position 
in the other sets of endings: the perfect then has an element *‑∅- and the 
eventive (primary-secondary endings) has an element *‑t- in these forms. It is 
also worth mentioning that this potential element only appears in these persons 
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in the respective paradigms. There is no such element in the 1sg., 2sg. or 1pl., for 
instance. It cannot be excluded that the pattern is coincidental, but it is at least 
worth exploring.  
 
If one is willing to accept that the distinction between pf.3sg. *‑e and 2pl. *‑é is 
that the latter is characterized by accent, the relationship between the 
unaccented 3sg. endings *‑t and *‑s with their accented 2pl. endings *‑té and 
*‑sé, respectively, could be argued to be comparable: 3sg. = unaccented marker, 
2pl. = accented marker (or: marker + *-é). The reason why the perfect ending 
has a vowel could be that it would otherwise be a completely unmarked *‑∅, 
whereas the two others would still have a phonemic marker (assuming that 
there was a vowel to be lost). 

The pattern might be confirmed by the 3pl. Here, the correspondence within 
the perfect is clear: *‑r̥~*‑ér vs. *‑r̥s/*‑ḗr (< *‑érs) shows accent variation with a 
vowel appearing before the consonantal elements in the accented variant. If *‑s- 
is the marker of the “s-perfect,” then the lack of it in the normal perfect endings 
can be explained as the marker *‑∅- again. One could then analyze the element 
*‑r- as the theoretical marker of 3pl. This would agin pattern well with the 
eventive, where *‑n̥t~*‑ént shows the same internal variation according to 
accent, with the accented variant showing a vowel before the consonants. The 
vowel placement of the accented 3pl. contrasts consistently with that in the 2pl.: 
the 3pl. has a vowel before the consonantal markers, and the 2pl. has a vowel 
after them. The eventive 3pl. marker *‑(é)nt- might be divided into *‑t- as the 
hypothetical “eventive marker” and *‑n- which apparently marks the 3pl. The 
*‑n- would then contrast with *‑r- in the perfect endings.  

This raises the question if *‑n- and *‑r- could represent original allophones 
of the same morphophonemic marker in this instance. In fact, it is not the only 
place within Proto-Indo-European where such a potential relation is present. 
The class of heteroclitic nouns in *‑r~*‑n- has the same variation within its 
inflectional paradigm. The synchronic allomorphy in the Proto-Indo-European 
heteroclitics is distributed in such a way that */‑r/ appears when the morpheme 
is in absolute-final position, including when an earlier consonant must have 
disappeared with Szemerényi’s Law: *u̯ódr̥, *udṓr (< pre-PIE *ud‑ór‑h₂); while 
*/‑n‑/ appears in non-absolute-final position, i.e. when one or more phonemes 
are added: *u̯éd‑n̥‑s, *ud‑én‑s. Although the perceived wisdom seems to regard 
the heteroclitic allomorphs as actually going back to a suppletive or mixed 
paradigm (e.g., Benveniste 1935:-184; Pisani 1951; Szemerényi 1996:-173f.), it at 
least worth considering that the allomorphy could be the result of sound change 
from a single pre-Proto-Indo-European phoneme, which gave PIE *‑r in Auslaut 
and *‑n- elsewhere (cf. Brugnatelli 1993). It is not possible to prove which theory 
is correct, but it is interesting that the same alternation is potentially present in 
the 3pl. endings. Whether we are dealing with original allophony or with 
allomorphs of distinct origins, the *‑r‑~*‑n-element might be the marker of 3pl. 

The patterning is represented in table 9, where blue indicates the 
hypothetical “functional-inflectional element” (perfect, “s-perfect” and 
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eventive, respectively) and red indicates the hypothetical person-marking 
element: 

 

Table 9: Potential pattern of the 3sg.-2pl.-3pl. forms 

Although it is not the task of the present study to unravel the pre-Proto-Indo-
European inner mechanics of the inflectional endings, the proposed pattern 
deserves further attention. The proposed s-endings could be parallel to the 
already recognized endings, which would indicate a potential shared structure. 

 
The suggested partial set of s-endings are clearly at home within the perfect 
domain: they occur in paradigms with other perfect endings in the Hittite ḫi-
conjugation and Tocharian preterite, and it has to be assumed that the optative 
at least was able to take some perfect endings in Indo-Iranian, especially within 
the aorist optative where 3sg. *‑s is found.  

Given the formal distinction between normal perfect endings and the s-
endings, it would be preferable if a functional distinction could be ascertained 
as well. This would already be indicated by the morphology if the perfect is 
accepted as having an unmarked marker *‑∅- as opposed to the *‑s- of the s-
endings. In this respect, it can be noted that the s-endings are prominently 
found within preterite, optative and aorist/perfective/anterior usages. The 3sg. 
and 2pl. forms are not, as far as can be ascertained, found in the prototypical 
non-resultative stative core of the perfect. 

Kümmel (2018: 251f.) therefore suggested that the *s-endings could have a 
resultative or completive function. This would fit well with the use of the s-
endings in the individual branches. A resultative or completive nuance to 
statives would yield resultative-statives which could lead to anterior and 
perfective nuances, a normal path for such a function (Bybee et al. 1994: 57–69). 
This may beg the question if the *‑s-element could not be identical with the telic 
root-extension *‑s- and thereby ultimately related to the later s-aorist. This is 
not demonstrable but at least theoretically possible. 

 
However, other hypothetical origins are also possible. Kümmel (l.c.) himself 
suggested a possible origin from a reflexive pronominal element as in PIE 
*s(u̯)e‑. A reflexive modification would create some kind of eventive structure 
into the stative, thereby making it more prone to preterite or anterior usages.  
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There are several other theoretical options to derive a more temporal, aspectual, 
modal or eventive use from a stative. I shall only briefly name a couple below. 

The *-s-element could ultimately reflect a nominal case ending, pointing to 
a morphosyntactic distinction between the endings 3sg. *‑e and *‑s. The *‑s-
endings would be immediately identifiable with the nominative singular, which 
could lead one to suspect an agentive – perhaps even ergative – use for the s-
ending, which would suggest that the normal perfect ending *‑e was used in a 
less agentive use: unaccusative, intransitive, patientive or the like. One could 
then expect *‑e to reflect an absolutive as opposed to the agentive/ergative *‑s. 
Such a morphosyntactic alignment has been suggested for pre-Proto-Indo-
European by several scholars (e.g., Matasović 2012: 22), but it remains 
speculative, and it is an obvious problem that *‑e is not known as a case ending. 
Furthermore, there is no directly discernable (morpho)syntactic distribution 
between intransitive perfect vs. transitive s-perfect. 

One might also suggest a different pronominal origin than the reflexive 
proposed by Kümmel. This could be the element in the *so-/*to-pronoun, which 
would even suggest a connection to the eventive endings in *‑t-. In that case, 
one might even argue that *‑s- and *‑t- go back to the same archephoneme (as 
argued for different reasons by Rasmussen 1994; Olsen 2004, 2014). However, the 
elements occur in the same phonological positions and it would therefore be 
hard to argue for a phonological origin for the parallel endings. The distinctive 
formal and functional domains of the eventive and the “s-perfect” would also 
not be immediately clear. 

 
In the end, it is difficult and inevitably speculative to try to explain the origin 
and distribution of the *s-endings within the perfect domain. It is, however, 
clear that a functional determination must be in focus in such an endeavour. So 
far, the best option appears to be that the *s-endings had a resultative-
completive modification of the stative perfect, but this remains 
undemonstrable. I will therefore not advocate for a specific origin of the s-
endings. 

It must again be stressed that it is not the aim of the present study to unravel 
this question in any case. The intention was exclusively to obtain a 
reconstruction of the sigmatic formations for Proto-Indo-European and its 
successive daughter branches, including a proper cladistic understanding and 
definition of specific innovations and archaisms at the proper stages.  

One of the results of this investigation has been the proposition that a set of 
actual personal endings characterized by an element *‑s- should be 
reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European and the definition of its formal 
embeddedness in the perfect. To demand a full etymological account of this 
reconstruction is as reductive as demanding a full explanation for any other 
personal ending. 
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6  CONCLUSION 

The investigation has led to several conclusions on the sigmatic formations with 
major implications for the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European and the 
lower-degree proto-stages. A fundamental premise of the study has been the 
insistent focus on the internal subgrouping of the family and the search for 
cladistic traits in the forms treated to guide the latest reconstructible stage of a 
feature. 

 
The s-aorist was argued to be a Proto-Indo-Tocharian innovation which evolved 
from a reanalysis of the Proto-Indo-European root extension *‑s- with telic and 
transitive functions. The s-extended verbs in Anatolian showed several features 
that are in conflict with the s-aorist, notably Schwebeablaut, and it was therefore 
argued that they reflected this root extension instead. Consequently, the s-aorist 
cannot be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European. The s-aorist evolved in pre-
Proto-Indo-Tocharian from this root extension, as it was reanalyzed as a 
primary-stem forming suffix, and its telic function was grammaticalized as an 
aorist formation in the emerging aspect system. The transitivizing function was 
retained in the s-aorist.  

The s-aorist was derived from the root stem of the s-extended root with 
regular *é~*∅-ablaut, and it was proposed that the s-aorist acquired its 
characteristic *ḗ-grade through lengthening in monosyllabic forms in the same 
process. This resulted in an *ḗ~*∅-ablauting s-aorist in Proto-Indo-Tocharian, 
continued directly into the Tocharian s-averbo which can be exclusively derived 
from the s-aorist as also indicated by its transitivizing function. In Proto-Indo-
Celtic, the irregular ablaut of the s-aorist was innovated to *ḗ~*é, probably after 
the Narten-stems, and in order to align the formation with the pattern that the 
weak stem is one mora lighter than the strong stem. 

 
The cluster of free-standing sigmatic subjunctives, futures and desideratives are 
all considered to be derivatives of the s-aorist. As a result, they cannot be 
reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European either. The *se/o-formation was argued 
to be the original s-aorist subjunctive, formed from the original full-grade strong 
stem before it was lengthened. The lengthening in the indicative likely led to 
the alienation of the full-grade subjunctive from the s-aorist, and it came to be 
an independent formation in at least Proto-Indo-Celtic. The *se/o-subjunctive 
had an associated *si-imperative, which was haplologized from the 2sg. *‑sesi, 
and this type was demonstrated to be reconstructible for Proto-Indo-Tocharian, 
which also implies that the *se/o-subjunctive was present at the same stage, 
although it was only potentially retained in relics in Tocharian. 

In its role as an independent suffix, the *se/o-subjunctive seems to have 
acquired a morphophonological tendency for resonant-final roots to insert a 
laryngeal between root and suffix. This was evident in both the Celtic 
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subjunctive and the Greek future. That tendency must have been in place before 
the innovation of a reduplicated side-form of the *se/o-subjunctive which likely 
arose through analogy with thematic imperfective stems. This reduplicated 
*se/o-formation shares the seṭ-tendency for resonant-final roots, and its general 
function as a prospective-proximal future can be explained from the progressive 
nuance which the reduplication added to the *se/o-subjunctive. 

The suffix *‑sie̯/o- also functioned as a proximal future in several Indo-Celtic 
languages, and the suffix became the productive future formation in Indo-
Slavic. This suffix likely originated in pre-Proto-Indo-Celtic as a secondary 
imperfective present formed from the s-aorist, notably from the full grade which 
was the innovative weak stem of the s-aorist in Proto-Indo-Celtic, complying 
with the tendency to form *‑ie̯/o-derivatives from a weak stem. 

 
Finally, a new set of sigmatic personal endings was proposed for Proto-Indo-
European: 3sg. *‑s (retained in Anatolian, Indo-Iranian and perhaps Phrygian 
and Messapic), 2pl. *‑sé (retained in Anatolian, Tocharian and Italic) and 3pl. 
*‑r̥s~*‑ḗr (retained in many branches). These seem to alternate within the 
perfect system with the classical endings *‑e, *‑é and *‑r̥~*‑ér, respectively. A 
pattern was determined between these perfect endings and the eventive 
endings *‑t, *‑té, *‑nt, namely that there was a consistent correlation of the 
specific markers eventive *‑t‑ : perfect *‑∅‑ : “s-perfect” *‑s‑ in the relevant forms 
in all sets of endings. This led to a theoretical contemplation on the potential 
function and origin of this new set of sigmatic endings, which must be 
embedded in the perfect-stative domain. This puts into perspective the 
possibilities and limitations for analyzing the Proto-Indo-European inflectional 
endings. 

 
The study has hopefully lent credence to the thesis that consistent 
incorporation of the cladisitc framework in analyzing complex comparative 
data yields different and – it is my claim – more refined results than allowed by 
a single-component reconstruction with no internal differentiation. 
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APPENDICES 

A VEDIC VARIA 
 

A.1 Examination of the middle sé-forms 
Below follows an individual treatment of the attested middle sé-forms in Vedic 
as treated and discussed in §2.2.5. The forms are collected by Rasmussen (1985a: 
390–392), to which I will add one form (kr̥ṣe): 

¨ arcase (RV 10.64.3) to √r̥c ‘sing, praise’, clearly derived from 
the thematic ipf. árcati. The form is 1sg. with active sense: 
agním (…) abhí arcase girá̄ ‘Shall I address (…) Agni (…) with 
a hymn?’. 

¨ r̥ñjase (RV 5×) to √r̥j ‘direct, reach, turn’, clearly derived from 
the thematicized nasal-ipf. r̥ñjáti, ‑te. Used 5× as a 1sg. with 
agentive value (RV 4.8.1, 5.13.6, 6.15.1+4, 10.76.1): e.g., RV 4.8.1 
dūtáṃ vaḥ (…) r̥ṇjase girá̄ ‘Your messenger (…) I will aim 
(straight toward him) with a hymn’. We find two further 
occurrences (both with ní·) with a 2sg.-referent and agentive 
sense: RV 10.142.2 sāci ̄ ́ iva víśvā bhúvanā níy r ̥̀ñjase ‘you seem 
to bear down on all creatures at once’, RV 8.90.4 tuváṃ (…) 
vr̥trá̄ bhú̄ri nyi·r̥ñjáse ‘you (…) bear down on many obstacles’. 
In both cases, we are surely dealing with a normal 
ipf.pres.mid.2sg. In a further occurrence, RV 8.4.17, the form 
r̥ñjáse is most likely an infinitive: vémi tvā Pūṣann r̥ñjáse / vémi 
stótave ‘I pursue you, Pūṣan, to aim (toward you). I pursue 
(you) to praise (you)’. These latter forms should thus be 
disregarded (pace Rasmussen 1985a: 391). 

¨ ohiṣe/ūhiṣe (RV 8.5.3) to √oh~ūh ‘consider’ with a thematic ipf. 
óhate (RV 17×) and iṣ-aor. áuhiṣṭa (RV 6.17.8). The form is 1sg. 
with agentive sense: vá̄caṃ dūtó yáthohiṣe ‘Like a messenger, 
I shall (solemnly) proclaim my speech’ with the pada-pāṭha 
reading yáthā ohiṣe, although it might as well have been ūhiṣe. 
The form would seem to be connected with the iṣ-aorist, 
although it could also be to the imperfective (like gāyiṣe). 

¨ kr̥ṣe (RV 10.49.7) to √kar~kr̥ ‘do’, in a syntagm r ̥́dhak kr̥ṣe ‘I will 
repel (make apart)’. The form occurs in a heavily 1sg.-based 
hymn and must be understood as 1sg. (like yāmi in the same 
verse) from the context, not as the homophonous 
aor.inj.mid.2sg. kr̥ṣé (RV 4×). 

¨ cárkr̥ṣe (RV 3×) to √kari~kr̥ ̄ ‘commemorate’, clearly derived 
from the intensive(!) carkarmi, which functions as the 
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(suppletive) imperfective of the verb (cf. Schaefer 1994:-108). 
All forms occur in the late book 10. The form occurs once with 
1sg. referent in agentive sense: RV 10.74.1 vásūnāṃ vā carkr̥ṣe 
(…) ródasyoḥ ‘I pay tribute to the Vasus (…) or to the two 
world-halves’. Twice we find the form with a 3sg. referent in 
passive sense: RV 10.22.1 índraḥ (…) yáḥ (…) cárkr̥ṣe girá̄ ‘Indra 
(…) who (…) is celebrated in song’; RV 10.105.4 índraś cárkr̥ṣe 
‘Indra will be famed’.  

¨ gāyiṣe ‘I shall sing’ (RV 7.96.1) to √gā(y)~gī ‘sing’, potentially 
connected to the thematic ipf. gá̄yati, but with an added ‑i- 
after gāy‑. Again, the form is 1sg. with agentive sense: br̥hád u 
gāyiṣe vácas ‘I shall sing a lofty speech’. 

¨ gr̥ṇīṣé (RV 13×) to √gari~gr̥ ̄ ̆ ‘sing’ (from √*gʷerH with 
disjointed pseudo-roots √gŭ̄r from aor. gūrta < *gʷr̥H‑to, √jr̥ 
from ipf. járate < *gʷérH‑e‑ti), clearly derived from the nasal-
ipf. gr̥ṇá̄ti, gr̥ṇīté. The form is used as 1sg. in active sense at 
least 11×109: e.g., tám u stuṣe índram táṃ gr̥ṇīṣe ‘I shall praise 
him – Indra – I shall sing to him’ (RV 2.20.4). The form is to be 
analyzed as a 2sg. in passive sense at least once: RV 8.65.5 
índra gr̥ṇīṣá u stuṣé mahá̄ṁ ugrá īśānakr ̥́t / éhi naḥ sutáṃ píba 
‘Indra, you are to be hymned and praised: great, powerful, 
performing the master’s part. / Come to our pressed soma! 
Drink!’. Note the juxtaposition to stuṣe in 2.20.4 and 8.65.5. In 
RV 6.35.5, the form appears in a syntactically problematic 
environment and is either 1sg. or 2sg.: śú̄ro yác chakra ví dúro 
gr̥ṇīṣé, taken as 2sg. by Geldner (1951/II:-133): ‘da du, 
Mächtiger, gepriesen wirst’, and 1sg. by Jamison & Brereton 
(2014: 819): ‘(This community here and now) do I sing (…), 
when as champion, able one, you (opened) wide the doors’.  

¨ punīṣe ‘I will purify’ (RV 7.85.1) to √pavi~pū ‘cleanse’, clearly 
derived from the nasal-ipf. (class 9) puná̄ti, punīté – not from 
the s-aorist, apāviṣur (RV 9.60.2). The context – punīṣé vām 
(…) manīṣá̄m ‘I will purify for you two an inspired 
thought/hymn’ – again warrants a reading as 1sg.  

¨ yajase ‘I shall sacrifice’ (RV 8.25.1), again a 1sg. in the 
introduction of a hymn: tá̄ vām (…) devá̄ (…) yajase ‘I shall 
sacrifice to both you gods’. The form is clearly derived from 
the thematic ipf. yájati, yájate to √yaj ‘sacrifice’. The root also 
shows an s-aorist: act.2sg. ayās (RV 3.29.16), yāṭ (RV 10.61.21), 
mid.3sg. ayaṣṭa (RV 6.47.25). 

¨ stuṣé (RV 25×) to √stu ‘praise’. The form is the most 
abundantly attested of the sé-forms (accounting for 46% of 
the total) and is apparently used for all singular persons. The 

 
109 RV 1.146.1, 1.186.3, 2.20.4, 2.33.12, 5.34.9, 6.44.4, 7.6.4, 7.34.16, 7.66.7, 7.97.3, 10.122.1. 
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use as 1sg. is the most prominent at 18×, often in the 
introductory verse and always with an agentive sense: e.g., RV 
8.84.1 préṣṭhaṃ vaḥ átithiṃ stuṣé ‘I shall praise your dearest 
guest (Agni)’. One of these occurrences could seem to agree 
with a 3pl., viz. RV 8.5.4 stuṣé káṇvāso aśvínā, with accented 
káṇvasas appearing nominative, i.e. as subject (cf. Geldner 
1951/II:-291), but Jamison & Brereton (2014:-1035) analyze 
stuṣé as 1sg. and káṇvasas as vocative (*kaṇvasas): ‘O Kaṇvas, 
for us shall I praise the two (…) Aśvins’. The use as 2sg. is 
attested once with passive value: RV 8.65.5 índra gr̥ṇīṣá u stuṣé 
‘Indra, you are to be hymned and praised’ (s.v. gr̥ṇīṣé). The use 
as 3sg. is attested 6× with passive value (RV 1.122.7+8, 8.4.17, 
8.24.1, 8.63.3, 10.93.9): e.g., RV 8.63.3 stuṣé tád asya páuṁsⁱyam 
‘That manly act of his is to be praised’. The verb √stu has a 
Narten imperfective (stáuti, stuvánti, stute) and an established 
s-aorist, in the RV only middle (astoṣi, astoṣṭa, ástoṣata) with 
the debated inj.act.1sg. stoṣam as a potential exception (if an 
s-aorist at all), and with an active s-subjunctive (stoṣāṇi, 
stoṣat), as well as the aforementioned si-imperative stoṣi. The 
form stuṣé could either be connected to the root imperfective 
or to these sigmatic forms. 

¨ hiṣe (RV 7.7.1) to √hi ‘impel’ with 1sg.-referent and agentive 
sense: prá vaḥ (…) agním áśvaṃ ná vājínaṃ hiṣe ‘For you I shall 
urge on Agni like a prizewinning horse’. The root has a nasal-
imperfective hinóti, and a root aorist heta, 3pl. ahyan, ptc. 
hiyāná-. The verb also shows the isolated s-aor.mid.3pl. 
aheṣata (RV 4×), which only occurs in the cadence in book 9 
and must be metrically created like adhukṣata (cf. supra); the 
later s-aor.3sg. áhait (AV 2.24.1.8) must be innovated after this 
form (cf. Narten 1964: 287). Again, the position is in the 
introduction of the hymn. 

 
 

A.2 Examination of the sigmatic aorist middle optatives 
A treatment of the middle optative forms showing a ‑s- before (and sometimes 
after) the mood-marker ‑ī‑ as discussed in §2.2.6.1: 

¨ √edh⁽ⁱ⁾ ‘thrive’: 1sg. edhiṣīya (AV 7.89.4), 1pl. edhiṣīmáhi (AV, 
YV, JB); verb only attested in aorist, and in the same mantra 
édho ’sy edhiṣīmáhi, samíd asi sám edhiṣīmahi/edhiṣīya; the 
forms are isolated and unable to prove an iṣ-aorist outside this 
word play with édhas ‘firewood’ (Narten 1964: 94) 
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¨ √gam ‘go’: 1sg. gmiṣīya (VS 3.19) – indicative root aorist active 
ágan, middle ágata, agmata vs. s-aorist middle 1sg. agaṁsi, 
probably started in analogy to √man (cf. Narten 1964: 106) 

¨ √janⁱ~jā ‘give birth’: 1sg. janiṣīya (AV 9.1.14), 3sg. janiṣīṣṭa (RV 
2×), 1pl. janiṣīmahi (TBr., ĀpŚS) – iṣ-aorist middle 
ájaniṣṭa/jániṣṭa (RV 22×), jániṣṭhās (RV 4×) innovated from 
root aorist, cf. 1sg. ajani (RV 8.6.10), already in pre-Rigvedic (cf. 
Narten 1964: 117f.) vs. normal active-factitive reduplicated 
aorist ájījanat/ji ̄j́anat (RV 13×) 

¨ √tarⁱ~tr ̥̄ ‘pass’: 1pl. tāriṣīmahi (RV 2.23.10) – indicative root 
aorist/iṣ-aorist active atārīt, átārima (RV 8.13.21) →? iṣ-aorist 
átāriṣma (RV 4×), aor.pass. atāri, with early transition from 
seṭ-root aorist to iṣ-aorist (cf. Narten 1964: 128f.) 

¨ √dā~di ‘divide’: 1sg. diṣīya (RV 2.33.5) – indicative root aorist 
middle adi ̄m̆ahi (YV); diṣīya presupposes an indicative 
1sg.mid. *adiṣi which could be expected from a root aorist *adi 
(conforming with attested adi ̄m̆ahi), like á̄·diṣi ← á̄·di (cf. 
supra) 

¨ √duh ‘milk’: 1pl. dhukṣīmáhi (TS 1.6.4) – indicative aor.pass. 
adohi, secondary s-aorist middle ádhukṣata, sa-aorist 
ádhukṣat (cf. supra) 

¨ √dr̥ ‘split’: 3sg. darṣīṣṭa (RV 1.132.6) – indicative root aorist 
adar, dárt; the s-marked optative is probably analogical to the 
independent s-subjunctive darṣasi, dárṣat, and si-imperative 
dárṣi (cf. Narten 1964: 145) 

¨ √pyā ‘fill’: 1pl. pyāsiṣīmahi/pyāśiṣīmahi (YV) – isolated aorist 
of this verb, the stem was probably created analogically to 
other siṣ-aorists of |ā-roots, and the form to fit with other 
opt.mid.1pl. forms in ‑(s)iṣīmahi like the juxtaposed 
vardhiṣīmáhi (cf. Narten 1964: 174) 

¨ √bhaj ‘divide’: 1sg. bhakṣīyá (RV 3×), 3sg. bhakṣīṣṭa (AB 7.18.2) 
vs. bhakṣīta (SV 1.1.2.4), 1pl. bhakṣīmáhi (RV 4×) – indicative s-
aorist middle (á)bhakṣi (RV 3×), ábhakta (RV 2) with cognates 
in Avestan (cf. supra); the LIV (65) assumes that the Indo-
Iranian s-aorist is innovated from an original root aorist, 
referring to thematic(ized) Gk. ἔφαγον 

¨ √man ‘think’: 1sg. masīya (RV 10.53.4), 2sg. maṁsīṣṭhá̄s (RV 
1.175.5), 3sg. maṁsīṣṭa (RV 7.38.6), 1pl. maṁsīmáhi (RV 3×), 3pl. 
maṁsīrata (RV 10.37.5) – indicative middle root aorist amata, 
ámanmahi vs. s-aorist amaṁsta, máṁsati, both with cognates 
in Avestan, corroborating the co-existence already of both 
stems in Proto-Indo-Iranian, of which the root aorist was most 
likely older (cf. Narten 1964: 187f.) 

¨ √ma(n)d ‘rejoice’: iṣ-aorist 1pl. mandiṣīmahi (YV) – indicative 
root aorist act.3pl. (abhi·pra·)mandúr (RV 2×) vs. s-aorist 
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act.3pl. amatsur (RV 1.84.5) with irregular ablaut, mid.3pl. 
(a)matsata (RV 3×), probably analogical to ambiguous 
mid.3sg. amatta (cf. Narten 1964: 185f.); independent si-
imperative mátsi (RV 12×), s-subj.act.3sg. mátsat(i) (RV 4×); 
the iṣ-aorist mandiṣīmahi is matched by indicative ámandīt 
(RV 8.80.10) 

¨ √muc ‘release’: 1sg. mukṣīya (RV 7.59.12) vs. prec.3sg. mucīṣṭa 
(RV 7.59.8) – the conflicting stems are also seen in indicative: 
root aorist act.3sg. amok (AV 12.2.12) vs. inj.mid.3pl. mukṣata 
(RV 10.87.19), mid.1sg. amukṣi (AV, MaiS), with 2pl. 
ámugdhvam (RV 5.55.6), 2sg. amukthās (AV 3×) being 
amiguous and probably responsible for the confusion 
between the two possible stems in the middle, with especially 
1sg. ‑Si and 3pl. ‑Sata being productive, and therefore 
suggesting that the s-aorist forms be secondary to an original 
root aorist (cf. Narten 1964: 194) 

¨ √mud ‘be merry’: 2sg. modiṣīṣṭhās (AV 2.29.6) – isolated aorist 
of this root, unless opt.1pl. mudīmahi (RV 8.1.14) is a root aorist; 
Narten (1964: 195) suggests that it was created in analogy to 
rociṣīya (infra) on the basis of the similar imperfectives of the 
roots (modate, rodate) 

¨ √mr̥c ‘injure’: 3sg. mr̥kṣīṣṭa (RV 1.147.4) – isolated aorist of this 
root; Narten (1964: 196) assumes an “Augenblicksbildung” on 
the model of mukṣīya, built on indicative forms, although they 
themselves were probably secondary 

¨ √yā ‘go’: s-aor.3sg. yāsīṣṭa (RV 4× in the same phrase) vs. siṣ-
aor.2sg. yāsiṣīṣṭhās (RV 4.1.4) – the indicative also shows both 
s-aorist (ayāsam, ayāsur) and innovative siṣ-aorist forms 
(ayāsiṣam, ayāsiṣur) 

¨ √rā ‘give’: 1sg. rāsīya (RV 2×) – s-aorist confirmed by indicative 
middle 2pl. árādhvam (RV 3×), 3pl. árāsata (RV 4×); 
subjunctive active rāsat (RV 2×), middle rāsate (RV 5×; OAv. 
rå̄ŋhaŋhōi Y 28.8) 

¨ √ruc ‘shine’: 1sg. ruciṣīya (AV 17.1.21), rociṣīya (MaiS 4.9.5.125) 
– iṣ-aorist indicative arociṣṭa (YV, ŚB), whence rociṣīya could 
have been formed directly, ruciṣīya probably being influenced 
by zero-graded types like gmiṣīya (Narten 1964: 227f.); Narten 
(l.c.) assumes that the iṣ-aorist is completely innovative, and 
that the ‑iṣīya-optatives are wholly artificial creations, rociṣīya 
by a corresponding thematic imperfective present in the 
preceding dependent clause (MaiS 4.9.5.125 rucyá̄ rócase… 
rucyá̄ rociṣīya) 

¨ √vanⁱ~vā ‘win’: s-aorist 1pl. vaṃsīmáhi (RV 6.19.10), vasīmahi 
(RV 9.72.8) vs. iṣ-aorist 3sg. vaniṣīṣṭa (RV 1.127.7) vs. siṣ-aorist 
1sg. vaṁsiṣīya (AV 9.1.14) – s-aorist subjunctive váṃsat (RV 
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2×), vaṁsate (RV 8.103.9), confirmed by OAv. subj.3sg. və̄ŋhaitī 
(Y 48.1), və̄ŋhat ̰ (Y 48.2), inj.3sg. vąs (Y 49.4), although no 
indicative is attested in Vedic110; an iṣ-aorist is also attested in 
subj. vaniṣat (AV 20.132.6.7), vaniṣanta (TS 4.7.14.1) although it 
must be secondary (Narten 1964: 236f.); the siṣ-aorist is 
isolated to vaṁsiṣīya and clearly also secondary 

¨ √vand ‘greet’: 1pl. vandiṣīmáhi (RV 1.82.3) – isolated aorist next 
to aorist passive vandi (RV 10.61.16); the optative is most likely 
artificial (Narten 1964: 237) 

¨ √vr̥dh ‘grow’: 1pl. vardhiṣīmáhi (YV) – isolated aorist of this 
verb, occurring in a mantra juxtaposed with pyāsiṣīmahi 
(supra), and like this form also an artificial creation (Narten 
1964: 249) 

¨ √sac ‘follow’: 1pl. sakṣīmáhi (RV 3×) – indicative s-aorist 
middle (a)sakṣata (RV 2×), subj.act. sakṣat (RV 1.129.10), 
probably of Proto-Indo-Iranian age, cf. OAv. subj.mid.1sg. 
haxšāi (Y 46.10); however, the isolated root aorist participle 
sacānás (RV 6.20.2) would suggest that the s-aorist was 
secondarily created in Proto-Indo-Iranian 

¨ √sah ‘prevail’: s-aorist 1sg. sākṣīya (AV 19.32.10) vs. iṣ-aorist 1du. 
sahiṣīvahi (AV 2×), 1pl. să̄hiṣīmáhi (RV 8.40.1) – indicative s-
aorist mid.1sg. asākṣi/sākṣi (RV 2×), subj. sākṣate (RV 10.120.6) 
vs. iṣ-aorist indicative ásahiṣṭa (RV 7.98.5); the iṣ-aorist is 
likely an oppositional formation to the thematic imperfective 
sáhate, innovated either independently or from the s-aorist 
which is at least older than the iṣ-aorist (cf. Narten 1964: 265f.); 
the existence of apparent root aorist participle pra‑sahānás 
(RV 10.99.2) would suggest, however, that the verb originally 
had a root aorist (thus LIV: 515f.) 

¨ √str̥ ‘strew’: 1sg. str̥ṣīya (AV 10.5.15) – s-aorist indicative only 
attested in mid.1sg. astr̥ṣi (TS, AB, JB, PBr., ŚB), which was 
clearly the basis for str̥ṣīya vs. root aorist middle astr̥ta (AB 
7.28.1), which must have been original, and whence 1sg. *astri 
→ astr̥ṣi (Narten 1964: 278f.)  

 
Out of the 23 roots, none shows any comparative evidence for a reconstructible 
s-aorist outside Indo-Iranian. Only three (√bhaj, √yā, √rā) seem to have 
unambiguous s-aorists (√yā with early transition to siṣ-aorist) in Vedic/Indo-
Iranian. A further five (√tarⁱ, √bhaj, √man, √yā, √rā, √vanⁱ, √sac, √sah) can be 

 
110 The LIV (680f., following Gotō 1987: 283–286) assumes that the s-aorist is an Indo-Iranian innovation, 

and that vánate (RV ~15×) represents an original root aorist subjunctive, although it is normally analyzed 
as a thematic imperfective (e.g., Whitney 1885: 153) like YAv. pres. vanaiti, which itself would have been 
reanalyzed as imperfective due to the push from the s-aorist. 
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connected to actual, living sigmatic aorist stems within Vedic but show 
evidence of earlier root aorists.  

Eight roots (√gam, √janⁱ, √dā, √duh, √dr̥, √muc, √ruc, √str̥) only show 
sigmatic optative middles that have been formed after either secondary 
“pseudo-s-aorist” middle forms outside the optative, notably from indicative 
middle 1sg. (*)‑i → ‑Si (leading to opt. (*)‑īya → ‑Sīya) or from ambiguous root 
aorist forms that could be interpreted as s-aorists (e.g., ámugdhvam, amukthās). 
Most of these roots have an original root aorist. To this can be added the siṣ-
aorist to √yā and iṣ-aorist to √sah alongside doubtless more original s-aorist 
middle optatives. 

Eight roots (√edh, √pyā, √ma(n)d, √mud, √mr̥c, √vand, √vr̥dh; and the siṣ-
aorist variant of √vanⁱ) have sigmatic optative middle forms with no 
correspondence elsewhere. For six of them, these optative middle forms even 
represent the only aorist forms attested for the roots in question: they are 
isolated aorists. The remaining two do have aorists attested, but not the same 
sigmatic stems as the ones here in the middle. 

 
 

A.3 The optative/precative subtypes in ‑eyā-́ and ‑eṣ- 
A peculiar side problem among the optatives/precatives to root aorists (used 
suppletively for s-aorists) treated in §2.2.6.2 are root aorists in |ā, which show a 
3sg. in ‑s in their optatives like the other root aorist optatives. However, they 
have an additional peculiarity, changing their ‑ā‑ to ‑e‑ (descriptively) before the 
optative marker ‑yā‑: 

¨ √dā ‘give’: 1sg. deyām (RV 8.1.5) to aor. ádāt 
¨ √dhā ‘put’: 1sg. dheyām (RV 2×), 3pl. dheyur (RV 3.50.2) to aor. 

ádhāt 
¨ √pā ‘drink’: 3sg. peyá̄s (RV 2×) to aor. ápāt 
¨ √sthā ‘stand’: 1pl. stheyāma (RV 3×) to aor. ásthāt 
¨ √jñā ‘know’: 2sg. jñeyá̄s (RV 2.10.6), is, with Harðarson (1993: 

101; pace Narten 1964: 122), proof of an original root aorist next 
to the above forms and Gk. ἔγνων, despite only later s-aorist 
forms are attested for the root (ajñāsam AB, JB), although an 
s-aorist could also have existed parallelly 

This contrasts with the optative of root imperfectives of |ā-roots which (also 
irregularly) retain the ‑ā‑: e.g., yāyām (RV 5.64.3) to root ipf. yá̄ti. The expected 
zero-graded root is found in OAv. diiąm (Y 44.14), diiāt ̰(Y 2×).111 While this type 
is restricted to the Rigveda within Vedic, Pāṇini and other grammarians invoke 
it as the optative of root stems in |ā (cf. Pāṇ. 6.4.67f.).  

 

 
111 But these forms contrast with full-graded 3sg. dāiiāt ̰(Y 17×), 2sg. dāiiå̄ (Y 65.2). 
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The traditional explanation for the ‑eyā-forms argues that the optative marker 
here was *‑iie̯h₁‑/*‑iyā‑ instead of *‑ie̯h₁-/*‑yā‑, which led to the 
diphthongization (cf. Fick 1885: 318; Hirt 1928: 288; Kuryłowicz 1935: 37; Puhvel 
1960: 60; Cowgill 1969: 35; Jamison 1999), but that does not explain why the same 
did not happen to the optative of root imperfective |ā-roots and there would 
thus be no viable phonological motivation.  

The argument has been related to the trisyllabic reading of deyām, dheyām 
(RV 5.64.4), which could, in one view, be read as *d(h)a.iyām (cf. Puhvel 1960: 
60; Kortlandt 1987: 222₂; Jasanoff 1991a: 102; Jamison 1999: 167f.). However, a 
trisyllabic scansion is also necessary in the above-mentioned yāyām which 
stands in the stanza before dheyām in RV 5.64.3+4 and does not show the e-
change. The disyllabicity of yāyām has in turn been explained as reflecting 
*‑ia̯H‑am instead (cf. Harðarson 1993: 143₁₈₅; Lubotsky 1995: 216f.; Gotō 2013: 
95f.₂₂₁), 112  which could be supported by OAv. diiąm – also to be read 
disyllabically.  

However, Catt (2016: 1069) has found that out of the 44 attested occurrences 
of opt.1sg. ‑yām in the Rigveda, a disyllabic reading is only required in precisely 
the two instances of d(h)eyām and the juxtaposed yāyām and aśyá̄m which both 
occur next to dheyām in the same hymn. The single form outside the hymn 5.64, 
deyām (RV 8.1.5), occurs in a br̥hatī-stanza which Catt (2016: 1070) argues can 
have a heptasyllabic variant in book 8, and he therefore concludes that deyām 
need not be analyzed as trisyllabic. Alternatively, it could be influenced by the 
juxtaposed gen.pl. jánānām in 8.1.4, where a reading ‑āna.am for gen.pl. is 
familiar. As the three remaining disyllabic ‑yām-desinences occur juxtaposed in 
RV 5.64, Catt (l.c.) rightly suggests that they are unique metrical products within 
that hymn and at least should not be used as an argument for the origin of the 
‑eyā-forms. 

 
Brugmann (1915), presupposing that PIE “*ə” became PIIr. *a before *i/i,̯ sought 
to explain the forms via the expected stems: “*dʰə‑iḗ̯‑m, *dʰə‑ī‑mé” > *dhayām, 
*dhema, where Vedic would have taken over the vocalism of the weak/plural 
form with ‑e‑ (< *‑ai‑̯ < *‑ə‑ī‑), after which the conglomerate sequence ‑e‑yā- was 
generalized. While many points make sense here, Brugmann’s account cannot 
be accepted, as it hinges on sound changes that we now know did not take place: 
the sequence *CHi‑̯ rather turns out as Ci-̯ (e.g., syáti < *sh₂‑ié̯‑ti)113 or, perhaps 
analogically, Ci ̄y̆‑ (e.g., pass. dīyáte < *dh₃‑ié̯‑toi)̯.  

 
Hoffmann (1968: 4f.), also working with a plural form *dhéma as a starting point, 
argued that the vowel ‑e‑ could have arisen from a meeting between the root-
final *⁰éH- in full grade and the weak optative suffix *‑ih₁‑, i.e. a structure 
*CéH‑ih₁‑(me) > *Ca.ī‑(ma) > *Cai‑̯(ma), presupposing that the aorist optative 

 
112 And, invoking analogy to the gen.pl., Cowgill 1963: 270. 
113 Thus Harðarson 1993: 130. 
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could show accented strong stem with unaccented weak optative suffix (at least 
in the pl.), just as in OAv. zaēmā < *j ́h a.ī‑ma < *ǵʰéh₁‑ih₁‑me.  

This would then lead to forms like pre-Vedic 1pl. *dhéma, *sthéma, but these 
were synchronically unmarked as optatives, so the optative marker 
(synchronically regular in the strong form now) was added to the form: → 
stheyāma, 3pl. dheyur, 1sg. dheyām, etc. In fact, this 1pl. *dhéma is probably 
attested in the frequent form vi(·)dhéma ‘we could/would grant/offer’ (RV 31×, 
22× unique) to the (pseudo-)root √vidh ‘grant, offer, allot ⇽ *place apart’ if from 
vi·√dhā (with Thieme 1949: 36f.; Hoffmann 1969; contra Catt 2014: 9–12) in what 
would be a remarkable, disjointed archaism.  

Such an ablaut-type seems indeed to be necessary not only for zaēmā but 
for a select group of aorist optatives in Avestan: OAv. srəuuīmā (Y 28.7) < 
*ḱléu̯‑ih₁‑me, varəzimā· (Y 35.3) < *u̯érǵ‑ih₁‑me, YAv. vainīt ̰(Y 60.5) < *u̯én‑ih₁‑t 
(cf. Kellens 1984: 362f.; Hoffmann & Forssman 1996: 226). Further support is 
found in La. velit, velīmus : Go. wili, wileima : OCS 1pl. velimŭ, which show 
accented root with weak suffix in the optative active (cf. Hoffmann 1968). The 
same is seen in the reduplicated imperfectives, cf. OAv. daidīt ̰ (Y 4×) < 
*dé‑dh₃‑ih₁‑t.  

 
In a similar version (but with a very different background), Jasanoff (1991a), 
again working with a weak active/pl. (*)dhema à la zaēmā, suggests that the 
singular was originally *dhi ̄y̆ām (with ‑i ̄-̆ from vocalized laryngeal from the zero 
grade), which then had its vocalism replaced by the ‑e‑ from the plural to 
dheyām. The plural, in its turn, took over the productive ‑yā- of the singular → 
*dheyāma, stheyāma. The singular was thus marked by zero-graded root and 
full-graded suffix vs. full-graded root and zero-graded suffix in the plural 
(*dʰh₁‑ié̯h₁‑m : *dʰéh₁‑ih₁‑me), which in Jasanoff’s view also explains OAv. diiąm, 
diiāt,̰ as well as the Greek aorist optative-type 1sg. ϑείην, 1pl. ϑεῖµεν (cf. Jasanoff 
1991a: 104f., 2009: 3f.). However, one needs not explain the Greek forms from 
such a paradigm, as they could be explained from the expected *dʰh₁‑ié̯h₁‑m, 
*dʰh₁‑ih₁‑mé.  

 
Harðarson (1993: 142–145) supposes that the e-vocalism be instead taken over 
from the 3pl., which would have had a form “*dʰaH‑ii‑̯ur” > dheyur, whereas all 
other forms (sg., du., 1/2pl.) of the active sported a full-graded optative suffix as 
expected within Indo-Iranian (“*dʰā‑ia̯(H)‑am”, “*dʰā‑iā̯‑ma”). However, as the 
same should have happened in the root imperfective (contra yāyām),  

Harðarson attempts to strengthen his derivation by adding the supposedly 
joint pressure of the imperatives dehí (RV 10×), dhehí (RV 64×), from *d⁽ʰ⁾azdʰí 
< * d⁽ʰ⁾e‑d⁽ʰ⁾‑dʰí (i.e. originally reduplicated imperfective, cf. Hoffmann 1956: 21). 
These imperatives were originally imperfective but according to Harðarson 
(1993: 144), they were reanalyzed as synchronic (irregular) imperatives of the 
root aorist, cf. the non-existant expected *d(h)āhí (like pāhí ‘drink!’) opposite 
remade ipf.iptv. daddhí ‘give!’ (RV 8×). The combined pressure of the optative 
3pl. and this reanalyzed “aorist” imperative within the roots √dā and √dhā 
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would, then, account for the spread of the e-vocalism. Harðarson presumes a 
Lindeman-variant of the optative suffix *‑ii‑̯ in the 3pl., but such a variant is 
hardly proven. 

 
I think that the archaic Avestan forms like zaēmā require the reconstruction of 
a type of (aorist) optative with accented root and weak, unaccented optative 
suffix in the active paradigm, at least beyond the 3pl. (whether we can include 
the singular is uncertain). Since, as with ·dhéma and zaēmā, the resultant stem 
for *|eH-roots would have been Ved. ‑e‑ < *‑éH‑ih₁‑, we do not need to assume 
such a Lindeman-variant to account for the e-vocalism, and I believe this must 
be the locus for the type.  

Since the vowel ‑e- was not marked as an optative any longer, the 
(synchronically regular) marker ‑yá̄- was introduced and a new paradigm 
created (→ *dheyá̄ma, dheyām). Whether or not the aberrant d(h)ehí-
imperatives could have influenced or pushed the creation of the type will 
remain an open question, but in my view it can hardly be the impetus. 

 
Connected to the ‑eyā‑optatives are the cryptic group of forms with ‑eṣ‑ + 
secondary endings, of which only two occur in the Rigveda:  

¨ √yā ‘go’: 1sg. yeṣam (RV 2.27.16) 
¨ √ji ‘conquer’: 1pl. jéṣma (RV 3×), and perhaps 2sg. jeṣ (RV 6.4.4), 

with the later-attested 1sg. jeṣam (VS, TS, TBr.) 

In post-Rigvedic, we find similar forms, all to roots in |ā as √yā: 

¨ √khyā ‘see’: 1sg. khyeṣam (VS, TS, ŚB) 
¨ √gā: 1sg. geṣam (AV, YV), 1pl. geṣma (AV, JB) 
¨ √jña: 1sg. jñeṣam (AV 9.5.16) 
¨  √dā: 1pl. deṣma (VS, ĀpŚS)  
¨ √sthā: 1pl. stheṣam (VS, MaiS), 3pl. stheṣur (AV 16.4.7)  

Apart from √ji, we thus find the same root structutre, and indeed many of the 
same roots, as with the ‑eyā-optatives. It is again for these roots that the 
vocalism ‑e- is unexpected, whereas the forms of √ji can be readily understood 
as full-graded forms with a suffix *‑s‑. Nevertheless, the √ji-forms are often 
included in the group. The forms are normally interpreted as precatives (cf. 
Hoffmann 1967a: 254f., 1967b: 32–34; Kümmel 2012b).  

 
Hoffmann (1967b: 29–34) explains the vocalism as analogical to the thematic 
aorist of √khyā – akhyat – whose optative would have been regular *khyéyam, 
*khyéṣ, *khyét, *khyéyur, etc., presupposing an influx of *‑ṣ- from the 2sg. form 
(followed by Gotō 2013: 94f.). However, this requires a further series of analogies 
leading to forms which are synchronically irregular, and the forms are not 
attested; only khyeṣam is attested, and this form could be fully analogical to 
earlier-attested yeṣam.  
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Cowgill (1969) criticizes Hoffmann’s account and instead derives the forms from 
the opt.3pl. in (*)‑eyur (like dheyur of the ‑eyā-type), which would have been 
“precativized” to ‑eṣur (as stheṣur) and then spread to the other forms. However, 
as Jasanoff (1991a: 115) argues, it is not entirely clear why or how this came about 
– or why we did not see precativization to a clearer precative *‑e‑yās‑am, etc., 
instead.  
 
Kortlandt (1987, 2004, 2015) argues that jeṣam, jéṣma, the only forms to a root in 
|i, are instead full-graded s-aorist injunctives parallel to stoṣam, and that they 
point to an original lengthening in the s-aorist restricted to the monosyllabic 
2/3sg, but cf. the non-lengthened monosyllabic 2sg. jeṣ. While this injunctive-
analysis might hold for exactly √ji, it is hard to separate the forms completely 
from those of the |ā-roots, and the forms occur in positions prone for an optative 
(cf. Kümmel 2012b): e.g., téna jeṣma dhánaṃ-dhanam ‘let us win every prize with 
him!’ (RV 10.156.1) next to ipf.opt. jáyema tváyā dhánaṃ-dhanam ‘let us win 
every prize with you!’ (RV 9.85.8).  

 
Jasanoff (1991a: 114–116, 2003: 185–188) explained the ‑eṣ-forms from the fact that 
the two roots occurring with it in the Rigveda, √yā and √ji, also show s-aorist 
forms (albeit only post-Rigvedic for √ji, cf. Narten 1964: 122) and included them 
in his account of the “pre-sigmatic aorist.” The form jeṣ is included as a precative 
by Jasanoff (1991a: 115, 2003: 187f.), but it is formally ambiguous and stands next 
to aor.inj.2sg. dhās (RV 6.4.4).  

 
Therefore, it is safer to analyze jeṣam and jeṣ as injunctives, either backformed 
from the si-iptv. jeṣi (cf. Narten 1964: 119f.; Hoffmann 1967a: 262; Kümmel 2012b) 
or from the inj.1sg. stoṣam, or a genuinely archaic ipf.inj. to an s-extended root 
just as my analysis was for stoṣam (cf. §2.2.1.2). If we exclude this form, the 
complex is restricted to the first person (6 singular forms, 3 plural forms) and a 
single 3pl. form. Jasanoff’s account is embedded in his *h₂e-conjugation theory 
and can hardly work outside this intricate system.  

I do agree with Jasanoff, however, insofar as seeing the only logical locus for 
the ‑eṣ-forms from a supposed 2/3sg.opt. in *⁰eṣ < *‑aH‑ī‑ṣ < *‑eH‑ih₁‑s⁰ (formally 
identical to jeṣ, although this form is probably an injunctive)114 with the weak 
form of the suffix and the same 3sg. ending *‑s as elsewhere in the 
precative/aorist optative (thus also Kümmel 2018: 245). Thus, while the ‑eyā-
type (with Hoffmann and Jasanoff) arose from the originally non-s-infused 
forms like 1pl. ·dhéma < *dʰaH‑ī‑ma with the addition of ‑yā- to clarify the forms 
as optatives once the root and suffix had merged in the diphthong, the ‑eṣ-forms 
must be explained from the expected 3sg. of the same roots, *Céṣ < *CaH‑ī‑ṣ, 
where the same analogy as the one for the development of the precative 

 
114 The reason for a lacking 2/3sg. form could in principle be the sheer scarcity of optative forms in the oldest 

attestations of Vedic (cf. Jamison 2009).  
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(sketched out above) reanalyzed as athematic s-stems with a 3sg. ‑s from *‑s‑t 
and spread the ‑s‑ to the other persons: *déṣ, *déma → *déṣ, deṣma, thus:  
 

Table 10: Vedic |ā-root aorist optatives 

Both the ‑eyā- and ‑eṣ-forms are thus, in my view, analogical innovations to 
original root-accented (acrostatic?) root aorist optatives, with the ‑eṣ-forms 
requiring a 3sg. ending *‑s⁰ as elsewhere in the archaic aorist optative. 

Such a stem-accented formation could point to an original acrostatic 
paradigm, but the root aorists of the |ā-roots in question do show ablaut in the 
preterite/injunctive: ádhāt, dhúr, adhita (all RV). Nevertheless, we do find a 
peculiarity in the ablaut paradigm within these roots as well as the athematic 
aorist in general, viz. that we find the strong form throughout the active – not 
just in the singular – apart from the 3pl. We could potentially explain the 
restriction of this type to the (root) aorist from this nearly-columnar accent-
ablaut paradigm. Once again, an ending ‑s in the 3sg. seems undeniable. 

 
 

A.4 Examination of the potential Vedic 3sg. forms in *‑s 
The following potential 3sg. forms with an ending *‑s as discussed in §2.2.6.3 are 
treated here: 

¨ dhās (ĀpMB 2.10.17 = HGS 1.13.15) to √dhā: tan ma ūrjaṃ dhās 
‘that gives me strength!’ with apparent subject tad, making a 
3sg.-reading likely. The verb normally forms a root aorist 
(ádhāt), although s-aorist forms are attested: inj.3pl. dhāsur 
(RV 7.97.5), subj.2du. dhāsathas (RV 1.160.5), subj.2pl. 
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dhāsatha (RV 1.111.2). These can, however, be explained as an 
innovated dhāsur to dhur, and independent sa-subjunctives, 
ostensibly created to other |ā-root sa-subjunctives like yāsat, 
respectively (cf. Narten 1964: 151f.), and therefore cannot be 
taken as proof of an s-aorist. We therefore seem to be dealing 
with an ending ‑s. We are, however, dealing with a late text. 

¨ dhāyīṣ (RV 1.147.5) to √dhā: (ágne) má̄kir no duritá̄ya dhāyīḥ, 
“(Oh Agni,) no one should give us over to distress”, analyzed 
as 3sg. by Jamison & Brereton (2014: 324) and Jamison (1999: 
174f.), arguing that the form was recreated from a supposed 
precative. Narten (1964: 152f.) and Hoffmann (1967a: 63f.), 
however, read the form as a 2sg. iṣ-aorist, but the subject má̄kiṣ 
would demand 3sg. (cf. the parallel context with bhūṣ below). 
They believe this can be explained by a reformation of the 
phrase from an original with aor.pass.3sg. (má̄kir…) dhāyi 
‘None (of us) shall be handed over…’. This explanation seems 
rather fanciful given the syntactic context, and the reading as 
3sg. is morphosyntactically the most straightforward, insofar 
as other attestations of a 3sg. ‑s can support this. The form in 
‑yīṣ is quite mysterious and could, to my mind, be interpreted 
in at least three ways: (1) as a peculiar iṣ-aorist 3sg. ‑īṣ instead 
of the ‑īt generalized for the 3sg. of that formation in pre-
Vedic; (2) as a poetic creation from monosyllabic dhās with 
metrically motivated extension to disyllabic dhā‑yī‑ṣ 
modelled after iṣ-aorists; (3) as a root aorist optative 3sg. with 
weak suffix variant ‑ī- in front of the archaic 3sg. ending ‑s, 
both archaic features within the root aorist optatives of |ā-
roots as presupposed by both the ‑eyá̄‑ and ‑éṣ-types discussed 
above, but secondarily formed to dhā- with hiatus-filling ‑y- 
or, alternatively, reformed from dheyá̄s* (Jamison 1999: 174f.). 
I would tentatively go with the latter option. 

¨ ápās (RV 5.29.8) to √pā: tri ̄ ́yác chatá̄ mahiṣá̄ṇām ágho má̄s tri ̄ ́
sárāṁsi maghávā somiyāṕāḥ ‘When the bounteous (Indra) 
had eaten the meat of three hundred buffaloes and drunk 
three lakes of soma…’, analyzed as 3sg. by Narten (1964: 168) 
and Kümmel (2018: 247), but as 2sg. by Macdonell (1910: 366) 
and Jamison & Brereton (2014: 691). The juxtaposed root aorist 
ághas (√ghas) is ambiguous, leaving also the analysis of ápās 
open for debate. In this case, maghávā, an epithet of Indra, is 
nominative, not vocative, and therefore would rather favour 
3sg. Further, the preceding verse is kept in the third person, 
talking about Indra within the same context,115 and I will take 

 
115 Cf. 5.29.7 “Agni straightaway cooked three hundred buffaloes in accord with his [Indra’s] will. Indra 

drank the pressed soma of Manu…” (Jamison & Brereton 2014: 691). 
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this is as support for a 3sg., although it is ambiguous. The verb 
otherwise only appears as a root aorist (ápām, ápāt), which is 
supported by Aeol. πῶϑι. Only Anatolian (H pāš‑i ‘swallow’) 
would argue for a sigmatic stem (cf. §4.2.1.1). Finally, the s-
final root aorist ághas might also have contaminated ápās in 
this particular verse. There are thus a few possible ways to 
analyze this form, although a 3sg. reading is rather secure.  

¨ aprās ‘has filled’ to √prā, appearing 10× in RV as 3sg. vs. 1× as 
2sg. (RV 9.72.5), is a clear case of a 3sg. with desinence ‑s. The 
traditional view analyzes the form as an s-aorist, perhaps 
secondarily created after other s-aorists to |ā-roots (cf. 
Leumann 1952: 29f.; Narten 1964: 173), with later áprāt (AV 
13.2.35) representing a morphologically clarified innovation. 
This may be supported by the si-imperative prá̄si (RV 2×). 
Kümmel (2018: 247) argues that there is no secure proof of an 
s-aorist, invoking also the Greek root aorist middle πλῆτο. 
However, the Greek aorist active is an s-aorist ἔπλησα, 
agreeing with Arm. lic‘i and thus at least of Proto-Balkanic age, 
which could support the creation of this stem within Proto-
Indo-Balkanic as an oppositional transitive to the root aorist 
middle. Therefore, an ending *‑s is in my view at least as likely 
as an s-aorist. 

¨ abheṣ ‘has feared’ (AB 1.20.3) to √bhī: prāṇo vā ayaṃ san 
nābher iti; tasmān nābhis; tan nābher nābhitvam “The breath 
being here hath not feared (they say); therefore it is the navel; 
that is why the navel has its name” (Keith 1920: 122) in a clear 
“etymological” figure where the form is involved in a word 
play and therefore cannot be trusted (cf. Narten 1964: 189₅₁₅; 
Kümmel 2018: 247). 

¨ bhūṣ (RV 10.11.9 = 10.12.9) to √bhū, occurring next to 
ipf.opt.2sg. syās: má̄kir devá̄nām ápa bhūr ihá syāḥ, normally 
analyzed/translated as 2sg. (e.g., Geldner 1951/III: 138; 
Hoffmann 1967b: 27₅): “Don’t be the absent one among the 
gods; you should be here!” (Jamison & Brereton 2014: 1385). 
However, Burrow (1954: 42) and Kümmel (2018: 246f.) argue 
that the form should be read as 3sg. because of má̄kiṣ, which 
must be the subject: ‘May none of the gods be absent; you 
should be here!’. The aorist of √bhū is quite firmly a root aorist, 
so no s-aorist analysis would be satisfactory. A contamination 
from the following 2sg. form syāḥ could be conceivable, 
however. 

¨ véṣ (RV 3× as 3sg.) to √vī, analyzed as a poetic form modelled 
after the ipf.inj.2sg. of the verb (véṣ, appearing 3× in RV) by 
Malzahn (2002), arguably reanalyzed as an aorist. On the 
surface, the form would be imperfective and thus markedly 
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different from the remainder of the forms presented here. 
However, the form cannot be evaluated without taking into 
account the si-imperative véṣi (RV 14×) and sa-subjunctive 
véṣat (RV 1.180.6, next to préṣat to √prī), and we could 
therefore also regard the form as a backformed aor.inj.3sg. to 
these forms (with irregular full grade). In this case, it is 
therefore not sure whether we are dealing with a real ending 
*‑s or an innovated form based off the sa-subjunctive/si-
imperative. We could also be dealing with a full-graded 
injunctive like st0ṣam, jeṣam (for which, cf. §2.2.2). We are not 
dealing with an optative in ‑éṣ, nor is it an |ā-root.  
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B FURTHER ON THE LITHUANIAN FUTURE 
 

B.1 Accentuation of the Lithuanian 3rd person future 
A further problem in the Lithuanian future third-person form is the erratic 
accentual developments. Verbal stems with a final acute syllable (especially 
monosyllabic acute root stems) show conflicting accentual treatments in 
individual verbs. On the one hand, some acute stems show apparent métatonie 
douce (or “circumflexion”), cf. duõs ‘will give’ (dúoti), dės̃ ‘will put’ (dėt́i), stõs ‘will 
stand’ (stóti), lỹs ‘will become thin’ (lýsti), siũ̄s ‘will sew’ (siú̄ti). This is also seen 
in polysyllabic derived verbs with ‑ėt́i, ‑óti, ‑úoti and ‑ýti: cf. sėdės̃ ‘will sit’ (sėdėt́i), 
žinõs ‘will know’ (žinóti), dainuõs ‘will sing (dainúoti), rašỹs ‘will write’ (rašýti). 
In these polysyllabic stems, we would have expected Leskien’s Law as a regular 
development (i.e. *sėdès, *žinàs, *dainùs, *rašìs), and the circumflex must 
therefore be analogical to the monosyllabic verbs (cf. Zinkevičius 1981: 119f., 
1984–1995: 218; Kortlandt 2004: 15f., 2014: 217). On the other hand, some 
monosyllabic acute stems show no “circumflexion” and have retained their 
acuteness, instead apparently demonstrating shortening by something like 
Leskien’s Law,116 cf. bùs ‘will be’ (bú̄ti), pùs ‘will rot’ (pú̄ti), džiùs ‘will dry’ (džiú̄ti), 
lìs ‘will rain’ (lýti), gìs ‘will get better’ (gýti). This is only seen in verbs with a root 
vocalism ‑ú̄‑ or ‑ý‑. In the following, the shortened forms will be referrred to as 
“with Leskien’s Law,” although it is questionable if Leskien’s Law could operate 
in monosyllables, and the shortening at work here might be of a different nature. 

Senn (1966: 231) and Petit (2002) provide two surprisingly diverging lists of 
monosyllabic verbs with an acute ‑ú̄- or ‑ý- and their respective accentological 
treatment in the future (cf. for both Yamazaki 2014: 342–344). Senn (l.c.) lists 18 
verbs: 13 with Leskien’s Law vs. five with metatony. Petit (l.c.), on the other hand, 
lists 24 verbs: 13 with Leskien’s Law vs. 11 with metatony. The two scholars 
provide different accentual forms for three verbs – dýgti ‘spring, shoot’, plýšti 
‘tear’ and lú̄žti ‘break’ – with Senn giving Leskien-forms (dìgs, plìš, lùš) as 
opposed to the metatonized circumflex forms of Petit (dỹgs, plỹš, lũ̄š). Senn has 
five verbs which Petit lacks: rú̄gti ‘grow’ (rùgs), slú̄gti ‘subside’ (slùgs); výti ‘drive’ 
(vỹs), lýsti ‘become thin’ (lỹs), (at)lýžti ‘slacken’ (lỹš). On the other hand, Petit 
has eleven verbs which Senn lacks: bliú̄ti ‘bleat’ (bliùs), kliú̄ti ‘touch’ (kliùs), srú̄ti 
‘stream’ (srùs), sýti ‘link’ (sìs), šlýti ‘lean’ (šlìs); grú̄sti ‘crush’ (grũ̄s), gnýbti ‘pinch’ 
(gnỹbs), klýsti ‘be mistaken’ (klỹs), slýsti ‘slide’ (slỹs), trú̄kti ‘lack’ (trũ̄ks), žnýbti 
‘tweak’ (žnỹbs). Combining the two, we can therefore amass a potential total of 
29 monosyllabic verbal stems with acute ‑ú̄- or ‑ý‑ which show either Leskien’s 
Law or metatony in their 3rd person future. 15 verbs117 are listed with Leskien’s 

 
116 I.e. shortening of a final long acute vowel (at least in polysyllabic words), cf. Leskien 1881: 189; Collinge 

1985: 115f.; Olander 2009: 109–117. 
117 bliú̄ti, bú̄ti, džiú̄ti, griú̄ti, gýti, kliú̄ti, lýti, pú̄ti, rú̄gti, rýti, slú̄gti, srú̄ti, sýti, šlýti, žú̄ti. 
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Law as opposed to 11 verbs118 listed with metatony; and three119 are listed with 
divergent accentuation in the two lists (cf. supra). This would amount to a 
distribution of 52% with Leskien’s Law vs. 38% with metatony, with 10% listed 
with diverging listings (both?). 

Petit (2002) observes that there is a tendency for roots with open syllables 
(CV́̄‑) to show Leskien’s Law vs. those in closed syllables (CV́̄C‑) to show 
metatony. Among the 15 Leskien-verbs, 13 have an open-syllable base (87%) vs. 
only two with a closed-syllable base (13%). Among the 11 verbs with metatony, 
nine have a closed-syllable base (82%) vs. only two with an open-syllable base 
(18%). The three diverging verbs all have a closed-syllable base. The distribution 
is quite remarkable. We could therefore hypothesize that the syllable weight of 
the base must have influenced the choice of accentuation at some point, 
although it is not clear which one is innovative/analogical and which is the 
original outcome (unless one wants to posit two different accentological 
developments based on the syllable weight of the base only for ‑ú̄- and ‑ý‑, which 
to me seems unlikely). 

 
In Latvian, neither of the two developments is found, and the 3pers. future has 
the same intonation as the other future forms: cf. Lv. 3pers. duôs (1sg. duôšu), 
bûs (1sg. bûšu). The same holds true for Žemaitian dialects where the acute long 
vowel or diphthong is retained in the third-person forms as in Latvian: Žem. 
dúos, dėś, stós, bú̄s, li ̄ś (cf. Zinkevičius 1981: 120). This would merely reflect the 
pre-forms presupposed by both the metatonized and the shortened standard 
forms, and if they are archaic it would show that these treatments are not even 
common to all of Lithuanian (i.e. “post-Proto-Lithuanian”). Agreeing with this 
picture is the fact that also the polysyllabic verbs in ‑V́̄ti have retained their long 
acute vowel in the fut.3pers.: Žem. turėś, žinós, dainúos, raši ̄ś. One could, 
however, always argue that the acute long vowel had been reintroduced 
analogically from other personal forms (as, e.g., Yamazaki 2016: 104). Since, 
however, Leskien’s Law never operated in Žemaitian (cf. Endzelīns 1922b: 16; 
Stang 1966: 116f., 127f.; Zinkevičius 1966: 233; Olander 2009: 113), there is no 
reason to assume any such analogy, the forms being merely the regular 
continuations of the Proto-Lithuanian forms with retention of the long acute 
vowel. 

More curiously, East and South Aukštaitian dialects show Leskien’s Law in 
all monophthongs (not only for ‑ú̄‑ and ‑ý‑ as in the standard language, built on 
Southwest Aukštaitian), cf. East/South Aukšt. dial. dès, stàs, and even in 
polysyllabic derivative verbs turès, žinàs, rašìs (cf. Zinkevičius 1966: 361, 1981: 
119). For these dialects, a veritable dichotomy between monophthongs (with 
Leskien’s Law) and diphthongs (with métatonie douce) can be purported. 
Whether this reflects a separate dialectal treatment than the standard language 
or is the result of analogical spread from ‑ú̄- and ‑ý- to all monophthongs is 

 
118 gnýbti, grú̄sti, klýsti, lýsti, (at)lýžti, siú̄ti, slýsti, trú̄kti, výsti, výti, žnýbti. 
119 dýgti, lú̄žti, plýšti. 
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unclear, although either view could be defended. Northwest Aukštaitian 
dialects, on the other hand, only have metatonized forms and no forms with 
Leskien’s Law: cf. Northwest Aukšt. dial. bũ̄s, lỹs vs. standard Li. bùs, lìs. It could 
be argued that these dialects have either generalized metatony throughout or 
retained the only regular development of monosyllabic acute forms 
(circumflexion), leaving the forms with Leskien’s Law in other dialects to be 
explained differently. 

To my mind, this strongly suggests that the special accentual treatment in 
monosyllabic 3rd person future forms of acute long-vocalic stems must be a late 
development restricted to Aukštaitian dialects of Lithuanian only, meaning that 
it occurred relatively late. The two different developments 
(circumflexion/metatony and retention of acute with Leskien’s Law, 
respectively) can hardly both reflect the regular outcome for all vowels, and the 
question is whether both developments occurred in pre-Aukštaitian but 
confined to specific vocalisms or whether one was regular and the other is due 
to analogy.  

 
Senn (1966: 231) and Kazlauskas (1968: 104) argued that Leskien’s Law is the 
regular development in verbs with ‑ú̄‑ and ‑ý‑ with retention of acute, whereas 
all other acute vocalisms were metatonized. Cases of metatony in verbs with ‑ú̄- 
and ‑ý‑ (like siũ̄s and lỹs) would then have had their length reintroduced (or 
retained) due to potential homonymic forms with other verbs, so that vỹs ‘will 
drive’ and siũ̄s ‘will sew’ would have a long vowel to not be confused with vìs 
‘will fall apart’ and siùs ‘will rage’, respectively. There is, however, no apparent 
systematicity as to which structure takes which form: cf. vỹs to vý‑ti and vìs to 
vìs‑ti vs. lỹs to lýs‑ti and lìs to lý‑ti. Furthermore, this does not explain why there 
was a different treatment of *‑ūˀ‑ and *‑īˀ‑ as compared to all other acute 
vocalisms.  

 
Petit (2002), also working with regular retention and Leskien’s Law only for ‑ú̄‑ 
and ‑ý‑, instead explained the circumflex counterexamples as cases of analogy 
to their respective preterites (with long vowel): cf. fut. lỹs : pret. lýso ‘become 
thin’ vs. fut. lìs : pret. lìjo ‘rain’. Although impressive pairs seem to corroborate 
this theory, several counterexamples exist: cf. circumflex futures with shortened 
acute preterites like fut. siũ̄s : pret. siùvo ‘sew’, fut. vỹs : pret. vìjo ‘drive’; and 
shortened acute future with long-vocalic preterites like fut. džiùs : pret. džiú̄vo 
‘dry’, fut. slùgs : pret. slú̄go ‘subside’, fut. rùgs : pret. rú̄go ‘turn sour’. There are 
thus exceptions that this theory seems unable to explain. 
 
Zinkevičius (1981: 119f., 161–163) suggested that the shortened acute forms with 
Leskien’s Law had been taken over from prefixed variants of the respective 
verbs, specifically the negative forms with prefixed ne-, meaning that they 
would have been polysyllabic: *ne‑bú̄s > ne‑bùs → positive bùs (for earlier **bũ̄s 
< *bú̄s). This thus presupposes that the métatonie douce (or monocyllabic 
circumflexion) was regular for all acute monosyllables. However, this theory 
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hardly explains the distributional limitation to ‑ú̄‑ and ‑ý‑, nor why the analogy 
was not carried out throughout all verbs where prefixed polysyllabic 
variants/derivatives would have been just as common. 
 
Villanueva Svensson (2011: 19) argued that metatony was regular in all 
monosyllables, and hypothesized that the acute tone in some of the roots in ‑ú̄‑ 
and ‑ý- had been reintroduced in the monosyllabic 3rd person future, later 
experiencing Leskien’s Law. This would leave us with one regular development 
(métatonie douce in acute monosyllables or “monosyllabic circumflexion”), but 
there is still no apparent motivation for the choice to reintroduce acuteness in 
verbs simply because of their vocalism being ‑ū‑ and ‑y-. Furthermore, this 
hardly accounts for the verbs with ‑ú̄‑ and ‑ý‑ that show metatony instead of 
Leskien’s Law. 
 
Yamazaki (2014, 2016: 86–109), almost programmatically working with 
“Monosyllabic Circumflexion” (even acronymized as “MC”) as a premise, 
unsurprisingly assumes that metatony/circumflexion is regular for all instances 
of acute monosyllabic forms. She thus has to explain the instances of Leskien’s 
Law. Instead of looking at the preterites like Petit, Yamazaki instead turns her 
attention to the respective present formations of the verbs in ‑ú̄‑ and ‑ý‑, 
noticing a pattern.  

According to her survey, all of the verbs with Leskien’s Law have a nasal-
infix present in the standard language or in a dialectal variant, meaning a 
potential 100% distribution: e.g., fut. pùs next to nasal pres. pũ̄va (dial. pų̃va, 
pũ̄na, also non-nasal pũ̄sta/pú̄sta); fut. gìs next to nasal pres. gỹja (dial. gįj̃a, 
gỹna); fut. džiùs next to dial. nasal pres. džiũ̄va/džių̃va/džiũ̄na (West Žem. and 
West Aukšt.) vs. standard non-nasal pres. džiú̄sta. Even ‘be’, with fut. bùs, has 
nasal present variants bũ̄na/bũ̄va as opposed to the normal standard yrà and 
the more archaic ẽsti (OLi. esti). On the other hand, only one out of the 11 verbs 
with metatony has a nasal present in the standard language (fut. siũ̄s next to 
nasal pres. siùva, dial. also siũ̄va/siũna/siùna), with two more having nasal 
presents only in dialectal forms (fut. trũ̄ks next to non-nasal pres. trú̄ksta vs. East 
Aukšt. dial. nasal pres. truñka; fut. vỹs next to non-nasal pres. výsta vs. West/East 
Aukšt. dial. nasal pres. viñsa/viñta). The rest of the verbs with metatony have a 
mix of thematic present formations (‑a‑, ‑ja-, ‑sta-, cf. Yamazaki 2016: 88).  

Yamazaki (2016: 108f.) interpreted the connotation with nasal presents as 
descended from a group of “intransitive inchoative thematic verbs 
reconstructible for “Northern Indo-European” (i.e. Balto-Slavic and Germanic). 
For the future, she assumes an athematic s-future whose 3sg. must have been 
*‑s‑ti, since a secondary ending would make little to no sense in a future form. 
Consequently, she assumes an i-apocope *‑sti > *‑st (> *‑s) to have occurred at a 
pre-stage before the monosyllabic circumflexion, which then would have hit the 
original future forms in the 3sg./3pers.  

Still later, the group of intransitive inchoatives, originally possessing no 
future, were pushed analogically into creating a future, retaining their acuteness 
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in the process (meaning that monosyllabic circumflexion was no longer 
productive), only to fall victim to Leskien’s Law which hit all final acute long 
vowels still remaining (otherwise only in polysyllabic forms and other 
analogical creations). The original core group of monosyllabic acute verbal 
stems with monosyllabic circumflexion in the fut.3pers. later spread their 
metatony analogically to the polysyllabic verbs in ‑V́̄ti in the West Aukštaitian 
dialects on which the standard language was built. On the other hand, the 
Leskien-forms of the unoriginal latecomers spread to all acute monophthongs 
in East Aukštaitian.  

Yamazaki concludes that monosyllabic circumflexion would have taken 
place “no later than the establishment of the Baltic (or Balto-Slavic) future stem 
formation rule, i.e. no later than Proto-Baltic” (Yamazaki 2016: 109). This means 
that Yamazaki discredits the evidence of both Žemaitian and Latvian, which 
show a retention of the long acute vowel in all acute future third-person forms. 
For these, a simple restitution of the long acute vowel could be easily argued 
from the other personal forms, although this leaves the evidence for any 
accentological change solely within Aukštaitian. 

 
Given the evidence, I see no reason why the accentological changes and 
problems should not be restricted to Aukštaitian. This means that any 
conclusion one wishes to draw from the accentological peculiarities can only be 
relevant for Aukštaitian and is therefore limited to inner-Lithuanian 
dialectology. Any claim that the accentology demands monosyllabicity in Proto-
(East-)Baltic, Proto-Balto-Slavic or Proto-Indo-European is therefore not 
correct. 

 

B.2 On the East Baltic “semi-thematic” inflection 
Apart from the 3rd person, the inflection of the East Baltic future is like the 
“semi-thematic” i-presents of the type Li. guliù/gulì/gùli/gùlime/gùlite ‘lie’. It is 
therefore interesting to look into this class of verbs in relation to the analysis of 
the Baltic future. Stang (1942: 203f., 1966: 319–322) assumes that the “semi-
thematic” verbs reflect a genuine “semi-thematic” inflection inherited from 
Proto-Indo-European, invoking verbs like La. faciō/facis/facit and ferō/fers/fert 
(cf. Meillet 1931; Leumann 1977: 567–569). Such an inflectional class is, however, 
highly controversial, and I see no reason to operate with this for Proto-Indo-
European (cf. also Jasanoff 1975: 93; McCone 1991: 56).  

Some scholars have regarded the Latin verbs as semi-thematicized, 
originally athematic verbs, so that faciō and faciunt were thematicized in the 
present stem derived from the original aorist stem *fak- from *dʰh₁‑k‑, while the 
rest of the forms were retained as athematic (with later epenthetic ‑i- inserted), 
parallel to edō, edunt vs. ēs, ēst, ēstis (cf. Jasanoff 1998, 2003: 224–227; Schrijver 
1991: 411, 2003). It is, however, much more simple to regard faciō as a secondary 
imperfective derived from the aorist stem with the suffix *‑ie̯/o‑, with *‑ie̯‑ > ‑i‑, 
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just as in capit < *kap‑ie̯‑ti (cf. Meiser 1998: 196; Weiss 2011: 407). An athematic 
origin would also be surprising in the case of ferō, which is normally 
reconstructed with a thematic imperfective *bʰér‑e/o‑ at least back to Proto-
Indo-Tocharian with solid cognates in Ved. bhárati, Gk. φέρω, OIr. beirid, Go. 
bairiþ, TB paräṃ (cf. Ringe 1998: 35, 42₃). We are therefore likely dealing with a 
syncope of *‑e- after *‑r- in non-initial position (cf. also Sihler 1995: 70). The so-
called semi-thematic verbs in Latin are thus a phantom. 

The Baltic semi-thematic i-presents like guliù/gulì/gùli; sėd́žiu/sėd́i/sėd́i 
have infinitives with the suffix *‑ēˀ‑ (from PIE *‑eh₁‑) and in general have stative 
function which is to be expected with the suffix in the infinitive: gulėt́i ‘lie’, sėdėt́i 
‘sit’. This class is probably also attested in Old Prussian with an infinitive in ‑ī- 
vs. presents in ‑i‑, cf. OPr. inf. turīt ‘have’, pres.3pers. tur, turri (= Li. turėt́i, tùri, 
cf. Mažiulis 2004: 75). The corresponding class in Slavic also shows infinitive in 
*‑ē‑, but has a present in *‑ī-, cf. OCS sěděti ‘sit’ with pres. 
sěždǫ/sědiši/sěditŭ/sědimŭ/sědite/sědętŭ, i.e. only the 1sg. is thematic with a 
desinence pointing to *‑ie̯/o‑, while the other persons are athematic with an *‑ī-
suffix. The Slavic *‑ī-present probably derives from a syncopated *‑eie̯‑ (cf. 
Vaillant 1966: 435–440; Andersen 2014). 

The presents in the Baltic semi-thematic i-presents are traditionally 
connected to PIE perfects or thematic aorists (cf. Stang 1966: 321), i.e. verbal 
forms with intrinsic stative value – corresponding quite neatly to the origin of 
the infinitive made from the old essive in *‑eh₁‑. Prime candidates for old perfect 
derivatives are especially stóvi ‘stands’ and dėṽi ‘is wearing, has (put) on’ that 
could reflect *(ste)stóh₂u̯ and *(dʰe)dʰóh₁u̯ < *(ste)stóh₂e, *(dʰe)dʰóh₁e with 
“Jasanoff’s Law” and thus corresponding to Ved. tastháu, dadháu. This would 
explain the ‑v- added throughout in these verbs (stovėt́i, dėvėt́i) without 
assuming a somewhat bizarre *‑u̯-suffix. It would also provide a notable piece 
of support for “Jasanoff’s Law” from outside Indo-Iranian. Disregarding the 
different endings, the perfect was athematic and had no suffix that would give 
our *‑i‑ regularly. Stang (1966: 322) seems to suggest that there simply was an old 
*‑i-suffix, although not much explanation is provided as to its relation to the 
perfect and/or thematic aorist. One could instead adduce an ‑i‑ if one assumed 
substitution with normal primary endings in the present, where the 3pl. *‑n̥ti 
and 1sg. *‑m̥ would give PBS *‑inti, *‑im from which the ‑i- could have spread (cf. 
Endzelīns 1948: 204, 1971: 234; Schmalstieg 1958: 123f.; Jasanoff 1978: 103–105; 
Rasmussen 1993: 480–485). Later, the 3pl. was lost in Baltic, and the 1sg. would 
have been thematicized to *‑i‑̯ōˀ. This means that the formation whose 
inflection is most like that of the future is normally traced back to athematic 
formations, which is a strong argument for an originally athematic formation 
being the background also of the Baltic future. 

 
I would propose an alternative origin for the “semi-thematic” i-verbs, parallel 
with my proposal of the future (§2.3.3.5). Although some of the verbs ultimately 
must go back to Indo-European perfects, we know that the infinitive stem also 
of these verbs saw the addition of the suffix *‑eh₁‑ (or, rather, its descendant, PBS 
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*‑ēˀ‑). We are clearly dealing with a merger of perfects and *‑eh₁-essives into one 
stative group. In Slavic, it appears that the present stem was made with the 
suffix *‑eie̯‑ > PS *‑ī-, which must have been derived from the iteratives in 
*√o‑éie̯/o‑. This means that both the infinitive stem for Balto-Slavic and the 
present stem for Slavic have seen the addition of a suffix, even though some 
verbs originated as unsuffixed perfects. 

Inversely, the Baltic semi-thematic i-verbs are conventionally explained as 
reflecting an athematic, unsuffixed formation, with the present-marking ‑i- 
derived from the syllabic allomorphs of either the 3pl. *‑n̥t(i) or 1sg. *‑m̥. Clearly, 
since the Baltic present inflection reflects neither of these endings (the 3pl. 
having been subsumed by the 3sg., and the preterite being expressed by the 
addition of a suffix and not by secondary endings), this explanation cannot be 
satisfactory as an inner-Baltic development. If we instead assume that the Baltic 
present also had been formed by the addition of a suffix, the awkward 
dependency on endings which do not exist in Baltic could be avoided. 

This could be done by assuming a suffix in *‑ie̯/o- whose 3pers. form, then, 
would have seen a development parallel to the future with *‑ie̯# > ‑i#. The only 
difference would be the retention of ‑i. One could assume that the suffix was 
parallel to Slavic and argue that ‑i could go back to *‑eie̯. Alternatively, one could 
imagine an incorporation of the suffix *‑h₁ie̯/o-, itself being an essive 
imperfective suffix secondarily derived from *‑eh₁‑ (cf. LIV: 25). For a similar but 
distinct scenario, cf. Rasmussen (1993: 480–485). Functionally, this suffix would 
fit well both formally and functionally. 

There are at least two possible scenarios for why this group of verbs, then, 
did not experience a loss of ‑i in the 3pers., depending on how one would like to 
explain the loss of *‑i in the future 3pers. The first option would depend on *‑i 
being lost facultatively only after *‑s‑, which would apply to all futures, whereas 
the “semi-thematic” group had no such consistent element before the *‑i 
(instead simply having the root-final consonant). The second option would 
depend on *‑i being lost completely in the 3pers. future as a means to distinguish 
this form from the 2sg. after that ending had become identical to the 3pers. 
following Leskien’s Law. This would have seen pre-Aukštaitian 3pers. *dúosi as 
identical to 2sg. dúosi, which would have been solved by generalizing the 
allomorph 3pers. *dúos with facultative i-apocope (and subsequent 
monosyllabic circumflexion > duõs). The reason this did not happen in the 
“semi-thematic” i-verbs is that the 3pers. and 2sg. were never identical. The 
future experienced a fixation of the accent on the stem (cf. supra), most likely 
analogical to the infinitive stem with which it came to be associated. This means 
that the expected workings of Saussure’s Law are not observed in the 1sg. and 
2sg.: e.g., eĩsiu, eĩsi. On the other hand, no such analogical fixation of the ictus 
happened in the “semi-thematic” verbs, so that the 3pers. tùri is different from 
2sg. turì, showing different positions of the accent despite having the same 
ending segmentally. 
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C GREEK SIGMATIC INFLECTIONAL TYPES 

C.1 The alphathematic inflection 
The alphathematicity of the s-aorist aligns it inflectionally with the equally 
alphathematic perfect (incl. the κ-perfect), the Homeric perfect preterite 
singular (‑ε‑α, ‑ης < *‑εας, ‑ει < *‑εε),120 the three κ-aorists (ἔϑηκα, ἕηκα, ἔδωκα), 
four root aorists in *‑eu̯‑,121 and the dialectal by-forms of the reduplicated aorists 
εἶπα, ἤνεικα (vs. Att. ἤνεγκον, cf. Meier-Brügger 1987). The alphathematicity of 
these forms led to an emerging “preterito-perfect” conjugation, which would 
eventually supplant even the thematic preterites in later Greek (e.g., ipf.pret.1sg. 
ἔγραφον → MoGk. έγραφα).  

The standard explanation of the alphathematic conjugation involves the 
regular identical outcome of the 1sg. endings *‑m̥ and *‑h₂e > ‑α, as well as the 
3pl. *‑n̥t > *‑α → ‑αν (cf. Schwyzer 1939: 750; Rix 1992a: 207, 244f.). The perfect 
present replaced expected 3pl. *‑αρ with ‑ᾱσι(ν), incorporated analogically from 
the primary ending *‑n̥ti (via *‑ati → *‑anti), probably also on account of its ‑α- 
(cf. Rix 1992a: 256f.). This reflects the perfect’s presentic value at the time and 
was the only ending differing from the paradigm of the aorists. It was later 
replaced by ‑αν, leading to a completely identical paradigm in Medieval Greek 
(cf. Schwyzer 1939: 666). From these forms, the ‑α- spread analogically:122 from 
3pl. ‑αν to 1pl. ‑αµεν like thematic ‑ον : ‑οµεν, and thenceforth to the other persons 
except for the 3sg.: 

Table 11: Greek alphathematic inflection 

Whether the 1pl. ‑αµεν could have arisen from a variant *‑m̥e(n) in heavy stems 
(as per Willi 2018: 419) – like several s-aorists must have had – will remain an 
open question, although we need not assume it for the ‑α- to have spread 

 
120  Whether it was created by the addition of *‑s‑ (cf.; Katz 2008; Willi 2018: 224f.) or simply the 

alphathematic desinences (cf. Berg 1977; Perel’muter 1977: 72–78). 
121 Cf. ἔχεα, Hom. ἔχευα/χεῦα (Il. 3×, Od. 4.584), ἔχεας vs. mid. ἔχυτο/χύτο to χέω ‘pour’; ἔσσευα (Il. 5.208) vs. 
ἔσσυτο to σεύω ‘urge’; Hom. ἔκηα (Il. 1.40) to καίω ‘burn’ (cp. Att. ἔκαυσα); ἠλεύατο (Il. 13.184) to ἀλέοµαι 
‘avoid’ (cf. Chantraine 1961: 165; Strunk 1967: 91; Risch 1974: 249f.; Hettrich 1976). Alternatively, the active 
forms have been argued to be s-aorists with lost *‑s- (cf. Osthoff 1878: 328f.; Kiparsky 1967: 627f.; 
Harðarson 1993: 188). While the root-aorist middles would suggest identical stems for the active, we could 
be dealing with oppositional transitive s-aorist like ἔφϑιτο~ἔφϑεισα. 

122 Cf. Schwyzer 1939: 665; Risch 1956, 1974: 246; Berg 1977: 233–239; Kimball 1991: 149f.; Rix 1992a: 207; 
Duhoux 2000: 371. 
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throughout the paradigm. Archaic forms like Hom. pf.pres.1pl. εἰλήλουϑµεν (Il. 
1.49, Od. 3.81), ἴδµεν/ἴσµεν would argue against it. 

The creation of the 2sg. ‑ας conceivably began in the (s-)aorist, as the perfect 
still retained the original ending ‑ϑα in the relic οἶσϑα < *u̯óid̯‑th₂e. Its minimal 
productivity was the impetus for the analogical creation of Hom./Att. 
ipf.pret.2sg. ἦσϑα ‘you were’ (Il. 5×, Od. 5×) ← ἦς (retained in Ionic) alongside 3sg. 
ἦεν/ἔην ← ἦς (in dialects) on the basis of Hom. 1sg. ἦα (< *h₁e‑h₁es‑m̥), which was 
easily mistaken for a perfect.123 The desinence ‑σϑα then spread into a few other 
athematic preterites: ἔφησϑα/φῆσϑα ‘you said’ (Il. 2×, Od. 14.149) ← ἔφης/φῆς (Il. 
2×). Likewise, it also reached the Homeric/Attic perfect preterite ‑ησϑα ← ‑ης (< 
*‑εας) because of 1sg. ‑εα/‑η, 3sg. ‑ει (< *‑e‑e): ᾔδησϑα (Il. 19.93, Att.) next to Hom. 
ἠείδης (Il. 22.280), Att. ᾔδεις. From there, the desinence even crept into non-
preterital forms in ‑ς, used quite liberally in Homer (J. Schmidt 1885b; 
Chantraine 1948: 470).124 Thus, ‑(σ)ϑα in reality became a minor allomorph to 
2sg. forms in ‑ς. However, by the time of attested Greek all regular perfects had 
implemented the ending ‑ας (λέλοιπας). The need for a revamped ending in the 
2sg. plausibly first appeared in the s-aorist where 2sg. *CēC̆‑s‑s and 3sg. *CēC̆‑s‑t 
regularly merged into *CēC̆‑s,125 which led to the creation of ‑ας with ‑α‑ from the 
1sg./3pl. This, in turn, excludes that the 3sg. at this point was ‑ε, since such a form 
likely would have resulted in the implementation of the productive thematic 
2sg. ‑ες instead (cf. Willi 2018: 419f.).  

The 3sg. ending ‑ε is the expected continuation of PIE pf.3sg. *‑e, but within 
the s-aorist we would have expected *‑ς < *‑s‑t. One would immediately assume 
a takeover from the perfect paradigm (cf. Rix 1992a: 207), but such a derivation 
has been criticized because of the limited functional similarity between aorist 
and perfect in the oldest layers of Greek (cf. Schwyzer 1939: 750). Berg (1977: 233) 
therefore tried to localize the analogy in the perfect preterite (which at least 
shared the right tense), whose ending he reconstructs as *‑e (i.e. identical to the 
pf.pres.), which was then reinterpreted as *‑e‑∅ and innovated to → *‑e‑e > ‑ει. 
This account is even more problematic, as the perfect preterite is a quite late 
innovation.126 However, an additional push was almost certainly provided by the 
thematic preterite 3sg. ending ‑ε < *‑e‑t. Nevertheless, the takeover must have 
happened from the perfect on the analogy with the other alphathematic 
endings, which is substantiated by the appearance of νῦ ἐφελκυστικόν only with 
‑ε of the perfect and the s-aorist and not with thematic ‑ε < *‑et (cf. Sommer 1907: 
31–35; Hämmig 2013: 164–168). This also actively refutes the theory that movable 
‑ν should reflect PIE *‑t (Kuryłowicz 1972). Since ‑ας likely spread from the s-
aorist to the perfect, there is nothing mysterious in the perfect also influencing 
the s‑aorist in return (cf. Brugmann 1878: 161f.; Willi 2018: 420). 

 
123 On the basis of the verb’s already stative semantics and the forms’ use as preterite, there is no real 

argument in analyzing the forms as original perfects (cf. Chantraine 1948: 287). 
124 E.g., ipf.pres.2sg. τίϑησϑα (Od. 2×) for τίϑης, aor.opt.2sg. βάλοισϑα (Il. 15.571) to βάλοις. 
125 This ending was probably retained in Arc. aor.pret.3sg. ἐποίε‑̄ς (IG 107 Ve), cf. Schwyzer (1939: 750₁), 

Dubois (1986: 157f.).  
126 Cf. Perel’muter 1969, 1977: 68f.; Hoffmann 1970: 27; Kulikov 1992; Sihler 1995: 442f.₁, 578; Kim 2007a: 194. 
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The alphathematicity of the s-aorist had probably developed already by the 
attestation of Mycenaean as can be seen from a few forms (only 3sg.): Myc. 
act.3sg. e‑ra‑se (PY Cn 4) = ἔλασε, mid.3sg. de‑ka‑sa‑to (KN Fh 370, Le 641, PY Pn 
30) = δέξατο. The latter form occurs beside de‑ko‑to (KN Le 642, PY Cn 600) = 
δέκτο, which has itself been suggested to be an original s-aorist with 
interconsonantal loss of the marker (cf. Szemerényi 1964: 175; Risch 1974: 246). 

Similar athematic middle 3sg. forms like στεῦτο ‘formally announced’ (Il. 3×, 
Od. 11.584), λέκτο ‘gathered, counted’ (Od. 2×; λέγω), and homonymous 127 
λέκτο/ἔλεκτο ‘lay (down)’ (Od. 3×, Hes.Sc. 46; λέχοµαι*), µίκτο/ἔµικτο ‘mingled’ 
(Il. 11.354, Od. 1.433) have also been suggested to be retainers of archaic 
athematic s-aorists with loss of *‑s- (cf. Wackernagel 1916: 201f.; Schwyzer 1939: 
679₅, 751; GEW II: 110f., 793f.; Watkins 1962: 52–55; Risch 1974: 246), but such 
claims are at least dubious since we might just as well be dealing with root 
aorists. Likewise, the athematic form Hsch. µῆστο˙ βουλεύσατο is essentially 
indistinguishable as either s-aorist *mēd‑s‑to or root aorist with Narten-ablaut 
*mēd‑to (cf. Schwyzer 1939: 751; DELG: 693). 

 
It is thus fairly simple to derive the alphathematicity of the s-aorist from an 
athematic formation conforming with the evidence of Indo-Iranian.  

Additionally, the s-aorist imperative 2sg. shows an ending -ον (δεῖξον, Od. 
6.178), which does not conform to either the thematic (‑ε) or athematic (‑ϑι) 
endings for this form. It occurs mostly in the s-aorist and a few other 
alphathematic aorists: Att. εἶπον (to εἶπα), ἔγχεον (to ἐνέχεα). This is often taken 
as a sign of earlier athematicity (cf. Schwyzer 1939: 749), but since the ending is 
restricted to alphathematic aorists, it is hard to argue convincingly for its 
separation from this paradigm. 
 

 

C.2 The Aeolic optative 
Despite the name and the occurrence in one Aeolic inscription (Lesb. διαδειξειε, 
IG 12.ii.527.57), this type is not exclusive to Aeolic, occurring mostly in Homeric, 
Ionic and Attic. The type consists of different desinences with the apparent 
marker ‑ει‑ in an incomplete paradigm with only the forms 2sg. ‑σειας, 3sg. ‑σειε, 
3pl. ‑σειαν. 

Other personal forms are not attested, although Choeroboscus (9th century 
CE) presents a fully-fledged paradigm τύψεια, τύψειας, τύψειε, τύψειµεν, τύψειτε, 
τύψειαν. Whether the full paradigm ever existed or not, the alphathematic 
inflection must have begun somewhere, which could be either the hypothetical 
1sg. *‑εια with ‑α < *‑m̥ (e.g., Schwyzer 1939: 797) or the actually attested 3pl. ‑ειαν 

 
127 In Od. 4.451 λέκτο₁ appears next to λέκτο₂ (4.453) in a play on words. 
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with ‑αν ← *‑α[τ] < *‑n̥t. Alternatively, it could also be argued to have been taken 
over directly from the s-aorist indicative.  

Homeric, Ionic and Attic have both alphathematic ‑σαι‑ and Aeolic 
‑σεια/ε- optatives for the s-aorist, although the Aeolic optative is more common 
in the three relevant persons (Chantraine 1948: 464f.): e.g., γηϑήσαι (Il. 1.255) vs. 
γηϑήσειε (Il. 9.77). The type is minimally attested in Elean κατιαραυσειε, and 
perhaps ἀδεαλτωhαιε if ‑αιε here really is from ‑ειε (Günther 1913: 408). 

 
One approach derives the alphathematic inflection from a hypermarked 3sg. 
‑σ‑ειε ← *‑σ‑ει, i.e. with a thematic-looking primary 3sg. desinence. A desinence 
*‑σει would be identical to a future or short-vocalic s-aorist subjunctive. This 
should already raise alarm bells, since a conflation of the formations then would 
be expected. Such an assumed pre-form has continuously been argued to be 
attested in Arc. διακωλυσει (IG 5.2.6, Tegea, 4th century) in a conditional clause 
with the aorist optative φϑεραι:  

ει δε πολεµος δια- 
κωλυσει τι των εργων των εσδοϑεντων η των 
ηργασµενων τι φϑεραι οι τριακασιοι διαγνοντω 

τι δει γινεσϑαι 
(IG 5.2.6–9) 

Due to the parataxis with φϑεραι in the same dependent clause, διακωλυσει has 
been proclaimed to be an archaic “pre-Aeolic” optative (cf. Brugmann 1880: 67; 
Wackernagel 1897: 46; Schwyzer 1939: 797; Chantraine 1961: 316). However, as F. 
Thomas (1957: 256–263) has argued convincingly, the form could in fact be a 
regular future indicative juxtaposed to an aorist optative due to the difference 
between actually existing “completed” works (aorist optative) as opposed to 
hypothetical or planned “contracted” works with a justified future tense. The 
translation should therefore be: “If the war | will impede any of the contracted 
works or | should destroy any of the completed ones, the thirty shall decide | 
what needs to happen.”  

Τhe same form, written ⟨διακολυσει⟩, also appears in a Cretan inscription in 
a conditional clause next to an aorist optative of the same root ⟨κολυσαι⟩:  

αι δᾱµοσιον τι κολ̄υσ‑ 
αι η ϑανατος οιος διακολ̄υσει, µηδατ- 

ερ‹ο›νς ταυταις καταβλαπεϑαι  
(IC4 42.9–11) 

This has been argued to confirm the analysis of διακωλυσει as aorist optative 
(Schwyzer 1939: 797₂). However, here a future reading could be supported by 
οιος (F. Thomas 1957: 259), and it is hard to argue that διακολ̄υσει is an aorist 
optative when it is formally different from the actual aorist optative κολ̄υσαι 
right next to it. Surely, the preverb would not warrant a formal difference in the 
same verb.  
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The Aeolic optative has been explained in a plethora of ways, which can be 
summarized according to the proposed origin as follows:  

¨ From an analogically arisen sequence *‑sesi/̯i‑ (Brugmann 
1900; Walker 1896: 369f.; F. Thomas 1957, 1961), which received 
alphathematic inflection secondarily. The *‑i‑ would 
presumably represent the optative marker *‑ih₁‑, but there is 
not much support for an element *‑ses‑. 

¨ From thematicized s-aorist optatives like Ved. janiṣeyam (KS) 
potentially going back to PIE (Wackernagel 1897: 42–51). 
However, the late Vedic form is clearly innovated on the basis 
of the iṣ-aorist middle (opt. janiṣīya, pret. ájaniṣṭa/jániṣṭa), 
itself innovated from an original root aorist ájani (cf. Narten 
1964: 117f.), and a thematicized optative could only have been 
in *‑σοι‑. 

¨ By analogy from short-vocalic s-aorist subjunctives: τείσετε → 
*τείσειτε (Hirt 1912: 586f.). However, there is no model for this 
analogy, since thematic verbs have optative in ‑οι‑, and there 
is no 2pl. ‑ειτε attested for the Aeolic optative. 

¨ From a PIE “*‑se‑iē̯‑,” with *‑se‑ detached from s-aorist 
subjunctive *‑se(/o)‑ + the athematic optative marker, which 
should be cognate to La. past-tense subj. *‑sē‑ (Hirt 1915: 137f.). 
There is still no reason why a thematic suffix should yield 
anything other than *‑so‑ih̯₁‑, i.e. both the thematic vocalism 
and the ablaut of the suffix are unexpected. 

¨ Analogically from 1sg. *‑εια which would be dissimilated from 
*‑αια, i.e. a side-form of the late alphathematic optative 
(Günther 1913; Brugmann 1916: 562f.). 

¨ From an original PIE s-aorist optative in *‑s‑éi(̯h₁)‑ with 
different marker than usual and cognate with the OPr. 
iptv.3pers. type boūsei treated above (Solmsen 1911: 171f.; Stang 
1940: 45–51, 1942: 250, 266f.). A different vocalism of the 
optative strong-stem suffix (*‑éih̯₁- instead of *‑ié̯h₁‑) for the s-
aorist is, however, completely unwarranted. 

¨ From original s-aorist optative *‑s‑ih₁‑ (with weak optative 
marker throughout due to root-accent in the weak stem) and 
development to *‑sei-̯ through either 3pl. *‑sii‑̯an dissimilated 
to *‑sei(̯i)̯‑an (Pisani 1943: 537–539; Rix 1992a: 232f.), through 
analogical diphthongization from other optatives in 3sg. 
*‑s‑ih₁‑t > *‑sī → *‑sī‑e >> *‑seie̯ (Willi 2018: 11₁₀) or through 
analogy with supposed aor.opt. *ϑιην, *ϑει ̄ν̈ (vs. actually 
attested ϑείην, ϑεῖεν < *dʰh₁‑ié̯h₁‑m, *dʰh₁‑ih₁‑ént) with *‑σῑν → 
*‑σει ̄ν̈ → *‑σειια̯ν after thematic opt.3pl. *‑οιια̯ν, with 3pl. ‑σειαν 
→ 3sg. ‑σειε (Kortlandt 1992). All explanations are ad hoc (and 
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the latter by Kortlandt severely hampered by analogies 
depending on unattested forms), but at least conform with 
our expectations of an s-aorist optative to an acrostatic stem. 

¨ From unaugmented preterites/injunctives of the Greek 
desideratives in ‑σείω (Taillardat 1967). The lack of augment 
could perhaps be defended, but the alphathematicity is very 
hard to derive from a thematic origin. 

¨ 3sg. ‑σειε from ‑σιε in the Cretan inscriptional forms 
mentioned above, reflecting a *h₂e-inflected, pre-sigmatic 
optative in 3sg. *‑ih₁‑e, originally without *‑s‑ which was added 
later from the indicative, and the form naturally became 
alphathematic due to the *h₂e-inflection, with 1sg. *‑ih₁‑h₂e > 
*‑ια >> ‑εια with ‑ει- in analogy to 1pl. ϑεῖµεν, 2pl. ϑεῖτε vs. 
supposed 1sg. *ϑιιην (Jasanoff 1991a: 116–119). This is a 
complicated row of analogies with plenty of problems: a) the 
change from *‑ι- to ‑ει‑ does not have an actual analogy, b) the 
1pl. and 2pl. are not attested for the Aeolic optative, c) the 
supposed *ϑιιη̯ν is unattested and probably never existed 
(ϑείην directly reflecting *dʰh₁‑ié̯h₁‑m), d) there is no reason 
why we would not have 3sg. *‑σειη, 3pl. *‑σειεν (after ϑείη, 
ϑεῖεν), e) there is no model for the incorporation of an s-
element in Jasanoff’s model. 

¨ An inner-Greek innovation with *‑sei‑̯, supposedly parallel to 
thematic *‑oi‑̯ based on the active paradigm (Sihler 1995: 598). 
There is, however, no analogy that could have brought about 
*‑ei-̯ from *‑oi-̯ or the alphathematic–thematic paradigms. 

¨ An inner-Greek innovation created in analogy to the aorist 
passive (Forbes 1958): aor.pret.pass. ἐµάν‑ης, ἐµάν‑η, ἔµαν‑εν : 
aor.opt.pass. µαν‑εί‑ης, µαν‑εί‑η, µαν‑εῖ‑εν :: aor.pret.act. 
ἔδειξ‑ας, ἔδειξ‑ε, ἔδειξ‑αν : aor.opt.act. X = δείξ‑ει‑ας, δείξ‑ει‑ε, 
δείξ‑ει‑αν. I support this theory (cf. infra). 

 
Only around half of the theories above would have implications outside Greek. 
Out of these, the theory of an s-aorist optative in *‑s‑ih₁‑ would be the most 
convincing reconstruction a priori. However, the Vedic material makes it clear 
that the s-aorist was not able to form a classic optative from its stem (cf. §2.2.6). 
If an optative to the s-aorist (innovated or original) had existed in Proto-Indo-
Balkanic (or any earlier proto-stage common for Indo-Iranian and Greek), the 
Vedic system with root-derived optatives suppletive to s-aorists would be 
inexplicable. I therefore think it impossible that any pre-Vedic stage could have 
had an optative transparently derived from the s-aorist stem. This impacts 
Greek, too. An innovative optative to the s-aorist could have easily appeared at 
a pre-Greek/Proto-Balkanic stage, and the best candidate of a relic of this would 
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be the Cretan forms in ‑σιε from either *‑sih₁(t) or *‑sie̯h₁(t), unless they are 
merely dialectal forms of the Aeolic optative. 

Regarding the Aeolic optative, I lean toward it being an inner-Greek 
innovation based on the analogy to aorist passives as outlined by Forbes (1958). 
The analogy works well and could be motivated fairly easily: two productive 
formations unique to the aorist were extending their formal reach to express 
categories previously unavailable to them, with the s-aorist turning to the *‑eh₁-
aorists for a model to create its new optative. That the optative to *‑eh₁-aorists 
is almost assuredly a pre-Greek innovation, too, would only corroborate the 
secondary nature of the Aeolic optative. The other likely model for the s-aorist 
was to model its optative after the thematic verbs, which generated the familiar 
alphathematic optatives in ‑σαι‑; this latter model proved the more successful 
one in the end.  
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D ALBANIAN “SHIGMATIC” AORISTS AND IMPERFECTS 
 
The first aorist class has a 1sg. desinence ‑shë opposing asigmatic, athematic 
endings in the rest of the paradigm: e.g., 1sg. dhashë, 2sg. dhe, 3sg. dha, 1pl. 
dhamë, 2pl. dhatë, 3pl. dhanë ‘gave’. In the active, this type is found in a small 
group of verbs which – except for two verbs (lashë : lë ‘let’, thashë : thom ‘say’) – 
are characterized by their aorist stems being suppletive to the imperfective 
stem: dhashë : jap ‘give’, pashë : shoh ‘see’, rashë : bie ‘fall’, qeshë : jam ‘be’. All the 
verbs have an aorist stem ending in a vowel (‑a‑ except for qeshë in ‑e‑). 

Despite its narrowed use in the active, ‑shë has been generalized as a 1sg. 
desinence in the aorist middle (“non-active”) where it can be used facultatively 
in all verbs instead of the normal active aorist form (with the middle-marking 
particle u): aor.act.1sg. lava ‘I washed’ vs. aor.mid.1sg. u lava or u lavashë ‘I 
washed myself’ (but never act. ×lavashë). 

Due to the 1sg. desinence, the class is often called a sigmatic aorist and has 
indeed been derived from the “Indo-European” sigmatic aorist (e.g., Demiraj 
1993: 268f.; Orel 2000: 193f.). The account usually goes that the sigmatic element 
was lost in the other persons,128 at least in the 2/3sg., but was retained in the 1sg., 
supposedly in “RUKI-surroundings” due to the product ‑sh‑: Orel (l.c.) invokes 
rashë ‘I fell’ from *rauša < *rausm̥ (presupposing a root √*(h₃)reu̯ ‘rush’). 
Although superficially pleasing, there are several factors that should lead us to 
doubt this rash derivation. 

First and foremost, ‑shë is very rare in Old Albanian and not found with most 
of the verbs mentioned above. Instead, we find asigmatic forms: OGh. dhae (⟨
ƺ̌aeh⟩ Buz. 2×), pāe (⟨paae⟩ Buz. 2×), rāe (⟨raae~raaeh⟩ Buz. 2×); 129 OTsk. dhē 
(⟨dee⟩ Var. 6×). These forms are identical to their respective 2sg. forms: dhae (⟨
ƺ̌aeh⟩ Buz. 62r), pāe (⟨paae⟩ Buz. 54v), and also lae/lē (⟨lae~laè⟩ Bogd. 5×; ⟨lee⟩ 
Var. 5×), for which no 1sg. form is attested (but we might assume lae here also). 
These forms probably gave the modern 2sg. forms in ‑e: dhe, pe, re, le. 

Old Gheg attests the 1sg. desinence ‑shë in the following forms: kleshë ‘was’ 
(⟨clesse⟩ Buz. 43v2, ⟨cleseh⟩ Buz. 40r2), thashë ‘said’ (⟨ƺ̌asse~ƺ̌asseh⟩ Buz. 2×), 
paçë/patshë ‘had’ (⟨pace~paceh~pacè⟩ Buz. 2×, Bud.RR 2×, Bud.SC 4×, Bogd. 2×), 
ershë/erdhshë ‘came’ (⟨erseh~ersce~erƺsce ⟩ Buz. 2×, Bud.DC 2×, Bud.RR 209.19, 
Bud.SC 7×,), ëmbeçë/ëmbetshë ‘stayed’ (⟨enbece~enbeceh⟩ Buz. 2×), gjegjshë 
‘heard’ (⟨ƛeƛseh~gieysce⟩ Buz. 2×, Bud.DC 163.1, Bud.SC 2×).  

Apart from kleshë/qeshë and thashë, the ‑shë-verbs in Old Gheg show no 
such desinence in Old Tosk or Standard Albanian (nor for some in Bogdani): cf. 
pata (OTsk. ⟨pata~patta⟩ Var. 2×), erdha (OGh. ⟨erƺa⟩ Bogd. 2.14.9), mbeta, gjegja 
(OTsk. ⟨ghiegghia⟩ Var. 44.25-26; OGh. ⟨giegia⟩ Bogd. 1.88.8).  

 
128 *‑s‑ was regularly lost intervocalically, unless the second vowel was a front vowel where it became ‑sh- 

(cf. Schumacher & Matzinger 2013: 262f.). 
129 Although ‑shë is attested in these verbs already in Bogdani: dhashë (⟨ƺascè~ƺasscè~ƺasce⟩ Bogd. 9×), 

pāshë (⟨paascè~paasce~pascè~pasce⟩ Bogd. 8×), rāshë (⟨raasce⟩ Bogd. 2.180). 
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Given this and the fact that these aorists seem to be better reconstructed as 
original root aorists or perfects (cf. Klingenschmitt 1981: 117–120, 1994: 230–233; 
Schumacher & Matzinger 2013: 158–175), these forms were surely innovated 
dialectally (further on this infra). The desinence is also found in the aorist 
middle in general: e.g., u gëzuoshë ‘I rejoiced’ (⟨Ȣ ƛeȝuosse⟩ Buz. 106v2). 

Furthermore, the verbs in question do not have reconstructible s-aorists 
from comparative evidence:  

¨ dhashë/dhae goes back to √*deh₃ ‘give’, for which a root aorist 
can be safely reconstructed (Ved. ádāt, Gk. 1pl. ἔδοµεν, cf. LIV: 
105). All other persons can go back to this formation, albeit 
with weak grade carried through in all other persons than 2sg.: 
2sg. dhe < *deh₃‑s, 1pl. dhamë < *dh₃‑me, influencing 3sg. dha 
as if from **dh₃‑t. OAlb. 1sg. dhae/dhē can be analyzed as 
having an attached element *e onto the expected root-aor.1sg. 
*dhâ < **dh₃‑m with the same weak-stem variant as in the 3sg. 
(cf. Klingenschmitt 1981: 97₆). The form dhashë must thus be 
innovative. 

¨ pashë/pāe goes back to √*peHs ‘see’ with no secure aorist 
outside Albanian (LIV: 459). The length in OAlb. pāe, as 
opposed to short-voweled dhae, is reiterated in the OAlb. 3sg. 
⟨paa⟩. This points to a long vowel resulting from contraction 
of two vowels across an older hiatus, pushing Klingenschmitt 
(1981: 97f.) to reconstruct an *‑eh₁‑aorist for this verb: 3sg. pā < 
*pá.ə‑ < *pHs‑eh₁-, presenting a common Balkanic innovation 
of older (imperfective) *‑eh₁-statives to aorists as also seen in 
the Greek ‑η-aorists and Armenian ‑ea/i‑aorists. The ‑shë-form 
must then be innovated. 

¨ rashë/rāe was connected by Orel (1998: 24) to La. ruō ‘rush, 
fall’, Ved. rávate ‘smash’, reconstructing PIE √*reu̯; De Vaan 
(2008: 530), adjoining Gk. ὀρούω ‘hurry’, reconstructs √*h₃reu̯, 
further speculating with Meiser (2003: 236) that it be derived 
from √*h₃er ‘move’. The LIV (501) instead derives ra(shë) from 
an insecure root √*(h₁)reh₁s‑, based on Klingenschmitt’s (1981: 
97f.) connection to ON rasa ‘stumble, hurl oneself’. Given the 
similarity to pāe, Klingenschmitt (1981: 97f.) proposed a 
similar origin in an *‑eh₁-aorist: rāe < *rá.ə- < *(H)rHs‑eh₁‑ 
(also LIV: 501), if indeed to a root √*(H)reh₁s‑. Again, the ‑shë-
form must be innovated. 

¨ Alb. qeshë shows ‑shë also in OAlb. kleshë, but we do find v-
aorist in Arb. kleva (cf. Orel 2000: 194), although this is likely 
an innovation. The other aorist forms of the verb (2/3sg. 
kle/qe, 1pl. klemë/qemë, 2pl. kletë/qetë, 3pl. klenë/qenë) have 
been convincingly derived from the same middle thematic 
aorist *kʷl‑é/ó‑to as in Gk. ἔπλετο ‘became, was’ and Arm. ełew 
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‘became, was’ from √*kʷelh₁ ‘turn’ (cf. Klingenschmitt 1981: 
98f.), with both the middle thematic aorist stem and the 
semantics ‘be(come)’ being a common Balkanic innovation 
(cf. Schumacher & Matzinger 2013: 175f.). The verb was 
reanalyzed as active in pre-Albanian. While ‑shë is attested in 
Old Albanian, the form cannot be unified with a thematic 
aorist. An s-aorist to this root would be *kʷēl̆h₁‑s‑, 
irreconcilable with the kle‑ of the form, which securely 
determines the form as innovative. 

¨ lashë goes back to √*leh₁ ‘leave, let’, which has no s-aorist 
attested in other Indo-European languages. If we are right to 
assume the existence of an OAlb. 1sg. lae* on the basis of 2sg. 
lae (cf. supra), parallel to 1/2sg. dhae, then we would likely be 
dealing with a root aorist *l(é)h₁‑ (as with √*deh₃), to which 
lashë would be an innovation. 

¨ OAlb./Alb. thashë goes back to √*ḱeHs ‘point out’, and here we 
could be dealing with an authentic form, but probably not an 
s-aorist. Rather, the form can be reconstructed as a thematic 
aorist (cf. them.aor. in Ved. śiṣánt‑ ‘instructing’, OAv. 
aor.iptv.2sg. sīšā ‘show!’, LIV: 318): a them.aor.1sg. *ḱHs‑o‑m 
would give Alb. thashë directly (cf. Klingenschmitt 1981: 120; 
Schumacher 2007: 239–243), cf. impf.1sg. thoshë ‘I was saying’ 
< *ḱḗH‑s‑m̥ (Narten-imperfective as in Ved. śá̄ssi, OAv. sāsti). 
This form could thus be the driving factor for the spread of 
‑shë into other aorist forms.  

 
It is therefore quite clear that the majority of the aorists in 1sg. ‑shë have adopted 
this desinence late, in some cases within the documented history of Albanian 
with the original bases attested. The motivation for this adoption can be argued 
to be morphophonological distinction between the 1sg. and 2sg., which were 
homophonous for all the above verbs except thashë, on whose model the 
desinence must have (at least partially) spread. The resultant paradigm had 
clearly distinguished desinences: ‑ashë, ‑e, ‑a, leaving aside the special case of 
‘be’ where all three persons were supposedly homophonous: *kle, *kle, *kle → 
kleshë130, kle, kle. The influence for this must have partially been the interplay 
with the verb thom/thashë (whose athematicity was probably analogical to 
jam). Since thashë, the only seemingly original form, is most simply seen as an 
inherited root aorist, there is thus no proof for any connection to the s-aorist. 
But was thashë really enough to secure the spread of the desinence, and how 
does it explain the universal use of the desinence in the middle, even when the 
verb does not have that ending in the aorist active (from which the aorist middle 
is formed by preposing u)? 

 
130 In Arbëresh, → kleva. 
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Regarding the use in the middle, we must also be dealing with analogy, and 
here we must look outside the aorist realm. Klingenschmitt (1981: 115–120) 
argued convincingly that the analogy must have happened with the identical 
1sg. desinence ‑shë found in the imperfect middle and, to a lesser extent, in the 
imperfect active (few forms in Tosk, spread wildly in Gheg). This general 
imperfect middle ending ‑shë must have arisen as a univerbation of a 
periphrastic construction with the imperfect of the verb ‘be’ (or at least in 
analogy with that paradigm), where the 1sg. was originally jeshë (Old Gheg and 
modern dialects; as opposed to Standard Alb. isha) ← *h₁és‑m̥131 (Klingenschmitt 
1981: 96) cf. also thoshë < *ḱḗh₁s‑m̥. Since the imperfect middle had a desinential 
relationship 3sg. ‑e : 1sg. ‑eshë (i.e. with the 1sg. superficially consisting of 3sg. + 
‑shë), the same system was transposed to the aorist middle: e.g., OAlb. 
impf.med.3sg. gëzone : impf.1sg. gëzone‑shë :: aor.med.3sg. u gëzuo : X = u 
gëzuo‑shë (cf. Klingenschmitt 1981: 120). Since Gheg dialects have generalized 
the desinence ‑shë/‑sha in the impf.act.1sg., a natural further step was to 
differentiate the imperfect middle from the active after the aorist model with 
the particle u. 

Once the desinence had entered the aorist middle, which was otherwise 
identical to the aorist active, there was arguably an extra push for using the 
desinence in the aorist active (cf. Matzinger 2006: 128f.). OGh. paçë/patshë ‘had’ 
(vs. standard pata) was probably created due to its athematic present (kam 
‘have’) next to jam and thom, with the impf.1sg. of all the verbs ending in ‑shë 
and the aorists of the other two also having ‑shë: i.e. impf.1sg. jeshë, thoshë, keshë 
: aor.1sg. kleshë, thashë, X = pat‑shë (instead of pata, cf. Klingenschmitt 1981: 
117f.). In the special case of OGh. gjegjshë, the form likely arose due to the voice-
fluctuation of the verb in the different aspect forms: the verb ‘hear’ is used in the 
middle in the imperfective (pres. gjegjem, impf. gjegjeshë; the active gjegj being 
used as ‘answer’), while the aorist stem is used in the active (aor. gjegja), which 
naturally led to a parallel analogy (just without the middle-particle in aorist): 
impf.3sg. gjegje : impf.1sg. gjegje‑shë :: aor.3sg. gjegj : X = gjegj‑shë. 

The “shigmatic” aorist therefore has nothing to do with the s-aorist but arose 
analogically from the thematic aorist thashë < *ḱHs‑o‑m and from the aorist and 
imperfect middles with ‑shë from a univerbation with ipf.1sg. jeshë ‘was’. 
  

 
131 With ‑sh- from 3pl. *eś‑ent ⇠ *h₁es‑ent. 
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E PECULIAR SIGMATIC SUFFIXES IN ITALIC 

E.1 The Latin perfect element ‑is‑/‑er‑ 
The Latin perfect is characterized by the appearance of an element ‑is‑C‑, ‑er‑V‑ 
inserted immediately after the perfect stem and before any modifying suffix or 
ending. This vocalic distribution goes back to a pre-Latin *‑is- (cf. Meiser 1998: 
67f., 70). It is found in the perfect indicative forms of the second person and as 
a variant in the 3pl. (pf.2sg. ‑is‑tī, 2pl. ‑is‑tis, 3pl. ‑ĕr‑unt < *‑is‑ont) and before the 
modifying suffix in most subcategorical tense-mood forms of the perfect system:  

¨ Pluperfect/perfect preterite: [pf. stem] + *‑is‑ + *‑ā- (of the 
imperfect) with its (secondary) endings: fēc‑er‑am, fēc‑er‑ās 

¨ Future perfect: [pf. stem] + *‑is‑ + thematic endings (< PIE 
subjunctive): fēc‑er‑ō, fēc‑er‑is (but 3pl. fēc‑er‑int with 
subjunctive ending analogical to the ‑i-forms) 

¨ Perfect subjunctive: [pf. stem] + *‑is‑ + the subjunctive-marker 
‑ī‑ (< PIE optative *‑ih₁‑ + secondary endings): fēc‑er‑i‑m, 
fēc‑er‑ī‑s 

¨ Pluperfect subjunctive: [pf. stem] + *‑is‑ + *‑sē‑ (of the 
imperfect subjunctive) + secondary endings: fēc‑is‑se‑m, 
fēc‑is‑sē‑s  

¨ Perfect infinitive: [pf. stem] + *‑is‑ + infinitive-marker ‑se: 
fēc‑is‑se 

The origin of this marker is widely debated. Functionally, it seems rather 
redundant, as all forms could have missed it without any conceivable change.  
 
Traditionally, it has been believed to be related to the the s-aorist with a 
preceding vowel *‑i‑ (cf. Sommer 1902: 574f.; Benveniste 1936: 230; Di Giovine 
1996: 193) and been compared to the Vedic ‑iṣ-aorist (Burger 1928: 105) and even 
the ‑siṣ-aorists (Bartholomae 1891: 112), but Leumann (1977: 609) correctly 
debunks this comparison: the vowel ‑i‑/‑e‑ cannot reflect an original laryngeal, 
as *‑H̥s‑ > *‑as‑ > **‑es‑ in closed syllable. Furthermore, the element appears 
detached from the s-perfect as both this type and all other perfect stems form 
their forms identically: fēceram, cucurreram, dīxeram. Further, the s-perfects 
show ‑s‑ constantly throughout the paradigm, not only in the 2sg./2pl./3pl. in 
the indicative, and they never show a vocalic segment before the suffix. 

 
Pedersen (1921: 21f.; 1933: 1–21) believes that the element goes back to *‑es-, 
which he analyzes as an original future-marker, which gradually lost its function 
in the perfect and simply became a filler-marker. He declares that an element 
*‑is- would be “tout à fait énigmatique,” whereas he believes an *‑es- can work 
with a PIE future morpheme, based on the Greek ‑έω-futures. Such an element 
does not, however, fit the phonological facts of Latin, and it is clear that the 
Greek allomorph can be explained in laryngealistic or analogical ways. Thus, an 
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element *‑es- is in fact just as enigmatic as *‑is‑, although the latter actually 
explains the Latin facts.  
 
Petersen (1939) suggests that the indicative forms ‑istī, ‑istis were derived from 
a conglomeration of the expected (thematicized) secondary 2sg. ending of 
aorists ‑is < *‑es with the perfect 2sg. ending *‑tai → *‑es‑tai/*‑is‑tei > ‑istī, and 
that this element was, then, first transferred analogically to the 2pl. → ‑istis, 
proportionally presupposing an earlier 2pl. ending *‑tis in the perfect before, 
which is expected. 
 
Cowgill (1965: 172f.) argues for an original pf.2sg. variant *‑sth₂e, cf. Gk. pf.2sg. 
‑σϑα, Go. pret.2sg. ‑st (saisost ‘you sowed’), Hi. ḫi-conj.pret.2sg. ‑šta, TB pret.2sg. 
‑sta (TA ‑ṣt). Jasanoff (1987b) follows this and suggests that it be original from 
dental-final roots with *‑T‑th₂e > *‑Tsth₂e and thus that the La. 2sg. should be 
segmented ‑i‑stī with a “union vowel”. The tense-mood forms would be deduced 
beginning from *‑se/o-subjunctives to s-aorists where the two markers were 
individuated in order to make a new future to the anterior/resultative perfect 
and recalibrated by this same anaptyctic union vowel: e.g., *deik̯‑s‑s‑et > 
*deik̯‑s‑i‑s‑et > dīxerit ‘will have said’ separating it from inherited s-future 
*deik̯‑s‑et > dīxit ‘will say’ (cf. below). Thence, an element *‑is‑ was extracted in 
the secondary creation of tense-mood forms with the inner-Latin markers (*‑ā‑, 
*‑sē‑, etc.). Along the same lines, Khodorkovskaya (2003: 64–68) suggests that a 
PIE allomorph *‑sth₂e existed in the perfect 2sg., and that the introduction of ‑i- 
happened in vowel-final (v-)perfects like nōvī, whose 2sg. *nōvstī > nōstī (the 
short version attested) and then had anaptyctic ‑i- introduced to resignify the 
stem with ‑v‑.  
 
Adams (1994) argues that the element goes back to a Proto-Indo-European 
perfect suffix *‑is‑ with continuations in forms like Hittite pret.3sg. dāiš, 2pl. 
daišten, tištēni, and the Tocharian class 3 preterite. This theory is, however, 
weakened by the fact that the Hittite forms have ‑i- as part of their stem, not as 
part of the ending, and the analysis as an element *‑is‑ is therefore hardly 
substantiated. A connection to the perfect system would be suprising, as we 
otherwise do not know of a special perfect suffix next to the common stem 
formations with *ó/∅-ablaut with or without reduplication.  
 
Rix (1992b: 237) and Meiser (1998: 215) argue that *‑is‑ (or rather *‑u̯is‑ as in the 
v/u-perfects) be based on a haplologized periphrastic construction with the PIE 
perfect participle active in *‑u̯os‑/‑us- plus inflected forms of *es‑ ‘be’ (also 
Khodorkovskaya 2003). Both allomorphs *‑u̯os‑ and *‑us‑ would regularly give 
‑er‑ /_V with loss of *‑u̯‑ after consonants (cf. Meiser 1998: 67f., 92), and 
additionally would have the sequence ‑vis‑/‑ver‑ after vowels just as found in the 
v/u-perfects of vowel-final bases, which of course supports this theory.  

However, anteconsonantic *‑u̯os‑/‑us‑ should have given *‑us‑ (Meiser 1998: 
70), and the introduction of pre-Latin *es‑ ‘be’ would not help us as it should 
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also have been retained in medial closed syllable (Meiser l.c.). The vocalism ‑i‑ 
here must then be secondary; Rix (1992b: 230) assumes an auxiliary weakening 
of *es‑ to *is- (*portāu̯os+isom/ist), which was then univerbated and 
haplologized from *‑u̯os‑is‑ to *‑u̯is‑. This latter piece of argument is of course 
completely ad hoc, but since similar particular changes are prone to happen in 
grammaticalized univerbations (cf. Moravcsik 2013: 258f.), it is perhaps not too 
far-fetched. The lack of the perfect active participle elsewhere in Latin could 
also weaken the theory, although a survival only in a grammaticalized 
construction is not unheard of.  

While this explanation seems well suited to the secondary formations listed 
above, it is still not quite clear why this element would be introduced only in 
the 2sg., 2pl. and 3pl. in the perfect indicative, even less so as an original 
periphrastic construction with es‑/sum which did not have a perfect. At least for 
the perfect indicative forms, then, such an origin would be unsatisfactory, and 
in general the phonological problem rather precludes it.  

 
It is not unlikely that the element in the indicative forms is unrelated to the 
element in the extra-perfect tense-mood forms. Since the element is unknown 
to all other languages, it is clear that the Latin element must be secondary. Given 
the nature of the Italic verb, consisting of a substantial number of 
grammaticalized periphrastic forms (like the imperfect ‑b‑a‑m and future ‑b‑ō 
from constructions with √*bʰeu̯h₂), a periphrastic origin seems very likely. An 
origin in a construction with the perfect active participle works perfectly in 
function and almost so in form, although there is a phonological problem in 
closed syllables. Despite this, I consider Rix and Meiser’s hypothesis quite likely, 
however flawed the phonological part may be. In any case, I find it too difficult 
to derive the element from the s-aorist in order for it to securely be included in 
a reconstruction of the s-aorist. 

 
The PIE perfect active particle in *‑u̯os‑/*‑us‑ has also been argued as the origin 
of the suffix of the Sabellic future perfect in *‑us‑, cf. Umb. 3sg. benust, 3pl. 
benurent (Schulze 1887: 272f.). Another account derives the type as analogically 
deduced from the assumed “future perfect” *fefust or simply the unreduplicated 
form seen in Osc. fust, Umb. fust < *bʰuH‑se‑t, i.e. a se/o-subjunctive with 
syncope of the thematic vowel and generalization of the originally radical vowel 
‑u‑ into a suffix ‑us‑ + endings (cf. Bartholomae 1887: 92; Buck 1928: 173; Jasanoff 
1987b: 180). Rix (1992b: 239f.; 2003a: 20) combines these two as a periphrastic 
construction with pf.ptc.act. and *fust with ‑ust ← *‑us·fust: e.g., Umb. benust < 
*(be)benus fust < *bebenwos fust < *gʷegʷn̥‑u̯os bʰuH‑se‑ti. Other proposals are 
more unlikely. 132  Here, we might be dealing with a remnant of the se/o-
subjunctive/future, although an account based only on the perfect active 
participle could also account for the facts.  
 

 
132 E.g., a u-perfect (Saint John 1973), or a combination of two suffixes *‑u‑ and *‑s‑ (Khodorkovskaya 1993). 
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E.2 The Italic past subjunctive 
Italic uses the suffix *‑sē‑ to denote past tense and subjunctive mood, separately 
referred to as the “imperfect subjunctive” when combined with the infect stem 
(La. essem, forem, dīcerem, amārem; Osc. fusíd, patensíns) and the “pluperfect 
subjunctive” when combined with the perfect stem (with the *‑is‑element 
preposed in Latin: fuissem, dīxissem, amāvissem; no Sabellic forms). This could 
make the imperfect subjunctive seem older, although we cannot exclude that 
the pluperfect subjunctive existed in Sabellic as well. Since this element is 
unknown to Indo-European and a morpheme syncretizing both tense and (non-
indicative) mood is incompatible with the Indo-European verbal system, we can 
safely assume that we are dealing with an innovation, duplicating the tense 
distinction in the indicative into the subjunctive. This also means that the 
unified Indo-European category of tense-mood is split into two in Italic: tense 
and mood. 

The suffix seems to be detachable into the elements |‑s‑| and |‑ē‑|, and the 
traditional analysis has derived this from (secondary) long-thematic 
subjunctives (*‑ē‑/‑ō‑) of the s-aorist (cf. Thurneysen 1884: 275; Buck 1928: 175, 
1933: 301). We can give several objections to such a theory. First, since the s-
aorist was an athematic category, its subjunctive should have been short-
thematic (as in Vedic and Homeric Greek), and the long-thematic must be 
secondary from subjunctives of thematic stems, although we know of no such 
forms in Latin, and it is not clear why this introduction would have happened. 
Second, Indo-European subjunctives usually give Italic futures, not subjunctives 
which are instead provided by optatives. Third, we should have expected *‑ō for 
thematic 1sg. subjunctive, not secondary ‑m. Fourth, there is no clear reason why 
the marker *‑s- of the s-aorist would come to be an aspect-neutral past-tense 
marker.  

A slightly different analysis, which may be the widest accepted today, keeps 
the long-thematic subjunctive but instead analyzes the |‑s-| as that of the future 
or desiderative (cf. Sommer 1902: 570f.; Pedersen 1921: 14f.; Leumann 1977: 576; 
Meiser 1993; Rix 2003a: 5f.). This analysis then regards the future/desiderative as 
distinct from the s-aorist/perfect. The strength of this derivation is that the long-
thematic subjunctive would be expected of a thematic formation *‑se/o‑. While 
the formal problems of the thematic vowel is overwon, we are still left with the 
awkwardness of its inflection with 1sg. *‑sē‑m. Perhaps more embarrassing is the 
derivation of a past-tense formation from a future one, especially with the 
addition of the equally future-referencing subjunctive. Here, the proponents 
must assume a secondary association to past tense, e.g. by something like a 
“conditional” or “potential” use (Lohmann 1953: 209–211; Meiser 1993: 188–193), 
although these uses are valid to the Latin subjunctive in general (cf. Ernout & 
Thomas 1953: 230, 236f., 244) and thus not specific to the *‑sē-forms. Pedersen 
(1921: 14f.) specifically proposes that the type originated in a “preteritization” of 
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a future in “*‑es‑” with secondary endings denoting future of the past, and since 
*‑es‑m̥, *‑es‑n̥t > *‑es‑em, *‑es‑ent with *‑e-vocalism, the type was merged with 
subjunctives in *‑ē- into a past future or “conditional” with fluctuating modal 
function turning into pure subjunctive. Pedersen (1921: 12–22) argues that the 
pre-sigmatic *‑e- in *‑es‑ was lost in the morpheme as it was reanalyzed as part 
of thematic infect stems (“*em‑es‑ē‑ > *eme‑sē‑ to eme/o‑). This only adds to the 
incomprehensibility of the formation, with *‑es- being an unknown formant in 
Indo-European.  

Brugmann (1912) sees *‑sē‑ as the result of a univerbated construction with 
the infinitive in *‑se‑ + the present of *ei‑̯ ‘go’ to something like *‑se‑ei‑̯, but *‑sēĭ-̯ 
should probably not have given *‑sē- (cf. 2sg. īs < *h₁eis̯i; Meiser 1998: 58, 72), and 
a formation with infinitive plus present of ‘go’ does not clearly convey the sense 
of past subjunctive. 

One could also look at the |‑ē‑| in subjunctives of the type amem, amēs from 
optatives in *‑iē̯‑ < *‑ié̯h₁‑ with regular loss of *‑i-̯. Since we do not expect loss of 
*‑i-̯ after *‑s- (cf. Meiser 1998: 117), we would then have to assume that the *‑ē- 
was combined with the *‑s- after the (Latin) loss of *‑i-̯ in the type above, which 
is unconvincing. Thus, Hirt (1915: 140f.) believes that *‑sē- goes back to an s-aorist 
optative, but connects the type to the so-called Aeolic optative of the Greek s-
aorist (δείξειε) and to Old Prussian forms like boūsei ‘would be’ arguing that the 
s-aorist formed an idiosyncratic optative in *‑s‑ei‑̯. The Italic marker would have 
developed via pre-nasal instances like *‑s‑ei‑̯m̥, *‑s‑ei‑̯n̥t > *‑seie̯m/*‑seie̯nt > 
*‑sēm/*‑sēnt whence the element *‑sē‑ was extracted as a past-subjunctive 
marker. However, as we have seen, the Aeolic optative must be innovative, and 
OPr. ‑sei is from the *‑sie̯/o-future rather than from the s-aorist. Perhaps more 
incriminating, in light of the Indo-Iranian material, it does not seem very self-
evident that the s-aorist possessed a fully-developed optative in Proto-Indo-
European at all (cf. Hoffmann 1968: 4₄). 

Cowgill (1973: 292₄₁) also attempts to derive the sigmatic element in the *‑sē-
suffix from the desiderative/future with an innovated subjunctive in *‑ē-, taken 
from the type amem/amēs < *amā‑ē‑ to *amā‑ (→ *amāsē‑ to fut. *amāsā‑), 
presupposing a desiderative “present/future” in **‑s‑ā- (**essō/essās, 
**amārō/amārās) which is however unattested. Hill (2004: 132f.) has an almost 
identical account but presupposes a derivation from an athematic s-future: 
*amās‑ → *amās‑ē‑. This athematic s-future would supposedly be retained in 
Sabellic, but as we have presented above the Sabellic future can be derived from 
a thematic stem and thus is compatible with the Latin faxō-futures. 
Furthermore, it is not clear under this analysis how the subjunctive (whether 
new or old) of a future came to signify past tense. 

Jasanoff (1991b) also seeks to derive *‑sē- from an optative in *‑ē < PIE *‑ié̯h₁‑ 
in bases where *‑i-̯ was regularly lost and then detached from *‑iē̯- to be attached 
onto other bases. Thus, the element could be added to the s-aorist/perfect, and 
due to the categorical merger of aorist and perfect in Proto-Italic, we can assume 
that the s-perfect already then had a dual function of perfective preterite and 
resultative-stative present. This duality, Jasanoff argues, was taken over in this 
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newly-created subjunctive, which could then express the subjunctive mood of 
both a resultative present and a perfective preterite. The latter preterite use was 
then in turn assigned to the complex *‑sē- which was liberated and transferred 
not only to other perfect stems (with the insertion of the element *‑is‑) to create 
the pluperfect subjunctive, but also to the infect-system to create the imperfect 
subjunctive. It is, however, not clear why the temporal functions were singled 
out in this formation and not, as was otherwise wont, simply the aspectual 
characteristics of the stem. Also problematic is the fact that the archaic 
subjunctives (< optatives) of s-perfects/s-futures are attested with *‑ī- as in OLa. 
dīxim, subjunctive to the s-future dīxō. Since, however, the *‑ē- must be 
secondary if from *‑iē̯‑, we can assume that the suffix was introduced at a time 
when s-optatives in *‑s‑ī- were unproductive. 

Rasmussen (1996) derives the suffix from the innovated preterite of the 2sg. 
of the subjunctive of his proposed “prospective” category (cf. Rasmussen 1985a). 
In other words, the prospective had a subjunctive whose 2sg. was *‑s‑e‑si, and 
Rasmussen argues that this specific desinence innovated preterite *‑sēs on the 
model of *esi : *ēs < PIE *h₁és(s)i : *h₁e‑h₁es. This analysis also runs into clear 
objections. First, the existence of *ēs at the relevant (pre-)Proto-Italic stage is 
far from assured (cf. La. ipf. erās; Osc. 3pl. fufans), and the distinction between 
primary and secondary forms was blurring out due to the loss of final *‑i in 
primary endings at least in the pre-stages of all Italic languages (cf. Buck 1928: 
61; Meiser 1998: 73f.), contrast also with La. ēs ‘you eat’ < *h₁ed‑si. The paradigm 
on which the analogy supposedly happened is therefore far from assured on the 
relevant stage. Second, the derivation of a new inflectional category and pattern 
on the basis of a 2sg. form is not very convincing, although certainly not 
impossible (cf. the arguments of Rasmussen 1996: 147f.). The analysis does, 
however, give us a fairly good functional explanation for the past-tense 
reference and the subjunctive mood.  

Stempel (1988: 277–279) explains the *‑sē-formation as an analogically 
arisen perfective counterpoint to the ‑ē-future of the 3rd and 4th conjugation in 
relation to their “presents” and created from s-perfects, thus: pres. *deik̯‑e‑t 
(dīcit) : pf. *deik̯‑s‑e‑d (dīxit) :: fut. *deik̯‑ē‑t (dīcet) : X = *deik̯‑s‑ē‑d (**dīxet). This 
hypothetical *deik̯sēd (which is not continued) would then be disassociated 
from the (s-)perfect and amount to have past reference time of the future which 
turned into a conditional and then a past subjunctive. The reanalysis of the form 
as having a suffix *‑sē- with this value led to its being reattachable to either 
aspect stem, i.e. to the infect *deik̯e‑sē‑ and anew (in Latin?) to the perfect with 
the element *‑is- (from the perfect future) to *deik̯‑s‑is‑sē‑/dīxissē‑. This theory 
is, thus, not far from Jasanoff’s, although it is less elegant in its derivation. First, 
it is again not clear why an innovative future of a perfect stem would result in 
past tense and subjunctive value and not, straightforwardly, into a future 
perfect. Nor is it self-evident why the formation would be disassociated from the 
perfect system.  

Christol (2005) attempts to align the Italic past subjunctive *‑sē- with the 
Indo-Iranian futures in *‑siá̯-, with their preterites having a sense of conditional 
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or future of the past. The comparison is based on the observation that Latin has 
stative verbs in *‑ē- while Vedic sometimes has equivalents in ‑ya‑, cf. La. horrēre 
‘be stiff (also with fear); dread’, Ved. hr̥ṣyáti ‘become stiff; be glad’ to √*ǵʰers ‘be 
stiff’. This correspondence is, however, more often thought to reflect a 
distinction between essives and fientives in *‑eh₁‑ and *‑h₁‑ie̯/o‑ (cf. Cowgill 1963: 
265f.; LIV: 25) and to be existentially different from the Indo-Iranian future 
morpheme *‑siá̯‑; a parsing of this morpheme as *‑s‑h₁ie̯/o‑ does not seem very 
convincing, and since a stative of an aorist/desiderative is hardly able to account 
for the function as past subjunctive and future, it does not seem promising to go 
down this path. Indeed, the suffix in Indo-Iranian clearly has future function 
and the use of the morphologically transparent secondary endings to denote 
future of the past and conditional seems to be quite recent as also evidenced by 
its being attested only once in the Rigveda (cf. Renou 1967: 96). 

 
There is little doubt in my mind that *‑sē- must be an innovation of Italic and 
that it is likely composed of two morphemes *‑s‑ and *‑ē-. The latter is the 
subjunctive marker, and since we can usually derive Latin subjunctives from old 
optatives – and the type amem/amēs can theoretically also be derived from an 
old optative (*amā‑iē̯‑ or *am‑iē̯‑) – I regard it as most likely that this element 
also derives from optative *‑ie̯h₁‑ with *‑ē- freed from forms like amem, amēs and 
attached secondarily to the element *‑s-. As for this element, the two candidates 
would either be s-perfect or the morpheme of the futures like faxō, which some 
researchers derive from an older desiderative. 

Since, however, we have seen that the Latin sigmatic future shows 
functional characteristics only explicable as from a perfective formation, those 
two formations must ultimately be identical. Furthermore, it is harder to justify 
a functional transition to past reference time from a future morpheme than 
from a perfective past morpheme, although the neutralization of aspect remains 
enigmatic. 

In the end, I thus agree mostly with Jasanoff’s explanation of this morpheme. 
Most importantly, I consider it quite unlikely that the morpheme can be traced 
back to Proto-Indo-European or, for that matter, tell us anything useful about 
the reconstruction of the s-aorist.  
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F ADDITIONAL CELTIC FUTURE FORMATIONS 
 

F.1 Goidelic f-future 
Old Irish weak verbs form an f-future with a suffix in ‑f‑~‑b‑ (/β/ in Auslaut and 
intervocalically), reflecting pre-Irish *‑f-, conjugated mostly like the a-
subjunctive with the only difference being the conjunct 1sg. ‑(i)ub /‑(ʲ)uβ/: an 
endingless form with u-infection before the ‑f‑/‑b-suffix (contrast absolute 1sg. 
‑fea /‑fʲa/). We thus mostly seem to be dealing with a formation like the a-
subjunctive: something like *‑fʲā.e/o‑. Its origin has been extensively debated. 
Most often, it has been compared to the Latin future in ‑be/o‑, i.e. from a 
periphrastic construction with √*bʰeu̯h₂/bʰu̯eh₂ (in different versions, Pedersen 
1913: 364; Sommerfelt 1921; Rasmussen 1974: 41–52, 1991; Bammesberger 1979; 
Kortlandt 1979: 49, 1984: 185), but the phonology is problematic if not 
impossible: we are dealing with a pre-Irish *f, not *b/β(±w), and the 
palatalization is mostly left undebated. 

Other researchers have sought to solve the matter through different origins, 
usually a sigmatic element *‑su̯ā- (cf. Pisani 1933, 1972; Thurneysen 1946: 398; 
Watkins 1966b; McCone 1991: 176–182), but this approach has so far not reached 
a satisfactory outcome. It is not quite clear why the sequence *‑su̯- would have 
been created as a future suffix. 

Jasanoff (1994b: 215–218, 2017c) has suggested a compromise, viz. a 
periphrasis with the future of ‘be’, i.e. Proto-(Insular-)Celtic *bisă̄se/o‑ as seen in 
OIr. fut.3sg. bieid, ·bia, MW bidhawt through *bihā(he/o)‑ and syncope of *‑i- to 
*‑βʲhāhe/o- > *‑f(ʲ)āhe/o‑. This theory seems to me the best account. 

The f-future therefore indirectly reflects a sigmatic formation, viz. a 
periphrastic construction with an auxiliary verb with a sigmatic future. 

 
 

F.2 Brythonic future relics 
In Brythonic, the future was generally lost but we find third-person forms with 
a marker *‑hǭ‑ (Welsh ‑(h)au̯‑, Breton ‑(h)o‑) in the oldest stages: 3sg. OW 
gunahaud ‘will make’ = MW gwnawt, bydhawt ‘will be’, OBr. crihot ‘will 
brandish’; MW 3pl. gwnahawnt, bydawnt; impers. yscarhawr ‘will be separated’ 
(cf. Evans 1964: 119–121; Isaac 1996: 368–371). Isaac (2004) has demonstrated the 
genuine future value of these forms (contra Schumacher 1995). 

Watkins (1962: 153) regards these forms as variants of the subjunctive, while 
McCone (1991: 100) explains them as ā-presents with analogical ‑h- from 
subjunctives and thereby with future meaning. 

Jasanoff (1994: 212f.) argues for a Brythonic future from *‑asā‑, whose 1sg. 
replaced the subj. *‑(h)if with its ‑(h)wyf. Jasanoff (l.c.) futher argues that the 
Welsh future forms were formed with generalization of the PBryth. *‑ǭ‑ (> MW 
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‑aw‑) that existed elsewhere in the subjunctive paradigm from *‑ă̄ho‑ to the 3sg.: 
*karaset > *karhed → *karhǭd > MW *car(h)awt. 

We could perhaps also assume that the morpheme was a specialized use of 
the absolute variant of the same sigmatic subjunctive in *‑ă̄ho- with infected 
*‑h- again. Nevertheless, this formation is bound to be connected to the Celtic 
sigmatic subjunctive-future complex, most likely a secondary derivation and 
therefore not of paramount importance for our study. 
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G TOCHARIAN A ASIGMATIC MIDDLES 
Tocharian A has a group of five133 verbs classified as preterite class 3 but without 
‑sā- in the middle (only attested in 3sg. and 3pl.): cf. nakät, nakänt ‘perished’; 
tamät, tamänt ‘was/were born’; pakät ‘cooked (intr.)’; lyokät, lyokänt ‘was/were 
illuminated’; tsakät ‘burned (intr.)’. All the verbs are intransitive in this middle 
and form oppositional transitives by an active of preterite class 3, cf. TA 3sg. 
ñakäs, 3pl. ñakär. It is noticeable that there is palatalization in the active 
preterite class 3 but not in the middle (except for lyokät : act. lyokäs) although 
the vocalism is synchronically identical (‑a‑). Apart from √täm, all the verbs 
have a clear Indo-European etymology, which Malzahn (2010: 112) notes as a 
remarkable characteristic.  

The corresponding verbs in Tocharian B, on the other hand, have regular 
middles of preterite class 3 as in the active: TB temtsate (act. temtsa); neksate 
(act. neksa); tseksamai (act.3pl. tsekär, MQ). They are nearly all unpalatalized 
(like the active), although TB √ləwk has palatalized pret.mid.1pl. lyuksamnte ‘we 
were illuminated’ opposing unpalatalized pret.mid.3sg. lauksāte ‘got bright’ 
(MQ). The former has the late variant ending ‑mnte and is used in a passive 
usage of the active-transitive meaning (cf. Peyrot 2008: 156), while the latter is 
intransitive and used in an archaic phrase lauksāte yṣīye ‘the night got bright, it 
dawned’, identical to TA wṣä lyokät (and parallel to Hi. GE₆‑anza lukkatta ‘the 
night gets bright’ (KUB 36.62.1), representing a shared Anatolian-Tocharian 
archaism, cf. Adams 2012). It is clear that lauksāte is more original, while 
lyuksamnte is a transparent derivative of the active lyauksa (with analogical zero 
grade). This could be used as an argument for the exceptional palatalization in 
TA lyokät being secondary, too. 

The verb √yām ‘do’ shows a mixed paradigm with both sigmatic and 
asigmatic middle forms in the preterite: TA mid.1sg. yāmtse, mid.3sg. yām(t)sāt 
vs. mid.1sg. yāmwe, mid.2sg. yāmte (cp. s-pret.act.1sg. yāmwā, 3sg. yāmäs). Some 
scholars regard the asigmatic middle as archaic (cf. Jasanoff 2003: 180, 196; 
Malzahn 2010: 112f.), which seems convincing, but it is at least also possible that 
mid.1sg. yāmwe was created analogically to act.1sg. yāmwā. Since the middle of 
√yām is transitive, it would indicate that the asigmatic middle might have been 
more widespread in connection to an active s-preterite outside the domain of 
the “oppositional” intransitives in the confined Tocharian A group just 
mentioned. However, this would only hold if the asigmatic forms are indeed 
archaic. 

These asigmatic TA verbs are classified as either a special group of s-
preterite middles (TEB: 247; Kortlandt 1994: 63) or a distinct group of “root 
preterites” (assigned to a different class “0” by Malzahn 2010: 111–117). 

 

 
133 The verb √wāk(ā) ‘split’ is probably not part of this group (pace Hackstein 1995: 132; Malzahn 2010: 863), 

as the root and stem pattern are different from the other verbs, and the only relevant form would be 
wākä[t], which could also be read wākä[s], i.e. pret.act.3sg. (cf. Peyrot 2013: 813₇₉₂). 
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The difference between the formation of the middle-intransitive and active-
transitive function of these verbs is not limited to the preterite. In Tocharian A, 
there are distinct stem formations for the middle-intransitive and active-
transitive throughout some paradigms (cf. Peyrot 2013: 763f.): e.g., √näk ‘perish’ 
in the middle has present class 10 |näk‑näṣä/sa‑| (näknäṣtär, nkäṃsantär), 
subjunctive class 3 |näk‑a‑| (nkatär, nkantr‑äṃ) and the asigmatic preterite 
|nak‑| (nakät) vs. the active ‘destroy’ with present class 8 |näk‑ṣä/sa‑| (nkäṣ, 
näkseñc), subjunctive class 1 |nak‑| (2sg. nakät) and preterite class 3 |ñak(‑sā)‑| 
(ñakäs, ñakär). The same pattern is attested for √täm, √päk and √tsäk, although 
not all stems of the active-transitive are attested. In Tocharian B, both the 
middle and active are formed from the same averbo in the present and preterite, 
viz. the same as the Tocharian A active-transitive/s-transitive verb: TB 
pres.[8]act. nakṣäṃ, mid. nakṣtär, pret.[3]act. neksa, mid. neksate. The 
subjunctive, however, reflects the split in Tocharian A with subj.[1]act. neku, 
subj.[3]mid. nketär. The subjunctive split between active subjunctive class 1+2 
and middle subjunctive class 3 is, however, a general feature of the s-averbo.  

Further, there are no Tocharian B middles of preterite class 3 functioning as 
oppositional intransitives that show the archaic zero grade, only e-grade like the 
active. The Tocharian B system creates oppositional intransitives by a 
transparent middle formed from the active, which must be a secondary 
replacement of the system in Tocharian A, which seems to present a picture of 
an intransitive base verb with an oppositional s-transitive (cf. K.T. Schmidt 1974: 
62₂; Ringe 1990: 214; Hackstein 1995: 85–91; Jasanoff 2003: 180; Villanueva 
Svensson 2006: 310). Since we are generally dealing with a dichotomy between 
subjunctive class 1/2 in the active vs. class 3 in the middle in the s-transitives, it 
is only the present class distinction which stands out. Given the secondary 
nature of present class 10, it is not unthinkable that it was an innovation to the 
stand-out middle-intransitive paradigm opposing a more original present class 
8 active. 

 

Origins 

Although the Tocharian B sigmatic middles to the verbs in question are surely 
secondary, the origin of the surely more original Tocharian A asigmatic middles 
is debated. The general characteristics of the type may be summarized as 
follows: the formation has consistent a-grade (PT *e-grade), non-a-character 
and unsuffixed stems appearing in the middle with intransitive function in 
opposition to transitives expressed by preterite class 3.  

Due to these characteristics and the connection to active preterite class 3, 
various hypotheses have sought to explain this formation. Depending on one’s 
theory, weight has been put on the TA vocalism either with or without 
palatalization, on the synchronically asigmatic nature of the forms or on their 
association with sigmatic actives, on the intransitive function as a point in itself 
or on it being a result of their medial inflection. 
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The asigmatic middles are most commonly derived from Proto-Indo-European 
root-aorist middles (TEB: 247; Ringe 1990: 215f.; Villanueva Svensson 2006: 310f.; 
Kim 2007a: 192; Malzahn 2010: 113–117). This is a direct transposition of the 
asigmatic root preterites back to a Proto-Indo-European asigmatic root stem. It 
would also be a parallel of Greek pairs such as ἔφϑιτο ‘perished’ : ἔφϑεισα 
‘destroyed’ (cf. §2.4.1.3). However, root-aorist middles are securely 
reconstructed with a zero grade, but the Tocharian A a-vocalism can only 
directly reflect PIE *o‑ or *ē-vocalism, unless it is unoriginal. The general non-
palatalization, especially as opposed to the palatalized actives, would suggest 
*o-vocalism.  

Peters (2004: 440f.) attempted to derive the TA vocalism from the zero-
graded root aorist middle by positing an ad hoc “Lautwandel von vortonigem 
*‑ä‑ zu *‑æ‑ in maximaler Akzentferne” in pre-Proto-Tocharian. Since there is 
no support for such a sound law elsewhere, it is not very credible.  

Ringe (1990: 215), who wanted to derive preterite class 3 entirely from the s-
aorist in *‑ē‑ (i.e. with regular palatalization), supposed that the vocalism in the 
unrelated intransitive-middle (root aorist) was taken over from the oppositional 
transitive-active (s-aorist) but without the palatalization which was already 
being ousted in Proto-Tocharian.  

Supporters of the merger theory have more obvious reasons to assume 
analogical takeover of an *o-vocalism from the perfect, although it is still 
awkward that the specific verbs show palatalized actives (TA ñakäs), i.e. they do 
not reflect perfects, and the perfect was almost certainly not able to form 
middles.134 TEB (247) assumed that the transitive-active forms of these verbs 
originally derived from PIE perfects which lent their vocalism to the 
oppositional intransitive-middles only to later introduce palatalization 
secondarily in the transitive-active. Such a model is not attractive. Malzahn 
(2010: 116f., building on Winter 1994: 291–293) also presupposed that the 
vocalism was introduced analogically from the (unrelated) preterite class 3. The 
perfect had *ó~*∅ ablaut between singular and plural in the active, while the s-
aorist ostensibly had generalized *ḗ-vocalism throughout the active (as in Indo-
Iranian), after which the perfect-derived forms also introduced *o-vocalism 
throughout its active. Once the plural, which otherwise had the same ablaut 
grade (viz. weak) as the middle, had introduced PT *e-vocalism in the entire 
preterite class 3, any other synchronically associated forms could introduce the 
same vocalism as its “weak” stem, which is what supposedly happened in the 
group of oppositional middles in Tocharian A, although they had a different 
origin from preterite class 3. 

 
Watkins (1962: 72–74) proposed an origin from Proto-Indo-European “*to-
participles” with nakät/pakät/tsakät < “*nek‑to-/*pekʷ‑to‑/*dʰegʷʰ‑to‑,” 
respectively. There are many obvious problems with this explanation, First of 
all, the (irregular) *e-grade in Watkins’ reconstructions would not have given 

 
134 Renou 1925: 103–184; Chantraine 1926: 21f.; Szemerényi 1996: 289. 
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the attested forms: we should have seen TA **ñkät/**pkät/**śkät. The expected 
zero grade would also not have given the attested forms but rather 
**nkät/**pkät/**tskät. Second, there is no trace of the “*to-participle” anywhere 
else in Tocharian, and an assumption of survival only in this group is not 
attractive. Third, this would require one to assume that the 3pl. forms in ‑änt 
were entirely unoriginal and late, analogical creations to the 3sg. form, which in 
turn only became that secondarily by reanalysis from the original 
participial/adjectival form. The scenario is not impossible but has no appeal 
over other, simpler theories. 
 
In a more straightforward approach, Jasanoff (1988a: 65, 1998: 310, 2003: 180, 
194f., 2008: 157, 2019a: 32f.) simply transposes the asigmatic middles back to the 
Proto-Indo-European “pre-sigmatic” paradigm only with very few changes, and 
they thus belong to the *h₂e-inflected precursor of the s-aorist. Since the 
Tocharian A forms reflect unpalatalizing PT *e-grade, Jasanoff assumes that they 
had original *o-grade, thus *nóḱ‑to, *dʰógʷʰ‑to, etc. This type was then 
secondarily sigmatized in Tocharian B but retained the vocalism.  

As appealing as this explanation might seem, it should not be forgotten that 
it is a transposition and the argument is therefore circular and cannot be truly 
refuted or confirmed as such. It hinges on one’s larger views on the Indo-
European verbal system. Since I do not operate with Jasanoff’s *h₂e-conjugation 
theory (cf. Søborg 2015: 95–103), I cannot follow the structural arguments for this 
transposition to reflect a true proto-stage. It is clear that such an origin would 
be able to explain the phonology of these middles, but I believe that the ḫi-
conjugation derives from the perfect (in a slightly different shape, cf. Søborg 
2015), and I do not believe that the perfect had a middle. Jasanoff’s 
reconstruction is therefore entirely dependent on a theoretical system which 
differs from the traditional reconstruction of the verbal system and from my 
own.  
 
Kortlandt (1994: 63) regards the asigmatic forms as archaic versions of preterite 
class 3 middle, which he derives from the s-aorist. He supposes that the forms in 
question saw loss of interconsonantal *‑s‑ with analogical take-over of the 
lengthened grade from the active, TA lyokät < *lēu̯ksto with retention of 
palatalization. The rest of the forms lost palatalization “according to 
transitiveness,” giving the oppositional system of palatalized actives vs. 
unpalatalized middles with the same vocalism. This would be in conflict with 
TB lauksāte (cf. supra), if one were to deduce that non-palatalization were the 
archaic state of affairs. This is not an insurmountable obstacle, however. It 
follows that the “normal” middle forms in *‑sa- found in both languages must 
have had this element introduced analogically from the pret.act.3sg., 
representing a variant already in place by Proto-Tocharian.  

This theory hinges on a series of forms and analogies which are at least 
questionable. First of all, the s-aorist clearly did not have *ḗ-grade in its middle 
or weak stem (cf. supra), so the vocalism would have to be analogical from the 
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active anyway. Secondly, it is almost deceptive to use lyokät and √*ləwk as proof 
of an originally palatalizing vocalism, since this verb in particular (and verbs in 
‑l‑ more generally) tended to be secondarily palatalized, cf. also the TB zero-
graded pret.mid.1pl. lyuksamnte and pret.ptc. lyelyūku, two formations which 
are clearly secondarily palatalized. It is therefore not likely that the forms go 
back to *ḗ-graded s-aorist middles. 
 
Adams (1994: 22f.) instead connects the Tocharian A asigmatic middles to the 
Vedic aorist passive, which shows a strong stem in PIE *‑o- along with endings 
which could go back to the middle (cf. ástāvi to √stu, ábodhi to √budh). The 
Tocharian A middles reflect the “innovative” middle-ending allomorphs 
*‑to/*‑nto, while the Vedic aorist passive reflects the more archaic allomorphs 
*‑o135/*‑ro. The Vedic type shows apparent *ó~∅-ablaut with a zero-graded 3pl. 
(ábudhran). The non-ablauting formation in Tocharian A could easily have 
been levelled out in favour of the strong stem, so this is indeed a good 
comparandum. The only apparent weakness is the comparative peculiarity of 
the aorist passive with no apparent cognates elsewhere in the family, which 
makes the connection a bit more insecure. Nevertheless, there can be little 
doubt that the aorist passive is archaic, and it would therefore not be surprising 
if the only remnant were found in an outlier form such as the asigmatic middles. 

 
The asigmatic middles thus cannot, in my view, directly reflect a well-founded 
Proto-Indo-European/Proto-Indo-Tocharian formation without having to 
change our reconstruction based on this formation or assuming analogy at one 
or more stages. 

Given the different stem pattern for several of these verbs in this middle-
intransitive function as opposed to the active-transitive s-averbo, I think it most 
likely that they reflect different formations. There are two probable candidates 
for an origin: the root aorist middle, in which case the connection to the s-
preterite would be parallel with the Greek ἔφϑιτο : ἔφϑεισα opposition; or a 
common origin with the Vedic aorist passive, which fits better with the vocalism 
in Tocharian. However, the vocalism could have been taken over from the 
oppositional s-preterite, and since the opposition would still have been marked 
by palatalization, the morphological distinction would have stayed intact.  

It is therefore hard to decide between the two possibilities. Since this point 
has no implication for the Indo-European s-formations, I will afford myself the 
luxury of not making up my mind on the matter, although the “aorist passive” 
connection would arguably be simpler to explain phonologically while having 
the same functional strengths as the root aorist middle.  

Since the s-preterite is established as an oppositional transitive in 
Tocharian, I consider it very likely that an archaic intransitive aorist middle was 
kept as “oppositional intransitives” in a limited set of verbs, whether it be the 
root aorist or the “aorist passive” (which really is an intransitive-stative aorist). 

 
135 If, indeed, Ved. ‑i could have come about by analogy from expected **‑a < *‑o. 
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This indicates that the s-aorist was productive as an oppositional transitive in 
Proto-Indo-Tocharian is uncertain but in my view likely, at least when the root 
had intransitive semantics. If it was not, the building blocks must have lied 
ready, with the transitive-factitive function of the s-aorist being an obvious 
candidate to productively create oppositional transitives to intransitive (root) 
aorists. 

In any case, the connection with the s-preterite is therefore merely one by 
oppositional association, and I think that the asigmatic middles were also 
asigmatic originally. Only in Tocharian did the strong association with the s-
preterite force some of these archaic middles into its paradigm by transforming 
them into ‑sa-middles.  
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H ANATOLIAN IMPERFECTIVES IN *‑SS(O)‑ 

H.1 Hittite 
The Hittite suffix ‑šš(a)‑i functions as one of three possible suffixes which a verb 
can take to form its imperfective, in allomorphic, complementary distribution 
with the suffixes ‑anna/i‑i and the hyper-productive ‑ške/a‑zi (as seen by 
Melchert 1998b: 414). Previously, more narrow functions had been claimed, such 
as ‘intensive’ (Goetze 1928: 105), ‘durative’ (Kronasser 1966: 549), ‘iterative’ 
(Friedrich 1960: 75) or ‘verbal plurality’ (Dressler 1968: 211–213).  

The suffix ‑šš(a)‑i is only used with four verbs and is clearly unproductive. 
The verbs in question (with number of attestations of both imperfective and 
base verb) are:  

¨ ḫalzišš(a)‑i ← ḫalzai‑i/ḫalzi- ‘call’ 
¨ īšš(a)‑i ← iye/a‑zi ‘do’ 
¨ šišš(a)‑i ← šai‑i/ši- ‘press; seal’ 
¨ warrišš(a)‑i ← warrāe‑zi (3×, all NH) ‘help’, 136  probably from 

earlier *warrai‑i/warri‑ or *wă̄rri‑i/ŭ̄rri‑(?), to which ūrrier 
‘helped(?)’ (KBo 3.60 ii.7, OH/NS) is normally taken as a variant 
(e.g., Melchert 1994: 78, 1998b: 415f.; HEG 4: 87; pace 
Kloekhorst 2008: 927, 962f.) 

All verbs have a stem in ⁰i ̄š̆š(a)‑. Since two verbs have an attested base verb in 
⁰i- and warrišš(a)- probably did, too, it is most likely that īšš(a)‑ was derived 
from the root instead of the thematic stem iye/a‑, or that the thematic suffix 
somehow disappeared. Since the verbs more or less have weak stems in ⁰i-, the 
suffix is nowadays analyzed as ‑šš(a)-, not ×‑išš(a)‑. 
 
There is an unequal distribution in attested forms, with the two former ‑šš(a)-
verbs being abundantly attested, while the latter two are relatively infrequent. 
Three of the verbs have a more abundantly attested base verb, while that of 
warrišš(a)‑i is very rare. Kloekhorst (2008: 962f.) even claims that the base verb 
is unattested, regarding warrāe‑zi as an independent derivation from the 
adjective warri- ‘helpful’, but this is reductive, since it is not much different than 
deriving īšš(a)‑i from iye/a‑zi. Furthermore, warrāe‑zi, which is only attested in 
NH texts, is likely to have been innovated from an earlier stem *warri‑ (cf. 
supra). 

 
Although šišš(a)‑i is traditionally analyzed with this suffix, it could also be 
analyzed as a reduplicated derivative of šai‑i/ši- like šišḫ(a)‑i ‘bind’ ← išḫai‑i/išḫi‑, 
titta/i‑i ‘install’ ← dai‑i/ti- ‘put’. If so, we would have expected inflection 
according to the mēma/i-class (like titta/i‑i), but that class generally tended to 
merge with the tarn(a)-class (cf. Kloekhorst 2008: 140f.). Such a complete 

 
136 Cf. HEG 4: 313f. Starke (1990: 155f.) suggests a Luwian origin. 
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migration is already assumed for šišḫ(a)‑i, so the morphological identity of 
šišš(a)‑i is at least ambiguous. 
 
A potential fifth verb, with an apparent stem mišša- appears in contexts which 
clearly support a meaning and derivation from mai‑i/mi‑ ‘grow’, and it could 
reflect the ‑šš(a)-imperfective to this verb (e.g., HW¹: 141; Kronasser 1966: 541; 
Kassian & Yakubovich 2007: 450). The supposed stem appears in the following 
forms: 

¨ a pres.act.3sg. is purported by Dardano (apud Daues 2010: 14₆) 
in KBo 11.1 obv.26 (NH): kuitman⸗ma KUR‑e ašešanuškemi 
kuitman⸗at meš!‑ša‑a‑i ‘And while I am settling the land (and) 
while it prospers(?)…’. The passage could make sense, but 
more importantly it would be the best proof of a stem mišš(a)‑i 
with its ‑āi-ending. The reading is, however, highly insecure, 
since the sign used is rather ⟨KUR⟩, and we should therefore 
read kur‑ša‑a‑i, although the exact interpretation is uncertain; 
this kuršāi is usually connected to kuerš‑zi/kurš-, i.e. ‘cut it (the 
land) off!’ (cf. §4.2.1.8) 

¨ iptv.act.3sg. (2×): mi‑iš‑ša‑du in KBo 17.105 iii.34 (MH/MS), in 
an unclear passage,137 and mi‑e‑eš‑ša‑d[u] in KUB 24.2 obv.16 
(NH); the latter attestation, however, is spelled mi‑e‑eš‑du in 
the duplicate KUB 24.1 iv.15, rather pointing to the stem 
miēšš‑zi 

¨ pres.act.3pl. in KUB 16.76:11 (NS): [m]ān kēdani MU‑ti ḫalkiuš 
mi‑eš‑ša‑an‑zi ‘If the grain will grow this year…’; reading and 
meaning clear, but form could be from already attested 
miēšš‑zi 

In the end, there is no proof for an actual stem mišš(a)‑i, and we are rather 
dealing with miēšš‑zi, the ‑ēšš-fientive to mai‑i/mi- (cf. Pisaniello 2020: 239–242), 
cf., e.g., pres.act.3sg. miēšzi. 

 
Some scholars have sought to identify other Hittite verbs in ‑šš(a)‑, although 
these analyses are abandoned today. Most notably, forms of ēd‑zi/ad‑ ‘eat’ 
written e‑ez‑za⁰~ez‑za‑⁰~e‑za⁰~e‑ez‑za‑aš‑⁰ or az‑za⁰~az‑za‑aš⁰ (e.g., 
pres.act.2sg. [e‑ez‑za‑a]š‑ši (OH/NS) vs. e‑ez‑ši (OS); pret.act.3sg. e‑ez‑za‑aš‑ta 
(MH/MS), e‑ez‑za‑aš (NS), e‑ez‑za‑a‑aš (MH/NS) vs. e‑ez‑ta (MH/MS, OH/NS)) 
and their Luwian equivalents (cf. CLuw. pret.act.2/3sg. az‑za‑aš‑ta) could be 
taken to reflect a ed‑sa‑~ad‑sa‑, the ‑šš(a)-imperfective of ēd‑zi/ad- (e.g., 
Hawkins, Morpurgo Davies & Neumann 1974: 185; HED 2: 320). Naturally, these 
spellings only reflect the allomorphs of ēd‑zi/ad- in front of a dental stop or *‑s-, 

 
137  Bawanypeck (2005: 94) even reads za‑al‑li‑mi‑iš‑ša‑du with the previous word za‑al‑li (remarkably 

followed by HEG 4: 633), but no stem zallimišša- is attested anywhere else, nor would it be decipherable. 
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and the ‑a- in the apparent second syllable must be dead, i.e. /éts(s)‑/~/ats(s)‑/ 
(cf. Starke 1985: 250; Kloekhorst 2008: 262). 
 
The ‑i ̄‑̆ which appears in front of the suffix is consistently spelled with i-signs in 
Old and Middle Script manuscripts, while it is often spelled with e-signs in New 
Script manuscripts: e.g., pres.act.3sg. of īšš(a)- spelled i‑iš‑ša‑i (OS: 2×), iš‑ša‑i 
(MS: 3×, NS: 5×), iš‑ša‑a‑i (KUB 19.43a iii.19: NH), e‑eš‑ša‑i (NS: 13×), e‑eš‑ša‑a‑i 
(KBo 6.4 iv.13: OH/NS). There is therefore little doubt that the original vowel 
before the suffix was ‑i‑, and the spellings with the otherwise unambiguous e-
signs can be attibuted to the Neo-Hittite lowering of i > e /_š (cf. Melchert 1984: 
154; Kloekhorst 2008: 92f.). 
 
The inflection of the suffix mostly follows that of the tarn(a)-class, i.e. with a 
strong stem in ‑šša‑ vs. a weak stem in ‑šš‑ without the final vowel. The latter is 
proven by forms like pres.act.2pl. i‑iš‑te‑e‑ni (KBo 22.1 rev.27, OS), i‑iš‑te‑ni‑i (KBo 
22.1 rev.36, OS) opposing later forms like iš‑ša‑at‑te‑ni (KBo 5.3 iv.29, NH), 
e‑eš‑ša‑at‑te‑ni (KUB 13.4 i.47+ii.55, OH/NS) with generalization of the strong 
stem. The 1pl., which should have had endings in ‑um(m)en(i) like 
tarnum(m)ēn̆i, tarnum(m)en < *tr̥k‑n‑h₃‑u̯én+i, only shows ‑wen(i): iš‑šu‑ú‑e‑ni 
(MH/NS 2×), e‑eš‑šu‑u‑e‑ni (KUB 30.27 rev.1, OH/NS). The other w-initial suffixes 
(infinite formations), however, show a more diverse picture: here, we se ‑um‑ in 
vn. e‑eš‑šu‑mar (KBo 1.35:14, NS) opposing ‑w‑ in sup. i‑iš‑šu‑wa‑an (2×, 
OS+OH/NS), e‑eš‑šu‑wa‑an (2×, NS). Only ēššumar shows the expected 
development, although its late date could point to a secondary creation. 

The sequence ‑C‑umV‑ for *‑C+‑u̯V‑ in the tarn(a)‑class (and the dā‑i/d‑class) 
is the result of a sound change in which an epenthetic vowel close to the glide 
arose in the position of the laryngeal: PIE *‑CH‑u̯V‑ > PA *‑Cuu̯V‑ > Hi. /‑ComV‑/, 
cf. pres.act.1pl. tumēni < *dh₃‑u̯én+i, inf. pát‑tu‑u‑ma‑an‑zi < *bʰdʰh₂‑u̯én‑ti, 
mid.2pl. ‑ttum(m)a⁰ < *‑dʰh₂u̯o⁰ (cf. Luw. ‑dduwa⁰). 138  However, since many 
other tarn(a)-verbs also fail to show the expected outcome (e.g., vn. malluwar 
to mall(a)‑i < √*melh₂, inf. ḫarruwanzi to ḫarr(a)‑i < √*h₂erh₃), it would be 
unsurprising if the expected ‑um-forms were simply replaced with the regular 
‑w-allomorphs analogically. In any case, ēššumar might really be archaic, 
although it cannot be assured. 

This characteristic of the tarn(a)-class normally informs us that we are 
dealing with a stem-final laryngeal. If the attestation of ‑šš‑um‑ for the suffix + 
*u̯-initial suffixes/endings had been more consistent, we would have to assume 
a final laryngeal in ‑šš(a)‑, too. Nevertheless, since more forms have /‑u̯‑/, one 
could argue that there was no laryngeal originally, and that the tarn(a)-class 
inflection might be secondary to some extent. This could be only supported by 
a strong etymology, however. 

The pret.act.2/3sg. consistently shows a desinence ‑i/ešši/ešta for expected 
*‑i/eššatta, *‑i/eššaš: cf. 2sg. ḫal‑zi‑iš‑ši‑iš‑ta (KBo 16.1 ii.11, NH), wa‑ar‑ri‑iš‑ši‑iš‑ta 

 
138 Kloekhorst 2008: 94. 
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(KUB 31.47 obv.13, NH); 3sg. ḫal‑ze‑eš‑še‑eš‑ta (KBo 3.4+ ii.12, NH), iš‑ši‑iš‑ta (5×, 
OH/MS+), e‑eš‑še‑eš‑ta (5×, MH/NS+), e‑še‑eš‑ta (2×, NS), e‑eš‑še‑iš‑ta (2×, 
MH/NS), e‑eš‑ši‑eš‑ta (4×, NH), e‑eš‑ši‑iš‑ta (2×, MH/NS+), wa‑ar‑ri‑iš‑ši‑iš‑ta 
(KBo 6.29 + KUB 21.12 ii.11, NH), wa‑ar‑re‑eš‑še‑eš‑ta (4×, NH). The earliest 
attested forms are MS, and since the same ending ‑i/ešta creeps into other 
tarn(a)-class verbs from the MH and especially in the NH period, there is 
nothing particularly indicative in this observation: cf. pret.3sg. tar‑na‑aš (OS) → 
tar‑ni‑eš‑ta (KUB 13.34 iv.14, NS), tar‑ni‑iš‑ta (KUB 1.1+ iv.49, NH). The desinence 
seems to have spread from the mēma/i-class which the tarn(a)-class had a 
tendency to merge with. 
 
Daues (2012) argues that ‑šš(a)‑ has a “low degree of object affectedness,” but 
this is primarily argued from the use of the two commonly attested verbs, 
ḫalzišš(a)‑i and īšš(a)‑i and their base verbs. She observes that both verbs can be 
used in “double-accusative constructions” (here meaning involving object + 
predicate of the object), i.e. ‘call X Y’ and ‘make X into Y’. While ḫalzišš(a)‑i is 
attested often in this use, īšš(a)‑i is only rarely so, and Daues reasons that this is 
due to the lesser degree of “object affectedness” in a meaning like ‘call X Y’ as 
opposed to the more transformative action of ‘make X into Y’. This argument is 
hardly the only possible analysis, however. Since calling someone by a certain 
name is more often used habitual action, it is hardly surprising that this action 
is more common in an imperfective-marked verb. On the other hand, the action 
of turning something into something else is a transformative event which 
involves a change of state and can only reasonably happen once, unless used in 
a distributive sense of many individual objects; therefore, it is just as 
unsurprising that this notion is mostly described with the base verb and not a 
stem explicitly marked for imperfective aspect. 

H.2 Luwian 
The corresponding suffix in Luwian is /‑(s)sa‑/, which is much more common 
than in Hittite. The suffix takes the ḫi-desinence ‑(a)i in the pres.act.3sg., 
solidifying its status as ḫi-conjugated for Proto-Anatolian. Pisaniello (2020: 56) 
counts 41 Luwian verbs with this suffix, e.g., CLuw. arpaša‑i ‘be confounded’ ← 
arpa‑ c. ‘confusion’ (cf. HED 1: 168; Melchert 1993: 31) with pres.act.3sg. 
ar‑pa‑ša‑a‑i (KUB 5.1 iii.33), pret.act.3sg. ar‑pa‑ša‑at‑ta (KBo 3.6 i.30). This list is 
quite impressive and most certainly proves the productivity and existence of the 
suffix in Luwian.  

Nevertheless, a few of the verbs are not entirely credible: e.g., “CLuw.” 
ḫapallaša- ‘injure’, which only occurs in Hi. pres.act.3sg. ḫapallašaezzi (KBo 6.4 
i.22, OH/NS). Although a Luwian origin or identity is possible, it cannot be 
demonstrated with certainty. Furthermore, the mi-conjugation does not 
promote its ‑šša-status (of course, it does not exclude it either).  

It is clear that /‑(s)sa‑/ was more productive in Luwian than in Hittite, and 
the suffix could be attached to already derived verbal stems: e.g., CLuw. 
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ḫalalannušša‑i ‘purify’ ← a causative *ḫalalannu- ← ḫalāl(i)- adj. ‘pure’ (⇐ 
Aram./NWSem. ḥalāl ‘allowed’); and CLuw. pipišša‑i, HLuw. pipasa-i/pipisa-i 
‘give’ ← a reduplicated *pipi(ya)-i (cf. Lyc. pibije-) from pīya-i ‘give’. 

Although a clear distribution does not appear, it is clear that the suffix ‑(š)ša‑ 
was productive and it is very likely that it functioned as an imperfective 
derivative available to certain verbs in the same vein as the Hittite imperfective 
system. 
 

H.3 Palaic 
Palaic also attests a couple of verbs with a suffix ‑(š)ša-, which is almost 
assuredly the equivalent of the Hittite and Luwian suffixes:  

¨ Pal. marišša- ‘crush?, dismember?’: pres.act.3sg. ma‑ri‑iš‑ši 
(KUB 35.165 rev.9, MS) with apparent ḫi-ending vs. mi-
conjugated ma‑re‑eš‑š[a‑t]i in a different copy (KUB 32.17 
obv.15, MS) of the same text (CTH 751.1); analyzed as the 
‑šš(a)‑suffixed derivation of the equivalent of Hi. 
marriye/a‑tta(ri)/zi~marra‑tta(ri) ‘dissolve, melt (down)’ and 
further to Ved. mr̥ṇá̄ti < PIE √*merh₂ ‘crush’ (cf. 
Kammenhuber 1955: 367f., 1959: 23; Carruba 1970: 64), 
although this is insecure, especially given the difference in 
gemination of ‑r- in Hittite and Palaic (on the Hittite verb, cf. 
Oettinger 1979: 279–281; Kloekhorst 2008: 558) 

¨ Pal. pīša‑ ‘give’: iptv.act.2sg. pí‑i‑ša (10× in KUB 35.165, MS), 
one of the most abundantly attested verbal forms in the 
language; cognate to Luw. /pissa‑/ and reduplicated /pibissa‑/, 
corroborating a Proto-Anatolian *‑ss(o)-formation *biss(o)‑i 
to PA *bói(̯h₁)‑~*bi(h₁)- ‘give’139 

Although the exact lexical identification of the former is uncertain, given the 
limited corpus, it would not have been surprising if none were attested. The 
Palaic attestations confirm the reconstruction of the suffix back to Proto-
Anatolian without adding further information. 

 

H.4 Lycian 
Laroche (1958: 196) assumed that the Lycian s-suffix was cognate with Luw. 
‑(š)ša‑, and there are common traits. The s-suffix is found with five verbs in 

 
139 In my view, the lenis of the root syllable in the reduplicated formations and in the Lyc. PN Natr‑bbijẽmi 

= Gk. Ἀπολλό‑δοτον (N320.4) – with ‑bbijẽmi reflecting Gk. ‑δοτο- ‘given’ – demand a root-initial lenis stop. 
PA *bói(̯h₁)-/*bi(h₁)‑ is the perfect/stative of PIE √*bʰei(̯h₁/₃) ‘give, pay?’, to TB pito ‘price’ with the 
etymology of Jasanoff (2003: 94), although with a different root structure than Jasanoff’s √*bʰie̯H (cf. 
Søborg 2015: 159). Thus contra the standard etymology (e.g., Petersen 1933: 32; Eichner 1975: 92f.; Melchert 
1984: 162) and Kloekhorst (2006a). 
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Lycian, mostly added to root stems, but seemingly without any difference in 
meaning: e.g., Lyc. tas‑tti and ta‑di ‘put’, χis‑tti and χi‑ti ‘perform animal sacrifice’ 
(Serangeli 2018: 319f.; Billing 2019: 56). The limited attestation of these verbs do 
not show a discernable function of this suffix, but one could easily expect 
imperfective function in line with the derivative imperfectives in Hittite and 
Luwian. The pres.act.3sg. is the geminated, unlenited version of the mi-ending: 
‑tti < *‑ti /C_ (cf. Van den Hout 1995: 128). Only few Lycian ḫi-verbs have retained 
their pres.3sg. in ‑e, while others have adopted the unlenited mi-variant ‑(t)ti (cf. 
Vernet 2018: 366), so the mi-ending does not necessarily contradict this theory. 

Nevertheless, it is now universally agreed that the s-suffix is rather a 
continuation of the suffix *‑sḱe/o- through PLwc. *‑(c)cə‑ti (cf. Luw. ‑(z)za‑), 
which is much more straightforward phonologically (cf. Melchert 2012: 208). A 
derivation from *‑sḱe/o- also likely works better with the seeming zero-grade 
derivative base in some verbs: cf. Lyc. qas‑tti ‘punish’ < *gʷʰn̥‑sḱé/ó- vs. qã-ti ‘id.’ < 
*gʷʰén- (with q- /kʷ-/ generalized from the zero-graded weak stem, cf. 
Kloekhorst 2013a), which would suggest that this s-stem is a primary formation 
(cf. Serangeli 2018: 319). 

 
Billing (2019: 115) speculates that the suffix might be continued in Lyc. puh‑tti ‘?’ 
(pres.act.3sg. puhtti 3×) which is otherwise unexplained and has no etymology 
(cf. Melchert 2004: 53; Neumann 2007: 290). This verb could, then, be a 
derivative of Lyc. pu‑di ‘inscribe, write; carve’140 with a suffix ‑h- which would be 
the expected outcome of PA/PLwc. *‑ss- (Kloekhorst 2009b: 124, 2013b: 138).141 
The mi-inflection instead of ḫi-inflection is unproblematic, even if one would 
have expected **puheti ← *puhe, parallel to pres.act.3sg. Lyc.+Mil. pijeti ← *pije 
(≈ HLuw. piyai; the Luwic stem was generalized from the 3pl. corresponding of 
Hi. piyanzi, cf. Hajnal 1995: 120). However, there are only a couple of ḫi-verbs left 
in Lycian, and not all those transferred to mi-inflection show ‑eti ← *‑e (cf. Lyc. 
hadi ‘releases’ : CLuw. šāi ‘id.’, if both from pf. *sóh₁‑e+i, but Lyc. hadi could also 
reflect root-ipf./aor. *séh₁‑ti), so one could still assume a ḫi-origin for puh‑tti. 

Lyc. pu‑di is clearly connected to the similar and synonymous verb (p)puwe-
di ‘inscribe, write; carve’, 142  whose meaning is proven by the “translation” of 
ppuweti (N320.23) by Gk. ἐγγέγραπται (N320G.21). Lycian thus shows at least 
two pu-verbs with the meaning ‘inscribe’.  

Both of these pu-verbs have clear potential cognates in the other Luwic 
languages.143 Corresponding to pu‑di, we find Mil. iptv.act.3sg/pl. putu ‘let him 
inscribe/carve/adjoin(?)’ (cf. Shevoroshkin 2002: 140) and HLuw. 

 
140 Pret.act.3sg. pude (N324.3), pudẽ (2×); pret.act.3pl. puñtẽ (TL114.2). 
141 Compare Lyc. mahana-/mahã-/mãhã-/muhã- ‘god’ to Luw. /massan(i)‑/, Mil. masa- < PLwc. *massan-. 
142 Pres.act.3pl. ppuwẽti (3×), ppuweti (N320.23), puweti (TL44c.9-10) 
143 Morpurgo Davies (1980: 102₂₃) suggested that HLuw. pupala/i‑ti should be read ‘write, inscribe’ like the 

Lycian pu-verbs, thus belonging to the word family. However, Hawkins (2000: 542) noted the use of this 
verb with the determinative ⟨LOQUI⟩ and instead read the verb as ‘answer’. This has been seriously 
questioned by Giusfredi (2009: 64f.) who maintains the meaning ‘write’. The verb may thus be related, 
but will be left out here. 
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(VIA.PUGNUS)pu‑di,144 which was previously translated as ‘write, inscribe’ after 
the Lycian verb (Hawkins 2000: 482f.), but Melchert (2016a: 207–209) has now 
demonstrated that the meaning is rather ‘hold; take, grasp’.  

Directly comparable with Lyc. (p)puwe‑di, we find CLuw. pūwā(i)‑di ‘pound; 
crush’145 (cf. Starke 1990: 378; Giusfredi 2009) ⇒ Luwoid Hi. pūwae‑zi ‘id.’, whose 
meaning is demonstrated by the “translation” of puwāti (KUB 37.1 i.16) by Akk. 
taḫaššal ‘you pound’ (CHD P: 368; difference in person due to general 
instruction) and by its use in the preparation of medicine, food or minerals. 
Melchert (2016a: 209f.), nevertheless, separates pu‑u‑wa‑an‑du (KBo 32.8+5 
iv.23) as meaning ‘take, hold’ like HLuw. VIA.PUGNUS)pu‑di, supported by its 
occurrence with šarra like the HLuw. verb does with SUPER+ra/i~SUPER‑i 
/sarri/ three times with a meaning ‘hold/take up’. This reading seems preferable. 
Whether this means that we should read the verb pū- or pūwa‑ is unclear. 

An obvious derivative to these Luwian verbs is the Hittite Glossenkeilwort 
puššāe‑zzi ‘chop up, crush’ ⇐ Luw. *pussa‑i (cf. Kronasser 1966: 474, 555; Oettinger 
1979: 37; CHD P: 398f.; HEG 2: 671f.), which also appears in reduplicated form in 
Luwoid-Hi./CLuw. pres.mid.3sg. pu‑up‑pu‑uš‑ša‑at‑ta‑ri ‘is crushed/ground’ 
(KUB 8.38 ii.13, NH), followed by namma⸗an⸗kan pu‑u‑wa‑a‑ez‑zi ‘and then (s)he 
crushes/grinds it (again)’ shortly after in the same text (cf. CHD P: 382). This is 
most straightforwardly analyzed as a ‑šša-imperfective derived from Luw. /pŭ̄‑/, 
less likely from /pŭ̄wă̄-/. Thus, Lyc. puh‑tti could be directly cognate with CLuw. 
(*)pušša-/puppuša‑, which only supports the analysis further. At the same time, 
it is now clear that both Luwian pu-verbs carry the different meanings ‘take, 
grasp’, ‘hold’ and ‘pound, crash’. 

These verbs could clearly go back to three Proto-Luwic stems *pŭ̄‑di, *puu̯ə‑di 
and *pussə‑i, the latter of which most straightforwardly would reflect the *‑ss(o)-
imperfective of *pŭ̄‑di. All verbs should probably go back to the same root, but 
the disparate meanings could be an obstacle. The verbs have traditionally been 
connected to Gk. παίω ‘strike’, La. pavīre ‘beat’ (Neumann 1967: 32), 
reconstructed as PIE √*pie̯h₂ (Hackstein 1992; LIV: 481), √*peh₂u̯/√*ph₂eu̯ (Van 
de Laar 2000: 238; Kloekhorst 2008: 685) or √*p(i)̯eh₂u̯ (Giusfredi 2009: 62f.₇). 
Melchert (2016a: 206–211) instead derives the Luwian verbs from a PIE √*peu̯g 
‘grasp (with a fist); pound (with a fist)’ also in La. pugnus ‘fist’, Gk. πύγµη ‘fist, 
fist fight’. 146  This relation to the fist arguably explains the Luwian meanings 
better, especially ‘take, grasp’ and ‘hold’. Melchert (2016a: 211₃₅) remains 
agnostic whether the Lycian pu-verbs are related or not in light of the different 
meaning. The meaning ‘write’ in Lycian could, however, reflect a semantic 

 
144Pret.act.3sg. pu‑tà (3×), one of which (ARSUZ 1 §20) is replicated by VIA.PUGNUS‑tà in the “duplicate” 

(ARSUZ 2 §20), cf. Dinçol et al. 2015: 64; pres.act.2sg. (VIA.PUGNUS)pu‑si (MARAŞ 14 §9); iptv.act.3sg. 
pu‑tu (KARABURUN §13). 

145 Pres.act.3sg. pu‑wa‑a‑ti (KUB 37.1 i.16), pu‑u‑wa‑ti (KBo 4.2 i.40); iptv.act.3pl. pu‑u‑wa‑an‑du (KBo 32.8+5 
iv.23), pu‑wa‑an‑du (KBo 32.117 iv.3).  

146 And, Melchert (2016a: 211) rightly argues, to be disconnected from La. pungere ‘pierce’, pūgiō ‘dagger’, 
Gk. ἐχε‑πευκής ‘having a (sharp) point’, πεύκη ‘fir’, Li. pušìs ‘fir’, reflecting a √*peu̯ḱ ‘pierce, prick’ (pace 
LIV: 480). 
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development *‘crush, punch’ ⇾	 *‘hammer’ ⇾	 *‘engrave, inscribe’, which is 
indeed quite common: cf. both PT √*pəyk ‘draw, write’ and PBS √*peiś̯ ‘id.’ (OCS 
pĭsati, Li. piẽšti) < PIE √*peiḱ̯ ‘crush, grind’ (cf. Ved. √piś ‘crush, grind; paint; 
adorn’; LIV: 465f.); or OE wrītan ‘incise, engrave; write’ < PGmc. *wrītaną ‘tear, 
scratch; carve’ (OHG rīzan ‘scratch, tear’, WFri. write ‘tear, hurt’, cf. Kroonen 
2013: 596f.). This could in principle work with both Melchert’s etymology from 
√*peu̯g and the traditional one from √*p(i)̯eh₂u̯. 

 
Another question is if a meaning ‘inscribe, write; carve’ could work in the three 
instances in which puhtti is attested. As a matter of fact, I think it can. All three 
inscriptions are from Lētōon; two of these are even (nearly) identical and clearly 
represent the same “formula”: 

N318.6–7 
[ñt]e⸗ije m̃meijeti: 

 […] χθθanahi : [puhtti](j)⸗ene 

N326.1–2 
ñte⸗ije: m̃mijeti: niχede  

χθθanahi: puhtti⸗(e)ne⸗de 

This formula consists of two main sentences, the first consisting of ñte⸗ije 
m̃m(e)ijeti [PN] χθθanahi, in which only N326 attests the name Niχede, while 
N318 has a gap in that position. The verb m̃m(e)ije-ti means ‘make an 
installation/building’, while χθθ⁽ã⁾na- probably denotes “[s]ome kind of 
dedicatory installation/votive object” (Melchert 2004: 85), here in the 
possessive adjective in nom.sg. or acc.sg. I think it more likely describes the 
implicit/incorporated object (i.e. the installation in m̃m(e)ije‑ti), which is also 
referred to in ⸗(e)ne on puhtti. If we accept a meaning ‘inscribe/carve’ for puh‑tti, 
the meaning would be something like: “Inside, [PN/Niχede] makes an 
installation of a dedicatory/votive object; he inscribes/carves it,” or simply: 
“Inside, [PN/Niχede] makes a dedicatory installation; he inscribes/carves it.” 

 
The last occurrence is more unclear, although the same reading could work: 

N324.14–16 
martti: mereheje: χñtla⁰[…]  

[pu]htti(j)⸗ẽne⸗de: ẽti uhi⁰[…]⁰bas 
uhazata … 

The preceding line can be translated as “He orders the ruler(?) Merehi […]”, and 
I would read the following puhtti(j)⸗ẽne⸗de ẽti as “and he writes/carves it down” 
with the preverb ẽti denoting ‘down’. This suggestion is strengthened by the fact 
that ẽti also occurs as a preverb with the suggested base verb pu‑di in the same 
text with a meaning ‘write down’ or ‘carve (down/out)’ (N324.3: ẽti: atrã: pude: 
Erbbina). The following words uhi⁰ ‘year’ and uhazata ‘yearly tribute’ could also 
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work well in this context, although the passage is too fragmentary to ensure a 
translation.  

 
Although the readings above are only tentative and certainly do not exclude 
other possibilities, I think that they constitute the best solution for puhtti yet 
presented. Billing never went into the passages themselves, but I think that his 
suggestion that puh‑tti represents the *‑ss(o)-imperfective of pu‑di is correct. The 
*‑ss(o)-suffix thus survived in at least one verb in Lycian. 

 

H.5 Origin 
The combined facts of the Anatolian languages corroborate the reconstruction 
of a ḫi-inflected imperfective suffix *‑ss(o)‑ for Proto-Anatolian. Such a suffix is 
not readily known from any other Indo-European language, nor does it conform 
with the normal outlook of Indo-European verbal morphology, there being no 
known suffixes with *o~*∅ ablaut and perfect inflection (*h₂e-endings). 

 
The origin of the suffix is thus obscure, although many proposals have been put 
forward. These are summarized according to origin here:  

¨ From s-aorist subjunctive *‑se/o- (Sturtevant 1933: 246); the 
thematic inflection can hardly explain the ḫi-inflection, 
however 

¨ From the actual s-aorist indicative, the ‑a-vowel being dead or 
epenthetic (Laroche 1958: 194–197, 1959: 144); there is little 
motivation for the ḫi-inflection or the function, and the 
reconstructible s-aorist is a primary formation made directly 
to the root 

¨ From unreduplicated desideratives in *‑h₁se/o‑ (Oettinger 
1992: 233); again, the thematicity is in conflict with the suffix, 
although *‑h₁s- could explain the geminate *‑ss‑ 

¨ From reduplicated desideratives (Jasanoff 1988b: 235, 2003: 
136–139; Kimball 1999: 450); Jasanoff analyzes īšš(a)- and 
šišš(a)‑ as reduplicated PIE desideratives *(H)ii̯‑(H)ih₁‑s‑, 
*si‑sh₁‑s‑ with i-reduplication and an athematic suffix *‑s-; Hi. 
ḫalzišš(a)-i and warrišš(a)-i are analogical after the former 
two; no explanation for the ḫi-inflection or the final vowel 

¨ From *‑sḱe/o‑ (Georgiev 1978: 48); Melchert (1987: 200) 
specifically linked ‑šš(a)- to the Tocharian present class 8 in 
*‑ṣə/se- and supposed that both reflected emancipated *‑se/o-
allomorphs of *‑sḱe/o-; again, the thematicity obstructs the 
derivation, and both Anatolian and Tocharian attest 
independent *‑sḱe/o-formations (notably with mi-inflection 
in Hittite), which are continued as a different suffix ‑(z)za- in 
Luwian (cf. even Melchert 1987: 198f., 2012: 208). Further, there 
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are no sound laws through which *‑sḱe/o- would yield Hi. 
‑šš(a)‑. Therefore, this analysis is not preferable. 

¨ The Luwian continuation of *‑sḱe/o-, borrowed into Hittite 
(Rosenkranz 1952: 6f., 29₆, 89; Kammenhuber 1959: 40f., 1960: 
15₁; Friedrich 1960: 75; Gusmani 1969: 301–304); again, 
however, *‑sḱe/o- is rather reflected in Luw. ‑z(z)a- (Lyc. ‑s-, cf. 
supra) 

¨ A transposition of the Hittite suffix to PIE *‑sóh₁-/*‑sh₁-, with 
the geminate ‑šš- due to the weak stem *‑sh₁- and the tarn(a)-
inflection explained mechanically by the *⁰H‑structure 
(Kloekhorst 2008: 688). Kloekhorst immediately excludes *h₃ 
as the possible identity of the laryngeal since he knows of no 
other suffixes with this laryngeal. However, apart from his 
controversial *‑ói‑̯~*‑i-suffix, the same can be said of an *o-
grade in a verbal suffix. Kloekhorst (2008: 255f.) connects this 
otherwise unknown PIE suffix with the ‑šš-element in the ‑ēšš-
fientives (cf. §4.3) and states that he “would not be surprised 
if in the future” his *‑soh₁‑/*‑sh₁-suffix would turn out to be 
related to the imperfective suffix *‑sḱe/o- (2008: 690), 
although it is not elucidated. 

¨ A hybrid of several of these theories (Pisaniello 2020: 59–65): 
viz. the suffix is identical to the ‑šš- in the ‑ēšš-fientive (with 
Kloekhorst), but it is simply *‑s- with gemination from root-
final laryngeals (with Melchert, cf. infra), which is perhaps 
also the source of *‑sḱe/o- ← *‑s‑+‑ḱe/o‑ (with Jasanoff 2003: 
113); the ḫi-inflection and vocalism of the suffix are not 
explained 

 
The Proto-Anatolian suffix *‑ss(o)‑i could go back to various structures 
depending on one’s view on the development of certain Proto-Indo-European 
structures into Anatolian and Hittite. 

As already discussed, the tarn(a)-inflection suggests a suffix-final laryngeal, 
which is what Kloekhorst attempted to incorporate in his transposed suffix 
*‑soh₁‑/*‑sh₁‑. That same laryngeal could also, in Kloekhorst’s framework, 
account for the geminate ‑šš- in Hittite. No other proposals have had a suffix-
final laryngeal, and they therefore have a hard time explaining both the shape 
and inflection of the suffix.  

The geminate ‑šš- is found consistently in Hittite, whereas both Cuneiform 
Luwian and Palaic show variation with geminate ‑šša- alongside non-geminate 
‑ša- (Hieroglyphic Luwian and Lycian cannot show the difference). Only 
Pisaniello (2020: 62–64) has included this in his analysis of the suffix, claiming 
that the geminate allomorph derives from a root-final laryngeal whereas those 
with non-geminate ‑ša- do not. He does not provide a full treatment of this 
claim, however, and the picture does not appear to be so clear: e.g., the causative 
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suffix ‑nu‑, which never had a laryngeal, has imperfectives in both ‑ša‑ (CLuw. 
ḫapanuša‑i) and ‑šša- (CLuw. ḫalalannušša-i), and the verb ‘give’ also shows both 
variants in Pal pīša- vs. CLuw. pipišša‑. Melchert (1994: 78f.) explained the 
geminate ‑šš- in Hittite verbs along similar lines, noting that they all (apart from 
iye/a‑zi) go back to dai‑i/tiyanzi-verbs which he regareded as having arisen from 
*i-enlarged roots in *‑⁰eh₁‑ (cf. also Kimball 1998) with metathesis in the zero-
grade *‑h₁i‑s‑ >> *‑ih₁-s‑ > *‑iss‑. This essentially follows Rasmussen (1989a: 48f.), 
who would regard the *‑i- as an integral part of the so-called “long-diphthong 
roots,” i.e. in *‑⁰eHi-̯, from which I have also sought to derive the dai‑i/tiyanzi-
class (cf. Søborg 2015: 152–162). Whether the *‑i- reflects an inseparable part of 
the root or a root extension is inconsequential here. 

There are many possible origins for Hi. ‑šš- as has already been discussed (cf. 
§4.3): *‑h₁s‑, *‑sh₁‑ and maybe *‑sh₃‑, *‑si‑̯ (according to Kloekhorst 2008: 71), and 
from simple *‑s- in certain consonat clusters. Despite the potential outcome of 
*‑si‑̯ > Hi. ‑šš-, the suffix ‑šš(a)- has to my knowledge not yet been derived from 
the *‑sie̯/o-suffix (Pisaniello 2020: 65₈₈ briefly considers this but abandons it), 
which must in part be due to the limited recognition of the sound law and the 
future value of that suffix. 

Most theories assume that *‑ss(o)- derives from a thematic sigmatic suffix: 
*‑se/o‑, *‑h₁se/o‑ or *‑sḱe/o-. However, thematic suffixes are unanimously 
continued as mi-conjugated verbs and also show the varying vocalism in Hittite: 
the productive suffixes ‑ške/a‑zi and ‑ye/a‑zi are thus never ḫi-conjugated. There 
would be no way in which the vowel could be lost regularly and only in the weak 
forms; the thematic suffixes are specifically characterized by not being 
gradating with strong/weak stems but by their allomorphy in the suffix-final 
vowel *-e/o- according to other parameters (probably depending on the first 
phoneme of the following morpheme, cf. Rasmussen 1989a: 139–144, 1992d: 340–
343). A thematic origin is therefore impossible for the suffix if indeed it is Hittite. 

The only way a thematic origin could work would presumably be if the 
Hittite suffix was borrowed from Luwian where *‑e‑ and *‑o‑ merged in most 
instances into ‑a- (through PLwc. *‑ə‑). One exception was when *‑e- was 
preceded or followed by a pre-Proto-Luwic *‑i‑̯ (< PA *‑i‑̯/*‑ǵ‑) where *‑e‑ > *‑i‑ 
(cf. Melchert 1994: 262, 265). Since PIE accented *‑ó‑ had already been 
lengthened to *‑ṓ‑ in (pre-)Proto-Anatolian (Kloekhorst 2008: 65₁₃₃, 98), it did 
not merge with *‑é‑ which caused Čop’s Law (Čop 1970), perhaps already in 
Proto-Luwic (Kloekhorst 2014: 571–586). We could therefore reasonably expect 
*‑(h₁)se/o- to have given Luw. /‑ssa‑/, like *‑sḱe/o- > Luw. ‑zza‑. A different 
variant of Rosenkranz’ theory of a Luwian loan would therefore theoretically be 
possible, although it could not be from *‑sḱe/o‑. Although mi-inflection would 
be expected from a thematic suffix, Luwian does show a ḫi-inflected pres.3sg. 
for a ‑zza-verb, viz. ḫal‑wa‑at‑na‑(az‑)za‑i (2×) ‘becomes excited’ (to a 
*ḫalwatnā(i)‑di ← *ḫalwattar/*ḫalwatn- ‘excitement’), for expected 
*ḫalwatnazza(t)ti. The consistent ḫi-conjugation in Luwian and in the other 
Anatolian languages is, however, remarkable. 
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Arguing against a Luwian borrowing in Hittite is also the behaviour and age 
of the suffix and its derivative verbs in Hittite itself. The four imperfective verbs 
formed with this suffix in Hittite appear to be the oldest imperfectives formed 
to their respective base verbs, the two most common verbs (īšš(a)‑i, ḫalzišš(a)‑i) 
appear from OS texts, while šišš(a)‑i is attested from OH/NS sources and 
warrišš(a)‑i only from NH texts. Other imperfective verbs to the same verbs only 
appear later. The influence of Luwian on Hittite was especially a feature of later 
Hittite, and Luwian does not attest the respective šša-verbs themselves. More 
detrimental to the argument of a Luwian provenance is the case of ḫalzišš(a)‑i, 
which shows a uniquely Hittite sound change: the assibilation of *‑ti‑, which was 
not shared by Luwian. I therefore consider it unlikely that the suffix was 
borrowed from Luwian into Hittite. 
 
It is necessary to count with a Proto-Anatolian suffix *‑ss(o)‑, which is not 
directly relatable to any known suffix in Indo-Tocharian. Nor is it clear which 
structure this should go back to in Proto-Indo-European. A simple transposition 
along the lines of Kloekhorst’s *‑sóh₁‑~*‑sh₁‑ is certainly possible but does not 
expand our knowledge in any way. The structure of this transposed suffix does 
not even harmonize with any other kind of Proto-Indo-European verbal suffix, 
an *ó~∅-ablaut being unknown in this realm. If we should venture into 
transpositions, I would rather envision a structure *‑séh₃‑~*‑sh₃‑ with regular 
*é~∅-ablaut in a verbal suffix. Kloekhorst’s objection that there is no known 
suffix with *‑h₃- seems to me a smaller obstacle than assuming an unknown 
ablaut in a suffix; a consonant is not as morphologically relevant as ablaut, and 
a “violation” on known ablaut types is therefore more problematic. In addition, 
we could assume that the ḫi-conjugation would be secondary, caused by the *o-
colouring of *‑h₃‑. In that way, we could also get rid of a “perfect-inflected” suffix, 
something which is not known from other suffixes in Indo-European. There are 
thus two morphological advantages to this theory.  

Nevertheless, both transpositions are entirely free suggestions, since there 
is no comparative support for it, and it still does not enhance our understanding 
of Proto-Indo-European. I will therefore leave the origin of the suffix as 
undetermined. However, unlike Kloekhorst, I would be surprised if the suffix 
turned out to be a variant of the *‑sḱe/o-suffix or another thematic suffix. 
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I INTERNAL SUBGROUPING OF ANATOLIAN 
The internal classification of Anatolian has recently become more firmly 
established, and it now makes sense to talk about a Proto-Anatolian language 
which is not just a projection of Hittite. This is in large part due to the hugely 
advanced availability of the linguistic data of the other Anatolian languages (cf. 
Melchert 2019). Here follows a short overview of the state of the arts, as I see it. 
In the Anatolian family, two clear clades are generally acknowledged, viz. Hittite 
as opposed to the Luwic branch, consisting of Luwian and the alphabetic 
languages Lycian, Milyan, Carian, Sidetic and Pisidian. The only languages 
whose overall classification is problematic are Palaic and Lydian, in part due to 
the poor attestation of both.  

Figure 10 presents my best estimation of the internal subgrouping of the 
Anatolian branch: 

Figure 10: Cladistic tree of Anatolian 

 
Palaic is hardest to determine, and I know of no good evidence for shared 
innovations with another Anatolian language. Due to its geographic location, a 
closer connection to Hittite (“North Anatolian”) seems probable but it cannot 
be emphasized enough that this is purely speculative. It may very well prove to 
be more closely related to the “South Anatolian” languages, in which case Hittite 
would be an outlier in the Anatolian family. 

I am fairly confident that Lydian is closer to Luwic in a “Lydo-Luwic” or 
“South Anatolian” clade. This is due to a few shared features (cf. Melchert 2003: 
266–269): i-mutation (Rieken 2005: 49f.; Sasseville 2017), pres.1sg. *‑u̯i, the 
verbal stem *duu̯e‑ ‘place; erect’ (pace Frotscher 2012: 163f.) and the potential 
inclusion in Čop’s Law (Boroday & Yakubovich 2018: 18).  
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The Luwic clade is well established. Most evidence is taken from Luwian and 
Lycian, the two most well-attested and well-understood languages of the group. 
Luwic innovations include: the palatalization of palatovelars at least before 
front vowels (Melchert 2012), the loss of velar closure in voiced/lenis stops (after 
Čop’s Law) PA *ǵ, *g, *gʷ > PLwc. *i,̯ *∅, *u̯, the raising of *e > *i after *i ̯(incl. < 
*ǵ), the likely merger of PA short *o and *e in PLwc. *ə (not PIE *ó, which had 
already been lengthened in PA *ṓ), an innovative nom.pl.c. in PLwc. *‑nsi 
(Gusmani 1960: 502–504, 1964b: 44f.; Eichner 1974: 62–6), the possessive 
adjectives in *‑assə/i‑/*‑əssə/i‑, the advanced productivity of i-mutation, and 
several lexical innovations such as PLwc. *massana/i- ‘god’. I have left out 
Sidetic and Pisidian which are surely Luwic languages but it is not possible to 
assess the internal classification within Luwic. They might even be late dialects 
of Luwian. 

The internal classification of the two corpora of Luwian, Cuneiform Luwian 
and Hieroglyphic, is debated, although it is clear that Luwian represents a single 
language. Yakubovich (2010) has advanced a dialectal division of Kizzuwatna 
Luwian (most ritual Luwian-language texts in cuneiform script), Ištanuwian 
Luwian (the Luwian ritual songs from Ištanu) and Empire Luwian (the 
Glossenkeil-forms in Hittite texts and all Hieroglyphic Luwian texts). 

The positing of a Caro-Lycian clade within the Luwic branch is based on 
shared innovations, including the continuation of *ḱ as /s/ (Kloekhorst 2009b:-
139–142), the palatalization of *kʷ‑ before front vowels (cf. PLwc. *kʷi‑ > Car. kî‑, 
Lyc. ti-, Mil. ki‑; Adiego 2007: 259, 320), and the development of the laryngeals 
PA *H, *Hʷ as dorsal stops /k/, /kʷ/ (pace Kloekhorst 2018). 

 
Kloekhorst (2019) has recently suggested that the Hittite material in the Old 
Assyrian kârum-corpus from Kaneš/Kültepe not only represents an earlier 
version of Hittite but a “Kanišite” dialect distinct from “Ḫattuša-Hittite,” which 
both descend from a “Proto-Hittite” ancestor. Kloekhorst (2019) furthermore 
suggests that the Hittite used in the Ḫattuša texts represents the language of the 
ruling elite from Kuššara, since Anitta himself describes how his father Pitḫāna 
conquered Kaneš/Neša (CTH 1), which probably happened around 1750 BCE 
(Barjamovic, Hertel & Larsen 2012: 40), and it is likely that the same royal 
lineage later resettled Ḫattuša and eventually made it the capital of the realm 
sometime around 1650 BCE during the reign of Ḫattušili I (Bryce 2005: 62), after 
Anitta demolished the city, probably around 1728 BCE (cf. Kryszat 2008: 207). 
This is still suggested by the texts of Ḫattušili I, who describes himself as LÚ 
URUKUŠŠAR ‘the man of Kuššara’ (cf. Klengel 1999: 35; pace De Martino 2003: 
30₇₅). If Kloekhorst’s claims are valid, there may then be two Hittite dialects 
going back to a Proto-Hittite stage. 
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ENGLISH SUMMARY 

The present dissertation examines the plethora of Indo-European verbal 
formations characterized by an element *‑s-, such as the s-aorist and various 
subjunctives, futures and desideratives. A fundamental premise of the study is 
the consistent consideration of the internal subgrouping of the language family, 
in particular the primary split between Anatolian and the remaining ‘Indo-
Tocharian’ branches, next between Tocharian and the remaining ‘Indo-Celtic’ 
branches. The basic framework and terminology of the internal subgrouping 
incorporated in the study is presented in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 investigates the 
sigmatic formations in Indo-Celtic, recapitulated by a reconstruction of the 
sigmatic formations in Proto-Indo-Celtic. Chapters 3 and 4 follow with 
treatments of Tocharian and Anatolian, respectively, culminating in a 
comparative assessment (Chapter 5) and a conclusion (Chapter 6). 

A major result of the study is that none of the classical sigmatic verbal 
formations can be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European. This notably 
includes the s-aorist which could not be demonstrated in Anatolian. Rather, the 
group of Anatolian verbs with an element *‑s- do not show the characteristic *ḗ-
grade but a few have Schwebeablaut, which is irreconcilable with any stem 
formation in Indo-European. This radical behaviour reveals their identity as 
actual roots with an extension *‑s‑, with several indisputable examples showing 
Schwebeablaut and a clear telic and transitivizing function. This extension was 
reanalyzed as a suffix and employed in the nascent imperfective-aorist 
oppositon in pre-Proto-Indo-Tocharian as a high-transitive aorist. The s-aorist 
achieved its characteristic *ḗ-grade only then, as the normal *é~∅-ablauting 
root stem was lengthened in monosyllabic forms caused by the *‑s‑: *CéCs(t) > 
*CḗCs(t). The resulting *ḗ~∅-ablaut is reflected in the Tocharian s-averbo 
formations, which descend exclusively from the Proto-Indo-Tocharian s-aorist. 
In Proto-Indo-Celtic, the ablaut of the s-aorist was innovated to *ḗ~é in analogy 
with Narten-formations. 

The future-desiderative complex is entirely derived from the s-aorist and not 
reconstructible for Proto-Indo-European. The s-aorist subjunctive and its side-
form, the *si-imperative, can be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Tocharian where 
it is already emancipated from the s-aorist, probably due to the alienation of the 
full-grade subjunctive with the lengthening in the indicative. The remaining 
future-desiderative formations are Indo-Celtic innovations. 

Lastly, it is argued that a set of sigmatic personal endings can be 
reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European: 3sg. *‑s, 2pl. *‑sé and 3pl. *‑r̥s~*‑ḗr. 
These seem to alternate within the perfect system with the classical endings *‑e, 
*‑é and *‑r̥~*‑ér, respectively. A pattern is determined between these perfect 
endings and the eventive endings *‑t, *‑té, *‑nt, namely eventive *‑t‑ : perfect 
*‑∅‑ : “s-perfect” *‑s‑ and several hypotheses are presented for the analysis of 
this new set of endings, presenting new routes for future research. 
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DANSK RESUMÉ 

Foreliggende afhandling udforsker virvaret af indoeuropæiske verbaldannelser 
kendetegnet ved et element *‑s‑, såsom s-aoristen og diverse sigmatiske 
konjunktiver, futura og desiderativer. Det er en grundlæggende præmis for 
undersøgelsen konsekvent at indtænke de interne grupperinger i sprogfamilien, 
i særdeleshed den primære opsplitning i først anatolisk og de resterende 
‘indotokhariske’ grene, dernæst mellem tokharisk og de ‘indokeltiske’ grene. I 
kapitel 1 afgrænses og defineres de anvendte principper og sproggrupperinger. 
Kapitel 2 gennemgår de sigmatiske verbaldannelser i indokeltisk og munder ud 
i en rekonstruktion af formerne på urindokeltisk. I kapitel 3 og 4 følger 
behandlingen af hhv. tokharisk og anatolisk, og afhandlingen afrundes af en 
komparativ diskussion (kapitel 5) og en konklusion (kapitel 6).  

Et vigtigt resultat er erkendelsen af, at ingen af de klassiske sigmatiske 
verbaldannelser kan rekonstrueres for urindoeuropæisk. Dette omfatter også s-
aoristen, som ikke kan påvises i anatolisk. De anatoliske verber, der har et 
element *‑s‑, viser ikke den for s-aoristen karakteristiske *ḗ-vokalisme, men 
nogle af dem udviser i stedet såkaldt svæveaflyd, som er uforligneligt med nogen 
som helst stammedannelse på indoeuropæisk. Denne radikale adfærd afslører 
verbernes identitet som faktiske rødder med en rodudvidelse *‑s‑, som allerede 
er veletableret og har adskillige anerkendte eksempler med svæveaflyd og en 
telisk og transitiviserende funktion. Denne rodudvidelse blev omtolket som et 
suffiks og anvendt som markøren af en transitiviserende aorist. Det 
karakteristiske langtrin fik s-aoristen i løbet af denne proces, da *s’et blev 
forlænget i enstavelsesformer: *CéCs(t) > *CḗCs(t). Det resulterede i en aflyd 
*ḗ~∅, som afspejles i det tokhariske s-averbosystem, hvis stammedannelser 
udelukkende udvikledes fra den indotokhariske s-aorist. På urindokeltisk havde 
en analogi til Narten-dannelserne ændret aflydsvekslen i s-aoristen til *ḗ~*é. 

Futurum-desiderativ-komplekset er afledt af s-aoristen og kan derfor heller 
ikke rekonstrueres for urindoeuropæisk. Konjunktiven af s-aoristen og dens 
sideform, *si-imperativen, kan med sikkerhed rekonstrueres for 
urindotokharisk, hvor den allerede har løsrevet sig fra s-aoristen og frit kan 
dannes til verber uden s-aorist, formentlig fordi forlængelsen i s-aoristens 
indikativ førte til en fremmedgørelse mellem denne og konjunktiven. Resten af 
futurum- og desiderativdannelserne er indokeltiske nydannelser. 

Til sidst argumenteres der for ansættelsen af et nyt sæt urindoeuropæiske 
personendelser inden for perfektumsystemet: 3.sg. *‑s, 2.pl. *‑sé og 3.pl. 
*‑r̥s~*‑ḗr. Disse endelser konkurrerer tilsyneladende med de klassiske 
perfektumendelser, hhv. *‑e, *‑é og *‑r̥~*‑ér, og der konstateres et potentielt 
mønster mellem disse endelser og eventivendelserne *‑t, *‑té, *‑nt, nemlig et 
forhold eventiv *‑t‑ : perfektum *‑∅‑ : “s-perfektum” *‑s‑. Adskillige hypotetiske 
fortolkninger fremsættes for dette nye endelsessæt, som udstikker nye veje for 
fremtidig udforskning. 
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